MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION

The following marks are published in compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Applications for the registration of marks in more than one class have been filed as provided in section 30 of said act as amended by Public Law 772, 87th Congress, approved Oct. 9, 1962, 76 Stat. 769. Opposition under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of the date of this publication. See rules 2.101 to 2.105.

A separate fee of two hundred dollars for opposing each mark in each class must accompany the opposition.

SECTION 1.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class

SN 75-679,704. SLM SOFTWARE INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 4-9-1999.

SLM SOFTWARE INC.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS, GOVERNMENTS, HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS, AND RETAIL ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-700,958. RBM OF ATLANTA, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 5-7-1999.

RBM OF ATLANTA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ATLANTA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VACATIONSCAPE


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR TRAVEL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAVEL GUIDES, TRAVEL MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

VACATIONSCAPE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1019199, FILED 6-14-1999, REG. NO. TMA542566, DATED 3-16-2001, EXPIRES 3-16-2016.
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TRAVEL RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES; TRAVEL RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR EXCURSIONS, DAY TRIPS AND SIGHTSEEING TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE MAGAZINES AND GUIDES IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL AND VACATIONS; PROVIDING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SPAIN APPLICATION NO. 2381840, DATED 9-5-2001, EXPIRES 2-28-2011.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GESTION DE SERVICIOS COMPARTIDOS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "TELEFONICA GESTION DE SERVICIOS COMPARTIDOS" IS "TELEPHONE MANAGEMENT OF SHARED SERVICES".

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR WATER FOUNTAINS, AND DECORATIVE WATER FOUNTAIN HEADS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR WATER SQUIRTING TOYS; WATER SQUIRTING PLAY ELEMENTS FOR USE IN WATER PARKS IN THE NATURE OF WATER CANONS, WATER SHOOTERS, WATER SLIDES, WATER BIKES, TIPPING BUCKETS, WATER ARCH JETS, WATER BUBBLER JETS, WATER PIPE FALLS, WATER CURTAINS, WATER ANGLE JETS, PERMANENTLY MOUNTED RIDE-ON ROCKING TOYS, WATER UMBRELLA JETS, AND PULL SHOWERS; PLAY STRUCTURES IN THE NATURE OF WATER SCULPTURES; PLAY STRUCTURES IN THE NATURE OF WATER SCULPTURES FOR USE IN WATER AND AMUSEMENT PARKS; PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CLIMBING UNITS AND PLAYHOUSES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-330,403. MEDIA LOGIC SYSTEMS LIMITED, FLEET, HAMPSHIRE GU513T2, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 10-26-2001.

I SEE TV

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002350056, DATED 5-26-2004, EXPIRES 8-22-2011.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTERACTIVE HOME SHOPPING AND DISTANCE SELLING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTERACTIVE, REMOTE, TRANSACTIONAL AND CONSULTIVE SERVICES OVER DIGITAL TV, INTERNET, INTRANET, EXTRANET AND WIRELESS TELECOM NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101) MARKETING THE ENERGY INDUSTRY BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION TO METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES; PROVIDING CLEARINGHOUSE SERVICES FOR ENERGY INDUSTRY MARKET PARTICIPANTS PROVIDED VIA A WEB SITE; CUSTOMER BILLING SERVICES; MANAGEMENT OF TELEPHONE CALL CENTERS FOR OTHERS; UTILITY BILL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING, REPORTING, ANALYZING AND DELIVERING CUSTOMER ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES; PROVIDING TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION TO ENERGY INDUSTRY MARKET PARTICIPANTS REGARDING THE ENERGY INDUSTRY BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). ALICE BENVAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EBT EXPRESS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1101552. FILED 5-2-2001, REG. NO. 1101552.6, DATED 6-2-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EBT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF HOME SHOPPING OR DISTANCE SELLING, OR IN THE SWITCHED DISTRIBUTION OF BROADCAST SIGNALS BASED ON TELEPHONY; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALICE BENVAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, NAMELY, NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACOLOGY, FOODSTUFFS, PLANT PROTECTION, COSMETICS, DIAGNOSTICS AND BIOCHEMICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH. LIBRARIES OF IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACOLOGY, FOODSTUFFS, PLANT PROTECTION, COSMETICS, DIAGNOSTICS AND BIOCHEMICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH; ARRAYS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, NAMELY, NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACOLOGY, FOODSTUFFS, PLANT PROTECTION, COSMETICS, DIAGNOSTICS AND BIOCHEMICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH; CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS PRODUCED BY USING IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS. ARRAYS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS AND ARRAYS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, NAMELY, SUCH COMPOUNDS WHICH ARE IMMOBILIZED ON A SUPPORT FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACOLOGY, FOODSTUFFS, PLANT PROTECTION, COSMETICS, DIAGNOSTICS AND BIOCHEMICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

SUCH COMPOUNDS WHICH ARE IMMOBILIZED ON A SUPPORT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE (SAVED); COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MORE PARTICULARLY COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ANALYSIS OF PATTERNS OF SURFACES; MORE PARTICULARLY SUCH SUPPORTS COMPRISING CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, MORE PARTICULARLYNUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS, FOR ANALYSIS OF IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, FOR ANALYSIS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, FOR ANALYSIS OF ARRAYS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, MORE PARTICULARLY OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS, FOR ANALYSIS OF ARRAYS OF LIBRARIES OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, MORE PARTICULARLY LIBRARIES OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ARRANGED ON A SUPPORT, FOR ANALYSIS OF COMPOUNDS MANUFACTURED WITH THE AID OF IMMobilIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS; LIBRARIES OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OR ARRAYS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, MORE PARTICULARLY SUCH COMPOUNDS WHICH ARE IMMOBILIZED ON A SUPPORT; PROGRAMS, MORE PARTICULARLY COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FOR SCREENING OF COMPOUNDS SUCH AS NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS, SOFTWARE FOR PICTURE EVALUATION AND SOFTWARE FOR DATA EVALUATION; APPARATUS AND APPARATUS FOR ANALYSIS FOR USE IN SYNTHESIS AND/OR IMMOBILIZATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, FOR PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF PATTERNS OF SURFACES AND FOR SCREENING OF COMPOUNDS SUCH AS NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS, MORE PARTICULARLY SUCH APPARATUS AND APPARATUS FOR ANALYSIS WITH INTEGRATED DATA ANALYSIS; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS AND ANALYSIS APPARATUS FOR SYNTHESIS AND/OR IMMOBILIZATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, FOR PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF PATTERNS OF SURFACES AND FOR SCREENING OF COMPOUNDS SUCH AS NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS, MORE PARTICULARLY SUCH APPARATUS AND ANALYSIS APPARATUS WITH INTEGRATED DATA ANALYSIS; CHAMBERS, MORE PARTICULARLY LIBRARIES OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ARRANGED ON A SUPPORT; SPOTTING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOM CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES, AND PROTEINS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, SYNTHESIS OF IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, ARRAYS, AND LIBRARIES OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; IMMOBILIZATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, IMMobilIZATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES, AND PROTEINS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, IMMOBILIZATION OF ARRAYS AND LIBRARIES OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE, SPOTTING, AND DESIGN OF BIOCHIPS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMISTRY, MEDICINE, VETERINARY MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, GENETICS, CYTOGENETICS, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, AND BIOCHEMISTRY, NAMELY, PRODUCTS USED IN THE SYNTHESIS AND IMMOBILIZATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, PRODUCTS RESERCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF SYNTHESIS AND IMMOBILIZATION OF ARRAYS AND LIBRARIES OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ARRANGED ON A SUPPORT; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NAMELY, SCREENING FOR CHEMICAL INTERACTION PARTNERS; PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF CHEMICAL SCREENING FOR INTERACTION PARTNERS; DEVELOPMENT OF NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMISTRY, MEDICINE, VETERINARY MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, GENETICS, CYTOGENETICS, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY; SCREENING AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARRAYS AND LIBRARIES OF ARRAYS OF IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ARRANGED ON A SUPPORT FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SCREENING AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARRAYS AND LIBRARIES OF ARRAYS OF IMMOBILIZED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ARRANGED ON A SUPPORT FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PRODUCT RESEARCH AND SCREENING; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMISTRY, MEDICINE, VETERINARY MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, GENETICS, CYTOGENETICS, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STATES OF MIND

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF MARKET RESEARCH WHICH ALLOWS MONITORING, TRACKING, ANALYZING, AND PRESENTING MARKET RESEARCH DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES; COST/PRICE ANALYSIS SERVICES; BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MARKET RESEARCH; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEY SERVICES; BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS SERVICES; BUSINESS MONITORING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MARKET RESEARCH; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES; TRADE INFORMATION SERVICES; PUBLIC OPINION POLLING SERVICES; DATA PROCESSING ANALYSIS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXPRESSIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,387,534, 1,404,868 AND 2,402,837
SEC. 2(F).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING GREETING CARDS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS USE, BUSINESS CARDS, DISTANCE MEASURING TOOLS, REMINDER CARDS, POSTCARDS, NOTE CARDS, NAME TAGS, NOTE PADS, ENVELOPES, BUSINESS FORMS, MAILING LABELS, GUEST REGISTERS, RECORD BINDERS, LISTING FOLDERS, ORGANIZERS, CALCULATORS, DOORKNOB HANGERS, SALES AND MARKETING AND ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE, CHECKS, CHECK BINDERS, BOOKS, PERSONALIZED PROMOTIONAL APPAREL, CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY TABLE, BB CLIPS, HAND MIRRORS, TEACHING AIDS, PATIENT EDUCATION GUIDES, PERSONALIZED AND NON-PERSONALIZED PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY, PINS, WATCHES, BOOKMARKS, STICKERS, HAND MIRRORS, TOOTHBRUSHES, MIRRORS, PENS, KEY TAGS, KEY RINGS, MUGS, LABELS, TOOTHPASTE TUBE WINDERS, TOYS, LETTER SLITTERS, YARDSTICKS, SCREWDRIVERS, WIPE BOARDS, COMPUTER MOUSE PADS, GOLF TEES ALL FOR USE BY BUSINESS PERSONS OR PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-21-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-21-1999.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR ONLINE DIRECT PROMOTIONAL MAILING SERVICES OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS, NAMELY, CUSTOMIZED PRINTING AND COLLATING OF MAILING LABELS, MESSAGES AND CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-10-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVISING AND ASSISTING OTHERS WITH RESPECT TO LITIGATION STRATEGIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-21-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-21-1999.

SN 76-404,633. BORREGAARD INDUSTRIES LIMITED NORGE, 1721 SARPSBORG, NORWAY, FILED 5-8-2002.

LIGNOSPERSE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,797,404.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL ADDITIVES, CHEMICAL DISPERSENG AND BINDING AGENTS, NAMELY, LIGNIN AND LIGNOSULPHONATES, AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF FOR USE IN THE FORMULATION OF CHEMICALS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, TEXTILE DYES AND PAINTS, CONCRETE AND CEMENT; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, NAMELY LUBRICANTS, GASOLINE, PARAFFIN WAX, ASPHALT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 28 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR PIGMENT DISPERSIONS FOR COLORING PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 3-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-421,627. SKY NETWORK TELEVISION LIMITED, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 6-11-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUGBY CHANNEL" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASSES 38 AND 41, AND "RUGBY" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELEVISION, VIDEO AND AUDIO/VIDEO MULTIMEDIA RECEIVERS; ELECTRONIC TELEVISION SIGNAL DECODERS, MODEMS, COMPUTERS, PRERECORDED CD-ROMS FEATURING COMPUTER GAMES, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR DOWNLOADING IMAGES FROM THE INTERNET, ALL IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AUDIO/VISUAL AND ENTERTAINMENT; VIDEO DISPLAY COMPUTER MONITORS; PRERECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING RUGBY GAMES; PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING RUGBY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING RUGBY SPORTS INFORMATION BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, THE INTERNET, AND TELEVISION; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RUGBY GAMES; ORGANIZATION OF COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-444,519. WESCAN SYSTEMS LIMITED, BURLINGTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 8-28-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1147217, FILED 7-17-2002, REG. NO. TM614348, DATED 7-8-2004, EXPIRES 7-8-2019.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR PATTERN TRACING SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF, NAMLY OPTICAL TRACING UNITS, SERVO DRIVES AND COMPUTERIZED NUMERICAL CONTROLS FOR CUTTING SHAPES OR PATTERNS FROM VARIOUS MATERIALS, NAMLY METAL, WOOD, RUBBER, TEXTILES, PLASTIC, CERAMICS AND SYNTHETICS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1147217, FILED 7-17-2002, REG. NO. TM614348, DATED 7-8-2004, EXPIRES 7-8-2019.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BAGS NAMELY TRAVELING BAGS, HANDBAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, BEACH BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS, TOTE BAGS; SUITCASES; BRIEFCASES; PURSES; FOLDERS; DOCUMENT CASES, LEATHER DOCUMENT FOLDERS; LUGGAGE TRUNKS; ANIMAL SKIN AND LEATHER BAGS; IMITATION LEATHER SOLD IN BULK; LEATHER BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING, NAMLY, ENVELOPES AND POUCHES; LEATHER KEY CHAINS; LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS; PARASOLS; BEACH UMBRELLAS, UMBRELLAS, WALKING STICKS; HARNESSSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR LADIES', GENTS' AND CHILDREN' S CLOTHING, NAMLY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, JACKETS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, VESTS, JERSEYS, PAJAMAS; STOCKINGS; SINGLET; CLOTHING CORSETS; GARTER BELTS; PANTS; BRAS; PETTY COATS; SLIPPERS; SHOE WEAR IN GENERAL, NAMLY, SLIPPERS, SHOES, SPORTS SHOES, BOOTS AND SANDALS; HATS; SCARVES; NECK-TIES; RAIN-COATS; OVERCOATS; GREAT-COATS; SPORTS OVERALLS; WIND-RESISTANT JACKETS; SKI-PANTS; BELTS; AND FUR COATS; SKIN AND LEATHER WRIST BANDS, AND SUIT MADE OF LEATHER; BATHING COSTUMES, NAMLY, BATHING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NAME "MARTIN GUY" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

MRNIN GUY

THE NAME "MARTIN GUY" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES AND OTHER AUTOMATED SELF SERVICE KIOSKS, NAMELY INFORMATION AND TICKET DISPENSING KIOSKS FOR THE RETAIL SECTOR; SONAR EQUIPMENT, NAMELY ACTIVE AND PASSIVE HULL MOUNTED OR TOWED ARRAY SONAR SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS COMPRISING OF TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLIES, RESOLVED DIRECTIONAL SENSORS AND ADD ON ARRAY COMPONENTS, SONAR DRY-END PROCESSORS FOR DEMONSTRATION UNITS, SIMULATORS AND MONITORS, APPLICATION AND TELEMETRY SOFTWARE FOR MARINE APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF PATTERN TRACING AND CUTTING SYSTEMS FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ITALY APPLICATION NO. IT-BO2002C00, FILED 4-12-2002, REG. NO. 00873740, DATED 9-4-2002, EXPIRES 4-12-2012.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR BOWLING APPARATUS AND MACHINERY, NAMELY, SCORING EQUIPMENT FOR BOWLING, NON-ELECTRIC SCORE BOARDS; STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, LCD GAME MACHINES, BOWLING BALLS, SKITTLES; AUTOMATIC COIN-OPERATED VIDEOGAME MACHINES, GAMES AND TOYS, NAMELY RAG DOLLS AND PLUSH TOYS, BAGS AND CASES FOR BOWLING PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF BOWLING CENTRES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF BOWLING SPORTS FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING COURSES ON COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE FOR BOWLING, BOWLING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING BOWLING ALLEYS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; ORGANIZATION OF BOWLING COMPETITIONS AND CONTESTS; RENTAL OF BOWLING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


E-MODITAS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2811032, FILED 8-12-2002, REG. NO. 002811032, DATED 1-30-2004, EXPIRES 8-12-2012.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER COMPONENTS, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING BOWLING ALLEYS, AUTOMATING MACHINERY IN A BOWLING ALLEY, AND OPERATING ELECTRONIC SCOREBOARDS IN BOWLING ALLEYS; COMPUTER DISKS AND MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES WITH PROGRAMS FOR COMPUTERIZED BOWLING ALLEYS AND VIDEO-GAMES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CD AND COMPUTER DISK FOR OPERATING, SCORING AND MONITORING THE BOWLING GAME AND FOR COMPUTERIZED BOWLING ALLEYS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE DEDICATED TO BOWLING; ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING BOWLING ALLEYS, ELECTRONIC SWITCHBOARDS FOR THE CONTROL OF BOWLING ALLEYS; OPERATING APPARATUS BOWLING MACHINERY, NAMELY ELECTRONIC PIN-SETTERS, ELECTRONIC PINSETTER INTERFACE, AND ELECTRONIC PIN DETECTION CONSOLES, COMPUTER MACHINES, LCD PROJECTIONS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC BOWLING SCOREBOARDS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM, DVD AND COMPUTER DISK, AUDIO AND VIDEO SUPPORT, NAMELY COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING FITNESS MACHINES, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE ON FITNESS MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DATA PROCESSING DEVICES AND COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTION, ONLINE TRADING SERVICES AND BUSINESS ADVERTISING; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER NETWORKS COMPRISING HUBS, SWITCHES ROUTERS, WIRELESS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND LAN (LOCAL AREA NETWORK) COMPUTER CARDS AND CABLES FOR CONNECTING DECK TOP AND PORTABLE COMPUTER DEVICES TO COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF THIRD PARTY BUSINESSES THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVISORY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION; INTEGRATED TRACKING AND MANAGEMENT OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLLS FOR OTHERS; ADMINISTRATION OF OFFICE CLERICAL AND ACCOUNTING WORK FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING ONLINE TRADING SERVICES FOR OTHERS BY POSTING PRODUCTS OR SERVICES TO BE AUCTIONED OR SOLD AND ACCEPTING PURCHASE BIDS VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING A WEB SITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK WHICH FEATURES ADSVERTISEMENTS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROCESSING OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR BUSINESSES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF DATA PROCESSING HARDWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA AND GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSION FOR USE BY BUSINESSES IN PROVIDING SERVICES SUCH AS ELECTRONIC TRADE, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC TRADE, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPERATING AND MANAGING COMPUTER NETWORK DATABASES AND FOR PARTICIPATING IN ELECTRONIC TRADE; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; OPERATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER TIME-SHARING SERVICES; LEASING COMPUTER FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WR

SUBJECT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING WITH WINROCK FARMS, INC. APPLICANT CLAIMS EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK IN THE AREA COMPRISING THE STATE OF TEXAS.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WALSH RANCHES WR

SUBJECT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING WITH WINROCK FARMS, INC. APPLICANT CLAIMS EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK IN THE AREA COMPRISING THE STATE OF TEXAS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RANCHES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR RANCHING SERVICES, NAMELY, CATTLE BREEDING AND STUD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1960; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1960.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Pitaemon
OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4650521, DATED 3-7-2003, EXPIRES 3-7-2013.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRINTABLE SHEET MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SHEET MAGNET LAMINATED PAPER FOR PRINTING PURPOSES; POSTCARDS; TIMETABLES; CALENDARS; MAPS; PAMPHLETS OF GOODS FOR SALE; PICTURES; ENGRAVINGS; PHOTOS; STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR SHEET MAGNET LAMINATED PLASTIC FILMS FOR PRINTING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INTERMETRO
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,483,039, 2,105,766 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL SHELF SUPPORTS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, METAL FRAMES, BRACKETS, TILT-OUT BINS, BIN HOLDERS, KEY LOCKS, OPTIONAL KEYPADS, ROLL-UP DOORS, CHANGEABLE DRAWER PULL INSERTS, BALL BEARING SLIDES, HANDLES, DRAWER DIVIDERS, METAL CASTERS, METAL HOOKS AND METAL POST TO POST CONNECTORS; SHELF SUPPORT POSTS; SHELF POST CLAMPS; POST LEVELING FEET; SHELF JOINING CLAMPS; SHELF WALL MOUNTS; COAT HANGER TUBES AND BRACKETS; SHELF BRACKETS; REEL HOLDERS; SWAY BRACES; CORNER BRACES; SHELF SPACERS; SHELF DIVIDERS; SHELF SLIDES; CASTERS; SHELF RODS AND JOINING TABS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CARRIERS; WIRE BASKETS; METAL AND PLASTIC RACKS AND INSERTS THEREFOR FOR STORING AND TRANSPORTING DISHES; GLASSWARE; SILVERWARE AND TABLE AND KITCHEN UTENSILS AND FOR SUPPORTING SAME WHEN BEING PASSED THROUGH DISH WASHING MACHINES, THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS ALL BEING MADE OF METAL; METAL LOCKING DOOR KITS COMPRISING METAL SECURITY SEALS, KEYS, KEY LOCKS, AND ELECTRONIC LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR HOSPITAL CRASH CARTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC CABINETS USED TO CONTROL TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY FOR HEATING AND PROOFIG FOOD GOODS, COMMERCIAL WHEELED REFRIGERATED CABINETS AND PROOFING CABINETS USED FOR PROOFING YEAST PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR UTILITY CARTS, SERVICE CARTS, BUSHING CARTS, BEVERAGE CARTS, DOLLIES, MOBILE DISH DOLLIES AND CARTS, SHELF CARTS, SHELF TRUCKS, CARTS IN THE NATURE OF INSULATED CABINETS FOR TRANSPORTING GOODS OR MEDICAL SUPPLIES, CARTS IN THE NATURE OF CABINETS FOR DELIVERY AND STORAGE OF FOOD OR MEDICAL SUPPLIES, CARTS, NAMELY, PROOFING CABINETS FOR USE IN PROOFING YEAST, ICE CABINET CARTS, LINEN CARTS, LINEN HAMPER CARTS, CATER CARTS, SURGICAL CASE CARTS, SUTURE CARTS AND HOUSEKEEPING CARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, CORNER BUMPERS, VACUUM HOLDERS, GLASS RACK HOLDERS, ADJUSTABLE SHELVES, LOCKING TOP SHROUDS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR SHELVING SYSTEMS COMPRISING SHELVES, INDUSTRIAL SHELVING, POLYMER SHELVES, SHELVING SYSTEMS COMPRISING FRAMES, ENCLOSURE PANELS, SHELVES, SUPPORTS, RACKS, HANGER RAILS, BINS AND BOXES AND REEL HOLDERS, BRACKETS, STORAGE BASKETS, SLIDING DRAWER UNITS, FLOOR PROTECTOR CAPS, NON-METAL CASTERS, TOLE HANDLES, NON-METAL HOOKS, NON-METAL POST TO POST CONNECTORS, POLES, ADD-ON-SHELVES, CONNECTORS, HANGER TUBES, HANGER RAILS, CD TOWERS COMPRISED OF SHELVES AND POLES FOR ATTACHMENT TO SHELVING UNITS OR WALLS, WIRE ORGANIZERS, SHELF INLAYS, AND DROP SHELVES, FREE STANDING AND WALL HANGING SHELVES; WALL MOUNTED WORK STATION COMPRISED OF A DROP TOP WORK SURFACE, BASKETS, BINS, WALL GRIDS, HOOKS AND MOUNTING HARDWARE, NAMELY, POSTS AND BRACKETS; WORK TABLES AND SHELVING UNITS COMPRISING OF SHELVES, POSTS, CASTERS, SIDE PANELS, DRAWERS, BASKETS, SHELF Ledges AND SHELF DIVIDERS; SHELVING UNITS, NAMELY, SIDE PANELS, DRAWERS, SHELF Ledges AND SHELF DIVIDERS; NON-METAL LOCKING DOOR KITS COMPRISING NON-METAL SECURITY SEALS, KEYS, KEY LOCKS AND ELECTRONIC LOCKS; SIDE STORAGE KITS COMPRISING TRAYS, DIVIDERS, SHELVES, CHART HOLDERS, GAS TANK CYLINDER HOLDERS, SHAPED CONTAINER HOLDERS, CUP HOLDERS, WASTE BASKETS, BASKET HOLDERS, BINS, SIDE STORAGE SHELVES, WASTE CAN HOLDERS, BINS, SIDE STORAGE SHELVES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS

FOR SHEET PLASTIC COVERS AND PLASTIC COVERS IN THE FORM OF PLASTIC BAGS FOR COVERING SHELVING SYSTEMS AND MOBILE CARTS, LAUNDRY BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-478,763. SONY KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TA SONY CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 12-24-2002.

Theaterium

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PLANETARIUM PROJECTION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF OPTICAL ELEMENTS, NAMELY, PROJECTOR LENS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE CONTROL AND INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGES AND MOVING PICTURES IN PLANETARIUMS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND PROJECTORS; AUDIO/VISUAL SYSTEMS FOR USE IN PLANETARIUM THEATERS COMPRISED OF VIDEO DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, AUDIO MIXERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, DIGITAL SOUND SOURCES, NAMELY, PRERECORDED OPTICAL DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, AND AMPLIFIERS AND LOUD-SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MICHÈLE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-480,877. MOUNT UNION COLLEGE, ALLIANCE, OH. FILED 1-8-2003.

PURPLE RAIDERS

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HOUSEHOLD APPARATUS, NAMELY, TRAYS AND RACKS AND INSERTS THEREFOR USED FOR STORING AND TRANSPORTING CUPS, DISHES, GLASSWARE, SILVERWARE, TRAYS AND TABLE SETTING, UTENSILS AND FOR SUPPORTING, MAINTAINING, OR PROTECTING CUPS, DISHES, GLASSWARE, SILVERWARE, HOLDERS, CUTLERY HOLDERS, TRAY RACKS, DUNNAGE RACKS, BASKETS FOR USE WITH SHELVING, STEAM PRESS HOLDERS, GRID MOUNTED SPICE AND CAN RACKS, AND UTILITY BASKETS; WASTE CAN HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PLANETARIUM PROJECTION SERVICES, PLANETARIUM THEATER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MICHÈLE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-480,877. MOUNT UNION COLLEGE, ALLIANCE, OH. FILED 1-8-2003.

NEWS.TALK.CULTURE.
WAMU 88.5 FM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEWS.TALK.CULTURE" AND "88.5 FM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS AND CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS, AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES, VIA THE AIRWAVES AND ON-LINE THROUGH THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


ONE4GIVEN
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, WOVEN WRISTBANDS, SHIRTS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SN 76-488,047. INTERNATIONAL DATA GROUP, INC., FRAMINGHAM, MA. FILED 2-7-2003.

CIO SELECT
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,273,617, 2,694,427 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "CIO".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESOURCE AND NETWORKING SERVICES FOR PROFESSIONAL EXECUTIVES, NAMELY, PROGRAMS FOR SHARING KNOWLEDGE RELATING TO THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF NETWORKING FOR PROFESSIONAL EXECUTIVES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ONLINE SERVICES, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES BY MEANS OF A WEBSITE ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

SN 76-488,680. GAULME S.A., 75012, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 2-6-2003.

Jean Paul GAULTIER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,314,741, 1,475,046 AND 1,507,690.
THE NAME "JEAN PAUL GAULTIER" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR GOODS OF PRECIOUS METALS BEING GOLD, PLATINUM AND SILVER AND THEIR ALLOYS OR COATED THEREWITH, NAMELY, NON-ELECTRIC CANDELABRAS, CANDLESTICKS, FIGURINES, STATUETTES, VASES, ASHTRAYS FOR SMOKERS, CIGARETTE CASES, CIGARETTE HOLDERS; JEWELRY OF PRECIOUS METALS, NAMELY ANKLE BRACELETS, BADGES, BELT BUCKLES FOR CLOTHING, JEWELRY BRACELETS, BROOCHES, JEWELRY CHAINS, JEWELRY CHARMS, CUFF LINKS, EAR CLIPS, EARRINGS, NECKTIE FASTENERS, IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS, NECKLACES, ORNAMENTAL PINS, PENDANTS, RINGS, TIE TACKS AND WEDDING BANDS; JEWELRY NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY ANKLE BRACELETS, BADGES, BELT BUCKLES FOR CLOTHING, BRACELETS, BROOCHES, JEWELRY CHAINS, JEWELRY CHARMS, CUFFLINKS, EAR CLIPS, EARRINGS, NECKTIE FASTENERS, IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS, NECKLACES, ORNAMENTAL PINS, PENDANTS, RINGS AND TIE TACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER
NAMELY, KEY CASES, BRIEFCASES, CHECKBOOK
CASES, POCKET WALLETS, CARD CASES, PURSES
NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, HANDBAGS, SCHOOL
BAGS, TOOL BAGS SOLD EMPTY, BACKPACKS, SHOP-
PING BAGS, BAGS FOR CLIMBERS, BAGS FOR CAM-
PERS, BEACH BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, GARMENT
BAGS FOR TRAVEL, TRAVELING BOXES, VANITY
CASES; ANIMAL HIDES; TRUNKS AND SUITCASES;
UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, PARASOLS WITH WALKING
STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY (U.S. CLS.
1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,394. KABUSHIKI KAISHA VILLAGE RECORD,
TOKYO 150-0011, JAPAN, FILED 2-26-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN
APPLICATION NO. 2003-004502, FILED 1-24-2003, REG. NO.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO HALVES OF THE
NUMBER EIGHT.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS
FOR SERIES OF PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, PRERE-
CORDED COMPACT DISCS, VIDEO DISCS, VIDEO-
TAPES AND DVDS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF
MUSIC AND FILM, NAMELY, MUSIC BOOKS AND
MUSIC CATALOGUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38
AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRO-
VIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC ON-LINE VIA A GLO-
BAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SER-
VICES
FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES AT A
JAZZ CLUB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-504,664. DOCALONMTI LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED
4-7-2003.

Laidlaw & Co.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,437,581.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTA-
TION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INVESTMENT ADVICE AND BROKERAGE SER-
VICES IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES, MUTUAL
FUNDS, STOCKS, BONDS, FIXED ANNUITIES AND
VARIOUS ANNUITIES AND REAL ESTATE; INVEST-
MENT BANKING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE INVEST-
MENT AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CAPS, JACKETS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22
AND 39).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ISSUES RELATED TO NATIONAL FOREST MANAGEMENT, STEWARDSHIP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES; ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING PRIVATE MONE-TARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-MENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF RESTORA-TION, FOREST MANAGEMENT, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT, RECREATIONAL USE MANAGE-MENT, AND WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGE-MENT AND THE SUSTAINABLE USE OF FORESTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE & BAKERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LIGHTHOUSE PROJECT-ING A BEAM WITH STYLIZED CLOUDS AND WAVES, AND THE STYLIZED WORDING "GOOD HARBOR".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL BAKERY SHOPS AND RETAIL COFFEE SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SER-VICES
FOR COFFEE SHOP SERVICES AND DINE-IN BA-KERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1999. SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE Drexel Collection
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,118,379, 2,629,037 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-MENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-LINE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF APPLIED ARTS, DECORATIVE ARTS, AND INTERIOR DESIGN AND EXCLUDING ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH FURNITURE STORE BUILDING AND LAYOUT AND EXCLUDING PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO RETAILERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-516,836. TRUCO ENTERPRISES, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 5-1-2003.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK WHICH INDICATES SHADING AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PORK RINDS, POTATO BASED SNACK FOODS, DIPS FOR CHIPS AND SNACK FOODS NOT TO BE SOLD IN, DISTRIBUTED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH RESTAURANTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-21-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-21-1999.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SALSA, TORTILLA CHIPS, CORN-BASED SNACK FOODS AND WHEAT-BASED SNACK FOODS NOT TO BE SOLD IN, DISTRIBUTED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH RESTAURANTS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BLOODY MARY COCKTAIL MIX, NON-ALCOHOLIC MARGARITA MIXES, NON-ALCOHOLIC DAQUIRI MIXES, NON-ALCOHOLIC PINA COLADA MIXES, NON-ALCOHOLIC BELLIINI MIXES, NON-ALCOHOLIC LEMON MIX AND NON-ALCOHOLIC CAPPUCCINO MIX NOT TO BE SOLD IN, DISTRIBUTED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH RESTAU-RANTS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 9-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 9-30-1999. PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

CLASS 39—TRAVEL ArrANGMENTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURITY PLATFORM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED CD-ROM'S FEATURING ACCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE ACCESS SECURITY AND THE DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS OF COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS WITH REGARD TO THE HANDLING OF FILES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ENHANCING ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS OF COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS WITH REGARD TO THE HANDLING OF FILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING WITH REGARD TO THE HANDLING OF FILES BY COMPUTER OPERATORS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE ACCESS SECURITY CONTROL BY MONITORING AND MANAGING COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS AND COMPUTER SECURITY INFORMATION; ALL PERFORMED TO THE ORDER OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, MANUALS, HANDBOOKS, MAGAZINES, AND TEXT BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SAILING AND SHIP HANDLING FOR TRAINING MARINERS, NAMELY, SHIPS' CAPTAINS, OFFICERS AND MARI-TIME PILOTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING OF PILOTS AND SHIPS' CAPTAINS IN THE HANDLING OF VESSELS AT SEA, ON RIVERS AND CANALS USING EITHER PHYSICAL MODELS OF THE SAID VESSELS OPERATING ON A LAKE EQUIPPED FOR THIS PURPOSE, OR NUMERICAL SIMULATORS BASED ON MATHEMATICAL THEORIES OF SHIP MOVEMENTS; AND PUBLISHING OF TEXTS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF HARBOR PROJECTS OF OTHERS, NAMELY, IMPROVING THE DESIGN AND SIZING OF HARBORS AND DEFINING AND CHECKING SHIP HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR USE AT HARBORS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SN 76-533,818. TOKYO FOOD CORPORATION, MEGURO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 7-29-2003.

THE TERM BOTEJYU AS A WHOLE HAS NO EXACT TRANSLATION OR MEANING IN THE TRADE OTHER THAN TO INDICATE APPLICANT AS THE SOURCE OF GOODS AND SERVICES.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE AND MAYONNAISE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING OKONOMIYAKI AND TEPPANYAKI (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2004.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,343,981.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES, MANUALS, CODES AND STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTION AND USE OF VARIOUS PRODUCTS, BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING AND NATURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1996.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING MANUALS, PRINTED CODES AND STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTION AND USE OF VARIOUS PRODUCTS, BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS AND PAMPHLETS ALL IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1878; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1878.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING RETIREMENT, INDEPENDENT LIVING AND ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STROKERS

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR PAINTING OF MOTORCYCLES FOR OTHERS; INSTALLATION OF MOTORCYCLE PARTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM BUILDING OF MOTORCYCLES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-537,054. VIVA PHYSICIANS, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 8-12-2003.

VIVA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, PHYSICIAN TRAINING MANUALS, PEER-REVIEWED MEDICAL PAPERS, ARTICLES, SCHOLARLY ARTICLES, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE, AND VASCULAR DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR TRADE ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, AND PROMOTING BOARD CERTIFICATION IN VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND VASCULAR DISEASE, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION DIRECTED TO THE POST-DOCTORATE LEVEL, TO GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY LEVELS, AND TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith; EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN THE NATURE OF COURSES DIRECTED TO THE GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY LEVELS AND COURSES DIRECTED TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC, AND TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND VASCULAR DISEASE; ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, PHYSICIAN TRAINING MANUALS, PEER-REVIEWED MEDICAL PAPERS, ARTICLES, SCHOLARLY ARTICLES, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION BY MEANS OF AN INFORMATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL WEBSITE IN THE FIELDS OF VASCULAR AND ENDOVASCULAR MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ELIZABETH’S VINTAGE NOTIONS

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use “VINTAGE NOTIONS”, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR SCISSORS AND SCISSORS CASES (U.S. CLS. 23, 25 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TAPE MEASURES AND MAGNIFYING LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR SEAM RIPPERS, CHATELAINE PINS, NEEDLE CASES, SPOOL KNIVES, NEEDLES, RIBBON BODKINS, THIMBLES, NEEDLE THREADERS AND PIN CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.

DON’T BE A BURDEN

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PERSONAL ORGANIZERS FOR ORGANIZING, AGGREGATING, COMPILING AND CENTRALIZING PERSONAL INFORMATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION; AND PRINTED BROCHURES FOR SUBSEQUENT RETRIEVAL IN CONNECTION WITH APPLICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, SUCH INCLUDING MEDICAL, AND MEDICARE, FOR LONG-TERM CHRONIC ILLNESSES OR ADVERSE MEDICAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 10, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF LONG-TERM CARE PLANNING, RETIREMENT PLANNING, AND GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM RELATING TO MEDICAL CARE FOR THE ELDERLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

RENALPURE

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY ACIDS AND BICARBONATES IN LIQUID AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DIALYSATE FOR HEMODIALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIALYSATE COMPOUNDS FOR HEMODIALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CONCERT PROGRAMS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BASEBALL JERSEYS, BABY DOLL SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, CAPS, INFANT WEAR, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, INFANT CREEPERS, AND CLOTH BABY BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; FAN CLUB SERVICES; PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING INFORMATION RELATING TO LIVE PERFORMANCES AND MUSIC AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; MUSIC PRODUCING SERVICES; MUSIC ARRANGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENIOR APARTMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-11-1993; IN COMMERCE 8-11-1993.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-11-1993; IN COMMERCE 8-11-1993.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEC. 2(F).

HENNESSEY'S

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING SPORTING EVENTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2324907, FILED 2-26-2003, REG. NO. 2324907, DATED 2-26-2003, EXPIRES 2-26-2013.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "AMIGO" IS "FRIEND".
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORE SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SANDWICHES, BEVERAGES, FRUIT, PIE, CONFECTIONERY, DAIRY ITEMS, CAKES, BISCUITS, POTATO CRISPS, SNACKS, ICE CREAM, AND CIGARETTES; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL OF THE AFORESAID (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CATERING SERVICES; RESTAURANT, CAFÉ, CAFETERIA, SNACK BAR, AND COFFEE-SHOP SERVICES; PREPARATION OF FOODSTUFFS OR MEALS OR BEVERAGES FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES; ADVICE RELATING TO FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CESAR RITZ DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COLLEGE-LEVEL AND PROFESSIONAL COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, HOTEL MANAGEMENT, RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT, AND THE TOURISM INDUSTRY; ARRANGING INTERNSHIPS FOR STUDENTS AT HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM ESTABLISHMENTS; SPONSORING, DEVELOPING AND CARRYING OUT INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,521,742, 1,542,436 AND 2,214,266.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIVERSITY" AND "PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 1900", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
The pictorial portion of the mark consists of a stylized design of a thistle.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL KEY CHAINS, KEY TAGS, AND MONEY CLIPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY AND CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, BULLETINS, PROGRAMS, CATALOGS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES RELATING TO GENERAL NEWS, BUSINESS, POLITICAL, EDUCATIONAL, SPORTS, TRAVEL, AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS ISSUES, YEAR BOOKS, CLASS ALBUMS, MEDIA GUIDES, TELEPHONE AND ADDRESS DIRECTORIES, REGISTERS, NAMELY, BOOKS FOR RECEIVING RECORD ENTRIES, STATIONERY, NOTEBOOKS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BINDERS, BOOK COVERS, BOOK ENDS, CALENDARS, GREETING CARDS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, POSTCARDS, FOLDERS, WRAPPING PAPER, NOTECARDS, NOTE-PADS, POCKET AND DESK DIARIES, DATE BOOKS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, DESK PADS, MEMO PADS, SCRAP BOOKS, PAPER WEIGHTS, PEN AND/OR PENCIL HOLDERS, ADDRESS BOOKS, PRINTED AWARDS, DIPLOMAS, DIPLOMA COVERS, BUSINESS CARDS, STICKERS, BUMPER STICKERS, LETTER OPENERS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, ART PRINTS, PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, PAPER NAPKINS, CREDIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING, DEBIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING, AND RUBBER STAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
For tote bags, backpacks, all purpose athletic bags, sports bags, duffel bags, handbags, workbags, pocketbooks, school bags, traveling bags, luggage, umbrellas, and umbrella covers (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
For furniture, namely chairs; mirrors; picture frames; seat cushions (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
For coffee cups, mugs, drinking glasses, plates, bowls, containers for food or beverages, portable coolers, wastepaper baskets, bottle openers, corkscrews, coasters not of paper and not being table linen, vases, salt and pepper shakers, and serving trays not of precious metal (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
For bed linens, namely sheets, bed spreads, quilts, blankets, towels, stadium blankets, comforters, pillow cases, pillow shams; table linens, namely tablecloths, fabric table runners, bath linens, namely towels, bath mats, wash cloths; cloth penannets, cloth blankets, and rainwear (U.S. Cls. 42 and 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
For jackets, shirts, shorts, sweatshirts, caps, hats, visors, neckties, boxer shorts, athletic uniforms, coats, sport coats, infantswear, baby bibs not of paper, socks, sweatpants, sweaters, slippers, pajamas and sleepwear, gloves, mittens, scarves, cardigans, and rainwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
For toys and sporting goods, namely, stuffed animals, board games, card games, wastepaper basketball games, dart games, yo-yos, footballs, baseballs, soccer balls, baseballs, decorative wind socks, flying discs, golf tees, golf bags, golf bag tags, golf club head covers and golf balls, holiday tree ornaments; playing cards (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For retail store services featuring collegiate and bookstore items, online retail store services featuring collegiate and bookstore items; research and consultation in the field of business; providing online directory information services also featuring hyperlinks to other web sites (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
For charitable fundraising services; leasing of collegiate facilities (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For educational services, namely, developing, arranging for and providing courses of instruction and training at the undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate, and professional levels, developing, arranging for and providing courses of instruction and training at the undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate, and professional levels, via a global computer network; research and consultation in the field of liberal arts, namely, literature, history, philosophy, psychology, fine arts and modern languages; research and consultation in the field of education; publishing services, namely, publication of books, pamphlets, textbooks and other materials, namely, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, and yearbooks in print and electronic format; production of radio and television programs; providing entertainment services, namely, cultural exhibitions, motion picture exhibitions, concerts, plays, operas, musicals, recitals, dance performances, athletic events, and art exhibits; conducting educational conferences, lectures, workshops, demonstrations, and seminars; providing facilities for recreational, educational, and entertainment meetings; providing recreational, sports, and athletic facilities; providing reference and library services; computer services, namely, providing a web site featuring information, resources, and links to other web sites regarding university admissions, academic and research programs; university athletic programs, university employment opportunities, university housing, university administrative services, university alumni activities and organizations, university counseling services, student activities and organizations, university publications, university libraries, and university information technology services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
For computer services, namely, hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; research and consultation in the fields of science and engineering (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Carnegie Mellon

Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 1,521,742, 1,542,436 and 2,214,266.

Class 6—Metal Goods
For metal key chains, key tags, and money clips (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 50).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETICALLY-ENCODED CREDIT CARDS, MAGNETICALLY-ENCODED DEBIT CARDS, COMPUTER GAME CASSETTE, COMPUTER GAME DISCS, COMPUTER GAME JOY STICKS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME TAPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY AND CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, BULLETINS, PROGRAMS, CATALOGS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATION, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES RELATING TO GENERAL NEWS, BUSINESS, POLITICAL, EDUCATIONAL, SPORTS, TRAVEL, AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS ISSUES, ALBUM BOOKS, CLASS ALBUMS, MEMORIES, GUIDES, TELEPHONES AND ADDRESS DIRECTORIES, REGISTER, NAMELY, BOOKS FOR RECEIVING RECORD ENTRIES, STATIONERY, NOTEBOOKS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BINDERS, BOOK COVERS, BOOK ENDS, CALENDARS, GREETING CARDS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, POSTCARDS, FOLDERS, WRAPPING PAPER, NOTECARDS, NOTE-PADS, POCKET AND DESK DIARIES, DATE BOOKS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, DESK PADS, MEMO PADS, SCRAP BOOKS, PAPER WEIGHTS, PEN AND OR PENNY CANCEL HOLDERS, ADDRESS BOOKS, PRINTED AWARDS, DIPLOMAS, DIPLOMA COVERS, BUSINESS CARDS, STICKERS, BUFFER STICKERS, LETTER OPENERS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, ART PRINTS, PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, PAPER BANNERS, CHECKBOOK COVERS AND HOLDERS, PENCILS, PENS, DECALS, PAPER NAPKINS, CREDIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING, DEBIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING, AND RUBBER STAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, HANDBAGS, BOOKBAGS, POCKETBOOKS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, LUGGAGE, UMBRELLAS, AND UMBRELLA COVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY CHAIRS; MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, SEAT CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR COFFEE CUPS, MUGS, DRINKING GLASSES, PLATES, BOWLS, CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGES, PORTABLE COOLERS, WASTEPAPER BAGS, PAPER TOWELS, DIPLOMATIC BAGS, BAGS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN, VASES, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, AND SERVING TRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BED LINENS, NAMELY SHEETS, BED SPREADS, QUILTS, BLANKETS, THROW, STADIUM BLANKETS, COMFORTERS, PILLOW CASES, PILLOW MACKETS, WHETHER OR NOT OF SHEETING, SHEETING LINENS, NAMELY TABLECLOTHS, FABRIC NAPKINS, FABRIC PLACE MATS, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS, BATH LINENS, NAMELY TOWELS, BATH MATS, WASH CLOTHS, CLOTH PENNANTS, CLOTH BANNERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR JACKETS, SHORTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS, HATS, VISORS, NECKTIES, BOY SHORTS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, COATS, SPORT COATS, INFANTWEAR, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, SOCKS, WASTEPANTS, SWEATERS, SLIPPERS, PAJAMAS AND SLEEPWEAR, GLOVES, MITTENS, SCARVES, CARDIGANS, AND RAINFOREVER (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 9-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1975.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, STUFFED ANIMALS, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, WASTEPAPER BASKETBALL GAMES, DART GAMES, YO-YOS, FOOTBALLS, BASKETBALLS, SOCCER BALLS, BASEBALLS, DECORATIVE WIND SOCKS, FLYING DISCS, GOLF TEES, GOLF BALLS, GOLF BAG TAGS, GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS AND GOLF BALLS; ROLLING DAY TREE ORNAMENTS; PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COLLEGIATE AND BOOKSTORE ITEMS, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COLLEGIATE AND BOOKSTORE ITEMS; RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PROVIDING ONLINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES; LEASING OF COLLEGE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING FOR AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING AT THE UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE, POST-GRADUATE, AND PROFESSIONAL LEVELS, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING FOR AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING AT THE UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE, POST-GRADUATE LEVELS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF LIBERAL ARTS, NAMELY, LITERATURE, HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, FINE ARTS AND MODERN LANGUAGES; RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, Pamphlets, Textbooks and Other Materials, Namely, Magazines, Newspapers, Newsletters, and Yearbooks in Print and Electronic Format; Production of Radio and Television Programs; Providing Entertainment Services, Namely Cultural Exhibitions, Motion Picture Exhibitions, Concerts, Plays, Operas, Musicals, Recitals, Dance Performances, Athletic Events, and Art Exhibits; Conducting Educational Conferences, Lectures, Workshops, Demonstrations, and Seminars; Providing Facilities For
RECREATIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND ENTERTAINMENT MEETINGS; PROVIDING RECREATIONAL, SPORTS, AND ATHLETIC FACILITIES; PROVIDING REFERENCE AND LIBRARY SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING INFORMATION, RESOURCES, AND LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES REGARDING UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS, ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, UNIVERSITY HOUSING, UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS, UNIVERSITY COUNSELING SERVICES, STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS, UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, AND UNIVERSITY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


IDENTITY PRO SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IDENTITY" AND "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CREDIT CARD REGISTRATION; MONITORING CREDIT BUREAUS, NAMELY, MONITORING CREDIT BUREAUS' CONSUMER CREDIT REPORTS AND PROVIDING AN ALERT AS TO ANY CHANGES THEREIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CREDIT BUREAU SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CREDIT BUREAU REPORTS; PROVIDING CONSUMER CREDIT BUREAU SERVICES, NAMELY, REPORTING LOST OR STOLEN CREDIT CARDS TO CREDIT BUREAUS AND CREDIT CARD COMPANIES, AND PROVIDING COMPENSATION TO CREDIT BUREAUS OR CREDIT CARD COMPANIES FOR EXPENSES IN THE EVENT OF IDENTITY THEFT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GINGY

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR SCISSORS, PLIERS, SHOVELS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR CRAYONS, ERASERS, PAPER CLIPS, PAPER BANNERS, PAPER BOXES, PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS, NOTE CARDS, DECORATIVE PAPER CENTERPIECES, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, PAPER COASTERS, CREPE PAPER, PAPER FLAGS, PLASTIC GARBAGE BAGS, GIFT CARDS, GLUE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD USE, GUMMED TAPE FOR STATIONERY USE, WRITING INK, ADDRESS LABELS, PAPER BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PAPER NAME BADGES, POSTCARDS AND TISSUE PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

IDENTITY PRO SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IDENTITY" AND "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS AND LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BATH ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CUPS, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS, TRASHCANS, SOAP DISHES, TOILET BRUSH HOLDERS, SOAP DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 25, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR SHOWER CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

FOR GIFT WRAP BOWS AND RIBBONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES, OCCOTIONAL AND FANTASY ROLE PLAYING PLAY SETS AND TOYS, NAMELY, KITCHEN PLAY SETS, WILD WEST PLAY SETS, DOCTOR PLAY SETS, FARM PLAY SETS, RESCUE TEAM PLAY SETS, WORKSHOP PLAY SETS, MEDIEVAL KNIGHT PLAY SETS, AND EXPLORER PLAY SETS; PINATAS, BALLOONS; TOY NOISEMAKERS, AND PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR CANDY, ALIMENTARY PASTE, ALLSPICE, ALMOND PASTE, APPLE FRITTERS, ARTICHOKE SAUCE, BAGELS, BAKERY GOODS, BAKING POWDER, BAKING SODA, BARBECUE SAUCE, BISCUITS, BRAN, BREAD, BREAD STICKS, BREAKFAST CEREALS, BROI CHES, BUBBLE GUM, BUNS, BURRITOS, CAKE MIXES, CA KES, CANDIED NUTS, CANDY CAKE DECORATIONS, CANDY COATED POPCORN, CAPERS, CARAMEL POPCORN, CARMEL S, CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD, CHALUPAS, CHEESE-FLAVORED PUFFED CORN SNACKS, CHEESE SAUCE, CHEESE CAKE, CHERVIL, CHEWING GUM, CHICORY-BASED COFFEE SUBSTITUTE, CHILI POWDERS, CHILI SAUCE, CHIMICHANGA, CHOW CHOW, CHOW MEIN NOODLES, CHUTNEY, DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 23
CINNAMON, CLOVES, COCOA, COCOA MIXES, COFFEE, CONES FOR ICE CREAM, CONFECTIONERY CHIPS FOR BAKING, COOKIES, CORN CHIPS, CORN CURLS, CORN FLAKES, CORN FRITTERS, CORN MEAL, CORN SYRUP, COUSCOUS, CRAB BOIL, CRACKER AND CHEESE COMBINATIONS, CRACKERS, CREPES, CRUMPETS, CURRY, CUSTARD BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, CUSTARD BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, CUSTARD BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, CUSTARD BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, CUSTARDS, DANISH PASTRIES, DOUGH, DOUGHNUTS, DUMPLINGS, ECLAIRS, EGG ROLLS, EMPANADAS, ENCHILADAS, EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING, FAJITAS, FARINA, FISH SANDWICHES, FLAVORING SYRUP, FLAVORINGS FOR TOBACCO, FLOUR, Food Additives for non-nutritional purposes for use as a flavor or filler, Food Starch, Frankfurter Sandwiches, Frozen Meals consisting primarily of Pasta or rice, Frosting Mixes, Frostings, Frozen Confections, Frozen Custards, Frozen Yogurt, Fruit Ice, Fruit Pies, Ginger, Gingerbread, Glazed Popcorn, Granola, Granola Based Snack Bars, Gravies, Gravy, Gravy Mixes, Grits, Halvah, Ham Glaze, Hamburger Sandwiches, Herbal Food Beverages, Herbal Tea, Honey, Horseradish, Hot Chocolate, Hot Dog Sandwiches, Hot Sauce, Hush Puppies, Ice, Ice Cream, Ice Cream Substitute, Ice Cubes, Ice Milk, Icing, Icing Mixes, Kasha, Ketchup, Lasagna, Licorice, Lo Mein, Macaroni, Macaroni and Cheese, Macaroni Salad, Malt Extracts for Food, Malt Extracts Used as Flavoring, Malt for Food Purposes, Maple Syrup, Marinades, Marshmallow Topping, Marshmallows, Matzo, Mayonnaise, Meat Pies, Meat Tenderizers, Milkshakes, Minced Meat Pies, Mixes for Bakery Goods, Molasses, Muffins, Mustard, Natural Sweetener, Noodles, Nutmeg, Oatmeal, Pancake Mixes, Pancake Syrup, Pancakes, Pastries, Pasta, Pasta Salad, Pasta Shells, Pastries, Pâtisserie, Peanut Butter Confectionery Chips, Pepper, Pickle Relish, Pies, Pimiento Used as a Condiment, Pizza, Pizza Crust, Pizza Dough, Pizzazz Sauce, Popped Popcorn, Pot Pies, Pretzels, Puddings, Puffed Corn Snacks, Quiche, Ravioli, Relish, Rice, Rice Salad, Rice-Based Snack Foods, Rolls, Rusks, Sago, Salad dressings, Salsa, Salt, Sandwiches, Sauces, Seasoned Coating for Meat, Fish, Poultry, Seasonings, Shakes, Sherbet, Snack Mix Consisting Primarily of Crackers, Pretzels, Candied Nuts and/or Popped Popcorn, Sopapillas, Sorbet, Soy Sauce, Soy Based Ice Cream Substitute, Spaghetti, Spaghetti and Meatballs, Spaghetti Sauce, Spices, Stuffing Mixes Containing Bread, Sugar, Sushi, Sweetmeats, Table Syrup, Taco Chips, Taco Shells, Tacos, Tamales, Tapioca, Tartar Sauce, Tea, Tea-Based Beverages with Fruit Flavoring, Thickening Agents for Use in Cooking, Tomato Sauce, Topping Syrup, Tortilla Chips, Tortilla Shells, Tortillas, Treacl Le, Vanilla, Vinegar, Wafers, Waffles, Wheat Germ, Wheat-Based Snack Foods, Won Ton Wrappers, Won Tons, Yeast, Ziti, Zwieback (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES


MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEOTIDE


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

For Chemical Preparations for Commercial and Scientific Purposes, Namely, for Use in the Manufacture of Radio Pharmaceuticals (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

For Pharmaceutical Preparations, Namely, Contrast Media for Use With X-Ray, Magnetic Resonance and Ultra Sound Equipment (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

(U.S. Cl. 46).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE VIA THE INTERNET FOR USE BY INSURANCE BROKERS AND CARRIERS TO PROVIDE MARINE INSURANCE QUOTES AND MANAGE MARINE INSURANCE POLICIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DUNNWELL

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF KITCHEN, RESTAURANT AND BUILDING INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING BUSINESSES; FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF KITCHEN, RESTAURANT AND BUILDING INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING BUSINESSES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING KITCHEN EXHAUST SYSTEMS, GREASE CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS, AND KITCHEN, RESTAURANT AND BUILDING CLEANING SYSTEMS; AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2004.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR KITCHEN, RESTAURANT AND BUILDING INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTERIZED JOB MANAGEMENT; WASTE DISPOSAL FOR OTHERS; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF KITCHEN EXHAUST SYSTEMS, GREASE CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS, AND KITCHEN, RESTAURANT AND BUILDING CLEANING SYSTEMS; AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

INSPIRATION

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR ELECTRIC MACHINES AND APPLIANCES FOR TREATING LAUNDRY AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, WASHING MACHINES, AND PARTS THEREFORE. (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR CLOTHES DRYERS, NAMELY, SPIN CLOTHES DRYERS, TUMBLE LAUNDRY DRYERS AND PARTS THEREFORE. (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-553,547. SEARS, BARRY D., DANVERS, MA. FILED 10-3-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION; PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BULLETINS, IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH, AND NUTRITION; PROVIDING ON-LINE NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION BY E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR GOGGLES FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; HELMETS FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MANNED AND UNMANNED RETAIL GASOLINE SUPPLY SERVICES; RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BANDANNAS; BELTS; BLOUSON; BOOTS FOR SPORTS; CAP PEAKS; CLOTHING OF IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY SHOES; BOOTS, GLOVES, COATS, PANTS, BELTS; CLOTHING OF LEATHER, NAMELY SHOES, BOOTS, GLOVES, COATS, PANTS, BELTS; COVERALLS; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; GLOVES FOR DRIVING VEHICLE; GLOVES, HEAD GEAR, NAMELY HATS AND CAPS; HEADBANDS; HOODS; JACKETS; JERSEYS; JUMPERS; KNITWEAR, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS; MOTORIST’S CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS; NECKERchieFS; NECKTIES; PARKAS; RACING PANTS; RACING SUITS; SHIRT FRONT; SHOES AND BOOTS FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; SLIPPERS; SPORTS JERSEYS; SPORTS SHOES; STOCKINGS; SUITS; SUN VISORS; SWEAT SHIRT AND SWEAT PANTS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; UNIFORMS; VESTS; VISORS; WAISTCOATS; WORKWEAR, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR SPECIALTY COATINGS, NAMELY INK RECEPITIVE COATINGS AND TONER RECEPITIVE COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BANDANNAS; BELTS; BLOUSON; BOOTS FOR SPORTS; CAP PEAKS; CLOTHING OF IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY SHOES; BOOTS, GLOVES, COATS, PANTS, BELTS; CLOTHING OF LEATHER, NAMELY SHOES, BOOTS, GLOVES, COATS, PANTS, BELTS; COVERALLS; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; GLOVES FOR DRIVING VEHICLE; GLOVES, HEAD GEAR, NAMELY HATS AND CAPS; HEADBANDS; HOODS; JACKETS; JERSEYS; JUMPERS; KNITWEAR, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS; MOTORIST’S CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS; NECKERchieFS; NECKTIES; PARKAS; RACING PANTS; RACING SUITS; SHIRT FRONT; SHOES AND BOOTS FOR AUTOMOBILE RACING; SLIPPERS; SPORTS JERSEYS; SPORTS SHOES; STOCKINGS; SUITS; SUN VISORS; SWEAT SHIRT AND SWEAT PANTS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; UNIFORMS; VESTS; VISORS; WAISTCOATS; WORKWEAR, NAMELY SWEATERS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR OPTICAL FILM AND MICROFILM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR COATED AND LAMINATED SUBSTRATES FOR USE IN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY PHOTO-RESIST, DIELECTRICS, POLYURETHANE FILM FOR ADHESIVE USES, FLEXIBLE CIRCUIT LAMINATES, CERAMIC TAPES, POLYURETHANE AND POLYETHYLENE FOAM, AND ADHESIVE SEALANTS FOR GENERAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PACKAGING ARTICLES TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE AND FINISHING OF COATED FILMS, PAPER, LAMINATES, AND SUBSTRATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH TERM "MARQUESA" IS "MARCHIONESS".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CANNED VEGETABLES; COOKING OILS; NON-DAIRY COFFEE CREAMER; JELLY PRESERVES; MARMALADE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PROCESSED CEREALS, KETCHUP, SPAGHETTI SAUCE, MUSTARD, MAYONNAISE, MACARONI AND CHEESE, POPPED POPCORN, UNPOPPED POPCORN FOR USE IN MICROWAVE, CHOCOLATE FOOD DRINK MIXES NOT BEING VEGETABLE-BASED OR DAIRY-BASED; CHOCOLATE SYRUP, SALT PANCAKE MIX AND PANCAKE SYRUP, CAKE MIXES, FROSTING AND FROSTING MIXES, RICE, AND SALAD DRESSING (U.S. CL. 46).

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGEMENT OF HEALTHCARE CLINICS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES AND MANAGED HEALTHCARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-562,094. HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN AG, 69115 HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-26-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,207,989 AND 2,136,819.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARQUESA TIMES
SN 76-562,096. HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN AG, 69115 HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-26-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,276,060.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA; AND ELECTRONIC DATABASE OF DIGITALLY STORED TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1953.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTING FONTS OF TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1953.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-562,098. HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN AG, 69115 HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-26-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 937797, DATED 6-30-2003, EXPIRES 6-30-2013.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,256,739, 1,276,926 AND 1,449,461.

THE MARK IS PRESENTED IN STANDARD CHARACTER WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, FOR USE IN PROVIDING SECURE TRANSMISSIONS AND TAMPER-DETECTION CAPABILITIES IN THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MAIL, MESSAGES, DOCUMENTS AND DATA AND FOR USE IN ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES RELATING THE CREATION, PRINTING, SHIPING AND DELIVERY OF PARCELS AND DOCUMENTS THROUGH USE OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK, THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE AUTHENTICATION OF A DIGITAL SIGNATURE, DATA ENCRYPTION, SECURE COMMUNICATIONS, SECURE STORAGE, AND VERIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS, DOCUMENTS OR COMMUNICATIONS OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, OR OTHER COMPUTER NETWORK, AND INSTRUCTIONAL AND USER MANUALS SOLD IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-562,980. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,423,573, 2,451,172 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK IS PRESENTED IN STANDARD CHARACTER WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA; AND ELECTRONIC DATABASE OF DIGITALLY STORED TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTING FONTS OF TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LINOTEXT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 937797, DATED 6-30-2003, EXPIRES 6-30-2013.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,256,739, 1,276,926 AND 1,449,461.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA; AND ELECTRONIC DATABASE OF DIGITALLY STORED TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTING FONTS OF TYPOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATION OF ELECTRONIC ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING; MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, SORTING AND HANDLING DOCUMENTS, MESSAGES AND DATA ELECTRONICALLY; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICE IN THE FIELDS OF STATIONERY, POSTAGE, MISCELLANEOUS POSTAL PRODUCTS AND DOCUMENT PACKAGE DELIVERY PRODUCTS; PREPARING MAIL LISTS; PREPARING DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; ELECTRONIC POSTAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, APPLYING POSTAGE TO ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS AND PACKAGES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK OR OTHER COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

For electronic storage of messages and data; transportation services, namely, parcel delivery services, courier services, and packaging articles for transportation; delivery services, namely, delivery of publications, documents, parcels and packages by various modes of transportation; delivery of documents, correspondence, and communications that are in whole or in part processed, received, or transmitted electronically by various modes of transportation; delivery of hard-copy or printed versions of documents, correspondence, and packages that are in whole or in part processed, received or transmitted electronically by various modes of transportation; providing secure electronic archiving of electronic documents and messages; and providing information via a global computer information network in the fields of shipping and package delivery (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).

First Use 7-0-1996; In Commerce 7-0-1996.

Jeffery Coward, Examining Attorney


CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

For applying electronic date and time and digital signature to electronic documents and transactions to verify time and date received and that documents and transactions have not been altered after application of digital signature providing authentication of identity for electronic communications; issuance and management of digital certificates for authentication of encryption of a digital communication, or authentication of a digital signature in an electronic transaction or communication over a global signature in an electronic transaction or communication over a global computer network or other computer network; applying electronic date and time stamp to electronic documents, communications and/or transactions to verify time and date received; applying digital signature to electronic documents, communications and/or transactions to verify that the documents, communications or transactions have not been altered after application of digital signature providing proof of receipt of electronic documents, communications or transactions; security printing, namely encoding identification information on valuable documents and products (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First Use 7-0-1996; In Commerce 7-0-1996.

Jeffery Coward, Examining Attorney

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For processed peppers in vinegar (U.S. Cl. 46).

First Use 5-1-1995; In Commerce 5-1-1995.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For pepper sauces (U.S. Cl. 46).

First Use 5-1-1995; In Commerce 5-1-1995.

Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney


CLASS 14—JEWELRY

For watches, non-electric cigarette lighters made of precious metals (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For pens and pen sets (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

For wallets, purses, umbrellas and luggage (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41).
CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES
FOR NON-ELECTRIC CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WHEN PERFORMANCE IS CRITICAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR ELECTRIC PUMPS, ELECTRIC PROPULSORS, ELECTRIC GENERATORS, ELECTRIC DRIVES USED WITH ELECTRIC MOTORS, ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES, CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS, MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, MECHANICAL SEALS, AND SPARE AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ENGINEERING SERVICES, ENGINEERING DESIGN, RESEARCH, ANALYSIS AND TESTING SERVICES RELATING TO PUMPS, PROPULSORS, MOTORS, GENERATORS, SEALS, PUMPING SYSTEMS, PROPULSION SYSTEMS, GENERATOR SYSTEMS, VALVE SYSTEMS, WATER REACTOR SYSTEMS, SEAL SYSTEMS, CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS, AND ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-569,369. BRODY, SHEILA E., STATEN ISLAND, NY. FILED 1-12-2004.

AMUKA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "AMUKA" IN THE MARK IS "TO WAKE UP" IN HEBREW.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CDS AND AUDIO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SILENT KNIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,542,934.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS FOR GAINING ACCESS TO PREMISES; ELECTRONIC SECURITY CRIME DETERRENCE ALARMS FOR DETERRING INTRUSIONS; FIRE AND EMERGENCY MONITORING WARNING UNITS, NAMELY, FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANELS, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-1965; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1965.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2003.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GIANT GINGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR HOLDERS FOR COMPACT DISCS, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE Cassettes, AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE Tapes, SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES AND SOFTWARE TAPE Cassettes RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE; PRERECORDERD AUDIO Cassettes, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES, PRERECORDERD VIDEO Cassettes, PRERECORDERD AUDIO Tapes, PRERECORDERD VIDEO Tapes, PRERECORDERD COMPACT DISCS AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; CD-ROM PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; PRERECORDERD COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE; MAGNETS, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATERIAL
FOR PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY SUPPLIES, NAMELY, PAPER PARTY HATS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER PLACE MATS, GIFTWRAPPING PAPER AND PAPER RIBBONS FOR GIFT WRAPPING; PAPER GIFT WRAPPING BOWS; PAPER TABLE CLOTHS AND PAPER PARTY BAGS; CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN’S STORYBOOKS, COMIC BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, BOOK MARKS, DIARIES, DAILY PLANNERS, CALENDARS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, SKETCHBOOK ALBUMS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, STICKER ALBUMS, STICKERS; DECALS, STAMP PADS AND INKING PADS, RUBBER STAMPS, HEAT APPLIED APPLIQUES MADE OF PAPER, TEMPOARY TATTOOS, SLATE BOARDS FOR WRITING, PENCILS, PENS, PENCIL ERASERS, DECORATIVE PENCIL-TOP ORNAMENTS, PEN CASES AND PENCIL CASES, PEN BOXES AND PENCIL BOXES, PENCIL SHARPENERS, CHALK, MARKERS, POSTERS, TRADING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, PENNANTS MADE OF PAPER, PAINTING SETS FOR CHILDREN; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; AND ACTIVITY KITS CONSISTING OF STICKERS AND STAMPS WITH ALL OF THE GOODS IDENTIFIED ABOVE IN THIS CLASS RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS AND TOPS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, SHORTS, ROMPERS, OVERALLS, SWEATSHIRTS AND SWEAT PANTS, SWEATSUIT S, CAPS AND HATS, GLOVES, SUSPENDERS, TIES, COATS AND JACKETS, HOUSHOLD SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, PLEEPSHIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERWEAR, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, AND CLOTH BABY BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR KALEIDOSCOPES; ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; BATH TUB TOYS, KITES, TOY BUILDING BLOCKS, BOARD GAMES, COSTUME MASKS, DIE CAST MINIATURE TOY VEHICLES, DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL CLOTHING, BEAN BAG DOLLS, BENDABLE PLAY FIGURES, FLYING DISKS, INFLATABLE VINYL PLAY FIGURES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, MARBLES, PLUSH TOYS, PUPPETS, RIDE-UP TOYS, SKATEBOARDS, BALLOONS, ROLLER SKATES, TOY BANKS, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS, STUFFED TOYS, TOY VEHICLES, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; PINBALL MACHINES AND MODEL CRAFT KITS OF TOY FIGURES; TOY 3D REELS WITH VIEWERS; PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME REPAIR" AND "REPARATIONS POUR LA MAISON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SOLUTIONS DE REPARATIONS POUR LA MAISON" IS - HOME REPAIR SOLUTIONS-

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND TOOLS—NAMELY, AXES, DRILL BITS, HACKSAWS, HACKSAW BLADES, HAMMERS, NUT DRIVERS, PLIERS, SCREWDRIVER BITS, SCREWDRIVERS, SOCKET SETS, TWIST DRILLS, WRECKING BARS, AND WRENCHES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TAPE MEASURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR PROTECTIVE COATINGS, NAMELY FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC WATERPROOFING FOR WATER CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS AND VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC-BEARING SURFACES, SEAMLESS FLOORING, NAMELY FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC COATINGS TO PROTECT AND RESTORE CONCRETE FLOORS, SEAMLESS ROOFING, NAMELY ELASTOMERIC FLUID APPLIED COATINGS TO PROVIDE PROTECTION TO ROOFS, AND WALL COATINGS, NAMELY ELASTOMERIC COATINGS USED ON CONCRETE, MASONRY AND STUCCO WALLS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 1-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1978.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY PROTECTIVE COATINGS INCLUDING FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC WATERPROOFING FOR WATER CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS AND VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC-BEARING SURFACES, SEAMLESS FLOORING, NAMELY FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC COATINGS TO PROTECT AND RESTORE CONCRETE FLOORS, SEAMLESS ROOFING, NAMELY ELASTOMERIC FLUID APPLIED COATINGS TO PROVIDE PROTECTION TO ROOFS, AND WALL COATINGS, NAMELY ELASTOMERIC COATINGS USED ON CONCRETE, MASONRY AND STUCCO WALLS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1978.

SN 76-572,072. MERCER HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTING, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SPORT GOGGLES AND SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BACKPACKS, WALLETS AND ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATERS, HATS, SHOES AND SNEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 76-575,299. FRANKLIN, JOSHUA, BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

REWARDS@WORK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 76-570,829. JONES-BLAIR COMPANY, DALLAS, TX. FILED 1-14-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CREATING, DESIGNING AND MAINTAINING A WEBSITE FOR BUSINESSES FEATURING INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, HEALTH CARE, INSURANCE, CAREER OPPORTUNITIES, RETIREMENT PLANS, AND COMPENSATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COUNTER MEASURE SYSTEMS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SECURE LIVING SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL INTRUSION, FIR AND EMERGENCY ALARMS WHICH COMMUNICATE, VIA TELEPHONE, INTERNET AND/OR WIRELESS OR OTHER INTERCOUPLING OR CONNECTION, WITH REMOTELY LOCATED MONITORING AND/OR EMERGENCY SITES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR EMERGENCY ALARM MONITORING SERVICES FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SALON PRO—CERAMIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR HAIR STYLING APPLIANCES, NAMELY, ELECTRIC HAND-HELD HAIR STYLING IRONS; ELECTRIC HAND-HELD HAIR CURLING IRONS; ELECTRIC HAND HELD HOT AIR HAIR BRUSHES; AND ELECTRIC HAND HELD HAIR FLAT IRONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC HAND-HELD HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 22 AND 41).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIGHTING KOALAS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCANDAQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR POWER OPERATED HANDHELD SCAN TOOL, NAMELY, VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC AND ADJUSTMENT POWER SCAN TOOL (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS CONSISTING OF COMPUTERS FOR USE IN TESTING VEHICLE FUNCTION AND IN DIAGNOSING VEHICLE ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER ENGINEERING, CONSULTING, PROGRAMMING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DEVELOPMENT, SERVICE AND SUPPORT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EMPLOYED IN, OR IN CONNECTION WITH, MOTOR VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC AND TESTING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

ROOTS OF PEACE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR REMOVAL OF LANDMINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING FOR MINEFIELD CLEARANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FUTURA PLUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PLUS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FUTURA" IN THE MARK IS "FUTURE".

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR ARTIFICIAL FIBERS USED IN MANUFACTURE OF WIGS AND HAIRPIECES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR WIGS AND HAIRPIECES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR REMOVAL OF LANDMINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING FOR MINEFIELD CLEARANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EXPERIENCE SUCCESS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND SALES SUPPORT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, SALES SUPPORT MANAGEMENT, AND MARKETING AUTOMATION; PROVIDING A WEBSITE WITH GENERAL INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND BUSINESS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TCP/IPPLUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR TRANSLATING PROTOCOLS AND FOR NETWORK ENHANCEMENT, NETWORK PROTOCOLS, PROXIES AND CATCHING IN NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS, AND TO SPEED INFORMATION OVER SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TCP/IPPLUS

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL BUILDING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, KEY JOINT PLATES, EXPANSION JOINT PLATES, CONTRACTION JOINT PLATES, REBATE MOULDS, CRACK INDUCERS, REINFORCING BARS, REINFORCING RODS, REINFORCING DOWELS AND FORMWORK FOR CONCRETE; DOWEL CRADLES; REINFORCING BAR AND ROD STABILIZERS; METAL FIXINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC BUILDING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CAPPING AND STRIPS FOR KEY JOINT PLATES, EXPANSION JOINT PLATES, CONTRACTION JOINT PLATES, REBATE MOULDS, CRACK INDUCERS AND FORMWORK FOR CONCRETE; JOINT FILLER STRIPS FOR CONCRETE; DOWEL SLEEVES AND DOWEL CAPS; REINFORCING BAR AND ROD STABILIZERS; CASTING FORMERS AND FORMWORK FOR CONCRETE; PLASTIC FIXINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GIFTWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS, MANUALS, WORKBOOKS, QUESTIONNAIRES, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS AND REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, COURSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

E. VOGEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR POLISH AND CONDITIONER FOR BOOTS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 0-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1982.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BOOTS AND SHOES AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1879; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1879.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEWKIRK NUGGETS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT SUBSTITUTES; FORMED TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN FOR USE AS A MEAT EXTENDER OR MEAT SUBSTITUTE; MEAT; MEAT CROQUETTES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED TO PREVENT ANIMAL CRUELTY AND MISTREATMENT OF ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF VEGETARIAN CUISINE, PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, AND COMPASSIONATE LIVING LIFESTYLES INVOLVING THE MINIMAL OR NON-USE OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ON-LINE EXHIBITIONS AND DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS IN THE FIELDS OF VEGETARIAN CUISINE, PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, AND COMPASSIONATE LIVING LIFESTYLES INVOLVING THE MINIMAL OR NON-USE OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS, NAMELY, OPERATION OF PRIMARILY A STUDENT RESIDENCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GREAT WHITE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL HORSESHOES AND HORSESHOE NAILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR NON-METAL HORSESHOES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EL POLLO LOCO
For Horses Everywhere
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL HORSESHOES AND HORSESHOE NAILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR NON-METAL HORSESHOES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,237,518 AND 1,409,639
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORDING "EL POLLO LOCO" IS "THE CRAZY CHICKEN".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PREPARED CITRUS-MARINATED, FLAME-GRILLED CHICKEN FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES BY RESTAURANT CHAIN KNOWN FOR ITS SERVICE OF CITRUS-MARINATED, FLAME-GRILLED CHICKEN AND OTHER MEXICAN DISHES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CHECK, PLEASE!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETS AND VIDEO TAPES FEATURING PRE-RECORDED TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR CALENDARS, PENS, PENCILS, STATIONERY, PAPERWEIGHTS, COOKBOOKS, RESTAURANT GUIDEBOOKS AND COASTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR COFFEE MUGS, DRINKING GLASSES, COASTERS NOT MADE OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN, CORK SCREWS AND CUTTING BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TIES, APRONS AND CLOTH BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LONG N' STRONG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL MUSCLE STIMULATOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, TENNIS RACQUETS, RACQUETBALL RACQUETS, BASEBALL BATS, SOFTBALL BATS, FIELD HOCKEY STICKS, ICE HOCKEY STICKS AND LACROSSE STICKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DR. LIONEL BISSOON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR WRITTEN MATERIALS, NAMELY TRAINING MANUALS FOR PHYSICIANS ON THE SUBJECT OF CLINICAL MESOTHERAPY PRACTICES AND TREATMENT, AND BROCHURES AND INFORMATION SHEETS FOR PATIENTS ON THE SUBJECT OF MESOTHERAPY TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF MESOTHERAPY, AND DISTRIBUTING WRITTEN MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,300. SAFEWAY INC., PLEASANTON, CA. FILED 3-25-2004.

THE REWARDING AWARD

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GROCERIES FEATURING A BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR CUSTOMERS; CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE ON THE JOB SAFETY, QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SALE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; Issuing Gift Cards Which May Be Redeemed For Goods Or Services (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,354. SUGARCREST DEVELOPMENT GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 3-25-2004.

SUGARCREST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


AMKEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS


NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Dairy Case

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107),
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-586,667. QMEDTRIX SYSTEMS, INC., PORTLAND, OR. FILED 4-14-2004.

QMEDTRIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,792,725.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MEDICAL AND HEALTH-CARE COST REVIEW AND COST MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38),
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE COST REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT; COST/PRICE ANALYSIS; ACCOUNT AUDITING; PROVIDING CONSUMER-ORIENTED MEDICAL BILL REVIEW; AND NEGOTIATION OF MEDICAL BILLS AND INSURANCE CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102),
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-599,170. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 6-25-2004.

THE SAFETY STANDARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PACKAGING SUPPLIES, NAMELY ENVELOPES, PADDED ENVELOPES, CORRUGATED CONTAINERS, MARKERS, FELT TIP MARKERS, HIGHLIGHTING MARKERS, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS, STAMP DISPENSERS, AND ADDRESS LABELS; SHIPPING BOXES AND OTHER MAILING AND GIFT CONTAINERS MADE OF PAPER AND CORRUGATED BOARD; ADHESIVE TAPE FOR STATIONARY, HOUSEHOLD AND DELIVERY PURPOSES; ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING DOCUMENTS AND PACKAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY, COURIER, AND TRANSPORTATION OF PACKAGES AND DOCUMENTS BY VARIOUS MODES OF TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOVER’S MALL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE OFFICE STANDARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PACKAGING SUPPLIES, NAMELY ENVELOPES, PADDED ENVELOPES, CORRUGATED CONTAINERS, MARKERS, FELT TIP MARKERS, HIGHLIGHTING MARKERS, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS, STAMP DISPENSERS, AND ADDRESS LABELS; SHIPPING BOXES AND OTHER MAILING AND GIFT CONTAINERS MADE OF PAPER AND CORRUGATED BOARD; ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONARY, HOUSEHOLD AND DELIVERY PURPOSES; ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING DOCUMENTS AND PACKAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-603,970. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 7-26-2004.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR UMBRELLAS AND TRAVELING BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR PICTURE FRAMES, DECORATIVE WALL MIRRORS AND DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PLASTIC AND WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, COLLECTIBLE PLATES MADE OF PORCELAIN, PORCELAIN MUGS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, CERAMIC TRIVETS, AND PLASTIC DRINKWARE; COLLECTIBLE FIGURINES MADE OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, EARTHENWARE, GLASS, AND PORCELAIN, AND HOUSEWARES, NAMELY, COASTERS MADE OF WOOD, COASTERS MADE OF PLASTIC, COASTERS MADE OF PORCELAIN AND COASTERS MADE OF GLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS AND PLACE MATS; BED AND TABLE LINENS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, APRONS, BLANKETS FOR USE AS CLOTHING WRAPS, UNDERWEAR, COATS, JACKETS, SLEEPWEAR, PONCHOS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TIES, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, SCARVES, ATHLETIC BODY SUITS, ATHLETIC RACING TIGHTS, CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, ONE PIECE BABY UNDERGARMENTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, JUMPERS, AND SHORTS; HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR CARPETS AND RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES AND TOYS, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS; BALLS, NAMELY, GOLF BALLS AND MINIATURE SOCCER BALLS, BUBBLE BLOWERS, TOY CALCULATORS, CHECKER SETS, EDUCATIONAL CARD GAMES CONTAINED ON FLASHCARDS, FLYING DISCS, BOARD GAMES, JUMP ROPES, MAZE GAMES, MOBILES, PADDLE BALL, PULL RING WATER SOURTERS, PUPPETS, TOY SCIENCE SETS CONTAINING MATERIALS FOR CONDUCTING A SCIENCE EXPERIMENT RELATED TO THE SUBJECT DISPLAYED ON A PARTICULAR STAMP IMAGE, SPRING ACTIVATED ACTION TOYS, TOY MAILBOXES, TRAIN SETS, YO-YO'S, STUFFED ANIMALS, TOY VEHICLES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, DOLLS, ACTION FIGURES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, DRESS-UP KITS COMPRISED OF CLOTHING AND SHOES FOR PRETEND PLAY, PAPER DOLL, HOBBYCRAFT KITS FOR MAKING PAPER DOLLS, EMBROIDERY ITEMS, STAIN GLASS, ORNAMENTS, JEWELRY AND DECORATIVE ITEMS MADE OF BEADS; PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; STATIONERY, GREETING AND NOTE CARDS, ADDRESS BOOKS, BLANK BOOKS, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, CHILDREN'S STORY BOOKS, PRINTED ACTIVITY BOOKS CONTAINING CONNECT THE DOT PUZZLES, PHILATELIC BOOKS, AND REFERENCE BOOKS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELDS OF PHILATELICS, AND WORLD AND AMERICAN HISTORY, CACHETS, COLORING BOOKS, STAMP ALBUMS AND BOOKS CONTAINING COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS AND NARRATIVE TEXT REGARDING SUCH STAMPS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, PRINTED GROWTH CHARTS, LETTER OPENERS, MEMO PADS, NOTECARD PACKS WITH PENS, NOTE-BOOKS, PAPER GIFT BAGS, PAPER GIFT BOXES, PASSPORT AND TICKET HOLDERS, PENS, CRAYONS, FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHS, POST CARDS, POSTERS, FRAMED PRINTS, UNFRAMED PRINTS, RUBBER STAMPS, SCHOOL BINDERS, STAMP ART, PRINTS, DESK ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, A STATIONERY HOLDER MADE OF TIN, AND WRITE-ON MATS, NAMELY, ERASABLE DESK BLOTTERS, TRADING CARDS, AND FACT PACKS, NAMELY, PRINTED EDUCATIONAL CARDS FEATURING TRIVIA AND HISTORY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR SORTING, HANDLING, AND RECEIVING PACKAGES, LETTERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PICKUP, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF PACKAGES, DOCUMENTS, LETTERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS BY VARIOUS MODES OF TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED RUNNING DOG.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR CARPETS AND RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
**CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS**

For games and toys, namely, children’s multiple activity toys; balls, namely, golf balls and miniature soccer balls; bubble blowers; toy calculators; checker sets; educational card games contained on flashcards; flying discs; board games; jump ropes; maze games; mobiles; paddle ball; pull ring water squirters; puppets; toy science sets containing materials for conducting a science experiment related to the subject displayed on a particular stamp image; spring activated action toys; toy mailboxes; train sets; yo-yo’s; stuffed animals; toy vehicles; action skill games; dolls; action figures; jigsaw puzzles; dress-up kits comprised of clothing and shoes for pretend play; paper dolls; hobbycraft kits for making cloth patches and brooches of non-precious metals; and hobbycraft kits for making paper dolls, embroidery items, stain glass, ornaments, jewelry and decorative items made of beads; playing cards (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

For sorting, handling, and receiving packages, letters and advertisements (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

**CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE**

For pickup, transportation and delivery of packages, documents, letters and advertisements by various modes of transportation (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).

Jeffery Coward, Examining Attorney

---

**PAC’N ROLL**

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 1,259,524, 2,770,151 and others.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For video game cartridges, computer game programs (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

**CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS**

For coin-operated amusement game machines (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 30).

John Kelly, Examining Attorney

---

**E-Z HANG**

The mark consists of the mark consists of a stylized letter "S" and design.

**CLASS 1—CHEMICALS**

For wallpaper adhesives (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

First Use 4-4-2003; In Commerce 4-4-2003.

**CLASS 2—PAINTS**

For primers and sealers for application prior to the application of wall coverings (U.S. Cls. 6, 11 and 16).

First Use 4-4-2003; In Commerce 4-4-2003.

Shaunia Wallace, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTERS; PLANNING SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY FOR NEUROSURGICAL AND RADIOTHERAPEUTICAL PURPOSES; MAGNETIC OR OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIA INCLUDING PLANNING SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY FOR NEUROSURGICAL AND RADIOTHERAPEUTICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BrainSCAN

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS TO OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CINNABON

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SACHETS, HAND SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; PERFUMERY, NAMELY, EAU DE COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIP BALM AND LIP GLOSS; TOOTHPASTE AND BREATH FRESHENERS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 44 OFFICIAL GAZETTE DEC 28, 2004

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITALPHOTOS.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DINNERWARE, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, SERVING TRAYS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS, NAMELY, METAL OR GLASS COOKWARE, NAMELY, ROASTING PANS, STEAMERS, BAKERY SCRAPPERS, ROLLING PINS, SPATULAS, TURNERS, WHISK AND LADLES; GLASS WARE, PORCELAIN WARE AND EARTHENWARE, NAMELY, CUPS, MUGS, BOWLS AND OTHER KITCHEN CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR KITCHEN TOWELS, OVEN MITTS, POT HOLDERS, PLASTIC, TEXTILE AND VINYL PLACE-MATS, TEXTILE NAPKINS, FABRIC AND VINYL TABLE COVERS. (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, TIES, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS AND HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS. (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY OVENS, TOY KITCHEN UTENSILS, NAMELY, COOKWARE, BAKERY SCRAPPERS, ROLL-ING PIN, SPATULAS, TURNERS, WHISKS AND LAD-LES; TOY MODELING COMPOUNDS AND MODELING COMPOUNDS PLAYSETS; BOARD GAMES; STACKING GAMES USING THREE-DIMENSIONAL BLOCK AND OR CUBES; AND DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES. (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-109,792. MITRE SPORTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, FINCHLEY, LONDON N3 2QL, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-19-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPER COLUMNS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT AND FICTION; MAGAZINES RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT, SOCIAL, CURRENT EVENTS AND FICTION; STICKERS, PENCILS AND PENS; NOTEBOOKS, FOLDERS, BINDERS, STATIONERY, POSTCARDS, GREETING CARDS AND POSTERS, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, CLIPS, UNGRADUATED RULERS, DRAWING RULERS AND STRAIGHT EDGES; ERASERS; AND PENCIL CASES AND PENCIL BOXES. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PANTS, JACKETS, WARM-UP JACKETS, WIND PANTS, WIND SHIRTS, WIND JACKETS, WIND PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SOCKS AND ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, SHOES AND FOOTWEAR, ATHLETIC SHOES, SPORTS AND LEISURE SHOES, SANDALS AND REPLACEABLE CLEATS FOR SOCCER SHOES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR SHOES, NAMELY, INSOLES AND REMOVABLE CLEATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANIMAL CONTROL

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPE, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPE AND SOFTWARE FEATURING STORIES, FICTION, MUSIC GAME-PLAYING AND ROLE-PLAYING; AND GRADUATED RULERS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, PANTS, JACKETS, TOPS, JACKETS, COATS, CAPS, HATS, BALLCAPS, LEGGINGS, SWEATPANTS, DRESSES, VESTS, ROBES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR AND LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY, VARIETY, DRAMA AND REALISM. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for computer security purposes, namely, anti-virus and firewall software, electronic databases of approved and safe web sites that are suitable for browsing by minors, and software for blocking unwanted pop-up windows; software for controlling and limiting access to computer systems, computer utility software, software to prevent access to data by hackers; software to enable the secure storage of data; encryption software; software to enable the creation and sending of encrypted e-mails; software to enable the permanent deletion of data from computers; hard disk-drive maintenance and management software; web browser content monitoring, filtering and blocking software; file management software for creating, reading and maintaining data files for use in multiple computer architectures; file content monitoring software, namely, computer software to monitor the content of computer files; data storage and retrieval software; computer software to back-up computer data, including computer software that can back up computer data by accessing the data via the internet; computer systems security audit software, namely, computer software that automatically performs an audit to assess the security of computer software programs; computer anti-theft software, namely, computer software to prevent theft of computer hardware (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For consultancy in the field of information technology; computer systems analysis and consultancy; computer programming services for others; computer software design for others; updating of computer software for others; performing audits to assess the degree of security of the computer system of others; recovery of computer data; creating and maintaining websites for others; hosting the websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

Nancy Clarke, Examining Attorney

SN 78-171,926. NEW SUN NUTRITION LLC, CARPINTERIA, CA. FILED 10-7-2002.

INTELLISOY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

For nutritional supplements; soy isoflavones for use as nutritional ingredients in powdered and ready to drink or eat beverages and foodstuffs; dietary and nutritional supplements in the form of beverage mixes; nutritional drink mixes for use as a meal replacement; ingredients of food and beverages in the nature of nutritional supplements (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For soy-based food beverages used as a milk substitute; soy-based food beverages not used as a milk substitute; and soy-based food beverages used as a milk substitute and containing soy isoflavones (U.S. CL. 46).

Ron Fairbanks, Examining Attorney


EYEGATE


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

For ophthalmic drugs and ophthalmic active principles, namely, ophthalmic preparations and ophthalmic active principles in the nature of pharmaceutical compounds, namely, antibiotic, antiviral, antifungal, antiangiogenic, treatment of inflammation, anesthetic, anti-inflammatory for use in ophthalmic care (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

For ophthalmic drug delivery apparatus and instruments, namely, ocular applicators, ocular applicators with a battery-powered, microgenerator, tubes, syringes, lids (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 and 44).

Giancarlo Castro, Examining Attorney


PURECALMILLE


Nancy Clarke, Examining Attorney

SN 78-171,926. NEW SUN NUTRITION LLC, CARPINTERIA, CA. FILED 10-7-2002.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR SOAPS, NAMELY HAND SOAPS, PERFUMED SOAPS AND MOISTURIZING SOAPS; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, EAUX DE COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE, AND MINERAL WATER SPRAYS; SHAVING AND AFTER-SHAVE PRODUCTS, NAMELY AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, AFTER-SHAVE BALMS, AFTER-SHAVE MOISTURIZERS, SHAVING FOAMS; NON-MEDICATED HAND AND FOOT PREPARATIONS FOR MOISTURIZING, CLEANSING, COMFORTING, RELAXING, MASSAGING AND IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF HANDS AND FEET, NAMELY DISPOSABLE PRE-MOISTENED HAND WIPES, HAND AND FOOT GELS, HAND AND FOOT CREAMS, HAND AND FOOT OILS, HAND AND FOOT MILKS, HAND AND FOOT BALMS, AND HAND AND FOOT LOTIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY BATH ESSENCES, PERFUMED OILS, AROMATHERAPY OILS, AROMATIC CREAMS, GELS AND STICKS, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; AND POWDERED BATH SALTS; GALENICAL COSMETIC PRODUCTS FOR NON MEDICAL USE, NAMELY COSMETIC TABLETS, COSMETIC CAPSULES, INGESTIBLE COSMETIC YEASTS FOR IMPROVING SKIN APPEARANCE, COSMETIC AMPOULES, COSMETIC SYRUPS, COSMETIC SPRAYS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS AND TREATMENTS FOR MOISTURIZING, REPAIRING, FORTIFYING, VOLUMIZING, PROTECTING, COLORING, FIXING AND STYLING HAIR, NAMELY SHAMPoS, CONDITIONING TREATMENTS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR BLEACH, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIR GELS, HAIR CREAMS, HAIR MASKS, HAIR TINTS; ORAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS, NAMELY TOOTHPASTE AND NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASH OR RINSE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS AND TREATMENTS FOR MOISTURIZING, CLEANSING, VITALIZING, PURIFYING AND IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF THE BODY AND FACE, NAMELY CREAMS, LOTIONS, MILKS, TONERS, GELS, EMULSIONS, FOAMS, MASKS, PADS, SCRUBS AND PATCHES; NON-MEDICATED ANTI-WRINKLE, ANTI-BLEMISH, ANTI-AGING PREPARATIONS AND WRINKLE REDUCERS; CREAMS, LOTIONS, FLUIDS, GELS, AND PATCHES FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; MOISTURIZED COSMETIC WIPES, REFRESHING NON-MEDICATED CLEANSING WIPES; MAKE-UP PRODUCTS, NAMELY CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE FACE, FOUNDATIONS, EYE SMOTHING BASES, ENHANCED TINTED MOISTURIZING FACE POWDERS, BLUSHERS, EYELINERS, EYESHADOWS, MASCARAS, LIPSTICKS, KOHL PENCILS, POWDERS COMPACT, EYE CONTOURING PENCILS, LIP CONTOURING PENCILS, LIP GLOSSES, NON-MEDICATED LIP DEFENDERS AND REPAIRERS; CONCEALER STICKS; NAIL POLISHES AND REMOVERS; FACIAL CLEANSERS; MAKE-UP BASES; NAIL SOFTENERS, NOURISHERS AND STRENGTHENERS; PERFUMED DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY ROLL-ON DEODORANTS, CREAM DEODORANTS, ROLL-ON ANTI-PERSPIRANT; NON-MEDICATED BATH AND SHOWER PRODUCTS, NAMELY BATH SALTS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH POWDERS, BATH OILS, BATH MILKS, BATH GELS, BATH ESSENCES, BATH ADDITIVES AND SHOWER GELS; NON-MEDICATED FACE AND BODY SUN CARE BRONZING AND PROTECTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, SUN SPRAYS, SUN MILKS, SUN BALMS, SUN CREAMS, SUN STICKS, SUN OILS, SUN ANTI-WRINKLE CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SPRAYS, AFTERSUN WIPES, SOOTHING AFTERSUN PRODUCTS, NAMELY CREAMS, LOTIONS, SPRAYS, BALMS AND GELS; MASSAGE OILS AND CREAMS; AND ROOM FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMED ROOM SPRAYS, FRAGRANCE EMITTING WICKS, SCENTED CERAMIC STONES, INCENSES, AROMATIC WOOD CHIPS, AROMATIC POTPOURRIS; AND SCENTED PRODUCTS FOR USE WITH Linnen AND LINGERIE, NAMELY SACHETS AND SCENTED WATER FOR USE IN IRONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


TV JONES

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC SOUND PICKUPS FOR STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1995.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR COLLECTING, STORAGE, ORGANIZATION, ANALYSIS, INTEGRATION AND COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION FOR SCIENTIFIC, RESEARCH, FORENSICS AND PATERNITY USE; LABORATORY SUPPLIES, NAMELY, RACKS, VIALS, CAPS, SEPTA, NEEDLES, BOTTLES, FLASK, FILTER, TUBES, AND SEALS, PLASTIC TRAY COVER, MICROPLATE, PIPETTE TIPS, REAGENT RESERVOIR, OPTICAL HEAT FIELD COVERS, PLASTIC TUBES, CARDS FOR LABORATORY USE AND PLASTIC CAPILLARY ARRAYS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-200,643. APPHLERA CORPORATION, FOSTER CITY, CA. FILED 7-3-2003.

SNPLEX

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE; REAGENTS FOR FORENSICS AND PATERNITY USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR PROVIDING AND MAINTAINING SPORTS AND TRAVEL INFORMATION AND STATISTICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DIVF FILE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FILE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).  
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY  
SN 78-211,856. STIRLING GROUP PLC, CHESHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-6-2003.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR Precious Metals and their Alloys; Goods Made of or Coated with Precious Metals, Namely, Jewellery, Bracelets, Watches, Clocks and Timers, Clothing Accessories Made of Precious Metals and their Alloys, Namely, Money Clips, Cufflinks, Key Holders, Key Rings, Collar Clips, Collar Pins, Collar Stays, Tie Bars, Tie Tacks, Tie Slides, Belt Buckles, Shirt Studs, Pull Boxes and Pin Boxes Made of or Plated with Precious Metals and their Alloys, Picture, Calendar and Photograph Frames Made in Whole or in Part of Precious Metals and their Alloys; Precious and Semi-Precious Stones (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR Leather and Imitations of Leather Goods, Namely Animal Skins and Hides, Luggage, Trunks, Traveling Bags Traveling Bags for Sports Equipment, Carry-On Luggage, Overnight Cases, Overnight Bags, Cosmetic Bags Sold Empty, Shoes Bags and Garment Bags for Travel—Rucksacks, Handbags, Shoulder Bags, Clutch Bags, Tote Bags, Athletic Bags, Beach Bags, Wallets, Purses and Key Cases; Umbrellas, Parasols, Canes and Walking Sticks; Whips, Harnesses and Saddlery (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR Textile Fabrics for the Manufacturing of Clothing; Bed Linens and Table Linens; Bed Sheets, Duvets, Quilts, Textile Napkins, Textile, Vinyl and Plastic Place Mats, Cloth Coasters, Curtains, Textile Curtain Pelmets, Cushion Covers, Pillow Covers, Towels, Tea Towels; Shower Curtains; Handkerchiefs; Bed Blankets; Fabric Coatings; Wall Hangings of Textile; Eiderdown Covers; Upholstery Fabrics (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR Clothing, Namely Tops, T-Shirts, Singlets, Sweatshirts, Polo Shirts, Sweaters, Turtle Neck Sweaters, V-Neck Sweaters, Pullovers, Jumpers, Jerseys, Blouses, Dress Shirts and Other Shirts; Shorts, Board Shorts, Walk Shorts, Dress Shorts and Bermuda Shorts; Dresses, Skirts, Suits, Pants, Trouser Suits, Jeans, Leggings, Tights; Swimwear, Swimsuits, Bathing Suits, Bikinis, Bathing Trunks, Swim Trunks, Beach Wear, Beach Clothes, Sarongs; Tracksuit Tops, Tracksuit Pants, Sweatpants, Snow Pants, Snow Suits, Jackets, Blazers, Tuxedos, Coats, Overcoats, Sport Coats, Parkas, Wind Resistant Jackets, Quilted Vests; Hosiery, Stockings, Tights, Pantyhose, Knickers, Briefs, Dressing Gowns, Bathrobes, Belts, Neck Ties, Bow Ties, Scarves, Bandanas, Gloves, Mittens, Footwear, Sandals, Sneakers, Boots and Tiplongs; Hoodies, Cap Peaks, Hats, Caps, Sunhats and Beanies (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

For haberdashery, namely clasps for clothing, belt clasps, buckles, collar stays; lace trimming and embroidery, hair ribbons and braids; buttons for clothing, hooks and eyes, bags; needle sewing boxes and pin cushions; artificial flowers and fruit; textile badges for clothing and ornamental novelty badges and buttons, badges for wear (not of precious metal); hair accessories, namely twisters, claw clips; snap clips, hair bands, barrettes, hair slides, bows for the hair, braids; clothing accessories, namely brooches; shoe accessories, namely ornaments not of precious metal (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40, 42 and 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For toys, games and playthings namely board games, playing cards, toy action figures, craft toys and models all sold in complete or kit form, stuffed toy figurines, soft toys, bath tub toys, flying discs, educational toys; sporting and gymnastics articles, namely skis, ski poles, snowboards, surfboards, windsurfers, skateboards, roller skates, in-line skates, water skis, knee boards, wake boards; swimming fins, swimming webs, swimming flippers, noseclips, swim masks; personal exercise mats; flotation pads, knee and elbow pads for sports and athletic use, namely face shields, chest, limb and throat protectors, bags specially adapted for sports equipment (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For business management services, administration of business payroll for others; dissemination of advertising material, market research; retail store services and wholesale distributorships in the fields of clothing, clothing accessories, luggage, jewelry, sunglasses, toys, personal hygiene products, sports, household products for dining, bed and bath, housewares and glass bags, wages, food, leather, clothing and leather accessories, sports bags and handbags, by means of catalogue and print mail or by electronic retailing services via an online global computer network (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

WELLREWARDS

Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 2,682,413.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For printed materials, namely, newsletters, magazines, brochures, books, booklets and pamphlets in the field of health, wellness, fitness and lifestyle (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For cost management for the health benefit plans of others, health care cost containment, and health care cost review; online retail store services featuring health care products, and lifestyle products, namely nutritional and dietary supplements, publications concerning healthy living, fitness and wellness; providing consumer product information concerning health care products and lifestyle products via the internet; promoting the goods and services of others by providing discounts for products and services in the field of health, health care, and wellness through the distribution of discount cards, and coupons (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For administration and organization of pre-paid health care plans; administration of health care benefits and health care benefit plans for others; providing information regarding health care insurance via a global computer network; providing an on-line computer database in the field of health care insurance; health insurance underwriting; administration and organizing pre-paid healthcare plans to eligible medicare beneficiaries (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For computer services, namely providing on-line non-downloadable magazines and newsletters in the field of health care, insurance, and lifestyle (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR HEALTH CARE IN THE NATURE OF HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH CARE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF PREVENTATIVE HEALTH AND WELLNESS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; NURSING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ASSISTANCE VIA TELEPHONE IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, HEALTH CARE, AND WELLNESS; HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION TO ELIGIBLE MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, PREVENTATIVE HEALTH AND WELLNESS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NOT-FOR-PROFIT LAW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JOURNAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF A JOURNAL IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL NOT-FOR-PROFIT LAW (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL NOT-FOR-PROFIT LAW (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DAVID C. REINER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RECIP


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, AMINO ACIDS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF RENAL DISORDERS, IN THE FORM OF TABLETS, DOZE POWDER, LIQUID SOLUTIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND FIZZ TABLETS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF THE THYROID GLAND (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR SPONGES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, BRUSHES, NAMELY, FIREPLACE, FLOOR, GOLF, CLOTHES, SCRUBBING, POT CLEANING BRUSHES, BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS AS BRUSH BODIES MADE FROM PLASTICS, METAL AND WOOD ARTICLES, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING, NAMELY, CLEANING PADS, CLEANING RAGS, CLEANING SPONGES, STEEL WOOL FOR CLEANING GLASS, NAMELY, GLASS STORAGE JARS, GLASS MUGS, GROUND GLASS PLATES, GLASS FIGURINES, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, IN PORCELAIN FIGURINES, PORCELAIN MUGS, PORCELAIN STATUTES, EARTHENWARE MUGS, EARTHENWARE BASINS, EARTHENWARE FIGURINES, EARTHENWARE STATUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, NIGHTWEAR, NAMELY, NIGHTGOWNS AND PAJAMAS, UNDERWEAR, SWIMSUITS, APRONS, SOCKS, GLOVES, NECKTIES, SCARVES, BANDANNAS, JEANS WITH ELASTIC WAISTBANDS, BELTS, SPORT SHIRTS, BATHROBES, NATIONAL, CARDIGANS, JOGGING SUITS, KIMONOS, LOUNGEWEAR, PANTS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARIBBEAN SEA", "SEVEN MILE BEACH", "GRAND CAYMAN", "NORTH SOUND" AND "PREMIUM RUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2335086, DATED 6-16-2003, EXPIRES 6-16-2010.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR BACTERIOLOGICAL, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, COSMETIC AND MEDICAL RESEARCH, NOT IN THE FIELD OF WASTE WATER TREATMENT THROUGH THE USE OF CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS TECHNOLOGIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JOURNAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).
DIGITAL BINDING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MULTI-MEDIA ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA, FEATURING FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS AND CONTAINING A COMBINATION OF VISUAL IMAGES, TEXT AND CORRESPONDING NARRATIVE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS IN MULTIMEDIA FORMAT, NAMELY, A COMBINATION OF VISUAL IMAGES, TEXT AND CORRESPONDING NARRATIVE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-223,529. RHEIN CHEMIE RHEINAU GMBH, MANHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-10-2003.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED CDS, DVDS, CD-ROMS FEATURING AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENTS, NAMELY MUSIC, MOVIES, COMEDY, DRAMA, DOCUMENTARIES, ANIMATED CARTOONS, ADVERTISING, GAMES, LOTTERIES, GAME SHOWS, DATABASES,encyclopedias, scientific programs, theatre reproductions, news programs, talk shows, product presentations, consumer information, books, comic strips, pictures, photographs, paintings, dictionary, computer software, namely, multimedia software recorded on CD-ROM featuring the aforesaid-mentioned contents, computer game software, video game software, virtual reality game software, children's educational software, software for processing images, graphics and texts, software for creating searchable databases of information and data, software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information, computer graphics software, desktop publishing software, computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs, computer software for use in relation to digital animation and special effects of images, industrial process control software, factory automation software, namely, software to integrate manufacturing machine operations, track problems and generate production reports, graphical user interface software, computer software for accessing information databases (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STATIONERY, POST CARDS, GREETING CARDS, ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PACKING PAPER AND PLASTIC FOILS FOR MONEY PACKAGING; CARDBOARD CONTAINERS NAMELY, CARDBOARD CASH BOXES; PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF MONEY AND VALUABLES; PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTING MONEY AND VALUABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PACKAGE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, DESIGNING OF PAPER AND PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR MONEY PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,392. PETROTEL INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 4-10-2003.

PETROTEL

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR OIL AND GAS WELL DRILLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSMISSION OF OIL OR GAS THROUGH PIPELINES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR GAS AND OIL PRODUCTION SERVICES; GAS AND OIL REFINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING IN THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION, RECOVERY AND PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING AND ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF OIL AND GAS DRILLING AND RECOVERY, OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION, PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF WELL TESTING, FrACTURE ANALYSIS, RESERVOIR ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERIZATION, EQUATION OF STATE DEVELOPMENT AND FLUID PHASE BEHAVIOR PREDICTION, AND RESERVOIR BLACK OIL AND COMPOSITIONAL SIMULATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,917. HUNGRY LION IMPORTS, INC., HAVERHILL, MA. FILED 4-17-2003.

HUNGRY LION IMPORTS, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE IMPORTS INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, AND ITEMS, NAMELY, BEDROOM FURNITURE AND JEWELRY BOXES MADE OF WOOD, CANE, WICKER, AND AMBER FOR PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING IMPORTED CLOTHING, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, HOME FURNISHINGS, CANDLES AND CANDLE HOLDERS, MIRRORS, TRAYS, PICTURE FRAMES, LAMPS, GIFT BOXES, JEWELRY BOXES, TABLE TOPS, CERAMIC PLATES AND BOWLS, FURNITURE, PERFUME BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EMO ENGINE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 023195517, FILED 11-22-2002, REG. NO. 02-3195517, DATED 11-22-2002, EXPIRES 11-22-2012. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOFTWARE FOR ASSISTANCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A FLEET OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES; MAGNETIC, OPTICAL AND DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY COMPACT DISCS AND FLOPPY DISCS FOR ASSISTANCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A FLEET OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS FOR DOMESTIC PETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

GOOD VIBES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,492,429 AND 2,813,376.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MASSAGE OILS, BODY PAINT, AND AROMATIC OILS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR WATER, GEL, AND CREAM BASED PERSONAL LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA, NAMELY CDS, DVDS, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, AND LASER DISKS ALL IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN SEXUALITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR ADULT SEXUAL AIDS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL PHALLI, RUBBER RING TO BE WORN ABOUT THE PENIS, AND ARTIFICIAL SEXUAL ORGANS AND VACUUM PUMPS USED TO MAINTAIN PENILE RIGIDITY; HAND-HELD VIBRATOR FOR USE IN BODY MASSAGE AND STIMULATION; LATEX CONDOMS, DENTAL DAMS; LATEX GLOVES FOR MASSAGE AND LATEX MEDICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS, CALENDARS, AND POSTERS IN THE SUBJECT AREA OF HUMAN SEXUALITY. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, WRIST AND LEG RESTRAINTS, WHIPS, HARNESSSES, COLLARS, AND PADDLES, ALL FOR USE AS SEXUAL AIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BOARD GAMES, DICE, AND PLAYING CARDS. (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROSTING, SUGAR, AND CANDY. (U.S. CL. 46).

HUSCH FAMILY OFFICE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAMILY OFFICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "HUSCH".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR INCOME TAX CONSULTATION AND ASSESSMENT; ACCOUNTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

SMART OPTIONS

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR NON-MOTORIZED VEHICLES, NAMELY SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC BAGS AND ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS FOR CARRYING TOYS AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, HEADWEAR, GLOVES AND WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRIKING

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS AND POSTERS IN THE FIELD OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, SEMINARS, COURSES, AND WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS REGARDING CAREER DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SENTRY PROTECTION
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PROTECTION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CENTRAL STATION MONITORING OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I SUCK AT GOLF

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, GOLF BALLS, GOLF TEES, GOLF BAG TAGS, GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS, GOLF BAGS AND GOLF GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-268,553. FISERV, INC., BROOKFIELD, WI. FILED 6-30-2003.

SECURE SEAL

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CHECK PROCESSING AND FRAUD DETECTION, NAMELY PLACING, READING AND ANALYZING ENCODED MATERIALS ON CHECKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHECK PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY READING AND ANALYZING ENCODED MATERIAL ON CHECKS TO DETECT FRAUD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAPSOLUTE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR VEHICLE LOCATION TRACKING BY COMPUTER ON DATA NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR VEHICLE ROUTING BY COMPUTER ON DATA NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,848. MAXWELL FOOTWEAR OF CALIFORNIA, INC., NEWHALL, CA. FILED 7-16-2003.

DAVID & DAVID BY JOAN & DAVID

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,263,011, 1,697,635 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER KEY CHAINS; WALLET; BAGS IN THE NATURE OF LUGGAGE, SPORTS BAGS, ATHLETIC BAGS, BEACH BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, GYM BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TOTE BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, HANDBAGS, PURSES, WALLET; SMALL LEATHER ARTICLES, NAMELY, WALLET, KEY, 26 CONTAINERS, MONEY BELTS, UMBRELLAS, AND BRIEFCASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SLACKS, COATS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SUITS, LINERIE, BATHING SUITS, SCARVES, BELTS, GLOVES, HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWIMSUITS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, NIGHTSHIRTS; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-275,078. RADIO SYSTEMS CORPORATION, KNOXVILLE, TN. FILED 7-16-2003.

GUARDIAN


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ELECTRONIC ANIMAL CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS; ELECTRONIC ANIMAL TRAINING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF A HAND-HELD TRANSMITTER AND AN ANIMAL COLLAR WITH RECEIVER ATTACHED, WHICH PROVIDES A METHOD OF STIMULATION OR CORRECTION TO ANIMALS; ELECTRONIC ANIMAL TRAINING DEVICES, NAMELY HAND-HELD ULTRASONIC SOUND EMITTERS; ANIMAL TRAINING COLLARS, NAMELY ELECTRONIC BARK CONTROL COLLARS TO ACTIVATE A NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT IN RESPONSE TO A DOG BARK; AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOTAPE SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED AS A UNIT WITH THE ABOVE-LISTED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 12-12-1995; IN COMMERCE 12-12-1995.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ANIMAL COLLARS WITH AN ELECTRONIC RECEIVER ATTACHED (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 12-12-1995; IN COMMERCE 12-12-1995.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) NON-METAL PET DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 8-6-1999.
CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) PET BEDS AND PET KENNELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) PET CRATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

DEZMONA MIZEELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF BENELUX REG. NO. 0717107, DATED 11-7-2002, EXPIRES 11-7-2012.
OWNER OF BENELUX REG. NO. 717107, DATED 11-7-2002, EXPIRES 11-7-2012.

THE COLOR BLUE IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECTANGULAR SHAPED CAPSULE HAVING BLUE GEL WITH BLUE SPECKLES VISIBLE THROUGH THE CAPSULE, WITH A PROTRUDING EDGE THAT EXTENDS AROUND THE RIM OF THE CAPSULE. THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR COLOR. APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR TO BE A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DETERGENTS IN THE INDUSTRIAL AND CONSUMER CLEANING INDUSTRY; DESCALING AGENTS, NAMELY, DETERGENTS IN THE INDUSTRIAL AND CONSUMER CLEANING PRODUCTS INDUSTRY; WATER SOFTENER SALT, PROTECTIVE PREPARATIONS FOR GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE, CROCKERY AND OTHER KITCHENWARE, ALL AFOREMENTIONED GOODS WITH OR WITHOUT A DISINFECTIVE COMPONENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR LAUNDRY BLEACH, LAUNDRY WHITENER, LAUNDRY CONDITIONING DETERGENTS, LAUNDRY DE-STAINING AND STAIN REMOVING PREPARATIONS, LAUNDRY RUST REMOVERS AND LAUNDRY RINSE AGENTS, LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS FOR DRY CLEANING; GENERAL PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS AND CARPET CLEANERS; LAUNDRY DETERGENTS, DISH DETERGENTS, AND DISHWASHER DETERGENTS; CHEMICAL DECALCIFYING AND DESCALING PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, EARTHENWARE, CROCKERY AND OTHER KITCHENWARE; FABRIC SOFTENERS AND ANTI-STATIC LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

DEZMONA MIZEELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GREAT SCAPES

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR LAWN AND GARDEN TOOLS, NAMELY, GARDEN TROWELS, CULTIVATORS, LAWN EDGERS, LAWN WEEDEARS, SOD LIFTERS, WOOD CUTTERS, GRASS TRIMMERS, BULB PLANTERS; STRIKING TOOLS, NAMELY, MATTOCKS, PICKS, WOOD-SPLITTING WEDGES, MAULS, HEAVY HAMMERS, SLEDGE HAMMERS, DIGGING AND PRYING BARS; PRUNING TOOLS, NAMELY, VEGETATION KNIVES AND SHEARS, PRUNING SAWS; HAND-OPERATED TOOLS, NAMELY, SHOVELS, SPADES, RAKES, HOES, SCOOPS, POSTHOLE DIGGERs, SCRAPERS, SNOW SHOVELS AND SNOW PUSHERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 25 AND 44).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR WHEELBARROWS, HAND TRUCKS AND YARD CARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RADIO OR TELEVISIONED ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS; MEDIA MARKETING FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING AGENCIES; MARKET RESEARCH, SURVEY SERVICES; MARKETING RESEARCH SERVICES; SURVEYS ON TARGET SELECTION, SIMULATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN RELATION TO TELEVISION AUDIENCES; MANAGING SUBSCRIPTION TO PUBLICATIONS FOR OTHERS; DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL IN THE NATURE OF LEAFLETS, HANDOUTS, PRINTED MATERIALS, AND SAMPLES, FOR OTHERS; LEASING OF ADVERTISING SPACE, BOOKING OF ADVERTISING SPACE; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADVERTISING; ORGANIZATION, DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION OF AN ADVERTISING SPACE FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF ADVERTISING DOCUMENTATION FOR OTHERS; BOOKING OF ADVERTISING SPACE BY TELEPROCESSING SYSTEM OR BY COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SUCH AS THE INTERNET OR INTRANET; PUBLIC RELATIONS; STAFF RECRUITMENT; COMMERCIAL STRATEGY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MARKET STUDIES, TELEPHONE COMMERCIAL CANVASING SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, SALE BY AUCTION OF ADVERTISING SPACE; PREPARING AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING ON TELEVISION; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA A COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE NATURE OF ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR BROADCASTING OF ADVERTISING MESSAGES VIA TELEVISION AND RADIO; BROADCASTING OF TELEVISIONED ADVERTISING SPACES ON THE ADVERTISING MARKET; TRANSMISSION AND BROADCASTING OF IMAGES, MESSAGES, INFORMATION AND COMMERCIAL DATA BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, CABLE, SATELLITE, TELEMATIC COMMUNICATIONS, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS OF A TYPE SUCH AS THE INTERNET AND BY MEANS OF ANY OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER, TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCY; BROADCASTING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS, FILMS, BROADCASTING OF RADIO PROGRAMS, ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SYSTEMS, CABLE OR SATELLITE TELEVISION PROGRAMS; ALL THESE SERVICES ARE LIMITED TO THOSE EXCLUSIVELY PROVIDED IN THE FIELD OF ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

K. MARGARET LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MIRRA

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN AND DRAWING UP OF CD-ROMS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; ALL THESE SERVICES ARE LIMITED TO THOSE EXCLUSIVELY PROVIDED IN THE FIELD OF ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,138,704, 2,396,933 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOOKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BARNES & NOBLE BOOKS WITH A SILHOUETTE OF AN OPEN BOOK.

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHARLES SCHWAB EQUITY SNAPSHOT REPORT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,930,549, 2,491,729 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EQUITY OR REPORT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMMUNICATIONS SERVERS, NETWORK ACCESS SERVER HARDWARE; NETWORK ACCESS SERVER OPERATING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND STORING DATA, INFORMATION, AND DIGITAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT FOR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS RELATED PURPOSES, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF FILES, DATA, INFORMATION, DIGITAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR BACKUP, LOCAL AND REMOTE SHARING OF FILES, DATA, DIGITAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, AND FOR PROVIDING REMOTE ACCESS TO DATA, INFORMATION, DIGITAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; AND USER MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

GLORIA LOPEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL AND ONLINE RETAIL BOOKSTORE SERVICES, FEATURING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, POSTERS, FOOD, BEVERAGES AND GENERAL GIFTWARE ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR BOOK PUBLISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF A REPORT IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF A REPORT IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAT CITY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ENTERTAINMENT AND AMUSEMENT CENTER FEATURING A BOWLING ALLEY, ARCADE GAMES, MINIATURE GOLF, RECORDED MUSIC, ROLLER SKATING, AND BATTING CAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED GUIDES, DIRECTORIES AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, MAPS AND BOOKS FEATURING LOCATION INFORMATION, HISTORICAL INFORMATION, CRITIQUES, MENU OFFERINGS AND RELATED INFORMATION, ON RESTAURANTS, FOOD STORES, FOODS SPECIALTY RETAILERS, BAKERIES AND OTHER FOOD-RELATED ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BRENNAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE GUIDES AND DIRECTORIES, PROVIDED ELECTRONICALLY VIA THE INTERNET, FEATURING LOCATION INFORMATION, HISTORICAL INFORMATION, CRITIQUES, MENU OFFERINGS AND RELATED INFORMATION, ON RESTAURANTS, FOOD STORES, FOODS SPECIALTY RETAILERS, BAKERIES AND OTHER FOOD-RELATED ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "B".

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OMEGA-RICH

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FLUID MILK, POWDERED MILK, CHEESE, YOGURT, COTTAGE CHEESE, SOUR CREAM, ICE CREAM, BUTTER, BUTTERMILK, FLUID CREAM, WHIPPED CREAM, DAIRY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES, DIPS, EGGNOG, PROCESSED CHEESE, HALF AND HALF, CREAM CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
BRENNAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY THREE-DIMENSIONAL MICROARRAYS FOR SCIENTIFIC, DIAGNOSTIC, OR RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HYDROARRAY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, DNA MICROARRAY CHIPS FOR SCIENTIFIC, DIAGNOSTIC, OR RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE NAME GEORGE MIU IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VARIETY AND HEALTH" AND "KIBBLE CANNED RAW FREEZE DRIED TREATS SUPPLEMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATS AND DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR EDIBLE FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, KIBBLE, CANNED, RAW, FREEZE DRIED FOOD, MEAT AND BONE TREATS FOR DOGS AND CATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

THE TERM FLIC IS USED TO INDICATE A "GIRL" IN SWEDISH, AND IS USED AS A SLANG TERM TO INDICATE A "POLICEMAN" IN FRENCH.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD, PACKAGING CONTAINERS AND PACKING BLISTER CARDS MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD OR MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD COATED WITH PLASTIC MATERIAL; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING, AND BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC FOR PACKAGING; CONTAINERS AND BLANKS FOR FORMING CONTAINERS MADE OF PLASTICS FOR USE IN PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIBBLE CANNED RAW FREEZE DRIED TREATS SUPPLEMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR LASER PROCESSING MACHINES, NAMELY LASER MACHINES FOR CUTTING, WELDING, DRILLING, SURFACE TREATMENT, MATERIAL DEPOSITION, REMOVING, MARKING, MELTING AND/OR SINTERING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR NON-MEDICAL LASERS AND THEIR REPLACEMENT PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF; ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS FOR MACHINE TOOLS, FOR MACHINE TOOLS FOR THE TREATMENT OF MATERIALS, FOR LASER PROCESSING MACHINES, FOR LASERS AND/OR FOR LASER SYSTEMS; SENSORS, DETECTORS, SCANNERS, COOLING UNITS FOR NON-MEDICAL LASERS; OPTICAL LENSES FOR LASERS; OPTICAL MIRRORS FOR LASERS; CLOTHING FOR RADIATION PROTECTION; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY IN CONNECTION WITH MACHINE TOOLS, LASERS, LASER SYSTEMS AND CONTROLLERS FOR LASERS AND LASER SYSTEMS, NAMELY POWER SUPPLY UNITS, SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES, HIGH-FREQUENCY CHANGE-OVER SWITCHES, MATCHING NETWORKS, ELECTRICAL CONVERTERS AND INVERTERS, FREQUENCY CONVERTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE TERM FLIC IS USED TO INDICATE A "GIRL" IN SWEDISH, AND IS USED AS A SLANG TERM TO INDICATE A "POLICEMAN" IN FRENCH.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD, PACKAGING CONTAINERS AND PACKING BLISTER CARDS MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD OR MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD COATED WITH PLASTIC MATERIAL; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING, AND BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC FOR PACKAGING; CONTAINERS AND BLANKS FOR FORMING CONTAINERS MADE OF PLASTICS FOR USE IN PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VARIETY AND HEALTH" AND "KIBBLE CANNED RAW FREEZE DRIED TREATS SUPPLEMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATS AND DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR EDIBLE FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, KIBBLE, CANNED, RAW, FREEZE DRIED FOOD, MEAT AND BONE TREATS FOR DOGS AND CATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

THE TERM FLIC IS USED TO INDICATE A "GIRL" IN SWEDISH, AND IS USED AS A SLANG TERM TO INDICATE A "POLICEMAN" IN FRENCH.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD, PACKAGING CONTAINERS AND PACKING BLISTER CARDS MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD OR MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD COATED WITH PLASTIC MATERIAL; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING, AND BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC FOR PACKAGING; CONTAINERS AND BLANKS FOR FORMING CONTAINERS MADE OF PLASTICS FOR USE IN PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VARIETY AND HEALTH" AND "KIBBLE CANNED RAW FREEZE DRIED TREATS SUPPLEMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATS AND DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR EDIBLE FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, KIBBLE, CANNED, RAW, FREEZE DRIED FOOD, MEAT AND BONE TREATS FOR DOGS AND CATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.
T.SHIPLEY

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, BRIEFCASES, WALLET, BUSINESS CARD CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

T.SHIPLEY

ACTIVANT

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ACCOUNTING, AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET REPAIRS, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CATALOGUES, AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET APPLICATIONS, AUTOMOTIVE JOBBERS, BUSINESS ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND OPERATIONS, CROSS MATCHING VEHICLE PARTS, FEE RATES AND PRICING DATA, INVENTORY CONTROL, INTEROFFICE NETWORKING OF COMPUTERS, LABOR COSTS ESTIMATING, PREPARING ESTIMATES FOR AUTO REPAIRS, PREPARING WORK ORDERS AND ORDER PROCESSING, ESTIMATING PURCHASING NEEDS, RECYCLING AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, RE-STOCKING PARTS, SALES TRACKING, AND WAREHOUSING FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, RETAIL HARDGOODS, CAPITAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND LEASING, AND LUMBER, COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER TERMINALS, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND BLANK COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN THE FORM OF BLANK COMPUTER TAPES, BLANK COMPUTER DISCS AND DISKETTES, OPTICAL DRIVES, AND BLANK CD-ROMS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY INSTRUCTION MANUALS AND OPERATING MANUALS ON THE SUBJECT OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR INSTRUCTION MANUALS AND OPERATING GUIDES FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; PRINTED INFORMATION, NAMELY, INSTRUCTION MANUALS AND OPERATING MANUALS REGARDING SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED IN HARD COPY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MARKETING RESEARCH AND BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES, AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES ASSISTING PARTICIPANTS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AFTERMARKET BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR CUSTOMERS; E-BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING AUTOMOTIVE PARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR PROVIDING SEARCHABLE ELECTRONIC DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT THE MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, HARDGOODS AND LUMBER, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, HARDGOODS AND LUMBER VIA A WEB SITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND ON-LINE INSTRUCTION IN THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATABASES AND COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET, HARDGOODS AND LUMBER INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL AND SUPPORT SERVICES FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE, NETWORKING IN THE NATURE OF INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION, AND TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; LEASING OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS; UPDATING COMPUTER DATABASES; SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, SUPPORTING THE TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE ACCESSED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TUSCAN BRUSCHETTA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT; FISH; MEAT-BASED PATE; FISH-BASED PATE; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; FRUIT-BASED PATE; VEGETABLE-BASED PATE; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS (U.S. CL. 46).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TUSCAN BRUSCHETTA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, NAMELY, TUSCAN BREAD, PIES, FOCACCIAS; BREAD; VINEGAR; SAUCES; SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For software and electronic games, namely, software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and hard disks for computers; software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and cartridges for console and portable gaming systems; software games that are downloadable from a remote computer site; software games for mobile phones, personal digital assistants, and handheld computers recorded on computer media; downloadable software games for mobile phones, personal digital assistants, and handheld computers; game machines sold as a unit for playing software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and cartridges; interactive video games of virtual reality comprised of computer hardware and software; pre-recorded CD-ROMs, DVDs, video-tapes featuring action and adventure productions; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters and magazines featuring action and adventure games; user documentation sold as a unit therewith (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

**VANGUARD: SAGA OF HEROES**

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For software and electronic games, namely, software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and hard disks for computers; software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and cartridges for console and portable gaming systems; software games that are downloadable from a remote computer site; software games for mobile phones, personal digital assistants, and handheld computers recorded on computer media; downloadable software games for mobile phones, personal digital assistants, and handheld computers; game machines sold as a unit for playing software games recorded on CD-ROMs, DVDs and cartridges (U.S. CLS. 21, 26, 36 and 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PREPARING, ADMINISTERING, AND SCORING BEHAVIORAL STANDARDIZED TESTS RENDERED ON-LINE FOR THE PURPOSES OF JOB PLACEMENT, TRAINING AND ADVANCEMENT; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SERVICES; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONNEL HIRING, PLACEMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SERVICES; EMPLOYMENT OUT-PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT; CAREER COUNSELING; CAREER EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND PROVIDING INDIVIDUAL COACHING; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE TRAINING OF EXECUTIVES OF OTHERS IN THE PRINCIPLES OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY, TEACHING THEM TO ADMINISTER PROGRAMS DEALING WITH PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Dawn Feldman, Examining Attorney


Digital CreativePro Conference & Expo

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use Digital and Conference & Expo, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, EXPOSITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ONLINE SERVICES, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, COLLOQUIUMS AND DISCUSSION GROUPS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ONLINE SERVICES, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ONLINE SERVICES, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Clarity Management Consulting

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Management Consulting", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF OUT-SOURCING INITIATIVES IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS PLANNING, NAMELY PROPOSAL WRITING AND DEVELOPMENT, AND COORDINATING PROPOSAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CUSTOM WRITING SERVICES; PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES FOR EXECUTIVES, MANAGERS AND BUSINESS OWNERS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Elizabeth Pignatelio, Examining Attorney
—BECAUSE PROBLEM-SOLVING REQUIRES CLARITY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF OUTSOURCING INITIATIVES IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS PLANNING, NAMELY PROPOSAL WRITING AND DEVELOPMENT, AND COORDINATING PROPOSAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CUSTOM WRITING SERVICES; PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES FOR EXECUTIVES, MANAGERS AND BUSINESS OWNERS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) PURPLE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR PURPLE IS THE FEATURED COLOR OF THE MARK AS ILLUSTRATED BOTH ON THIS STATIONERY AND THE SUBMITTED INVITATION.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR FASHION CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COLE & PARKS

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR COOKING UTENSILS, NAMELY WOODEN MIXING SPOONS, SPATULAS, CUPS, SCRAPERS, ROLLING PINS, BOWLS, PLATES, TRAVEL MUGS, COOKIE CUTTERS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE, NAMELY, MUGS, COOKIE JARS, STORAGE CONTAINERS, UTENSIL HOLDERS, SPOON RESTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, FLOUR, CINNAMON, PUMPKIN SPICE, VANILLA, DECORATING ITEMS NAMELY COLORED SUGARS, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, SPICES, BAKERY GOODS, NAMELY COOKIES, PASTRIES, SCONES, BROWNIES, BISCOTTI, MUFFINS, BREADS, ANIMAL-SHAPED COOKIES, COOKIE CAKES, CANDY CAKE DECORATIONS, COOKIE DOUGH, BAKED GOOD DOUGHS AND MIXES FOR BAKED GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT AND CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR HEALTHCARE CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTATION REGARDING HEALTHCARE BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS, HEALTHCARE BUSINESS PLANNING, STRATEGY FORMULATION, AND COST/PRICE ANALYSIS TO HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR HEALTHCARE CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTATION REGARDING ADMINISTRATION OF PATIENT REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMS AND FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CABINETS, NAMELY, SWITCHGEAR CABINETS MADE OF METAL AND PLASTICS, WHICH ARE COMPOSED OF RACKS, HOUSINGS AND CONSOLES AND WHICH ARE USED PREFERABLY FOR INDUSTRY, INSTALLATION, ELECTRONICS, COMPUTERS, INTERACTIVE TERMINAL SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION; SWITCHGEAR CABINETS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH BRACKET SYSTEMS, WHICH ARE ALSO AIR-CONDITIONED, EARTHQUAKE, VANDALISM AND EXPLOSION PROOF; COMPONENT CARRIERS IN THE NATURE OF PLUG-IN SUBASSEMBLIES WITH ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS; SIGNALING DEVICES THAT EMIT SOUNDS AND LIGHT FOR MONITORING AND SECURITY OF SWITCHGEAR CABINETS; ELECTRIC CURRENT DISTRIBUTION COMPONENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC CONNECTORS AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS ADAPTERS AND LOAD-BREAKERS; ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR MONITORING GAS CONDUITS, NAMELY, GAS PRESSURE REGULATORS; CLADDINGS OF METAL, GLASS AND PLASTICS, NAMELY DOORS AND WALLS; CLOSURE DEVICES OF METAL, NAMELY DOOR LOCKS, AND ATTACHMENT DEVICES OF METAL, NAMELY, RETAINING ANGLES, ALL FOR USE WITH SWITCHGEAR CABINETS AND SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH; METAL FIXED AND MOVEABLE MOUNTING DEVICES AND MOUNTING AIDS FOR THE SWITCHGEAR CABINETS AND SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH, NAMELY, MOUNTING PANELS, PIVOTING FRAMES AND COMPARTMENT BASES; INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES SOLD AS A UNIT WITH THE SWITCHGEAR CABINETS, NAMELY, LAMPS FOR SWITCHGEAR CABINETS; WIRING AIDS OF METAL, PLASTIC AND RUBBER SOLD AS A UNIT WITH THE SWITCHGEAR CABINETS, NAMELY, CABLE CLAMP STRIPS, CABLE INLETS, PROFILES RUBBER CLAMPS, AND LABELING STRIPS; ELECTRIC CURRENT SUPPLIES, NAMELY MAINS PARTS FOR USE WITH SWITCHGEAR CABINETS AND SOLD THEREWITH AS A UNIT; INSERTS FOR ELECTRIC SUBASSEMBLY CARRIERS, PLUG-IN CARDS, BUS BOARDS, PLUG-IN CONNECTORS; AND PARTS FOR ALL THE ABOVE NAMED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR AIR-CONDITIONING, NAMELY, EVAPORATIVE AIR COOLING UNITS, HEAT EXCHANGERS, FILTER VENTILATORS AND HEATING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC HEATERS, PARTICULARLY FOR USE WITH SWITCHGEAR CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


AMBROSIA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED MUSICAL SOUND AND MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1975.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CMERIDIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIBERTY GOURMET BEVERAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOURMET BEVERAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR TEA-BASED BEVERAGES AND ICED TEA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR SOFT DRINKS FLAVORED WITH TEA; LEMONADE; AND SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS AND COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, LOTIONS, OILS, OINTMENTS, CREAMS, SOAPS, AND CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR VITAMINS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MEDICATED COSMETICS; PROTEIN BASED, NUTRIENT DENSE MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR PETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, A SERIES OF BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS, AND BULLETINS, ALL RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA, IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, AND A SERIES OF BOOKS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, SWEAT SUITS, LOUNGEWEAR, UNDERWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN, NIGHT WEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN, AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY SHORTS, KNIT AND WOVEN SHIRTS, BEACHWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DR. SEARS ZONE APPROVED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,623,974 AND 2,689,749.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION; PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BULLETINS, IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH, AND NUTRITION; PROVIDING ON-LINE NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION BY E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CATERING SERVICES; RESTAURANT, CAFÉ AND SNACK BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Elissa Garber Kon, Examining Attorney


DR. SEARS ZONE APPROVED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,623,974 AND 2,689,749.

Class 3—Cosmetics and cleaning preparations

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Gourmet Beverage", apart from the mark as shown.

Allison Holtz, examining attorney


Class 3—Cosmetics and cleaning preparations

For facial and skin soaps; facial and body scrubs; lotions for skin, face, body and hair; body oils and fragrance for personal use (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Dr. Sears Zone Approved

Tricia Thompkins, examining attorney


Class 25—Clothing

For t-shirts, tank-tops, sweat suits, lounge wear, underwear for men and women, night wear for men and women, and miscellaneous sportswear, namely shorts, knit and woven shirts, beachwear for men and women, and headwear (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).

Elissa Garber Kon, examining attorney


Class 41—Education and entertainment

For educational services, namely, conducting workshops, seminars and classes in the fields of diet, health and nutrition; providing on-line magazines, newsletters, bulletins, in the fields of diet, health, and nutrition; providing on-line newsletters in the fields of diet, health and nutrition by e-mail (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).

Class 43—Hotel and restaurant services

For catering services; restaurant, café and snack bar services (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

Elissa Garber Kon, examining attorney
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COUNSELING SERVICES, INFORMATION, AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH, AND NUTRITION VIA THE INTERNET; COUNSELING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH, AND NUTRITION; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, HEALTH, AND NUTRITION VIA EMAIL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VARSITY DRINKING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRINKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BASED ON INTENT TO USE) ONLINE RETAIL STORE FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 9-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE REVIEWS OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES RELATED TO DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 9-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2003.

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BASE POINT

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS; AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES TO EARLY STAGE BUSINESS NAMELY IN THE AREAS OF FORMATION, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES TO EARLY STAGE BUSINESSES IN THE AREA OF FINANCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIORCOSMOTIC

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033218243, FILED 3-26-2003, REG. NO. 033218243, DATED 3-26-2003, EXPIRES 3-26-2013. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,397,525, 2,756,372 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERFUMES, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR DISPLAY SHELVES, PLASTIC DISPLAY STANDS AND METAL DISPLAY STANDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BASE POINT

TURNSTYLES TICKETING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TICKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED TICKETS FOR SPORTING EVENTS, MUSICAL CONCERTS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES FOR SPORTING EVENTS, MUSICAL CONCERTS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS OF OTHERS; TELEMARKETING; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; TICKET AGENCY SERVICES FOR SPORTING EVENTS, MUSICAL CONCERTS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, RENDERED ONLINE, THROUGH TELEPHONE ORDERS AND THROUGH TICKET OUTLETS; ACCOUNTING SERVICES FOR TICKET SALES RENDERED BY COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GALLERYPLAYER

FOR DIGITAL MEDIA OUTPUT DEVICE, NAMELY AN APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING DIGITAL AUDIO, VIDEOS, AND IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2003.
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR SUBSCRIPTION MEDIA SERVICES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF DIGITAL AUDIO, VIDEO, AND IMAGES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2003.
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY DIRECT MAIL AND PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

UROCYTE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MEDICAL RESEARCH TEST INSTRUMENT FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH SPECIMEN DIAGNOSIS, AND SPECIMEN CONTAINERS AND FILTER RECEPTACLES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, CLINICAL MEDICAL TEST INSTRUMENT FOR CLINICAL SPECIMEN DIAGNOSIS, AND SPECIMEN CONTAINERS AND FILTER RECEPTACLES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MAILNOW SOLUTIONS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY DIRECT MAIL AND PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

IBIZA

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAILNOW DEVELOPMENT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEVELOPMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) OZONE-BASED ANTIMICROBIAL ANTISEPTIC OINTMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) OZONE-BASED WATER PURIFICATION APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2003.
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LEAF AWAY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LEAF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR SELF-CLEANING METAL HOODED GUTTERS AND STRUCTURED PARTS AND METAL GUARD BARRIERS TO PROTECT RAIN GUTTERS FOR COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF GUTTERS AND GUARDS TO PROTECT GUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLANETLAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT COMPRISING MONITORS, HARD DRIVES AND MODEMS FOR CONNECTING TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SHOPPERS VALUE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,569,081.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR LAUNDRY BLEACH; AMMONIA FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; FABRIC SOFTENER SHEETS; ALL-PURPOSE PINE CLEANER; LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT; LIQUID DISH DETERGENT; FABRIC SOFTENER; FABRIC SOFTENER REFILL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 12-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2001.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR ALUMINUM FOIL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR FREEZER STORAGE BAGS; PLASTIC FOOD STORAGE BAGS; PAPER TOWELS; PLASTIC GARBAGE BAGS; TOILET PAPER; SANDWICH BAGS; LUNCH BAGS; PAPER NAPKINS; DISPOSABLE DIAPERS; PLASTIC WRAP; FACIAL TISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).
FIRST USE 3-5-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-5-1996.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR PLASTIC CUPS, FOAM CUPS, DESIGN CUPS, UNCOATED PAPER PLATES, FOAM PLATES, PLASTIC PLATES; POTATOES AU GRATIN, INSTANT MASHED POTATOES, FRENCH FRIES, POTATOES SCALLOPED, SAUERKRAUT; PROCESSED NUTS, NAMELY, SHELLED WALNUTS, CASHEWS, MIXED NUTS; SOUPS, NAMELY, CHICKEN BROTH, CHICKEN NOODLE, CREAM OF MUSHROOM, TOMATO, VEGETABLE; CHICKEN NUGGETS, FROZEN CHICKEN PATTIES; POTATO CHIPS, OIL-BASED COOKING SPRAY; CORN OIL; VEGETABLE OIL; SHORTENING; PICKLES; KOSHER DILL PICKLES; HAMBURGER SLICES; SWEET CUCUMBER SLICES; FRENCH ONION DIP; GRAPE JELLY; PROCESSED CHEESE, NAMELY, AMERICAN CHEESE SLICES, SHREDDED MOZZARELLA; EVAPORATED/CONDENSED MILK; NON DAIRY CREAMER; WHIPPED TOPPING; PEANUT BUTTER; PROCESSED SPANISH OLIVES; STUFFER MANZANILLA OLIVES; TOMATO PASTE; ONION SOUP MIX; FISH STIX; BARBECUE PORK RINDS; APPLESAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR FRUIT PRESERVES, NAMELY, APPLE PIE FILLING, CHERRY PIE FILLING, BLUEBERRY PIE FILLING, STRAWBERRY PRESERVES, PROCESSED FRUIT, NAMELY, MARASCHINO CHERRIES, PECAN HALVES, PINEAPPLE, FRUIT COCKTAIL, MANDARIN ORANGES; PROCESSED VEGETABLES, NAMELY, BROCCOLI CUTS, FROZEN MIXED VEGETABLES, SWEET PEAS, CHOPPED SPINACH, MUSHROOMS PIECES AND STEMS, KIDNEY BEANS, SLICED BEETS, PREPARED BEANS, NAMELY, PORK N BEANS, GREEN BEANS, SLICED CARROTS, CHILI BEANS, PINTO BEANS, REFRIED BEANS, STEWED TOMATOES, WHOLE PEELED TOMATOES, SHREDDED MOZZARELLA; TOMATO PASTE; ONION SOUP MIX; FISH STICKS; BARBECUE PORK RINDS; APPLESAUCE; CORN OIL; VEGETABLE OIL; SHORTENING; PICKLES; KOSHER DILL PICKLES; HAMBURGER SLICES; SWEET CUCUMBER SLICES; FRENCH ONION DIP; GRAPE JELLY; PROCESSED CHEESE, NAMELY, AMERICAN CHEESE SLICES, SHREDDED MOZZARELLA; EVAPORATED/CONDENSED MILK; NON DAIRY CREAMER; WHIPPED TOPPING; PEANUT BUTTER; PROCESSED SPANISH OLIVES; STUFFER MANZANILLA OLIVES; TOMATO PASTE; ONION SOUP MIX; FISH STICKS; BARBECUE PORK RINDS; APPLESAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR SEASONINGS, NAMELY, BLACK PEPPER, BROWN GRAVY MIX, CHILI SEASONING MIX, SPAGHETTI SAUCE MIX, TACO SEASONING MIX, CHOCOLATE DRINK MIX, HOT COCOA MIX, PROCESSED WHOLE KERNEL CORN, FROZEN PIZZA; ICE CREAM; CHOCOLATE CHIPS; IMITATION CHOCOLATE CHIPS; BAKING COCOA; FLOUR; MARSHMALLOW CREAM; FISH STICKS; BARBECUE PORK RINDS; APPLESAUCE; HONEY; SUGAR; CORN MUSTARD; CIDER VINEGAR; HOT SAUCE; MAYONNAISE; MACARONI AND CHEESE DINNER, PANCAKE SYRUP; PASTA; HONEY; PROCESSED OATS; RICE; SALAD DRESSING; GRANULATED SUGAR; SWEET RELISH; TACO SAUCE; TACOシェルS, TAGLESS TEA BAGS, INSTANT TEA, TEA BAGS, TOMATO SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-20-2002.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

FOR CAT FOOD, CAT LITTER, DOG FOOD, DOG TREATS, BISCUITS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2000.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR FRUIT JUICES, NAMELY, APPLE, ORANGE, CRANBERRY, CRAN-RASPBERRY, GRAPEFRUIT, AND GRAPE; TOMATO JUICE; SOFT DRINKS, NAMELY, COLA, CREAM, ORANGE, ROOT BEER, LEMON LIME, GINGER ALE, STRAWBERRY; FRUIT PUNCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 23, 29, 30, 33, 34 AND 40).
FIRST USE 6-9-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2001.

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SLVR

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR WALLETs; HANDBAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; ATHLETIC BAGS; AND LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR FOOTWEAR; SLIPPERS; UNDERWEAR; T-SHIRTS, CAMI SOLES; SHIRTS; SPORTS BRAS; BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

OSTER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 368,541, 515,517 AND 859,247.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR TABLEWARE AND FLATWARE, NAMELY, CUTLERY, KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY, POTS AND PANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HEALTHIER LIVING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DIGITAL PEDOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS; MASSAGE APPARATUS; AND HEART RATE MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ECOPHA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES USED FOR MEASURING, ANALYZING AND STORING OF INFORMATION AND OUTPUTTING OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PHYSICAL HEALTH, SKIN AND HAIR CARE, MENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL AND ENVIRONMENT; NAMELY, COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MEASURING, ANALYZING AND STORING OF INFORMATION, AND OUTPUTTING OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PHYSICAL HEALTH, SKIN AND HAIR CARE, MENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL AND ENVIRONMENT; COMPUTER MEMORIES USED FOR STORING AND MANAGING INFORMATION RELATED TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PHYSICAL HEALTH, SKIN AND HAIR CARE, MENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL AND ENVIRONMENT FOR COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND MOBILE PHONES; MEMORY CARDS USED FOR STORING AND MANAGING INFORMATION RELATED TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PHYSICAL HEALTH, SKIN AND HAIR CARE, MENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL AND ENVIRONMENT FOR COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND MOBILE PHONES; AND RAM (RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY) CARDS USED FOR STORING AND MANAGING INFORMATION RELATED TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PHYSICAL HEALTH, SKIN AND HAIR CARE, MENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS LEVEL AND ENVIRONMENT FOR COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND MOBILE PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A REPRESENTATION OF CHILD'S HAND IN A HANDLE.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CHILDREN'S FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KILROY’S KITCHEN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DISHWARE, NAMELY, PAPER AND CERAMIC CUPS, PAPER AND CERAMIC MUGS, AND PAPER AND CERAMIC PLATES; CERAMIC STORAGE JARS, CREAM AND SUGAR CONTAINERS, CERAMIC COASTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DISH TOWELS, CLOTH NAPKINS, OVEN MITTS, CLOTH HOT PADS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, APRONS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, PAJAMAS, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 13—FIREARMS
FOR ACCESSORIES FOR FIREARMS, NAMELY HOLSTERS, PISTOL GRIPS, AND LASER PISTOL GRIPS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TRAINING COURSES IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF FIREARMS, FIREARMS SAFETY, PERSONAL DEFENSE, AND SELF DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRAY FOR PEACE☆☆☆☆☆DRESS FOR WAR

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE, MAIL ORDER CATALOG, AND ONLINE ORDERING AND RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, VIDEO DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, AUDIO COMPACT DISCS AND VIDEO AND AUDIO Cassettes, FEATURING MOVIES, DOCUMENTARY FILMS, TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESERVA DEL MAESTRO
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESERVA" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "RESERVA DEL MAESTRO" IS "MAESTRO RESERVE".

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOVIE VOYAGER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

ENTERTAINMENT IS OUR GAME
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR TEQUILA; PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES CONTAINING TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CASINO SERVICES AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL, AUDIO, AND LIVE PERFORMANCES FEATURING MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUPS, DANCE, AND SOLO MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND DRAMATIC, COMIC, AND THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTEL SERVICES AND RESORT HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KIDS SEE FREE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EYEWEAR AND EYE CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR OPTOMETRY SERVICES AND OPTICIAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THUG A BOO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL CASES; STUFFED TOYS; TOY AIRPLANES; BALLOONS; HALLOWEEN MASKS; TOY BAKeware AND COOKWARE; SPORT BALLS; TOY BANKS; BATH TOYS; BEAN BAGS; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; PLAY WANDS; MUSIC BOX TOYS; BUBBLE-MAKING WANDS AND SOLUTION SETS; CARD GAMES; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; CHILDREN'S PLAY COSMETICS; FLYING DISCS; ROLLER SKATES; ICE SKates; IN-LINE SKates; JIGSAW PUZZLES; JUMP ROPEs; KITES; PLAY SWIMMING POOLS; PUPPETS; RIDE-ON TOYS; WATER-SQUIRTING TOYS; CHRISTMAS STOCKINGs; COLLECTIBLE TOY FIGURES; DRAWING TOYS; PLAY TENTS; PLAY HOUSES; RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES; TALKING TOYS; SLIDE PUZZLES; BOARD GAMES; PARLOR GAMES; ROLE-PLAYING GAMES; TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, COIN-OPERATED ARCADE GAMES; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SERIES OF SOFT COVER BOOKS, PUBLISHED ANNUALLY, OR MORE FREQUENTLY, FEATURING A COMPILATION OF A WEEKLY SERIES OF MOTIVATIONAL ESSAYS, TALKS AND SHORT STORIES PROVIDING LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP AND GREATER SELF-FULFILLMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MICHAEL LEVY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONDUCTING SEMINARS ON LEADERSHIP AND GREATER SELF-AWARENESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MONDAY MORNING MESSAGES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MESSAGES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CALCULATORS; EYEGLASS CASES; RADIOS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; TELEPHONES; COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES; CASSETTES; CD-ROMS; SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS, TAPES AND DISCS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; HEADPHONES; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; BICYCLE HELMETS; ELECTRIC SWITCH PLATES; COMPUTER MICE; MOUSE PADS; SUNGLASSES; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, DISCS, AND TAPES FEATURING MUSIC, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, DRAMATIC PERFORMANCES, STORIES, A LIVE ACTION TELEVISION SERIES AND AN ANIMATED TELEVISION SERIES; SCREEN SAVER COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICKS; SWIM GOGGLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOSPIRA MEDNET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, MANAGING, AND RECORDING MEDICATION AND NUTRITIONAL PRODUCT DELIVERY TO PATIENTS, AND DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, MANAGING, AND RECORDING MEDICATION AND NUTRITIONAL PRODUCT DELIVERY TO PATIENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS RELATED TO HEALTH-CARE ISSUES, HOSPITAL DATA MANAGEMENT, MEDICATION INFORMATION AND MEDICAL DECISION SUPPORT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

SUSAN HAYASHI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHEESE IN GENERAL, CHOCOLATE MILK, DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT, DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES, MILK, MILK-BASED BEVERAGE CONTAINING COFFEE, DAIRY BASED WHIPPED TOPPING, YOGURT, AND YOGURT-BASED BEVERAGES; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; FRUIT PRESERVES, DIPS, EXCLUDING SALSA AND OTHER SAUCES USED AS DIPS; ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES IN FROZEN, PREPARED AND/OR PACKAGED FORM; FROZEN FRUITS, FROZEN VEGETABLES, FRUIT AND SOY BASED SNACK FOOD, FRUIT CHIPS, FRUIT TOPPING, GUACAMOLE, NUTS IN SHELLLED, ROASTED OR OTHER PROCESSED FORM, POTATO CHIPS, POTATO CRISPS, POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS, PRE-PACKAGED DINNERS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SEAFOOD OR POULTRY SERVICED SEPARATELY AND/OR WITH PASTA, RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES; PROTEIN BASED, NON-FRIENT-DENSE SNACK BARS, RAISINS, SNACK FOOD DIPS EXCLUDING SALSA AND OTHER SAUCES USED AS DIPS; SOY CHIPS, SOY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGE USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE; SOY-BASED SNACK FOODS, NON-DAIRY BASED WHIPPED TOPPING; YUCCA CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SAUCES USED ON FRUIT, SALAD DRESSING, ICE MILK (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH FRUIT, RAW FRUIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Shining Nights

HOBBIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF LIGHTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
REEDHYCALOG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,711,189.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR DOWNHOLE DRILLING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, DRILL BITS, CORE BITS, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS USED IN OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ROLLER CONE AND FIXED CUTTER DRILLING BITS FOR USE IN THE DRILLING PROCESSES OF OIL AND GAS WELLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 78-349,597. CITADINES, 92300 LEVALLOIS PERRET, FRANCE, FILED 1-8-2004.

THE COLORS VIOLET, ORANGE, GREEN, AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE COLOR VIOLET IS IN THE WORD CITADINES; ORANGE, VIOLET AND GREEN ARE IN THE DESIGN; AND THE WORDS APART’HOTEL ARE WHITE IN A GREEN RECTANGLE.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT; RENTAL OF APARTMENTS; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; LETTING OF FLATS; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; RENTAL OF OFFICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS; PROVIDING BUILDING INFORMATION; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; CONSTRUCTION OF FAIR STANDS AND OF SHOPS; DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCY; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL; ESCORTING OF TRAVELERS; AIR TRANSPORT; TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS BY AIR AND SHIP; TOURIST AGENCY SERVICES, EXCEPT FOR HOTEL RESERVATION; TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF TRAVEL AND TOUR INFORMATION; TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES; TRAVEL RESERVATION; ARRANGING OF CRUISES; ARRANGING OF TOURS; ORGANIZING SIGHTSEEING TOURS; CAR PARKING; PARKING PLACE AND GARAGE RENTAL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT; SPORT CAMP SERVICES; SUMMER HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, NIGHT CLUB SERVICES; HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUM; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PROVIDING RECREATION FACILITIES; PARTY PLANNING; PROVIDING RECREATION INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR ARRANGING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS; ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX, NAMELY, RESERVATIONS OF ROOMS FOR TRAVELERS; HOTELS; BOARDING HOUSES; BAR SERVICES, CAFES; TOURIST HOMES; RESORT LODGING; RETIREMENT HOMES; HOTELS; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS; RESTAURANTS; RENTAL OF TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS; RENTAL OF TENTS; MAKING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS; HOTELS; MAKING BOARDING HOUSE BOOKINGS FOR OTHERS; CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "ALEGRJES Y REBUJOS" AND A STYLIZED PICTURE OF A HOUSE DRAWING IN A CIRCLE.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDERED VIDEO TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTES, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS (DVDs), COMPACT DISCS (CDs) AND OTHER ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY MAGNETIC TAPES AND DIGITAL ELECTRONIC MEDIA FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS IN THE NATURE OF A DRAMATIC TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ONGOING DRAMATIC TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS (DVD'S) AND PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR PAJAMAS, NIGHTSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, LOUNGWEAR, NAMELY, ROBES AND SLIPPERS, NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERSHIRTS, BOXERS, AND CAMISOLE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR PAJAMA BAGS, LINGERIE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR PAJAMAS, NIGHTSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, LOUNGWEAR, NAMELY, ROBES AND SLIPPERS, NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERSHIRTS, BOXERS, AND CAMISOLE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, COMIC BOOKS, COMIC STRIPS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDERED CHILDREN'S DVDS AND CHILDREN'S BOOKS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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KAY J's

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT ORIENTED MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AGENT PORNSTARR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PORNSTAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDERED CHILDREN'S DVDS AND CHILDREN'S BOOKS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, COMIC BOOKS, COMIC STRIPS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Full Esteem Ahead

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CHILDREN’S BOOKS; CHILDREN’S BOOKS AND PRERECORDED CHILDREN’S DVDS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXPRESS TRADER PANT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,120,073, 2,833,128 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “PANT”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JEANS, PANTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLEANS WHAT YOU CAN SEE, KILLS WHAT YOU CAN’T

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR ABRASIVE CLOTHS; ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS; GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER WITH DISINFECTING PROPERTIES; GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING AND SCOURING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE; OVEN CLEANING PREPARATIONS; STOVE-TOP CLEANING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR VITROCERAMIC STOVE-TOP SURFACES; GLASS AND METAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS; AND WINDOW CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTING PREPARATIONS; ALL-PURPOSE DISINFECTANT SPRAY; SANITIZING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND HOSPITAL USE; GENERAL PURPOSE GERMICIDES FOR HOUSEHOLD AND FOR HOSPITAL USE; DEODORIZERS AND SANITIZERS FOR BATHROOMS AND TOILETS; ROOM DEODORIZERS; PREPARATIONS FOR NEUTRALIZING ODORS IN ON CARPETS, FABRICS AND IN THE AIR (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR SCOURING PADS; CLEANING SPONGES; TOILET BOWL BRUSHES; CLEANING CLOTHS WITH DISINFECTING PROPERTIES; CLEANING WIPES WITH DISINFECTING PROPERTIES FOR CLEANING FLOORS AND FURNITURE; AND FLOOR CLEANING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DISPOSABLE WIPES, SPONGES, MOPS, CLOTHS AND PADS FOR CLEANING, AND/OR DISINFECTING HARD SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR MACHINES, NAMELY, COMPOSTERS, DISINTEGRATORS, PULVERIZERS, WASTE AND GARBAGE DISPOSALS FOR DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL AND GARDEN USE, AND PARTS AND ATTACHMENTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF GOODS BY MEANS OF MOTOR VEHICLES, RAILWAYS, SHIPS AND AIRPLANES, HANDLING AND CONTROL OF GOODS, PARTICULARLY SURVEYING THE HANDLING OF THE GOODS TRANSPORTED, RELOADING AND TRANSSHIPMENT FROM ONE TRANSPORT MEANS TO THE OTHER, LOAD STOWING OR STEVEDORING AND SAFEGUARDING, STORING AND PACKING OF GOODS, NAMELY MACHINING STEEL, HIGH-GRADE STEEL, NONFERROUS METALS, PARTICULARLY BY WAY OF SAWING, BURNING, GRINDING, POLISHING, COATING WITH PROTECTIVE LAYERS ABOVE ALL WITH PRIMING PAINTS, VARNISH, EPOXIDE RESIN AND/OR CEMENT (MORTAR), GALVANIZING, ALL OF THE FOREGOING SERVICES RENDERED FOR PIPES, PIPE ACCESSORIES, PIPE AND HEAVY PLATE PROCESSING PRODUCTS, ROLLED STEEL, HIGH-GRADE STEEL, NONFERROUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES, COST/PRICE ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR MATERIAL TREATMENT SERVICES, NAMELY THE TREATMENT OF WASTES INCLUDING ORGANIC WASTES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-357,647. MANNESMANNROHREN-WERKE AG, 45473 MULHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAVEL CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

HOTROT

SPIRITED WOMEN TRAVEL CLUB
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-363,746. ROUDAKI, HASSAN NAZARI, FLOWER MOUND, TX. FILED 2-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "HAMMES COMPANY" ON A DARK RECTANGULAR FIELD WITH ONE HORIZONTAL LINE ABOVE THE FIELD AND ONE HORIZONTAL LINE BELOW THE FIELD.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE, NAMELY, PHYSICIAN OFFICE SPACE; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS; HEALTH CARE SERVICES ANALYSIS, NAMELY, HEALTH CARE COST REVIEW; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES IN THE AREA OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1993.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FACILITATING AND ARRANGING FOR THE FINANCING OF REAL ESTATE AND REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE SERVICES FOR THE DISPOSITION OF REAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1993.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMMES COMPANY" ON A DARK RECTANGULAR FIELD WITH ONE HORIZONTAL LINE ABOVE THE FIELD AND ONE HORIZONTAL LINE BELOW THE FIELD.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMMES COMPANY" ON A DARK RECTANGULAR FIELD WITH ONE HORIZONTAL LINE ABOVE THE FIELD AND ONE HORIZONTAL LINE BELOW THE FIELD.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMMES COMPANY" ON A DARK RECTANGULAR FIELD WITH ONE HORIZONTAL LINE ABOVE THE FIELD AND ONE HORIZONTAL LINE BELOW THE FIELD.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Dallas Texans

DALLAS TEXANS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DALLAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For consultation in the field of real estate development, namely, consultation regarding the development of a health care facility; master planning, pre-construction planning, and construction period development coordination with respect to the development of a health care facility, namely, development of a health care facility; consultation in the field of real estate development, namely, consultation regarding the development of a sports facility; master planning, pre-construction planning, and construction period development coordination with respect to the development of a sports facility, namely, planning and laying out of construction sites for others; real estate development, namely, development of a sports facility (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

First use 3-1-1993; in commerce 3-1-1993.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For conducting feasibility studies in the area of real estate, real estate development and real estate management (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 3-1-1993; in commerce 3-1-1993.

Amy Alfiere, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXCEPTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for use in computers to identify, analyze and restructure or replace unsuccessful computer transactions or other computer software (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Won Teak Oh, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ERROR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For application service provider services featuring computer software that identifies, analyzes and restructures or replaces unsuccessful computer transactions of other computer software (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

Won Teak Oh, Examining Attorney


WORK ITEM ADJUDICATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORK ITEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for use in computers to identify, analyze and restructure or replace unsuccessful computer transactions or other computer software (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

won teak oh, examining attorney


ERROR ADJUDICATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ERROR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for use in computers to identify, analyze and restructure or replace unsuccessful computer transactions or other computer software (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT IDENTIFIES, ANALYZES AND RESTRUCTURES OR REPLACES UNSUCCESSFUL COMPUTER TRANSACTIONS OF OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR LIQUID OCEAN MINERAL SALT SEASONING; SALT, CONDIMENTS, NAMELY, FLAVORED VINEGAR AND SAUCES, SEASONINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LAMINATE UNDERLAYMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE WORDING MULTI AND 2 IN 1 LAMINATE UNDERLAYMENT AND THE HORIZONTAL LINE SEPARATING THE WORDING IS SHOWN IN WHITE, THE WORD GREEN IS SHOWN IN GREEN WITH A WHITE OUTLINE, AND THE BACKGROUND IS SHOWN IN BLUE.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 0-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1997.

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For pre-recorded audio and audio-visual products, namely, audiotapes, compact disks, videocassettes and digital video disks featuring performances by a musical group (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 38 and 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For entertainment services, namely, live musical performances by a musical group, and an online website featuring the music and information about a musical group (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-369,234. MOEN INCORPORATED, NORTH OLMSTED, OH. FILED 2-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,393,945.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HOUSE.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

For shower grab bars and shower accessory holders made of metal (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 50).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For faucets, namely lavatory faucets, kitchen faucets, faucet handles, faucet valves, bar sink faucets, roman tub faucets and faucet filters; shower and tub fixtures, namely shower heads, hand-held showers and slide bars thereof; body sprays, shower valves, tub/shower valves, tub/shower diverter valves, tub spouts, tub waste assemblies; sinks; plumbing accessories, namely swivel spray faucet aerators, faucet aerators, kitchen deck sprays; bidets and parts thereof; and toilet tank levers (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

For bath accessories, namely towel bars, towel rings, robe hooks, toothbrush holders, toilet tissue holders, soap dishes, cup holders, shower grab bars not made of metal, shower accessory holders not made of metal; soap dispensers and liquid dispensers (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,277,489, 2,279,573 AND 2,279,575.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For paper, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, photo albums, address books, bookmarks, calendars, greeting cards, wrapping paper, file folders, writing pads, stationery, stickers, pens and pencils, pen holders, stationery cases (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

For furniture, mirrors, picture frames (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

For crockery, namely, teapots, coffee pots, plates, cups, saucers, mugs, bowls, dishes, drinking glasses, and vases (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

For bed linen, bed covers, bedspreads, blankets, pillowcases, quilts, duvet covers, handkerchiefs, curtains made from textile materials and of plastics (U.S. CLS. 42 and 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

For dresses, skirts, blouses, jackets, coats, trousers, shirts, T-shirts, cardigans, jumpers, jerseys, waistcoats, underwear, pajamas, night dresses, sleep suits, bath robes, gloves, swimsuits, shoes, boots, slippers (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, SOFT TOYS FOR CHILDREN, PLUSH TOYS, BOARD GAMES, BUILDING BLOCKS, CARD GAMES AND BUILDING TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED TRAINING MATERIALS RELATED TO RUNNING A SWIMMING POOL AND SPA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MARKETING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION FOR THE SWIMMING POOL AND SPA INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES IN THE FIELD OF SWIMMING POOL AND SPA INSPECTION AND CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES IN THE FIELD OF SWIMMING POOL AND SPA DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ODDIES
Success in a box

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2325863, DATED 3-6-2003, EXPIRES 3-6-2013.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM OF CHILDREN'S STORIES AND/OR ANIMATION, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING CHILDREN'S STORIES AND/OR ANIMATION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING CHILDREN'S ANIMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS ABOUT THE ADVENTURES OF MISSING ODD SOCKS, STORY BOOKS, TALKING CHILDREN'S BOOKS, STATIONERY, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, COMIC BOOKS, COOK BOOKS, BABY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, PLASTIC CHARACTER TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, INFANT TOYS, BATHTUB TOYS, BOARD GAMES, ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC EDUCATION VIDEO GAMES, CARD GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, BEAN BAGS, CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, ELECTRICAL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer programs designed for use with financial planning applications for the mortgage lending industry (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Ellyn B. Awrich, Examining Attorney

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For providing information in the field of mortgage financing via a global computer network (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
Ellen B. Awrich, Examining Attorney

SLEEP 'N WHITE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

For oral care preparations, namely, dental whitening gels, dentifrices, mouthwashes and breath fresheners, dental bleaching preparations, tooth polishing preparations, tooth whitening preparations and accelerators for accelerating tooth whitening, and cosmetic stain removal preparations for removing stains on teeth (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Giancarlo Castro, Examining Attorney
COMFORTFEEL

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
For protective work gloves (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
For gloves for medical use (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
For household gloves for general use; disposable plastic gloves for general use; and gardening gloves (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

Gwen Stokols, Examining Attorney

EXPRESSIONS TRUE TONE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
For chemical waterproofing preparations for use on wood, masonry, and other porous surfaces (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR SOCIAL CLUBS FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR UNDER SECTION 1(B) - PRE-RECORDED VIDEOS, DVDS, CD-ROMS, VCDS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, AND MULTIMEDIA AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND INFORMATION ON HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING; DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING INFORMATION ON HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR UNDER SECTION 1(B) - PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING; BOOKS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR UNDER SECTION 1(A) - ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING; UNDER SECTION 1(B) - CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, CLASSES, AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ON-LINE EXHIBITIONS AND DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, HERBAL MEDICINE, PERSONAL AWARENESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND NATURAL HEALING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR UNDER SECTION 1(A) - PROVIDING HEALTH AND MEDICAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, NATURAL HEALING, HERBAL MEDICINE, NUTRITION AND DIETITIAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CHRONIC CANDY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANDY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING; NAMELY, KNIT AND WOVEN SHIRTS; KNIT AND WOVEN PANTS, SHORTS, AND JEANS: SWEATERS, JACKETS, VESTS, COATS, RAINWEAR, BELTS, HATS, GLOVES, SOCKS, SCARVES, TIES, ASCOTS, AND NECKERCHIEFS; WOMEN'S AND MEN'S OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, COATS, JACKETS, PONCHOS, PARKAS AND RAINCOATS; UNDERWEAR AND NIGHTWEAR, NAMELY, LINGERIE, ROBES, CAFTANS, KIMONOS, BOXER SHORTS, PJAMAS; SHIRTS, PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, JUMPSUITS, BODYSUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, SCARVES, LEOTARDS, TIGHTS, SWIMSUITS, BEACH SHIRTS, HOISERY, FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2000.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR LOLLIPOPS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2000.

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZOLL DATA SYSTEMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

Weight Loss Express

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEIGHT LOSS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONALLY FORTIFIED BEVERAGES; MEAL REPLACEMENT POWDERS; MEAL REPLACEMENT DRINKS; VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO TAPES, AUDIO DISCS, VIDEO TAPES, AND VIDEO DISCS FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND MOTIVATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, EXERCISE, FITNESS, WEIGHT LOSS, BEAUTY, RECIPES, AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND MAGAZINES FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND MOTIVATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, EXERCISE, FITNESS, WEIGHT LOSS, BEAUTY, RECIPES, AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BICYCLE GLOVES, GLOVES, MOTORCYCLE GLOVES, RIDING GLOVES, SKI GLOVES, AND SNOWBOARD GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BATTING GLOVES, GOLF GLOVES, RACQUET BALL GLOVES, WATERSKI GLOVES, AND WEIGHT LIFTING GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES AND FAX/MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING FOOD, WINE AND DRINKS; ON-LINE AND FAX/MAIL ORDER CLUB SERVICES FEATURING FOOD, WINE AND DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BRANDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTERS BT INSIDE A CIRCLE WITH THE WORDS BIG TIME BRANDS IN AN ADJACENT OUTER CIRCLE.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF CIRCLED SMILEY FACE BELOW AN APPLE WITH A TONGUE ON THE SIDE OF THE SMILE.


KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF CIRCLED SMILEY FACE BELOW AN APPLE WITH A TONGUE ON THE SIDE OF THE SMILE.


KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS FOR AUTOMATIC AND COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FEDERAL HEATH


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS FOR INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH SERVICES FOR FLAVOR AND FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES FOR SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY: SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR FLAVOR AND FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

B-DAMAN


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS FOR CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, CARDS AND DISCS CONTAINING PRE-RECORDED COMPUTER VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH ARCADE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

HOME FOR THE HOLIDOGS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR PET FOOD, PET TREATS, CHEWS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR THROW PILLOWS, NECK ROLLS AND CHAIR PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BEDSHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BEDSPREADS, BEDRUFFLES, COMFORTERS, SHAMS, DUVET COVERS, FABRIC SHOWER CURTAINS, TEXTILE NAPKINS AND PLACEMATS, VALANCES, DRAPERIES AND FABRIC TABLE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FUNGICIDE FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES; RETIREMENT HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR NURSING HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,515. NEXUS PAYROLL SERVICES, INC., MANCHESTER, NH. FILED 3-3-2004.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EMPLOYER SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL FOR OTHERS; SERVING AS HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-25-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-25-1996.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,206,066.

CLASS 25—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR NURSING HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,515. NEXUS PAYROLL SERVICES, INC., MANCHESTER, NH. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,206,066.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EMPLOYER SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL FOR OTHERS; SERVING AS HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-25-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-25-1996.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,206,066.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR EMPLOYER SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYER BENEFIT PLANS, ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE HEALTH CARE PLANS; PAYROLL TAX DEBITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-25-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-25-1996.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING, TRACKING AND CONTROLLING CUSTOMIZED ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS DURING THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, SHIPPING, DISTRIBUTING AND INSTALLATION PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING, TRACKING AND CONTROLLING CUSTOMIZED ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS DURING THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, SHIPPING, DISTRIBUTING AND INSTALLATION PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-378,096. VITASOY INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED, TUEN MUN NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR FRESH TOFU, BAKED TOFU, MARINATED TOFU, TOFU AND SOYBEAN BASED VEGETABLE DIPS, AND SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOY BASED BEVERAGE USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR TOFU DESSERTS, NAMELY, TOFU BASED PUDDINGS, CUSTARDS MADE WITH SOY, AND TOFU BASED BAKERY DESSERTS, SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, TEAS MADE WITH SOY; SEASONINGS, NOODLES, PASTA, AND PASTA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WONTON WRAPPERS AND EGG ROLL WRAPPERS; TOFU AND SOYBEAN BASED SALAD DRESSINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT DRINKS MADE WITH SOY (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-378,103. BREAKTHROUGH MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., LONGMONT, CO. FILED 3-3-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGEMENT GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, MONITORING BUSINESS PERFORMANCE, AND MONITORING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES, AND IDEAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES IN PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PERFORMANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES AND IDEAS, AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT WITH RESPECT TO SUCH METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES, AND IDEAS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND ONLINE CLASSES IN PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PERFORMANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES AND IDEAS, AND DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT WITH RESPECT TO SUCH METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES, AND IDEAS, AS WELL AS DISTRIBUTING MATERIALS USED IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH TRAINING AND EDUCATION, AND CONSULTATION RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS AND A SERIES OF NONFICTION BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, CREATIVITY, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD, LEADERSHIP, PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, INNOVATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TEACHING IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, CREATIVITY, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD, LEADERSHIP, PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, INNOVATIVE THINKING, INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES AND RELIGION, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith, AND PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING THE FOREGOING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,164. SOMAFIT HOLDINGS, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PILLOWS AND FIBER BEDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR COMFORTERS, FEATHER BEDS, BLANKETS, THROWS AND MATTRESS PADS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR HEALTH FITNESS EDUCATION AND TRAINING, NAMELY, PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING, YOGA INSTRUCTION, AND CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, WELLNESS AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,164. SOMAFIT HOLDINGS, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

ALLERREST
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES, MASSAGE SERVICES, AND NUTRITION COUNSELING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,302. GTA NORTH AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-8-2004.

We are everywhere
for you

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAVEL TOURS; MAKING CAR RENTAL AND AIRLINE TICKET RESERVATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR BED AND BREAKFAST SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES; AND MAKING RESERVATIONS FOR BED AND BREAKFAST INNS AND HOTELS; PROVIDING AND ARRANGING SHORT TERM FURNISHED APARTMENT ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AuctionTech

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR LISTING OF ITEMS ON ONLINE AUCTIONS, NAMELY, PROVIDING RESEARCH AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE GOODS OF OTHERS AVAILABLE THROUGH ONLINE AUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA FOR GOODS PURCHASED VIA ONLINE AUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR STORAGE OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS TO BE OFFERED VIA ONLINE AUCTIONS; TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS PURCHASED VIA ONLINE AUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZEBIS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INSTALLATION AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATIONS, DIAGNOSTICS, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, WEB SITE DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Matrix Media

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use media, apart from the mark as shown.

Class 35—Advertising and Business
For book club services by mail order and the Internet (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

Class 41—Education and Entertainment
For publication of books (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Gwen Stokols, Examining Attorney

Citizen Sigma

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 35—Advertising and Business
For providing consulting services for operations excellence, knowledge management, knowledge sharing, collaboration, process modeling, process improvement, process re-engineering to align with business objectives, process implementation and management, business transformation, change management, business productivity and enterprise architecture (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

Toby Keith

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 6—Metal Goods
For metal goods, namely metal keychains (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 16, 23, 25 and 30).
CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY CUTLERY (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY PINS, PENDANTS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, AND EARRINGS; BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR MUSICALLY INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY GUITARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS, NAMELY NAPKINS, PAPER COASTERS, BUMPER STICKERS, CALENDARS, NOTE PADS, AND STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PICTURE FRAMES, PLASTIC NOVELTY LICENSE PLATES, PLASTIC KEY CHAINS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER KEY Fobs (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEWARE AND GLASSWARE, NAMELY GLASS BEVERAGEWARE, IN THE NATURE OF BEER STEINS AND SHOT GLASSES, BEER CAN INSULATORS NAMELY INSULATING SLEEVE HOLDERS FOR BEER, PLASTIC CUPS, PLASTIC COASTERS, PLATES, PITCHERS, COCKTAIL SHAKERS, COFFEE CUPS, AND BEVERAGE STIRRERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, BANDANAS, CAPS, HATS, UNDERGARMENTS, GARTERS, SWEATERS, VESTS, SUSPENDERS, SHORTS, AND STOCKS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BELTS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR BELT BUCKLES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY PLUSH TOYS, GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, POKER CHIPS, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PROCESSED FOOD, NAMELY SNACK DIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR STAPLE FOODS, NAMELY CONDIMENTS IN THE NATURE OF KETCHUP, SALSA AND BARBECUE SAUCE AND SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
FOR SMOKER'S ARTICLES, NAMELY NON-METAL LIGHTERS AND NON-METAL ASHTRAYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CASINOS AND SLOT MACHINE PARLORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY THE SERVING OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND FOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-382,953. IMMUNIVEST CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
**CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS**

For immunomagnetic tools, namely, magnetic nanoparticles and devices for cell separation, manipulation, collection and presentation for analysis, for use in medical diagnostic or research testing either at the point of care or in the laboratory (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**

For medical and scientific research services in the field of rapid analysis of samples at the point of care or in the laboratory (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS**

For ice cream and frozen yogurt for consumption on or off the premises (U.S. Cl. 46).

**CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES**

For non-alcoholic beverages containing ice cream and/or frozen yogurt for consumption on or off the premises (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 and 48).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,413. IBASIS, INC., BURLINGTON, MA. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 33—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

For prepaid telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

**CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION**

For telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling cards (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 104).

JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS**

For premoistened towelettes for personal hygiene; namely, disposable wipes impregnated with chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene and baby wipes (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

**CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS**

For medicated premoistened towelettes for outdoor protection containing insect repellent and sting relief (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AUNTY NUTS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "NUTS", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
For candied nuts; shelled, roasted, and processed nuts and snack mix consisting primarily of processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
For chocolate covered nuts and snack mix consisting primarily of crackers, pretzels, candied nuts and/or popped popcorn (U.S. Cl. 46).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TWO-QUILA MARGARITAS

Office MSDS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MARGARITAS", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
For alcoholic beverage, using two different tequilas (U.S. Cls. 47 and 49).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For developing promotional programs and materials for restaurants and bars; preparation of custom promotional and advertising materials for others (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Eumia

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; AND HERBAL TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Federal Mint

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR COLLECTIBLE COINS, AND NON-MONETARY COINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Turnaround

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCT IN RESPECT OF WEIGHT LOSS AND WEIGHT CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 21, 25, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY; WRITING PAPER; ENVELOPES; CALENDARS; BINDERS; STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS; PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS AND BROCHURES, NAMELY MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS THAT PERTAIN TO WEIGHT LOSS AND WEIGHT CONTROL; PRINTED TRAINING MANUALS, INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIALS AND COOKBOOKS ALL FEATURING RECIPES, INFORMATION AND ADVICE ON WEIGHT LOSS AND WEIGHT CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING WEIGHT LOSS AND WEIGHT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONDUCTING SEMINARS, LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF WEIGHT LOSS, WEIGHT CONTROL, NUTRITION AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING WEIGHT REDUCTION PLANNING, TREATMENT AND SUPERVISION THROUGH WEIGHT REDUCTION PROGRAMS FEATURING COUNSELING, CREATING DIET REGIMES, AND DISCUSSIONS; PROVIDING ADVICE, CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF WEIGHT CONTROL AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS NO FENCES AND A BARB WIRE DESIGN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR BANKING SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES; TRUST SERVICES; ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; SECURITIES MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; INSURANCE AGENCY FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE; MORTGAGE SERVICES; MONEY LENDING SERVICES; COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES; PERSONAL LENDING SERVICES; COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LENDING SERVICES; AND CAPITAL FUNDING INVESTMENT ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR LEASING OF MACHINE TOOL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR LEASING OF VEHICLES AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR LEASING OF MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY SEMICONDUCTOR AND ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR LEASING OF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR LEASING OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LLC's: It's Time to Get Organized!
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING AND INFORMATION SERVICES CONCERNING THE FORMATION AND QUALIFICATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES AND OTHER BUSINESS ENTITIES; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN THE PREPARATION AND FILING OF DOCUMENTS FOR THE FORMATION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES; COMMERCIAL REGISTERED AGENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND TELE-SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FORMATION AND QUALIFICATION AND OTHER BUSINESS ENTITY FORMATION AND ACCOMPANYING PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WEATHERGUARD
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL GARAGE DOORS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF, AND ELECTRIC GARAGE DOOR OPENERS AND CONTROLS THEREFOR SOLD AS A UNIT WITH METAL GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL GARAGE DOORS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF, AND ELECTRIC GARAGE DOOR OPENERS AND CONTROLS THEREFOR SOLD AS A UNIT WITH NON-METAL GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

NUPTSE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BACKPACKS, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FRAME PACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, WAIST PACKS, AND FANNY PACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, PARKAS, HATS, CAPS, PANTS, VESTS, SHELLS, BIB OVERALLS, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY PROCESSING ORGANIC MATTER INTO A DRY POWDER FOR INCLUSION IN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD ADDITIVES, NUTRACEUTICALS AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

NUTRAGON
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT FOR USE AS A FOOD ADDITIVE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY PROCESSING ORGANIC MATTER INTO A DRY POWDER FOR INCLUSION IN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD ADDITIVES, NUTRACEUTICALS AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,015,357.
The name Michael Simon identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY INCLUDING JEWELRY MADE OF PRECIOUS AND NON-PRECIOUS METALS; WATCHES, CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR USE BY WOMEN; NAMELY, ANORAKS; APRONS; ASCOTS; BABUSHKAS; BANDANAS; BATHROBES; BELTS; BLOUSES; BLOUSONS; BODYSUITS; BOLEROS; BOOTS; BOXER SHORTS; BRIEFS; CAFTANS; CAMISOLE; CAPES; CAPS; CARDIGANS; CHEMISES; CLOGS; FUR COATS; SUIT COATS; CORSELETS; CULOTTES; EARMUFFS; GALOSHES; GARTER BELTS; GIRDLES; GLOVES; NIGHTGOWNS; HALTER TOPS; HATS; HEADBANDS; HOISERY; JEANS; JOGGING SUITS; JUMPERS; JUMP-SUITS; KERCHIEFS; KIMONOS; LEGGINGS; LEOTARDS; LOUNGWEAR; MITTENS; MOCCASINS; MUFFLERS; NECKCHIEFS; NECKTIES; NECKWEAR; NEGLIGEES; NIGHTSHIRTS; OVERALLS; OVERSHOES; PAJAMAS; PANTIES; PANTSUITS; PANTYHOSE; PARKAS; PEDAL PUSHERS; PEIGNORS; PINAFORES; PLAYSUITS; POCKET SQUARES; PONCHOS; PULLOVERS; RAINCOATS; SANDALS; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHORTS; UNDERHURTS; ATHLETIC SHOES; GYM SHORTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SKI SUITS; SLACKS; SNOWSUITS; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; STOCKINGS; STOLES; SUITS; SUSPENDERS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEATSHIRTS; SWIMSUITS; T-SHIRTS; TROUSERS; TUXEDOS; UNDERPANTS; VESTS; VESTED SUITS; AND WARM-UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,768. GRAPEVINE TRADING COMPANY, INC., SANTA ROSA, CA. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR EDIBLE OILS, DRIED MUSHROOMS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR VINEGAR, MUSTARD, SAUCES, HONEY, MARINADES, CHOCOLATE TOPPINGS, POLENTA, PASTA, RICE, BISCOTTI, CRACKERS, BREAD STICKS, SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR BIOCHEMICALS, NAMELY, PRECURSORS FOR IN VITRO GENETIC ENGINEERING USE; CELLS FOR SCIENTIFIC, LABORATORY OR MEDICAL RESEARCH; DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS OR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE; GENETIC IDENTITY TESTS COMPRISED OF REAGENTS; REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LABORATORY RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF BIOCHEMISTRY, CELL BIOLOGY, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, IMMUNOLOGY, NEUROSCIENCE, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACEUTICALS, BIOTECHNOLOGY, SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION, NEUROLOGY, GENETICS, PROTEOMICS, GENOMICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JANICE O'LEAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 5—Pharmaceuticals
For dietary drink mix for use as a meal replacement; dietary food supplements; dietary supplemental drinks; dietary supplements; nutriceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; nutritional supplements (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

Class 9—Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For computer programs for monitoring diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living; providing an on-line computer database in the field of diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living; providing information in the field of diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living; providing information via a global computer network in the field of diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living; providing information via e-mail (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Class 16—Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For newsletters featuring information in the field of diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living; workbooks directed to diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

Class 30—Staple Foods
For ready-to-eat cereal derived food bars (U.S. Cl. 46).

Class 38—Communication
For providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning diet, exercise, nutrition, meal planning, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, weight control, weight loss, fitness and healthy living (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 104).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, PRINTED CARDS, SIGNS, NEWSLETTERS, LEAFLETS, AND FLYERS CONCERNING SEX ADDICTION AND THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF RELATIVES AND FRIENDS OF PERSONS HAVING PROBLEMS WITH SEX ADDICTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND SUPPORT GROUPS CONCERNING AIDING RELATIVES AND FRIENDS, AND GROUPS OF RELATIVES AND FRIENDS, OF PERSONS HAVING PROBLEMS WITH SEX ADDICTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF WORDS IN STYLIZED LETTERS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF VETERINARY PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR VETERINARY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR RICE, FLOUR, AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY FRUIT DRINKS AND SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY BELTS, FOOTWEAR, GOLF SHIRTS, HATS, HOSIERY, JACKETS, NECKWEAR, SHORTS, SLACKS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BUMPER STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DISHES; PLATES; BOWLS; DRINKING GLASSES; MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TABLE LINEN; TEXTILE NAPKINS; TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF BOOKS FEATURING QUIZZES AND PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAME DEVICE, NAMELY, AN ELECTRONIC, HAND-HELD DEVICE FOR SCORING QUIZZES AND PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR RECIPE BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR COMFORTERS, BED SHEETS, SHAMS, PILLOW SHAMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONTESTS AND INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SALE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE SALES AND PERSONAL EXCELLENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FIRST USE 4-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND TESTING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS FOR USE IN PERFORMING OPTICAL IMAGING AND ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS OF THE CHEMISTRY AND COMPOSITION OF CELLS AND MOLECULES OF BLOOD AND OTHER BODY FLUIDS FOR LABORATORY USE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA, NAMELY FOR CLASSIFYING, SORTING, AND STORING DATA OBTAINED FROM THE OPTICAL IMAGING AND ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS OF CELLS AND MOLECULES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPTICAL IMAGING AND ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS OF CELLS AND MOLECULES IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH, FOR MEDICAL USE, FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, AND FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2002.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND TESTING SYSTEM, NAMELY, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS FOR USE IN PERFORMING OPTICAL IMAGING AND ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS OF THE CHEMISTRY AND COMPOSITION OF CELLS AND MOLECULES OF BLOOD AND OTHER BODY FLUIDS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2002.

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY UNDERWRITING, ADMINISTRATION AND CLAIM PROCESSING SERVICES FOR ALL FORMS OF LIFE; PROPERTY, CASUALTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE; FIDELITY, SURETY AND GUARANTY BONDING SERVICES; COUNSELING IN REGARD TO ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION; UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND SECURITIES SERVICES, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRECEDING NAMED SERVICES, CREDIT AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING AND FINANCING; PROVIDING THE PRECEDING NAMED INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE THROUGH THE INTERNET; REHABILITATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSESSMENT OF DISABILITY AND RETURN TO WORK STATUS AND REHABILITATION PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SmartSpark

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS AND INVERTERS FOR ENERGY PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF POWER ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHECKERBOARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PHOTO BOOKS, PHOTO ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOKS, CALENDARS, AND GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PRINTING AND BOOKBINDING SERVICES FOR CREATING CUSTOMIZED PRINTED MATERIALS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIGESTIVE DISORDERS AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF HEARTBURN AND OTHER GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLAINTS; TABLETS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS; A LIQUID DEMULCENT PREPARATION, ADMINISTERED (GIVEN) AS AN INTESTINAL ANTISEPTIC, DIGESTANT, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR STOMACH DISORDERS; GASTROINTESTINAL TREATMENT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION; LAXATIVES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN POWDER FORM FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROENTEROLOGICAL CONDITION; LAXATIVE PILLS, MEDICINAL SALVES FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CROUP, COLDS, PNEUMONIA, CATARRH, TONSILITIS, BRONCHITIS, SORE THROAT, WHOOPING COUGH, ASTHMA, BURNS, BRUISES, SPRAINS, STINGS, NEURALGIA, ECZEMA, BOILS, AND PNEUMATIC PAINS; A MEDICINAL PREPARATION USED IN THE TREATMENT OR PREVENTION OF COLD AND AFFLICTIONS OF THE THROAT, NASAL PASSAGES; COUGH DROPS, ANTISEPTICS, GARGLES, MOUTH WASHES, ORAL DEODORANTS, AND MEDICATED ORAL LOTIONS; RESPIRATORY MEDICATIONS; MULTI-SYMPTOM COUGH TREATMENT PREPARATION; NASAL DECONGESTANT; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE RELIEF OF COLD AND FLU SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED HEAT RELEASING WRAPS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL WATER PURIFICATION UNITS; HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, NAMELY WATER FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE, AND WATER DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MOUTHWASH, DENTIFRICES, COSMETIC TOOTH WHITENER, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL AIR FRESHENERS, ROOM DEODORIZERS AND ODOR NEUTRALIZERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MOUTHWASH, DENTIFRICES, COSMETIC TOOTH WHITENER, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HEALTH EXPRESSIONS

HEALTHEXPRESSIOMS.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL WATER PURIFICATION UNITS; HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, NAMELY WATER FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE, AND WATER DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MOUTHWASH, DENTIFRICES, COSMETIC TOOTH WHITENER, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIGESTIVE DISORDERS AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF HEARTBURN AND OTHER GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLAINTS; TABLETS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS; A LIQUID DEMULCENT PREPARATION, ADMINISTERED (GIVEN) AS AN INTESTINAL ANTISEPSTIC, DIGESTANT, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS, GASTROINTESTINAL TREATMENT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION; LAXATIVES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN POWDER FORM FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROENTEROLOGICAL CONDITION; LAXATIVE PILLS; MEDICINAL SALVES FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CROUP, CACKS, PNEUMONIA, CATARRH, TONSILLITIS, BRONCHITIS, SORE THROAT, WHOOPING COUGH, ASTHMA, BURNS, BRUISES, SPRAINS, STINGS, NEURALGIA, ECZEMA, BOILS, AND PNEUMATIC PAINS; A MEDICINAL PREPARATION USED IN THE TREATMENT OR PREVENTION OF COLD AND FLU SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

HATCHY'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES DERIAN HATCHER & KEVIN HATCHER, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR GOLF SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEAT PANTS, COATS, JACKETS, BASEBALL CAPS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, SUN VISORS, JERSEYS, WARM-UP SUITS, UNDERWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, BELTS AND NECK TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FOXXRIVER.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 5-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1990.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC, VIDEO, AND COMPUTER GAMES, NAMELY, GAME SOFTWARE ON CD-ROM, DVD, DISCS, CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, CARDS, AND TAPES FOR USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS, DESKTOP AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS, AND HAND-HELD GAME UNITS; VIDEO AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC, VIDEO, AND COMPUTER GAMES, NAMELY, GAME HARDWARE FOR USE AS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS, DESKTOP AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS, AND HAND-HELD GAME UNITS; ELECTRONIC, VIDEO, AND COMPUTER GAMES, NAMELY, GAMES IN THE FORM OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS ON CD-ROM, DVD, DISCS, CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, CARDS, AND TAPES FOR USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS, DESKTOP AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS, AND HAND-HELD GAME UNITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES, NAMELY, HARDWARE IN THE NATURE OF A HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC, VIDEO, AND COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


EVERROCK'N

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATHS, BATH SALTS, LIQUID SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUMES AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH OIL, BODY OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL; MAKEUP; PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


EVERFAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCILS, PENS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETs AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL; MAKEUP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

EVERFAME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCILS, PENS, PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTS MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLET AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EARMUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, SKIN SOAPS, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE, BODY OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUB, BATH GEL; MAKEUP; PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, SKIN SOAPS, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH OIL, BODY OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL; MAKEUP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS, NOTEBOOKS, BLANK JOURNALS, ADDRESS BOOKS, DIARIES, DAILY PLANNERS, DESKTOP PLANNERS, PERSONAL PLANNERS, BOOKMARKS, AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCILS, PENS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS, MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 5, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSAGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLET AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLEEVES, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVERVIEW, EVERTRUE, EVERGIRLS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

EVERTRENDY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, SKIN SOAPS, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH OIL, BODY OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL; MAKEUP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY, WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCILS, PENS, PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETS AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, SKIN SOAPS, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, BATH OIL, BATH GELS, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL, MAKEUP PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLET AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CATHARINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ELECTRONIC ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC NOTIFICATION OF EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BENEFICIAL OUTCOMES
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING SERVICES FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ARCHITECTURAL AND INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OMAIL.COM
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR MEDICINAL AND BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND LABORATORY USE, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS FOR THE MODULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION WORKING AT DNA, TRANSCRIPTION, RNA OR TRANSLATION PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICINAL AND BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, CLINICAL OR MEDICAL LABORATORY USE, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS FOR THE MODULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION WORKING AT DNA, TRANSCRIPTION, RNA OR TRANSLATION PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SINGER CASTLE ON DARK ISLAND
HEALTHY GUMS. HEALTHY LIFE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PICTURE POSTCARDS, POSTCARDS, POSTERS, GREETING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, STATIONERY, PAPERWEIGHTS, PENS, PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS, DRINKING GLASSES, SHOT GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SOCKS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, HATS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRUITENSITY
NO LOVE LOST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FLAVORED SWEETENED GELATIN (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR SOFT DRINKS; NON-CARBONATED FRUIT DRINKS; FRUIT JUICE; FRUIT JUICE CONCENTRATES; POWDERED PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, DEFOGGING COMPOSITION FOR MIRRORS AND OTHER MEDICAL AND DENTAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DENTIFRICES, DESENSITIZING DENTIFRICE GEL WITH FLUORIDE AND DENTURE CLEANING MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO CDS, AUDIOTAPES, VIDEOTAPES AND DVDS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF THE WORDS HEALTH EXPRESSIONS EXISTING WITH A 5 PETAL FLOWER DESIGN. BENEATH THE WORD EXPRESSIONS IS A WAVY LINE FOLLOWED BY THE STYLIZED WORDS INSPIRED HEALTH SOLUTIONS.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-396,610. PETITO, MICHAEL, OLD GREENWICH, CT. FILED 4-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME MICHAEL SIMON IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BAGS; NAMELY, HAND BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, WALLET AND LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 117

HOUSE OF ZIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ZIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EaglePicher


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 793,406, 934,511 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FOOT CARE LOTIONS, GELS, SOAKS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DIABETIC SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SOCKS, HOSIERY, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, SHOES, AND INSOLES, INSERTS, LINERS AND COVERS FOR SHOES; AND FOOT PADS; AND WOMEN'S AND GIRLS' PANTYHOSE, TIGHTS, KNEE-HIGHS, THIGH-HIGHS, STOCKINGS AND GARTERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EaglePicher


MEDIPEDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS MEDIPEDS WITH A CADUCEUS WRAPPED AROUND THE LETTER I.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 793,406, 934,511 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS MEDIPEDS WITH A CADUCEUS WRAPPED AROUND THE LETTER I.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FOOT CARE LOTIONS, GELS, SOAKS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DIABETIC SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S SOCKS, HOSIERY, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, SHOES; AND IN- SOLES, INSERTS, LINERS AND COVERS FOR SHOES; AND FOOT PADS; AND WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ PAN- TYHOSE. TIGHTS, KNEE-HIGHS, THIGH-HIGHS, STOCKINGS AND GARTERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-418,753. THE PEDS COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, NC. FILED 5-14-2004.

THERAPEDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 793,406, 934,511 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FOOT CARE LOTIONS, GELS, SOAKS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DIABETIC SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S SOCKS, HOSIERY, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, SHOES; AND IN-SOLES, INSERTS, LINERS AND COVERS FOR SHOES; AND FOOT PADS; AND WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ PAN-TYHOSE. TIGHTS, KNEE-HIGHS, THIGH-HIGHS, STOCKINGS AND GARTERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


health expressions

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF THE WORDS HEALTH EXPRESSIONS EXISTING WITH A 5-PETAL FLOWER DESIGN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE NEWSLETTER RELATING TO HEALTH CARE AND ORAL CARE SUBJECTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON HEALTH CARE AND ORAL CARE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMY Hella, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,875,606.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF THE WORDS HEALTH EXPRESSIONS EXISTING WITH A 5-PETAL FLOWER DESIGN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MOUTHWASH, DENTIFRICES, COSMETIC TOOTHWITNER, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIGESTIVE DISORDERS AND ULCERATIVE COLITIS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF HEARTBURN AND OTHER GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLAINTS; TABLETS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS; A LIQUID DEMULCENT PREPARATION, ADMINISTERED (GIVEN) AS AN INTESTINAL ANTISEPtic, DIGESTANT, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR STOMACH DISORDERS; GASTROINTESTINAL TREATMENT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION; LAXATIVES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN POWDER FORM FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTROENTEROLOGICAL CONDITION; LAXATIVE PILLS, MEDICINAL SALVES FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CROUP, COLDS, PNEUMONIA, CATARRH, TONSILLITIS, BRONCHITIS, Sore Throat, Whooping Cough, Asthma, Burns, Bruises, Sprains, Stings, Neuralgia, Eczema, Boils, and Pneumatic Pains; A MEDICINAL PREPARATION USED IN THE TREATMENT OR PREVENTION OF COLDS AND AFFLICTIONS OF THE THROAT, NASAL PASSAGES; COUGH DROPS, ANTISEPTICS, GARGLES, MOUTH WASHES, ORAL DEODORANTS, AND MEDICATED ORAL LOTIONS; RESPIRATORY MEDICATIONS; MULTI-SYMPTOM COUGH TREATMENT PREPARATION; NASAL DECONGESTANT; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE RELIEF OF COLD AND FLU SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED HEAT RELEASING WRAPS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL WATER PURIFICATION UNITS; HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, NAMELY WATER FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE, AND WATER DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 25, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES AND NEWSLETTERS ON THE SUBJECT OF HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,518,143.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ACCESSING AND PLAYING COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES VIA WIRELESS MEDIUM; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES AND VIDEO GAMES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-436,520. VITASOY INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED, TUEN MUN NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG, FILED 6-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,818,116, 1,868,942 AND 1,968,713.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR HEAT EXCHANGER AS A MACHINE PART FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HEAT EXCHANGER FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-436,238. BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, LEVERKUSEN-BAYERWERK, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 6-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 3039359, DATED 2-6-2004, EXPIRES 11-30-2013.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING WIRELESS GAMES THAT MAY BE ACCESSED NETWORK-WIDE BY NETWORK USERS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING MOBILE COMMUNICATION-BASED WIRELESS GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,818,116, 1,868,942 AND 1,968,713.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING WIRELESS GAMES THAT MAY BE ACCESSED NETWORK-WIDE BY NETWORK USERS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING MOBILE COMMUNICATION-BASED WIRELESS GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIPROWA

TECMO BOWL

VITAMILK
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS, FRESH TOFU, BAKED TOFU, MARI- NATED TOFU AND SOYBEAN BASED VEGETABLE DIPS, AND SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOY BASED BEVERAGE USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY, FLAVORED ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SPICES, ICE, TOFU DESSERTS, TOFU BASED PUDDINGS, CUSTARDS MADE WITH SOY, AND TOFU BASED BAKERY DESSERTS, SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, TEAS MADE WITH SOY, SEASONINGS, NOODLES, PASTA, AND PASTA PRODUCTS, WON TON WRAPPERS AND EGG ROLL WRAPPERS, AND SOYBEAN BASED SALAD DRESSINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, SOY BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT DRINKS MADE WITH SOY (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FURNITURE POLISH, ALL PURPOSE KITCHEN CLEANERS, ALL PURPOSE BATHROOM CLEANERS, GLASS CLEANERS, SILVER POLISH, RUG CLEANERS AND FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR ALL PURPOSE KITCHEN AND BATHROOM DEODORIZANTS AND HOUSEHOLD KITCHEN AND BATHROOM DEODORIZER SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JOHN E. MICHELS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-466,213. HEARST COMMUNICATIONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CELL PHONES, WIRELESS PHONES, MODULAR PHONES, DIGITAL PHONES, PAGERS, BEEPERS, CELL PHONE HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

JOHN E. MICHELS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-975,525. TW POWELL CO. INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-25-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS RESEARCH AND MARKET RESEARCH AND STRATEGIC MARKET ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, E-COMMERCE AND COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2002.

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SHOUT! FACTORY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, HEADWEAR, CAPS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR STREAMING OF ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT IN THE NATURE OF AUDIO AND AUDIO VISUAL MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET NAMELY, MUSICAL CONTENT, LIVE CONCERTS, THEATRICAL STAGE PRODUCTIONS, COMEDY ROUTINES, SCRIPTED CONTENT, NON-SCRIPTED CONTENT, TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY, PRODUCING THEATRICAL StAGE PRODUCTION AND COMEDY ROUTINES; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING SITCOMS, DOCUMENTARIES, UNSCRIPTED REALITY PROGRAMS, GAMES, DRAMA, AND LIVE ACTION; PRODUCTION OF VIDEO CASSETTES, SOUND RECORDINGS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, DVDS AND MOTION PICTURES ALL FEATURING THEATRICAL STAGE PRODUCTIONS, COMEDY ROUTINES, GENERAL FEATURE ENTERTAINMENT, DOCUMENTARIES, UNSCRIPTED REALITY PROGRAMS, LIVE ACTION, SCIENCE FICTION AND DRAMA; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING ONLINE RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONSUMERS AND OTHERS TO ASSIST THEM IN THE SELECTION OF DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC OR MUSIC CAPABLE OF BEING STREAMED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNE
SECTION 2.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


HYDREX


FOR HYDRAULIC FLUIDS, EXCLUDING HYDRAULIC FLUIDS FOR HYDRAULIC PRESSES, FOR GENERAL USE IN INDUSTRIAL AND MOBILE MACHINERY, AND FOR OUTDOOR AND INDOOR APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,078. JUNGLE LABORATORIES CORPORATION, CIBOLO, TX. FILED 7-29-2003.

FISH CARE MADE EASY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,113,192.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WATER CONDITIONER FOR FISH TANKS, AQUARIUMS AND PONDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 7-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.

BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,925. AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 2-17-2004.

ACCOPURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 883,614 AND 1,492,790.

FOR CLAY-BASED COMPOUND USED TO IMPROVE SHEET FORMATION, FIBER RETENTION AND DRAINAGE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,924. AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 2-17-2004.

ACCOFORM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 883,614 AND 1,492,790.

FOR CLAY-BASED COMPOUND USED TO IMPROVE SHEET FORMATION, FIBER RETENTION AND DRAINAGE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,926. AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 2-17-2004.

ACCOSORB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 883,614, 2,457,877 AND OTHERS.

FOR CLAY-BASED COMPOUND USED IN REDUCING AND OR ELIMINATING PITCH IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 123
CLASS 1—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOLD CLEANING AGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PASTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOLD RELEASE AGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-1977; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1977.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,906. STRATAGENE CALIFORNIA, LA JOLLA, CA. FILED 3-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHLORINATING GRANULES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STARCH DERIVATIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOODS, PHARMACEUTICALS, COSMETICS AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-255,630. HENKEL CONSUMER ADHESIVES, INC., AVON, OH. FILED 5-29-2003.

ANCHOR WRAPS

FOR PRODUCTS FOR USE IN HOME AND BUILDING RENOVATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, NAMELY, PADS IMPREGNATED WITH AN ADHESIVE HARDENING AGENT WHICH CAN BE MOLDED AND THEN HARDENED TO SECURE PLASTIC AND METAL SCREWS AND ANCHORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,996. FMC CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 8-8-2003.

SYNERGOX

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN ODOR CONTROL AND ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, FOR USE IN TREATMENT OF BODIES OF CONTAMINATED WATER FOR THE PURPOSE OF REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINANTS IN THE BODY OF WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EVERYDAY CHLORINATING GRANULES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,697,567.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHLORINATING GRANULES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SORBIDEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,635,836.
FOR STARCH DERIVATIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOODS, PHARMACEUTICALS, COSMETICS AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).
SN 78-297,220. STEMCELL TECHNOLOGIES INC., VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 9-8-2003.
EPICULT
FOR TISSUE CULTURE MEDIA AND GROWTH FACTORS, ALL FOR LABORATORY AND MEDICAL RESEARCH, AND FOR THE IN VITRO DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE, EXPANSION AND ASSAY OF EPITHELIAL CELLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2003.
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).
SN 78-349,385. COLUMBIA CHEMICAL CORPORATION, BRUNSWICK, OH. FILED 1-8-2004.
EXCEL
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL PLATING PROCESS COMPONENT, NAMELY CHEMICAL BRIGHTENERS, CHEMICAL LEVELING AGENTS, CHEMICAL GRAIN REFINEMENT ADDITIVES, A CHEMICAL PURIFYING ADDITIVE, CHEMICAL FUME SUPPRESSORS, CHEMICAL FOAMING AGENTS, EACH FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF METAL PLATING COMPOSITIONS; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ALKALINE ZINC PLATING COMPOSITIONS, AND METAL PLATING COMPOSITIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-14-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2001.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-347,620. SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 1-5-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY (HPLC) PACKING MATERIAL, NAMELY, HIGH PURITY SILICA GEL USED IN CHROMATOGRAPHIC COLUMNS TO ACHIEVE SEPARATION FOR THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAPCELL MG II
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FILLER COMPOSED OF KAOLIN CLAY FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER, PLASTICS, PAINTS AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BILT-PLATES
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 933,046.
FOR FILLER COMPOSED OF KAOLIN CLAY FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER, PLASTICS, PAINTS AND COATING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-12-1971; IN COMMERCE 2-12-1971.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS, WATER CONDITIONING AGENTS, CHEMICALS AND MIXES FOR USE IN TREATING BODIES OF WATER IN THE AQUACULTURE FIELD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WATER RESCUE

AptoTec

CLASS 1—(Continued).
SN 78-373,052. APTOTEC, INC., ATHENS, GA. FILED 2-24-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-376,418. INSTACOTE, INC., ERIE, MI. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR CONTAINMENT AND TREATMENT OF HAZARDOUS OR RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRISAMBER

CC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS INTENDED FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PERFUMES, FRAGRANCES, FLAVORS, COSMETICS AND SOAPS, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE FLAVOR AND FRAGRANCE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ORGANIC FERTILIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHEMICAL COATINGS, NAMELY, URETHANE COMPOSITIONS FOR COATING ARTICLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVE FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVE FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPECIALLY ENGINEERED CHEMICAL FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER THAT ENHANCES THE BOND BETWEEN PAPER AND THE TONER AND IS USED WITH SECURITY PAPER AS AN ADDED COVERT SECURITY FEATURE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACID" AND "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR REMOVING SCALE, NAMELY, ALKALI METAL BISULPHATE FOR REMOVING SCALE FROM METAL SURFACES AND CHEMICAL SOLUTION COMPRISING ALKALI METAL BISULFATE AS AN ACTIVE INGREDIENT FOR REMOVING SCALE FROM METAL SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CATIONIC POLYMERS USED AS A SHALE STABILIZER OR FLOCCULANT IN DRILLING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CATIONIC POLYMERS USED AS A SHALE STABILIZER OR FLOCCULANT IN DRILLING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AccuGro

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For lawn fertilizer/wetting agent metered into water as it is applied to lawns and golf course fairways and greens (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).


Esther A. Borsuk, Examining Attorney

CRUSTANCE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For dough conditioners (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

Mark Sparacino, Examining Attorney

NOVEGUM

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For galactomannan gums for use in the manufacture of household, institutional, and industrial hard surface cleaners and air freshener gels (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney

TUADS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For chemical compound used as an accelerator in the manufacture of rubber products to hasten the curing of rubber (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

First use: 11-1-1922; in commerce: 11-1-1922.

John Dalier, Examining Attorney
CLASS 1—(Continued).
SN 78-394,884. ESTES INCORPORATED, IRVING, TX. FILED 4-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADJUVANT FOR USE WITH AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 2—PAINTS

NO STRIP
FOR PRIMERS FOR APPLICATION PRIOR TO THE APPLICATION OF WALLPAPER AND WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-577,120. WATTYL (US) LIMITED, EDGEWATER, FL. FILED 2-24-2004.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,674,877.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTS FOR USE BY CONSUMERS AND CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 7-31-1985; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1985.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-367,005. VOGEL PAINT & WAX COMPANY, INC., ORANGE CITY, IA. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS AND COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF VEHICLE FINISHES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 12-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRIDLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADJUVANT FOR USE WITH AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO STRIP
FOR PRIMERS FOR APPLICATION PRIOR TO THE APPLICATION OF WALLPAPER AND WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AXIS

CLASS 2—(Continued).

FOR PAINTS FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; PAINTS FOR CARS AND MOTORCYCLES; PAINTS FOR INFORMATION/COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; PIGMENTS; ALUMINUM POWDER FOR PAINTERS, ARTISTS AND DECORATORS; WOOD PRESERVATIVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-577,120. WATTYL (US) LIMITED, EDGEWATER, FL. FILED 2-24-2004.

1886 MASTER PAINTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,674,877.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTS FOR USE BY CONSUMERS AND CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 7-31-1985; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1985.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 2—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL USE; COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF AUTOMOBILE FINISHING COATINGS FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROHMMARKABLE

ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,178,744.
FOR COATING COMPOSITIONS IN THE NATURE OF PAINT, NAMELY, PAINT FOR VEHICLE REFINISH APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,797. PPG INDUSTRIES OHIO, INC., CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 3-17-2004.

DELFFLEET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SCOTT OS LiCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,154. CST INDUSTRIES, INC., KANSAS CITY, KS. FILED 3-17-2004.

SPECTRABASE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COATING COMPOSITIONS IN THE NATURE OF PAINT FOR APPLICATION TO VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

SN 78-386,154. CST INDUSTRIES, INC., KANSAS CITY, KS. FILED 3-17-2004.

TRICO BOND EP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CORROSION INHIBITING COATINGS USED FOR STORAGE TANKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 2—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TONER, DRY INK, PRINTERS INK, SOLID INK, NAMELY FOR USE IN PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 11-7-1988; IN COMMERCE 11-7-1988.
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 2—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COPPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COATING IN THE NATURE OF METAL FINISH FOR DOOR HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FRESHCOLOR PIGMENT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIGMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANTI-WRINKLE AND FIRMING CREAMS FOR THE FACE AND NECK (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPTIHUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMMERCIAL PRINTING INKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,484. INTERNATIONAL PAPER TRADEMARK COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-26-2004.
TUSCAN COPPER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TONER, DRY INK, PRINTERS INK, SOLID INK, NAMELY FOR USE IN PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 11-7-1988; IN COMMERCE 11-7-1988.
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRESHCOLOR PIGMENT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIGMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANTI-WRINKLE AND FIRMING CREAMS FOR THE FACE AND NECK (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAMSES III

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, HAIR SPRAY, STYLING GEL, AND MOUSSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

OXYGEN
POWER INFUSION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OXYGEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY ANTI-AGING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS EXCLUDING ACNE PREPARATIONS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEUTROGENA HEALTHY SKIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 590,385, 2,302,969 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHY SKIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOAMING CLEANSER, ACNE SPOT TREATMENT, EXFOLIATING BODY WASH, NIGHT CREAM, DARK CIRCLE EYE TREATMENT IN THE NATURE OF EYE CREAM, BODY LOTION, ANTI-SCAR PATCH AND ANTI-STRETCH MARK BODY TREATMENT, NAMELY BODY CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERFECT COLOUR

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY NAIL POLISH, POLISH REMOVER, SKIN MOISTURIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2003.

LINDA MICHELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VISELY EVEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,530,666.
FOR FOAMING CLEANSER, ACNE SPOT TREATMENT, EXFOLIATING BODY WASH, NIGHT CREAM, DARK CIRCLE EYE TREATMENT IN THE NATURE OF EYE CREAM, BODY LOTION, ANTI-SCAR PATCH AND ANTI-STRETCH MARK BODY TREATMENT, NAMELY BODY CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,086. CHANEL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-4-2004.

RESYSTANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SUELLIEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALMS, NAIL AND CUTICLE CREAMS, AND SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SKIN AND FACIAL CREAMS AND LOTIONS, SKIN CLEANSERS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER AND HAIRSPRAY, ORAL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, TOOTHPASTE AND MOUTHWASH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARCE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEXTOY

FOR PERFUME; COLOGNE; MAKEUP; NAIL POLISH; LIPSTICK; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MOISTURIZING LOTIONS AND CREAMS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY HAIR SHAMPOO; NON-MEDICATED MASSAGE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MASSAGE OILS, CREAMS, AND LOTIONS; AND ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE. ALL THE FOREGOING GOODS INDICATED ARE NON-MEDICATED (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 76-582,867. BEAUTY LAB, INC., OPA LOCKA, FL. FILED 3-24-2004.

FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, STYLING GELS AND CREAMS, AND HAIR SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAUNDRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HOUSEHOLD, HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS, KITCHEN AND BATH CLEANING PREPARATIONS, LAUNDRY DETERGENTS, ROOM AND LINEN FRAGRANCE SPRAYS, BATH AND SHOWER GELS, BODY LOTIONS AND CREAMS, PERFUMES, EAU DE TOILETTE, COLOGNE, TALCUM POWDER, SKIN SOAP, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS FOR THE HAIR, SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS AND OILS, BEAUTY MASKS, FACIAL SCRUBS, AND ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE AND FOR INGREDIENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETIC PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-193,091. LABORATOIRES DE BIOLOGIE VEGETALE YVES ROCHER, LA GACILLY, FRANCE, FILED 12-10-2002.

COLLAGENIUM VEGETAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VEGETAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SOAPS, NAMELY HAND SOAPS, PERFUMED SOAPS AND MOISTURIZING SOAPS; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, EAUX DE COLOGNE, EAUX DE TOILETTE, AND FRESH WATERS; SHAVING AND AFTER-SHAVE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, AFTER-SHAVE BALMS, AFTER-SHAVE MOISTURIZERS, SHAVING FOAMS; NON-MEDICATED HAND AND FOOT PREPARATIONS FOR MOISTURIZING, CLEANSING, COMFORTING, RELAXING, MASSAGING AND IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF HANDS AND FEET, NAMELY DISPOSABLE PREMOISTENED HAND WIPES, HAND AND FOOT GELS, HAND AND FOOT MILKS, HAND AND FOOT BALMS, AND HAND AND FOOT LOTIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY BATH ESSENCES, PER-
CLASS 3—(Continued).

FUMED OILS, AROMATHERAPY OILS, AROMATHERAPY CREAMS AND GELS FOR THE BODY, AROMATHERAPY FLUID IN THE FORM OF A STICK, NON-MEDICATED BATH, AND POWDERED BATH SALTS; GALENICAL COSMETIC PRODUCTS FOR NON MEDICAL USE, NAMELY COSMETIC TABLETS, COSMETIC CAPSULES, COSMETIC AMPOULES, COSMETIC SYRUPS, COSMETIC SPRAYS ALL FOR TOPICAL USE AND ALL FOR IMPROVING SKIN APPEARANCE; INGESTIBLE COSMETIC YEASTS FOR IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF THE SKIN, COSMETIC AMPOULES, COSMETIC SYRUPS, COSMETIC SPRAYS ALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF NOURISHING, MOISTURIZING AND CARING FOR THE SKIN, TOWARDS ANTI-AGING AND ANTI-WRINKLE; NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS AND TREATMENTS FOR MOISTURIZING, REPAIRING, FORTIFYING, VOLUMIZING, PROTECTING COLORING, FIXING AND STYLING HAIR, NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONING TREATMENTS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR BLEACH, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIR GELS, HAIR CREAMS, HAIR MASKS, HAIR TINTS; ORAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS, NAMELY TOOTHPASTE AND NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASH AND RINSE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS AND TREATMENTS FOR MOISTURIZING, CLEANSING, VITALIZING, PURIFYING, MATTEFIFYING, AND IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE OF THE BODY AND FACE, NAMELY CREAMS, LOTIONS, MILKS, TONERS, GELS, EMULSIONS, FOAMS, MASKS, FLUIDS, SCRUBS AND PATCHES; NON-MEDICATED ANTI-WRINKLE, ANTI-blemish and ANTI-AGING PREPARATIONS AND WRINKLE REDUCERS; CREAMS, LOTIONS, FLUIDS, GELS, AND PRE-MOISTENED PATCHES FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; MOISTURIZED COSMETIC WIPES, REFRESHING NON-MEDICATED CLEANSING WIPES; MAKE-UP PRODUCTS, NAMELY CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE FACE, FOUNDATIONS, EYE SMOOTHING BASES, ENHANCED TINTED MOISTURIZER, FACE POWDERS, BLUSHERS, EYELINERS, EYESHADOWS, MASCARAS, LIPSTICKS, KOHL PENCILS, POWDER COMPACTS, EYE CONTOURING PENCILS, LIP CONTOURING PENCILS, LIP GLOSSES, NON-MEDICATED LIP PROTECTORS AND NON-MEDICATED LIP REPAIRERS; CONCEALER STICKS; NAIL POLISHES AND REMOVERS; FACIAL CLEANSERS; MAKE-UP BASES; NAIL SOFTENERS, NAIL NOURISHERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; PERFUMED DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY SPRAY DEODORANTS, CREAM DEODORANTS, ROLL-ON ANTI-PERSPIRANT; NON-MEDICATED BATH AND SHOWER PRODUCTS, NAMELY BATH SALTS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH POWDERS, BATH OILS, BATH MILKS, BATH GELS, BATH ESSENCES, BATH ADDITIVES AND SHOWER GELS; NON-MEDICATED FACE AND BODY SUN CARE BRONZING AND PROTECTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, SUN SPRAYS, SUN MILKS, SUN BALMS, SUN CREAMS, SUN STICKS, SUN OILS, SUN ANTI-WRINKLE CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SPRAYS, AFTER SUN DISPOSABLE PRE-MOISTENED WIPES, SOOTHING AFTER SUN PRODUCTS, NAMELY CREAMS, LOTIONS, SPRAYS, BALMS AND GELS; MASSAGE OILS AND CREAMS; AND ROOM FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMED ROOM SPRAYS; FRAGRANCE EMITTING WICKS, SCENTED CERAMIC STONES, INCENSES, AROMATIC WOOD CHIPS, AROMATIC POTPOURRIS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 3—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, COLOR RINSE, HAIR AND FUR RINSE, HAIR AND FUR TREATMENT AND HAIR AND FUR COLOR. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,848. TANCOGNE, XAVIER, 33115 PYLA SUR MER, FRANCE, FILED 5-7-2003.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,497,918.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAIR & WHITE HEALTH SECURITY LABO DERMAR PARIS.

FOR COSMETICS; PERFUMERY; EAU DE TOILET AND EAU DE COLOGNE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY AND BATH LOTIONS; SKIN CREAMS IN THE NATURE OF SKIN MILK; BATH, BODY, AND MOISTURIZING MILKS; FACE AND BODY CREAMS AND GELS; BATH SALTS; AROMATHERAPY, BABY, BATH, AND BODY OILS; BATH GELS AND BATH LOTIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; TALCUM POWDER, SHAMPOOS, HAIR AND SCALP LOTIONS AND GELS; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; TOILET SOAP; DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BABY YOUR NAILS


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,497,918.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, COLOR RINSE, HAIR AND FUR RINSE, HAIR AND FUR TREATMENT AND HAIR AND FUR COLOR. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BABY YOUR NAILS

FOR NAIL POLISH REMOVER AND NAIL POLISH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-284,659. BOTICA COMERCIAL FARMACÉUTICA LTDA., S. JOSÉ DOS PINHAIS-PR, BRAZIL, FILED 8-7-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NAME LINDA IN LARGE UPPER CASE LETTERS CENTERED OVER THE WORD BOTICARIO IN SMALLER FONT WITH INITIAL CAPITALIZATION.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PHARMACIST.
FOR COLOGNES, PERFUME, SCENTED OIL FOR PERSONAL USE, FACIAL AND BODY EMULSIONS, FACIAL AND BODY CREAMS AND DEODORANT FOR PERSONAL USE. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033219074, FILED 4-4-2003, REG. NO. 033215350, DATED 3-14-2003, EXPIRES 3-14-2013.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, SPRAYS, LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LISS & LOVE


FOR PERSONAL CARE AND BATH ITEMS, NAMELY ANTI-PERSPIRANT, ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BATH OILS, BATH SALTS, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BUBBLE BATH, BEAUTY MASKS, EAU DE TOILETTE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, FABRIC SOFTENER, FACIAL EMULSIONS, FACIAL MASKS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS, LAUNDRY DETERGENT, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, BODY, FACE AND HAND LOTION, MAKE-UP REMOVER, MASSAGE OILS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, PERFUMES, DUSTING POWDER, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, SKIN WASH, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CREAM, TOPICAL SKIN SPRAY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, SKIN OILS, FACIAL SKIN SCRUB, BODY SKIN SCRUB, CLEANSING SKIN GEL, SKIN MOISTURIZERS AND SKIN CLEANSERS, BATH AND TOILET SOAP IN ALL FORMS, NAMELY, BAR, LIQUID, GEL, WASH AND POWDER, SUN TAN LOTION, SUN SCREEN, TALC AND TONERS; AROMATHERAPY PILLOWS COMPRISING POTPOURRI IN FABRIC CONTAINERS; ROOM FRAGRANCES; POTPOURRI; SACHETS; LINEN SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


NATURALS

FOR MULTI-PURPOSE WET WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH CLEANING SOLUTION FOR PERSONAL, FOOD, FOOD CONTACT SURFACES, OTHER INANIMATE SURFACES, AND HOUSEHOLD CLEANING; CLEANING SOLUTION FOR FOOD, FOOD CONTACT SURFACES, OTHER INANIMATE SURFACES, AND HOUSEHOLD CLEANING (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TRICIA THOMPSONS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FERRARI


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,922,787, 2,801,663 AND OTHERS.

FOR PERFUMES, EAU DE TOILETTE, EAU DE COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, SOAPS, SHOWER GEL, DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LE SCULPTEUR OPTIQUE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033222569, DATED 4-25-2003, REG. NO. 033222569, DATED 4-25-2003, EXPIRES 4-25-2013.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LE SCULPTEUR OPTIQUE IS THE OPTICAL SCULPTOR.

FOR MAKE-UP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MAKE-UP REMOVER, LIP AND EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER, NAIL VARNISH, LIQUID FOUNDATION, TINTED SKIN CREAMS, MAKE-UP POWDER BLUSHER, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, EYE SHADOW, COMPACT EYE-LINER PENCIL, NAIL ENAMEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GUAM

FOR COSMETICS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; FACE AND BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FACE AND BODY CREAMS, FACE AND BODY LOTIONS, BODY OILS, BODY MILKS, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS HAVING A TONING EFFECT; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH AND SHOWER PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH GEL, BATH BEADS, BATH LOTION, BATH MILK; HAND SOAPS; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAVING GEL AND AFTER SHAVE LOTION; SPA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MASSAGE OIL AND AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AROMATHERAPY CREAMS, AROMATHERAPY SCRUBS AND AROMATHERAPY OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-298,000. SERGEANT'S PET CARE PRODUCTS, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 9-11-2003.

SENTRY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 798,686.

FOR PET SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST FOR THE GUYS

FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,121. CELESTE INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, EASTON, MD. FILED 9-16-2003.

GLY-VAK

FOR CHEMICAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR THE REMOVAL OF SCALE AND URINE SALTS FROM TOILET SYSTEMS AND TOILET TANKS; CHEMICAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR VACUUM TOILET SYSTEMS AND TOILET TANKS; EXTERIOR WASHES IN THE NATURE OF CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR THE REMOVAL OF OXIDATION FROM ALUMINUM AND STAINLESS STEEL; CHEMICAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR THE REMOVAL OF MINERAL DEPOSITS FROM CONCRETE AND MASONRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
"KELLY LE BROCK" IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, FOUNDATION, BLUSH, LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, EYE SHADOW, LOOSE FACE POWDER, PRESSED FACE POWDER, EYELINERS, EYE PENCILS, LIP PENCILS, MASKARA, MAKEUP REMOVER, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER; FACE AND BODY NON-MEDICATED LOTIONS, CREAMS, GELS, AND SOAPS; FACE AND BODY MOISTURIZERS, CLEANSERS, EXFOLIATORS, AND TONERS; SHAVING CREAMS AND GELS; BODY SPRAYS AND SPLASHES; AFTER SHAVE GELS, LOTIONS, BALMS, AND CREAMS; EYE CREAMS AND GELS; NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM; BATH OIL, BATH AND SHOWER GELS, BATH CRYSTALS, BUBBLE BATH, TALCUM POWDER, SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, HAIR SPRAY; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PERFUMES AND FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, EAU DE TOILETTE, COLOGNES, COLOGNE SPRAYS, PERSONAL DEODORANT, SCENTED DUSTING POWDERS, ANTIPIERSPIRANT; NON-MEDICATED TOILET WATER; FACE AND BODY MASKS, ANTIWRINKLE CREAM, PROFESSIONAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY AGE SPOT AND PIGMENT LIGHTENING GELS, EXFOLIATION CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED ACNE PRONE SKIN CLEANSING FORMULAS AND SUN SCREEN; COLOR PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED MASSAGE OILS; BATH ADDITIVES, NAMELY, BATH OILS, BATH BEADS, MILK BATH, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH TABLETS, BATH HERBS; BATH GELS; BODY EMULSIONS; BATH FOAM; BODY SHAMPOOS, SHOWER GELS, BATH SALTS AND BUBBLE BATH, ALL NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, CLEANING AND MOISTURIZING FACIAL PACKS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL POLISH, PUMICE STONE, COTTON STICKS ALL FOR USE ON THE BODY; SCENTED ROOM FRAGRANCES, SCENTED BODY SPRAY, POTPOURRI, SACHETS, POWDERED COSMETIC TISSUES AND BODY SCRUBS; NONMEDICATED FOOT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FOOT CREAMS AND LOTIONS, FOOT SCRUBS, FOOT MASKS, FOOT SOAKS, FOOT SOAPS, FOOT PERFUMES, FOOT SPRAYS; HOME HYGIENE PRODUCTS, NAMELY ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DISH DETERGENTS, FABRIC CLEANING PREPARATIONS, AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NIGHT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOOTH WHITENING GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR COLOR, AND HAIRSPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR Color, AND HAIRSPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,943,067, 2,246,293 AND OTHERS.
FOR COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES; COLOGNE; TOILET WATER; PERFUME; INCENSES; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; DENTIFRICES; HAND, FACE AND BODY SOAPS IN LIQUID AND BAR FORM; BATH MILKS, BUBBLE BATH, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH OIL, BATH BEADS; BATH FOAM, BATH GELS; HAND AND FOOT CARE PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY CREAMS, TONING LOTIONS, LIQUID SOAPS, FOOT DEODORANT, NON-MEDICATED FOOT POWDER, FOOT LOTION, FOOT SCRUBS AND FOOT OILS, NON-MEDICATED FOOT BATH SOAKS, FOOT MASKS AND FOOT COOLING GELS, FOOT MOISTURIZING LOTIONS, GELS FOR SOFTENING CALLUSES, EXFOLIATING CREAMS, MASSAGING CREAMS AND OILS, ALL FOR HANDS AND FEET; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NAIL CREAM, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL STRENGTHENERS, NAIL CONDITIONERS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, CUTICLE CREAMS AND OILS, FINGERNAIL EXTENSIONS AND FABRIC AND GLUE USED TO CREATE FINGERNAIL EXTENSIONS, AND NAIL WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAYWATCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SUSTAINABLE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER, GLASS AND SURFACE CLEANER, CARPET CLEANER, WASHROOM TUB AND TILE CLEANER, TOILET AND URINAL CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, MASK, CONDITIONER, LOTION, OIL, STYLING LOTION, INSTANT SHINE, MOUSSE, GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 140 OFFICIAL GAZETTE DEC 28, 2004

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE AND LIGHT GREEN APPEAR IN THE FLAG-LIKE DESIGN. THE COLOR LIGHT BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORD APPEARS IN THE WORDING.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HAIR LINE.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, MASK, CONDITIONER, LOTION, OIL, STYLING LOTION, INSTANT SHINE, MOUSSE, GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HAIR COLOR STAIN REMOVING PREPARATION FOR PREVENTING AND REMOVING HAIR COLOR STAINS ON THE BODY, FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STAIN GONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAVENDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PET COLOGNE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MYSTIC LAVENDER


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLEANING, PROTECTING AND STAIN REMOVAL PREPARATIONS FOR FABRIC, CARPET AND UPHOSTERY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ORANGE OUT

CLASS 3—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use Salon, apart from the mark as shown.
First use 5-20-2004; in commerce 5-20-2004.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Morgana’s Spell

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For lip balm, lip stick, lip gloss, lip liner, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, eye gloss, artificial eyelashes, brow powder, brow pencil, blush powder, blush cream, facial powder, liquid facial makeup, cream facial makeup, under eye concealer, nail polish, nail glitter, body wash, body lotion, body cream, body scrub, bath salts, body oil, body spray, perfume, facial cleanser, facial lotion, facial cream, facial mask, facial toner, eye cream, shampoo, hair conditioner, hair gel, hair spray, hair glitter, facial glitter, body glitter (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For hair care preparations (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
First use 5-20-2004; in commerce 5-20-2004.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For cosmetics, namely, lipstick, lip gloss, lip liner, lip balm, blush, foundation, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, concealer, cosmetic pencils, and facial powder; fragrances, namely, perfume, cologne, and after-shave lotion and gel; non-medicated skin care products, namely, soap, scrubs, toner, conditioner, exfoliants, skin clarifier, wrinkle removing skin care preparations, and moisturizer; face and body lotion, cream, oil, gel and spray; sun screen preparations, namely, lotion, cream, gel and spray; non-medicated face and body skin lightener; hair care products, namely, shampoo, conditioner, rinse, gel, mousse, spray and tonic; bath care products, namely, soap, salts crystals, beads, gel, oil, powder, and bubble bath; scented head-to-toe body wash; nail care preparations, namely, cuticle cream, cuticle removing preparations, nail enamel, nail polish remover, nail polish base coat, nail polish top coat, and nail strengtheners; personal deodorant; tooth whitening gels, creams, and pastes; foot care products, namely scrubs, lotions, creams, deodorant, and exfoliators; men’s toiletries, namely

DOUBLE RICH HOT COCOA

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For perfumes, eau de toilette, toilet water (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GRASS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
CLASS 3—(Continued).

COLOGNE, AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL; SKIN CLEANSER, SKIN SCRUBS, SKIN TONER, SKIN CREAM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING CREAM, TOILET WATER, PERSONAL DEODORANT, SHAMPOO, BODY LOTION, BODY TALC, AND SKIN MOISTURIZER; BABY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BABY LOTIONS, CREAMS, OINTMENTS, SOAPS, POWDERS, AND SHAMPOO; FACIAL AND BODY HAIR DEPILATORY WAXES, CREAMS, LOTIONS, BLEACHING AND COLORING PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP KITS AND GIFT SETS COMPRISED OF ONE OR MORE OF LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER, FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, PERFUME, COLOGNE, AND AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SCRUBS, TONER, CONDITIONER, EXFOLIATORS, SKIN CLARIFIER, WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, AND MOISTURIZER, FACE AND BODY LOTION, CREAM, OIL, GEL AND SPRAY, SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LOTION, CREAM, GEL, AND SPRAY, NON-MEDICATED FACE AND BODY SKIN LIGHTENER, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, RINSE, GEL MOUSSE, SPRAY AND TONIC, BATH CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SALTS, CRYSTALS, BEADS, GEL OIL, POWDER, AND BUBBLE BATH, SCENTED HEAD-TO-TOE BODY WASH, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CUTICLE CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, AND NAIL STRENGTHENERS, PERSONAL DEODORANT, TOOTH WHITENING GELS, CREAMS, AND PASTES, FOOT CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SCRUBS, LOTIONS, CREAMS, DEODORANT, AND EXFOLIATORS, MEN'S TOILETRIES, NAMELY, COLOGNE, AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL, SKIN CLEANSER, SKIN SCRUBS, SKIN TONER, SKIN CREAM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING CREAM, TOILET WATER, PERSONAL DEODORANT, SHAMPOO, BODY LOTION, BODY TALC AND SKIN MOISTURIZER, BABY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BABY LOTIONS, CREAMS, OINTMENTS, SOAPS, POWDERS AND SHAMPOO, FACIAL AND BODY HAIR DEPILATORY WAXES, CREAMS, LOTIONS, BLEACHING AND COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDING "POSTQUAM; A RECTANGULAR GRID DESIGN MADE UP OF 12 SQUARES SURROUNDS THE LETTER "Q". FOR HAIRDRESSING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR DYES, HAIR REMOVING CREAMS, HAIR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR CONDITIONER FOAMS, HAIR GEL, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS, HAIR MASKS, HAIR STRAIGHTENING PREPARATIONS, HAIR WAVING LOTIONS, AESTHETIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS, SKIN CLEANSING LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS, SKIN EMOLLIENTS, SKIN LIGHTENERS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZER, SKIN TONERS, SKIN MASKS; BODY PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, BODY CREAMS, BODY OILS; HAND CREAMS; NON-MEDICATED LIP BALMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE, PERFUME, EAU DE PARFUM, FACE AND BODY LOTION, HAND AND BODY SOAP, BODY CREAM, BODY SOUFFLE CREAM, LIQUID HAND SOAP, INCENSE, POTPOURRI, FRAGRANCE BALM FOR THE BODY; BLUSH, ROUGE, FACE POWDER, EYE SHADOW, EYE MAKE-UP, EYE LINER, MASCARA, EYEBROW PENCIL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL GLITTER, LIP GLOSS, LIPSTICK, LIP LINER, LIP LACQUER, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, BUBBLE BATH, BATH BEADS, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, FACE AND BODY SCRUB, FACIAL MASK, SKIN TONER, ASTRINGENT FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BODY MIST, BODY SHIMMER AND GLITTER, SHIMMER POWDER FOR THE FACE AND BODY, SKIN MOISTURIZER, FOOT SCRUB, FOOT LOTION, SUN TAN LOTION, SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, SKIN CLEANSER, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, BODY OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ELIMINATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,189,498.
FOR DENTAL PREPARATIONS; NAMELY, MOUTHWASH AND DENTIFRICE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-8-1987; IN COMMERCE 6-8-1987.
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE YELLOW STICK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,009,212.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR SKIN MOISTURIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

#9 POWER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as "OF THE SUN".
FOR BATH SOAP, BAR SOAP, MASSAGE OIL, BODY BALM, BODY MASQUE, BODY GEL, BODY SERUM, AND BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THERMA DEL SOL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "OF THE SUN".
FOR BATH SOAP, BAR SOAP, MASSAGE OIL, BODY BALM, BODY MASQUE, BODY GEL, BODY SERUM, AND BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONERS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, BODY LOTIONS, AND STYLING GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CATHARINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, POLISH, ARTIFICIAL NAILS, NAIL HARDENERS, UV NAIL GEL, NAIL STRENGTHENERS, AND GLITTER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2004.

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-379,025. BACK TO NATURE HAIR, INC., MONTGOMERY, TX. FILED 3-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR COLOR, HAIRSPRAY, BODY LOTION, BATH GEL, BODY SPRAY, BODY OIL, AND ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-379,495. ESTEE LAUDER INC., NEW YORK, NY.
FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC INGREDIENTS, NAMELY A MOISTURIZING COMPLEX USED AS A COMPONENT OF
NON-MEDICATED MOISTURIZERS, LOTIONS AND CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-379,564. ESTEE LAUDER INC., NEW YORK, NY.
FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC INGREDIENTS, NAMELY A HYDRATING AND MOISTURIZING COMPLEX USED AS A COMPONENT OF NON-MEDICATED SKINCARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-379,611. BIOSYN INC., HARAHAAN, LA. FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2004.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,391. PROLONG SUPER LUBRICANTS, INC.,
IRVINE, CA. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORRECTAFLEX

ABSORBEX

Nanolift

PRISTINE
CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

COLORSTAY OVERTIME SHEER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,912,134, 2,735,665 AND OTHERS.
FOR COSMETICS AND MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS REFRESHING WAVE.

FOR GENERAL PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD CLEANER; FLOOR CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUELEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,672. THAN INTERNATIONAL, INC., LA QUINTA, CA. FILED 3-12-2004.

OLA REFRESCANTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS REFRESHING WAVE.

FOR GENERAL PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD CLEANER; FLOOR CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUELEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,672. THAN INTERNATIONAL, INC., LA QUINTA, CA. FILED 3-12-2004.

South Beach Smile

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DENTIFRICE BLEACHING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DAILY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS AND LEAVE-IN TREATMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GIFT SETS COMPRISING PRIMARILY OF TOILETRIES AND SKINCARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF BABY LOTION, SKIN MOISTURIZER, HAIR SHAMPOO, BODY WASH, SOAP, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANSER, NON-MEDICATED OINTMENT FOR DIAPER RASH, SKIN CREAM, BABY WIPES, PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC CLEANSING WIPES, BODY OIL AND BUBBLE BATH, AND ALSO COMPRISING BOOKS AND OTHER INCIDENTAL GIFT SET ITEMS FOR INCLUSION WITH CERTAIN COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DAILY STRENGTH

BATHTIME BOOKTIME
BEDTIME


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY, MAKE-UP, EYE SHADOW, FACE AND BODY JEWELS, LIPSTICK, NAIL POLISH, HAIR STYLING GELS, AND FALSE EYELASHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1995.

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,591. NORVILLE, JOHN M., MADISON, WI. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS AND CLEANERS FOR USE ON VINYL SIDING, WOOD SIDING, DECKS, CONCRETE, AND RELATED EXTERIOR SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RUBY SLIPPERS

OXYOUTDOOR

TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOILET BOWL CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR CREAMS AND SPRAYS; CREAMS FOR THE CARE AND CLEANSING OF THE SKIN, BODY, HANDS, AND FEET; TALCUM POWDER; DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; PERFUME, EAU DE COLOGNE; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY POLISH, POLISH REMOVER AND CUTICLE LOTIONS AND CREAMS; LIPSTICKS AND LIP BALMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,626,699.
FOR NON MEDICATED LIP BALM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
P A U L A M A H O N E Y, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLUSH-INS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Farewell

MARIE ANGELLA

Lobsterman's CoolKiss

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ANTI-AGING CREAM, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, ASTRINGENT FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BODY CREAM, BODY EMULSION, BODY LOTION, BODY MILK, BODY OIL, BODY SCRUB, BODY SPRAY, EXFOLIANTS FOR SKIN, EYE CREAM, EYE GEL, FACIAL CLEANSER, FACIAL CREAM, FACIAL EMULSIONS, FACIAL MASKS, FACIAL SCRUB, HAND CREAM, HAND LOTION, HAND SOAP, MOISTURIZING MILKS, NON-MEDICATED BODY SOAP, NON-MEDICATED FOOT CREAM, SHOWER GEL, SKIN CLARIFIERS, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN CLEANSING CREAM, SKIN CLEANSING LOTION, SKIN CONDITIONERS, SKIN CREAM, SKIN EMOLLIENTS, SKIN LOTION, SKIN MASKS, SKIN MOISTURIZER, SKIN SOAP, SKIN TONER, SOAP FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SHAVING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAVING BALM, SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING FOAM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING LOTION, SHAVING SOAP, AFTER-SHAVE GEL, AFTER-SHAVE LOTION; BATH ADDITIVES, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH FOAMS, BATH GELS, BATH MILK, BATH OILS, BATH PEARLS, BUBBLE BATH, NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, POTPOURRI, SCENTED LINEN SPRAYS, SCENTED ROOM SPRAYS, PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE; NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR DRESSINGS FOR MEN, HAIR EMOLLIENTS, HAIR GEL, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR POMADES, HAIR RINSES, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING IN THE MARK IS "YOUNG AT HEART."

CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OUT SMART

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Harrington & Smythe

The English translation of the wording in the mark is "Young at Heart."

For non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, anti-aging cream, anti-wrinkle cream, astringent for cosmetic purposes, body cream, body emulsion, body lotion, body milk, body oil, body scrub, body spray, exfoliants for skin, eye cream, eye gel, facial cleanser, facial cream, facial emulsions, facial masks, facial scrub, hand cream, hand lotion, hand soap, moisturizing milks, non-medicated body soap, non-medicated foot cream, shower gel, skin clarifiers, skin cleansers, skin cleansing cream, skin cleansing lotion, skin conditioners, skin cream, skin emollients, skin lotion, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin soap, skin toner, soap for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations, namely, shaving balm, shaving cream, shaving foam, shaving gel, shaving lotion, shaving soap, after-shave gel, after-shave lotion; bath additives, namely, bath beads, bath crystals, bath foams, bath gels, bath milk, bath oils, bath pearls, bubble bath, non-medicated bath salts; fragrances, namely, essential oils for personal use, potpourri, scented linen sprays, scented room sprays, perfume, eau de toilette; non-medicated hair care preparations, namely, hair conditioners, hair dressings for men, hair emollients, hair gel, hair mousse, hair pomades, hair rinses, hair shampoo, hair spray, hair styling preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

First use 3-1-2003; in commerce 3-1-2003.
David H. Stine, examining attorney

For non-medicared skin care preparations, namely, anti-aging cream, anti-wrinkle cream, astringent for cosmetic purposes, body cream, body emulsion, body lotion, body milk, body oil, body scrub, body spray, exfoliants for skin, eye cream, eye gel, facial cleanser, facial cream, facial emulsions, facial masks, facial scrub, hand cream, hand lotion, hand soap, moisturizing milks, non-medicated body soak, non-medicating foot cream, shower gel, skin clarifiers, skin cleansers, skin cleansing cream, skin cleansing lotion, skin conditioners, skin cream, skin emollients, skin lotion, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin soap, skin toner, soap for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations, namely, shaving balm, shaving cream, shaving foam, shaving gel, shaving lotion, shaving soap, after-shave gel, after-shave lotion; bath additives, namely, bath beads, bath crystals, bath foams, bath gels, bath milk, bath oils, bath pearls, bubble bath, non-medicated bath salts; fragrances, namely, essential oils for personal use, potpourri, scented linen sprays, scented room sprays, candles, perfume, eau de toilette; non-medicated hair care preparations, namely, hair conditioners, hair dressings for men, hair emollients, hair gel, hair mousse, hair pomades, hair rinses, hair shampoo, hair spray, hair styling preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

First use 3-1-2003; in commerce 3-1-2003.
Asmat Khan, examining attorney

The English translation of the wording in the mark is "Young at Heart."

For non-medicared skin care preparations, namely, anti-aging cream, anti-wrinkle cream, astringent for cosmetic purposes, body cream, body emulsion, body lotion, body milk, body oil, body scrub, body spray, exfoliants for skin, eye cream, eye gel, facial cleanser, facial cream, facial emulsions, facial masks, facial scrub, hand cream, hand lotion, hand soap, moisturizing milks, non-medicated body soak, non-medicating foot cream, shower gel, skin clarifiers, skin cleansers, skin cleansing cream, skin cleansing lotion, skin conditioners, skin cream, skin emollients, skin lotion, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin soap, skin toner, soap for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations, namely, shaving balm, shaving cream, shaving foam, shaving gel, shaving lotion, shaving soap, after-shave gel, after-shave lotion; bath additives, namely, bath beads, bath crystals, bath foams, bath gels, bath milk, bath oils, bath pearls, bubble bath, non-medicated bath salts; fragrances, namely, essential oils for personal use, potpourri, scented linen sprays, scented room sprays, perfume, eau de toilette; non-medicated hair care preparations, namely, hair conditioners, hair dressings for men, hair emollients, hair gel, hair mousse, hair pomades, hair rinses, hair shampoo, hair spray, hair styling preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

First use 3-1-2003; in commerce 3-1-2003.
David H. Stine, examining attorney

Out Smart

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For non-medicared skin care preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

Ramona Ortiga, examining attorney
san franKISSco

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIP BALM, LIP GLOSS, LIP CREAM, LIP PLUMPER, LIP TREATMENT CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIOPEEL-AR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKIN CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

santiaGLOW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIP BALM, LIP GLOSS, LIP CREAM, LIP PLUMPER, LIP TREATMENT CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VELVET SIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS—NAMELY TANNING ACCELERATOR, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASHI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS—NAMELY TANNING ACCELERATOR, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS—NAMELY TANNING ACCELERATOR, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS—NAMELY TANNING ACCELERATOR, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS—NAMELY TANNING ACCELERATOR, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For sun tan products—namely tanning accelerator, lotions, gels, oils (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
Susan Hayash, Examining Attorney

MELON TINI

CLASS 3—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For sun tanning, sunless tanning and moisturizing creams, lotions and oils (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
Dezmona Mizelle, Examining Attorney

GLAMMIN'

SN 78-399,294. FIRST LINE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 4-9-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For sun tanning, sunless tanning and moisturizing creams, lotions and oils (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
Regina Drummond, Examining Attorney

BIOXITONE-PM

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For sun tanning, sunless tanning and moisturizing creams, lotions and oils (U.S. Cls. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).
Regina Drummond, Examining Attorney

PROMISED
MOISTURE WAVES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TANNING, SUNLESS TANNING AND MOISTURIZING CREAMS, LOTIONS AND OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,027,820, 2,153,858 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME "CHRISTIAN DIOR" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH WORDS "EAU FRAICHE" IS "FRESH WATER".
FOR PERFUMERY, PERFUMES, EAU DE COLOGNE, TOILET WATER; PERSONAL DEODORANTS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERFUMED BODY MILK, PERFUMED BODY LOTION, PERFUMED SOAP, PERFUMED BATH GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52); BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-411,514. FIRST LINE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 4-30-2004.

COLOROLOGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUN TANNING, SUNLESS TANNING AND MOISTURIZING CREAMS, LOTIONS AND OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADHESIVES FOR ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS OR EYELASHES, AFTERSHAVE GEL, AFTERSHAVE LOTIONS, AFTER SUN LOTIONS, AGE RETARDANT GEL, AGE RETARDANT LOTION, AGE SPOT REDUCING CREAMS, ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS, ALL PURPOSE COTTON SWABS FOR PERSONAL USE, ANTI-AGING CREAM, ANTI-BACTERIAL SKIN SOAPS, ANTI-BACTERIAL SOAP, ANTI-SPIDER ANTS, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, AROMATHERAPY CREAMS, AROMATHERAPY LOTIONS, AROMATHERAPY OILS, AROMATHERAPY PILLOWS COMPRISING POTPOURRI FABRIC CONTAINERS, ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES, ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS, ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BABY BATH BEADS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH MILKS, BATH OIL, BATH PEARLS, BATH POWDER, BATH SALTS, BEAUTY MASKS, BLUSH, BODY CREAM, BODY EMULSIONS, BODY MASKS, BODY MILKS, BODY OIL, BODY POWDER, BODY SCRUB, BODY SPRAYS, BUBBLE BATH, CLEANER FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES, COCOA BUTTER FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COLD CREAM, COLOGNE, COMPACTS CONTAINING MAKE-UP, CONCEALERS FOR THE FACE, CONCEALERS FOR THE BODY, COSMETIC BALLS, COSMETIC PADS, COSMETIC PENCILS, COSMETICS, COSMETICS NAMELY COMPACTS, COTTON BALLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON PUFFS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, CREAMS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION, CUTICLE CONDITIONERS, CUTICLE CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, DEODORANT SOAP, DEODORANTS AND ANTI-SPIDER ANTS, DUSTING POWDER, EAU DE COLOGNE, EAU DE PARFUM, EAU DE TOILETTE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SCENTED PRODUCTS, EXFOLIANTS FOR THE SKIN, EYE CREAM, EYE GELS, EYE MAKEUP, EYE MAKE UP REMOVER, EYE PENCILS, EYE SHADOW, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYELINERS, FACE CREAMS, FACE POWDER, FACIAL CLEANSERS, FACIAL CREAMS, FACIAL EMULSIONS, FACIAL MAKEUP, FACIAL MASKS, FACIAL SCRUBS, FALSE NAILS, FEMININE DEODORANT SPRAYS, FOOT DEODORANT SPRAY, FOUNDATION MAKEUP, FRAGRANCE EMITTING WICKS FOR ROOM FRAGRANCE, SCENTED LINEN SPRAYS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR DRESSINGS FOR MEN, HAIR EMOLLIENTS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR MASKS, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR RELAXERS, HAIR RINSES, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIRSPRAY, HAIRSTYLING PREPARATIONS, HAIR WAVING LOTION, HAND CREAM, HAND LOTIONS, HAND SOAPS, INCENSE, LIP BALM, LIP CREAM, LIP GLOSS, LIP GLOSS PALETTE, LIP LINER, LIPSTICK, LIQUID SOAPS FOR BODY, LIQUID SOAPS FOR FACE, LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION, MAKEUP, MAKEUP REMOVER, MASCARA, MASSAGE OIL, MEDICATED SOAPS, MOISTURIZING MILKS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL CREAM,
CLASS 3—(Continued).

NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL GLITTER, NAIL LACQUER,
NAIL HARDENERS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH
BASECOAT, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH
TOPOCOAT, NAIL STRENGTHENERS, NIGHT CREAM,
NON-MEDICATED FOOT CREAM, NON-MEDICATED
LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED LIP
PROTECTOR, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS,
NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN,
PERFUME, PERFUME OILS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS,
PET ODOR REMOVERS, POMADES FOR THE HAIR,
POTPOURRI, PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC TISSUES,
PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC TOWELETTEs,
PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC WIPES, ROOM FRAGRANCES,
SCENTED BODY SPRAY, SCULPTING GEL,
SHAMPOO CONDITIONERS, SHAMPOOS, SHAVING BALM,
SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING FOAM, SHAVING GEL,
SHAVING LOTION, SHAVING PREPARATIONS,
SHAVING SOAP, SHOWER GEL, SKIN CLARIFIERS,
SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN CLEANSING CREAM, SKIN
CLEANSING LOTION, SKIN CONDITIONERS, SKIN
CREAM, SKIN EMOLLIENTS, SKIN GELS FOR ENHANCING TANS,
SKIN LIGHTENERS, SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS, SKIN LOTION,
SKIN MASKS, SKIN MOISTURIZER, SKIN MOISTURIZER MASKS, SKIN SOAP,
SKIN TEXTURIZERS, SKIN TONERS, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS, SOAPs,
STYLING GELS, STYLING LOTIONS, SUN BLOCK, SUN BLOCK PREPARATIONS,
SUN CARE LOTIONS, SUN CREAMs, SUNSCREEN,
SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, SUNTAN GEL, SUNTAN LOTION,
SUN TAN OIL, TONERS, TOPICAL SKIN SPRAYS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES,
WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, AND COSMETIC MAKEUP KITS CONTAINING ANY COMBINATION OF THE FOREGOING GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, POLISH, ARTIFICIAL NAILS, NAIL HARDENERS, UV NAIL GEL, NAIL STRENGTHENERS, AND GLITTER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2004.

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS


SNOWPRINT WAX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WAX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, SEC. 2(f).

FOR FOOTPRINT IMPRESSION FORMULATIONS FOR FORENSIC USE, NAMELY, CHEMICAL BASED WAXES AND ORGANIC-BASED WAXES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

FIRST USE 0-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1989.

CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHADES OF AUTUMN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER R.

FOR PERFUME, COLOGNE, SCENTED BODY SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CANDLES; FRAGRANT WAX FOR USE IN POTPOURRI BURNERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 4—(Continued).


HOLIDAY TREATS
FOR CANDLES; FRAGRANT WAX FOR USE IN POTPOURRI BURNERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Clean Slide


COMPLIMENTS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,770. AVIA ENTERPRISES, LLC., LUBBOCK, TX. FILED 3-12-2004.

SAFEWAX
life smells good.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—(Continued).
FOR CUTTING OIL FOR INDUSTRIAL METAL WORKING (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
SN 76-393,054. WORLD NUTRITION, INC., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 4-8-2002.
FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NATURE’S ORIGIN
FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 76-392,087. XANODYNE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., FLORENCE, KY. FILED 4-8-2002.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,754,166.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF CONFIGURATION OF A PRENATAL VITAMIN TABLET IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRENATAL VITAMINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-490,854. BIOVITE LIMITED, OXFORD OX4 2JZ, OXFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-14-2003.
X-VITE
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2308062, FILED 8-14-2002, REG. NO. 2308062, DATED 1-17-2003, EXPIRES 8-14-2012.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS, NAMELY, APPETITE SUPPRESSANTS; DIETETIC PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DIET CAPSULES, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS, FOOD FOR MEDICALLY RESTRICTED DIETS, AND NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; VITAMIN PREPARATIONS; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DIETETIC BEVERAGES; DIETETIC FOODS; FOOD BARS, SOUPS AND MILK SHAKES FOR USE IN SLIMMING (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE FIRE ANT EXTINGUISHER
FOR PESTICIDES FOR FIRE ANTS FOR COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PREVICOX
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033209287, DATED 2-12-2003, REG. NO. 033209287, DATED 2-12-2003, EXPIRES 2-12-2013.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORY VETERINARY PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SELGIAN
OWNER OF FRANCE REG. NO. 94/514959, DATED 4-8-1994, EXPIRES 4-8-2014.
FOR VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, THOSE FOR TREATING THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-562,635. SIPCAM AGRO USA, INC., ROSWELL, GA. FILED 12-2-2003.

CAVALCADE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PESTICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-568,803. AFFLINK, INCORPORATED, TUSCALOOSA, AL. FILED 1-7-2004.

NVIROMASTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,827,912.
FOR DISINFECTANTS FOR HOSPITAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREA USE; SANITIZERS FOR HOSPITAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREA USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1993.
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COBALT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL VACCINES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-570,257. STRENGTH SYSTEMS USA, LLC, LARGO, FL. FILED 1-15-2004.

FAST GAIN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, TABLETS, CAPSULES, POWDERS, VITAMINS, BOTANICALS, HERBS, NAMELY, MEDICINAL HERBS IN DRIED OR PRESERVED FORM, AND MINERALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEURO-BETIC


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ISO-2-GO


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENERGY STRIPS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STRIPS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAFFEINE PREPARATIONS IN THE NATURE OF CAFFEINE IMPREGNATED STRIPS FOR STIMULATIVE USE THAT DISSOLVE IN YOUR MOUTH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZANNWELL


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MyoGold


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FEDRA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, TABLETS, CAPSULES, POWDERS, VITAMINS, BOTANICALS, HERBS, NAMELY, MEDICINAL HERBS IN DRIED OR PRESERVED FORM, AND MINERALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,625,605, 2,751,559 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROBIOTIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY, A PROBIOTIC COMPOSITION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,177. ARIGEN, INC., TOKYO 107-0061, JAPAN, FILED 3-23-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ANTI-VIRAL PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,178. ARIGEN, INC., TOKYO 107-0061, JAPAN, FILED 3-23-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ANTI-VIRAL PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

NAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 76-583,177. ARIGEN, INC., TOKYO 107-0061, JAPAN, FILED 3-23-2004.

FOREVER ACTIVE PROBIOTIC

ZOSPEX

BEARS ON THE GO!

ZOSTEX

DIET WISE

NATURE MADE DIET WISE
REPREXAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIPREXAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIFEGRAFT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,484,196.
FOR HUMAN ALLOGRAFT BONE AND TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HANGOVERKILLER

FOR FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NANOSKIN

FOR POLYMER MEMBRANES SOLD WITH ENCAPSULATED OR BONDED THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR, NEUROLOGICAL AND ORTHOPEDIC CONDITIONS, FOR THE PREVENTION AND REDUCTION OF TISSUE ADHESION AND INTIMAL HYPERPLASIA, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF WOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
OMNICAINE

FOR TOPICAL ANESTHETIC EMULSION CONTAINING TETRACAINE USP (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INULAC

FOR DIETARY FOOD SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MEAL REPELMENT DRINK (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOLIDAY TREATS

FOR AIR FRESHENERS; ROOM FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ECHI-FEND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,772,016. FOR HERBAL PREPARATIONS USED AS NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN HUMANS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUPERVIT

FOR NUTRITIVE AID FOR THE GROWTH OF YEAST USED AS A FERMENTATION AGENT IN THE PRODUCTION OF WINE AND BEER (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MESIGEN

FOR NATURAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR NON-MEDICAL USE MADE FROM MYCELIAH OF PHELLENIUS LINTEUS, ANGELICA GIGAS, MILK VETCH, LICORICE, CORNUS OFFICINALIS, COLOSTRUM, EXTRACT OF VEGETABLE WORMS, AND LEAVES OF GREEN TEA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-301,027. MILK SPECIALTIES COMPANY, DUNDEE, IL. FILED 9-16-2003.

PROVANCE

FOR MICROBIAL SUPPLEMENT FOR CALVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


P-TIDYL-WEII

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT WHEN ADDED TO FOODS INCREASES THE NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF THOSE FOODS FOR USE IN A WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTACTIC

FOR VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS TO HELP SUPPORT INTESTINAL HEALTH; HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS TO HELP SUPPORT INTESTINAL HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING PLANT EXTRACTS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2002.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHIMERIC HEART VALVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ANIMAL OR HUMAN TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ULSER-EZE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VETERINARY PRODUCTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUPPLEMENTS; NAMELY, ANTACID AND ANTI-GAS SOLUTIONS DESIGNED TO TREAT AND PREVENT STOMACH DISCOMFORT IN HORSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ANIMAL OR HUMAN TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VETERINARY PRODUCTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUPPLEMENTS; NAMELY, ANTACID AND ANTI-GAS SOLUTIONS DESIGNED TO TREAT AND PREVENT STOMACH DISCOMFORT IN HORSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF BOVINE DIARRHEA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2000.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF BOVINE DIARRHEA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2000.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF BOVINE DIARRHEA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2000.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
KLEEN & DRI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KLEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 4-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1995.
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORACHEL PLUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,249,482.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 2-14-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-14-1996.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PC ACID

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 6-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1998.
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SINUS BUSTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2003.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-362,816. NOVA MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGIES, OMAHA, NE. FILED 2-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL FEED ADDITIVE FOR USE AS A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICATED PET SHAMPOO (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,881,150, 2,215,026 AND 2,368,481.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE AMERICAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMIN, MINERAL AND HERBAL DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,881,150, 2,215,026 AND 2,368,481.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMIN, MINERAL AND HERBAL DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTI-OXIDANT DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPC-Plus

CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PESTICIDES FOR HOME, GARDEN AND FOR PROFESSIONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AntMasters


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,794,020 AND 2,794,021.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EYE 20", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NUTRITIONAL GEL CAPSULES FOR USE AS A MEAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HENRY'S EYE 20

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NAI
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-374,360. IDEXX LABORATORIES, INC., WESTBROOK, ME. FILED 2-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRUG DELIVERY AGENTS CONSISTING COMPOUNDS THAT FACILITATE SUSTAINED RELEASE DELIVERY OF A WIDE RANGE OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRUG DELIVERY AGENTS CONSISTING COMPOUNDS THAT FACILITATE SUSTAINED RELEASE DELIVERY OF A WIDE RANGE OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAFFEINE SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHOLESTACURE

WISDOM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRUG DELIVERY AGENTS CONSISTING COMPOUNDS THAT FACILITATE SUSTAINED RELEASE DELIVERY OF A WIDE RANGE OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AcnEasant

DROP O' JOE FROM VIVARIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY AND HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, HERB TEAS AND FORMULAS FOR MEDICINAL USE; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE IN THE TREATMENT OF SKIN DISORDERS AND FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PM DOSE AM PEAK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,337. BIOVAIL LABORATORIES, INC., ST. MICHAEL, BARBADOS. FILED 3-1-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS; TRAMADOL (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BERRIES JUBILEE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,153,083.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS, ROOM DEODORIZERS AND CARPET FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,523,403.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS, ROOM DEODORIZERS AND CARPET FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,112. DIAL BRANDS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 3-3-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS, ROOM DEODORIZERS AND CARPET FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FESTIVIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS; TRAMADOL (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOUNTIFUL BERRY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,523,403.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS, ROOM DEODORIZERS AND CARPET FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADVANTASEPTIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-378,918. INAMED CORPORATION, SANTA BARBARA, CA. FILED 3-4-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,266,810, 2,789,502 AND 2,792,437.
FOR COLLAGEN IMPLANT USED FOR SOFT TISSUE AUGMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-3-1981; IN COMMERCE 9-3-1981.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) ORANGE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN INNER CIRCLE SURROUNDED BY THE OUTER CIRCLE. THE COLOR ORANGE APPEARS IN THE CENTER. THE COLORS YELLOW AND ORANGE APPEAR IN THE OUTER CIRCLE, BEGINNING WITH YELLOW AND MOVING CLOCKWISE, GRADUALLY DEEPENING TO ORANGE.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEPATITIS, ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS), SARS, AND WEST NILE VIRUS; PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES, INFLAMMATORY CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES AND INFLAMMATORY SKIN DISEASES; PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AUTOIMMUNE, CANCER AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES AND DISORDERS; PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY; PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFILUENZA; AND ANTI-INFECTIVE PHARMACEUTICALS; PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF VIRAL AND INFLAMMATORY DISEASES, INFECTIONS AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,080. CITRUS OIL PRODUCTS, INC., TROPHY CLUB, TX. FILED 3-8-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,840,875.
FOR AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDE/FUNGICIDE FOR USE ON BERRY CROPS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZYPRAST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

COMPLIS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PREV-BERRY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,840,875.
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-380,090. CITRUS OIL PRODUCTS, INC., TROPHY CLUB, TX. FILED 3-8-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,840,875.
FOR AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDE/FUNGICIDE FOR COMMERCIAL OR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INFANT FORMULA AND INFANT FOOD PRODUCTS WITH VITAMIN AND MINERAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RECEPTOR-SPECIFIC RETINOIDS FOR DISEASES OF KERATINIZATION AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS, NAMELY, FOR DIABETICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

PREV-GARD

TAZORAL

---

EXPECTA

DiabHealthVit-DHV
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-381,605. ALTANA PHARMA AG, KONSTANZ, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESPIRATORY DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, ANTI-RHEUMATIC PREPARATIONS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PREPARATIONS, ANALGESIC PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-381,615. ALTANA PHARMA AG, KONSTANZ, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESPIRATORY DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, ANTI-RHEUMATIC PREPARATIONS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PREPARATIONS, ANALGESIC PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-381,637. ALTANA PHARMA AG, KONSTANZ, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-10-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESPIRATORY DISEASES AND CONDITIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, ANTI-RHEUMATIC PREPARATIONS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PREPARATIONS, ANALGESIC PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GERDIAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS, MINERALS AND NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Mothco

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR FRESHENER (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOPALEAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS, MINERALS AND NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CERENEW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY, MALE SEXUAL STIMULANT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY, MALE SEXUAL STIMULANT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORTIZIDE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

TESTOSTREX
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Solumet
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STAMINOL
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY, MALE SEXUAL STIMULANT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOPICAL ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,739. SURYANIVAS HEALTH PRODUCTS LLC, BOULDER, CO. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO DRAGONS AND A STAR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES, MEAL REPLACEMENT DRINK MIXES, AND MEAL REPLACEMENT DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT BARS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRY EYE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Roll Away Pain

CEX2

DRY EYE RELIEF
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HERBAL, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TR'S2

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MELISSA SHELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VEQUA

Passion Rx

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HERBAL, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERFECT BALANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE COLORS RED AND GRAY ARE CLAIMED AS FEATURES OF THE MARK.
THE RECTANGULAR SHAPED STRIP OF MATERIAL APPEARS IN SHADES OF RED, AND THE SHADOW APPEARS IN GRAY.
FOR COUGH, COLD AND ALLERGY PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDIA USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SEMEN FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTRAUTERINE INSEMINATION AND/OR INVITRO FERTILIZATION FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS DRINK (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS DRINK (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT; NAMELY, A PEDIATRIC NUTRITIVE BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,054. MEAD JOHNSON & COMPANY, EVANSVILLE, IN. FILED 3-16-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT; NAMELY, A PEDIATRIC NUTRITIVE BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,071. MEAD JOHNSON & COMPANY, EVANSVILLE, IN. FILED 3-16-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT; NAMELY, A PEDIATRIC NUTRITIVE BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NOVOX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUG FOR VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BANEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUG FOR VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Braggzyme

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUG FOR VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAPRACLEANSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR FIBROMYALGIA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fibrovite

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR FIBROMYALGIA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AROMADEX

CAPRAFLEX

Magnavite
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RENAL DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROXICARD

Seeing Is Believing

ITANETA

FIRMFEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF MACULAR DEGENERATION AND OTHER DISORDERS OF THE EYE CONTAINING A CAROTENOID (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIO-HRT-3

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMIN AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLASMA X

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NATURE'S NO BITE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSECT REPELLENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRANBEROL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BELOS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOREUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BELLATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CARDINAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-399,775. AGRIGENIC FOOD CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 4-9-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-11-1984; IN COMMERCE 5-11-1984.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-11-1984; IN COMMERCE 5-11-1984.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-401,398. BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, LEVERKUSEN-BAYERWERK, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-14-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-410,575. BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, LEVERKUSEN-BAYERWERK, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-29-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GP/CAT

IMPETUS

MET/CAT

HUNTER
CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-430,252. BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, LEVER-KUSEN-BAYERWERK, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 6-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTIPARASITIC PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
SN 76-545,350. KML ENGINEERED HOMES LTD., CAMBRIDGE, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-4-2003.

FOR STEEL FRAMING AND RELATED COMPONENTS NAMELY, STEEL WALLS, STEEL JOISTS, STEEL BEAMS, STEEL COLUMNS, STEEL RoofING, STEEL TRUSSES, STEEL FASTENERS, STEEL CLIPS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE FOREGOING; LIGHT GAUGE FRAMING AND RELATED COMPONENTS NAMELY, LIGHT GAUGE STEEL WALLS, LIGHT GAUGE STEEL JOISTS, LIGHT GAUGE STEEL BEAMS, LIGHT GAUGE STEEL COLUMNS, LIGHT GAUGE STEEL ROOFING, TRUSSES, STEEL FASTENERS, STEEL CLIPS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE FOREGOING; COLD FORMED STEEL FRAMING AND RELATED COMPONENTS NAMELY, COLD STEEL WALLS, COLD STEEL JOISTS, COLD STEEL BEAMS, COLD STEEL COLUMNS, COLD STEEL ROOFING, COLD STEEL TRUSSES, STEEL FASTENERS, STEEL CLIPS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIRO-SILVER

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 30305955, DATED 3-6-2003, EXPIRES 2-28-2013.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,162,287.
FOR METALIC TAPES, STRIPS, AND BLANKS, IN PARTICULAR OF ALUMINUM HAVING A SURFACE COATING, IN PARTICULAR CONTAINING SILVER, FOR REFLECTING OPTICAL RADIATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUTTING HeRo


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30313149.706, FILED 3-17-2003, REG. NO. 30313149, DATED 4-28-2003, EXPIRES 3-31-2013.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,651,011.
FOR HEAT RESISTING ROLLERS FOR FURNACES MADE OF STAINLESS STEEL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CIMPLE HOME


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRE-CUT, PRE-MARKED AND PRE-BUNDLED METAL BUILDING PARTS AND FABRICATION AND ERECTION DRAWINGS FOR CONSTRUCTING RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS ALL SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).
SN 76-564,842. DIETRICH INDUSTRIES, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-26-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-CUT, PRE-MARKED AND PRE-BUNDLED METAL BUILDING COMPONENTS, NAMELY METAL STUDS, METAL JOISTS, METAL TRUSS COMPONENTS AND METAL BUILDING COMPONENT CONNECTORS USED FOR CONSTRUCTING RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 50,947 AND 247,418. SEC. 2(F).
FOR DECORATIVE METAL TINS, BOXES, AND CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-30-1987; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1987.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR METAL ROOFING; METAL ROOFING PANELS; METAL ROOFING HIPS; METAL BUILDING FLASHING; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, SOFFITS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, FASCIA; WALL PANELS OF METAL; METAL CEILING PANELS; METAL SCREENS FOR HIDDING/PROTECTING EQUIPMENT; METAL COVERINGS FOR ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS; AND WALL PANELS OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). FIRST USE 2-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1985.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOODS OF COMMON METAL, NAMELY, KEY CHAINS AND ID BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STEVEN SMITH BROS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,012,115 AND 2,731,642. FOR GOODS OF COMMON METAL, NAMELY, KEY CHAINS AND ID BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PORTARAMP


FOR RAMPS AND METALLIC RAILINGS FOR BRIDGES, LOADING RAMPS, FOLDING RAMPS, ACCESS RAMPS, GANGPLANKS; VEHICLE RAMPS; WHEELCHAIR AND INVALID CARRIAGE RAMPS; RAMPS FOR GAINING ACCESS TO BUILDING; RAMPS FOR GAINING ACCESS TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE TRANSPORT VEHICLES INCLUDING CARS, TAXIS, VANS, BUSES, BOATS, AND CARAVANS; TEMPORARY MODULAR RAMPING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF RAMPS AND PARTS THEREFORE; PERMANENT MODULAR RAMPING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF RAMPS AND PARTS THEREFORE; ALL BEING WHOLLY OR SUBSTANTIALLY METALLIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,005. KAC HOLDINGS, INC., DES PLAINES, IL. FILED 3-3-2003.

HYDROMARK

FOR SOLDER PASTE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2004.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,011. KAC HOLDINGS, INC., DES PLAINES, IL. FILED 3-3-2003.

PUREMARK

FOR SOLDER PASTE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2004.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-305,745. UNIVERSAL FOREST PRODUCTS, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI. FILED 9-26-2003.

CONTRAIL

FOR METAL BEAMS AND METAL PARTS, NAMELY, RACKS, FOR TRANSPORTING AND SHIPPING CARGO (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SIDESTEP

FOR METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, CONNECTING PLATES FOR WOOD MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—(Continued).
SN 78-324,377. CRIMSAFE SECURITY SYSTEMS PTY LTD, LOGANHOLME, AUSTRALIA, FILED 11-6-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MESH SCREENS OF METAL NAMELY SECURITY SCREENS AND INSECT SCREENS FOR WINDOWS, MESH DOORS OF METAL NAMELY SECURITY DOORS AND DOORS FOR INSECT SCREENING, SECURITY DOORS OF METAL FOR CARAVANS AND TRAILER HOMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,712. HANDLE IT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, DUBLIN, OH. FILED 12-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKYLIGHTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL SKYLIGHTS THAT USE A TUBE TO REFLECT LIGHT INTO A HOUSE AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR, NAMELY, FLASHING, TUBE, DOME, DIFFUSER (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING CONTAINERS PRIMARILY OF METAL FOR SHEET GLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "250", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE ABOVE PHRASE WRITTEN IN ANTIQUE OLIVE FONT IN BOLD.
FOR METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY, HIGH-PRESSURE NITROGEN GAS SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
G-31 Plus

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL ALLOYS FOR FURTHER MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


X-WALL

SACET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL WALL PANELS FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
VIVIAN MICZNIAK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL HANGERS FOR SUSPENDING BAGS FROM TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SCREEN AWAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,877,439.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCREEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR STORM DOORS MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DOUBLE-TWIN


FOR ELEVATING AND LIFTING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CONTAINER HOISTING EQUIPMENT, CONTAINER SPREADERS AND CARGO LIFTING EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURAL PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR, INCLUDING METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS, ALSO IN THE FORM OF SO-CALLED MECHANICAL SPREADERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MICROCUT

FOR LAWNMOWER BLADES DESIGNED TO ENHANCE MULCHING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MICHAEL LEVY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPTIFLOW

FOR DISHWASHERS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REItorque

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30330048.507, FILED 6-13-2003, REG. NO. 30330048, DATED 7-14-2003, EXPIRES 6-30-2013.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 955,559 AND 1,725,026.

FOR MACHINES FOR POLYMER PROCESSING, NAMELY, EXTRUDERS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR, INCLUDING METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 76-555,489. HUSKY INJECTION MOLDING SYSTEMS LTD, BOLTON ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 10-30-2003.

TRACER

FOR INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES FITTED WITH INDUSTRIAL ROBOT UNITS AND PRODUCT HANDLING UNITS; AND INDUSTRIAL ROBOT UNITS AND PRODUCT HANDLING UNITS FOR USE WITH INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SLIDLER SYSTEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WEAR PADS FOR CONVEYORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPIN-OFF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,275,787.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR DRIVE PLATES FOR MOUNTING BRUSHES, BUFFING, CLEANING, SCRUBBING, POLISHING PADS AND THE LIKE ON FLOOR MAINTENANCE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNISAW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 369,416.
FOR POWER-OPERATED TABLE SAWS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 9-23-1938; IN COMMERCE 9-23-1938.
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONVEYOR BELTING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONVEYOR BELTING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,018. TELEBRANDS CORP., FAIRFIELD, NJ. FILED 3-16-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SELF-PROPELLED ELECTRIC DRY MOP (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,018. TELEBRANDS CORP., FAIRFIELD, NJ. FILED 3-16-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SELF-PROPELLED ELECTRIC DRY MOP (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,603. ULTIMATE CHOPPER, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-24-2004.
FOR ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSOR WITH BLENDER ATTACHMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,603. ULTIMATE CHOPPER, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-24-2004.
FOR ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSOR WITH BLENDER ATTACHMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTERIZED PLASMA TORCH CUTTING TABLE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTERIZED PLASMA TORCH CUTTING TABLE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,938. FADAL MACHINING CENTERS, LLC, CHATSWORTH, CA. FILED 3-26-2004.
FOR VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS FOR DRILLING, TAPPING, THREAD MILLING, MACHINING, MILLING AND BORING OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,938. FADAL MACHINING CENTERS, LLC, CHATSWORTH, CA. FILED 3-26-2004.
FOR VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS FOR DRILLING, TAPPING, THREAD MILLING, MACHINING, MILLING AND BORING OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

QUALITY BUILT TO LAST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,717,341. SEC. 2(F).
FOR AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, NAMELY, ALTERNATORS, GENERATORS AND STARTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 78-275,430. TEENESS ASA, TRONDHEIM, NORWAY, FILED 7-17-2003.

SilentTools

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILENT TOOLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY, TOOL HOLDERS FOR FIXING A TOOL IN RELATION TO A WORK-PIECE; MACHINE ANTI-VIBRATION TOOLS, NAMELY, DAMPERS, METAL CUTTERS, BORING BARS, AND MILLING, DRILLING, REAMING AND TAPPING ADAPTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


X-LIFT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002745982, FILED 6-12-2002, REG. NO. 002745982, DATED 10-14-2003, EXPIRES 6-12-2012.
FOR PARTS FOR POWER OPERATED ROTARY MILLS, NAMELY, LININGS, LINING PLATES, AND LIFTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GK

FOR OIL AND GAS DRILLING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ANNULAR BLOWOUT PREVENTERS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 0-0-1948; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1948.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


#9 CARBIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CARBIDE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VALVE BALLS AND SEATS FOR OIL WELL PUMPS, GAS WELL PUMPS, AND WATER WELL PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SALFLIFT

FOR CRANES AND HOISTS, NAMELY SINGLE FAILURE-PROOF CRANES AND HOISTS USED FOR HANDLING NUCLEAR MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2002.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACCUSCRIPT

FOR AUTOMATED ROBOTIC STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR STORING AND DISPENSING MEDICINE, NAMELY, MECHANICAL MACHINERY AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ALL SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLO" AND "AIR FILTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VEHICLE AIR FILTERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-347,629. NYCON, INC., WESTERLY, RI. FILED 1-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMATED FEED EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ADMIXTURE BATCH FEED MACHINES FOR PLACING FIBER REINFORCING INTO READY MIX CONCRETE. (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMATED FEED EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ADMIXTURE BATCH FEED MACHINES FOR PLACING FIBER REINFORCING INTO READY MIX CONCRETE. (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GLAZING MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING WINDOWS AND DOOR FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 10-6-1998; IN COMMERCE 10-6-1998.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 78-362,611. PRAWN TO SHRIMP MACHINE CO. OF TEXAS, INC., CADDO MILLS, TX. FILED 2-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 850,562.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRAWN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SHRIMP CUTTING AND DE-VEINING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

LAURA KOWASKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRAWN TO

CLASS 7—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOAT ENGINES; BOAT ENGINE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION AND FLY WHEEL HOUSINGS AND TRANSMISSIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROCKETEK MARINE

HARDSTART


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SEWAGE PUMPS FOR MARINE USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 1-1-1958; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1958.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Jonny Trap


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONTROL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FLOOR CARE APPLIANCES, NAMELY, VACUUM CLEANERS, MACHINES FOR DEEP CLEANING CARPETS, MACHINES FOR CLEANING BARE FLOORS, FLOOR POLISHING MACHINES, CARPET SHAMPOOING MACHINES; AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CUSTOM CONTROL


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REFRIGERATION COMPRESSORS AND MOTORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLADE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MIXING AND DISPERSION BLADES, IMPELLERS AND PROPELLERS FOR USE ON AND WITH MIXING AND DISPERSION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLADE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MIXING AND DISPERSION BLADES, IMPELLERS AND PROPELLERS FOR USE ON AND WITH MIXING AND DISPERSION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MIXING AND DISPERSION BLADES, IMPELLERS AND PROPELLERS FOR USE ON AND WITH MIXING AND DISPERSION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MIXING AND DISPERSION BLADES, IMPELLERS AND PROPELLERS FOR USE ON AND WITH MIXING AND DISPERSION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 78-385,884. NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE PARTS ASSOCIATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR, OIL AND FUEL FILTERS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROSELECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR, OIL AND FUEL FILTERS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ETCH DELAYERING MACHINE FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUARIUM AIR PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIRMASTEr


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISHWASHERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OmniEtch

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ETCH DELAYERING MACHINE FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

illinustra

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISHWASHERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POWER-OPERATED LIFT USED TO TRANSFER AND PLACE PORTABLE STORAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONVEYOR BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,296,103, 2,691,698 AND OTHERS.
FOR ELECTRICAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31 AND 35).
MONTIA G. PRESSEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,368,671.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, NAMELY, ALTERNATORS, GENERATORS AND STARTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONVEYOR BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONVEYOR BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POWER DRILL BIT HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-461,932. BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 8-4-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISHWASHERS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
K-RANK
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,716. YUAN YU CHENG ENTERPRISE CORP., FEN YUAN COUNTRY, JANG HUA HSIEH, TAIWAN, FILED 3-26-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For hand tools, namely branding irons; kitchen knives not made of precious metal; spoons not made of precious metal; non-electric fruit and vegetable peelers (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
K-RANK
For hand tools used with cargo straps, namely, winding tools, winches, cranks, reels and mounting brackets (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 and 44). First use 8-1-2003; in commerce 8-1-2003.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

For hand tools used with cargo straps, namely, winding tools, winches, cranks, reels and mounting brackets (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 and 44). First use 8-1-2003; in commerce 8-1-2003.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,716. YUAN YU CHENG ENTERPRISE CORP., FEN YUAN COUNTRY, JANG HUA HSIEH, TAIWAN, FILED 3-26-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For hand tools, namely branding irons; kitchen knives not made of precious metal; spoons not made of precious metal; non-electric fruit and vegetable peelers (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—(Continued).

OEM INDUSTRIAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,134,806, 2,749,241 and 2,796,885.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDUSTRIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "OEM".

FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, TROWELS; SPADES; DIGGERS; ALL PURPOSE AND MULTIPURPOSE HAND TOOLS COMPRISED OF SCREWDRIVERS, KNIVES, CAN OPENERS, FILES AND PLIERS; WRENCHES; STAR DRIVERS; NUT DRIVERS; CAULKING GUNS; WRECKING AND PRY BARS; SAWS; CLAWS; PUNCHES; RATCHET SOCKETS; RATCHETS AND RATCHET DRIVES; CUTTERS FOR WIRE, CABLE, HOSE, BELTS AND GLASS; WIRE STRIPPERS; KNIVES; TOOL BOXES; HAND PRUNING AND CUTTING TOOLS; TOOLS FOR RETRIEVING SMALL ITEMS; HAMMERS; HAND AXES, HATCHETS AND MALLETS; PLANES; AWLS; MITRE BOXES; SQUARES; PLIERS; FILES AND RASPS; AUTOMOTIVE HAND TOOLS NAMELY, PISTON RING CONNECTION AND DISCONNECTION TOOLS; BRAKE SPRING TOOLS; HONING TOOLS FOR ENGINE AND BRAKE CYLINDERS; SPARK PLUG ADJUSTING TOOLS; VALVE AND PISTON RING COMPRESSING TOOLS; GREASE GUNS; OIL FILTER WRENCHES, SUCTION GUNS, OIL GUNS, BEARING PUNCHES, COUPLERS, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OmniWrench

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, WRENCHES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLOW 'N GO

SALON ELEMENTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NON-ELECTRIC HAIR SHEARS AND BLADES THEREFOR; HOME HAIR CUTTING KITS COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF NON-ELECTRIC HAIR SHEARS, A CUTTING CAPE, A COMB AND HAIR CLIPS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF LETTERS C, S SUPERIMPOSED ON A FOOTPRINT.
FOR MANICURE AND PEDICURE INSTRUMENT KIT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRESS DIES FOR HAND OPERATED FLAT STOCK EMBOSSPRING AND CUTTING PRESSES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-388,801. ARTESSA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 11-12-1997.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE DIGITAL MEDIA ASSETS, NAMELY, TEXT, DOCUMENTS, PHOTOS, GRAPHICS, AUDIO AND VIDEO, FOR INFORMATION-ORIENTED ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING, PUBLISHING, CREATIVE ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND PRODUCTION, TO CAPTURE, MANAGE AND RE-EXPRESS AND DISTRIBUTE CONTENT, INCLUDING TEXT, IMAGES AND VIDEO ACROSS INTERACTIVE MEDIA, INCLUDING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, DVD AND CD-ROM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-3-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-3-1998.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-565,802. WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT INC., BURBANK, CA. FILED 10-6-1998.

PREMIERE COLLECTION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION; MOTION PICTURE FILMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION; PRE-RECORDED VINYL RECORDS, AUDIO TAPES AND BOOKLETS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH FEATURING MUSIC, COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, AND ADVENTURE; AUDIO-VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO VIDEO CASSETTES, AUDIO VIDEO DISCS, AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION; AND SHORT MOTION PICTURE FILM CASSETTES FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION TO BE USED WITH HANDHELD VIEWERS OF PROJECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT USE WHICH DETERMINES THE VALUE OF A CUSTOMER CONTACT AND MAKES SUBSEQUENT ROUTING DECISIONS; AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,074,872.
FOR ELECTRONIC APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING, REPRODUCING AND RECORDING SOUND FOR AUTOMOBILES; NAMELY RADIO RECEIVERS, LOUD SPEAKERS, BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES, BLANK COMPACT DISCS, BLANK LASER DISCS AND DVD PLAYERS, RECORDERS AND SOUND MIXERS, MP3 PLAYERS, TELEPHONE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECEIVERS AND VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDERS FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING A STORE NAMELY TRACKING PHYSICAL PREMISES INVENTORY SALES AND CASH FLOW, AND MANAGING INVENTORY AVAILABLE FOR SALE ON INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-281,768. KNURR AG, ARNSTORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-6-2001.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUSES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL APPARATUS, CLOSURE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR ENCLOSURES, RACKS AND CABINETS, IN PARTICULAR SERVER RACKS, LAN RACKS, INDIVIDUAL MODULAR RACK CONFIGURATIONS; ELECTRONIC LOCKING DEVICES; ELECTRONIC BIOMETRICAL LOCKING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-368,204. PRODUCCIONES MAMBO S.L., IBIZA, SPAIN, FILED 2-8-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAMBO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH WORD "CAFE" IN APPLICANT'S MARK IS "COFFEE".
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES, NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED CDS FEATURING DANCE MUSIC, PRE-RECORDED DVDS FEATURING DANCE MUSIC AND DANCE MUSIC VIDEOS, BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS, BLANK OPTICAL DISCS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING DANCE MUSIC AND DANCE MUSIC VIDEOS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS FEATURING DANCE MUSIC AND DANCE MUSIC VIDEOS; PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING DANCE MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ONETEN SPEED


FOR JUNCTION DEVICES FOR HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRIC CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIXTY SPEED


FOR JUNCTION DEVICES FOR HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRIC CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLOBAL WEB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,768,503 AND OTHERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY BANKS, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND FIDUCIARIES TO PERMIT CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS ACCOUNT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,804. DATA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC., OVERLAND PARK, KS. FILED 7-10-2003.
UBUILDER

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ASSISTING USERS IN CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONSTRUCTION ASSISTANT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSTRUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, FOR USE IN CREATING, TRANSFERRING, STORING, AND ARCHIVING DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION, IN THE FIELD OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIMPLE SYSTEMS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,259,858.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HVAC CONTROLS, NAMELY, TWO-WIRE COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS, SYSTEM CONTROL BOARDS FOR THERMOSTATIC CONTROLLERS, CONTROLS FOR AIR HANDLING, AIR CONDITIONING, AND HEATING EQUIPMENT, AND TWO-WIRE ROOM TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COPPER CASH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,592,720.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CASH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY; GAMING MACHINES, WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, ELECTRONIC GAMING MACHINES, ELECTRO-MECHANICAL GAMING MACHINES AND MECHANICAL GAMING MACHINES, LOTTERY MACHINES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GAMING MACHINES AND TERMINALS WHICH GENERATE LOTTERY TICKETS OR LOTTERY RESULTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GAMING AND LOTTERY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRIMINAL ACTIVITY POLICE ENFORCEMENT RECORDS SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR POLICE DEPARTMENT RECORDS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VPA
FOR REMOTE KEYLESS SYSTEMS, COMPRISING ENTRY DOOR TRANSMITTERS AND ELECTRIC LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1994.
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MONGOOSE
FOR SPEEDOMETERS FOR VEHICLES AND PRESSURE GAUGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,397. BAE SYSTEMS INFORMATION AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INTEGRATION INC., NASHUA, NH. FILED 9-12-2003.

PROJECT DIAMOND
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR EMBEDDED AND WORKSTATION TARGET ENVIRONMENTS FOR USE IN SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE, RADAR, AND COMMUNICATIONS, ALL FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO GLOBES IN A COMMON CASING.
FOR INSTANT MESSAGING SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COPYCENTRAL
FOR STORAGE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR ADMINISTERING THE STORAGE OF DATA STORED IN LARGE-ENTERPRISE MAINFRAME COMPUTER SYSTEMS THROUGH THE MANAGEMENT OF DATA RECOVERY PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MICRODMX
FOR SENSORS, DETECTORS, MONITORS, SPECTROMETERS, ION FILTERS AND ION SEPARATORS, ALL FOR THE DETECTION, ANALYSIS, SEPARATION AND USE OF CHEMICALS, INCLUDING BIOCHEMICALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

TIBBO
FOR SATELLITE TELEVISION SIGNAL ADAPTER, NETWORK BRIDGE, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARD, COMPUTERS, SATELLITE CONNECTION PROCESSORS, PROGRAM DATA ACCESS PROCESSORS, SURVEILLANCE TELECAMERA FOR BURGLARS, COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS, COMPUTER NETWORK ADAPTERS, AND NETWORK ACCESS SERVER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-548,808. EAGLE TEST SYSTEMS, INC., MUNDELEIN, IL. FILED 10-3-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT COMPRISED OF COMPUTE(S), COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND VARIOUS PRODUCT-SPECIFIC CIRCUIT BOARDS USED TO TEST INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, SEMICONDUCTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NAVTV
FOR NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS, ADAPTERS INTEGRATING AUDIO AND VIDEO SOURCE TO NAVIGATION SCREENS TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO TELEVISION FOR VEHICLES, PERSONAL ENTERTAINMENT ELECTRONICS FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY DVD MACHINES AND TELEVISION SETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANCE ARMSTRONG
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,729,652.
THE NAME LANCE ARMSTRONG IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1999.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ETS-300


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPACT DISC RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE UNITS THAT RECORD AND REWRITE COMPACT DISCS; DVD RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE UNITS THAT RECORD AND REWRITE VIDEO DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-10-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ETS-300


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPACT DISC RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE UNITS THAT RECORD AND REWRITE COMPACT DISCS; DVD RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE UNITS THAT RECORD AND REWRITE VIDEO DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-10-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETMENU
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO EDIT, MODIFY, AND CREATE FOODSERVICE OPERATIONS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-555,453. TORAY ADVANCED COMPUTER SOLUTION, INC., TOKYO 103-0021, JAPAN, FILED 10-30-2003.

CREACOMPO
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN PATTERN MAKING OF CLOTHES, GRADING AND MARKING OF CLOTHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,580. TOSHIBA AMERICA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-4-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,829,893.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME NETWORKING WIZARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN HOME COMPUTER NETWORK INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-565,768. UNDERSEA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC., DBA OCEAN TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS CORP., COSTA MESA, CA. FILED 12-17-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNDERWATER TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY UNDERWATER SPEAKERS, ELECTRICAL WIRELESS UNDERWATER TRANSMITTERS AND UNDERWATER RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1986.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS REENGINEERING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-569,925. VERNIER SOFTWARE & TECHNOLOGY LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 1-14-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,438,179 AND 2,478,530.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA ANALYSIS FOR USE IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOMS, NAMELY FOR MEASURING, ANALYZING, GRAPHING, RECORDING, AND REPORTING PHYSICAL QUANTITIES, DISTANCE, VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, CONDUCTIVITY, ACCELERATION DATA AND OTHER PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-565,768. UNDERSEA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC., DBA OCEAN TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS CORP., COSTA MESA, CA. FILED 12-17-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNDERWATER TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY UNDERWATER SPEAKERS, ELECTRICAL WIRELESS UNDERWATER TRANSMITTERS AND UNDERWATER RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1986.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY, PORTABLE TELEVISIONS EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPLIANCES, TELEPHONES, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK BROWSERS/VIEWERS, AUDIO/VIDEO DISC PLAYERS AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS; DATA STORAGE MEDIA, NAMELY, PACKAGED SEMICONDUCTORS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS TO BE INSTALLED IN PORTABLE TELEVISIONS EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPLIANCES, TELEPHONES, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK BROWSERS/VIEWERS, AUDIO/VIDEO DISC PLAYERS AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS, FOR REMOTE OPERATION OF OTHER DISPLAY PRODUCTS SUCH AS TELEVISIONS, PROJECTORS, MONITORS FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND PLASMA DISPLAY PANELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOLAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SIGNS, NAMELY SOLAR-POWERED, PORTABLE MESSAGE SIGNS AND ARROW PANELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-16-1999.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOLAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SIGNS, NAMELY SOLAR-POWERED, PORTABLE MESSAGE SIGNS AND ARROW PANELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, A LARGE HOLLOW FIBER MODULE USED IN PROCESS FILTRATION IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-573,947. MK DIGITAL DIRECT INC., DBA MK DIGITAL DIRECT, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 2-4-2004.
FOR LIGHTING DEVICES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-573,948. MK DIGITAL DIRECT INC., DBA MK DIGITAL DIRECT, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 2-4-2004.
FOR LIGHTING DEVICES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 76-574,609. NAVISYS, INC., EDISON, NJ. FILED 2-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAYOUTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO DEVELOP AND ADMINISTER ANNUITY PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,106. PRO VERSATILE, INC., FREMONT, CA. FILED 2-4-2004.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD YAMASAKI IN THE MARK IS RIVER WITHIN MOUNTAINS.
FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DIGITAL ELECTRONICS NAMELY, DVD PLAYERS AND HI-FI SYSTEMS COMPRISING STEREO RECEIVERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS AND STEREO AMPLIFIERS; COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, MONITORS; ELECTRONIC GOODS, NAMELY, TELEVISIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,724. POLAK BROTHERS IMPORT AGENCIES LTD., BNEI BRAK, ISRAEL, FILED 2-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR LIVESTOCK comprizing an instrument that controls the temperature, wind velocity and wind direction; spray apparatus; and a ventilator (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,418. VENTURCOM, INC., WALTHAM, MA. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE "READY" PORTION OF THE MARK, AND THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE "ON" PORTION OF THE MARK.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND EXTENSIONS WHICH ENABLE A TARGET SYSTEM OR DEVICE TO INSTANTLY POWER-UP TO A KNOWN STATE AND CONFIGURATION REGARDLESS OF THE STATE AND CONDITION WHEN THE POWER WAS TURNED OFF, TOGETHER WITH ASSOCIATED USER'S MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Q1/RADAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING AND MAINTAINING SECURITY FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE, MONITOR AND MINIMIZE THE THREATS AND POLICY ENFORCEMENT RISKS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO ANALYZE AND MONITOR COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC ANOMALIES FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; AND USER GUIDES AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THERWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,225. Q1 LABS INC., WALTHAM, MA. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING AND MAINTAINING SECURITY FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE, MONITOR AND MINIMIZE THE THREATS AND POLICY ENFORCEMENT RISKS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO ANALYZE AND MONITOR COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC ANOMALIES FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; AND USER GUIDES AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THERWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MAGNETIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER EQUIPMENT TO RECEIVE ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT FROM ENTERTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,418. VENTURCOM, INC., WALTHAM, MA. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD YAMASAKI IN THE MARK IS RIVER WITHIN MOUNTAINS.
FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DIGITAL ELECTRONICS NAMELY, DVD PLAYERS AND HI-FI SYSTEMS COMPRISING STEREO RECEIVERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS AND STEREO AMPLIFIERS; COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, MONITORS; ELECTRONIC GOODS, NAMELY, TELEVISIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,225. Q1 LABS INC., WALTHAM, MA. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING AND MAINTAINING SECURITY FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE, MONITOR AND MINIMIZE THE THREATS AND POLICY ENFORCEMENT RISKS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO ANALYZE AND MONITOR COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC ANOMALIES FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; AND USER GUIDES AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THERWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,724. POLAK BROTHERS IMPORT AGENCIES LTD., BNEI BRAK, ISRAEL, FILED 2-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR LIVESTOCK comprizing an instrument that controls the temperature, wind velocity and wind direction; spray apparatus; and a ventilator (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,418. VENTURCOM, INC., WALTHAM, MA. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE "READY" PORTION OF THE MARK, AND THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE "ON" PORTION OF THE MARK.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND EXTENSIONS WHICH ENABLE A TARGET SYSTEM OR DEVICE TO INSTANTLY POWER-UP TO A KNOWN STATE AND CONFIGURATION REGARDLESS OF THE STATE AND CONDITION WHEN THE POWER WAS TURNED OFF, TOGETHER WITH ASSOCIATED USER'S MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MAGNETIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER EQUIPMENT TO RECEIVE ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT FROM ENTERTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,724. POLAK BROTHERS IMPORT AGENCIES LTD., BNEI BRAK, ISRAEL, FILED 2-6-2004.
SN 76-579,570. HOP-ON WIRELESS, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,644,325.
FOR CELLULAR PHONES, SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS, AND CELL PHONE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HEADSETS, CASES, CARRIERS FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCLUDING CELLULAR PHONES; MP3 PLAYERS, PDAS, AND HANDHELD ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAME UNITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,875. DIGICHART, INC., NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 3-8-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,511,022 AND 2,680,435.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OB-GYN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING, REVIEWING, MANAGING AND MANIPULATING MEDICAL RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTOMATIC", AND "FOAM DELIVERY SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIRE PREVENTION SYSTEM FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILE ENGINES, COMPRISING SMOKE SENSORS, TEMPERATURE SENSORS, IMPACT SENSORS, AND A FIRE RETARDANT FOAM, WHEREIN UPON ACTIVATION OF ONE OR MORE OF THE SENSORS, A FIRE RETARDANT FOAM IS DELIVERED TO THE ENGINE EITHER MANUALLY OR AUTOMATICALLY TO AVOID COMBUSTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR RELIEF VALVES, PRESSURE REducing VALVES, SEQUENCE VALVES, PILOT CHECK AND OVERCENTER VALVES, FLOW CONTROL VALVE, TWO WAY FLOW REGULATOR, PRESSURE COMPENSATED, CAVITIES AND SOLENOID VALVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOLDERS FOR COMPACT DISCS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CASSETTES, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE TAPES; SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES AND SOFTWARE TAPE CASSETTES RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE; PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES, PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES, PRERECOFIGED AUDIO TAPE, PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS AND PHONOGRAPHS RECORDS ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; CD-ROM PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE; PRERECOFIGED COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS RELATING TO OR CONNECTED WITH AN ANIMATED MOTION PICTURE; MAGNETS, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SATELLITE RADIO RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,618,494, 2,689,167 AND OTHERS.
FOR DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR OPTICAL LENSES FOR EYEGLASSES AND LENS COATINGS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF OPTICAL LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF PUBLISHING, NAMELY SOFTWARE THAT ALLOWS AUTHORS AND EDITORS TO AUTOMATE THE PUBLISHING PROCESS BY INTEGRATING DATABASE INFORMATION WITH TEXT, TABLES, GRAPHICS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND LINKS FOR CUSTOMIZED ASSEMBLY AND DISTRIBUTION THROUGH MULTIPLE FORMATS TO MULTIPLE AUDIENCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR OPTICAL LENSES FOR EYEGLASSES AND LENS COATINGS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF OPTICAL LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MADAGASCAR
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CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE SYMBOL BEFORE THE WORD POINT IS A GREEK LETTER THAT TRANSLITERATES TO "MU" AND IS ALSO A MATHEMATICAL SYMBOL FOR "MICRO". FOR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR NAVIGATION, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, AND SOFTWARE FOR TERRESTRIAL NAVIGATION, MARINE NAVIGATION, DIRECTIONAL GUIDANCE, DEAD-RECKONING, RELATIVE POSITIONING DETERMINATION, AND ABSOLUTE POSITIONING DETERMINATION; HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR POSITION DETERMINATION, NAMELY, GYROSCOPES AND ACCELEROMETERS FOR DETECTING MOTION; HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR DIRECTION DETERMINATION, NAMELY, COMPASSES; AND PRINTED DATA SHEETS, APPLICATION NOTES, AND USERS MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GAMING MACHINES, WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT; ELECTRONIC GAMING MACHINES; ELECTRO-MECHANICAL GAMING MACHINES AND MECHANICAL GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GAMING MACHINES AND Terminals WHICH GENERATE LOTTERY TICKETS OR LOTTERY RESULTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING GAMING AND LOTTERY GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TONIA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR INVERTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,393. LOGIC HEALTHWORKS, INC., BERKELEY, CA. FILED 3-22-2004.


STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVDS FOR CHILDREN UP TO THREE YEARS OF AGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND POSITIONING OF SHIPPING CONTAINERS FOR USE BY SHIPPING LINES, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR INVERTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND POSITIONING OF SHIPPING CONTAINERS FOR USE BY SHIPPING LINES, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED DVDS, COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO CASSETTES, AND VIDEOTAPES, ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ID EXPRESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED FINGERPRINT IMAGE PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 76-583,051. KABUSHIKI KAISHA SEGA, DBA SEGA CORPORATION, OHTA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 3-24-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; GAME DISCS, CASSETTES AND CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HANDHELD OR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES WITH BUILT-IN SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIGISCAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOCUMENT SCANNERS AND DOCUMENT IMAGING CAPTURE COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPATRONICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR THE OPERATION OF A WATER PUMP, THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED HEATER, AND FOR WATER DRAINAGE ON A PEDICURE SPA CHAIR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED FINGERPRINT IMAGE PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,886. AMERISPA, LLC, RANCHO CORDOVA, CA. FILED 3-29-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR THE OPERATION OF A WATER PUMP, THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED HEATER, AND FOR WATER DRAINAGE ON A PEDICURE SPA CHAIR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,458. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 4-1-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE THAT FACILITATES THE CONFIGURATION OF MOBILE NETWORK ROUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VIRTUA QUEST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; GAME DISCS, CASSETTES AND CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HANDHELD OR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES WITH BUILT-IN SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EASYCONFIG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE THAT FACILITATES THE CONFIGURATION OF MOBILE NETWORK ROUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2003.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INTERREACH

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, namely radio frequency hubs, optical hubs, multiplexers, and termination equipment for telecommunication networks; computer hardware and software for monitoring and optimizing radio, cellular, mobile, wireless or cordless telecommunication networks, network statistical analysis, frequency allocation, traffic control and network parameter management (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

FIRST USE 5-29-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2001.

STATE RESERVATION SERVER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS WHICH FACILITATES THE TRANSFER OF INFORMATION ACROSS COMPUTER NETWORKS INCLUDING SOFTWARE FOR CLIENT-SERVER DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE POP-UP GIRLS

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

QUICK TIPS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,634,321. SEC. 2(F).

FOR PRERECORDED COMPACT DISKS AND DVDS FEATURING INFORMATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR POWER DRIVEN VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIRXL


FOR COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND ENTERTAINMENT APPARATUS AND PARTS THEREOF, namely, amplifiers, antennas, audio cassette decks for automobiles, audio cassette recorders, audio discs featuring music, audio speakers, audio mixers, batteries, battery chargers, car radios, CD recorders, CD players, digital audio players, digital audio tape players, digital audio tape recorders, digital video disc drives, digital video recorders, DVD players, DVD recorders, DVD recorders, electronic and electro-mechanical gaming tables with video output, encoders, external modems, facsimile machines, flash card adapters, flash card readers, flash memory cards, flat panel display screens, graphic equalizers, head phones, home theater products, namely, liquid crystal display, internal modems, LCD projectors, namely, liquid crystal display projectors, liquid crystal displays, loudspeakers, magnetic coded card readers, magnetic encoded card readers, magnetic tape recorders, magnetic tape drives, microphones, mobile data receivers, mobile radios, modems, movie projectors, musical juke boxes, personal stereos, phonograph record players, plasma displays, portable listening devices, namely, MP3 players, portable media players, prerecorded video cassettes featuring films and text, programmable digital television recorders, projection screens, radios, radio recorders, telephone receivers, audio receivers, video receivers, rechargeable elec-
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Software: Optical, digital or magnetic storage media for computers and entertainment apparatus, namely, blank audio cassettes, blank computer discs, blank digital audio tapes, blank discs for computers, blank floppy computer discs, blank hard computer discs, blank integrated circuit cards, blank computer diskettes, blank magnetic data carriers, blank optical discs, blank smart cards, blank video circuit boards, computer chips, hard discs for computers, hard drives for computers, magnetic coded cards for use in computers, pre-recorded audio cassettes featuring music, pre-recorded video cassettes featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded DVDs featuring music and movies, pre-recorded CDs, video tapes, laser discs and DVDs featuring music and movies.

BRAVOSOLUTION ESOP

Priority claimed under SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OR APPL. NO. 3040052, FILED 4-17-2003, REG. NO. 3040052, DATED 2-18-2004, EXPIRES 2-3-2013. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE MANAGING OF ONLINE PROCUREMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INDUSTRIES AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TOUCH&GO HERALD

For configurable computers and computer systems, namely, kiosks, interactive client capabilities of multilingual systems, display systems, and mother boards all for use in conducting retail transactions, namely, for conducting product searches, obtaining product information and specifications, selecting and purchasing retail goods (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-228,675. MICRO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, WESTERVILLE, OH. FILED 4-17-2003.
TOUCH&GO MESSENGER

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MESSENGER", apart from the mark as shown.

For configurable computers and computer systems, namely, kiosks, interactive client transaction terminal systems, display systems, and mother boards all for use in conducting retail transactions, namely, for conducting product searches, obtaining product information and specifications, selecting and purchasing retail goods (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEAD BUST SA RECORDS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "RECORDS", apart from the mark as shown.

For electrical apparatus, namely, pre-recorded audio and video cassettes, and pre-recorded compact discs, audio and video tape cartridges, and DVDs featuring music (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XLDENT

For computer software for use in the management of a dental practice (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First use 4-2-2003; in commerce 6-30-2003.

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER2GO

For computer software that produces rich media presentations for electronic learning; computer software for audio and video reproduction, playing, encoding, decoding, and recording (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

MARCILE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,771,918, 2,151,548 AND OTHERS.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MIAMI", apart from the mark as shown.

For audio recordings and video recordings in the field of basketball, audio, video, computer and laser discs, pre-recorded audio and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-recorded computer discs, all related to basketball; computer accessories, namely mouse pads, mice, disc cases, computer carry-on cases, keyboard wrist pads, computer monitor cardboard frames, all related to basketball; computer programs for viewing information, statistics or trivia about basketball; computer software, namely screen savers featuring basketball themes, computer software to access and view computer wallpaper, computer browsers, computer skins and computer cursors; computer game software; video game software, video game cartridges and video game machines for use with televisions; radios, telephones, and cell phone accessories, namely face plates and cell phone covers; binoculars; sunglasses; eyeglass frames; eyewear straps and chains; eyeglass and sunglass cases; magnets; disposable cameras; credit cards and pre-paid telephone calling cards magnetically encoded, downloadable video recordings, video stream recordings, and audio recordings in the field of basketball provided over the internet; downloadable computer software for viewing databases of information, statistical information, trivia, polling information, and interactive polling in the field of basketball provided over the internet; downloadable computer games software; downloadable video game programs, interactive video games and trivia game software provided over the internet; downloadable computer software for use as screensavers, wall paper, browsers, skins, avatars and cursors over the internet; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, coloring books, game schedules all in the field of basketball provided over the internet; downloadable catalogs provided over the internet; downloadable greeting cards provided over the internet (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MAVERICK LEARNING

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use LEARNING, apart from the mark as shown, for computer software for use in creating online educational and learning environments and for creating web-based educational computer applications (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Jennifer Martin, Examining Attorney

DATAINK


For recording and storage media, namely cartridges, cassettes and discs containing magnetic recording material; data storage and processing media, namely blank and formatted computer floppy discs, computer tapes, computer tape cartridges and computer tape reels, computer disc drives, and re-writable optical discs; magnetic powders and magnetic liquids, being magnetic materials for storing information; computer software for use in data storage; and semiconductor chips and substrates (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Brendan McCauley, Examining Attorney

TECHNOBOX


For computer hardware, electronic assemblies, sub-assemblies, and components, namely peripheral component interconnect (PCI) mezzanine cards, and software designed to work in cooperation with the hardware, namely drivers and test software (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First use 3-1-1990; in commerce 3-1-1990.

Amy Alfieri, Examining Attorney

LOADTRACK

For electrical power regulation devices, namely transient voltage surge suppressors (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

John Lincoski, Examining Attorney

COMMUTER COACH

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "COACH", apart from the mark as shown, for pre-recorded audio tapes, CDs, and downloadable MP3 files featuring instruction on a variety of topics, namely, personal development, business topics, and career management (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Tracy Whitaker-Bown, Examining Attorney
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OMF

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4267074, DATED 4-30-2001, EXPIRES 4-30-2011.
FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS; LOUDSPEAKERS; CABINETS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; HORNS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; SPEAKER SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABINETS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; AND ACOUSTIC DIAPHRAGM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOW SICK IS THE TRICK

FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION, AUDIO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAMES RECORDED ON CD-ROM FOR USE IN FREESTANDING VIDEO GAME MACHINES; AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS, NAMELY, GAME CARTRIDGES FOR COMPUTER VIDEO GAMES AND VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SOLD AS A UNIT; THEATRICAL AND MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; THEATRICAL OR MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; LASER DISCS AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS/DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS "DVD" (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VORTEX II

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1177714, FILED 5-12-2003.
FOR LABORATORY FUME HOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOURNAMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS BLUE AND GREEN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The color blue appears on the wording, the man, the golf hole and the circle at the bottom of the drawing and the color green appears on the golf pin and ball.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GOLF TOURNAMENT SCOREBOARD CREATION AND GOLF TOURNAMENT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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FASTFIND

FOR MARINE SIGNALING BUOYS; DISTRESS SIGNALING BEACONS; RADIO TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS; GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM RECEIVER AND SATELLITE TRANSMITTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BARNSMART

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO CREATE BUILDING COST ESTIMATES AND BUILDING PLANS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CROSSFLO

FOR SOFTWARE, NAMELY, DATABASE CONNECTIVITY SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,106. BIOSTORAGE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 9-4-2003.

ISISS

Intelligent Specimen Inventory Storage System

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTELLIGENT SPECIMEN INVENTORY STORAGE SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF ALL BLACK AND WHITE LETTERS. STATES: ISISS INTELLIGENT SPECIMEN INVENTORY STORAGE SYSTEM.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR STORING AND LOCATING BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS WITHIN EACH FREEZER IN A WAREHOUSE FACILITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UBA

FOR MONEY HANDLING AND RECOGNIZING DEVICES, NAMELY, BANKNOTE ACCEPTORS AND BANKNOTE VALIDATORS FOR DISCRIMINATING TRUE MONEY FROM COUNTERFEIT MONEY AND FOR DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN VARIOUS DENOMINATIONS OF MONEY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRATRONICS CANMASTER

FOR ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS FOR CONTROL AND MONITORING OF DIESEL ENGINES, GEARBOXES, HYDRAULIC PUMPS, MOTORS AND VALVES FOR WHEELED AND TRACKED VEHICLES, COMPRISED OF ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS (ECUS), CONTROL LEVERS, SENSORS AND SYSTEM TERMINALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,972. SHAMIR INSIGHT, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 9-12-2003.

DIRECT LENS TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENS TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROGRESSIVE ADDITION EYEGLASS LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


*JINN

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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ACTIVE TRANSPORT NOTIFICATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRANSPORT NOTIFICATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR THE DETECTION, RECOGNITION AND USE OF WIFI, CELLULAR, MODEM, ETHERNET AND OTHER CONNECTION DEVICES AND SIGNALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

KARUNA

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS COMPASSION.
FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, DVDs AND VIDEO TAPES, ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARUNA

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,008. RTD EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGIES, INC., STATE COLLEGE, PA. FILED 9-16-2003.

IDAN

FOR DATA ACQUISITION NOTE COMPRISING A CPU AND INTERNAL HARD DRIVE AND/OR STACKABLE COMPUTER EXPANSION BOARDS IN RUGGED ENCLOSURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXTRAORDINARY NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER, NETWORK AND INTERNET TRAFFIC ARCHIVAL, ARCHIVING AND ANALYZING NETWORK MESSAGING, BOTH ON THE NETWORK AND IN ARCHIVAL FORM, CONTENT SCREENING AND FILTERING, VIRUS PROTECTION, NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL, NETWORK AUTHORIZATION MANAGEMENT AND NETWORK BANDWIDTH PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHIE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EUROCHECK

FOR AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSTIC SCAN TOOLS; NAMELY, ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES FOR VEHICLES WHICH COMpare THE VEHICLE'S CONDITION WITH SPECIFICATION DATABASE SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHIE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLWAVE ADVANTAGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,435,905.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FIBER OPTIC CABLES, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF, NAMELY, OPTICAL MULTIPLEXERS, LASERS, OPTICAL MODULATORS AND OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


P.O.S. A.S.A.P.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE P.O.S., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING CUSTOMIZED POINT-OF-SALE AND PRINT COLLATERAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-312,431. RETENTION EDUCATION, LLC, NEWPORT

RETENTION EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR CHILDREN; EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF FOOD SERVICE, HOSPITALITY, BANKING, FINANCE, CONSTRUCTION, ACCOUNTING, TAX, HEALTH, AND MANUFACTURING; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY INTERACTIVE BOOKS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL TOPICS RECORDED ON CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, DISCS, CD-ROM, DVD, AND DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF FOOD SERVICE, HOSPITALITY, BANKING, FINANCE, CONSTRUCTION, ACCOUNTING, TAX, HEALTH, AND MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MONUMENTAL ARIZONA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ARIZONA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VIDEOTAPES, VIDEO RECORDINGS AND DVDS FEATURING ARIZONA’S FAMOUS NATURAL SITES, HISTORY, HISTORICAL FIGURES, CULTURE, ATTRACTIONS, GEOGRAPHY, CLIMATE, FLORA AND FAUNA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR COMPUTER MONITORS, COMPUTER MAINFRAME, CENTRAL PROCESSORS, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSOR, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NETWORK SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, HARD DRIVERS FOR STORAGE OF DIGITAL IMAGES, BLANK FLOPPY DISKS FOR STORAGE OF DIGITAL IMAGES, IMAGE SERVERS, INTERFACES FOR COMPUTERS, CAMCORDERS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS, VIDEO DISTRIBUTORS FOR VIDEO RECORDERS, VIDEO SELECTORS FOR VIDEO RECORDERS, CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PBX CTI UNIFY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PBX CTI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NETWORK BASED TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES CALL ROUTING, CALL VECTORIZATION, AND CALL QUEUEING FUNCTIONALITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST MOVE TO LOSE

FOR PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES AND DVDS FEATURING PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES OR LOTTERY TERMINALS WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DRAGNET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ORGANIZES BY PROJECT, AND MAKES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING, DOCUMENTS USED IN POWER PLANTS CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, NAMELY DRAWINGS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, CALCULATIONS, CORRESPONDENCE, INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS, AND OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS, AND USER MANUALS SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REDKEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR USE IN WIRELESS TELEPHONES, WIRELESS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR THE WIRELESS RECEIPT AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA, AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOLACAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF VIDEO CAMERA, UNLICENSED WIRELESS BROADBAND RADIO, SOLAR PANELS, BATTERY, CHARGE CONTROLLER AND ENCLOSURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Hopechest Voices

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC AUDIO PLAYBACK UNIT AND ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE SOLD AS A UNIT FOR RECEIVING, STORING, AND PLAYING VOICE-BASED GREETINGS, ANECDOTES AND HISTORY WHICH ARE CAPTURED VIA WEB AND TELEPHONIC CHANNELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MT" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AIDING IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE OPTIMAL STIMULATION LEVEL FOR THE TREATMENT OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS, INCLUDING PSYCHIATRIC AND NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,565. IQ GADGETS, INC., CONCORD, NC. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MONOPOD FOR STILL AND VIDEO CAMERAS AND Binoculars (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2003.
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO PRESENTATION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF AN EMBEDDED COMPUTER WITH COMMUNICATION PORTS, A VIDEO PROCESSING UNIT AND A WIRELESS HAND-HELD REMOTE UNIT, WHICH PROVIDES FOR REMOTE CONTROL OF EXTERNAL VIDEO DEVICES AND COMBINING HAND-CONTROLLED COMPUTER GRAPHICS OVER AN Incoming VIDEO SIGNAL TO BE OUTPUTTED AND VIEWED ON AN EXTERNAL VIDEO MONITOR OR SCREEN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, USED PRIMARILY BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, FOR USE IN HIRING AND MANAGING TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-6-1993; IN COMMERCE 10-6-1993.
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MT Assist  Videoglyph

PULLPOD  CRS
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-346,278. HALFINGER, PETER, SZADA PEST MEGYE, HUNGARY, FILED 12-29-2003.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOKMARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATING WITH USERS OF HAND-HELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO AUTOMATE DATA WAREHOUSING; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR GENERAL USE; FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO CONTROL BUILDING ENVIRONMENTAL, ACCESS AND SECURITY SYSTEMS; GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE; INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER GAME PROGRAM; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR THERMOSTATS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-352,143. ASPEN GAMING LLC, OKEMOS, MI. FILED 1-14-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES, GAMING MACHINES, AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE USED THERewith (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; ADDING MACHINES; AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS, AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC AND SPOKEN MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN, AUDIO DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND SPOKEN MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN, BACKLIT SIGNS, BASEBALL BATTING HELMETS, BICYCLE HELMETS, BINOCULARS, CALCULATORS, CALL BELLS, CAMCORDERS, CAMERA CASES, CATCHERS' HELMETS, CHILDREN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE, CHILDREN'S VIDEO TAPES, CHIN STRAPS FOR FOOTBALL HELMETS, CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS SPECIALIZED TIME RECORDING APPARATUS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN, DIRECTIONAL COMPASSES, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME DISCS, COMPUTER GAME EQUIPMENT CONTAINING MEMORY DEVICES NAMELY, DISCS, COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICKS, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR CHILDREN, COMPUTER GAME TAPES, COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE, DECORATIVE REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS, DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS,
CLASS 9—(Continued).

DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND SPOKEN MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN, EYEGLASSES, EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN HEALTH AND EXERCISE FOR CHILDREN, FOOTBALL HELMETS, HEADPHONES, HOCKEY HELMETS, INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER GAME PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN, MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN, MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC AND SPOKEN MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC AND SPOKEN MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN, PROTECTIVE HELMETS, SAFETY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, REFLECTIVE SAFETY BANDS TO BE WORN ON THE BODY, SCUBA DIVING MASKS, SCUBA GOGGLES, SCUBA SNORKELS, SIGNAL WHISTLES, SLIDE RULES, SPORT WHISTLES, SUNGLASSES, SWIM MASKS, TAPE MEASURES, TELEPHONES FOR CHILDREN, TELESCOPES, TWO WAY RADIOS FOR CHILDREN, VIRTUAL REALITY GAME SOFTWARE WITH ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN, WALKIE TALKIES, AND ARM RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

JOHN LINOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-362,785. MOVAIN-INTERJUNGBO CO., LTD., SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 2-4-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WEB, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FILTERING CONTENT ON THE INTERNET SUCH AS LEWD IMAGES, KEYWORDS IN WEB SITES, DOMAIN NAMES AND IP ADDRESSES, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING THE TIME OF USING THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,822,474 AND 2,340,754.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR IMAGE EDITING, IMAGE PROCESSING, IMAGE ACQUISITION, IMAGE FILE MANAGEMENT, IMAGE VIEWING, IMAGE SHARING, AND THE CREATION OF DOCUMENTS INCORPORATING IMAGES, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IPHOTO

Idea Spectrum
The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of the word RomantiX in blue and capital X is in red. The font is Humana serif.
For adult film series on video and DVD (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Kimberly Frye, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For suite of management software tools used to collect, centralize and report actual production data; to examine collected data and issue key comparisons; to track and monitor orders sent to remote locations; and to collect diagnostic and operational data from remote locations, for photographic processing laboratories (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Susan Leslie Dubois, Examining Attorney
CALICO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,234,161, 2,265,743 AND OTHERS.
FOR BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—(Continued).

VISIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FACIAL IMAGING BOOTH CONSISTING ESSENTIALLY OF A CAMERA AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DIGITAL FACIAL IMAGE CAPTURE, QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, DISPLAY, AND COMPARISON, ALL FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND/OR COSMETOLOGY/BEAUTY CARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PRAYER THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO TAPES AND CD'S FEATURING A SERIES OF AUDIOBOOKS ON RELIGION, PRAYER, CHRISTIAN FAITH AND SPIRITUAL GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MYELIN MEDIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 853,377, 870,490 AND 1,932,276.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CDS, DVDS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING CHAMBER MUSIC, CLASSICAL MUSIC, AMBIENT MUSIC AND JAZZ (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR DOWNLOADABLE INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38), FIRST USE 12-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT MIX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS COMPILED IN COMPACT DISC FORMAT FEATURING VARIOUS MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38), FIRST USE 12-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-9-2003.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC SEISMIC DATA ACQUISITION APPARATUS, NAMELY ELECTRONIC SEISMIC SENSORS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTION, RECORDING, AND PROCESSING SEISMIC DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO EXTRACT AND DELETE SPECIFIED UNNECESSARY OR UNWANTED DATA FROM ERP SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004
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CLASS 9—(Continued).

TALIESIN ARTS

SYSTEM FOUR

UKBINGO

INFOTRIM

REMIXES DONE RIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC VIDEO GRAPHICS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, AND OPERATING SOFTWARE WHICH SERVE AS THE PRIMARY COMPONENTS FOR ELECTRONIC PAINT AND ANIMATION SYSTEMS, VIDEO CHARACTER GENERATORS, VIDEO COMPOSITORS, VIDEO EDITORS, VIDEO SWITCHERS, VIDEO SIGNAL DISTRIBUTING DEVICES AND/OR VIDEO SIGNAL MANAGEMENT DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES COMPUTERIZED AND NETWORKED PRACTICE AND OFFICE MANAGEMENT TOOLS FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-1982; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR REDUCING THE ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS OF IMPLEMENTING, MANAGING AND MAINTAINING A SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-376,313. BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION, THE,
TOWSON, MD. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNITS FOR ELECTRICAL REMOTE CONTROL
OF INDOOR OR OUTDOOR LIGHTING, SMALL APPLI-
ANCES, ELECTRONICS, MONITORING CAMERAS,
DOOR LOCKS AND GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23,
26, 36 AND 38).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOODY'S CDOROM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 871,342 AND 871,497.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING AND MANAGING
COMPUTERIZED COOKING, BAKING, PREPARATION
AND HOLDING APPLIANCES; SOFTWARE ENABLING
USERS OVER A NETWORK TO TRANSFER DATA
FROM A SMART CARD TO A SPREADSHEET FROM
COMPUTERIZED COOKING, BAKING, PREPARATION
AND HOLDING APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 231
EASY PREY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES AND DISCS IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UIMPORT


zGuardian

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR BUSINESS PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRANSFERRING AND TRANSFORMING ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS AND RELATED DATA FROM ONE COMPUTER SYSTEM TO ANOTHER, TYPICALLY FROM A FILE SYSTEM OR DATABASE INTO A DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT OR RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BITLOGIX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS, TRAINING MATERIALS AND PROGRAM MANUALS ALL SOLD AS A UNIT FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC MULTIMEDIA AND AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTROL OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN USE FORREMOTE MONITORING OF NETWORK DEVICES, SERVERS, AND AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT, FOR PROGRAMMING TIME-BASED TASKS OF NETWORK DEVICES, SERVERS, AND AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OTHER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN INTERCOMPUTER FILE TRANSFERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND DATABASE ACCESS ROUTINES; OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAMS AND UTILITIES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN USE FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN USE FOR RETRIEVING INFORMATION OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2004.

THE SPIRIT OF HIP HOP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HIP HOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SERIES OF SOUND RECORDINGS AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, SPIRITUAL CONTENT AND RELIGIOUS CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

 ProjX Mentor

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, MONITORING BUSINESS PERFORMANCE, AND MONITORING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES, PROCESSES, AND IDEAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Mercury

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MICROFILM AND MICROFICHE SCANNERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PORTABLE DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ARC WELDING ELECTRODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR FOR USE IN SOCCER, NAMELY SOFT PADDED HEADBANDS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELISSA GARBER KÖN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR FOR USE IN SOCCER, NAMELY SOFT PADDED HEADBANDS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELISSA GARBER KÖN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIL 90

SLAG ISLAND MANAGEMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ARC WELDING ELECTRODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

F 60
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER K IN BLUE WITH THE WORD KREATECK IN BLACK.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,317,478, 2,630,891 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE, NAMELY, EMBEDDED DEVICE SERVER MODULES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE, NAMELY, DEVICE SERVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AGGREGATING FINANCIAL, OPERATIONAL, AND MANAGEMENT DATA OBTAINED FROM ONE OR MORE INFORMATION SOURCES AND USER MANUALS FOR USE THEREWITH SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YSA DEJEUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD WITHIN TWO CIRCLES.
FOR BILL CHANGERS, BANKNOTE CHANGERS, CHANGE DISPENSING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YSA DEJEUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS, COMPRISING OF MOTHERBOARD, RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY(RAM), VIDEO CARDS(AGP OR PCI), SOUND CARDS, HARD-DRIVE, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS (CPU'S), CD-ROM DRIVER(READ AND WRITE), DVD DRIVE (READ AND WRITE), FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, POWER SUPPLY, HEAT SINK, COOLING FANS, PCI CARDS, KEYBOARD, MOUSE, DISPLAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,121,951, 2,265,340 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW YORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; AUDIO, VIDEO, COMPUTER AND LASER DISCS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, PRE-RECORDED COMPUTER DISCS, ALL RELATED TO BASKETBALL; COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY MOUSE PADS, MICE, DISC CASES, COMPUTER CARRY-ON CASES, KEYBOARD WRIST PADS, COMPUTER MONITOR CARDBOARD FRAMES, ALL RELATED TO BASKETBALL; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR VIEWING INFORMATION, STATISTICS OR TRIVIA ABOUT BASKETBALL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SCREEN SAVERS FEATURING BASKETBALL THEMES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ACCESS AND VIEW COMPUTER WALLPAPER, COMPUTER BROWSERS, COMPUTER SKINS AND COMPUTER CURSORS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; RADIOS, TELEPHONES, AND CELL PHONE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY FACE PLATES AND CELL

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,308. EZGOV, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY THE GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AGENCIES IN BUILDING ONLINE INFORMATION, ADMINISTRATION, RECORDS AND PAYMENT SERVICES APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPRISING FOR USE IN CAPTURING, CREATING, ENHANCING AND DISPLAYING DIGITAL X-RAY IMAGES IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,385. BUSHNELL PERFORMANCE OPTICS, OVERLAND PARK, KS. FILED 3-8-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC MEMORIES USED IN CONNECTION WITH A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPRISING FOR USE IN MANIPULATING, ANALYZING, PRESENTING, AND REPORTING ANALYTICAL DATA, NAMELY, INDUSTRY DATA, CUSTOMER DATA, DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, GEOGRAPHIC DATA, AND MAPPING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-21-2002.
P小事 paula mays, examining attorney

SN 78-380,428. ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, NORTHBROOK, IL. FILED 3-8-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING CUSTOMER DATA, ILLUSTRATING INSURANCE PRODUCT PREMIUMS, COMPARING INSURANCE PRODUCTS, ACCESSING FORMS, COLLECTING AND TRANSMITTING DATA NECESSARY FOR ENROLLMENT IN INSURANCE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
P小事 Kimberly frye, examining attorney

PAY PER RAY

MAPBRIDGE

ALLAPP

SAFETRACK
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A FILE DOWNLOAD ACCELERATOR ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRERECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING EXERCISE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-381,360. MADDREY, JEROME, ROXBURY, MA. FILED 3-10-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND MUSICAL AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
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Avalanche

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MICROWAVE LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY: MICROWAVE WORKSTATIONS FOR SYNTHESIZING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEVRON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING AND DEVELOPING INTERACTIVE CHART AND GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

2 in 2 HOURS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUDIOTAPES ON TOPICS OF PERSONAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RIMCONNECTOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING RECORDS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE WITH CONTENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STOCK OPTION PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CELL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELEPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, WIRELESS TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONE BASE UNITS, WIRELESS TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS, INTEGRATED WIRELESS SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS AND CORDLESS TELEPHONE BASE UNITS, CORDLESS TELEPHONE TERMINAL UNITS, LANDLINE TELEPHONE INTERFACE UNITS, AND, MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION PACKAGED TOGETHER THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIRELESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELEPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, WIRELESS TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONE BASE UNITS, WIRELESS TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS, INTEGRATED WIRELESS SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS AND CORDLESS TELEPHONE BASE UNITS, CORDLESS TELEPHONE TERMINAL UNITS, LANDLINE TELEPHONE INTERFACE UNITS, AND, MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION PACKAGED TOGETHER THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CELL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EYEGLASSES, EYEGLASS FRAMES, AUXILIARY EYEGLASS FRAMES, SUNGLASSES, AUXILIARY SUNGLASS FRAMES, EYEGLASS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STOCKOPTER

WIRELESS TOUCH

CELL TOUCH

IF IT'S ON, IT'S IN!
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATTERIES AND BATTERY PACKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SECURITIES TRADING APPLICATION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A COMPACT DISC WITH TWO MUSICAL NOTES.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PURCHASING, AUTHORING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, PLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GEAR AVAILABILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR FOR TRACTORS, TRUCKS, AND ALL VEHICLES WITH MANUAL TRANSMISSIONS; TACHOMETERS, SPEEDOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SECURITIES TRADING APPLICATION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATTERIES AND BATTERY PACKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A COMPACT DISC WITH TWO MUSICAL NOTES.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PURCHASING, AUTHORING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, PLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GEAR AVAILABILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR FOR TRACTORS, TRUCKS, AND ALL VEHICLES WITH MANUAL TRANSMISSIONS; TACHOMETERS, SPEEDOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
NAMELY ESCAPE HOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,657. EMERSON ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR WATER HEA-
TERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-383,674. US DATAWORKS, INC., HOUSTON, TX.
FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED
CLEARINGHOUSE (ACH) TRANSACTION PROCESSING
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,896. KRIZANEK, MILAN, ZURICH, SWITZER-
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR
THE MANAGEMENT OF OPERATING SOFTWARE,
NAMELY, FOR FACILITATING THE NAVIGATION OF
OPEN WINDOWS AND FOR CUSTOMIZING DESKTOP
PREFERENCES AND PERSONAL USER PREFERENCES
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-383,657. EMERSON ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR WATER HEA-
TERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-383,674. US DATAWORKS, INC., HOUSTON, TX.
FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED
CLEARINGHOUSE (ACH) TRANSACTION PROCESSING
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,896. KRIZANEK, MILAN, ZURICH, SWITZER-
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR
THE MANAGEMENT OF OPERATING SOFTWARE,
NAMELY, FOR FACILITATING THE NAVIGATION OF
OPEN WINDOWS AND FOR CUSTOMIZING DESKTOP
PREFERENCES AND PERSONAL USER PREFERENCES
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-384,114. WMS GAMING INC., WAUKEGAN, IL.

HOT HOT JACKPOTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "JACKPOTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN,
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26,
AND 38).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-384,117. WMS GAMING INC., WAUKEGAN, IL.

WINNING THE BANK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26,
AND 38).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-384,381. MARKET CONTOURS, LLC, MADISON, WI.

HOT HOT JACKPOTS

FIRSTSPOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WI-FI ACCESS POINT MANAGEMENT SOFT-
WARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-384,552. MYSTICAUCTIONS.COM, LTD., MYSTIC,

WINNING THE BANK

TAPRO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL MODELING (U.S.
CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-384,512. PATRONSOFT LIMITED, HONG KONG,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL MODELING (U.S.
CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY INVESTMENT ADVISORS FOR OBTAINING INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO INFORMATION, FOR CONTACT MANAGEMENT AND FOR AUTOMATED INVESTMENT TRANSACTION ORDER ENTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY SLOT MACHINES, WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING COMPUTER GAMES AND VIDEO GAMES; AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS, NAMELY, GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE ON COMPUTERS AND VIDEO GAME PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT CREATES BROWSER-BASED REPORTING DASHBOARD DISPLAYS OF KEY METRICS FROM BUSINESS DATA TO PROVIDE REPORTS ON BUSINESS OPERATIONS, PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MVISOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

XNA

FRUIT FRENZY

ICEVIEW
ExpectantSee

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY TEXT AND
GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS AND RELATED MANUALS
DIRECTED TO SUBJECTS OF INTEREST TO EXPEC-
TANT MOTHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2004.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DATIRIS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFT-
WARE FOR THE ANALYSIS, IMPROVEMENT, AND
INTEGRATION OF DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAPIDFIRE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIVIDED CONTAINERS NOT OF METAL USED
TO CONTAIN AND TRANSPORT BIOLOGICAL MATE-
RIALS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26,
36 AND 38).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AutoGrid

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE TO FACILITATE PARALLEL PROCESSING ON MULTIPLE CPU'S WITH THE PURPOSE OF INCREASING COMPUTER AND COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SolidNEST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR NESTING AND PROGRAMMING CNC CUTTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ISMail

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ECRM NEWSEXTRA CTP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,693,040.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CTP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER PRINTING APPARATUS, NAMELY, HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE SETTERS AND PLATE SETTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-386,184. MERCURY COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC., CHELMSFORD, MA. FILED 3-17-2004.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR REAL-TIME VISUALIZATION OF MOLECULAR MODELING, MOLECULAR DOCKING OF TARGET ENZYMES AND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, AND USER DOCUMENTATION SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ResolvERT

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR REAL-TIME VISUALIZATION OF MOLECULAR MODELING, MOLECULAR DOCKING OF TARGET ENZYMES AND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, AND USER DOCUMENTATION SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BattleBox

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
FOR RESPIRATORY BREATHING APPARATUS FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES; NON-MEDICAL AIR-PURIFYING RESPIRATORS FOR FILTERING POLLUTED AMBIENT AIR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZISWorks

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MICROPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR microphones (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR CONNECTING EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEMS TO EACH OTHER AND TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERSONAL PROGRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FORMULATED SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVDS AND CD-ROMS CONTAINING EDUCATIONAL AND MOTIVATIONAL MATERIAL ON THE SUBJECT OF PERSONAL GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH RISK MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACTIVE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH RISK MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOINTBUILDER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAD MODELING SOFTWARE FOR CONSTRUCTING ANALYSIS MODELS OF MECHANICAL OBJECTS IN THE MECHANICAL, AEROSPACE, CHEMICAL AND CIVIL INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2003.
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWERING SMARTER HEALTHCARE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN RECORD MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, BILLING, PAYMENTS, POSTING AND SECONDARY BILLING, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION, DOCUMENT IMAGING, ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE AND ELECTRONIC MESSAGING FOR THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, SPECIFICALLY HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEM SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES USERS TO COMPLY WITH HEALTHCARE REGULATIONS AND LAWS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND ANALYZING FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAMONDS OF DUBLIN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STEEL KING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AMPHILERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISC JACKETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CD CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2004.
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LINE GOING THROUGH THE WORD AND A LINE OVER THE "U".
FOR REPLACEMENT BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC SYSTEM USED TO MONITOR THE LOCATION AND SECURITY OF EQUIPMENT USED IN MEDICAL FACILITIES, NAMELY, RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT CREATES VISUALIZATIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN OBJECTS IN DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LINKMAP
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,197,438, 1,211,893 AND 2,802,430.
FOR SLOT MACHINES; SERIES OF VIDEO DISKS, CDs, DVDs AND AUDIO CASSETTES ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND MALE NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINERS; PRERECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING MALE NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINERS; DIGITAL IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF MALE NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,426,403.
FOR SPECTROMETER USED TO DETECT TRACE AMOUNTS OF NARCOTICS, EXPLOSIVES AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC SWITCH PLATE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,426,403.
FOR SPECTROMETER USED TO DETECT TRACE AMOUNTS OF NARCOTICS, EXPLOSIVES AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSUMER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF VIEWING MEDIA FILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REMOTE CONTROLS FOR LOCKING GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR CLUSTERIZED RENDERING OF 2D AND 3D GRAPHICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CoupleBox
ELOCKSYS
BLUE DEVILS
VGP
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-390,008. PROVIDUS SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 3-24-2004.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, LIGHT BLUE AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD RISK RESOLVE IN BLUE AND A DESIGN OF A BLUE SQUARE CONTAINING LIGHT BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW AND ORANGE SQUARES.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RISK MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE ASSOCIATED WITH BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SALLY SHIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,486,001, 2,753,705 AND OTHERS.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NAMELY, FOR USE IN PROCESSING DATA FROM BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND FOR USE IN CREATING AND INTERPRETING DATABASES OF MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DATA; COMPUTER-READABLE STORAGE MEDIA CONTAINING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROCESSING DATA FROM BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS, AND FOR USE IN CREATING AND INTERPRETING DATABASES OF MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR RECORDED MEDIA, NAMELY, AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISKS, MICRODISKS, MINIDISKS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS, GAME CARTRIDGES AND COMPUTER DISKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SCALES, NAMELY BODY FAT SCALES AND PERSONAL WEIGHING SCALES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-5-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2000.

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TOUCHEASY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. 
THE HAND IS IN RED AND THE WORD "OFFICE" IS IN DARK BLUE AND THE WORDS "AT HAND" ARE IN A LIGHTER BLUE. 
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OPEN RIGHT HAND IN LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION WITH THUMB ON TOP. A CORRESPONDING ROUNDED RECTANGLE FLOWS FROM THE WRIST TO WRAP THE HAND TO FORM AN AT SIGN. 
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA ENTRY AUTOMATION UTILIZING A PERSONAL DATA ASSISTANT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Drumagog

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. 
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH AUTOMATICALLY REPLACES ONE SOUND FOR ANOTHER, WHEN USED IN A MUSIC PRODUCTION OR EDITING ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HALOcam

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. 
FOR WIDE ANGLE INTELLIGENT CAMERA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-391,200. WMS GAMING INC., WAUKEGAN, IL.
FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-391,334. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT,
INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECORATIVE REFRIGERATOR Magnets; VI-
deo And Computer Game Tapes, Video And Computer
Game Discs, Video And Computer Game Cassette,
video And Computer Game Cartridges. Video And Computer Game CD-
Roms, Video output Game Machines For Use
With Televisions; Video And Computer Game
Software; Cinematographic And Television
Films, Namely. Motion PICTURE Films In The
Nature Of Sports Entertainment; Pre-Re-
corded Phonograph Records, Pre-Recorded
Compact Discs, Pre-Recorded Video Tapes,
Pre-Recorded Video Cassette Tapes, Pre-Re-
corded DVDs And Pre-Recorded Audio Casset-
ettes, All Featuring Sports Entertainment;
Coin-Fed Amusement Gaming Machines; In-
teractive Video Game Programs And Compu-
ter Game Cartridges. Mouse Pads, Disposable
Cameras, Sunglasses, Sunglass Cases; Pre-
scription Glasses; And Optical Cases; Walkie
Talkies, Protective Helmets; Sports Helmets
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,547. NCsoft Corporation, Seoul, Repub-
lic Of Korea, Filed 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER GAME Software; Interactive
Multimedia Computer Game Programs; Com-
puter Software For Facilitating Access To
Electronic And Optical Communications
Networks; Downloadable Electronic Publica-
tions In The Nature Of Newsletters And
Magazines Featuring Role-Playing Games
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EYEWEAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATABASE SOFTWARE, GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE, AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR AIRLINE OPERATIONS PLANNING, ALLOCATION, ASSIGNMENT, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PLATE SETTERS FOR IMAGING PRINTING PLATES; PLATE SETTERS AND INKJET PRINTING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TRACY WHITAKER-OWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STARSCAPES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROJECTOR FOR DISPLAYING A LIGHT PATTERN RESEMBLING THE NIGHT SKY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

zVguard

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR BUSINESS PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Xtick

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD XTICK IN STYLIZED LETTERING.
FOR USB (UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS) FLASH DRIVE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CREWSOLVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATABASE SOFTWARE, GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE, AND COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE FOR AIRLINE OPERATIONS PLANNING, ALLOCATION, ASSIGNMENT, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATABASE SOFTWARE, GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE, AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR AIRLINE OPERATIONS PLANNING, ALLOCATION, ASSIGNMENT, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-394,188. NAVITAIRE INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 3-31-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATABASE SOFTWARE, GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE, AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR AIRLINE OPERATIONS PLANNING, ALLOCATION, ASSIGNMENT, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-413,976. INNERPHASE DESIGN, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 5-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC SWITCH COVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPSSOLVER

TROY

PASSENGERSOLVER

INNERPHASE
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARC SofT QUICK DVD


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-446,228. IGT, RENO, NV. FILED 7-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOUDINI REELS OF MYSTERY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,334,476 AND 2,334,477.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “DVD”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STORAGE OF MOVIES, FILMS AND VIDEOS ON A COMPUTER AND ON DVDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-459,017. IGT, RENO, NV. FILED 7-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REEL HEROES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-446,228. WMS GAMING INC., WAUKEGAN, IL. FILED 7-6-2004.

Houdini Reels of Mystery

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REEL LEGENDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SILVER MOON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, DEVICES ON WHICH A WAGER IS PLACED AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS


FOR ACUPUNCTURE INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR CELLULITE TREATMENT, REDUCTION AND ELIMINATION; EXERCISE MACHINES FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES; HEART MONITORS; HEAT LAMPS FOR MEDICAL USE; MASSAGE APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-539,745. GENERAL HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION, WILTON, CT. FILED 8-5-2003.

THE COLOR PINK IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


SEC. 2(F).

FOR LINING, SEPARATING AND DIVIDING MATERIALS, NAMELY FOAM SHEETING, FOR USE DURING STERILIZATION OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL IMPLEMENTS USING GAS PLASMA STERILIZATION MEDIUM (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AEROCHAMBER MAX

FOR AEROSOL DELIVERY DEVICES, NAMELY, HOLDING CHAMBERS FOR USE WITH AEROSOL DISPENSING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

BEST-BITE
FOR DENTAL DEVICE, NAMELY A DISCLUDER FOR RELIEVING OCCUSAL MUSCLE PAIN (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-560,027. MEDICAL LASER THERAPEUTICS LP, DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-14-2003.

FOR LASER FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, IMAGING EQUIPMENT AND SURGICAL EQUIPMENT USED IN OTOLQUALOGICAL SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIRST BECAUSE WE LAST
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HAND-HELD CURETTES, FORCEPS, BURNISHERS, CARVERS, ELEVATORS, PLUGGERS, SPREADERS, EXCAVATORS, SCALERS, PROBES, EXPLORERS, MIRRORS, RONGEURS, SCISSORS, DRESSING PLIERS, ULTRASONIC SCALER INSERTS AND CASETTES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-570,800. APOLLO LIGHT SYSTEMS, INC., OREM, UT. FILED 1-13-2004.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, PORTABLE LIGHT UNITS AND SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LED LIGHTS FOR USE LIGHT THERAPY AND LIGHT SUPPLEMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUEWAVE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, PORTABLE LIGHT UNITS AND SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LED LIGHTS FOR USE LIGHT THERAPY AND LIGHT SUPPLEMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OTOBOT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, IMAGING EQUIPMENT AND SURGICAL EQUIPMENT USED IN OTOLQUALOGICAL SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LEUKOWEB
FOR MEDIA USED IN FILTERING BLOOD (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDOMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,455. RIC INVESTMENTS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RESPIRATORY HUMIDIFIERS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,197. DALE MEDICAL PRODUCTS, INC., PLAINVILLE, MA. FILED 3-24-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,317,211.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, AN ANTI-DISCONNECT DEVICE FOR TRACHEOSTOMY TUBES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL SYRINGES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 8-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-8-2002.

ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,690. SILVERMAN, FRANCA, BOULDER, CO. FILED 3-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FABRIC CARRIER BAGS FOR ATTACHMENT TO A VARIETY OF HANDICAPPED LOCOMOTION ASSISTANCE DEVICES, NAMELY CRUTCHES, AND WALKERS AND CANES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-003,545. EAGLE ENDOSCOPIC, INC., BARTONVILLE, TX. FILED 4-11-2000.

THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR FOG REDUCTION DEVICE USED DURING LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY, NAMELY A KIT COMPRISED OF A SPONGE AND SOLUTION FOR KEEPING ENDOSCOPE LENSES CLEAR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1994.

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, RETINAL IMPLANTS AND ACCOMPANYING APPARATUS, AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN THEIR IMPLANTATION AND OPERATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRIDLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, AN ANTI-DISCONNECT DEVICE FOR TRACHEOSTOMY TUBES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIRES

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, RETINAL IMPLANTS AND ACCOMPANYING APPARATUS, AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN THEIR IMPLANTATION AND OPERATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

SN 78-228,752. HESSA MEDICAL, INC., SUNNYVALE, CA. FILED 3-21-2003.

HESSA

FOR CRUTCHES AND TIPS THEREFOR; INFANT WALKERS; INVALID WALKERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEXALIN

FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY CRANIAL ELECTROSTIMULATORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENOVS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND APPARATUS INTENDED FOR THE TREATMENT OF VASCULAR DISEASE, NAMELY, VASCULAR IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL; VASCULAR IMPLANT DELIVERY SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CATHETERS, VALVES, GUIDE WIRES, BALLOONS, SHEATHS, HANDLES AND CHASSIS; AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS, NAMELY, INTRODUCER SHEATHS, BALLOONS, CURABLE POLYMERIC IMPLANT FILL MATERIAL, IMPLANT FILL MATERIAL MIXING MACHINES, IMPLANT FILL MATERIAL INJECTORS AND IMPLANT FILL MATERIAL SYRINGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CERAMATIC

FOR DENTAL DEVICE, NAMELY, A GRINDING MACHINE, USED TO CREATE PORCELAIN INLAYS AND CROWNS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIVATONE

FOR HEARING AIDS AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF; HEARING AID ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PROGRAMMING CABLES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SKOOCHER

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, PATIENT HANDLING DEVICE FOR REPOSITIONING A PATIENT ON A BED (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRE-OWNED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MRI APPARATUS, MAGNETIC RESONANCE CT APPARATUS, NUCLEAR MEDICINE DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING APPARATUS, MEDICAL X-RAY APPARATUS, ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS, ANGIOGRAPHY IMAGING APPARATUS, VASCULAR IMAGING APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL USE, DIALYSIS MACHINES, ANESTHETIC DELIVERY APPARATUS, APPARATUS FOR BLOOD ANALYSIS, PATIENT EXAMINATION TABLES, MEDICAL EXAMINATION TABLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Platinum Plus Series
CLASS 10—(Continued).

SN 78-351,907. MEDISOURCE, INC., CONYERS, GA. FILED 1-14-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR. FOR GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR CUSTOM FABRICATED DENTAL ORTHOTICS FOR USE IN PREVENTING TOOTH DAMAGE, JAW DAMAGE, AND HEADACHE PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. SEC. 2(F). FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC MASSAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, DEVICES FOR MASSAGING OR VIBRATING PORTIONS OF THE FACE AND BODY AND PACIFIERS FOR MASSAGING THE LIPS; ELECTRONIC STIMULATOR FOR NERVES, SKIN AND MUSCLES, ADULT SEXUAL AIDS, NAMELY VIBRATORS AND SLEEVES SOLD THEREWITH; ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES FOR MASSAGING THE BODY; KITS COMPRIZED OF TWO OR MORE ELECTRICAL MASSAGE DEVICES OR VIBRATORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MINI-MITE

BIOBRUX
CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES THAT USE LIGHT FOR COSMETIC SURGERY OR MEDICAL TREATMENTS TO ACHIEVE A DIFFERENT APPEARANCE, FEELING OR FUNCTION, NAMELY, LASERS FOR MEDICAL USE AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIGHT EMITTING DIODES THAT REDUCE WRINKLES, SLOW HAIR LOSS AND HEAL SUPERFICIAL LESIONS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ORTHOPEDIC BRACES FOR PROPRIOCEPTION AND NEURORECEPTORS STIMULATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MELISSA SHELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LEUR ADAPTER BY TAPER END FOR USE WITH URETHRAL CATHETER (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN SPINAL SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SCREWS, HOOKS AND RODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 78-385,175. STERLING GRANT LABORATORIES LLC, FAIRFIELD, NJ. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEMORY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, CATHETERS, POWER SUPPLIES FOR CATHETERS, CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICES, VESSEL OCCLUSION DEVICES, AND MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR GYNECOLOGICAL USE AND FEMALE STERILIZATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-6-1998; IN COMMERCE 11-6-1998.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADIANA

SN 78-386,153. WORK 'N LEISURE PRODUCTS, INC., MILFORD, MA. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION TRAINING MANNEQUIN FACE SHIELDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Lipovarin

PRACTI-SHIELD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION TRAINING MANNEQUIN FACE SHIELDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

SN 78-386,357. ADVANCED FLUIDIX LABORATORIES, LLC, INCLINE VILLAGE, NV. FILED 3-17-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAGNOSTICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS FOR MALE FERTILITY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FEATURE OF A PROSTHETIC LIMB, NAMELY, A PUMP SYSTEM FOR USE IN SECURING THE PROSTHESIS TO THE RESIDUAL LIMB (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY AN INTRAORAL CAMERA (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

SN 76-527,310. TERSANO INC., OLDCASTLE, ONTARIO, N0R 1LO, CANADA, FILED 6-20-2003.

PURELY FOR LIFE

FOR WATER AND AIR PURIFICATION PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WATER FILTERS, WATER PURIFIERS, WATER FILTERATION UNITS, WATER PURIFICATION UNITS AND A DEVICE THAT INFUSES TAP WATER WITH OZONE TO CREATE A NATURAL DISINFECTANT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TOUCH AND TURN

FOR ELECTRIC AND OR FUEL OPERATED KITCHEN APPLIANCES FOR DOMESTIC COOKING, BAKING, FRYING, GRILLING, TOASTING, THAWING, AND HOT-KEEPING OF FOODS, NAMELY ELECTRIC AND GAS RANGES, COOKING OVENS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 76-542,005. COAST SPAS MANUFACTURING INC.,
LANGLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 9-3-
2003.

X TREGME VF
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE VF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOTOR PUMPS FOR HOT TUBS AND SPAS (U.S.
CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,015. COAST SPAS MANUFACTURING INC.,
LANGLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 9-3-
2003.

OCEAN WAVE
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA
APPLICATION NO. 1,170,377, FILED 3-6-2003, REG. NO.
FOR HOT TUBS AND SPAS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31
AND 34).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,812. HPA COPPER, INC., FAIRVIEW, TX. FILED 9-

HP AUSTIN
THE NAME HP AUSTIN IN THE MARK DOES NOT
IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR SINKS, NAMELY HANDCRAFTED COPPER
BOWLS AND APRON SINKS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31
AND 34).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,549. VOLKSWAGEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, D-
38436 WOLFSBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-17-
2003.

VOLKSWAGEN
OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 39800185,
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,501,202, 2,647,965 AND
OTHERS.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF VOLKSWAGEN IS
PEOPLE'S CAR.
FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING,
COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILAT-
ING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION APPARATUS,
NAMELY, POCKET FLASHLIGHTS; GAS IGNITERS
FOR GAS OVENS; DEFROSTERS FOR VEHICLES; HEA-
TERS FOR DEFROSTING WINDOWS OF VEHICLES;
VEHICLE HEADLIGHTS; ELECTRIC COFFEE POTS;
ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21,
23, 31 AND 34).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-570,002. DIMENSION ONE SPAS, INC, VISTA, CA.

STEP UP STEP IN. START LIVING.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPAS THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS,
WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL
BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21,
23, 31 AND 34).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-570,060. DIMENSION ONE SPAS, INC, VISTA, CA.

STEP UP TO THE D1 DIFFERENCE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPAS THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS,
WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL
BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21,
23, 31 AND 34).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-577,587. DIMENSION ONE SPAS, INC., VISTA, CA.

INTERLUDE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS,
WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL
BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21,
23, 31 AND 34).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-577,589. DIMENSION ONE SPAS, INC., VISTA, CA.

Chancellor
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS,
WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL
BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21,
23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1989.
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 76-578,232. DIMENSION ONE SPAS, INC., VISTA, CA.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS, WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1989.
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 990,735.
FOR AIR FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; AIR FILTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS; AIR FILTERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE; AIR PURIFIERS; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL USE; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR DOMESTIC USE; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; ELECTRONIC AIR DEODORIZERS; HOUSEHOLD AIR CLEANERS; COMMERCIAL AIR CLEANERS; INDUSTRIAL AIR CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ULTRA LOW TEMPERATURE FREEZERS FOR LABORATORY USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2003.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 990,735.
FOR AIR FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; AIR FILTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS; AIR FILTERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE; AIR PURIFIERS; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR COMMERCIAL USE; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR DOMESTIC USE; AIR PURIFYING UNITS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; ELECTRONIC AIR DEODORIZERS; HOUSEHOLD AIR CLEANERS; COMMERCIAL AIR CLEANERS; INDUSTRIAL AIR CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,531. TOLEDO METAL SPINNING COMPANY, TOLEDO, OH. FILED 3-30-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEER FERMENTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-211,551. TRION, INC., STANFORD, NC. FILED 2-6-2003.
AIR BEAR
FOR AIR FILTERING UNIT FOR RESIDENTIAL AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL AIR HANDLING SYSTEMS AND DISPOSABLE FILTER CARTRIDGE THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-1-1980; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1980.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,422. CONCEPTS ELECTRONIX INC., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, FILED 4-16-2003.
HOT DIGGITY DOGGER
FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES FOR DOMESTIC USE WHICH SIMULTANEOUSLY TOAST HOT DOG BUNS ROAST WIENERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,924. KOHLER CO., KOHLER, WI. FILED 7-7-2003.
RAPPORT
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WHIRLPOOL BATHS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1986.
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FAMILY DRIP SYSTEM FDS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(d) ON ISRAEL APPLICANTS' U.S. PATENT, REG. NO. 164592, DATED 8-3-2004, EXPURES 5-27-2010.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DRIIP SYSTEMS, AIR FILTERS FOR THE AIR DRIIPING UNITS; DOMESTIC COOKING OVENS; DO-}

SN 78-275,224. NETAFIM (A.C.S.) LTD., TEL AVIV, ISRAEL.


SAN-SON

FOR ACETYLENE BURNERS; ACETYLENE FLARES; ACETYLENE GENERATORS; AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS; AIR CONDITIONERS FOR AIR CONDITIONERS FOR VEHICLES; AIR CONDITIONING PANELS FOR USE IN WALK-IN COOLERS; AIR CON-}

FOR ACETYLENE BURNERS; ACETYLENE FLARES; ACETYLENE GENERATORS; AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS; AIR CONDITIONERS FOR VEHICLES; AIR CONDITIONING PANELS FOR USE IN WALK-IN COOLERS; AIR CON-
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COOKERS; GAS GRILLS; GAS INJECTORS FOR DISBURSING SOLIDS AND OR LIQUIDS FOR PURIFICATION AND STERILIZATION PURPOSES; GAS LAMPS;
GAS RANGES; GAS REGULATORS; GAS SCRUBBERS;
GAS STOVES; GLASS PLATES SOLD AS PARTS OF
OVENS; GLASS PLATES SOLD AS PARTS OF STOVES;
HALOGEN LIGHT BULBS; HAND HELD SHOWER
HEADS; HAND-HELD ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS;
HAND-HELD SHOWERS; HEADLIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; HEAT ACCUMULATORS; HEAT EXCHANGERS;
HEAT GUNS; HEAT PIPES TO COOL HEAT PRODUCING COMPONENTS; HEAT PUMPS; HEAT REGISTERS; HEAT SINKS FOR USE IN HEATING, COOLING
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS; HIGH INTENSITY
SEARCH LIGHTS; HOODS FOR RANGES; HOT AIR
BLOWERS; HOT TUB JETS; HOT TUBS; HOT WATER
BOTTLES; HOT WATER HEATERS; HOT WATER
TANKS; HOUSEHOLD AIR CLEANERS; HUMIDIFIERS;
HUMIDIFIERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; HYDRANTS; HYDROGEN GENERATORS; ICE CREAM
FRE EZERS ELECTRIC OR NON -ELECTRIC; I CE
CREAM MAKERS; ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRIC;
ICE CUBE MAKING MACHINES; ICE MAKING MACHINES; ICE SKATING RINKS; INCANDESCENT
LIGHT BULBS; INCINERATORS; INDUCTION OVENS;
INDUSTRIAL AIR FILTER MACHINES; INDUSTRIAL
DRYERS FOR HEATING AND DEHUMIDIFYING; INFRARED LAMPS; INFRARED LIGHTING FIXTURES;
IRRIGATION SPRAY NOZZLES; IRRIGATION SPRINKLERS; KEROSENE HEATERS; KILNS; KITCHEN SINK
SPRAYERS; KITCHEN SINKS; LAMP REFLECTORS;
LAMP SHADES; LAMPS; LASER LIGHT PROJECTORS;
LAVA ROCK FOR USE IN BARBECUE GRILLS; LAVATORIES; LAVATORY BOWLS; LAVATORY SETS; LAWN
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS COMPRISING PUMPS, VALVES
AND FILTERS; LIGHT DIFFUSERS; LIGHT POST LUMINARIES; LIGHT REFLECTORS; LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; LUMIN AI RE REFRACTORS; M ANUALLYOPERATED PLUMBING VALVES; MECHANIZED LIVESTOCK WATERERS; METAL CYLINDRICAL CHAMBER
AND SCREEN FOR USE IN FILTERING AND REMOVING SETTLEABLE SOLIDS FROM LIQUID; MICROWAVE HEATERS FOR SEALING CONTAINERS AND
JOINING CERAMIC PARTS; MICROWAVE OVENS FOR
COOKING; MIXER FAUCETS FOR WATER PIPES; NONMECHANIZED LIVESTOCK WATERING UNITS; NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS; NUCLEAR RECTORS; OIL
LAMPS; OIL LANTERNS; OIL PURIFYING INSTALLATIONS; OVEN GAS IGNITERS; OVEN VENTILATOR
HOODS; OXYGEN GENERATOR FOR PROCESSING
WATER BY INCREASING OXYGEN CONTENT IN THE
WATER; OZONE SANITIZERS FOR AIR AND WATER;
PASTEURIZERS FOR USE IN FOOD, BEVERAGE; PEN
LIGHTS; PIPES BEING PARTS OF SANITARY FACILITIES; GLASS OR CERAMIC PLATES SOLD AS PARTS
OF OVENS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY, TUB
CONTROL VALVES; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY,
COUPLERS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY, AERATORS FOR FAUCETS; PLUMBING FITTINGS,
NAMELY, DRAINS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY,
FAUCET FILTERS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY,
SPOUTS; PLUMBING FITTINGS NAMELY, COCKS;
PLUMBING FITTINGS NAMELY, SINK STRAINERS;
PLUMBING FITTINGS NAMELY, TRAPS; PLUMBING
FITTINGS NAMELY, VALVES; PLUMBING FIXTURES,
NAMELY, SINK TRAPS; PLUMBING FIXTURES,
NAMELY, SINK SPRAYERS; PLUMBING FIXTURES,
NAMELY, SHOWER SPRAYERS; PLUMBING SUPPLIES
NAMELY SINK STRAINERS; PORTABLE ELECTRIC
FANS; PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATERS; PORTABLE
TOILETS; PORTABLE URINALS FOR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES; POWER PLANTS; PROPELLERS FOR WIND
POWERED GENERATORS; QUENCHING APPARATUS
FOR HEAT TREATMENT; RADIATORS USING VISIBLE
LIGHT NOT FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; RANGE
HOODS; REFRACTORY FURNACES; REFRIGERATED
BEVERAGE DISPENSING UNITS; REFRIGERATED DISPENSING UNITS FOR BEVERAGES; REFRIGERATED
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY CASES; REFRIGERATED
SHIPPING CONTAINERS; REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FOOD AND BEVERAGE CHILLING
UNITS; REFRIGERATORS; ROTISSERIES; SAUNAS;
SCONCE LIGHTING FIXTURES; SEARCHLIGHTS; SEPARATORS FOR THE CLEANING AND PURIFICATION
OF AIR; SEPARATORS FOR THE CLEANING AND
PURIFICATION OF GASES; SEPTIC TANKS; SEWAGE
DISPOSAL PLANTS; SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS;

SHOWER DOORS; SHOWER ENCLOSURES; SHOWER
HEAD SPRAYERS; SHOWER HEADS; SHOWERS; SINGLE LEVER FIXTURES FOR LAVATORIES AND SINKS;
SINKS; SNOW-MAKING MACHINES; SOCKETS FOR
ELECTRIC LIGHTS; SOLID FUEL BURNING STOVES;
SPARK IGNITERS FOR GAS APPLIANCES; SPAS IN
THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS; SPIGOTS; SPOTLIGHTS; COMMERCIAL OR DOMESTIC USE STATIONERY HAIR DRYERS; STEAM ACCUMULATORS;
STEAM GENERATORS; STEAM RADIATORS FOR
HEATING BUILDINGS; STEAM VALVES; STERILIZERS,
NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; STRAINERS FOR
WATER LINES; SUN LAMPS; SWIMMING POOL
CHLORINATING UNITS; SWIMMING POOL WATER
CLEANING AND FILTERING UNITS; TABLES DESIGNED TO HOLD GAS GRILLS; TAIL LIGHTS FOR
LAND VEHICLES; TAIL LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; TAILLIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; TANNING BEDS; TANNING
LAMPS; TOILETTE BOWLS; TOILET SETS; TOILET
TANK BALLS; TOILET TANKS; TOILETS; TUB PARTS,
NAMELY, TUB WASTES; TUB PARTS, NAMELY, TUB
OVERFLOWS; TUB SPOUTS; ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS
NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATORS NOT FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; USED
OIL RECOVERY UNITS; VALVES AS PART OF RADIATORS; VALVES BEING PARTS OF SPRINKLER SYSTEMS; VALVES FOR AIR CONDITIONERS; VEHICLE
HEADLIGHTS; VEHICLE REFLECTORS; VEHICLE
TURN-SIGNAL LIGHTS; VENTILATING EXHAUST
FANS; VENTILATING FANS FOR COMMERCIAL AND
IND U ST RIA L U S E; V EN T I LA TIO N H O OD S F OR
STOVES; WALK-IN COOLERS; WALK-IN FREEZERS;
WALL LIGHTS; WARMING PANS FOR BEDS; WASTE
WATER PURIFICATION UNITS; WATER BED HEATERS; WATER CLOSETS; WATER CONDITIONING
UNITS; WATER COOLERS; WATER COOLING
TOWERS; WATER DESALINATION PLANTS; WATER
DISTILLATION UNITS; WATER DISTILLING UNITS;
WATER FAUCET SPOUT; WATER FILTERING UNITS
DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL; WATER
FILTERING UNITS FOR AQUARIUMS; WATER FILTERS; WATER FOUNTAINS; WATER HEATERS DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE; WATER
JETS FOR USE IN BATHTUB, HOT TUBS; WATER
PUMPS FOR SPAS, BATHS, WHIRLPOOLS, SWIMMING
POOLS, WATER FILTERING UNITS; WATER PURIFICATION TANKS; WATER PURIFICATION UNITS;
WATER PURIFIERS; WATER PURIFYING UNITS, FOR
POTABLE WATER DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE; WATER SOFTENING UNITS; WATER
TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CARTRIDGE
FILTRATION UNITS; WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHEMICAL STERILIZATION UNITS;
WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, REVERSE OSMOSIS FILTRATION UNITS; WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ULTRAVIOLET
STERILIZATION UNITS; WHIRLPOOL BATHS; WHIRLPOOL JETS; WHIRLPOOLS; WOOD BURNING STOVES
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 11-30-1965; IN COMMERCE 1-10-1985.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-281,034. FLORHEAT COMPANY, LANSING, MI.
FILED 7-30-2003.

EASYFLOOR
FOR RADIANT FLOOR HEATING SYSTEM COMPRISING TUBING, TUBE BASE MODULES, HEAT REFLECTORS, THERMAL TILES, AND PARTS THEREFOR
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BAY BALSAM

FOR ELECTRIC FRAGRANCE DISPENSERS; CANDLE LANTERNS; FRAGRANT WAX WARMERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-290,408. FPI FIREPLACE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD., DELTA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 8-21-2003.

SN 78-290,408. FPI FIREPLACE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD., DELTA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 8-21-2003.

HUNTER

FOR FIREPLACES AND GAS STOVES, PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND ATTACHMENTS FOR SUCH FIREPLACES AND STOVES, NAMELY, CAST IRON GAS SURROUND INSERTS, CAST IRON AND CERAMIC PLATES, COVERS, LOUVERS, BRACKETS, BURNERS, ARTIFICIAL FIRE LOGS SOLD AS PARTS OF FIREPLACES AND STOVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,763. RENEAIRE LLC, MADISON, WI. FILED 9-17-2003.

APOGENT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,820,140.
FOR WATER PURIFICATION UNITS AND AUTOCLAVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BREEZE

FOR ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATION EQUIPMENT FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS, NAMELY, AIR-TO-AIR HEAT EXCHANGERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CALICO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,234,161, 2,265,743 AND OTHERS.
FOR FLASHLIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 78-323,557. KAZ INCORPORATED, NEW YORK, NY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,099,390.
FOR AIR PURIFIERS AND AIR FILTERS FOR DOM-
ESTIC AND OFFICE USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND
34).
FIRST USE 8-31-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-31-1974.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-345,245. LANCE-LARKIN, LLC., PORTLAND, OR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR IN-WALL SELF-FILLING COFFEE MAKER AND
ACCESSORIES THEREOF, NAMELY, ELECTRIC
WATER PUMPS AND CARAFES SOLD AS A UNIT
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-366,530. MARQUIS CORP., INDEPENDENCE, OR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "HOT TUBS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHIRLPOOL BATHS AND SPAS IN THE NAT-
URE OF HEATED POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND
34).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-373,265. GROSS, JIM, YORBA LINDA, CA. FILED 2-24-
2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "GRILLE, INC." AND "BBQ", APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BARBEQUE GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND
34).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-374,368. BATH UNLIMITED, INC., FORT MILL, SC.
FILED 2-26-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FAUCETS
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENVIRACAIRE

LIFE MADE SIMPLE

AREA

EVERYDAY HOT TUBS
GET INTO IT!
CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 78-374,480. BATH UNLIMITED, INC., FORT MILL, SC. FILED 2-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FAUCETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 78-376,266. SELKIRK CANADA CORPORATION, STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-1-2004.

MAX! ZC
METRO

FOR FIREPLACES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,137. SELKIRK CANADA CORPORATION, STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FAUCETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,266. SELKIRK CANADA CORPORATION, STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-1-2004.

ECONOCOOL REFLECTOR

FOR FIREPLACES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REFLECTOR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HORTICULTURAL LIGHT REFLECTOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,244. FIRST FEDERAL, LLC, BURNSVILLE, MN. FILED 3-2-2004.

FOR FIREPLACES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,244. FIRST FEDERAL, LLC, BURNSVILLE, MN. FILED 3-2-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,161. SELKIRK CANADA CORPORATION, STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-1-2004.

SUNWHITE

MAX! HE

FOR FIREPLACES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,161. SELKIRK CANADA CORPORATION, STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).

ENVIRACAIRE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC FANS AND HUMIDIFIERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNITAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,827,926. SEC. 2(f).
FOR INDUSTRIAL STEAM-POWERED GENERATORS FOR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRECISE COMFORT MADE SIMPLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR CONDITIONING UNIT CONTAINING AN ACTIVE DESICCANT WHEEL FOR ENHANCED HUMIDITY CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-386,049. VOGT POWER INTERNATIONAL INC., LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 3-17-2004.


EXCELLENCE-IN-HEAT-RECOVERY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATER FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AQUAPRESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,827,926. SEC. 2(f).
FOR INDUSTRIAL STEAM-POWERED GENERATORS FOR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 2,759,521. For ceiling fans (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For personal lighting systems, namely, light-emitting diode units affixed to headbands, helmets, hats, goggles, outerwear, backpacks, luggage, handbags, eyeglasses and jewelry, for use indoors or outdoors where no adequate light source is available (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For shower doors (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For plumbing fixtures, namely, shower heads, shower valves, body spray heads, hand shower slide rail kits, tub spouts, diverter valves, volume control valves, shower arms, flexible shower hoses, thermostatic valves and shower panels (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34). First use 1-23-2002; in commerce 1-23-2002.
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOLING MACHINES, NAMELY, REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, ICE MAKING MACHINES, AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

DIRT TRICKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIRT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPONENTS FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY MOTORCYCLE AND ATV FRONT AND REAR SPROCKETS, HANDLEBARs, HANDLEBAR MOUNTS AND TRIPLE CLAMPS, CLUTCH LEVERS, CHAIN GUIDES, STEERING DAMPERS AND MOUNTING HARDWARE, SUSPENSION SPRINGS; MOTORCYCLE, ATV AND SNOWMOBILE HAND GUARDS, HAND GRIPS, FRAMES, SUSPENSION SPRINGS, MOTORCYCLE SIDE COVERS; MOTORCYCLE SUSPENSION VALVES AND REPLACEMENT AND STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2000.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,403,566, 2,542,389 AND 2,578,900.
FOR LAND VEHICLE COUPLINGS, NAMELY FIFTH WHEEL COUPLERS, DRAWBARS AND TOW HOOKS; TRAILER SUPPORTS AND TRAILER SLIDE SUPPORTS; TRAILER AXELS, SUSPENSIONS AND COMPONENT PARTS OF SUSPENSIONS FOR LAND VEHICLES; MOTOR VEHICLE BRAKES FOR COACHES, TRUCKS, TRUCK/TRAILER COMBINATIONS, BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, EMERGENCY BRAKES AND PARKING BRAKES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF; AND CARGO CONTROLS, NAMELY CARGO RESTRAINERS AND LIFT GATES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,403,566, 2,542,389 AND 2,578,900.
FOR LAND VEHICLE COUPLINGS, NAMELY FIFTH WHEEL COUPLERS, DRAWBARS AND TOW HOOKS; TRAILER SUPPORTS AND TRAILER SLIDE SUPPORTS; TRAILER AXELS, SUSPENSIONS AND COMPONENT PARTS OF SUSPENSIONS FOR LAND VEHICLES; MOTOR VEHICLE BRAKES FOR COACHES, TRUCKS, TRUCK/TRAILER COMBINATIONS, BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, EMERGENCY BRAKES AND PARKING BRAKES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF; AND CARGO CONTROLS, NAMELY CARGO RESTRAINERS AND LIFT GATES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AL MIGHTY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30338184.1, FILED 7-30-2003, REG. NO. 30338184, DATED 9-4-2003, EXPIRES 7-30-2013.
FOR BICYCLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WAGON WIZARD

SN 76-575,409. DESA IP, LLC, BOWLING GREEN, KY. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WAGON, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC AND BATTERY POWERED UTILITY CARS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND LIGHT-COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 76-580,074. COMPASS GROUP LIMITED, CHANNEL ISLANDS, GY4 6RS, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-9-2004.
FOR TIRES, TREADS FOR RETREADING TIRES, TREAD PATTERN, SIDE WALL AND BEADING OF TIRES, INNER TUBES FOR TIRES, SPIKES FOR TIRES, PATCHES FOR REPAIRING INNER TUBES AND TIRES, TIRE VALVES, FLAPS, PARTS, FITTINGS, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR BICYCLE COVER FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).
FOR AFTER MARKET VEHICLE ACCESSORIES NAMELY, SPARE TIRE COVERS, SPARE TIRE CARRIERS, DECORATIVE COVERS, HANDLES AND PLATES, DOOR SILLS, AND BRUSH GUARDS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2004.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,584. TREADWAYS CORPORATION, EAST NORRITON, PA. FILED 3-24-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LEGEND

FOR BICYCLE COVER FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RONALD MCNORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,717. FOMING BICYCLE PARTS CO., LTD., CHANGHWA HSIEN, TAIWAN, FILED 3-26-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND ELECTRIC MOTORIZED BICYCLES; PARTS FOR BICYCLES, NAMELY, FRAMES, CHAIN GUARDS, SADDLES, HANDLEBAR WRAPPINGS AND TIRES; MOTORCYCLE SADDLES; COVERS FOR SEATS OF LAND VEHICLES; AND MOTORCYCLE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,021. GREEN INDUSTRY INNOVATORS, LLC, LOUISVILLE, OH. FILED 3-25-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MULCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRAILER FOR HAULING AND DISPENSING LANDSCAPING MULCH OR BULK MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GENESIS

ALL MOUNTAIN

FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES AND INNER TUBES FOR VEHICLE WHEELS; TREADS FOR RECAPING TIRES; TRACKS FOR TRACKED LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RANGE STORMER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 929,034, 2,100,825 AND OTHERS.
FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2004.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-300,996. NORTHPOLE LIMITED, KOWLOON, HONG KONG, FILED 9-16-2003.

QUEST

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR BOATS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,527. MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA, INC., GREENVILLE, SC. FILED 3-30-2004.
FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES AND INNER TUBES FOR VEHICLE WHEELS; TREADS FOR RECAPING TIRES; TRACKS FOR TRACKED LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SURFIN’ SAFARI

FOR SAFETY HARNESSSES FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN FOR VEHICLE SEATS, STROLLERS, GLIDERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE X IN BLACK WITH A WHITE DIAMOND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE X AND A GRAY ARROWHEAD SHAPE ON EACH SIDE OF THE WHITE DIAMOND WITHIN THE BLACK X. THE WORD XPEDO IS IN BLACK WITH A THIN BLACK LINE ABOVE THE E.

PRO APPLICATOR

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VENDING WITHOUT BENDING

FOR HAND TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, SHOCK ABSORBERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,675. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,687. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DHX

RESCUE HORSE

RESCUE RABBIT

RESCUE HORSEY

RESCUE BUNNY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE COMPONENTS, NAMELY, AXLES FOR ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, AXLE PARTS FOR ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, NAMELY AXLE END NUTS, AXEL HOUSINGS, LUG NUTS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS, WHEEL BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLE TRANSMISSION SHAFTS, VEHICLE ROLL BARS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE, NAMELY, SPOCKET HUBS, REAR HUBS, BRAKE HUBS, HUB CAPS AND WHEEL SPACERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1980; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1980.
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,691. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOPPERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOTORCYCLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES, AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
VIVIAN MICZNK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, NAMELY, SUNROOFS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, VALVE STEMS FOR VEHICLE TIRES, LUG NUTS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS AND HUB CAPS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Girl Choppers

SPACE Architecture

BIG SKY

DROPSTARS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FOLDING CAMPING TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALLOY TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AFTERMARKET AUTOMOBILE WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BICYCLE PEDALS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, SHOCK ABSORBERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).

SN 78-394,891. SATURN CORPORATION, DETROIT, MI.
FILED 4-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

KEYON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-414,269. GOODYEAR GMBH & CO. KG, 36043 FULDA,
FED REP GERMANY, FILED 5-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 13—FIREARMS

SN 76-584,083. SUREFIRE, LLC, FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA.
FILED 3-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TARGET ILLUMINATORS FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-342,556. AMERICAN PROMOTIONAL EVENTS, INC.,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,279. SALISH TRUST, COMPRISING OF C. MARVIN WILBUR, SR., A UNITED STATES CITIZEN, JOAN WILBUR, A UNITED STATES CITIZEN, LENORA WILBUR-COOK, A UNITED STATES CITIZEN, C. MARVIN WILBUR, JR., A UNITED STATES CITIZEN, AND MICHAEL WILBUR, A UNITED STATES CITIZEN, ANA-CORTES, WA.
FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

X200

SKY

RAT HOLE

QUANTUM

BLOWS AND ARROWS
CLASS 13—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUFFALO BOMBS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,540,397.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PARDNER PUMP

SN 78-391,956. SHOGUN (USA) PYROTECHNICS LTD, KWAI CHUNG, HONG KONG, FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,540,397.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPACE RAIDER


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Yo-Yo


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS AND SPARKLERS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,540,397.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZERO TOLERANCE

SN 78-391,956. SHOGUN (USA) PYROTECHNICS LTD, KWAI CHUNG, HONG KONG, FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,540,397.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Yo-Yo
CLASS 13—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—JEWELRY


BRIGHTSTAR PRINCESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRINCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HAPPY RINGS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIP JEWELS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COSTUME JEWELRY CONSISTING OF SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMSTONES AND BEADS PLACED ON A CORD, STRING OR WIRE THAT IS PRIMARILY WORN ON A BELT LOOP, OR AS A NECKLACE, BRACELET OR ANKLET (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NINAKI

BRIGHTSTAR PRINCESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRINCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ALABASTER STONE JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 76-583,293. JEWELRY SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-25-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "JSI" AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING.
FOR JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS STONES, NAMELY DIAMONDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,885. YOUNGMAN, PHILLIP, LOS OSOS, CA. FILED 3-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, NAMELY CUT DIAMONDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2002.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRYSTAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEADS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
P A PART OF YOU


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CROSSES IN A CIRCLE, REPRESENTING THE CROSSES OF CALVARY,
FOR JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CROSSES IN A CIRCLE, REPRESENTING THE CROSSES OF CALVARY,
CLASS 14—(Continued).


FOR PENDANTS, EARRINGS, LAPEL PINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-11-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-11-2003.

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIAMONDS; PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, FINE GOLD; JEWELRY, NAMELY, NECKLACES, RINGS, WATCHES AND CLOCKS; PRECIOUS METAL ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,734. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,735. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,736. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,737. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,738. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.
CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 78-383,736. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REScue Horse

REScue BEar

REScue HORSEy


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Pretty In Pink

REScue Piggy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY; NAMELY, CHAINS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, ANKLETS, CHARMS, AND EARRINGS, ALL MADE OF GOLD OR SILVER, WITH AND WITHOUT DIAMONDS AND PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR WRIST WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 78-393,419. JONES, GREGORY G., GALESBURG, IL.
FIELD 3-30-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, SEMI-
PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, JEWELRY, JEWELED
WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SN 78-390,968. K GROUP INDUSTRIES, LLC, MIAMI, FL.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIRTUAL MUSICAL GLOVES USED AS A
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TO ALLOW THE USER TO
MOVE FINGERS TO PLAY NOTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND
36).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SN 76-447,332. PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW
MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, NM. FILED 9-5-2002.
ENERGY WORKS
FOR BROCHURES AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE
FIELD OF ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38
AND 50).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
SN 76-454,844. COMPANIA SURAMERICANA DE SERVI-
CIOS DE SALUD S.A. SUSALUD MEDICINA PREPAGA-
POR SU SALUD
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND
36).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—(Continued).
SN 78-390,968. K GROUP INDUSTRIES, LLC, MIAMI, FL.
HandBand Xtreme

COALSTONE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENERGY WORKS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIRTUAL MUSICAL GLOVES USED AS A
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TO ALLOW THE USER TO
MOVE FINGERS TO PLAY NOTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND
36).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SANTA ANNA
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND
36).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POR SU SALUD
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND
36).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 76-464,682. MARTINEZ, ELI, ALAMO, TX. FILED 11-6-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DIVER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SHAPE OF A SHARK’S HEAD, PECTORAL FIN AND THE DORSAL FIN WHICH IS BEING CREATED OUT OF THE LETTER “A” IN THE WORD SHARKDIVER, WHICH IS ONE WORD.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF SCUBA DIVING WITH SHARKS AND THE CONSERVATION, PRESERVATION AND SCIENCE OF SHARKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MAGAZINE”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LITERARY MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF POETRY AND THE ARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; AND PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND BROCHURES ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,438. KITTLES, KARINNA, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 9-12-2003.
POMEGRANATE

FOR MAGAZINE ADDRESSING THE SUBJECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS, HEALTHY AND PRODUCTIVE LIFESTYLES, LIVING WELL, BOTH MATERIALLY AND SPIRITUALLY, SEXUAL AND SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT, SELF-DISCOVERY AND ACHIEVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ST

FOR DESK ACCESSORIES, NAMELY STAPLERS AND STAPLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOOMERVIEW PRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOOKS ON JEWISH TOPICS AND BOOKS ON TOPICS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ADULT CHILDREN OF AGING PARENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2004.
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANCE ARMSTRONG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,729,652.
THE NAME LANCE ARMSTRONG IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR POSTERS FEATURING TOPICS RELATING TO CYCLING AND CYCLING RACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1999.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GEMS & JEWELRY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING JEWELRY, FASHION AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENTERTAINMENT PREVIEW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,843,959.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAGAZINES CONCERNING MOVIES AND VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORSHIP LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORSHIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RELIGIOUS LYRICS AND SONG BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROOKIES & STARS

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, A DAY PLANNER AND APPOINTMENT BOOK TO BE USED BY NURSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


GREAT AMERICAN TREASURES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR GAME CARDS, NAMELY, SPORTS COLLECTIBLE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEGUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,063,140 AND 2,227,422.
FOR BOOKS AND PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMATED TESTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RÜKE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAPS, GUIDES, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS AND INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS ALL CONCERNING OUTDOOR TRAILS FOR PHYSICAL EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WITH WORDS WE GROW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SANDWICH BROADSIDER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PUTTING ON THE RITZ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RUBBER ART STAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,774. RAINBOW ENTERPRISES, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-22-2004.

RAINBOW WEDDINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEDDINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MAGAZINE FEATURING PLANNING INFORMATION FOR WEDDINGS AND WEDDING PREPARATION, CIVIL UNION CEREMONIES AS WELL AS OTHER LIFESTYLE ISSUES PERTAINING TO SAME SEX COUPLES IN A COMMITTED RELATIONSHIP FOR GAY, LESBIAN AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 76-583,833. SAFEWAY INC., PLEASANTON, CA. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINE FEATURING NUTRITIONAL HEALTH AND FOOD PRODUCT INFORMATION AND RECIPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS FOR INCONTINENT AND/OR DOGS IN HEAT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-586,473. WHITNEY, DANIEL D., SANFORD, FL. FILED 4-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STICKERS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHOW ME THE MONKEY

FOR PAPER FLAGS, PAPER BANNERS, BOOK COVERS, POSTERS, PAPER PLACE MATS, STICKERS AND DECALS; POSTCARDS; STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BODY IMAGE KIT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE WORD "KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTRUCTION MANUALS RELATING TO BODY COMPOSITION, EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION, HEALTH, FITNESS AND NUTRITIONAL PROGRAMS, AND WEIGHT LOSS. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLIC LIBRARY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR GRAY IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY. SEC. 2(F).
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, BOOKMARKS, NEWSLETTERS AND PAMPHLETS ON A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS; CALENDAR DATE BOOKS; CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF GIFT ITEMS; AND POST CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-4-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-4-1994.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAMP EFFECTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR SCRAPBOOK SUPPLIES, NAMELY PAPER, CARDSTOCK, PAPER DIE CUT SHAPES, STICKERS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, RUBBER STAMPS, IDEA BOOKS AND PRINTED MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF SCRAPBOOKING; BOOKBINDING WIRE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).  
SN 78-299,979. AVODAH PUBLISHING, INC., WHITEFISH, MT. FILED 9-6-2003.  
HDTV ETC  
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,821,578.  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HDTV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERTAINMENT AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
FIRST USE 7-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.  
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SAVVY SAVER  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SAVER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR COUPON BOOKS FOR MERCHANT DISCOUNTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE BOYDEN EXECUTIVE SERIES  
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,376,221, 1,812,361 AND 1,823,117.  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXECUTIVE SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS AND PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, TRAINING, EDUCATIONAL AND REFERENCE BOOKS, WORKBOOKS, JOURNALS, BOOKLETS, FLASH CARDS AND MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE SEARCH, RECRUITING AND PLACEMENT CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

B'NAI B'RITH PRIME TIME LIVING  
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,631,938, 2,374,300 AND 2,638,120.  
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW WORDING "B'NAI B'RITH" IN THE MARK IS "SONS OF THE COVENANT" OR "CHILDREN OF THE COVENANT".  
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, PERIODICALS PRINCIPALLY DIRECTED TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRIDGE FRESH  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRIDGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR PLASTIC SHEETS FOR COVERING SHELVES AND DRAWERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL MORNING...ANOTHER WINNING DAY  
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND BROCHURES FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS, PATIENTS AND PHARMACISTS RELATING TO ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS USED TO TREAT ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).  
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
R.A.V. EXPERIENCE

FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; PACKS OF PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL IN THE MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WEBSTER’S ROSETTA EDITION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “WEBSTER’S” AND “EDITION”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOOKS, NAMELY, DICTIONARIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ADVENTURES OF ACES, STRAIGHTS AND SHUFFLES

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, NAMELY FICTION CHILDREN’S BOOKS, POSTERS, BOOK COVERS, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN’S TOPICS; STATIONERY; BINDERS; STICKERS; DECALS; NOTE PADS; NOTE CARDS; CALENDARS; STICKER ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, PENCILS, PENS, POSTCARDS, TRADING CARDS, GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KERRY BLUEPRINTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NEWSLETTER REPORTING ON THE KERRY BLUE TERRIER BREED AND CLUB ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-25-1945; IN COMMERCE 7-25-1945.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-309,324. DNP AMERICA, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-3-2003.

DNP X-TREME

FOR PRINTED PAPER, NAMELY, DECORATIVE PRINTED AND TOP COATED PAPER FOR HOME / RECREATION VEHICLE / MOBILE HOME INTERIOR USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,664. CRUZ, JOEL C., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 10-7-2003.

AM AFTER MIDNIGHT MAGAZINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,666. CRUZ, JOEL C., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 10-7-2003.

PM POST MERIDIEM MAGAZINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AZUL

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AZUL" IS "BLUE".

FOR MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND PRINT MEDIA NAMELY NEWSPAPERS, BROCHURES, CATALOGS AND BOOKS COVERING TOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE TERM MENININHAS MEANS "LITTLE GIRLS" IN PORTUGUESE.

FOR OFFICE MATERIALS, NAMELY, NOTE BOOKS, WRITING PADS, WRITING BOOKS, FOLDERS, STICKERS, PACKING PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, RUBBER ERASERS, CALENDARS, GLUE, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES, BINDER INDEX CARDS, INDEX DIVIDERS, INDEX BOOKS, AND TELEPHONE INDEXES, DIARIES, AND DATE BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, NOTE BOOKS, WRITING PADS, WRITING BOOKS, FOLDERS, STICKERS, PACKING PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, RUBBER ERASERS, CALENDARS, GLUE, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES, BINDER INDEX CARDS, INDEX DIVIDERS, INDEX BOOKS, AND TELEPHONE INDEXES, DIARIES, AND DATE BOOKS; STATIONERY, NAMELY, NOTE BOOKS, WRITING PADS, WRITING BOOKS, PACKING PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-324,856. DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG, BONN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-7-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 30047518, DATED 6-26-2000, EXPIRES 6-30-2010.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,156,145, 2,611,449 AND OTHERS.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, TELEPHONE DIRECTIONS, BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES AND PAPERBACKS ALL IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, PRINTED AND STAMPED PLASTIC AND CARDBOARD GREETING, BLANK, NOTE, AND INDEX CARDS; NOTE PAPER AND ENVELOPES, RUBBER STAMPS, NAME TAGS AND LABELS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD, NOTEBOOKS, DIARIES, NOTE PAPERS, NOTE PADS, ADDRESS BOOKS, FOLDERS FOR LETTERS AND LOOSE PAPERS, CLEAR HOLE REINFORCEMENTS, STUDENT CALENDARS, STAMP ALBUMS AND PHOTO-ALBUMS; PAPER WEIGHTS, LETTER OPENERS, BLOTTING PADS; DESK TRAYS, DESK STANDS AND HOLDERS FOR HOLDING STATIONERY AND OFFICE IMPLEMENTS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS ALL IN THE FIELDS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SAFETY, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURE, BUSINESS AND FINANCE, WEATHER AND TRAVEL, STATIONERY, DRAWING RULERS, ERASERS, STAPLERS, STAPLES, PAPER CLIPS, BOOK MARKERS, CUTOUT SAMPLES AND STENCILS; SCRATCH PICTURES, PAPER, NAMELY, BOND PAPER AND ART PAPER, PVC STICKERS, GIFT WRAP PAPER, BLACKBOARDS, CHALK STICKS, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING AND PAINTING MATERIALS, NAMELY, PENCILS, DRAWING PENCILS, PENS, DRAWING PENS, PAINT TRAYS, PAINTING SETS FOR ARTISTS, PAINTING SETS FOR CHILDREN, CRAFT PAINT KITS, AND PENCIL CASES; NON-MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, AND 50).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KEEPSAKE CARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLASTIC BOOKMARKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, AND 50).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCIAL STUDIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-336,152. VIMAX PUBLISHING & MARKETING, INC., SOUTHFIELD, MI. FILED 12-4-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COUPON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGNET CALENDAR THAT HOLDS COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-336,152. VIMAX PUBLISHING & MARKETING, INC., SOUTHFIELD, MI. FILED 12-4-2003.

Social Studies Connects


SN 78-336,152. VIMAX PUBLISHING & MARKETING, INC., SOUTHFIELD, MI. FILED 12-4-2003.

Coupon Catcher

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COUPON, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGNET CALENDAR THAT HOLDS COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-336,152. VIMAX PUBLISHING & MARKETING, INC., SOUTHFIELD, MI. FILED 12-4-2003.
CLASS 16—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STICKERS & SIGNS" AND "NORCALSTICKERS.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, ORANGE, RED, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR SELF-ADHESIVE VINYL GRAPHICS FOR APPLICATION TO AUTOMOBILES AND SIGNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY MUSIC INSTRUCTION BOOKS, PAPER DOCUMENT PORTFOLIOS AND PRINTED VISUALS IN THE NATURE OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STENCIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRAWING, LETTERING, MARKING, AND DRAFTING TEMPLATES, AND NUMBERING AND LETTERING GUIDES FOR USE IN CRAFT PROJECTS FOR HOME DECOR AND SCRAPBOOKING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,137,391, 2,730,502 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOLLYWOOD DAILY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "PEOPLE".
FOR MAGAZINES ON THE SUBJECT OF CELEBRITIES, ACTORS, ACTRESSES AND FILMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISPLAYS ON THE NET" AND "STANDARD POP UP SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE MARK IN THE DESIGN OF AN ARROW AND THE LITERAL ELEMENTS OF THE MARK ARE ALL IN THE COLOR BLACK.

FOR DISPLAY BOARDS; CARDBOARD FLOOR AND TABLE DISPLAY UNITS FOR MERCHANDISING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF LEARNING SPANISH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF LEARNING SPANISH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, PAMPHLETS AND BROCHURES FEATURING THE TREATMENT OF HEMOPHILIA FOR TEENS AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH HEMOPHILIA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, PAMPHLETS AND BROCHURES FEATURING THE TREATMENT OF HEMOPHILIA FOR TEENS AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH HEMOPHILIA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY COMIC BOOKS, COMIC MAGAZINES AND PRINTED STORIES IN ILLUSTRATED FORM FEATURED IN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF "FLOOR" IN YELLOW, "FX" IN WHITE, A YELLOW THREE-SIDED INCOMPLETE SQUARE SURROUNDING "FX" AND A BLUE RECTANGLE BACKGROUND.
FOR VINYL FLOOR GRAPHICS DECALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GREETING CARDS THAT HAVE A PHOTOGRAPH OF A TEDDY BEAR DRESSED IN DESIGNER HIP HOP FASHION ON THE FRONT OF THE CARD; ALSO, ON THE FRONT AND INSIDE OF THE CARD IS HIP HOP LANGUAGE, LINGO AND VERBAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,752. ADVANSTAR COMMUNICATIONS INC., DULUTH, MN. FILED 3-2-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRADE MAGAZINE FOR THE WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS MARKET (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

ALBUM WORKS BY THOMPSON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,087,614.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALBUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALBUMS, ALBUM COVERS AND ALBUM PAGES USED TO STORE AND DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, MEMORABILIA, COLLECTIBLES, RECIPES, AND ADDRESSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-30-1996; IN COMMERCE 5-30-1996.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOD COUNTS!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKS, Namely fiction and nonfiction in the area of spiritual enlightenment; children's books; bibles; and writing journals (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).

COMPLETE CLEAN AT THE RIGHT PRICE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKLETS USED FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL PLANNING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,552. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAPER TOWELS AND PAPER NAPKINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE PHRASE "CHECK-UP" AND THE CHECK MARK ARE SHOWN IN THE COLOR RED. THE OUTLINE OF ONE SQUARE IS BLACK AND ANOTHER OUTLINED SQUARE SHOWN IN THE COLOR RED IS SUPERIMPOSED ON TOP OF THE BLACK SQUARE, SO THAT BOTH THE BLACK AND RED SQUARES ARE VISIBLE.
FOR BOOKLETS USED FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL PLANNING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PARTY CENTRAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINES AND BOOKS FEATURING TOPICS ON GENERAL LIFESTYLE MATTERS, SHOPPING, INVESTING, TRAVEL, HEALTH CARE, ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ASIA PACIFIC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD CONEXION IN THE MARK IS CONNECTION.
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONEXION ASIA PACIFIC

LIVE WELL FOR LESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINE AND A SERIES OF BOOKS ON THE SUBJECT OF LIFESTYLE AND PERSONAL FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S STORYBOOK KIT CONSISTING OF MARKERS, WRITING FORMS, AND ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINE PERTAINING TO HOME INTERIOR DECORATING AND ENTERTAINING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-14-2003.
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STYLE". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERS WITH THE LARGER WORD "NIKKI" ON TOP OF THE WORD "STYLE".
FOR FASHION AND ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-14-2003.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ROLEPLAYING BOOKS FOR COMMERCIAL PURCHASE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE NATURE OF CARDS FOR THERAPEUTIC USE IN THE FIELD OF PSYCHOTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-385,125. ROSE ART INDUSTRIES, INC., LIVINGSTON, NJ. FILED 3-16-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINT". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PAINT SETS FOR CHILDREN: ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEMPORARY TATTOOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,678. MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-17-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,353,968 AND 1,978,888.
FOR PAPERBOARD CARTONS AND CARTON BLANKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENSURE YOUR CONTENTS ARRIVE IN PERFECT CONDITION

MEAD PAPIERIE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,960,536, 2,402,213 AND OTHERS.
FOR NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS AND STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS FEATURING COOKING, RECIPES AND HOMEMAKING TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,123. MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-17-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER; NAMELY, MAGAZINES FEATURING STORIES, ARTICLES, PHOTOGRAPHY AND ADVERTISING PERTAINING TO AUTOMOTIVE TRENDS, FASHION AND CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COOKING'S A DRAG

DROPSTARS
CLASS 16—(Continued).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,789,943.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PUBLICATIONS; NAMELY, DIGESTS ABOUT CIVIL TRIAL RESULTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1990.
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VELVET ART PAPER, VELVET ART BOOKS, VELVET ART COLORING BOOKS, VELVET ART FLASH CARDS, PAINTBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GREETING CARDS, NOTECARDS, PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINT CARTOONS, CARTOON STRIPS, CARTOON PRINTS, CARTOON BOOKS AND PRINTED ARTWORK (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLOR N' REVEAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NEWSPAPER FOR WOMEN'S ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GREETING CARDS, NOTECARDS, PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-388,003. SISTAH PUBLICATIONS, LLC, BILLINGS, MT. FILED 3-20-2004.

SISTAH
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ACRYLIC PAINTINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-388,368. INDIANA TICKET COMPANY, INC., MUNCIE, IN. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED TICKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECAPS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCIL, PENS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS, MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEAT TRANSFER PAPERS AND PRESSURE SENSITIVE TRANSFER PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEAT TRANSFER PAPERS AND PRESSURE SENSITIVE TRANSFER PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WE BRING COLOR TO THE WORLD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEAT TRANSFER PAPERS AND PRESSURE SENSITIVE TRANSFER PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BONUS PLAY BRISTOL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED TICKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CATSCRATCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECAPS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCIL, PENS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS, MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-388,568. INDIANA TICKET COMPANY, INC., MUNCIE, IN. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER, SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS, DECAPS, BUMPER STICKERS, TRADING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS, FOLDERS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; NOTEBOOKS; BLANK JOURNALS; ADDRESS BOOKS; DIARIES; DAILY PLANNERS; DESKTOP PLANNERS; PERSONAL PLANNERS; BOOKMARKS; AND CARDBOARD; CRAFT BOOKS; SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SCHOOL BOXES MADE OF CARDBOARD, PENCIL, PENS, PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND HOLDERS, ERASERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, HIGHLIGHTERS, MARKERS, MARKERS, AND DRAWING RULERS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PARTY PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,183,152.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REVIEW, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SE. 2(F).

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS NAMELY MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS RELATING TO MANUFACTURING, PRODUCTION, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1997.

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT REVIEW

Colorsoft

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FACIAL TISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ENTRY OF MEDICAL DATA; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL FOR MEDICINE AND SCIENCE, EXCLUDING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF CUSTOM SCRIPT TYPE FACE.

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORD REQUEST IN BLUE AND THREE GREY ARROWS.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ENTRY OF MEDICAL DATA; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL FOR MEDICINE AND SCIENCE, EXCLUDING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HOUSE DESIGN AND THE WORDING NEIGHBORHOOD PUBLICATIONS WITH A SUNBURST DESIGN FOR THE DOT OF THE "I" IN "NEIGHBORHOOD".

FOR TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUBLICATIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ENTRY OF MEDICAL DATA; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL FOR MEDICINE AND SCIENCE, EXCLUDING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).


FOR POSTCARDS; STICKERS; PAPER NOTE PADS; PAPER STAPLERS; POCKET PEN SHIELDS; PAPER NAME BADGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PALLETS MADE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD, AND CORRUGATED CARDBOARD; PACKING MATERIAL, NAMELY CARDBOARD BEAMS, STRUTS, AND SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES AND NEWSLETTERS ON THE SUBJECT OF HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ST. LOUIS". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, A MONTHLY GENERAL INTEREST MAGAZINE TARGETED AT MATURE ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BATH TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, AND BROCHURES RELATING TO STUFFED AND PLUSH TOY ANIMALS, DOLLS, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

B. FURBULOUS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNGRADED GUIDE RULERS FOR USE IN GUIDING THE TRAVEL PATH OF A COLOR MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PGB

SN 78-391,204. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-26-2004.

FOR HANGTAGS; PACKAGING, NAMELY BLISTER CARDS, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING; PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; COLLECTOR ALBUMS, NAMELY FOR STICKER COLLECTABLE CARDS, PHOTO COLLECTABLES; LABELS, NAMELY, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, PRINTED SHIPPING LABELS; FOLDERS; PLASTIC BAGS FOR GENERAL USE; PAPER TABLEWARE; NAMELY, PAPER PLACE MATS, PAPER TABLE MATS, PAPER TABLE LINENS; STICKERS; FRAMED PICTURES; PENS; PENCILS; POSTERS; NOTEBOOKS; TRADING CARDS; CALENDARS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS; PHOTOGRAPHS; CHALK; BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, AND NEWSPAPER CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS; PICTURES; DECALS; TEMPORARY TATTOO TRANSFERS; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS FEATURING PICTORIAL BIOGRA-
CLASS 16—(Continued).

PHIES; COMIC BOOKS; BOOK COVERS; PAPER BOOK MARKERS; BOOKPLATES; PAPER LUNCH BAGS; PAPER NAPKINS; PICTURE BOOKS; STICKER ALBUMS; MEMO PADS; DATE BOOKS; ADDRESS BOOKS; AGENDA BOOKS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; RUBBER STAMPS; STAMP PADS; COLLECTIBLE PREPAID TELEPHONE CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; COLLECTOR STAMPS, NAMELY, COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS; CUSTOMIZED PERSONAL CHECKS; CHECKBOOK COVERS AND(return) ADDRESS LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE; PAPER BANNERS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS FOR DOORS; PENCIL CASES; DRAWING RULERS; ERASERS, NAMELY, RUBBER ERASERS, CHALK ERASERS, BLACKBOARD ERASERS; SCRIBBLE PAD; PHOTO ALBUMS; BUMPER STICKERS; WINDOW DECALS; COLLECTOR STAMPS; LITHOGRAPHS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS, NAMELY, PAPER HATS; STENCILS FOR TRACING DESIGNS ONTO PAPER; PAPER GIFT WRAP; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,527. STONEWALL PUBLISHING, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 3-26-2004.

FOR NEWSLETTERS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF CURRENT EVENTS, NEWS, REVIEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR AND ABOUT LAS VEGAS' GAY COMMUNITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUMPER STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION LATINOAMERICANA IS "LATIN AMERICAN CONNECTION".

FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EUGENE

A-TRAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HANGTAGS; PACKAGING, NAMELY BLISTER CARDS, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; COLLECTOR ALBUMS, NAMELY, FOR STICKER COLLECTABLE CARDS, PHOTO COLLECTABLES; LABELS, NAMELY, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, PRINTED SHIPPING LABELS; FOLDERS; PLASTIC BAGS FOR GENERAL USE; PAPER TABLEWARE, NAMELY, PAPER PLACE MATS, PAPER TABLE MATS, PAPER TABLE LINENS; STICKERS; FRAMED PICTURES; PENS; PENCILS; POSTERS; NOTEBOOKS; TRADING CARDS; CALENDARS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS; PHOTOGRAPHS; CHALK; BROCHURES; MAGAZINES, AND NEWSPAPERS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS, PICTURES, DECALS; TEMPORARY TATTOO TRANSFERS; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS FEATURING PICTORIAL BIOGRAPHIES; COMIC BOOKS; BOOK COVERS; PAPER BOOK MARKERS; BOOKPLATES; PAPER LUNCH BAGS; PAPER NAPKINS; PICTURE BOOKS; STICKER ALBUMS; MEMO PADS; DATE BOOKS; ADDRESS BOOKS; AGENDA BOOKS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; RUBBER STAMPS; STAMP PADS; COLLECTIBLE PREPAID TELEPHONE CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; COLLECTOR STAMPS, NAMELY, COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS; CUSTOMIZED PERSONAL CHECKS; CHECKBOOK COVERS AND RETURN ADDRESS LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE; PAPER BANNERS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS FOR DOORS; PENCIL CASES; DRAWING RULERS; ERASERS, NAMELY, RUBBER ERASERS, CHALK ERASERS, BLACKBOARD ERASERS; SCRIBBLE PAD; PHOTO ALBUMS; BUMPER STICKERS; WINDOW DECALS; COLLECTOR STAMPS; LITHOGRAPHS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS, NAMELY, PAPER HATS; STENCILS FOR TRACING DESIGNS ONTO PAPER; PAPER GIFT WRAP; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HANGTAGS; PACKAGING, NAMELY BLISTER CARDS, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; COLLECTOR ALBUMS, NAMELY, FOR STICKER COLLECTABLE CARDS, PHOTO COLLECTABLES; LABELS, NAMELY, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, PRINTED SHIPPING LABELS; FOLDERS; PLASTIC BAGS FOR GENERAL USE; PAPER TABLEWARE, NAMELY, PAPER PLACE MATS, PAPER TABLE MATS, PAPER TABLE LINENS; STICKERS; FRAMED PICTURES; PENS; PENCILS; POSTERS; NOTEBOOKS; TRADING CARDS; CALENDARS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS; PHOTOGRAPHS; CHALK; BROCHURES; MAGAZINES, AND NEWSPAPERS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS, PICTURES, DECALS; TEMPORARY TATTOO TRANSFERS; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS FEATURING PICTORIAL BIOGRAPHIES; COMIC BOOKS; BOOK COVERS; PAPER BOOK MARKERS; BOOKPLATES; PAPER LUNCH BAGS; PAPER NAPKINS; PICTURE BOOKS; STICKER ALBUMS; MEMO PADS; DATE BOOKS; ADDRESS BOOKS; AGENDA BOOKS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; RUBBER STAMPS; STAMP PADS; COLLECTIBLE PREPAID TELEPHONE CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; COLLECTOR STAMPS, NAMELY, COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS; CUSTOMIZED PERSONAL CHECKS; CHECKBOOK COVERS AND RETURN ADDRESS LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE; PAPER BANNERS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS FOR DOORS; PENCIL CASES; DRAWING RULERS; ERASERS, NAMELY, RUBBER ERASERS, CHALK ERASERS, BLACKBOARD ERASERS; SCRIBBLE PAD; PHOTO ALBUMS; BUMPER STICKERS; WINDOW DECALS; COLLECTOR STAMPS; LITHOGRAPHS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS, NAMELY, PAPER HATS; STENCILS FOR TRACING DESIGNS ONTO PAPER; PAPER GIFT WRAP; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

CONEXION GUATEMALA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GUATEMALA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARDS, NO MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONEXION NICARAGUA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NICARAGUA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Conexion Hondureña

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "CONEXION" IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONEXION BRAZIL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAZIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CONEXION CARIBE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARIBE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION CARIBE IS "CARIBBEAN CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-441,710. DIGITGLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS, KEW GARDENS, NY. FILED 6-25-2004.

CARIBBEAN CONEXION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARIBBEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERU", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CONEXION IS "CONNECTION".
FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONEXION PERU

COOL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POLYMER MATERIALS AND MEMBRANES AND REINFORCED POLYMER SUBSTRATES IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, RODS, FILMS, BLOCKS, AND PELLETS, USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PROTECTIVE COVERINGS AND LINERS, SUCH AS LINERS FOR INDUSTRIAL TANKS, RESERVOIRS, PONDS, GROUND COVERS, GRAIN COVERS, INDUSTRIAL CURTAINS, ENVIRONMENTAL LINERS, AND THE LIKE; POLYMER MATERIALS AND MEMBRANES AND REINFORCED POLYMERS SUBSTRATES IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, RODS, FILMS, BLOCKS, AND PELLETS, FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE INCLUDING THE MANUFACTURE OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND MEDICAL DEVISE; POLYMER SUBSTRATES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AwnINGS, SIGNS AND BILLBOARDS, BANNERS, DIGITAL IMAGING AND PRINTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-6-1990; IN COMMERCE 4-6-1990.
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS


FOR SOUND DEADENING MATERIALS FOR AUTO-SOUND INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-30-1998.
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SILENCER


FOR AUTOMOTIVE WINDOW TINT SEALANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONEXION UNIVERSAL
CLASS 17—(Continued).
SN 78-336,239. CPFILMS INC., FIELDALE, VA. FILED 12-4-2003.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,264,239.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAMINATED PLASTIC FILMS FOR SUN CONTROL FOR USE IN HOME OR AUTO WINDOWS; PLASTIC LAMINATED FILM FOR USE ON HOME OR AUTO WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
BARRBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLASTIC LAMINATE IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, PLATES, AND PANELS FOR USE AS A SURFACE MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS XST APPEAR IN YELLOW COLOR.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR CAULKING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ROOM TEMPERATURE VULCANIZABLE SILICONE SEALANTS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURE OF ARCHITECTURAL UNITS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIBERGLASS BUILDING INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 761,819.

FOR SEWER PIPE COMPRESSION JOINT SEALER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-1-1959; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1959.

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FORWARD HOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INSULATING CONCRETE FORMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-396,159. LEXJET CORPORATION, SARASOTA, FL. FILED 4-5-2004.

FOR WHOLESALE COMPUTER SUPPLIES, NAMELY SPECIALLY-TREATED PLASTIC FILM FOR COLOR PRINTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1994.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).
SN 78-434,708. CARL FREUDENBERG KG, D-69465 WEINHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 6-14-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SEMI-FABRICATED PERFLUOROELASTOMERS IN THE FORM OF FOILS, PLATES AND RODS; SHAPED SEMI-FINISHED PARTS AND FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE OF VULCANIZED PERFLUOROELASTOMERS IN THE FORM OF SEALS, O-RINGS AND MEMBRANES FOR USE IN HYDRAULICS, PNEUMATICS AND MACHINE CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—(Continued).
THE COLORS RED, YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE TOP LEFT IS RED, THE TOP RIGHT IS KELLY GREEN, THE BOTTOM LEFT IS ROYAL AND THE BOTTOM RIGHT IS YELLOW.
FOR LUGGAGE; ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS; ATHLETE BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; BOOK BAGS; BACKPACKS; HANDBAGS; CLOTH SHOPPING BAGS; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL KIT BAGS SOLD EMPTY; BRIEFCASES; WALLET; PURSES; AND COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2002.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
SN 76-573,918. WESTRIM, INC., VAN NUYS, CA. FILED 2-4-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOTE BAGS AND NON-MOTORIZED WHEELED TOTE BAG CARTS FOR CARRYING AND STORING SCRAPBOOKS AND SCRAP BOOKING SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE STOREHOUSE
FOR LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 4-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2004.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For luggage (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41). First use 4-5-2004; in commerce 4-5-2004.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS NX IN SPECIAL FORM.
FOR LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHERE EVERY DOG IS A STAR!

FOR DOG AND CAT ACCESSORIES, NAMELY COLLARS, LEASHES AND DOGS AND CAT COATS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
WON TE AK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SWEATSAC

FOR ALL PURPOSE UTILITY BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE TERM BAAZ IS AN INDIAN WORD FOR FALCON.
FOR BAGS, NAMELY ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, TOTE BAGS, HANDBAGS, TRAVEL BAGS AND DUFFLE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SURFIN’ SAFARI

FOR BACKPACKS; DIAPER BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAS VEGAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) RED, WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RED SIGN WITH THE WHITE STYLIZED WORDS AND NUMBERS, LAS VEGAS CENTENNIAL 1905-2005, WITH BLUE AND WHITE CIRCLES AROUND THE SIGN, AND A BLUE STAR.
FOR TOTE BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, BACK PACKS, BEACH BAGS, FANNY PACKS, HAND BAGS, WALLETS, BILLFOLDS, BUSINESS CARD CASES, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, FOR TRAVEL GARMENT BAGS AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ALL PURPOSES SPORTS BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, HANDBAGS, PURSES, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, BRIEFCASES, DOCUMENT CASES, SUITCASES, VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL POLYMERIC HORSE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HORSESHOES, HORSE BOOTS, STIRRUPS, SADDLE PADS, BLANKETS, WHIPS, BITS, LEG PADDING, SADDLES, HALTERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—(Continued).

SN 78-378,392. LUGGAGEART, INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LUGGAGE RECOGNITION SYSTEM, SPECIFICALLY, ADHESIVE LUGGAGE TAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,392. LUGGAGEART, INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-4-2004.

SN 78-380,032. SHEDRAIN CORPORATION, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 3-8-2004.

FOR UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,775. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, CARRIERS, CLOTHING, COLLARS, LEASHES AND HARNESSSES, LUGGAGE, NAMELY, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, SUITCASES, HAND BAGS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).

SN 78-383,776. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, CARRIERS, CLOTHING, COLLARS, LEASHES AND HARNESS;
LUGGAGE, NAMELY, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, SUITCASES, HAND BAGS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,777. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, CARRIERS, CLOTHING, COLLARS, LEASHES AND HARNESS;
LUGGAGE, NAMELY, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, SUITCASES, HAND BAGS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,780. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUPPY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, CARRIERS, CLOTHING, COLLARS, LEASHES AND HARNESS;
LUGGAGE, NAMELY, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, SUITCASES, HAND BAGS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PADS FOR HORSE SADDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 12-31-1944; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1956.
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE KITTY

RESCUE PUPPY

RESCUE DOG

MAYATEX
CLASS 18—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-411,958. JOSHUATOWN ADVISORS, INC., LYME, CT. FILED 5-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAVEL BAGS FOR PETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-439,821. AMERICAN SURPLUS & MANUFACTURING, INC., MONTEVIDEO, MN. FILED 8-12-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FISH HOUSES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICE FISHING HOUSES IN THE NATURE OF A WOOD ON STEEL FRAME PORTABLE SHELTER FOR USE WHILE FISHING ON A FROZEN LAKE OR BODY OF WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-520,300. KALWALL CORPORATION, MANCHESTER, NH. FILED 5-28-2003.

SKYROOF
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MULTIPLE TRANSLUCENT PANEL STRUCTURES OF SELF-SUPPORTING AND SPAN-SUPPORTED PLASTIC SHEET MATERIAL FOR COVERING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROUGH FLEX
FOR FABRIC FOR USE AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF SEALS AND SHELTERS, NAMELY, FOR VEHICLE SHELTERS, VEHICLE DOCKS AND VEHICLE BAYS, LOADING SHelters, LOADING DOCKS AND LOADING BAYS AND SEALS FOR LOADING SHELTERS, LOADING DOCKS AND LOADING BAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,260,073. SEC. 2(F).

FOR FLOORING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-METAL TILES MADE OF RUBBER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-25-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-25-1997.

TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-574,362. CHARON, JAMES W., RACINE, WI. FILED 2-6-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MODULAR DRAINAGE PRODUCTS & SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONCRETE DRAINAGE TILES AND EROSION PREVENTION TILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,486. GREAT LAKES WINDOW, INC., TOLEDO, OH. FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GLASS BLOCK FOR CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WHEEL TRACTION SAND (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).

ORCHARD HILL

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, MASONRY BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAXUUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NARCARB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,209,726.
FOR REFRACTORY BRICK AND REFRACTORY RAMMING MIXES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,797. SEARS BRANDS, LLC, HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL. FILED 7-10-2003.

WEATHERBEATER

FOR NON-METAL ROOFING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GORGE STONE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR STONE MADE PRIMARILY OF RECYCLED CONCRETE FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,646. ULTRA CREATIVE CONCEPTS, LLC, HOUGHTON LAKE, MI. FILED 9-17-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER V WITH THE STYLIZED WORDS "ULTRA CS" BETWEEN THE ARMS OF THE V.
FOR NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY CRAWL SPACE VENTS MADE PRIMARILY FROM NON-METAL FOR INSTALLATION IN BUILDING FOUNDATION WALLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHIOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A COMBINATION OF CHARACTER GRAPHS AND CHARACTERS."BEBO" WITH THE WORDS "TECH" AND "COMPANY".
FOR CONCRETE ARCH SYSTEMS COMPRISING PRECAST FULL SPAN ARCH SEGMENTS, PRECAST PARTIAL SPAN ARCH SEGMENTS, PRECAST SPANDREL WALLS AND PRECAST WING WALLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,797. SEARS BRANDS, LLC, HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL. FILED 7-10-2003.
CLASS 19—(Continued).


WALLCRETE

FOR CEMENTITIOUS BACKERBOARD FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR USE ON BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,726. PREMARK RWP HOLDINGS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-2-2004.

QUIKTURN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, ACRYLIC SOLD SURFACE BUILDING MATERIALS IN SLAB, SHEET, AND BLOCK FORM, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF HOME AND COMMERCIAL FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VANITY EXPRESSIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WALL TILES AND FLOOR TILES MADE OF BONDED LEATHER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERMAHUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WALL TILES AND FLOOR TILES MADE OF BONDED LEATHER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLACK PEARL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COLOR HOLD ENHANCER SOLD AS A CONSTITUENT OF VINYL SIDING AND VINYL SIDING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, INSIDE CORNER POSTS, J CHANNEL, UNDERSILL TRIM, AND OUTSIDE CORNER POSTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).
SN 78-391,225. CDC ENTERPRISES, INC., ZIMMERMAN, MN. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DISTINCTIVE WORDING AKDUCT THE EVOLUTION OF DUCTWORK ALONG WITH A FANCIFUL DESIGN.
FOR NON-METAL DUCTS AND FITTINGS; NON-METAL VENTILATING DUCTS AND FITTINGS; AND NON-METAL AIR DUCTS AND FITTINGS FOR HEATING AND COOLING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SANTA CRUZ
AKDUCT
THE EVOLUTION OF DUCTWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAZEBOS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAZEBOS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EROSION CONTROL FABRIC FOR LANDSCAPING AND CONSTRUCTION USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,227. CDC ENTERPRISES, INC., ZIMMERMAN, MN. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL DUCTS AND FITTINGS; NON-METAL VENTILATING DUCTS AND FITTINGS; AND NON-METAL AIR DUCTS AND FITTINGS FOR HEATING AND COOLING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SLOPE HUGGER
THE EVOLUTION OF DUCTWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EROSION CONTROL FABRIC FOR LANDSCAPING AND CONSTRUCTION USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).
SN 78-460,935. CDC ENTERPRISES, INC., ZIMMERMAN, MN. FILED 8-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL DUCTS AND FITTINGS; NON-METAL VENTILATING DUCTS AND FITTINGS; AND NON-METAL AIR DUCTS AND FITTINGS FOR HEATING AND COOLING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A.Q.DUCT

SN 78-474,269. CDC ENTERPRISES, INC., ZIMMERMAN, MN. FILED 8-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL DUCTS AND FITTINGS; NON-METAL VENTILATING DUCTS AND FITTINGS; AND NON-METAL AIR DUCTS AND FITTINGS FOR HEATING AND COOLING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
SN 76-123,220. G.D. HANNA INCORPORATED, DON MILLS, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-6-2000.

BANNER LITE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PANEL UNITS, NAMELY, FREE-STANDING AND WALL-MOUNTED UNITS FOR EXHIBITIONS, DISPLAYS AND PARTITIONING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHARLESTON

FOR CLOSET ORGANIZERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-537,770. CRYCO HEALTHCARE, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 8-4-2003.

JUST EXPECT MORE

FOR DISPENSERS FOR PILLS OR CAPSULES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-558,486. HÅG ASA, 0369 OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 11-10-2003.

Q.A.DUCT

SN 78-474,269. CDC ENTERPRISES, INC., ZIMMERMAN, MN. FILED 8-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL DUCTS AND FITTINGS; NON-METAL VENTILATING DUCTS AND FITTINGS; AND NON-METAL AIR DUCTS AND FITTINGS FOR HEATING AND COOLING BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HÅG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,475,553, 2,722,969 AND OTHERS.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK IS PRESENTED IN THE COLOR BLACK WITH A RED OVAL ABOVE THE LETTER "A".
FOR OFFICE FURNITURE AND CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-11-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-11-1993.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).
SN 76-569,880. PINEAPPLE GROVE DESIGNS, BOYNTON BEACH, FL. FILED 1-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUNERARY URNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERSONAL MONUMENTS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOORING BUOYS, NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNAP LOCK BOX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COLLAPSABLE CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR COMMERCIAL USE, WITH INTERLOCKING SUPPORT MEANS FOR ERECTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-266,540. KEILHAUER INDUSTRIES LTD., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-24-2003.

KEILHAUER

FOR OFFICE FURNITURE AND HOME FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,533,097.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INFECTION CONTROL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHILDREN'S FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROCK-N-ROLL

FOR INFANT FURNITURE, NAMELY, SELF CONTAINED BASSINETS CAPABLE OF BEING SELECTIVELY ROCKED OR PREVENTED FROM ROCKING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).
SN 78-309,183. HILL-ROM SERVICES, INC., BATESVILLE, IN. FILED 10-3-2003.

ANTHROPOCENTRIC
FOR HOSPITAL BEDS, FURNITURE FOR PATIENT ROOMS IN MEDICAL FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CROWN CABINETS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CABINETS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLORS RED AND BROWN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WOMAN'S HAND HOLDING BROWN PADDLE: ROSYCHEEKS IN FRENCH SCRIPT RED.
FOR ADULT SPANKING PADDLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIorno, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRICONFORT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GULFPORT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CABINETRY, NAMELY, KITCHEN AND BATHROOM CABINETS AND CABINET DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC MERCHANDISING LABELS FEATURING PRODUCT INFORMATION FOR ROLLER GRILLS USED TO COOK HOT DOGS AND OTHER FOOD ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2000.

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOOD SCULPTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-386,356. HON TECHNOLOGY INC., MUSCATINE, IA. Filed 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-387,656. MERCURY WASTE SOLUTIONS, INC., MANKATO, MN. Filed 3-19-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC CONTAINER FOR STORING AND SHIPPING WASTE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-390,293. LANIER, PAMELA, PETALUMA, CA. Filed 3-24-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOOD SCULPTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MONTIA G. PRESSEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

SN 76-535,058. FARMER’S SELECT, INC., DBA PETSTAGES, HIGHLAND PARK, IL. FILED 8-6-2003.

THE GRADIENT SHADING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY FOR PETS; TREAT DISPENSERS FOR PETS; BIRD BATHS; PET FOOD BOWLS, PET FEEDING DISHES AND SCOOPS PET FOOD CAN COVERS; CAT LITTER PANS; CAT LITTER PAN LINERS; PET GROOMING ARTICLES; NAMELY BRUSHES AND COMBS; PET CAGES AND CRATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO “GU”; “DIAN”; “MEI”; “GUI”; AND “YUAN”; AND THIS MEANS “CLASSIC ROSE HOUSE” IN ENGLISH; THE MARK FUNCTIONS AS A TRADEMARK TO IDENTIFY THE GOODS OF THE APPLICANT.
FOR CUPS, MEAL TRAYS, BOWLS, PLATES, POTS, NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKER, CHINA AND CRYSTAL VASES, AND GLASS DRINKING VESSELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “BUCKET”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR STORING AND TRANSPORTING HOUSEHOLD SOLVENTS, LIQUIDS, PAINT AND SOLIDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “POULTRY”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR POULTRY ROASTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, A PAN AND STAND INSERT FOR HOLDING CHICKEN UPRIGHT DURING ROASTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-574,747. HERITAGE MINT, LTD., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 2-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DINNERWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CRYSTAL”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SCULPTURES, FIGURINES AND DESKTOP STATUARY MADE OF GLASS AND CRYSTAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FitRight

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SHOE STRETCHER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ION TOOLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,839,303.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOOLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAIR BRUSHES AND HAIR COMBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOOD VIBRATIONS

FOR COLLECTIVE MUFFIN TINS; CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; PORTABLE BEVERAGE COOLERS; ENAMELWARE, NAMELY, PLATES, CUPS, BOWLS, PLATTERS; FLOWER VASES; MOPS; PLANT HOLDERS; PLANTERS, NAMELY, PLANT BASKETS; FLOWERPOTS; RECIPE STORAGE BOXES; WINDOW GLASS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sn 76-582.588, Mcintosh, michael, san jose, ca. filed 3-24-2004.


Sn 76-583,203, heLEN OF TROY LIMITED, BRIDGETOWN, BARBADOS, FILED 3-25-2004.

Sn 78-291,229, thompson, cheryl, napa, ca. filed 8-22-2003.


LITTER CHAMP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LITTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REFUSE CONTAINERS FOR PET WASTE AND PLASTIC TUBULAR MATERIAL FOR FORMING BAGS TO HOLD PET WASTE IN THE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

GEORGE LORINZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERS EZ WITH THE STYLIZED WORD POUR AND THE STYLIZED WORD HANDLE.
FOR BOTTLE HOLDER MADE FROM PLASTIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-353,355. CHEF'S PLANET, L.L.C., SCOTTSDALE, AZ.
FILED 1-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MULTI-PURPOSE, NON-STICK, NON-SLIDE KITCHEN UTILITY MATS FOR VARIOUS USES IN FOOD PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DUOMAT

RACHAEL RAY HIPSTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOWLS, PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BATH RETREAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BATH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


MICRO PEARLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FEATURE OF HOUSEHOLD CLEANING BRUSHES, NAMELY, STUDS ON THE BRISTLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

SN 78-380,112. PERFORMANCE DISPLAY GROUP INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-8-2004.

POWERFIBRES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


KAR KADDY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INJECTION MOLDED PLASTIC TRAY FOR USE PRIMARILY IN VEHICLES FOR EATING, HOLDING DRINKS, AND FOOD ITEMS; ALSO FUNCTIONS AS A MINI WORK OR PLAY STATION WITH A DRY ERASE BOARD ATTACHED (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


HARDWOOD FLOOR AND MORE!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOPS AND MOP HEAD REFILLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).


THE COLOR(S) RED, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RED BOTTLE CAP WITH WHITE SHADING, AND THE LITERAL ELEMENT OF THE MARK CENTERED ACROSS THE CAP.
FOR BOTTLE OPENERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,804. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RABBIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,805. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HORSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,808. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HORSEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,809. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUNNY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE HORSE

RESCUE RABBIT

RESCUE HORSEY

RESCUE BUNNY
RESCUE LAMB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAMB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE SEAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE PIGGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIGGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE BEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE JARS; COFFEE CUPS AND MUGS; LUNCH BOXES AND PAILS; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 78-385,176. COOPER, MARK F., BIRMINGHAM, MI.
FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRE-MOISTENED CLEANING, SPOT REMOV-
ING, DUSTING OR POLISHING TOWELETTES; PRE-
MOISTENED GRAFFITI REMOVAL TOWELETTES;
PRE-MOISTENED DEGREASER TOWELETTES; PRE-
MOISTENED DISINFECTING FABRIC WIPES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,905. SMITHKLINE BEECHAM CORPORATION,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 3-17-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,006,821, 2,299,454 AND
OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD AQUAFRESH
AND THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATION OF
THE TOOTHBRUSH, WHICH HAS A HANDLE IN THE
SHAPE OF A DINOSAUR. THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF
THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE
COLOR.

FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40
AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,205. PORCELLI ASSOCIATES INC., OSSINING,
NY. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC TOOTH-
BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DYVERGE

MICOSONIC

Check Your Smile
CLASS 21—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOOTHBRUSH (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEVERAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PORTABLE STORAGE CONTAINERS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR USE TO STORE PET FOOD AND TREATS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,441,744.
FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY, FRYING PANS, OMELETTES PANS, SAUTE PANS, SAUCE PANS, STIR FRY PANS, WOKS, STEAMER INSERTS, SAUCIER PANS, STOCK POTS, GRILL PANS, GRIDDLES, ROASTER PANS, ROASTER RACKS, LIDS AND SETS MADE UP OF THE FOREGOING ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Snotty Wife

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WET NETS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NETS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BATHROOM SOAP HoldERS, SHAMPOO HoldERS, BRUSH HoldERS, SHOWER CADDIES, KITCHEN SOAP HoldERS AND TOOTHBRUSH HoldERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JARRITOS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,191,311, 2,173,641 AND 2,360,415.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as "SMALL JUGS".
FOR DISHWARE, NAMELY, PLATES, BOWLS, CUPS, AND SAUCERS; DRINKING GLASSES; MUGS; TUMBLERS; DRINKING STEINS; PITCHERS; DECANTERS; GOBLETS; ICE BUCKETS; COASTERS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT OF TABLE LINEN; SERVING PIECES, NAMELY, SERVING TONGS, SERVING PLATTERS, SERVING TRAYS NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOTTLE OPENERS; DINNERWARE; THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR BEVERAGES; PORTABLE COOLERS; PORTABLE ICE CHESTS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES; THERMAL INSULATED WRAPS FOR BEVERAGE CONTAINERS TO KEEP CONTENTS COLD OR HOT; FOAM BEVERAGE HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINE PLATE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CROCKERY, NAMELY PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EUROLOM

FOR FIBERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CARPETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROYALE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR THREAD (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEDSHED

FOR CYLINDER-SHAPED SUNSHADE TENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SILENTWIST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NYLON GRASS/WEED TRIMMER LINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 23—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FILAMENT NYLON THREAD (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S BEDDING, NAMELY BLANKETS, BUMPERS, QUILTS, BEDSKIRTS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, DUVET COVERS, CHILDREN'S BEDROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NYFIL

FOR FABRICS (U.S. CL. 42 AND 50).
FOR CHILDREN'S BEDDING, NAMELY BLANKETS, BUMPERS, QUILTS, BEDSKIRTS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, DUVET COVERS, CHILDREN'S BEDROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS

BOMBSHELTER

FOR BED LINENS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S BEDDING, NAMELY BLANKETS, BUMPERS, QUILTS, BEDSKIRTS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, DUVET COVERS, CHILDREN'S BEDROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRIP COLLARS, IN THE NATURE OF A FITTED, DISPOSABLE, TEXTILE TOWEL, FOR USE ON LIQUID CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOOD VIBRATIONS

FOR BEDDING, NAMELY, BED LINENS; WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY POUFFS, PUFFS, SWAGS; TOWELS; TEXTILE ACCESSORIES FOR TOILETS, NAMELY, FITTED TOILET LID COVERS; SHOWER CURTAINS; TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER; BED AND TABLE LINENS; BLANKET THROWS; TAPES-TRIES OF TEXTILE; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; FABRIC VALENces; NYLON, RAYON, COTTON AND LINEN FABRICS; CLOTH GARDEN FLAGS; TEXTILE PLACEMATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOOD VIBRATIONS

FOR BEDDING, NAMELY, BED LINENS; WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY POUFFS, PUFFS, SWAGS; TOWELS; TEXTILE ACCESSORIES FOR TOILETS, NAMELY, FITTED TOILET LID COVERS; SHOWER CURTAINS; TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER; BED AND TABLE LINENS; BLANKET THROWS; TAPES-TRIES OF TEXTILE; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; FABRIC VALENces; NYLON, RAYON, COTTON AND LINEN FABRICS; CLOTH GARDEN FLAGS; TEXTILE PLACEMATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—(Continued).
SN 78-354,843. MICHELOTTI, JOHN, GREENWICH, CT.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLAG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR CLOTH FLAGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-357,315. CLASSY KID, INC., SUMMERLIN, NV. FILED 1-26-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TABLE MATS NOT OF PAPER AND TABLE LINENS, NAMELY TABLE CLOTHS, NOT OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-360,037. ASAHI KASEI FIBERS CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,387. ASAHI KASEI FIBERS CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FABRIC USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE UPHOLSTERY AND COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL FURNISHING UPHOLSTERY (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,151. SELLARS ABSORBENT MATERIALS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KITCHEN TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-367,151. SELLARS ABSORBENT MATERIALS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KITCHEN TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-360,037. ASAHI KASEI FIBERS CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 3-8-2004.
CLASS 24—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,191,311, 2,173,641 AND 2,360,415.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SMALL JUGS.
FOR TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY, POT HOLDERS, OVEN MITTS, BARBECUE MITTS, FINGERTIP TOWELS, TOWELS, DISHCLOTHS, AND FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; TABLE LINEN, NAMELY, NAPKINS, TABLECLOTHS AND PLACEMATS; VINYL PLACEMATS; PLASTIC PLACEMATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,833,894 AND 2,729,479.
FOR COTTON FABRIC SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

TRAIN HARD OR GO HOME
FOR CLOTHING FOR USE BY MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY– BANDANAS; BATHING SUITS; BATHROBES; BELTS; BODYSUITS; BOOTS; BOXER SHORTS; BRASSIERES; BRIEFS; CAMISOLE; CAPS; CULOTTES; MARTIAL ARTS UNIFORMS; HALTER TOPS; HATS; HEADBANDS; JACKETS; JEANS; JOGGING SUITS; JUMPERS; KIMONOS; LEGGINGS; LOUNGEWEAR; MITTENS; MOCCASINS; NECKWEAR; NIGHTSHIRTS; OVERALLS; PAJAMAS; PANTIES; PANTS; PARKAS; PEDAL PUSHERS; POCKET SQUARES; PULLOVERS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; UNDERSHIRTS; SHOES; GYM SHORTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; THAI SHORTS; UNDERPANTS; AND WARM-UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-426,671. SUNDOG INTERNATIONAL, INC., ANAHEIM, CA. FILED 7-1-2002.

MIMICRY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEXTILE FABRICS WITH CAMOUFLAGE PRINT (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-426,671. SUNDOG INTERNATIONAL, INC., ANAHEIM, CA. FILED 7-1-2002.

PACIFIC COTTON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COTTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CASUALWEAR, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-487,517. NEVADA BIGHORNS UNLIMITED, RENO CHAPTER, RENO, NV. FILED 2-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEVADA", "UNLIMITED" AND "RENO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY CAPS, JACKETS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-10-1981; IN COMMERCE 6-10-1981.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-10-1981; IN COMMERCE 6-10-1981.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,886. SOUTH BASS ISLAND TRADING COMPANY, LAKE GENEVA, WI. FILED 6-24-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIVERSITY OF LAKE GENEVA", "1874", "LEMANNUS" AND THE REPRESENTATION OF LAKE GENEVA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CONCENTRIC CIRCLES ENCLOSING THE WORDING "UNIVERSITY OF LAKE GENEVA" AND THE REPRESENTATION OF LAKE GENEVA.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING "LEMANNUS BIBULOUS" IN THE MARK IS "LAKE GENEVA LIKES TO DRINK.

FOR COLLEGIATE AND ATHLETIC TYPE CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, JERSEYS, SWEATPANTS, HATS, SWIMWEAR AND SKIWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,351. LEAVENGOOD, THEODORE, DALLAS, TX. FILED 7-23-2003.

DOUBLEWIDE

FOR HEADGEAR; FOOTWEAR; CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, STRAW HATS, COWBOY HATS, SWEATPANTS, BANDANAS, HEADBANDS, BOOTS, SANDALS, UNDERWEAR, TANK TOPS, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, NIGHTIES AND LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIAMOND GUSSET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,812,205.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR JEANS, SHIRTS, PANTS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


DIAMOND GUSSET DG THE ORIGINAL GUSSET JEAN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,812,205.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO DIAMOND GUSSET AND THE ORIGINAL GUSSET JEAN.
FOR JEANS, SHIRTS, PANTS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLENCH KISS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,243,323.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN’S SUITS, JACKETS, TIES, SHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, OVERCOATS, SLEEPWEAR, HATS AND SHOES; WOMEN’S DRESSES, GOWNS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, BELTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, OVERCOATS, SLEEPWEAR, HATS AND SHOES; AND CHILDREN’S SUITS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, OVERCOATS, SLEEPWEAR, HATS AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMOOTH STROKE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS AND HEAD WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BANDANNAS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BELTS, BODY SUITS, BOXER SHORTS, CAPS, CLOTH BIBS, COATS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, HATS, HEADBANDS, HOSIERY, HOUSECOATS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, LEGGINGS, LEOTARDS, MITTENS, NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, RAIN COATS, RAIN WEAR, ROBES, SCARVES, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SUITS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMSUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TIES, TOQUES, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


739

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY TOPS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HALTER TOPS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SHORTS,skirts, VESTS, JEANS, OVERALLS, DRESSES, JUMPERS, ROMPERS, JUMPSUITS, CAPRIS, SKORTS, SWEATERS, BLAZERS, JACKETS, COATS, WIND JACKETS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, BANDANNAS, SCARVES, SWEATBANDS; AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY HEADBANDS, VISORS, BASEBALL CAPS, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LEVETI

FOR SUITS, SLACKS, JACKETS, TIES, SHIRTS AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-10-1994; IN COMMERCE 5-10-1994.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-545,971. STONE SOUP CREATIONS, LLC, SHERWOOD, WI. FILED 9-22-2003.

SOCK IT TO 'EM!

FOR SOCKS PACKAGED WITH SMALL GIFT ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NINO CARDI

NINO CARDI DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY SHOES, SOCKS, PANTS, TOPS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, VESTS, DRESSES AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2001.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Leg Avenue

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY ANKLETS, BABYDOLL LINGERIE, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, BIKINI SETS, BLOUSES, BODY SHAPERS, BODY STOCKINGS, BODY SUITS, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, BUSTIERS, CAMISoles, CHEMISES, COLLARS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, PARTY COSTUMES, CORSETS, DRESSES, FOUNDATION GARMENTS, GARTERS, GIRDLES, GLOVES, HALTER TOPS, HOIYERI, HOT PANTS, LEOTARDS, LINGERIE, KNEE HIGHS, LOUNGEWEAR, NEGLIGEES, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTIES, PANTS, PANTYHOSE, PETTICOATS, SARONGS, SHORTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, SWIMWEAR, TEDDIES, THONGS, TIGHTS, UNDERPANTS, AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-553,003. BRUCE BRUCE ENTERPRISES, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 9-30-2003.

BRUCE BRUCE

BRUCE BRUCE IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,098. PSF SHOES, LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-10-2003.

THE APPLICANT HAS CONFIRMED THAT THE PROPOSED MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR MEN'S SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-1979; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1979.
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,567. GRIFFITH, JEFF, HONOLULU, HI. FILED 10-31-2003.

THE DESIGN OF THE MARK IS DESCRIBED AS A STYLIZED MONOGRAM OF THE LETTERS "HA".
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, BEANIES, PANTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND SWEATPANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-559,943. LEANDRA LLC, FREEPORT, ME. FILED 11-3-2003.

THE NAME IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF THE RECORD.
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY GOLF AND TENNIS APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JEANS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SLEEP SUITS, SHORTS, JACKETS AND COATS; FOOTWEAR AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOOKS THAT KILL - A FIT THAT DOESN'T", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
BRENDAN MCCUALEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,579,733, 2,780,202 AND OTHERS.
The COLOR(S) GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The COLOR GRAY APPEARS IN THE WORDS TEAM ROC.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TEE SHIRTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, PANTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, HATS, UNDERGARMENTS, SWIMWEAR AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SUSAN HAYASHI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-569,214. ARAGON, BENJAMIN, DOWNEY, CA. FILED 1-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NIGHT SAFETY VEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY VESTS HAVING REFLECTIVE TAPE SECURED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, APRONS, CAPS, JACKETS AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, SKIRTS, "T" SHIRTS, PANTS, JEANS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-571,776. OZONE COMMUNITY CORPORATION, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO 151, JAPAN, FILED 1-26-2004.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,166,995.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS; BLOUSES, PANTS; SHORTS, JACKETS, DRESSES, SUITS, HALTERS, AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SHOES, CAPS, BANDANAS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, SOCKS, SWIMWEAR, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, BLOUSES, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, SCARVES, HATS, HEAD BANDS, PAJAMAS AND SLEEP WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-22-2003.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,065,987, 2,645,436 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SHOES, CAPS, BANDANAS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, SOCKS, SWIMWEAR, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, BLOUSES, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, SCARVES, HATS, HEAD BANDS, PAJAMAS AND SLEEP WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,166,995.
FOR WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S AND MEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, TOPS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND ROBES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S AND MEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, TOPS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND ROBES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-579,105. GEORGIA BOOT LLC, FRANKLIN, TN. FILED 3-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR COMPONENTS, NAMELY, FOOTWEAR LININGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-579,513. AEGEAN APPAREL, INC, HUBER HEIGHTS, OH. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING IN ALL FABRICATIONS, NAMELY, JERSEYS, UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, PANTS, CYCLE PANTS, TROUSERS, SLACKS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, JUMPERS, JUMP SUITS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDER SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TOPS, CROP TOPS, TANK TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SWEATERS, VESTS, FLEECE VESTS, PULLOVERS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, SNOW SUITS, PARKAS, ANORAKS, PONCHOS, JACKETS, DINNER JACKETS, SPORTS JACKETS, GOLF AND SKI JACKETS, REVERSIBLE JACKETS, COATS, BLAZERS, SUITS, TURTLENECKS, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, CAPS, BERETS, HATS, HEADBANDS, WRIST BANDS, HEADWEAR, EAR MUFFS, APRONS, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, NECKWEAR, NECKTIES, TIES, BOW TIES, CLOTH BIBS, CLOTH DIAPERS, BOOTIES, INFANTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, TRUNKS, BRAS, SPORTS BRAS, SINGLETS, SOCKS, LOUNGEWEAR, ROBES, BATHROBES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, LINGERIE, CAMISOLES, SLIPS, STOCKINGS, BODY STOCKINGS, PANTYHOSE, HOSIERY, KNIT HOISIERY, LEG WARMERS, BODYSUITS, LEGGINGS, TIGHTS, LEOTARDS, UNITARDS, GLOVES, MITTENS, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, GALOSHES, SANDALS, ZORI, SLIPPERS AND RAINWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLIMATRAC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING IN ALL FABRICATIONS, NAMELY, JERSEYS, UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, PANTS, CYCLE PANTS, TROUSERS, SLACKS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, JUMPERS, JUMP SUITS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDER SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TOPS, CROP TOPS, TANK TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SWEATERS, VESTS, FLEECE VESTS, PULLOVERS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, SNOW SUITS, PARKAS, ANORAKS, PONCHOS, JACKETS, DINNER JACKETS, SPORTS JACKETS, GOLF AND SKI JACKETS, REVERSIBLE JACKETS, COATS, BLAZERS, SUITS, TURTLENECKS, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, CAPS, BERETS, HATS, HEADBANDS, WRIST BANDS, HEADWEAR, EAR MUFFS, APRONS, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, NECKWEAR, NECKTIES, TIES, BOW TIES, CLOTH BIBS, CLOTH DIAPERS, BOOTIES, INFANTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, TRUNKS, BRAS, SPORTS BRAS, SINGLETS, SOCKS, LOUNGEWEAR, ROBES, BATHROBES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, LINGERIE, CAMISOLES, SLIPS, STOCKINGS, BODY STOCKINGS, PANTYHOSE, HOSIERY, KNIT HOISIERY, LEG WARMERS, BODYSUITS, LEGGINGS, TIGHTS, LEOTARDS, UNITARDS, GLOVES, MITTENS, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, GALOSHES, SANDALS, ZORI, SLIPPERS AND RAINWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OBIDIAH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

HUNKY-DORY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING IN ALL FABRICATIONS, NAMELY, JERSEYS, UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, PANTS, CYCLE PANTS, TROUSERS, SLACKS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, JUMPERS, JUMP SUITS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDER SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TOPS, CROP TOPS, TANK TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SWEATERS, VESTS, FLEECE VESTS, PULLOVERS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, SNOW SUITS, PARKAS, ANORAKS, PONCHOS, JACKETS, DINNER JACKETS, SPORTS JACKETS, GOLF AND SKI JACKETS, REVERSIBLE JACKETS, COATS, BLAZERS, SUITS, TURTLENECKS, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, CAPS, BERETS, HATS, HEADBANDS, WRIST BANDS, HEADWEAR, EAR MUFFS, APRONS, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, NECKWEAR, NECKTIES, TIES, BOW TIES, CLOTH BIBS, CLOTH DIAPERS, BOOTIES, INFANTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, TRUNKS, BRAS, SPORTS BRAS, SINGLETS, SOCKS, LOUNGEWEAR, ROBES, BATHROBES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, LINGERIE, CAMISOLES, SLIPS, STOCKINGS, BODY STOCKINGS, PANTYHOSE, HOSIERY, KNIT HOISIERY, LEG WARMERS, BODYSUITS, LEGGINGS, TIGHTS, LEOTARDS, UNITARDS, GLOVES, MITTENS, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, GALOSHES, SANDALS, ZORI, SLIPPERS AND RAINWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIRDS OF RAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, HEADWEAR, SHORTS, GOLF SHIRTS, PANTS AND CASUAL DRESS SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WEST COAST ATTITUDE. EAST COAST LATITUDE.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ZIPPLERS SOLD AS A COMPONENT PART OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONMAR


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

QUICKSHIELDS


FOR MEDICAL UNIFORMS AND FASHION APPAREL, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, PANTS, SHIRTS, GOWNS, ROBES, LAB COATS, JACKETS, VESTS, UNDERGARMENTS, SOCKS, HEADWEAR, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
P A U L A M A H O N E Y, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TILL I DIE

FOR MEDICAL UNIFORMS AND FASHION APPAREL, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, PANTS, SHIRTS, GOWNS, ROBES, LAB COATS, JACKETS, VESTS, UNDERGARMENTS, SOCKS, HEADWEAR, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-582,581. NINE DOTS LLC, LAKE SUCCESS, NY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SHOES, CAPS, BANDANNAS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, SOCKS, SWIMWEAR, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, BLOUSES, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, SCARVES, HATS, HEAD BANDS, PAJAMAS AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,582. NINE DOTS LLC, LAKE SUCCESS, NY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SHOES, CAPS, BANDANNAS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, PANTS, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, SOCKS, SWIMWEAR, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, BLOUSES, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, SCARVES, HATS, HEAD BANDS, PAJAMAS AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,722. AVILES, VANESSA, JERSEY CITY, NJ.
FILED 3-26-2004.

FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,772. KOHL'S ILLINOIS, INC., AURORA, IL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KHAI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN'S AND BOY'S PANTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,139. A & F TRADEMARK, INC., NEW ALBANY, OH.
FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO LINES RUNNING
HORizontally across the center of a pocket.
The lower line runs straight across the pocket.
The upper line curves downward, from left to right, toward the lower line and then,
approximately one third of the way across the pocket, curves upward as it continues to
the right side of the pocket. The two lines come close to touching, but do not touch. The
dotted line around the mark represents the
shape of the pocket, which is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
for clothing, namely, pants and jeans (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
mark t. mullen, examining attorney

for mens, womens and childrens t-shirts,
sweatshirts, hats and pants (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
david taylor, examining attorney

for clothing, namely, leather coats and
jackets, pants, shirts, sweatshirts, t-shirts,
tank tops, overcoats, hats, caps; sleepwear,
namely, nightgowns, robes, pajamas, night-
shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ellen perkins, examining attorney

for shirts, pants, hats, footwear (U.S. CLS.
22 and 39).
first use 3-2-2002; in commerce 4-22-2002.
linda e. blohm, examining attorney

for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
for bras, briefs, panties, basques, corsel-
ettes, camisole tops, teddies, bra and brief
sets comprised of bras and briefs sold to-
gether, bra and panty sets comprised of
bras and panties sold together (based on
use); bra tops, crop tops, shorts, thongs,
bustiers, vests, girdles, body shapers, gar-
ter belts, sportswear tops, exercise tops (U.S.
cls. 22 and 39).
first use 4-0-1993; in commerce 9-0-2006.
elissa garber kon, examining attorney

the mark consists of standard characters
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.
for hats and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).
ron fairbanks, examining attorney

owner of united kingdom reg. no. 1451059,
dated 12-17-1993, renewed as reg. no. 1451059,
FLEA ROY BROWN

THE WORDING FLEA ROY BROWN DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY BOY’S AND GIRL’S SHIRTS, TEE SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, SWIM SUITS, PANTS, JACKETS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, VESTS AND BANDANAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-176,484. VERA CAMPBELL, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-21-2002.

BUDDHAPPAREL

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY HATS, CAPS, SOCKS, SHIRTS, SLACKS, PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SHOES, JACKETS, COATS, SCARVES, BELTS, NECKTIES AND BANDANNAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZIPPERED MOUTH EXPRESSIONS

FOR CUSTOM SHIRTS, PANTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 9-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2003.

GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOPE GIRL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “GIRL”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COATS, SWEATERS, SUITS, DRESSES, SLACKS, AND TROUSERS; ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELTS, SCARVES, AND HATS; AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, LOAFERS, ESPADRILLES, SANDALS, THONGS, MULES, AND PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JEANS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DENIM JEANS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-237,114. BUDDHAPPAREL, LLC, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 4-12-2003.

SN 78-194,081. FROGGY’S FITNESS, LLC, ISLAMORADA, FL. FILED 12-12-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FITNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF DESIGN OF FROG HANGING FROM A BARBELL WITH THE WORDS FROGGY’S FITNESS.

FOR ATHLETIC CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, AND SHORTS WHICH PROMOTE APPLICANT’S FITNESS CENTER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST USE 1-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2002.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HUSSY WEAR


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “SACK” AND “GEAR”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWEET DREAMS

SN 78-284,029. CHARLES KOMAR & SONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-6-2003.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, LINGERIE, JUMPSUITS, PANTS, PAJAMAS, ROMPERS, ROBES, NIGHTSHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, TOPS, SHIRTS, DUSTER, SOCKS, AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I.C.FRANCE


FOR UNDERGARMENTS, SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY SHIRTS, SPORTS BRAS, LONG AND SHORT-SLEEVE SWEAT SUITS, JACKETS, AND SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR APPAREL, NAMELY HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, TOPS AND BOTTOMS, TANK TOPS, CROP-TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, NECKTIES, ASCOTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SUITS, CARDIGANS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, JERSEYS, VESTS, PULLOVERS, PANTS, WORKOUT SUITS, BRIEFS, UNDERSHIRTS, JEANS, BLOUSES, LEGGINGS, LONGJOHNS, SKORTS, SHORTS, SLEEP SHORTS, ROMPERS, TROUSERS, JUMPSUITS, OVERALLS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, JUMPERS, SWIMWEAR, NAMELY, BATHING SUITS AND COVER-UPS, LEOTARDS, TIGHTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLEEP SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, NIGHTSHIRTS, ROBES, NIGHTGOWNS, SLIPPERS, SLIPPER SOCKS, SOCKS, HOSIERY, BANDANAS, SCARVES, SHAWLS, SUSPENDERS, BATH ROBES, DRESSING GOWNS, APRONS, MUFFLERS, HATS, CAPS, HEADBANDS, GLOVES, BELTS, LINGERIE, WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR, NAMELY BRAS, PANTIES AND THONGS AND MEN'S UNDERWEAR, NAMELY BOXER SHORTS AND BRIEFS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, PANTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-6-1999.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, PANTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CO." AND "SINCE 1876", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PAJAMAS, CAMISOLAS, BOY SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHITOWN IS MY TOWN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHITOWN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

EXOSPORT

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POETRONIGIRL GEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BATHING SUITS, UNDERGARMENTS, JEANS, SOCKS, SHOES, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BATHING SUITS, UNDERGARMENTS, JEANS, SOCKS, SHOES, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KELLY LE BROCK

THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES KELLY LE BROCK, WHOSE CONSENT TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, TOPS AND BOTTOMS, TANK TOPS, CROP TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, NECKTIES, ASCOTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SUITS, CARDIGANS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BATHING SUITS, UNDERGARMENTS, JEANS, SOCKS, SHOES, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLAK GIRLZ RULE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BATHING SUITS, UNDERGARMENTS, JEANS, SOCKS, SHOES, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GO BIG

FOR SPORTS-RELATED OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KIMBERLY FYRE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, PANTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-6-1999.
BARBARA A. LOUGHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CHIC”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, CASUAL TOPS AND BOTTOMS, AND TOP AND BOTTOM SETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NAME BRUCE FLEISHER IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR GOLF APPAREL, NAMELY, SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, TOPS, PANTS, HATS, CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-348,959. HUGHES, SHAUN N.G., EVERETT, WA. FILED 1-7-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VENTILATION SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, TOPS, PANTS, HATS, CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 729,938, 2,401,652 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HATS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, CAPS, VISORS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, BANDANAS, SOCKS, HUNTING PANTS, HUNTING VESTS, HUNTING COATS AND HUNTING BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERS WITH A LARGE STYLIZED W AND A LARGE STYLIZED F.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, AND OUTERWEAR; NAMELY COATS, JACKETS, PULLOVERS AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,845,144 AND 2,854,000.
FOR CLOTHING FOR BOYS, GIRLS, INFANTS AND TODDLERS, NAMELY, DENIM JEANS, PANTS, KNIT TOPS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, COVERALLS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PAJAMAS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SOCKS, HATS AND TIES; AND CHILDREN'S FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RED SIGN WITH THE WHITE STYLIZED WORDS AND NUMBERS, LAS VEGAS CENTENNIAL 1905-2005, WITH BLUE AND WHITE CIRCLES AROUND THE SIGN, AND A BLUE STAR.
FOR WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, VESTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, PARKAS, TURTLENECKS, PULLOVERS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, JEANS, SLACKS, PANTS, ROBES, NIGHTSHIRTS AND NIGHT GOWNS, PAJAMAS, ROMPERS, COVERALLS, MITTENS, GLOVES, UNDERGARMENTS, JERSEYS, LEOTARDS, HOISIERY, SOCKS, BOOTIES, SLIPPERS, SCARVES, BELTS, BELTS NOT MADE OF LEATHER, NECKTIES, SUSPENDERS, HEADBANDS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, BLAZERS, RAIN PONCHOS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, WARM-UP SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BEACH WEAR, NAMELY BATHING SUITS, BEACH SANDALS, BEACH COVER-UPS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY SHOES, BOOTS, SANDALS, SNEAKERS AND ATHLETIC SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TENNIS SHOES, CASUAL SHOES; CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, PANTS, EXERCISE PANTS, SHORTS, EXERCISE SHORTS, JEANS, JACKETS, T SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, SOCKS, GLOVES, MITTENS, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-362,541. TULLY'S COFFEE CORPORATION, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 2-4-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, PANTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WATERFOWL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, BALL CAPS, STOCKING CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S; TOPS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, DRESSES, UNDERGARMENTS, BRAS, SOCKS, SCARVES, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-368,906. REPUBLIC CLOTHING CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SHIRTS AND KNIT TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, BATHING SUITS, HAWAIIAN SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, AND SURF WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE APPAREL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, POLAR FLEECE VESTS, POLAR FLEECE JACKETS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, NYLON JACKETS, MICRO-FIBER JACKETS, POLO SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

5280 APPAREL

OPTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE APPAREL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE APPAREL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, POLAR FLEECE VESTS, POLAR FLEECE JACKETS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, NYLON JACKETS, MICRO-FIBER JACKETS, POLO SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEANS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, BELTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, OVERALLS, SWIM WEAR, AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fit Solution

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY SHOES, SANDALS, T-SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ISOTONER ISOFLEX


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOs. 2,317,153, 2,809,531 AND OTHERS.
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE DREAM THONG


FOR SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39),
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


Vampires Motorcycle Club

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-2-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-2-1994.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,323. TCPIP, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-1-2004.

PROFISH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, BELTS, HATS, JACKETS, PANTS, SANDALS, SHIRTS, SHOES, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AUTHENTIC PLACE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHILDREN’S PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, SLACKS, JUMPSUITS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, OVERALLS, SWIMSUITS, HATS, BELTS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
P A U L A M A Y S , EXAM IN I N G ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,332. COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OMAHA, NE. FILED 3-1-2004.

ring

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPAREL, MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRACTION SCIENCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
P A U L A M A Y S , EXAM I N I N G ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, KNITTED SHIRTS, WOVEN SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SHORTS, DRESSES, OVERALLS, BASEBALL HATS, CAPS, KNITTED HEADWEAR, RAINWEAR, JACKETS, VESTS AND PANTS; ALL FOR MEN, WOMEN, BOYS, GIRLS, TODDLERS AND INFANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HARD TO SAY. EASY TO WEAR

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "P" AND "M".
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SCARVES, SHAWLS, SWEATERS, HEADWEAR, ROBES, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, NECKTIES, BOWTIES, HOISERY, COATS, JACKETS, SUITS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, CHOKERS, NAMELY, CLOTHING NECKWEAR NOT IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY, CUFFS, SLEEP MASKS, CAPES AND LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING NAMELY– T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, TOPS, JUMPSUITS, JACKETS, COATS, PULLOVERS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARDIGANS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, HATS AND SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SNEAKYMOOD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fresh

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING NAMELY– T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, TOPS, JUMPSUITS, JACKETS, COATS, PULLOVERS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARDIGANS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, HATS AND SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-380,095. RETAIL BRAND ALLIANCE, INC., ENFIELD, CT. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS, HOSIERY, SCARVES, BLOUSES, SWIMWEAR, SUITS, LOUNGEWEAR, CAPS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, ASCOTS, TROUSERS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS, VESTS, POLO AND SPORT SHIRTS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR SPORTSWEAR AND GOLFWEAR NAMELY POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BATHING SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SWEATPANTS AND JOGGING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEN'S PANTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARGARET T. HOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TOPS, PANTS, JEANS, SKIRTS, OVERALLS, SHORTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BROOKS BROTHERS
346 PERFORMACE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS, HOSIERY, SCARVES, BLOUSES, SWIMWEAR, SUITS, LOUNGEWEAR, CAPS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, ASCOTS, TROUSERS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS, VESTS, POLO AND SPORT SHIRTS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAGICWAIST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS, HOSIERY, SCARVES, BLOUSES, SWIMWEAR, SUITS, LOUNGEWEAR, CAPS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, ASCOTS, TROUSERS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS, VESTS, POLO AND SPORT SHIRTS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-382,295. 3 FOR ALL PARTNERS, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-11-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEAT SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, WARM-UP SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, GLOVES, SUN VISORS AND BANDANNAS, HEADBANDS, PAJAMAS, SHORTS AND BOXER SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LITA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, ROMPERS, JOGGING SUITS, VESTS, DRESSES, JUMP SUITS, HATS, SKIRTS, TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-383,283. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NETROPOLIS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEAT SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, WARM-UP SUITS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, GLOVES, SUN VISORS AND BANDANNAS, HEADBANDS, PAJAMAS, SHORTS AND BOXER SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

METRO ZONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, ROMPERS, JOGGING SUITS, VESTS, DRESSES, JUMP SUITS, HATS, SKIRTS, TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BARRBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-383,386. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,733,460.
THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULL-OVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, PANTS, AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,610. MIRELE FASHIONS LTD., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 3-12-2004.
FOR SWIMSUITES, SHORTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,814. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINFORE, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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RESCUE KITTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,816. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

RESCUE PUPPY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,818. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

RESCUE DOG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,817. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

RESCUE RABBIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,815. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For clothing for men, women and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jerseys, tank tops, pants, skirts, dresses, coats, jackets, jogging suits, night gowns, night shirts, pajamas, hats, footwear, rainwear, robes, swimwear, underwear and ties (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

Tricia Thompkins, Examining Attorney

SN 78-383,820. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

SN 78-383,822. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

SN 78-383,823. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-383,824. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY - SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, COATS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

RESCUE SEAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

Overcomer

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY - SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, COATS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

RESCUE BEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

617

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHIRTS, BASEBALL CAPS, AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BASEBALL CAPS, BOXER BRIEFS, BOXER SHORTS, BRIEFS, PAJAMAS, PANTIES, SHIRTS, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, THONGS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERGARMENTS, UnderPANTS, UnderSHIRTS, UnderWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND HEADWEAR, HEADBAND, BATHING CAPS, BEACHWEAR NAMELY, BATHING SUIT, JACKETS, JEAN, CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRT, OVERCOATS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS BEACH.
FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY MENS AND WOMENS APPAREL CONSISTING OF SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE BUTTON DOWN DRESS/CASUAL SHIRTS, PULLOVER JACKETS, GOLF SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, HATS, ATHLETIC APPAREL, CONSISTING OF UNDERSHIRTS, SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE, AND MENS AND WOMENS SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME TORRIE WILSON IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DON'T SKIRT THE ISSUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRO-MODERATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TORRIE WILSON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME TORRIE WILSON IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


For footwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
Martha Santomartino, Examining Attorney


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For shorts, pants, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, sports bras and tops, swimwear, jackets, gloves, hats, caps, shoes, socks, underwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
Mary Rossman, Examining Attorney

MINDER


For clothing; namely hats, shoes, belts, wristbands, headbands, and socks (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
Fred Mandir, Examining Attorney

DUO DRY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For clothing; namely hats, shoes, belts, wristbands, headbands, and socks (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
Mary Rossman, Examining Attorney
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-387,172. LYSTER, GABRIELLE R., LAS VEGAS, NV.
AND MARTELLA, JOSEPH J., HENDERSON, NV. FILED
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-387,686. LOPEZ, JESSICA, MIAMI, FL. FILED 3-19-
2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SKIRTS, DRESSES,
BLOUSES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, BATHING
SUITS, JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-387,555. BURLINGTON COAT FACTORY WARE-
HOUSE CORPORATION, BURLINGTON, NJ. FILED 3-
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME ENZO BACELI DOES NOT IDENTIFY A
LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BOOTS AND SHOES
(U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-387,873. KRISTINA MOORE AND TAMMY SMITH
JOINT VENTURE, THE, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 3-19-
2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADWEAR,
NAMELY, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS,
SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, T-SHIRTS, LONG SLEEVE
SHIRTS, TURTLE NECKS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR,
OVERALLS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, TANK TOPS, POLO
SHIRTS, VESTS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, BELTS,
SUN VISORS, PAJAMAS, SWIM SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS,
SHOES AND SANDALS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Be BAD

UNCOMMON INDUSTRIES

DIRTY DAMS

ENZO BACELI
CLASS 25—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, DRESSES, ATHLETIC WEAR NAMELY, JOGGING SUITS AND SWEAT-SHIRTS, PANTS, JEANS, OVERALLS, SLACKS, SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, COATS, PARKAS, VESTS, CAPS, HATS, BELTS, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SHOES, FOOTWEAR, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM SUITS, BEACHWEAR, BEACH COVERUPS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, ROBES, BATHROBES, SKI WEAR, SKI SUITS, SNOW PANTS, SNOWBOARD BOOTS, SNOWBOARD GLOVES, SOCKS, HOSIERY, RAIN WEAR, RAIN COATS, RAIN JACKETS, RAIN SUITS, AND RAIN BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, BATHING SUITS AND SARONGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OLD GOLD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, DRESSES, ATHLETIC WEAR NAMELY, JOGGING SUITS AND SWEAT-SHIRTS, PANTS, JEANS, OVERALLS, SLACKS, SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, COATS, PARKAS, VESTS, CAPS, HATS, BELTS, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SHOES, FOOTWEAR, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM SUITS, BEACHWEAR, BEACH COVERUPS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, ROBES, BATHROBES, SKI WEAR, SKI SUITS, SNOW PANTS, SNOWBOARD BOOTS, SNOWBOARD GLOVES, SOCKS, HOSIERY, RAIN WEAR, RAIN COATS, RAIN JACKETS, RAIN SUITS, AND RAIN BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S AND YOUNG GIRL'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, AND SLEEPWEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORK MASTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, BATHING SUITS AND SARONGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CARIBBEAN SAND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BATHING SUITS AND SARONGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HIS PRINCESS
CLASS 25—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, AND CAPS; CHILDREN'S CLOTHING IN THE NATURE OF T-SHIRTS, CAPS, PAJAMAS, AND INFANT SLEEPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHILDRESS VINEYARDS

THE TOP WITH ALL THE ANSWERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,370,290.
FOR INTIMATE APPAREL, SHAPEWEAR AND FIGURE ENHANCING GARMENTS, NAMELY, BRAS, PANTIES, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, UNDERGARMENTS, UNDERCLOTHES, TEDDIES, SLIPS, SARONGS, NEGLIGEES, LINGERIE, FOUNDATION GARMENTS, GIRDLES, CORSETS, CAMISOLES, BODY SLIPS AND BODY SUITS, SLEEPWEAR AND NIGHTGOWNS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MATERNITY CLOTHING FOR WOMEN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, DRESSES, JUMPERS, SKIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, OVERALLS, SHORTALLS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, T-SHIRTS, TANK SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, BATHING SUITS, BEACH CLOTHES, HATS, VISORS, COATS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, PAJAMAS, NIGHTGOWNS AND LINGERIE NAMELY, BRAS, PANTIES, SLIPS, AND CAMISOLES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUE STICK

WorkaWear

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, CAPS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KNOXVEGAS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 9-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-6-2003.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,814,975, 2,427,542 AND 2,503,577.
THE COLOR RED IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE PETALS OF THE DEPICTED ROSE APPEAR IN RED.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-23-2004.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAVNIAC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HATS, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SHOES, TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A true traveler has no fixed plans and is not intent upon arrival
CLASS 25—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,814,975, 2,427,542 AND 2,503,577.

THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE PETALS OF THE DEPICTED ROSE APPEAR IN THE COLOR RED.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-23-2004.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Don't change the music. Let the music change you.

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JARRITOS

Packin' Dong

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "SMALL JUGS".

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SPORTS APPAREL AND OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, AND SKIRTS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SOCKS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HATS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, JACKETS, ROMPERS, SWIMSUITS, DRESSES, PANTS; EXERCISE WEAR, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, TEE SHIRTS, BRA TOPS, CAMISOLE, ROMPERS, WARM-UP SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, PANTS, BIKE SHORTS, DEMI SHORTS, CAPRI TIGHTS, FOOTLESS TIGHTS, BIKE TIGHTS, STIRRUP PANTS; DANCE WEAR, NAMELY, LEOTARDS, UNITARDS, LEGGINGS, LEG WARMER, TRUNKS, THONG TRUNKS, JAZZ PANTS, SKIRTS, CAMISOLE, TEE SHIRTS, WRAP TOPS, GYM PANTS, CAPRI PANTS, GYM SHORTS, BODYSUITS, CATSUITS, JUMPSUIT; YOGA WEAR, NAMELY, CAMISOLE, TANK TOPS, YOGA PANTS, CROP PANTS, SHORTS; INTIMATE APPAREL, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, BOY AND BOXER SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRTS, CROP PANTS AND CAMISOLE; ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELTS, HATS, HEAD BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, WRIST BANDS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HUNKALICIOUS
BECAUSE EVERY SOCK SHOULD ONLY HAVE ONE PARTNER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY– SHORTS, PANTS, CAPRIS, TANK TOPS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SKIRTS, MINISKIRTS, HALTER TOPS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


FOR LINE OF CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-397,032. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 4-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE PANTS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


VICTORIA

THREAD, WHITE AND BLUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY– SHORTS, PANTS, CAPRIS, TANK TOPS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SKIRTS, MINISKIRTS, HALTER TOPS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

BOOGERGEAR

FOR LINE OF CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-419,112. GOODY'S FAMILY CLOTHING, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN. FILED 5-14-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 817,443, 1,949,457 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR BABIES, NAMELY, CREEPERS, SLEEPERS, COVERALLS, AND TOP AND BOTTOM SETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,833,894 AND 2,729,479.
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SLEEPWEAR, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, HALTER TOPS, BOXERS, SHORTS, PANTS, CHEMISES, ROBES, SLEEPSHIRTS AND GOWNS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,520,055.
FOR SLIDE FASTENERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-30-1934; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1934.
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-382,469. IDEAL FASTENER CORPORATION, OXFORD, NC. FILED 3-11-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,520,055.
FOR SLIDE FASTENERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-30-1934; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1934.
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TWISTERS, CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS, BANDS, BOXES, BARRETTES, CLIPS, WRAPS, PINS, RIBBONS AND SCRUNCHIES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 26—(Continued).
SN 78-419,112. GOODY'S FAMILY CLOTHING, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN. FILED 5-14-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 817,443, 1,949,457 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR BABIES, NAMELY, CREEPERS, SLEEPERS, COVERALLS, AND TOP AND BOTTOM SETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,833,894 AND 2,729,479.
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SLEEPWEAR, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, HALTER TOPS, BOXERS, SHORTS, PANTS, CHEMISES, ROBES, SLEEPSHIRTS AND GOWNS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESME
FOR BARRETTEs, HAIR BANDS, HAIR BOWS, HAIR CLIPS, HAIR ORNAMENTS, HAIR PINS, HAIR RIBbons, PONYTAIL HOLDERS, CLOTH PATCHES FOR CLOTHING; ORNAMENTAL NOVELTY BUTTONS AND PINS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Duck Head Baby

Conmar

Comfortsoft

Rescue Cat

Esme
CLASS 26—(Continued).
SN 78-383,829. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TWISTERS, CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS, BANDS, BOWS, BARETTES, CLIPS, WRAPS, PINS, RIBBONS AND SCRUNCHIES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE KITTY

SN 78-383,831. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TWISTERS, CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS, BANDS, BOWS, BARETTES, CLIPS, WRAPS, PINS, RIBBONS AND SCRUNCHIES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 26—(Continued).
SN 78-383,833. AVI ARAD & ASSOCIATES, LLC, WESTPORT, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TWISTERS, CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS, BANDS, BOWS, BARETTES, CLIPS, WRAPS, PINS, RIBBONS AND SCRUNCHIES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RESCUE BUNNY

SN 76-463,610. NOURISON RUG CORP., SADDLE BROOK, NJ. FILED 11-4-2002.

ASHTON HOUSE

FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-497,561. DECORATE WITH STYLE, INC., SANDUSKY, OH. FILED 3-17-2003.

BY DESIGN

FOR WALLPAPER, TEXTILE WALL BORDERS, CLOTH AND VINYL WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1994.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


E-Z HANG

FOR WALLPAPER, WALLPAPER BORDERS AND APPLIQUES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 27—(Continued).

GONE HUNTING
FOR DOOR MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-312,430. ALOHA MARKETING, WAILUKU, HI. FILED 10-10-2003.

WATCHING THE GAME
FOR DOOR MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHILDSAFE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARPETING (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
BRIDGET SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BALL" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED DRIVING RANGE SYSTEM USED FOR THE GOLFMING ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY WHICH USES SPECIAL GOLF BALLS TO AIM AT SPECIFIC TARGETS PLACED ON THE RANGE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOODLES THE CRAYON
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CRAYON, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, PLAYING CARDS, PLAY FIGURES, TOY FIGURES, BOBBLE HEAD TOY FIGURES, BOBBLE HEAD ACTION FIGURES, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES, ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS, WIND-UP WALKING TOYS, COLLECTABLE TOY FIGURES, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS, FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, CONSTRUCTION TOYS, ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY MOTOR VEHICLES, INFLATABLE TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE TOYS, PUSH TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, SKETCHING TOYS, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, TOY BANKS, TOY BOXES, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, TEDDY BEARS, DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS THEREFOR, DOLL COSTUMES, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL CASES, DOLL HOUSES, DOLL FURNITURE, DOLL HOUSE FURNISHINGS, BALLOONS, ACTION SKILL GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PUZZLES, CARD GAMES, KITES, KITE STRING, KITE TAILS, KITE REELS, KITE LINES, KITE HANDLES, KITE PARTS AND YO-YOS; GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, BEANBAG DOLLS, SOFT SCULPTURE DOLLS, TOY FIGURINES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; PLUSH TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS, ELECTRONIC GAMES, NAMELY, ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC EDUCATION VIDEO GAMES, CARD GAMES; JIGSAW PUZZLES; ACTION SKILL GAMES AND ACTION TARGET GAMES; CHILDREN'S ACTION ROLE-PLAYING PLAYSETS AND ACTION PLAYSETS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS; AERODYNAMIC FLYING DISCS FOR PLAYING TOSS-TYPE GAME; AUDIO/VISUAL TOY PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; BALLOONS; BATH TOYS; BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS; BEACH BALLS; BEACH TOYS; BEAN BAGS; CASES FOR TOY STRUCTURES; CASES FOR TOY VEHICLES; CHILDREN'S PLAY COSMETICS; CONSTRUCTION TOYS; COSTUME MASKS; CRAFT SETS FOR DECORATING BALLOONS, CRIB ACTIVITY TOYS.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

NAMELY MOBILES AND CLUTCH BALL; DART GAMES; DICE; DISC TOSS TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; ELECTRIC PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES; ELECTRONIC DART GAMES; ELECTRONIC PINBALL GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING A BOARD GAME AND MANIPULATIVE AND CUBE-TYPE PUZZLE GAMES; TOY GUM FIGURE MAKERS; TOY BUBBLE GUM DISPENSERS; HAND GRIPS FOR GOLF CLUBS; HAND-HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; HAND-HELD ACTION SKILL GAMES; NON-ELECTRONIC HAND-HELD VIDEO GAMES AND ACTION SKILL GAMES; HI-BOUNCE BALLS; INFANT TOYS; INFLATABLE POOL TOYS; IN-LINE SKATES; MANIPULATIVE AND CUBE PUZZLES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; FACE MASKS; MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC ACTION TOYS; MILK CAP GAMES; MUSICAL TOYS; NON ELECTRONIC PINBALL GAMES; NON ELECTRONIC ARCADE GAMES; NON-RIDING TRANSPORTATION TOYS; PARLOR GAMES; PLASTIC CHARACTER TOYS; POP UP TOYS; PRINTING TOYS; PINBALL MACHINES; PUNCHING TOYS; PUPPETS; MANIPULATIVE PUZZLES, AND CUBETYPE PUZZLES; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; RUBBER CHARACTER TOYS; TOY SCOOTERS; SKATEBOARDS; SPINNING TOPS; SPORTS BALLS; SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS; STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; STUFFED TOYS; SURFBOARDS; SWIM FINS; TABLE TOP ACTION SKILL GAMES; TOY BANKS; TOY BELTS; TOY BOXES; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS AND CONNECTING LINKS FOR THE SAME; TOY CANDY DISPENSERS AND HOLDERS; TOY CHAMPIONSHIP BELTS; TOY FILM CARTRIDGES AND VIEWERS THEREFOR; TOY FOAM WEAPONS; TOY MINIATURE DOLLS; TOY MODEL HOBBY CRAFT KITS; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES THEREFORE SOLD AS UNITS; TOY MODELING COMPOUND AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; TOY PEDAL CARS; CHILDREN'S ACTION ROLE-PLAYING PLAYSETS; TOY SNOW GLOBES; TOY VEHICLES; TOY MODEL TRAIN SETS; TOY ROCKETS; TOY PAPER AIRPLANES; TOY GUNS; MUSICAL TOYS; TOY BALLOONS; KITES; HAND PUPPETS; SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS; STUFFED TOYS; TALKING TOYS; INFLATABLE TOYS; TOY JEWELRY; TOY FOAM WEAPONS; TOY CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS AND CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,504,089 AND 1,653,146.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOBBY CRAFT PAPER KITS FOR FOLDING PAPER AIRPLANES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,248. MUSEUM PRODUCTS, INC., Mystic, CT. FILED 10-30-2003.

MUSEUM PRODUCTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENCE TOYS FOR USE BY OTHERS, NAMELY, TOY BIOLOGY SETS, TOY CHEMISTRY SETS, TOY PHYSICS SETS, TOY ASTRONOMY SETS, TOY EARTH SCIENCE SETS, TOY OPTICAL ILLUSIONS SETS, AND TOY GEOLOGY SETS; OBSERVATION TOYS, NAMELY, TELESCOPES, PERISCOPE AND BINOCULARS; TOY KITS COMPRIZED OF PRE-PACKAGED LIVE ANIMALS, NAMELY INSECTS AND AQUATIC ANIMALS; MAGIC TRICK KITS; PUZZLES; TOY FIGURINES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; SCALE MODELS OF ANIMALS, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, FUND-UPS; YO-YS; ARROWHEADS; NOVELTY NECKLACES MADE OF ARROWHEADS; BOUNCING BALLS; TOY GLIDERS IN THE FORM OF BIRDS; TOY WANDS, NAMELY SAND WANDS; TOY BUTTERFLY NETS; TOY CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS; TOY VEHICLES; TOY MODEL TRAIN SETS; TOY ROCKETS; TOY PAPER AIRPLANES; TOY GUNS; MUSICAL TOYS; TOY BALLOONS; KITES; HAND PUPPETS; SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS; STUFFED TOYS; TALKING TOYS; INFLATABLE TOYS; TOY JEWELRY; TOY FINGERPRINTING KITS; TOY STAMPS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS AND CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-0-1981; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1981.

AMY LOHR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PARLOR GAMES, MORE SPECIFICALLY A BOARD AND CARD GAME PLAYED WITH MOVABLE PIECES AND CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2000.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-563,343. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 12-4-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,696,222 AND 2,256,117.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GAMES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES; ELECTRONIC GAMES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC HAND HELD GAMES, ELECTRONIC TABLE-TOP GAMES AND ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-569,487. RESOURCE SKATEBOARD MANUFACTURING, INC., SEAL BEACH, CA. FILED 1-12-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SKATEBOARD MANUFACTURING INC. USA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE DRAWING SHOWS THE MARK WITH DEFECTS, AS IF PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER.
FOR SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY, SKATEBOARDS AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,963. ASHAWAY LINE & TWINE MFG. CO., ASHAWAY, RI. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TENNIS RACKET STRINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIECAST TOY CARS, TOY TRUCKS, AND TOY VEHICLES, AND MODEL KITS FOR DIECAST TOY CARS, TRUCKS, AND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAME BOARD COMPONENTS, NAMELY, 3 DIMENSIONAL FIGURINES USED WITH GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,984. DAIWA SEIKO, INC., HIGASHIKURUME-CITY, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FISHING REELS, FISHING RODS, FISHING LURES, FISHING SINKERS, FISHING FLOATS, FISHING TACKLE BOXES AND FISHING LINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY PONIES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY PONIES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY PONIES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COIN OPERATED AMUSEMENT GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-581,212. SY'S JIGS & FLIES, SALEM, OR. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JIGS & FLIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FISHING TACKLE AND FISH SCENT ATTRACTANTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FISHING TACKLE AND FISH SCENT ATTRACTANTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS USED AS TRAINING DEVICES, NAMELY, GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS FOR INDICATING THE IMPACT LOCATION BETWEEN THE FACE OF A GOLF CLUB AND A GOLF BALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS USED AS TRAINING DEVICES, NAMELY, GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS FOR INDICATING THE IMPACT LOCATION BETWEEN THE FACE OF A GOLF CLUB AND A GOLF BALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS USED AS TRAINING DEVICES, NAMELY, GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS FOR INDICATING THE IMPACT LOCATION BETWEEN THE FACE OF A GOLF CLUB AND A GOLF BALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS USED AS TRAINING DEVICES, NAMELY, GOLF CLUB ATTACHMENTS FOR INDICATING THE IMPACT LOCATION BETWEEN THE FACE OF A GOLF CLUB AND A GOLF BALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS, BATH TOYS, BENDABLE TOYS, FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, PULL TOYS, PUSH TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, SAND TOYS, SKETCHING TOYS, SQUEEZE TOYS, STUFFED TOYS, TALKING TOYS, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS AND WIND UP TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COLORFUL CHOCOLATE FUN!


FOR CURRENCY OPERATED VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HYPER LIGHT

SN 76-583,555. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

RICO RODRIGUEZ


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIGHT NOVELTY TOYS, NAMELY, BATTERY OPERATED, HAND-HELD ACTION TOYS WITH LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEGATOUCH WALLETTE

FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,552. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

RICO RODRIGUEZ

FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRUCE BRADLEY

FOR SPORTING GOODS; NAMELY, FISH STRIKE INDICATORS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

For use in the context of the document.
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-583,562. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

DOUG D'ANGELO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK DOUG D'ANGELO DOES NOT IDENTIFY ANY KNOWN, LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,564. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

STREET FLYERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,720. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

PRINCE EARL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK PRINCE EARL DOES NOT IDENTIFY ANY KNOWN, LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,733. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

TRACY TAYLOR

THE MARK TRACY TAYLOR DOES NOT IDENTIFY ANY KNOWN, LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,736. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

MISSION UNIT BRAVO

FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,709. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 3-29-2004.

STORM WING

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-583,880. BECKETT PUBLICATIONS INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-29-2004.

FOR TOYS, GAMES, PLAYTHINGS AND SPORTING GOODS; NAMELY, ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; ELECTRONIC HAND HELD GAME UNITS; ELECTRONIC GAME EQUIPMENT WITH A WATCH FUNCTION; ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY MOTOR VEHICLES; BOARD GAMES AND GAME EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, MANIPULATIVE GAMES, ROLE-PLAYING GAMES; COIN OR NON-COIN OPERATED VIDEO OUTPUT STAND ALONE GAME MACHINES; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS A UNIT; ELECTRONIC BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS; SKATEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-586,200. TOWN & COUNTRY SURF SHOP, INC., AIEA, HI. FILED 4-12-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,254,321, 2,551,384 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURF DESIGNS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SURFBOARDS, SKATEBOARDS, BODYBOARDS, SURFBOARD BAGS, AND BODYBOARD BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DRESS REHEARSAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUSH TOY CHARACTERS, CLOTHING AND RELATED ACCESSORIES FOR PLAYING WITH PLUSH TOY CHARACTERS, SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

T & C SURF DESIGNS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,254,321, 2,551,384 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURF DESIGNS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SURFBOARDS, SKATEBOARDS, BODYBOARDS, SURFBOARD BAGS, AND BODYBOARD BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHECKPOINT RALLY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COIN OPERATED AMUSEMENT GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSICAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOY PONIES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-596,255. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 6-9-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL TOY FORMS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-599,957. MERIT INDUSTRIES, INC., BENSELA, PA. FILED 6-30-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COIN-OPERATED GAMING UNIT THAT DISTRIBUTES PRIZES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The MARK CONSISTS OF ZIPWHAA INC. WITH ARTISTIC CONNECTED LETTERS.
FOR NON-COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IT'S MONKEY TIME
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PET PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,762,687.
FOR MANUALLY AND ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT; EXERCISE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.
TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COLOR LITE WRITER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COLOR LIGHT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY DRAWING TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NITE LITE WRITER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIGHT WRITER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY DRAWING TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAGNA TRAX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRACKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, TOY VEHICLE TRACK SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ORCA ATTACK

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMART CHART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATIONAL TOYS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DINO RAGE MEGAZORD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,982,805, 2,821,026 AND OTHERS.
FOR ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; RUBBER BALLS; ACTION SKILL GAMES; BEAN BAG DOLLS; PLUSH TOYS; BALLOONS; BATH TOYS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; BOARD GAMES; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES, PLAYING CARDS; DOLLS AND DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL PLAYSETS; CRIB TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; CRIB MOBILES; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, INFLATABLE POOL TOYS; MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN; WIND-UP TOYS; TARGET GAMES; TOY VEHICLES; TOY WEAPONS; TOY CARS; TOY TRUCKS; TOY BUCKET AND SHOVEL SETS; ROLLER SKATES; TOY MODEL KIT CARS; MUSICAL TOYS; BUBBLE MAKING WANDS AND SOLUTION SETS; MODEL PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES; TOY BANKS; PUPPETS; SKATEBOARDS; TOY SCOOTERS; FACE MASKS; HAND-HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRIASAURUS REX MEGAZORD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,982,805 AND 2,628,099.
FOR ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; RUBBER BALLS; ACTION SKILL GAMES; BEAN BAG DOLLS; PLUSH TOYS; BALLOONS; BATH TOYS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; BOARD GAMES; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES, PLAYING CARDS; DOLLS AND DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL PLAYSETS; CRIB TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; CRIB MOBILES; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, INFLATABLE POOL TOYS; MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN; WIND-UP TOYS; TARGET GAMES; TOY VEHICLES; TOY WEAPONS; TOY CARS; TOY TRUCKS; TOY BUCKET AND SHOVEL SETS; ROLLER SKATES; TOY MODEL KIT CARS; MUSICAL TOYS; BUBBLE MAKING WANDS AND SOLUTION SETS; MODEL PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES; TOY BANKS; PUPPETS; SKATEBOARDS; TOY SCOOTERS; FACE MASKS; HAND-HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


SOFT ATTACK
THUNDERMAX SABER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOFT AND SABER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES; RUBBER BALLS; ACTION SKILL GAMES; BEAN BAG DOLLS; PLUSH TOYS; BALLOONS; BATH TOYS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; BOARD GAMES; BUILDING BLOCKS; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; DOLLS AND DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL PLAYSETS; CRIB TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; CRIB MOBILES; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS; INFLATABLE POOL TOYS; MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN; WIND-UP TOYS; TARGET GAMES; TOY VEHICLES; TOY WEAPONS; TOY CARS; TOY TRUCKS; TOY BUCKET AND SHOVEL SETS; ROLLER SKATES; TOY MODEL KIT CARS; MUSICAL TOYS; BUBBLE MAKING WANDS AND SOLUTION SETS; MODEL PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES; TOY BANKS; PUPPETS; SKATEBOARDS; TOY SCOOTERS; FACE MASKS; HAND-HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, RECORDABLE PHOTO BALL ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,239. CUMBERLAND PRO LURES, INC., BURNSIDE, KY. FILED 9-16-2003.

CUMBERLAND PRO LURES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LURES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CONSTRUCTION TOYS, AND STRUCTURAL MODELING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF RODS OR TUBES WITH MAGNETIC TIPS AND FERROMAGNETIC BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXTREME JUNGLE MISSION

FOR CARD GAMES, PLASTIC GUN TOYS, BOARD GAMES, TOY MODEL VEHICLES, DOLLS, MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES, PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,298,731, 2,401,652 AND OTHERS.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY COLLECTIBLE VEHICLE TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOWN & DIRTY

FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXTREME JUNGLE MISSION

FOR CARD GAMES, PLASTIC GUN TOYS, BOARD GAMES, TOY MODEL VEHICLES, DOLLS, MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES, PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,298,731, 2,401,652 AND OTHERS.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY COLLECTIBLE VEHICLE TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PREMIUM

FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNED BY U.S. REG. Nos. 729,938, 2,368,302 AND OTHERS.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY COLLECTIBLE VEHICLE TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSTRUCTION TOYS, NAMELY, STACKABLE, INTERLOCKING BLOCKS AND ELEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-350,846. MEGA BLOKS INC., ST. LAURENT, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 1-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSTRUCTION TOYS, NAMELY, STACKABLE, INTERLOCKING BLOCKS AND ELEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLACKJACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS IT REWARDS OR AWARDS OR BONUS.

FOR CARDS, CARD GAMES, TABLE CARD GAMES, COIN OPERATED VIDEO GAME FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC CARD GAMES, GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY CHIPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TROLLING ROD HOLDER FOR FISHING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TROLLING ROD HOLDER FOR FISHING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRO-STIX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LACROSSE STICKS AND METAL WEIGHT INSERTS FOR LACROSSE STICKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

E-Z OUT-RODDER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TROLLING ROD HOLDER FOR FISHING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

SN 78-373,646. WINNER TOYS MANUFACTORY LIMITED, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon, Hong Kong, Filed 2-25-2004.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, FARM ANIMAL SETS, KITCHEN SETS, DINNER SETS, TEA SETS, COOKING CENTER, TOY STAMPS, TOY STAMP PADS, TOY STATIONERY, TOY NUMBER SETS, TOY LETTER TYPE SETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

Khanh Le, Examining Attorney

Dec 28, 2004 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office TM 395

CLASS 28—(Continued).

SN 78-373,646. WINNER TOYS MANUFACTORY LIMITED, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon, Hong Kong, Filed 2-25-2004.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, FARM ANIMAL SETS, KITCHEN SETS, DINNER SETS, TEA SETS, COOKING CENTER, TOY STAMPS, TOY STAMP PADS, TOY STATIONERY, TOY NUMBER SETS, TOY LETTER TYPE SETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

Khanh Le, Examining Attorney


Ingaa Ervin, Examining Attorney

SN 78-376,659. DIVNICK INTERNATIONAL, INC., DAYTON, OH. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ATTRACTANT/COVER SCENT FOR DEER HUNTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
Cheryl Steplicht, Examining Attorney

SN 78-376,659. DIVNICK INTERNATIONAL, INC., DAYTON, OH. FILED 3-1-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
Jill C. Alt, Examining Attorney

Bowhunter's Magic

BIG STIK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ATTRACTANT/COVER SCENT FOR DEER HUNTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
Cheryl Steplicht, Examining Attorney

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
Jill C. Alt, Examining Attorney
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 78-376,696. MIZUNO USA, INC., NORCROSS, GA. FILED 3-2-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAUNCH SURFACE TECHNOLOGY

Summer Brains

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-26-2001.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JACQUES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-26-2001.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OBESITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SKILLS TRIVIA GAME CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURFBOARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,090. HUDSON, BRENT, PACIFICA, CA. FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURFBOARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,815,628.
FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, A FOAM COVERED EXERCISE BAR FOR USE IN EXERCISING VARIOUS BODY PARTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 78-383,401. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,733,460.
The name in the mark does not identify a living individual.
For toy action figures and accessories therefor; cases for action figures; toy vehicles; board games; playing cards; toy spinning tops; stand alone video output game machines featuring wrestling; arcade games related to wrestling; pinball games related to wrestling; hand-held units for playing electronic game; table-top action skill games related to wrestling; jigsaw puzzles; kites; toy wrestling rings; dolls; puppets; stuffed toy animals; card games; toy guitars; water guns; vinyl pool products for playing, namely, pillow back lounge chair; one and two-man inflatable boats; rafts; inner tubes; and foot pumps; Christmas tree decorations; costume masks; toy belts; doll furniture; party favors in the nature of crackers and noise-makers; skateboards; bowling balls and accessories, namely, bowling gloves, wrist supports, bowling ball bags; windup toys; toy scooters; bowling pins; knee and elbow pads for athletic use; yo-yo's; plastic model kits for making toy vehicles; pool cues; novelty toys, namely, toy banks made of tin; toy gum machines; toy candy bowl mechanical dispensers; toy stick gum dispensers; toy gum figure makers; confetti (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "PILATES", apart from the mark as shown, for exercise equipment, namely personal exercise mats, pilates mats, personal exercise floor mats, exercise abdominal boards, exercise balls, chest pulls, manually-operated exercise equipment, exercise equipment carrying cases and straps (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUZELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,733,460.
The name in the mark does not identify a living individual.
For toys, games and playthings, namely, toy vehicles, toy action figures and accessories for use therewith; dolls; doll clothing and doll accessories; children's multiple activity toys; plush toys; stuffed toys; plastic and vinyl toy characters; toy figures; radio-controlled toy vehicles; mechanical toys; wind-up toys; water squirt-ing toys; musical toys; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; game equipment sold as a unit for playing board, parlor, skill and action, card and role-playing games, and electronic hand-held unit for playing games (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PILATES CORE ESSENTIALS

RIC FLAIR

YURBLE
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXERCISE BARS; EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, WEIGHT LIFTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CATHARINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
ELVIS PRESLEY DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RECREATIONAL APPARATUS COMPRISING THE COMBINATION BASEBALL, HOCKEY, TENNIS, GOLF, SOFTBALL, VERTICAL POLE, CANOPY, NETTING, HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT, AND BALL ATTACHMENT, ALL IN A COMBINED SWINGING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUSH TOYS AND ACTION FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SCOTTY 2 HOTTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES; TOY VEHICLES; BOARD GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; TOY SPINNING TOPS; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FEATURING WRESTLING; ARCADE GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; PINBALL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAME; TABLE-TOP ACTION SKILL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; TOY WRESTLING RINGS; DOLLS; PUPPETS; STUFFED ANIMALS; CARD GAMES; TOY GUITARS; WATER GUNS; VINYL POOL PRODUCTS FOR PLAYING, NAMELY—PILOT BACK LOUNGE CHAIR; ONE AND TWO-MAN INFLATABLE BOATS; RAFTS; INNER TUBES; AND FOOT PUMPS; CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS; COSTUME MASKS; TOY BELTS; DOLL FURNITURE; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF CRACKERS AND NOISE-MAKERS; SKATEBOARDS; BOWLING BALLS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BOWLING GLOVES, WRIST SUPPORTS, BOWLING BALL BAGS; WINDUP TOYS; TOY SCOOTERS; BOWLING PINS; KNEE AND ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; YO-YOS; PLASTIC MODEL KITS FOR MAKING TOY VEHICLES; POOL CUES; NOVELTY TOYS, NAMELY, TOY BANKS MADE OF TIN; TOY GUM MACHINES; TOY CANDY BOWL MECHANICAL DISPENSERS; TOY STICK GUM DISPENSERS; TOY GUM FIGURE MAKERS; CONFETTI (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 78-385,099. SOP SERVICES, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARCHERY ARROWS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,815,628.
FOR PORTABLE EXERCISE DEVICE CONSISTING OF A Padded BAR AND AN ADJUSTABLE RESILIENTLY STRETCHABLE MEMBER CONNECTED THERETO, SUPPLIED WITH A DOOR ANCHOR AND CARRY BAG, FOR USE IN EXERCISING VARIOUS BODY PARTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VERSAGYM
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES; TOY VEHICLES; BOARD GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; TOY SPINNING TOPS; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FEATURING WRESTLING; ARCADE GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; PINBALL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAME; TABLE-TOP ACTION SKILL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; TOY WRESTLING RINGS; DOLLS; PUPPETS; STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; CARD GAMES; TOY GUITARS; WATER GUNS; VINYL POOL PRODUCTS FOR PLAYING; NAMELY: PILLOW BACK LOUNGE CHAIR; ONE AND TWO-MAN INFLATABLE BOATS; RAFTS; INNER TUBES; AND FOOT PUMPS; CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS; COSTUME MASKS; TOY BELTS; DOLL FURNITURE; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF CRACKERS AND NOISEMAKERS; SKATEBOARDS; BOWLING BALLS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BOWLING GLOVES, WRIST SUPPORTS, BOWLING BALL BAGS; WINDUP TOYS; TOY SCOOTERS; BOWLING PINS; KNEE AND ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; YO-YOS; PLASTIC MODEL KITS FOR MAKING TOY VEHICLES; POOL CUES; NOVELTY TOYS, NAMELY, TOY BANKS MADE OF TIN; TOY GUM MACHINES; TOY CANDY BOWL MECHANICAL DISPENSERS; TOY GUM FIGURE MAKERS; CONFETTI (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Miserian Wars: The Land of Miseria

JAZZ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; NAMELY, DIE CAST METAL TOY VEHICLES, AND REMOTE-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SINCE 1974, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR FISHING LURES, SPINNERBAITS, BUZZBAITS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2004.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2004.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THROWBACKS

FAUX STITCH

VISUAL ECHO
CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 223,498 AND 2,204,435.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONNECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VIDEO GAMES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GAME MACHINES, NAMELY, STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; LCD GAME MACHINES; INTERACTIVE LCD ELECTRONIC HAND-HELD PLAY UNITS WITH MOVING IMAGES, LIGHT AND SOUND EFFECTS; STUFFED TOYS; TOY FIGURES; TOYS FOR INTELLECTUAL TRAINING, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS AND BOARD GAMES; AND MUSICAL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR STUFFED TOYS AND STUFFED TOY ANIMAL FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "TIS" IN A FANCIFUL DESIGN AND STAR DESIGN.

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; NAMELY, DIE CAST METAL TOY VEHICLES, AND REMOTE-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Cheap Skaterz

BESTEVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STUFFED PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY AND COLLECTIBLE VEHICLES, NAMELY DIE CAST CARS, TRUCKS, MOTORCYCLES, SPORTS UTILITY VEHICLES, BOATS AND OTHER MOBILE VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BREATH OF LIFE

TRICK WHIPS

GONE IN 60 SECONDS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES; TOY VEHICLES; BOARD GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; TOY SPINNING TOPS; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FEATURING WRESTLING; ARCADE GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; PINBALL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAME; TABLE-TOP ACTION SKILL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; TOY WRESTLING RINGS; DOLLS; PUPPETS; STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; CARD GAMES; TOY GUITARS; WATER GUNS; VINYL POOL PRODUCTS FOR PLAYING; CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS; COSTUME MASKS; TOY BELTS; DOLL FURNITURE; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF CRACKERS AND NOISE-MAKERS; SKATEBOARDS; BOWLING BALLS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BOWLING GLOVES, WRIST SUPPORTS, BOWLING BALL BAGS; WINDUP TOYS; TOY SCOOTERS; BOWLING PINS; KNEE AND ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; YO-YOS; PLASTIC MODEL KITS FOR MAKING TOY VEHICLES; POOL CUES; NOVELTY TOYS, NAMELY, TOY BANKS MADE OF TIN; TOY GUM MACHINES; TOY CANDY BOWL MECHANICAL DISPENSERS; TOY STICK GUM DISPENSERS; TOY GUM FIGURE MAKERS; CONFETTI (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A-TRAIN


FOR TOYS, NAMELY, MINI SPORTS BALLS AND MINI THROWING DISKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HANDY

SN 76-429,744. HANDY INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED, CRISFIELD, MD. FILED 7-8-2002.

FOR SEAFOOD, NAMELY FISH, CRABS, SALMON CAKES AND CRAB CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 7-31-1982; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1982.

CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEEF WITH A BACKGROUND


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEEF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BEEF (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 10-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 76-478,460. FOOD STEPS INTERNATIONAL INC., VANCOUVER, CANADA, FILED 12-20-2002.


FOR SOY BASED BEVERAGES USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE; VEGETABLE-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOLEAN

FOR PREPACKAGED, FRESH, UNCOOKED AND PREPACKAGED, FRESH, COOKED AND PREPACKAGED, FROZEN, COOKED FISH AND GROUND MEAT CONTAINING SOY PROTEIN (U.S. CL. 46).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HEART ENCIRCLED BY THE WORDS "PROMOTES A HEALTHY HEART".

FOR CHOCOLATE MILK, DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES, DAIRY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES, FRUIT-BASED SNACK FOODS, FRUIT-BASED SNACK BARS, POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS, PROTEIN BASED, NUTRIENT-DENSE SNACK BARS, SOY-BASED SNACK FOODS, AND YOGURT-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

SUZIE HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MY MOM'S MEATBALLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEATBALLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEATS; PROCESSED MEAT, NAMELY, HAM, BEEF, TURKEY, VEAL AND LAMB (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,303. INFINITE PROSPERITY TRADING INC., ELMHURST, NY. FILED 2-12-2004.

INFINITE PROSPERITY

FOR SEAFOOD; FISH IN GENERAL; FRESH OR FROZEN LOBSTER, SHRIMPS; ABALONE; PACKAGED SALT FISH; FRESH OR PACKAGED SCALLOPS; MEAT; ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF FROZEN, PREPARED OR PRESERVED MEAT; POULTRY; PACKAGED CHICKEN AND GAME; FRUIT IN GENERAL, NAMELY, PRESERVED OR CANNED FRUITS; CUT FRUITS, SLICED FRUITS; ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF DRIED, COOKED, GRILLED OR PRESERVED VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


O W N E R O F U S .R E G .N O S .9 0 5 ,9 1 9 ,2 ,6 0 7 ,8 9 4 A N D 2,738,667.

FOR POTATO-BASED SNACKS, NAMELY, POTATO CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,191,975 AND 2,191,976.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DATE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCESSED DATES (U.S. CL. 46).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-580,520. PROVVISTA SPECIALTY FOODS, INC., PORTLAND, OR. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDIBLE OILS (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ARGONAUT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDIBLE OILS (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “DISTRIBUTORS, INC.”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR GRAY IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE COLOR GRAY APPEARS ON THE FLAG, SUN AND BOTTOM RECTANGLE.
FOR JAMS, JELLIES, AND PEPPER SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD MIA IN THE MARK IS MY.
FOR MEAT (U.S. CL. 46).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOOD VIBRATIONS

FOR PREPARED AND PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY, SERVED WITH VEGETABLES, PASTA AND RICE; PREPARED AND PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SEAFOOD OR POULTRY, SERVED WITH VEGETABLES, PASTA AND RICE; PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MEATS, PROCESSED FRUITS AND PROCESSED VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SMOKEHOUSE DIRECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMOKEHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-REFRIGERATED AND NON-FROZEN MEAT SNACKS; BEEF, TURKEY AND PORK JERKY; KIPPERED BEEFSTEAK; MEAT STICKS; AND DRIED SAUSAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,769. RHYTHM & RINDS, LLC, JACKSON, MS. FILED 10-8-2003.

RHYTHM & RINDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RINDS" "PORK" AND "SKINS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SNACK FOODS, NAMELY, PORK RINDS (U.S. CL. 46).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FROZAVO

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, YELLOW AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WHITE TEXT DELIMITED IN A GREEN BACKGROUND TOPPED BY A RAINBOW OF FLOWERS, ALL OF THIS ENLIGHTENED BY WHITE BOLD LINES WITHIN A YELLOW BACKGROUND.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOD SAFETY NATURALLY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOOD SAFETY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEAT (U.S. CL. 46).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RealAge

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARED, PACKAGED HEALTH FOOD, NAMELY, FROZEN PREPARED MEALS AND OR SIDE DISHES CONSISTING OF FISH, MEAT, POULTRY AND OR VEGETARIAN MAIN DISHES AND ACCOMPANIED BY VEGETABLES, SAUCES, SEASONINGS AND SPICES; UNFROZEN OR REFRIGERATED PREPARED MEALS AND OR SIDE DISHES CONSISTING OF FISH, MEAT, POULTRY AND OR VEGETARIAN MAIN DISHES AND ACCOMPANIED BY VEGETABLES, RICE, BREAD, PASTA, SAUCES, SEASONINGS AND SPICES; VEGETABLE-BASED FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY, VEGETABLE-BASED MEAT AND FISH SUBSTITUTES, EGG SUBSTITUTES, CHEESE SUBSTITUTES AND SOY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE; TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN FOR USE AS A MEAT EXTENDER AND MEAT SUBSTITUTE; FROZEN PACKAGED ENTRÉES CONSISTING OF VEGETABLE-BASED PattIES; MILK-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES; MILK-BASED, VEGETABLE-BASED AND SOY-BASED READY-TO-EAT FOOD BARS; SHREDDED, CHOPPED, CUT, WASHED AND TRIMMED LETTUCE AND VEGETABLES; VEGETABLE SALADS; PRE-CUT VEGETABLE SALADS AND SALAD CREATION KITS CONSISTING OF HAM, TURKEY, CHEESE, LETTUCE AND VEGETABLES; POTATO AND VEGETABLE CHIPS; FRUIT CHIPS; SOUP AND BROTH (U.S. CL. 46).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-363,760. ROTH KASE U.S.A., LTD., MONROE, WI.
FILED 2-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,738,515.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-373,801. CATTANEO BROS. INC., SAN LUIS OBISPO,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEEF JERKY (U.S. CL. 46).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-373,817. CATTANEO BROS. INC., SAN LUIS OBISPO,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEEF JERKY, TURKEY JERKY, AND SMOKED AND CURED MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SAUSAGE, BACON, HAM, BEEF, AND TURKEY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1995.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-373,823. CATTANEO BROS. INC., SAN LUIS OBISPO,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SAUSAGE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 764,374 AND 842,162.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RIB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCT COMPRISING READY-TO-EAT RIBS (U.S. CL. 46).
JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TUNA (U.S. CL. 46).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDIBLE OILS AND EDIBLE OIL BASED COOKING SPRAYS (U.S. CL. 46).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEAT SNACKS, NAMELY JERKY (U.S. CL. 46).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEAT SNACKS, NAMELY JERKY (U.S. CL. 46).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-383,042. BC-USA, INC., NEW HOLLAND, PA. FILED 3-12-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,239,584, 2,747,315 AND OTHERS.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "ALOUETTE" IS "LARK".
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOY BASED SNACK FOODS AND NUTRITION BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEAT SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEAT SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,159,364.

FOR VEGETABLES, NAMELY, FROZEN EDAMAME BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIDE OF THE ORIENT

SN 78-385,972. WHITE WAVE, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR NON-DAIRY SOY-BASED PROTEIN FOODS, NAMELY SOY-BASED BEVERAGES, SOY-BASED CREAMERS, SOY-BASED YOGURT, SOY-BASED WHIPPED TOPPING, AND TOFU (U.S. CL. 46).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SCREAMIN' GREEN APPLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,773,781.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GREEN APPLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FRUIT BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-390,141. CRAVE BROTHERS FARMSTEAD CHEESE, LLC, WATERLOO, WI. FILED 3-24-2004.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH WORD LES FRERES IN THE MARK IS BROTHERS.

FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).


MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LES FRERES

A BETTER BREAKFAST STARTS WITH SILK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,084,789, 2,302,273 AND 2,782,890.

FOR NON-DAIRY SOY-BASED PROTEIN FOODS, NAMELY SOY-BASED BEVERAGES, SOY-BASED CREAMERS, SOY-BASED YOGURT, SOY-BASED WHIPPED TOPPING, AND TOFU (U.S. CL. 46).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 29—(Continued).**

SN 78-391,958. BERNARD, DAVID MARK, SYRACUSE, NY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARED SOUP, INCLUDING CANNED, FROZEN, FRESH/HOT, FRESH/REFRIGERATED, FREEZE DRIED, AND JARRED SOUP (U.S. CL. 46).

MONTIA G. PRESSEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


PARTNERS RE FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CREAM FILLED SPONGE CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**CLASS 30—(Continued).**

SN 76-516,552. KRAFT, JANICE C., CHULA VISTA, CA.
FILED 5-21-2003.

KONA KAKES

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PINEAPPLE MACADAMIA NUT CAKE, CARAMEL BANANA KIWI CAKE, CHOCOLATE COCONUT MACADAMIA NUT CAKE, CARAMEL MACADAMIA NUT HAZELNUT CAKE, TROPICAL SPLASH CAKE, MANGO MOUSSE CAKE, GUAVA CREAM CAKE (U.S. CL. 46).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


WATERMELON BARBECUE SAUCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATERMELON BARBECUE SAUCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE ORIGINAL AND MAHOGANY BARBECUE SAUCE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CANDY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING INDICATES TEXTURE AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE CONFIGURATION OF THE GOODS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FLAVOR CONCENTRATES USED AS ADDITIVES TO ALCOHOLIC AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2001.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,158. ROBERT LATORRE, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 2-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FROZEN DESSERTS IN THE NATURE OF CUSTARD SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE, CAPPUCCINO, COCOA MIXES, TEA AND COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KAPUA
SN 76-580,493. INTEGRATED BAKERY RESOURCES, INC., LAKE OSWEGO, OR. FILED 3-8-2004.

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
SUÉLLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-580,493. INTEGRATED BAKERY RESOURCES, INC., LAKE OSWEGO, OR. FILED 3-8-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,248,541.
FOR UNSWEETENED TEA CONCENTRATE (U.S. CL. 46).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR STAPLED FOOD NAMELY RICE (U.S. CL. 46).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,832. THE CITY BAKERY, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-26-2004.
CONCOCTION OF PLEASURE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CREATE-A-COOKIE
FOR PACKAGED COMBINATIONS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF COOKIES AND A SELECTION OF ICING, FROSTING, GEL, AND EDIBLE DECORATIONS. (U.S. CL. 46).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).


MOCHA CHOCOLOTTA CHIP SHAKE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MOCHA AND CHIP SHAKE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ICE CREAM AND SHAKES (U.S. CL. 46).

ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Bribes

FOR COOKIES AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEPPER-YAKI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDIMENTS AND SAUCES, NAMELY, SOY SAUCES, TERIYAKI SAUCES, SALAD DRESSINGS, CHILI SAUCES, NOODLE SAUCES; COOKIES; CRACKERS; SNACKS, NAMELY, RICE CAKES, TORTILLA CHIPS, CORN CHIPS; NOODLES; SPICES AND INSTANT OR PRE-MIXED SEASONINGS, INCLUDING CHICKEN POWDER, BOUILLON, CHILI PEPPERS, CHILI SEASONINGS, CHILI POWDERS, GRAVY MIXES, AND VEGETABLE CONCENTRATES; CONFECTIONERY NAMELY, WAFFERS, CHOCOLATE AND CANDY; BEVERAGES AND BEVERAGE MIXES, NAMELY, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; PREPARED COCOA, COFFEE, MOCHA COFFEE, TEA, FLAVORED TEA DRINKS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SKINNY CARB BAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,324,506 AND 2,578,432.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LOW CARBOHYDRATE ICE CREAM BARS (U.S. CL. 46).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TAO QUAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDS TAO QUAN INSCRIBED INSIDE OF AN OVAL DESIGN WITH A STYLIZED BANNER.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "KITCHEN GOD".

FOR INSTANT NOODLES (U.S. CL. 46).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COCINA DEL NORTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF COCINA DEL NORTE IN THE MARK IS "KITCHEN OF THE NORTH" OR "NORTH KITCHEN".

FOR SNACK FOODS, NAMELY, TORTILLA CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-365,698. OLIVIERI FOODS LIMITED, HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,769,545.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE ITALIAN WORDING "AL FORNO" IN THE MARK IS "TO THE OVEN".

FOR PASTA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, RAVIOLI, TORTELLINI, LINGUINE, FETTUCCINE; PREPARED SAUCES AND ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA; ITALIAN BREAD SHELLS; BREAD (U.S. CL. 46).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-366,897. MAGNIFICO IMPORTS INC., CARTERET, NJ. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE IMPORTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF MAGNIFICO IS MAGNIFICENT.

FOR COFFEE, CAPPUCINO, HOT CHOCOLATE, ESPRESSO COFFEE, FLAVORING SYRUP (U.S. CL. 46).


LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,845,846.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY FROZEN ENTREES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FROZEN ENTREES AND DINNERS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE WITH BEEF, CHICKEN, CHEESE OR VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).


KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CARBS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TORTILLAS, TORTILLA CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TAKA TAKA

OLIVIERI AL FORNO

MAGNIFICO IMPORTS

LOWER YOUR CARBS.
NOT YOUR EXPECTATIONS.
CUP IN A DROP FROM
VIVARIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 889,970, 2,809,522 AND
OTHERS.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-374,720. IMAGINATION CONFECTIONS LLC, BELL-

BODYSMARTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,574,262.
FOR CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY CAN-
DY, CHOCOLATE AND CHEWING GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,809. VINES, THERON L., JR., REDLANDS, CA.
FILED 3-3-2004.

CRYSTAL BALLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,583. MOUNTANOS BROTHERS COFFEE COM-
PANY, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 3-1-
2004.

THERON'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTARDS AND ICE CREAMS (U.S. CL. 46).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,099. KELLOGG NORTH AMERICA COMPANY,
BATTLE CREEK, MI. FILED 3-3-2004.

IT'S THE FLAVOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE AND TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,583. MONTANOS BROTHERS COFFEE COM-
PANY, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 3-1-
2004.

MATTIE & MAE'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,099. KELLOGG NORTH AMERICA COMPANY,
BATTLE CREEK, MI. FILED 3-3-2004.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRENCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME STEVE DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-380,082. VICORP RESTAURANTS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY DESSERTS, PIES, CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-380,082. VICORP RESTAURANTS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY DESSERTS, PIES, CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-380,128. HERSEY CHOCOLATE & CONFECTIONERY CORPORATION, WHEAT RIDGE, CO. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR READY-TO-EAT SNACK FOOD BARS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PRETZELS, CANDIED NUTS AND/OR CANDY; SNACKS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PRETZELS; SNACKS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PRETZELS AND CANDIED NUTS; SNACKS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PRETZELS AND CANDIED NUTS AND OR CANDY; CANDY; AND CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY DESSERTS, PIES, CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BREW CHRISTMAS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BREW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, TEA, HERB TEA, HERBAL TEA, CAFFEINATED TEA, DECAFFEINATED TEA, TEA BAGS, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAP N GROUNDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUNDS", APART FROM THE CAP N GROUNDS MARK AS A WHOLE, FOR "COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, TEA, HERB TEA, HERBAL TEA, CAFFEINATED TEA, DECAFFEINATED TEA, TEA BAGS, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOSPITALITEA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, TEA, HERB TEA, HERBAL TEA, CAFFEINATED TEA, DECAFFEINATED TEA, TEA BAGS, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEAN MY VALENTINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAN", APART FROM THE BEAN MY VALENTINE MARK AS A WHOLE, FOR "COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE, CAFFEINATED COFFEE, DECAFFEINATED COFFEE, TEA, HERB TEA, HERBAL TEA, CAFFEINATED TEA, DECAFFEINATED TEA, TEA BAGS, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE', ESPRESSO, COCOA, HOT COCOA, AND HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-383,093. TETLEY USA INC., SHELTON, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIMPLY A BETTER CUPPA TEA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Grandfather's Blend


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BLEND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BLENDED AND/OR ROASTED CUSTOM COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1999.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TEA SQUARE


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 591,356, 2,678,284 AND OTHERS.
FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY GUM AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRIDENT SPLASH

GOLDEN ROSE

SN 78-383,093. TETLEY USA INC., SHELTON, CT. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-3-1976; IN COMMERCE 12-3-1976.
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAFFE`, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "COFFEE ONLY".
FOR ESPRESSO (U.S. CL. 46).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXTRAORDINARY ICE CREAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-384,848. PASHA’S RESTAURANTS INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD NIDO IN THE MARK IS NEST.
FOR SHREDDED WHEAT WITH ALMONDS DESSERT (U.S. CL. 46).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR APPLE PASTRY DESSERT (U.S. CL. 46).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Caffè Solo

NIDO

JONATHAN'S EXTRAORDINARY ICE CREAM

APELINO
CLASS 30—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 208,326, 2,476,589 AND OTHERS.
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
David Taylor, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUFFINS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
For Muffins (U.S. Cl. 46).
Tonja Gaskins, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
Amy Alfieri, Examining Attorney

CLASS 30—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. Cl. 46).
First Use 1-1-1997; In Commerce 1-1-1997.
Kelly Choe, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR READY TO EAT CEREAL DERIVED FOOD BARS (U.S. Cl. 46).
Theodore McBride, Examining Attorney


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKING KITS CONSISTING OF MIXES FOR BAKERY GOODS, CAKES, BROWNIES AND DESSERTS (U.S. CL. 46).
Gina Hayes, Examining Attorney

HONEY MAID

Czar Nikolas II

PARTY MUFFINS

MULTI-MUNCH

CARBFREEZE

TURTLE TEMPTATIONS
CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-386,216. UNCLE WAFFLES, LTD., CLEVELAND
HEIGHTS, OH. FILED 3-17-2004.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,577. SARAMAR, L.L.C., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-18-
2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,570,521.
FOR WAFFLES (U.S. CL. 46).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,699. HERSHEY CHOCOLATE & CONFECTION-
ERY CORPORATION, WHEAT RIDGE, CO. FILED 3-18-
2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,523,891, 2,552,956 AND
OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "GUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEWING GUM; BUBBLE GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,577. SARAMAR, L.L.C., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-18-
2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE, ALSO COFFEE IN FILTERPACKING,
COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES, COFFEE EXTRACTS,
INSTANT COFFEE, INSTANT CAPPUCCINO, MIX-
TURES OF COFFEE AND MILK POWDER, TEA, TEA
EXTRACTS, COCOA BEVERAGES, CHOCOLATE AND
CHOCOLATE EXTRACTS IN POWDER, GRANULATED
OR LIQUID FORM (U.S. CL. 46).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-387,664. KRAFT FOODS HOLDINGS, INC., NORTH-
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CRACKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PUTTING THE FUN
BACK IN GUM

STIR THINGS UP

TOP'EMS
CLASS 30—(Continued).


FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2002.
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DECEMBER 28, 2004  U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  TM 425
CLASS 30—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TORTILLAS AND CREPES (U.S. CL. 46).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SALSA, HOT SAUCES, PICANTE SAUCES, CHILE BASED SAUCES, TOMATO BASED SAUCES, TACO SAUCES, MEXICAN STYLE SAUCES, MOLE PASTE, PIPIAN PASTE, ADOBO PASTE, TORTILLA CHIPS, CORN CHIPS, FLOUR-BASED CHIPS, AND TACO CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) RED, PURPLE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD DULCIORA IN WHITE WITH A RED BACKGROUND AND A PURPLE WAVE DIRECTLY BELOW IT.
FOR SWEETS, NAMELY, CARAMELS, CHOCOLATE-COVERED CARAMELS AND CHEWING GUM; PASTRY; CANDIES; MARSHMALLOWS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TAIWANWICH

KALSA

WRAPABLES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TORTILLAS AND CREPES (U.S. CL. 46).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) RED, PURPLE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD DULCIORA IN WHITE WITH A RED BACKGROUND AND A PURPLE WAVE DIRECTLY BELOW IT.
FOR SWEETS, NAMELY, CARAMELS, CHOCOLATE-COVERED CARAMELS AND CHEWING GUM; PASTRY; CANDIES; MARSHMALLOWS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,501,426 AND 2,817,945.
FOR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A CIRCLE OF LIFE IN EVERY GRAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,501,426 AND 2,817,945.
FOR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A CIRCLE OF LIFE IN EVERY GRAIN


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,818,250 AND 2,259,600.
FOR PRETZELS (U.S. CL. 46).


BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CANDY, CHewing GUM AND BUBBLE GUM (U.S. CL. 46).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CANDY, CHEWING GUM AND BUBBLE GUM (U.S. CL. 46).

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PASSION IN A CUP


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDWICHES AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ICING WRITER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ICING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICING (U.S. CL. 46).

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSHROOM SHAPED FOAM CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCOOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS, NAMELY, ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE TASTE WORTH STAYING HOME FOR.
FUNGEES

TRIO
BREYERS SCOOP SMART
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SCOOP SMART

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “SCOOP”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICE CREAM AND FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-428,860. TETLEY USA INC., SHELTON, CT. FILED 6-2-2004.

MEADOWBRITE

FOR LIVE PERENNIALS EXCEPT ROSES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,255. CHICAGOLAND GROWS, INC., GLENCOE, IL. FILED 3-10-2003.

SIMPLY A BETTER CUP OF TEA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERFORMATRIN ULTRA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,572,264 AND 2,144,850.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “ULTRA”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
SN 76-433,392. NORMERICA INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 7-23-2002.

BREATH FRESH

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,136,821, FILED 4-9-2002.
FOR EDIBLE DOG TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLUCK-A-DOODLE-DOO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAT FOOD AND CAT TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TANGOS

FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,549. EAST COAST FRESH CUTS COMPANY, JESSUP, MD. FILED 7-30-2003.
CLASS 31—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAT FOOD AND CAT TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRY DOG FOOD, NAMELY VEGETARIAN DOG BISCUITS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FRESH FRUIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 10-8-1923; IN COMMERCE 10-8-1923.

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-170,270. FLYNN PRODUCE LTD., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 10-2-2002.


FOR PRODUCE, NAMELY FRESH PEPPERS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FRESH FRUITS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 31—(Continued).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,175,379, 1,478,924 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH CUT FRUIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS LITTLE GIRL. FOR FRESH VEGETABLES; FRESH FRUIT. (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For live ornamental plants (U.S. Cls. 1 and 46). First use 9-10-2002; in commerce 5-15-2003.
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER BISCUITS
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "BISCUITS", apart from the mark as shown. For dog food (U.S. Cls. 1 and 46). First use 9-30-2002; in commerce 9-30-2002.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PUPPER NUTTER
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For edible pet chew treats (U.S. Cls. 1 and 46). First use 3-1-2004; in commerce 3-15-2004.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 31—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RIPE TODAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A ORANGE SLICE PLACED AS TO REPRESENT A SMILE.
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Making Texas a Healthier Shade of Green.

SN 78-392,668. KALMBACH FEEDS, INC., UPPER SANDUSKY, OH. FILED 3-29-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRIBUTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A ORANGE SLICE PLACED AS TO REPRESENT A SMILE.
FOR FRESH FRUIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 31—(Continued).
SN 78-403,162. THE SHOLL GROUP II, INC., MINNETONKA, MN. FILED 4-16-2004.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

RIPE TODAY!


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WATER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "GU", "DIAN", "MEI", "GUI" AND "YUAN" AND THIS MEANS "CLASSIC ROSE HOUSE" IN ENGLISH.

FOR BEER, FRUIT JUICE, SODA WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIOHAVEN


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LARANJADA IS ORANGEADE.

FIRST USE 1-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1997.

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KIKI LARANJADA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ORANGEADE SODA (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

FIRST USE 1-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1997.

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).
SN 76-578,970. SHERWOOD FOREST BREWERS, LTD., MARLBOROUGH, MA. FILED 3-3-2004.

SEC. 2(F).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,612,258 AND 1,735,113.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA" AND "BERRY FARMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICE DRINKS, NON-ALCOHOLIC AND NON-CARBONATED FRUIT DRINKS AND NON-ALCOHOLIC AND NON-CARBONATED FRUIT JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED PLATE CONSISTING OF BROKEN, CONCENTRIC OVALS AND A VERTICAL "SWOOSH" THAT COULD BE A STYLIZED "D", A LADLE OR SPOON, OR SIMPLY AN ARBITRARY DESIGN.
FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES, PUNCHES AND SOFT DRINKS; FRUIT FLAVORED DRINKS; NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES; FRUIT FLavored CONCENTRATES, SYRUPS OR POWDERS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,588,414.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT JUICE, FRUIT JUICE DRINKS AND NON-CARBONATED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IT'S AS CLOSE TO THE ORANGE AS YOU CAN GET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,588,414.
FOR FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT FLAVORED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WAVE BUSTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,584,414.
FOR FRUIT JUICE AND FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WATER BUSTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT FLAVORED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CRIKAK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BEER, ALE AND LAGER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLACKBEARY WHEAT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,113,981.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHEAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,653. AQUAGENUS LLC, LINDON, UT. FILED 3-1-2004.

TROPIX JUICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JUICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT JUICE SOLD IN BOXES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Purely The Best

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TACO MIGUEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FRUIT DRINKS; JUICE DRINKS; FRUIT FLAVORED DRINKS INCLUDING SMOOTHIES, AND SYRUPS AND CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING SAME (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—(Continued).

COUNTRY COLA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 9-14-1995; IN COMMERCE 9-14-1995.

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,076. BEITCHMAN, LEE B., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-12-2004.
CLASS 32—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BOTTLED DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD REFRESQUITOS IN THE MARK IS LITTLE REFRESHMENTS.

FOR READY TO DRINK FRUIT FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS, POWDERED AND POWDERED MIXES FOR MAKING FRUIT FLAVORED SOFT DRINK PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BOTTLED WATER; DRINKING WATER; SPRING WATER; MINERAL WATER; BOTTLED WATER, DRINKING WATER, SPRING WATER, AND MINERAL WATER ALL ENHANCED WITH VITAMINS, MINERALS, AND/OR NUTRACEUTICALS; FLAVORED WATERS, FRUIT FLAVORED WATERS; FRUIT JUICES; FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES; CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD REFRESQUITOS IN THE MARK IS LITTLE REFRESHMENTS.

FOR READY TO DRINK FRUIT FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS, POWDERED AND POWDERED MIXES FOR MAKING FRUIT FLAVORED SOFT DRINK PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EROTAQUA

SHADE

ARCTIC CRISP

REFRESQUITOS
CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NAMELY DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

APPLICANT STATES THAT THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLATED AS "LITTLE OR LIGHT SNOW."

FOR WINE, SAKE AND COOKING WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 8-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1975.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KYOYUKI

Hosewater

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

APPLICANT STATES THAT THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLATED AS "LITTLE OR LIGHT SNOW."

FOR WINE, SAKE AND COOKING WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 8-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1975.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SARACINA

TOP GALLANT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 942946, FILED 2-10-2003, REG. NO. 942946, DATED 2-10-2003, EXPIRES 2-10-2013.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COMENGE

FASHIONSTATEMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

SN 78-235,425. MCGUIGAN SIMEON WINES LIMITED, CESSNOCK, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-8-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,121,261.
THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE NAME "LISA MCGUIGAN" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE FANCIFUL PHRASE "LISA MCGUIGAN TEMPUS TWO" AND A DESIGN OF A TREE AS SHOWN BELOW.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "TEMPUS" IN THE MARK IS "TIME".
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PLEASURE SOCIETY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 003124385, FILED 4-8-2003, REG. NO. 003124385, DATED 8-24-2004, EXPIRES 4-8-2013.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES EXCEPT BEERS, NAMELY, LIQUEURS AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,113. SIMON HACKETT WINES PTY LTD ACN 007 971 717, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA, FILED 7-3-2003.

THE GATE KEEPER

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES - WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 39525780, DATED 7-3-1996, EXPIRES 6-30-2005.
THE CLOSEST MEANING IS "A PERSON COMING FROM OR BELONGING TO THE RENCHTAL (A VALLEY IN GERMANY)".
FOR SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-316,831. RAVENTOS ROSELL, JOAN, 08770 SANT SADURNI D'ANOIA (BARCELONA), SPAIN, AND VALL-VERDU FERRER, M. CARMEN, 08770 SANT SADURNI D'ANOIA (BARCELONA), SPAIN, FILED 10-22-2003.

HERETAT VALL-VENTOS

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ESTATE WINDY VALLEY.
FOR WINES AND SPARKLING WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-349,015. CANANDAIGUA WINE COMPANY, INC., CANANDAIGUA, NY. FILED 1-7-2004.

NINE MILE VINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CACHACA, A BRAZILIAN RUM MADE OF SUGAR CANE. (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE ITALIAN WORDING "BALLETTO" IS "BALLET."
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENGLISH HARBOUR

SAGATIBA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FERMENTED LIQUORS; NAMELY, RUM AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
THOMAS V. SHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIVE RIVERS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CACHACA, A BRAZILIAN RUM MADE OF SUGAR CANE. (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BALLETTTO
CLASS 33—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESPLANDIA

XOXO


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOCAL BOY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Graceland

SN 78-383,752. 6 FACONES SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA, FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY, WINES, PORT WINES, LIQUEURS, HERB LIQUEURS, HARD CIDER, SPARKLING WINE, ALCOHOLIC BITTERS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XAMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 2-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1996.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

BONDI LIFESAVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
SUELEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,396. MARK ANTHONY PROPERTIES LTD., VANCOUVER, CANADA, FILED 3-16-2004.

SN 78-385,396. MARK ANTHONY PROPERTIES LTD., VANCOUVER, CANADA, FILED 3-16-2004.

OPALIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUTTON HILL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES AND LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHUCK IT!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPALIA


CALATRAVA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES AND LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SPAIN APPLICATION NO. 2560400, FILED 10-3-2003, REG. NO. 2560400, DATED 2-24-2004, EXPIRES 2-24-2014.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MALT BEVERAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE DESIGN ELEMENT IN THE MARK IS A PHOENIX BIRD.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES PRODUCED FROM A BREWED MALT BASE WITH FLAVORINGS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAGARONA

KUMEKE

SUM
MALT BEVERAGE

LA PINCOYA
CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES

SN 76-575,224. PACIFIC STANFORD MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, TETUAN, ZAMBOANGA CITY, PHILIPPINES, FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-580,685. MAX ROHR, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARS AND LITTLE CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,126. SOUTHERN CENTRAL SEA TOBACCO IMPORT & EXPORT (U.S.A.) INC., EL MONTE, CA. FILED 3-29-2004.

FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,234,161, 2,265,743 AND OTHERS.
FOR MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,905,859.
FOR MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-382,052. GANDER MOUNTAIN COMPANY, BLOOMINGTON, MN. FILED 3-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATERPROOF MATCHES AND PLASTIC MATCH BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 34—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,234,161, 2,265,743 AND OTHERS.
FOR MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,905,859.
FOR MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-382,052. GANDER MOUNTAIN COMPANY, BLOOMINGTON, MN. FILED 3-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATERPROOF MATCHES AND PLASTIC MATCH BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004
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CLASS 34—(Continued).

FOR WATERPROOF MATCHES AND PLASTIC MATCH BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


EPIC
FOR ADVERTISING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON LARGE SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-842,953. MACK, JAY, RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 11-4-1999.

SMARTCLOTHES
FOR RETAIL STORES OR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING FULLY FUNCTIONAL WEARABLE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, NAMELY, HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, MICRO-PROCESSOR POWERED COMPUTERS FOR USE THEREWITH IN SPEECH RECOGNITION, HANDS-FREE OR KEYED DATA ENTRY, INTERNET CONNECTIVITY, DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND PROCESSING, OR COMMUNICATIONS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE COMPUTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MILESTONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUBJECT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING WITH SERIAL NUMBER 76081873 AND U.S. REGISTRATION NO. 2501782. APPLICANT CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK IN THE AREA COMPRISING THE FOLLOWING FORTY-THREE COUNTIES OF THE STATE
CLASS 35—(Continued).

OF CALIFORNIA: ALAMEDA, ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, CALAWARES, COLUSA, CONTRA COSTA, DEL NORTE, EL DORADO, GLEN, HUMBOLDT, LAKE, LASSEN, MARIN, MARIPOSA, MENDOCINO, MERID, MODOC, MONO, MONTEREY, NAPA, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN BENITO, SAN JOAQUIN, SAN MATEO, SANTA CLARA, SANTA CRUZ, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SONOMA, STANISLAUS, SUTTER, TEHEMA, TOULUMNE, TRINITY, YOLO, AND YUBA.

FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE POD

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES ORGANIZATION, NAMLY, BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING, FEATURING THE PLANNING, OPTIMIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF VENDORS, SOFTWARE AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-20-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2001.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOURSHARE

FOR CONDUCTING INCENTIVE COMMISSION-SHARING COMPENSATION PROGRAMS TO INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS AND OTHER INSURANCE PRODUCERS TO PROMOTE PERFORMANCE IN THE AREAS OF SALES, MARKETING, PRODUCT LOYALTY, PROFITABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOURSHARE

FOR CONDUCTING INCENTIVE COMMISSION-SHARING COMPENSATION PROGRAMS TO INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS AND OTHER INSURANCE PRODUCERS TO PROMOTE PERFORMANCE IN THE AREAS OF SALES, MARKETING, PRODUCT LOYALTY, PROFITABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES DIRECTED TO PROFESSIONAL CONTRACTORS, FEATURING BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDING LUMBER, PLYWOOD, MOLDINGS, HARDWARE TOOLS, PLUMBING AND PAINT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MJB VOS 24/7

FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMERS AND VENDORS AN ON-LINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER DATABASE FOR USE IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND STOCK FORECASTING FOR WOOD AND LUMBER PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-484,627. MJB WOOD GROUP, INC., IRVING, TX. FILED 1-14-2003.

MJB IMS 168

FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMERS AND VENDORS AN ON-LINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER DATABASE FOR USE IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND STOCK FORECASTING FOR WOOD AND LUMBER PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-484,628. MJB WOOD GROUP, INC., IRVING, TX. FILED 1-14-2003.

HAYWARD

SO YOU CAN BUILD
CLASS 35—(Continued).

TRADELINK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,330,342.
FOR ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIGHTING FIXTURES AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS APPLIANCES, AND INVENTORY CONTROL, NAMELY, PROVIDING REMOTE ORDER ENTRY AND PRICING ACKNOWLEDGMENT; PROVIDING ORDER STATUS AND INVOICE/PAYMENT INFORMATION, AND AUTOMATED INVENTORY MONITORING AND REPLENISHMENT; PROVIDING ON-LINE CONSUMER AND BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF LIGHTING AND IN THE FIELD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS APPLIANCES AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIME GREEN

FOR DIRECT MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING GIFTS AND TOYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RJSR ENTERPRISES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTERS, COMPUTER COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES; AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HOME THEATER SYSTEMS, VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS, AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTERS, COMPUTER COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES; AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HOME THEATER SYSTEMS, VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS, AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PRESCRIPTION BENEFIT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, COST AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND DRUG UTILIZATION REVIEW SERVICES FOR MEDICAL PRESCRIPTION BENEFIT PLANS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING COATINGS, SYNTHETIC COMPOSITIONS USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANUFACTURE OF OPHTHALMIC LENSES, AND MACHINERY FOR MAKING AND COATING OPHTHALMIC LENSES, NAMELY CURING CHAMBERS, COATING CHAMBERS, MOLDS, MOLD GASKETS, COATING APPLICATORS, AND CHAMBER COOLING EQUIPMENT; AND OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF OPHTHALMIC LENS MANUFACTURING BUSINESSES; MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OPHTHALMIC LENS MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING DENTAL IMAGING SUPPLIES, NAMELY VIDEO PRINT PACKS, VIDEO AND DIGITAL PRINTER PAPER, REPLACEMENT LAMPS FOR INTRAORAL CAMERAS, AND VIDEO AND DIGITAL PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1987; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1987.

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,084. OPTICAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 8-22-2003.

FOR TAX AND ACCOUNTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-546,301. SCHOLASTIC INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 9-8-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDENT EXCHANGE AND BOOKS & STUFF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TEMPORARY RETAIL STORES SET UP ON-SITE AT SCHOOLS TO PROVIDE BOOKS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND NON-EDUCATIONAL ITEMS TO SCHOOLS FOR USE IN SCHOOL FUNDRAISING PROGRAMS, NAMELY CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY KITS COMPRISING A BOOK AND AN ATTACHED TOY, GAME, OR HOBBY CRAFT KIT FOR USE THEREWITH, JOURNALS, SKETCHBOOKS, STATIONERY TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BOOK COVERS MADE OF PAPER, BOOKMARKS, STICKERS, POSTCARDS; STATIONERY AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY STATIONERY, STATIONERY FOLDERS, NOTEBOOKS, NOTEPADS, RING BINDERS, FOLDERS, PENS AND PENCIL CASES, RULERS, STAPLERS, PENCILS, COLOR PENCILS, CRAYONS, PENS, MARKERS, HIGHLIGHTING PENS AND MARKERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, ERASERS, TAPE DISPENSERS, AND GLUE STICKS; RUBBER STAMPS, METAL AND NON-METAL KEYCHAINS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS, MAGNETIC ITEMS FOR SCHOOL LOCKERS, NAMELY LOCKER MIRRORS, NOTEPADS AND NOTE BOARDS; CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE, JEWELRY, PLUSH TOYS, BAGS FOR USE AS BOTH BACKPACKS AND ROLL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 35—(Continued).

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; OPERATING ON-LINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES; INTERNET SHOPPING SERVICES; IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCIES; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS PRODUCTS TO BE AUCTIONED AND BIDDING IS DONE VIA THE INTERNET; GOODS OR SERVICES PRICE QUOTATIONS; PROCUREMENT; NAMELY, PURCHASING ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES FOR RADIO, TELEVISION, CINEMA, ADVERTISING AND ON-LINE ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HELPING AMERICANS VOTE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING POLITICAL ISSUES, KNOWING HOW TO VOTE AND KNOWING HOW TO REGISTER TO VOTE FOR ASSOCIATIONS AND CORPORATIONS TO INCREASE MAIL-IN VOTING AND EARLY VOTING OF THEIR MEMBERS AND EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.


FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADVICE AND ANALYSIS OF MARKETS; MARKET ANALYSIS; CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS; MEDIATION OF TRADE BUSINESS FOR THIRD PARTIES; BUSINESS APPRAISALS AND EVALUATIONS IN BUSINESS MATTERS; ASSISTANCE, ADVISORY SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY WITH REGARD TO BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS ANALYSIS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND BUSINESS ORGANIZATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; ACQUISITION AND MERGER CONSULTATION; BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS, EVALUATIONS, EXPERT APPIRAISALS, INFORMATION AND RESEARCH; EXPERT EVALUATIONS AND REPORTS RELATING TO BUSINESS MATTERS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TRADE IN TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS AND CONFERENCES FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES IN THE COMMERCIAL AND MANAGEMENT SECTOR; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATED TO CONSULTING IN THE AREA OF ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION, AND THE AFOREMENTIONED SERVICES RENDERED THROUGH A WORLDWIDE OFFICE NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-551,635. HELPING AMERICANS VOTE, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 10-16-2003.

MOXELL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HELPING AMERICANS VOTE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; OPERATING ON-LINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES; INTERNET SHOPPING SERVICES; IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCIES; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS PRODUCTS TO BE AUCTIONED AND BIDDING IS DONE VIA THE INTERNET; GOODS OR SERVICES PRICE QUOTATIONS; PROCUREMENT; NAMELY, PURCHASING ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, HOME APPLIANCES, PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, OA EQUIPMENT, INFORMATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS AND THEIR PERIPHERALS; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES FOR RADIO, TELEVISION, CINEMA, ADVERTISING AND ON-LINE ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PHILIP AGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-554,147. BROAD RIPPLE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION, LNC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 9-7-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROAD RIPPLE VILLAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF BLACK, WHITE AND ALSO M.
FOR COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1995.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-3-1992; IN COMMERCE 1-3-1992.
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURFACES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE STORES AND DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING SURFACING MATERIALS FOR COUNTERTOPS AND FLOORS, SPECIFICALLY, GRANITE, MARBLE, LIMESTONE, SLATE, SOAPSTONE, ENGINEERED STONE AND CERAMICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEC. 2(F).
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES RELATING TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICA’S FAVORITE BUSINESS GIFTS

SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOODS, FLOWERS, AND OTHER GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURFACES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES, DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES, RETAIL STORE SERVICES, COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AND MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE SERVICES, ALL IN THE FIELD OF TOYS, ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES FOR MARTIAL ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOODS, FLOWERS, AND OTHER GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AMERICA COUNTS ON CPAs

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF ACCOUNTANTS; PROMOTING THE STUDY OF ACCOUNTING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR ACCOUNTANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-574,773. NYC & COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-10-2004.

DRIVING TOURISM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOURISM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS AND TOURISM IN THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF TOURISM, CONVENTIONS, RESTAURANTS, RETAIL STORES, EVENTS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, BUSINESS, AND BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN NEW YORK CITY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, VIDEO, ONLINE, AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, PRESS RELEASES, PRESS CONFERENCES, AND THE RENDERING OF SALES PROMOTION ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SHAWMARK GROUP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS, DIRECTED TO INVESTING AND IN MANAGING UNDER PERFORMING FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CELEBRATIONS BY LILLIAN VERNON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,108,270, 1,813,209 AND OTHERS.
FOR SHOP-AT-HOME PARTIES FEATURING MERCHANDISE FOR THE HOME, CELEBRATION, ORGANIZATION AND THE HOLIDAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2004.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-574,821. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-14-2004.

SN 76-574,773. NYC & COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-10-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT SEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PHYSICIAN SEARCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINCE 1976 SUPER FLEA BAZAAR ANTIQUES COLLECTIBLES TREASURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "GREENSBORO COLISEUM".
FOR PROVIDING FLEA MARKET SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES, AND PROVIDING MARKETING DATABASES AND MARKETING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,617. CAMBIA INFORMATION GROUP, LLC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 3-8-2004.
STUDENTFIRST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT DIRECTED EXCLUSIVELY TOWARD THE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF PARKING FACILITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PARKING EXPERTISE FOR THE OPERATION, ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, PLANNING, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION, REVENUE GENERATION, PROFIT AND EXPENSE SAVING INITIATIVES INCLUDING PERFORMING MARKET STUDIES, EVALUATING AND OBTAINING PROPOSALS AND ASSISTANCE IN THE SELECTION OF SITES AND FACILITIES IN PRESENT AND PLANNED OPERATIONS OF PARKING FACILITIES FOR ENHANCING STUDENT PARKING SATISFACTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVERY WOMAN DESERVES PLEASURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE, SUPPLIER AND CONTRACTOR INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE PRODUCTIVITY AND LOYALTY; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING, PIPES-VALVES-FITTINGS, BUILDING MATERIALS, TOOLS, AIR CONDITIONING/HEATING, PUMP, REFRIGERATION, WATER AND SEWER SUPPLIES FEATURING A BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PASSENGERFIRST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT DIRECTED EXCLUSIVELY TOWARD THE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF PARKING FACILITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PARKING EXPERTISE FOR THE OPERATION, ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, PLANNING, CONTRACT NEGOTIATION, REVENUE GENERATION, PROFIT AND EXPENSE SAVING INITIATIVES INCLUDING PERFORMING MARKET STUDIES, EVALUATING AND OBTAINING PROPOSALS AND ASSISTANCE IN THE SELECTION OF SITES AND FACILITIES IN PRESENT AND PLANNED OPERATIONS OF PARKING FACILITIES FOR ENHANCING PASSENGER PARKING SATISFACTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLAIRE HARVEY.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The name Claire Harvey does not identify a living individual.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ADULT-ORIENTED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, VIBRATORS, SEX TOYS, COSTUME JEWELRY, LOTIONS, CONDOMS, AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EDUVENTURES LEARNING COLLABORATIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,087,066.

FOR MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; PRODUCING REPORTS RELATED TO SAME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALL RESEARCH STARTS IN THE FIELD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDUCTING MARKET RESEARCH AND SURVEYS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHIRLAWHIP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FROZEN COMESTIBLES AND COFFEE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-6-1949; IN COMMERCE 2-6-1949.

MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,196. CRIME STOPPERS OF MEMPHIS & SHELBY COUNTY, INC., MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 3-24-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRIME STOPPERS", "CRIME STOPPERS MEMPHIS" AND "MEMPHIS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED TO ASSIST IN CRIME FIGHTING BY OFFERING A TIP AND REWARD PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,378. INFOCUS MANAGEMENT, INC., DAVIE, FL. FILED 3-26-2004.

TEEN VOGUE ITGIRL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,568,246.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS; OPINION POLLING FOR BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,121. ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-24-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MODEL MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MODEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING CAREERS OF INDIVIDUAL MODELS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-583,883. BECKETT PUBLICATIONS INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-29-2004.

FOR COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, PUBLISHING, MULTIMEDIA, AND MUSIC, FEATURING MERCHANDISE, APPAREL, HATS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, COLLECTIBLES, NOVELTY AND SOUVENIR ITEMS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES AND CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, POSTERS, LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMIC BOOKS, TRADING CARDS, TOYS, ACTION FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-589,000. PEAK EXHIBITS, LLC, DENVER, CO. FILED 2-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES; BUSINESS MEETING PLANNING; AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF COORDINATING THE ACTIVITIES FOR CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS AND INDIVIDUAL COMPANY EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS FOR OTHERS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-589,000. PEAK EXHIBITS, LLC, DENVER, CO. FILED 2-5-2004.

VERTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES; BUSINESS MEETING PLANNING; AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF COORDINATING THE ACTIVITIES FOR CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS AND INDIVIDUAL COMPANY EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS FOR OTHERS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-589,000. PEAK EXHIBITS, LLC, DENVER, CO. FILED 2-5-2004.

BOAT SMART

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,084,004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BOATS AND BOAT RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-170,086. MARINE ONE, LLC, ANKENY, IA. FILED 10-2-2002.

XSEXTOY


NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NACELink

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,441,630, 2,538,385 AND 2,784,429.

FOR ONLINE COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE CONNECTING COLLEGE CAREER SERVICES OFFICERS AND EMPLOYERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASSISTING STUDENTS AND NEW COLLEGE GRADUATES SEEKING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES BY PROVIDING JOB LISTINGS, A RESUME DATABASE AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2002.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-144,630. AERO INTERNATIONAL INC., STERLING, VA. FILED 7-17-2002.

AERO

International

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AERO INTERNATIONAL INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGING LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF AIRCRAFTS, NAMELY AIRCRAFT PLATFORMS, WEAPONS SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-170,086. MARINE ONE, LLC, ANKENY, IA. FILED 10-2-2002.

SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-170,086. MARINE ONE, LLC, ANKENY, IA. FILED 10-2-2002.

CLASS 35—(Continued).


IWELLNESS

FOR RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING NUTRITION, FITNESS, AND RELAXATION PRODUCTS, VIA THE INTERNET, STORES, AND HOME SHOPPING SERVICES BY MEANS OF TELEVISION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-190,693. TEVA PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LTD., JERUSALEM, ISRAEL, FILED 12-3-2002.

TEVA GROUP

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ISRAEL APPLICATION NO. 157712, FILED 6-16-2002, REG. NO. 157712, DATED 8-5-2003, EXPIRES 6-16-2009. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,567,918 AND 2,353,386. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING; PUBLIC RELATIONS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING; PROMOTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS ON THE INTERNET; BUSINESS RESEARCH SERVICES; PROVIDING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS MARKETING AND CORPORATE COMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-209,146. MORNING FOREST, LLC, HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO. FILED 1-30-2003.

MORNING FOREST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME AND HOLIDAY EMPORIUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, INNOVATION AND SOLUTIONS SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS CONSULTATION, RESEARCH AND INFORMATION REGARDING BUSINESS STRATEGY, MARKETING, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, MERGERS AND ACQUISITION; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP AND ONGOING SUPPORT INVOLVING INTEGRATION AND TRANSACTIONS FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS, DEVELOPING NEW BUSINESS FOR OTHERS, FACILITATING BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP AND BUSINESS INTEGRATION; BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS AND OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND SOLUTIONS, FACILITIES MANAGEMENT OF TECHNICAL OPERATION, BUSINESS ACQUISITION AND MERGER CONSULTATION, BUSINESS BROKERAGE, BUSINESS INVESTIGATION, BUSINESS PROCESSES RE-ENGINEERING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION; FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATION BUSINESS, CONTENT DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS, BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTATION, BUSINESS EVALUATION AND PLANNING, PLANNING BUSINESS STRATEGY, PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT IN THE NATURE OF THE

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE NAFTA REGISTER

FOR BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CONTACT INFORMATION REGARDING BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 840,448, 2,771,415 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,621. FRED + ETHEL PRODUCTIONS, LLC, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 7-10-2003.

FRED + ETHEL

FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND FILM MATERIALS, NAMELY, PRODUCING COMMERCIALS AND PREPARING PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 2-6-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-6-1997.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORES FEATURING FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS AND MAIL ORDER RETAIL CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS; TELEPHONE ORDER TAKING FOR OTHERS FOR FLOWER ARRANGING AND DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).  
SN 78-275,528. MESSE FRANKFURT GMBH, FRANKFURT AM MAIN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-17-2003.


SWEETHEART’S NEST

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING COUNTRY AND VICTORIAN THEMED FURNITURE, GARDEN ITEMS, AND GIFTS IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY AND STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

OUR SYSTEM WORKS FOR YOU

FOR PROVIDING MARKETING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ONLINE ORDERING OF BUSINESS FORMS AND MARKETING MATERIALS FEATURING DESIGN, CONSULTATION, MANAGEMENT, TRACKING, USAGE REPORTING AND INVENTORY CONTROL SERVICES; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DISTRIBUTION AND WAREHOUSING, PRINTING, DOCUMENT PRODUCTION, SIGNAGE PRODUCTION, DECAL PRODUCTION, PRINT MANAGEMENT AND GRAPHICS ART DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1986.
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WILDFIRE

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLIC RELATIONS COUNSEL AND IMPLEMENTATION, STRATEGIC PRODUCT MARKETING, BRANDING, ADVERTISING, DIRECT MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, INTERNET MARKETING, AND TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SALES AND MARKETING SERVICES, PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA RELATIONS, EVENT MARKETING, SPORTS MARKETING, CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS COUNSEL, FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS, INVESTOR RELATIONS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, TECHNOLOGY MARKETING, EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS, MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE, WRITING SERVICES, COLLATERAL DESIGN AND PRODUCTION, AND AUDIO VISUAL PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATM CONVENIENCE CASH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “ATM”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR QUALIFY, OBTAIN, TEST, SELL AND SUPPORT LOCATIONS FOR INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED CASHLESS ATMS, SCRIP ATMS OR ATMS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, PURCHASING AGENTS FOR LOCATIONS FOR INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED CASHLESS ATMS, SCRIP ATMS AND ATMS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ATM PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ATMS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ATMS; LICENSING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED ATMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CONVENIENT CASH

FOR QUALIFY, OBTAIN, TEST, SELL AND SUPPORT LOCATIONS FOR INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED CASHLESS ATMS, SCRIP ATMS OR ATMS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, PURCHASING AGENTS FOR LOCATIONS FOR INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED CASHLESS ATMS, SCRIP ATMS AND ATMS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ATM PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ATMS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ATMS; LICENSING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF INVESTOR-PROVIDED AND COMPANY OWNED ATMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE STYLE LABORATORY

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING STATIONERY AND GIFTS AND PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY SUB-LEASING SPACE IN RETAIL OUTLETS AND PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR SUCH SUB-LESSEES BY DISSEMINATING ADVERTISING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EUSSALES

FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE ONLINE SITE THAT ALLOWS USERS TO CONDUCT BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS ELECTRONICALLY IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, SUCH AS THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,767,801. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COSMETIC BOUTIQUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, FRAGRANCES, AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,245,151, 1,250,221 AND 1,250,731.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, Namely, Promoting the Interests of Members of a Professional Organization, and Fostering the Advancement and Exchange of Information Pertaining to Motion Picture and Television Arts; Establishing Engineering and Technological Standards in the Motion Picture and Television Industries (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).
FIRST USE 12-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1997.
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BACK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF GRATEFUL BACK, FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR TRAVEL MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

USKBTC
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, Namely, Promoting the Interests of the Breeders of Pure-Bred Kerry Blue Terriers and Promoting Kerry Blue Terriers by Sanctioning Matches and Overseeing Specialty Shows Under the Rules of the American Kennel Club; Promoting Research Services of Others Regarding Genetic Diseases and Disorders of Kerry Blue Terriers (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-1938; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1938.
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-305,673. UNITED STATES KERRY BLUE TERRIER CLUB, INC., COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-25-2003.


PLAMGEAR
FOR TRAVEL MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MediaMax
MAXIMUM BENEFITS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, Namely, Providing Advertising Space In and Through Printed Materials, Television, Web Sites and the Internet; Promoting the Goods and Services of Others Through Dissemination of Advertisements (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


SN 78-322,300. MERCENARY INDUSTRIES, INC., FOXBORO, MA. FILED 11-3-2003. MERCENARY THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,780,581 AND 2,445,851 FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING AUDIO EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-322,725. NBO GROUP, INC., SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. FILED 11-4-2003. NBO THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES OF A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORES SERVICES, MAIL ORDER SERVICES, AND ON-LINE STORE SERVICES, FEATURING COFFEE, WINE, COFFEE BREWING ACCESSORIES, FOOD AND BEVERAGE WARE, WINE, HOT AND FROZEN COFFEE, ESPRESSO, CAPPUCCINO, GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE, HERBAL TEA, TEA BEVERAGES, BAKERY GOODS, NAMELY MUFFINS, COOKIES, CAKES, BROWNIES, PASTRIES, BISCUIT, SCONES, BREAD, CRACKERS, CHOCOLATE AND CANDY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-323,982. RECYCLED PARTS PLUS, INC., PEWAUKEE, WI. FILED 11-6-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECYCLED PARTS", "QUALITY & ASSURANCE" AND THE INTERNATIONAL RECYCLING SYMBOL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR ONLINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS INSURANCE COMPANY-OWNED SALVAGE VEHICLES TO BE AUCTIONED AND BIDDING IS DONE BY THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO MARKETING, PRICING, PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, QUALITY CONTROL, PRODUCT PACKAGING, PRODUCT DESIGN AND ENHANCEMENT, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, WAREHOUSING, SHIPPING, SUPPLY CHAIN, IMPORT AND EXPORT REGULATIONS, PRODUCTION SYSTEMS, AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS; BUSINESS INVESTMENT CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVISING OTHERS OF DOING CROSS-PACIFIC INVESTMENTS, JOINT VENTURES, PARTNERSHIPS, BUSINESS ALLIANCES, OR MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS BETWEEN THE US AND ASIA; BUSINESSES CONSULTING IN THE NATURE OF ASSISTING OTHERS IN NEGOTIATING, VALUING AND STRUCTURING CROSS-PACIFIC DEALS; CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS; BUSINESS SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTING, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS IN OUTSOURCING SUPPLIERS OR MANUFACTURING TO ASIA; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, PROCUREMENT, QUALITY CONTROL, SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION, SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORECASTING AND PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES FOR OTHERS; OUTSOURCING FOR U.S. BUSINESSES IN ASIA IN THE FIELDS OF MANAGING LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, PROCUREMENT, QUALITY CONTROL, SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION, SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORECASTING AND PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES, AND BUSINESS PROCESS ENGINEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS AND REPORTING ON THE NEED FOR SAFE DRIVING BY TEENAGERS VIA BUMPER STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-331,691. ICE SAVE INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 11-21-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROMOTION AND PRICING OF JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-335,251. TECFO, LLC, NOBLESVILLE, IN. FILED 12-2-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES FOR OTHERS VIA AN ONLINE WEBSITE THROUGH WHICH APPLICATIONS, CANDIDATE INFORMATION AND COVER LETTERS ARE SUBMITTED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ECO VINE WINE CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

FOR WINERY SERVICES, NAMELY RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WINE MEMBERSHIPS SERVICES; DISTRIBUTOR IN THE FIELD OF WINES MADE FROM ORGANICALLY GROWN GRAPES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FIELD OF MAGNETIC WIRE; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS FEATURING MAGNETIC WIRE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIREMAG

CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LINENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LITERAL WORDS "CAROL'S LINENS" 2) AN IMAGE WHICH IS A BLACK AND WHITE CARICATURE OF CAROL C. KAPLAN'S HEAD (THE OWNER).
FOR RETAIL STORES IN THE FIELD OF HOUSEHOLD DECORATIVE ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Carols Linens

"MORE THAN JUST LINENS"

CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CURL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS CURL AND SCIENCE WITH A STICK FIGURE RUNNING WITH CURLY HAIR.
FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION AND PROMOTING THE SALE OF PRODUCTS TO THE PERSONAL CARE INDUSTRY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, TECHNICAL AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, PROVIDING TECHNICAL PRODUCT INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HAIR CARE PRODUCTS WITHIN THE PERSONAL CARE INDUSTRY; PROVIDING PRODUCT INFORMATION TO MANUFACTURERS VIA THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

curl & science

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORGANIZING A NETWORK OF HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS, AND ANCILLARY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS TO OFFER HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES AT PREFERRED RATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CareTrust Networks

CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A WEB SITE AND RETAIL TELEPHONE ORDERING SERVICES, ALL FEATURING REFURBISHED COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-12-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-12-1997.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORGANIZING A NETWORK OF HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS, AND ANCILLARY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS TO OFFER HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES AT PREFERRED RATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSULTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT, STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANNING, EXECUTIVE COACHING AND TEAM BUILDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONVENIENCE STORE ITEMS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONVENIENCE STORE ITEMS AND GASOLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-31-1945; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1945.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SALE OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THAT EMPHASIZE CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND WELFARE THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND PRINTED NOVELTY ITEMS IN THE NATURE OF TOYS AND GAMES; ADVERTISING CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE PROMOTION OF CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND WELFARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BABY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS, MONITORING PRODUCTS, INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL, VIDEOS AND DVD'S ALL RELATING TO THE HEALTH AND CARE OF BABIES, INFANTS AND CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-367,177. BESTNEST, INC., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS
A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BIRD NEST OF BROWN
AND GREEN WITH THREE WHITE EGGS WITH BESTNEST IN BLUE ABOVE AND .COM IN GREEN TO THE
RIGHT.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BACK YARD WILDLIFE PRODUCTS, BIRD FEEDERS, BIRD HOUSES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, AND GARDEN DECOR PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BestNest .com

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SKY.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ANTIQUES, CANDLES, CANDLE HOLDERS, HOME ACCESSORIES, BATH SPA PRODUCTS, DRIED FLOWERS, LAMPS, ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES, HOME FURNISHINGS, PERFUMES, SOAPS, SPECIALTY FOOD PRODUCTS, CONDIMENTS, BOTTLES, DISHES, NAPKINS, GLASSES, VASES, TABLETOP ACCESSORIES, WRAPPING PAPER, NOTE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RCI REWARDS

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,386,274, 2,261,137 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOMER LOYALTY REWARD PROGRAM FEATURING THE ACCUMULATION OF POINTS BY THE PROGRAM MEMBERS AND THE SUBSEQUENT REDEMPTION OF POINTS TOWARDS GIFTS AND DISCOUNTS IN AIR TRAVEL, HOTEL LODGING, RESTAURANTS, HOME APPLIANCES, AND OTHER SERVICES AND PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USB FLASH DRIVE ALLIANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PINWHEEL-LIKE DESIGN.
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS CONCERNING USB FLASH DRIVES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE CHINA OUTLET
AND GOURMET GARAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHINA OUTLET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HOUSE-WARES AND GOURMET FOODSTUFFS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BETTER TOGETHER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS TO CUSTOMERS AND PRESENTATION OF COMBINATIONS OF PRODUCTS OF INTEREST TO CUSTOMERS; PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCT COMBINATIONS OF GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS OF INTEREST BASED ON PRODUCT SIMILARITIES AND BUYING BEHAVIOR OF OTHER CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Send-A-Bone

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES VIA TELEPHONE AND INTERNET FOR PET PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF PLUMBING, HEATING, PIPE VALVES AND FITTINGS; INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS; AND PUMPS AND PUMP PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLASTIQSURGERY.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ONLINE MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR PLASTIC SURGEONS NATIONWIDE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN THE FORM OF TABLETS, CAPSULES, POWDERS, LIQUIDS, OR SOLIDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRENDAN MCCAOUELY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,317,259 AND 2,463,604.

FOR MEDICAL CARE CENTER MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES AND EMPLOYMENT STAFFING SERVICES FOR MEDICAL CARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL VARIETY STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-376,027. OWENS AVIATION, INC., ADDISON, TX. FILED 2-29-2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRCRAFT BY OWNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS RED AND WHITE ARE Claimed AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND PORTION OF THE MARK AND THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE LETTERING IN THE RECTANGULAR DESIGN IN THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF RED FOR-SALE SIGN WITH AN AREA FOR OUR WEB ADDRESS.
FOR ONLINE LISTING SERVICES FOR AIRCRAFT BUYERS AND SELLERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2003.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLIC RELATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 957,813, 965,766 AND 1,308,386.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING CFPA INTERNATIONAL AND A CIRCULAR DESIGN CONTAINING A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF FLAMES.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,752. INTERNATIONAL DATA GROUP, INC., FRAMINGHAM, MA. FILED 3-3-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COPYGAUGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,923. INFONE LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 3-3-2004.

NO PROBLEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELEPHONE NUMBERS, PAGER NUMBERS, FACSIMILE NUMBERS, NAMES AND ADDRESSES, URL'S AND ELECTRONIC MAIL ADDRESSES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCTS OR SERVICES ASSOCIATED WITH BUSINESSES AND BUSINESS NAMES; MAINTAINING COMPUTER DATABASE FILES CONTAINING INDIVIDUALS' AND/OR BUSINESSES' CUSTOMIZED COLLECTIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION SUCH AS ADDRESS, TELEPHONE, PAGER AND FAX NUMBERS, E-MAIL ADDRESSES AND URLS, CONTACT LISTS, AND CREDIT CARD NUMBERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AND MAKING REFERRALS FOR RETAIL SERVICES CONCERNING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; LOOKING UP AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESSES CLOSEST TO TARGET GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA TELEPHONE; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

asktax

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INCOME TAX CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,211. HOME PYRAMID, INC., WESTLAND, MI. FILED 3-3-2004.

EXPANDING CONTRACTING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF CONTRACTOR GOODS AND/OR SERVICES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ON-LINE BIDDING SYSTEM IN WHICH CUSTOMERS SEEKING A CONTRACTOR POST SERVICE JOB REQUESTS ONLINE AND CONTRACTORS SUBMIT BIDS ELECTRONICALLY; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS ITEMS TO BE SOLD, IN AN AUCTION STYLE FORMAT WHERE BIDDING IS DONE ELECTRONICALLY; PROVIDING AN ONLINE TWO-WAY SYSTEM FOR USERS OF AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE TO EVALUATE AND PROVIDE FEEDBACK REGARDING PARTIES THEY HAVE INTERACTED WITH VIA THE ONLINE MARKETPLACE; PROVIDING ON-LINE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT, NAMELY, RESUME PREPARATION, EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, AND EMPLOYMENT RECRUITING; ON-LINE EMPLOYMENT RECRUITMENT; PROVIDING ON-LINE JOB LISTINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2004.

MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-378,615. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF OMAHA, OMAHA, NE. FILED 3-4-2004.

LEGION FIRST AIRMILES REWARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,644,769.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRMILES REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING THE USE OF CREDIT CARDS BY CARD HOLDERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


US ADVENTURE RV

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "US" AND "RV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLE DEALERSHIP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


- FACTOR-E STORE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON LINE ORDERING SERVICE FEATURING WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HOUSEWARES AND GARDENING ITEMS, PET PRODUCTS, CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, MUSIC AND MOVIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL CLOTHING STORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, Style, Size, or Color.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,769,805.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCOUNT CARDS; BUYING CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REFERRAL SERVICE FOR SELECTING A DENTAL PROFESSIONAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2003.
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING, BUSINESS CONTINUITY EDUCATION, BUSINESS CONTINUITY OUTSOURCING, DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING, BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS AND SALES TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Glam Farm

PROFESSIONALS YOU CAN TRUST

Big Gorilla Golf

KETCHConsulting
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-381,691. CRUSADOR ENTERPRISES, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 3-10-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND CATALOG MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING COSMETICS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, AND FOOD PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2004.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

7 LIGHTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PAYSTUB PAYROLL SERVICES CORP, OLDS, ALBERTA, FILED 3-10-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DOCUMENT INDEXING OF EMPLOYEE RECORDS FOR OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE AND COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, COLLARED SHIRTS, PULL OVERS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHEREBY BUYERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES LIST WANTED ITEMS AND LOCATE AND RECEIVE QUOTATIONS FROM MULTIPLE COMPETITIVE SOURCES AND SELLERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

obxession

efindr
TOUCHSTONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING AGGREGATED PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTING RESULTS AND BENCHMARKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORTHOVAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING OF HEALTHCARE SERVICES, MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Summer Daze

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL APPAREL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MyGuide

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELEMARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-383,074. SMITH, KERRI J., SIMPSONVILLE, SC. FILED 3-12-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELEM A R K E T I N G (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FOR RETAIL GIFT SHOP WITH PRODUCTS MADE BY MONKS AND NUNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 78-383,408. OPEN EYE COMMUNICATIONS, BREWSTER, MA. FILED 3-12-2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED O (MEANT TO LOOK LIKE AN EYE), WITH NO SPACE BETWEEN "OPEN" AND "EYE".
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CU EXCEED
Nebraska-Shore

Holy Orders
FOR RETAIL GIFT SHOP WITH PRODUCTS MADE BY MONKS AND NUNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MetadateM

OpenEye Communications
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED O (MEANT TO LOOK LIKE AN EYE), WITH NO SPACE BETWEEN "OPEN" AND "EYE".
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESTAURANT AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOURNEAU CORNER

RESTOCKIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,270,412, 2,566,383 AND OTHERS.
FOR RETAIL STORES AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING TIME PIECES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Find Your Tribe


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MOTHERS WITH AN INTEREST IN HOLISTIC HEALTH, ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE, AND MINDFUL PARENTING. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Travel & Leisure Personality


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHANGE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FOR BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRANSFORMING WHILE PERFORMING
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-385,723. GALLERIE ALEGRIA, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GALLERIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The English translation of GALLERIE ALEGRIA is gallery of merriment, happiness or joy.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING GLASS ART (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MARKETING RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,194. BIOGAL PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS, LTD., DEBRECEN, HUNGARY, FILED 3-17-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCESS PROGRAM (MERCAPTOPURINE)", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A PRESCRIPTION BENEFIT PROGRAM, WHICH WORKS WITH DOCTORS TO ENROLL LOW-INCOME PATIENTS TO GET MEDICATION MAILED DIRECTLY WITHOUT COST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DREAM PETTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 996,868.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP FEATURING PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALCO

THE COLORS BLUE AND GREY ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS THAT COMPRIZE THE "ALCO" LOGO. THE LETTERS ARE BLUE WITH A GREY SHADOW APPEARING BEHIND THE LETTERS.
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT, PARTS AND CASTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1970; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1970.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Bizvet

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF VETERINARY PRACTICE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-4-2003.
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Find your Story.
Be your Story.

HUH?!? Help U Hear

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HEARING AIDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-15-2003.
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF SALES, MARKETING, FINANCE, AND SERVICES OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR EXHIBITION ORGANIZERS AND SUPPLIERS; AND ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF PRACTITIONERS IN THE FIELD OF EXHIBITION ORGANIZATION AND SUPPLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1975; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1975.

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE, RETAIL STORE, CATALOGUES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, GIFTS AND PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, HOME AND OFFICE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, HOME AND OFFICE VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, ELECTRONIC COMPACT DISC STORAGE DEVICE, DIGITAL EQUIPMENT, WIRELESS ELECTRONIC LOCATION DEVICES, ELECTRONIC PHOTO ALBUMS, TELEPHONES AND ANSWERING MACHINES, CLOCKS AND RADIOS, AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, TRAVEL AND DESK ACCESSORIES, LUGGAGE AND TRAVEL BAGS, PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, JEWELRY AND WATCHES, EYE WEAR AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT, PERSONAL GROOMING DEVICES, PERSONAL COOLING DEVICES, VITAMINS AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS, ATHLETIC AND EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, SPORTING GOODS, WATER TOYS AND INFLATABLES, TOYS AND GAMES, ELECTRIC SCOOTERS AND BICYCLES, AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, OUTDOOR ACCESSORIES, INSECT CONTROL DEVICES, PET TRAINING AND GROOMING DEVICES, REMOTE CONTROL ROBOTS, CLOSET ORGANIZERS AND ELECTRONIC TIE RACKS, AIR PURIFIERS AND CONDITIONERS, ELECTRIC FANS, LAMPS AND NIGHT LIGHTS, LED FLASHLIGHTS, MASSAGE UNITS, FURNITURE, MINI REFRIGERATORS, CUTLERY AND TOOLS, HOME CLEANING EQUIPMENT, MOTION AND SMOKE DETECTORS, ELECTRIC LIGHT SWITCHES, RELATED HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, GIFT CERTIFICATES, BABY PRODUCTS, JEWELRY, COSMETICS, PERFUMES AND FRAGRANCES, WATER PURIFIERS, CLOTHES, DIAMONDS, GOURMET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


FOR ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND PROMOTING TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS; PROVIDING TRADE INFORMATION; AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DEALERSHIPS; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DEALERSHIPS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DEALERSHIPS AND MANUFACTURERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, THROUGH TRADE SHOWS, AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR SHOP-AT-HOME PARTIES FEATURING BABY PRODUCTS, TOYS, BABY CLOTHING, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, BABY FURNITURE, BABY FEEDING PRODUCTS, BABY GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING, AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; FRANCHISING, NAMELEY OFFERING ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES THAT ALSO ALLOWS ANCILLARY THERETO CLIENTS TO REVIEW MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS ON-LINE AND IN REAL TIME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Baby Splendor

CONNECTYOU

CLARUSVISION
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 482 OFFICIAL GAZETTE DEC 28, 2004


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,085,954 AND 2,229,354.
FOR PROMOTING TOURISM IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,618,180, 1,779,881 AND 1,897,134.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ART-WORK, PICTURE FRAMING, DECORATOR ACCES-SORIES, OFFICE ACCESSORIES, HOME ACCESSORIES INCLUDING FURNITURE, HOUSEWARE AND BATH AND KITCHEN PRODUCTS, LIGHTING, TOYS AND GIFT ITEMS, TIME PIECES AND TRAVEL ACCES-SORIES INCLUDING PURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,618,180, 1,779,881 AND 1,897,134.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATUR-ING HOME ACCESSORIES, WINDOWS, FLOORING, FURNITURE, LIGHTS, HOUSEWARES AND BATH AND KITCHEN PRODUCTS, TABLEWARE, ARTWORK, LIGHTING, TOYS AND GIFT ITEMS, TIME PIECES, PHONES, PICTURE FRAMES AND ALBUMS, POTPOUR-RI, VASES, WINDOW COVERINGS, DRAPES, RODS AND HOLDBACKS, BEDDING, DUVETS, SHAMS, PIL-LOWS AND THROWS, BEAN BAGS, BOOKS, CANDLES, CANDLE HOLDERS, FOUNTAINS, DECORATOR AC-CESSORIES, OFFICE ACCESSORIES, PURSES AND BAGS; ISSUING GIFT CERTIFICATE CARDS WHICH MAY BE REDEEMED FOR GOODS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNCOVER YOUR STYLE
DISCOVER Z GALLERIE

Tennessee. The Stage Is Set For You

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,085,954 AND 2,229,354.
FOR PROMOTING TOURISM IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,861,208, 2,658,246 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD NEW IS ABOVE AND BETWEEN THE WORDS WAY AND CAR AND ITS INSERTION BETWEEN THE WORD IS INDICATED BY A CARET. THE WORD SHOULD HAS A Swoosh MARK UNDERNEATH.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,549. WESTMARKET, LLC, SOLON, OH. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAIL ORDER, CATALOG AND ON-LINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT AND HUMAN SEXUALITY PRODUCTS NAMELY VIDEOS TAPES, DVDS, CLOTHING, NOVELTIES, COSMETICS AND BODY LOTIONS OF AN EROTIC, SENSUAL OR SEXUAL NATURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-393,117. EVENTECTIVE, INC., PORTLAND, ME. FILED 3-30-2004.

FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION FOR FACILITATING COMMERCIAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS OF OTHERS, NAMELY, REQUESTS FOR PROPOSAL FOR THE PURCHASE AND SELLING OF GOODS AND SERVICES AND INFORMATION ABOUT VENDOR AVAILABILITY FOR PLANNING, MANAGING AND CONDUCTING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEETINGS, FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS, CONVENTIONS, TRADE SHOWS, AND EVENTS; ON-LINE BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF EVENT PLANNING, MEETING CONSOLIDATION AND PLANNING, AND VENDOR AVAILABILITY; PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS AND INFORMATION ABOUT VENDOR AVAILABILITY VIA THE INTERNET; ONLINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES FEATURING BUSINESSES WHICH PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEETINGS, FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS, CONVENTIONS, TRADE SHOWS, EVENTS AND INFORMATION ABOUT VENDOR AVAILABILITY; AND PROVIDING ONLINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEBSITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEAR LADY

SHIMMER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOOD PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GRACE’S KITCHEN


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERSHIP SERVICES FEATURING A BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXECUTIVE VIP CARE PLAN


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SMALL BUSINESS RETIREMENT PLANNING SERVICES AND EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND ADMINISTERING 401K PLANS, SEPS, INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS AND ANALOGOUS RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-529,946. CALVERT GROUP, LTD., BETHESDA, MD. FILED 7-17-2003.

CALVERT GLOBAL DATABASE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,261,134, 2,511,155 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GLOBAL DATABASE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES, FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY LENDING, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSACTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-533,734. AMERICAN WOODMARK CORPORATION, WINCHESTER, VA. FILED 7-21-2003.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIMITED WARRANTY" "5" AND "FIVE YEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A ROUND COIN WITH A LEAF AND THE NUMBER 5 ON IT.
FOR WARRANTY CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCESSING WARRANTY CLAIMS FOR KITCHEN CABINETS AND BATHROOM CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,736. AMERICAN WOODMARK CORPORATION, WINCHESTER, VA. FILED 7-21-2003.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIMITED WARRANTY" "1" AND "ONE YEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A ROUND COIN WITH A LEAF AND THE NUMBER 1 ON IT.
FOR WARRANTY CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCESSING WARRANTY CLAIMS FOR KITCHEN CABINETS AND BATHROOM CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFETIME VARIABLE" SELECT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION ON AFTER-TAX, VARIABLE ANNUITIES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF AFTER-TAX VARIABLE ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSING" OR "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-11-1993; IN COMMERCE 8-11-1993.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFETIME VARIABLE" SELECT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION ON AFTER-TAX, VARIABLE ANNUITIES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF AFTER-TAX VARIABLE ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSING" OR "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-11-1993; IN COMMERCE 8-11-1993.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 76-544,286. CENTRAL CORPORATE CREDIT UNION, SOUTHFIELD, MI. FILED 9-12-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,158,560.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES PROVIDED TO OTHER CREDIT UNIONS, NAMELY, PAYMENT SYSTEMS SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ITEMS PROCESSING OF CHECKS, PROCESSING OF TRANSIT ITEMS, AND PROCESSING OF WIRE TRANSACTIONS; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FUNDS INVESTMENT; CREDIT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LINES OF CREDIT AND FIXED RATE TERM LOANS; AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PAYMENTS TO THIRD PARTIES OF AMOUNTS OWED BY CREDIT UNIONS FOR SERVICES PERFORMED ON THEIR BEHALF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN WEALTH STRATEGIES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,418,583, 2,756,848 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “WEALTH STRATEGIES”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVICE, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RED CIRCLE

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; VENTURE FUNDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 76-560,771. INDEPENDENCE BANCORP, NEW ALBANY, IN. FILED 11-17-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,462,578.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MORTGAGE GROUP”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES AND OTHER FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSUMER BANKING SERVICES, PERSONAL LOAN SERVICES, BUSINESS LOAN SERVICES, BUSINESS DEPOSIT SERVICES, RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL MORTGAGES, AND INSURANCE AND INVESTMENT BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-569,460. BEST PRACTICES OF AMERICA, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 1-12-2004.

"DONORS FOR LIFE" INITIATIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INITIATIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING FEATURING LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-570,714. PACIFIC INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC, NEWPORT BEACH, CA. FILED 1-20-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ADVICE, FUNDS INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-570,849. METRO EXCHANGE LP, CLIFTON, VA. FILED 1-20-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY AND REALTY SERVICES, NAMELY FACILITATING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH TAX DEFERRED EXCHANGES FOR REAL PROPERTY PURSUANT TO INTERNAL REVENUE CODE § 1031 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,826,231.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR FINANCIAL AND BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF POINT OF SALE PURCHASE PAYMENTS; BANK CARD SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND PROCESSING SERVICES RELATING TO SELF-SERVICE ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FINANCIAL AND BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF POINT OF SALE PURCHASE PAYMENTS; BANK CARD SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND PROCESSING SERVICES RELATING TO SELF-SERVICE ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BANK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NAME JOSHUA FRASE DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES, NAMELY FOR A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,830,346, 2,329,893 AND OTHERS.

FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-575,229. FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 2-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,293,438, 2,798,974 AND OTHERS.

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF PARTNERSHIP FINANCIAL INVESTMENT PROGRAMS AND PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE BANKING AND LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2001.

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MORTGAGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES; BROKER SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE BROKERAGE; MORTGAGE LENDING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, LOAN PROCESSING, LOAN COLLECTIONS, AND MORTGAGE BROKERAGE; AND WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MORTGAGE SERVICES, NAMELY PURCHASING MORTGAGE LOANS FROM REAL ESTATE AND MORTGAGE BROKERS AND CORRESPONDENT LENDERS, BROKERING AND SERVICING OF MORTGAGE LOANS TO SECONDARY MORTGAGE LENDERS, AND MAINTENANCE OF MORTGAGE ESCROW ACCOUNTS, AND MORTGAGE BANKING, LENDING, BROKERING, AND FINANCIAL SERVICES OVER THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GREEN CHECKING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHECKING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL BANKING SERVICES, IN THE NATURE OF A CHECKING ACCOUNT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUSINESS PEOPLE BUYING BUSINESSES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE, MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-4-2003.
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JENNY MAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CREDIT UNION BANKING SERVICES RENDERED BY TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 76-582,740. ASSURED GUARANTY LTD., HAMILTON HM 08, BERMUDA. FILED 3-22-2004.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL GUARANTY INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE FOR MUNICIPAL AND STRUCTURED FINANCE OBLIGATIONS AND MORTGAGE GUARANTY INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,040. THINK FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, ROCHESTER, MN. FILED 3-25-2004.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,782,365.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,211. MAXIMUM CAPITAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-10-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STOCK MARKET TRADING ANALYSIS AND FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,753,511, 2,779,880 AND OTHERS.
FOR REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,868. COOPERFUND, INC., OAK BROOK, IL. FILED 3-26-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT RESEARCH AND INFORMATION USING FINANCIAL MODELS IN THE AREA OF BEHAVIORAL FINANCE TO ASSIST INVESTMENT PLANNING, FORECASTING AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 76-583,287. INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE BROKERS, LTD., LLC, TULSA, OK. FILED 3-25-2004.
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS AND THE TRANSFER OR RISK THROUGH PLACEMENT OF INSURANCE AND OTHER MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,753,511, 2,779,880 AND OTHERS.
FOR REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,868. COOPERFUND, INC., OAK BROOK, IL. FILED 3-26-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT RESEARCH AND INFORMATION USING FINANCIAL MODELS IN THE AREA OF BEHAVIORAL FINANCE TO ASSIST INVESTMENT PLANNING, FORECASTING AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THINK PINK & BLUE
FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING SERVICES RELATED TO BREAST CANCER, NAMELY, FUND RAISING FOR CANCER RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, AND FUNDING FOR MAMMOGRAMS TO PROMOTE EARLY DETECTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MASTERCARD SECURECODE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,292,519, 2,212,783 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "SECURE CODE".
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BANKING, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES; AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES PERTAINING TO SECURITY METHODOLOGY INVOLVING THE ENCRYPTION OF PAYMENT CARD NUMBERS AND RELATED DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-275,134. IDT NETHERLANDS, B.V. (PUERTO RICO BRANCH), SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, FILED 7-16-2003.
O CARD
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD AND TELEPHONE DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNION NEW JERSEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW JERSEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD AND TELEPHONE DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 3-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2001.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FREEPOINT
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLORS BLUE IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE DRAWING SHOWS THE TEXT "EL PUENTE ENTRE TÚ Y ELLOS" IN A RECTANGULAR BLUE FIELD.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "THE BRIDGE BETWEEN YOU AND OTHERS".
FOR BANKING SERVICES, INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,925. REALMEX CORP., MILWAUKEE, WI. FILED 7-30-2003.
REALMEX
FOR MONEY TRANSFER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
ACTIVEPAY
FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES, NAMELY A COMMERCIAL CARD MANAGEMENT APPLICATION, AVAILABLE TO USERS VIA THE INTERNET, THAT ENABLES BUSINESSES TO ACTIVELY MANAGE AUTHORIZATION FOR CARDHOLDERS FOR PURCHASE OF GOODS OR SERVICES. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Simply A Better Way To Do Business

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIDUCIARY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,544,450. SEC. 2(f) AS TO "FIDUCIARY"
FOR FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, INVESTMENT ADVICE, FUNDS INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE TOPICS OF FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, INVESTMENT ADVICE, FUNDS INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-3-1994; IN COMMERCE 10-3-1994.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SuttonBank
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING; ON-LINE BANKING SERVICES; MORTGAGE BANKING; CREDIT AND CASH CARD SERVICES; CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES AND COMMERCIAL AND AGRICULTURAL LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLUS SCORE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSUMER CREDIT INFORMATION SERVICES; PROVIDING TO CONSUMERS THEIR INDIVIDUAL CREDIT RATING SCORES, REPORTS AND HISTORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIFE DOESN'T WAIT
FOR BANKING SERVICES; ONLINE BANKING SERVICES; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY MONEY LENDING, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSACTION SERVICES, FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, CHECKING ACCOUNTS, COMPOUND INTEREST ACCOUNTS, SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, LOAN FINANCING AND MONEY LENDING SERVICES, CREDIT AND LOAN SERVICES, SAVINGS AND OTHER INTEREST ACCOUNT SERVICES, FOREIGN EXCHANGE, SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES, ISSUING LETTERS OF CREDIT AND TRAVELERS' CHECKS, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER, COMMERCIAL SAVINGS, AND FIDUCIARY AND TRUST DEPARTMENT SERVICES; ELECTRONIC BANKING, NAMELY AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES; ONLINE BANKING SERVICES; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES INVOLVING BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT PLANS, PENSIONS AND OTHER INVESTMENTS; MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES; STOCK BROKERAGE SERVICES; INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF AUTO AND VEHICLE INSURANCE, HOME INSURANCE, LIFE INSURANCE, MEDICAL INSURANCE, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE; CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2003.
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GREEN CHIP

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF ASSETS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GREEN CHIP

U.S. DEBT SETTLEMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "U.S. DEBT SETTLEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED "US" TO THE RIGHT OF WHICH APPEARS THE WORDS U.S. DEBT SETTLEMENT.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BANCUSCATLAN

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; MONEY ORDER SERVICES; CHECK CASHING SERVICES; PAY DAY LOANS AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRECEPT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARTS

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING AND PROVIDING PERIODIC FINANCIAL REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES AND INVESTMENTS TO MEMBERS OF THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 78-328,778. DUNTON & DUNTON L.L.P., KINGMAN, AZ.
FILED 11-17-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVICE AND INFORMATION REGARDING HOME EQUITY LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS AND MORTGAGES; PROVIDING HOME EQUITY LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS AND MORTGAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAAKWAMAANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-332,620. NEXTROOF.COM, INC., BRENTWOOD, TN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEXKEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-334,696. BANK ONE CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING OF INSURANCE IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, HEALTH, ACCIDENT AND ANNUITIES, AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INSURANCE AND INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-344,709. BANK ONE CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE DIRECT, INC.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INSURANCE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, AUTO, HOMEOWNER, DISABILITY INCOME, AND LONG TERM CARE, BROKERAGE OF ANNUITIES, AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INSURANCE AND INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLEX PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AGENTSOURCE

SN 78-334,709. BANK ONE CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONE LIFE DIRECT, INC.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE DIRECT, INC.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INSURANCE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, AUTO, HOMEOWNER, DISABILITY INCOME, AND LONG TERM CARE, BROKERAGE OF ANNUITIES, AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INSURANCE AND INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FSL FLEX PLAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLEX PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVICE AND INFORMATION REGARDING HOME EQUITY LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS AND MORTGAGES; PROVIDING HOME EQUITY LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS AND MORTGAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAAKWAMAANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BANKING SERVICES; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; INVESTMENT ADVICE; AND FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, SHARING PROFITS FROM THE SALES OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSUMER DEBT SETTLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSUMER DEBT SETTLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSUMER DEBT SETTLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSUMER DEBT SETTLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS SERVICES, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS GREEN AND RED ARE Claimed AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF GREEN BOX WITH THE FRONT CORNER SECTION IN DARK GREEN, RED AND LIGHT GREEN.
FOR BUSINESS BROKERAGE AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102),
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTNERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT FUND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 102),
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTERING ANNUITIES, INSURANCE AND DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS;
INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR FUNDING RETIREMENT; AND RETIREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND ADMINISTERING RETIREMENT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTERING ANNUITIES, INSURANCE AND DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS;
INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR FUNDING RETIREMENT; AND RETIREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND ADMINISTERING RETIREMENT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VENTURE CAPITAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCING TO EMERGING AND START-UP COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, NAMELY, DEBIT ACCOUNT SERVICES FEATURING PRE-PAID MAGNETICALLY ENCODED DEBIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF THREE CURVED LINES REPRESENTING A MOUNTAIN RANGE.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREFERENTIAL CUSTOMER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Seraphim

The freedom of cash, the convenience of a card!
CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,717,224, 2,797,520 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE UNIVERSAL LIFE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,440,603.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MATCHING CONSUMERS WITH POTENTIAL REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RBC UNIVERSAL LIFE

RBC LEVELTERM

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,440,603.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MATCHING CONSUMERS WITH POTENTIAL REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,440,603.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MATCHING CONSUMERS WITH POTENTIAL REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WHEN REAL ESTATE AGENTS COMPETE, YOU WIN!
WHEN REAL ESTATE BROKERS COMPETE, YOU WIN!

RBC LEVELTERM

RBC UNIVERSAL LIFE
BBVA BANCOMER PAYROLL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAYROLL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BBVA BANCOMER EFFECTIVE BONUS POINTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EFFECTIVE BONUS POINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BBVA BANCOMER BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BBVA BANCOMER MINI CARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINI CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUENTA MAESTRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "MASTER CHECKING ACCOUNT".
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUENTA VERSATIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "FLEXIBLE ACCOUNT".
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUENTA VERSATIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "FLEXIBLE ACCOUNT".
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOMICILIACION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "DIRECT DEBITING".

FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EFECTIVO INMEDIATO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "IMMEDIATE CASH".

FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LINEA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "TELEPHONE BANKING".

FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NOMINA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "PAYROLL".

FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEGUROS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "INSURANCE".
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,562,869 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUENTA CASH MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "CASH MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT".
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY MORTGAGE BROKERAGE, MORTGAGE LENDING, MORTGAGE LOAN AND MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPONSORING AND ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS AND REBATES ON GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH USE OF A MEMBERSHIP CARD AND/OR ON-LINE PURCHASE TRANSACTIONS AND PROVIDING REBATES AND DISCOUNTS TO MEMBERS ON GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CauseForce

RD MANAGEMENT

AVENTIUM

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MANAGEMENT”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1972.

CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MANAGEMENT”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1972.

CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,512. PREMIER BANKCARD, INC., SIOUX FALLS, SD. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING, DEPOSITORY ACCOUNTS, INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, CONSUMER AND MORTGAGE LENDING, ONLINE BANKING, AND FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2004.
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,924. INFONE LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING STOCK QUOTE INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE OR AUTOMATED METHODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,051. AMERICAN FREEDOM MORTGAGE, INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LENDING AND BROKERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,074. 1POINT SOLUTIONS, LLC, DICKSON, TN. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET ALLOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-378,108. AMERICAN FREEDOM MORTGAGE, INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LENDING AND BROKERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER

Health Horizons

NO PROBLEM

Open the door to your financial freedom!

Get Free. Be Free.
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-378,862. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN HOSPITALS AND CLINICS AUTHORITY, MADISON, WI. FILED 3-4-2004.
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING AND CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY SOLICITATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS FOR MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND/OR EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN NEED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ISSUING STORED VALUE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2002.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ISSUING STORED VALUE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A CLOCK ABOVE THE WORDS YOUR 'ROUND-THE-CLOCK REALTORS.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE COLOR(S) GREEN AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NON CONFORMING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-CONFORMING MORTGAGE BANKING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; NON-CONFORMING LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NON CONFORMING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-CONFORMING MORTGAGE BANKING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; NON-CONFORMING LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NON CONFORMING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-CONFORMING MORTGAGE BANKING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; NON-CONFORMING LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REINSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, RISK MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION, REINSURANCE BROKERAGE, AND CONSULTING SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELD OF WORKERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 506—OFFICIAL GAZETTE  DEC 28, 2004

I-FACTOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE HEALTH CARE AND EMPLOYEE WELFARE BENEFIT PLANS; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COMPMMETRICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REINSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, RISK MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION, REINSURANCE BROKERAGE, AND CONSULTING SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELD OF WORKERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMMODITY EXCHANGE SERVICES, NAMELY, CARBON DIOXIDE AND OTHER GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS EXCHANGE SERVICES THAT FACILITATE THE TRADING OR SALE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND OTHER GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS ALLOWANCES AND OFFSETS BETWEEN BUSINESS AND OTHER MARKET PARTICIPANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) PROCESS BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED "TEXAR", WITH ONE LEG OF THE "X" RESEMBLING A PAINTBRUSH STROKE IN PROCESS BLUE, AND WITH THE WORDS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION UNDERNEATH.
FOR CREDIT UNION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,476. UNITED BANKERS' BANK, BLOOMINGTON, MN. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 78-383,638. HOME INSTEAD, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE ELDERLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY, BROKERAGE, LEASING, FINANCING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
H O W A R D B. L E V I N E, E X A M I N I N G A T T O R N E Y

OUR PURPOSE IS YOUR SUCCESS

XMO

BE A SANTA TO A SENIOR

REAL.LIFE.STYLE
THE ONE VARIABLE ANNUITY

MINNWEST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,120,175, 2,712,010 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VARIABLE ANNUITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY UNDERWRITING AND BROKERAGE OF ANNUITIES AND CONSULTATION SERVICES THERE- TO IN THE FIELDS OF INSURANCE AND INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT STARTS WITH A CONVERSATION

IT STARTS WITH A CONVERSATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CREDIT MONITORING SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REINSURANCE UNDERWRITING; INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; RISK MANAGEMENT; ASSUMING FINANCIAL RISK OF OTHERS BY ENTERING INTO OPTIONS AND SWAPS; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE RELATED TO WATER INTRUSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INSURANCE GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE RELATED TO WATER INTRUSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE COLOR(S) THE COLOR RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE ENTIRE MARK IS RED.
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LITESPEED MORTGAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-388,617. PREMIER PAYMENT SOLUTIONS, INC., FRAMINGHAM, MA. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIMPLIFYING LIFE'S EXPENSES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

R'S IS BETTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEW OPTIONS LENDING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES; FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as PREMIER INTERNATIONAL.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, SHARING PROFITS FROM MERCHANDISE SALES WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Real Estate. Real Time. Real Easy!

ONE IN SPIRIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, SHARING PROFITS FROM MERCHANDISE SALES WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING, CONSUMER AND MORTGAGE LENDING, SECURITIES BROKERAGE, FINANCIAL PLANNING, AND LIFE, PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND REPORTS ON EARNINGS, DIVIDENDS, AND SHAREHOLDER VALUE IN LIGHT OF STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION FOR COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2002.

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL PARTNERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC RECONCILIATION OF PAYMENTS RECEIVED BY PHARMACIES FROM INSURERS WITH AMOUNTS BEING CLAIMED ON INDIVIDUAL PRESCRIPTIONS DISPENSED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND REPORTS ON EARNINGS, DIVIDENDS, AND SHAREHOLDER VALUE IN LIGHT OF STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION FOR COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2002.

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EMERGENCE CAPITAL PARTNERS

SSEq
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCIES AND INSURANCE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED DESIGN OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOX.
FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,151,229, 1,273,845 AND OTHERS.
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Insurance
Headaches

AIG ASSETGUARD

AIG EXCESSPRIME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,151,229, 1,273,845 AND OTHERS.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY EXCESS PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEOFFREY FUSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTO GLASS L.L.C", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-573,436. SCOTT, RAY, PINTLALA, AL. FILED 2-2-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAKES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING, LAYING OUT AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL LAKES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,765,396.

SN 76-573,436. SCOTT, RAY, PINTLALA, AL. FILED 2-2-2004.

OUR TOWN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND PROVIDING HOME BUYERS WITH INFORMATION ON NEIGHBORHOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAY SCOTT LEGENDARY LAKES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,765,396.
CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE COLOR(S) BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED KR IN BLUE LETTERS.

FOR BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR SERVICES, NAMELY REFRIGERATOR, HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIR AND CONTRACTOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROOTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BATHROOM AND KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICES; PLUMBING SERVICES; PLUMBING CONTRACTOR SERVICES; SEWER AND DRAIN INSTALLATION AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,156,204.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY MANUFACTURE OF RESIDENTIAL HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 7-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2002.

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR JANITORIAL AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2003.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,062. METRO WASH LLC, COLLEYVILLE, TX. FILED 3-4-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAR WASH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROLLING ROOTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROOTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BATHROOM AND KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICES; PLUMBING SERVICES; PLUMBING CONTRACTOR SERVICES; SEWER AND DRAIN INSTALLATION AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZOOM-THRU

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAR WASH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).

SN 76-579,654. WASHPRO EXPRESS, LLC, BATESVILLE, IN. FILED 3-8-2004.

FOR AUTOMOBILE WASHING AND CLEANING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESIDENTIAL HOME CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHEN IT’S LIGHTS OUT, WE’LL TURN YOU ON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REPAIR, MAINTENANCE, REPLACEMENT AND INSTALLATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL SERVICES; ELECTRICIAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IRON THUNDER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTORCYCLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GROUT GROUCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF CERAMIC TILE AND PORCELAIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,123. GROUT GROUCH, INC., GARFIELD, NJ. FILED 3-22-2004.

GROUT GROUCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF CERAMIC TILE AND PORCELAIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CUSTOM DETAILING, MODIFICATION AND BUILDING AND REBUILDING OF MOTORCYCLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,734. MAIN LAUNDRY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRY CLEANING; CLOTHING AND SHOE REPAIR; CLEANING, IRONING, LAUNDERING, WET CLEANING, RESTORATION DRY CLEANING, PRESSING AND WASHING, WASHING OF CLOTH, FABRIC, LINEN AND TEXTILES; AND LEATHER CLEANING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-01-2001.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT; REAL ESTATE SITE SELECTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY MANUFACTURE OF RESIDENTIAL HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 3-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2004.

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-592,249. KAPUA ORCHARD ESTATES, LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 5-14-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; RESIDENTIAL, RECREATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; AND LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL COMMUNITIES AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REPAIR, MAINTENANCE, REPLACEMENT AND INSTALLATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL SERVICES; ELECTRICIAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 517
CLASS 37—(Continued).
FOR ROOFING INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-9-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2001.
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER REPAIR AND UPGRADE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2002.
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SHOPRESULTS.NET
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION TO VEHICLE OWNERS, AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS AND SHOP OWNERS REGARDING THE COMPLETION OF SERVICING ON CARS, AND REGARDING PRIOR SERVICES PERFORMED ON CARS, VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-312,403. STARDUST DEVELOPMENT, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 10-10-2003.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT; REAL ESTATE SITE SELECTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROJECTS; CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY BUILDING, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, HOMES, COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS, SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WEITZ NORRIS CUSTOM HOMES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUSTOM HOMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL CONTRACTING FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, DESIGN-BUILD CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HELP ME!!
Computers

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Computers", apart from the mark as shown. For computer installation and repair (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106). First use: 10-14-1994; in commerce: 10-14-1994.

Rebecca Smith, Examining Attorney


Julie Watson, Examining Attorney


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Services and Sign & Lighting Maintenance", apart from the mark as shown. The mark consists of stylized letters MX with a portion of a sunburst between them. For maintenance and repair of on-premises signage and lighting systems (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106). First use: 9-1-2003; in commerce: 9-1-2003.

Ysa DeJesus, Examining Attorney

A Trusted Name in Technology Services

Sign & Lighting Maintenance

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Services and Sign & Lighting Maintenance", apart from the mark as shown. The mark consists of stylized letters MX with a portion of a sunburst between them. For maintenance and repair of on-premises signage and lighting systems (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106). First use: 9-1-2003; in commerce: 9-1-2003.

Ysa DeJesus, Examining Attorney
CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EXTRACTION RECOVERY OF METAL FROM POST INDUSTRIAL WASTES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).


FOR WOOD FLOOR INSTALLATIONS, WOOD FLOOR SANDING, WOOD FLOOR REFINISHING, AND WOOD FLOOR PAINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,436,665, 2,562,855 AND OTHERS.

FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOM INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN FEATURES AND AMENITIES IN NEW HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-383,382. LE-MINT LLC, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUILDING AND OFFICE MAINTENANCE, CLEANING, DISINFECTING AND SANITIZING SERVICES; INTEGRATED JANITORIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUILDING AND OFFICE MAINTENANCE, CLEANING, DISINFECTING AND SANITIZING SERVICES; INTEGRATED JANITORIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROOTER CLEAN

LE MINT IF IT'S NOT THERE...IT'S NOT CLEAN!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROOTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLUMBING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROOTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLUMBING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-384,933. DEER POINT HOMES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WAUCONDA, IL. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUILDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTORCYCLE REPAIR SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Better Builder

Best Nest

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTORCYCLE REPAIR SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RENTAL OF CLEANING MACHINES; CLEANING SERVICES, NAMELY, CLEANING AND REMOVING FOREIGN MATTER FROM RUGS, CARPETING AND UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE, AND OTHER FIBROUS MATERIAL FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 12-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2003.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

It's So Easy

Whidbey

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CUSTOM SHIPBUILDING, INCLUDING SERVICES OF SHIPBUILDING, REPAIR SERVICES, AND SERVICES OF MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VEHICLE PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, LUBRICATING CHASSIS; CHANGING MOTOR OIL; CHANGING OIL AND AIR FILTERS; REFILLING TRANSMISSION, DIFFERENTIAL, BRAKE, POWER STEERING, BATTERY RESERVOIRS TO PROPER FLUID LEVELS; CHANGING WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADES AND INFLATING TIRES TO PROPER AIR PRESSURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


MICHAEL HALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PREVENTIVE CARE
FOR MY CAR. PEACE
OF MIND FOR ME.

GOT SNOW?

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL SNOW PLOWING AND SNOW REMOVAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-391,888. INDEPENDENT NATURAL RESOURCES, INC., EDINA, MN. FILED 3-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUMP INSTALLATION AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,436,665, 2,562,855 AND OTHERS.
FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOM INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN FEATURES AND AMENITIES IN NEW HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR VIDEO CONFERENCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF INPHODENTITY CHILDSAFETY (STYLIZED) AND PARADING CHILDREN DESIGN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES VIA TELEPHONE, FAXSIMILE, AND ELECTRONIC MAIL FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING INVESTIGATIONS OF MISSING OR INCAPACITATED INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,615. OCC ESTABLISHMENT, FL-9490 VADUZ, LIECHTENSTEIN, FILED 9-4-2003.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "FANN" AND MAY BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "ART, TO DIVERSIFY, VARY OR TO MASTER".
FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).


ZERACOM

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZERA

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,098,118, 2,630,324 AND OTHERS.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, WIRELESS VOICE AND DATA TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 4-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1997.

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AHIN ADVANCED HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,250,176.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL DATA VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 2-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1990.

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CONNECTIVITY SERVICES RELATED TO DATA TRAFFIC ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,186. GALAXYVOICE, INC., NEWTON, MA. FILED 3-22-2004.

GALAXYVOICE

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES NAMELY LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE AND VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL (VOIP) (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).
SN 76-583,905. CITY SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC., MALVERN, PA. FILED 3-29-2004.

**OUR NETWORK. YOUR IMAGINATION**

FOR PROVIDING WIRELINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, FACSIMILE, DATA, IMAGES AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**MAPSOLUTE**

FOR INTERNET PORTAL SERVICES, NAMELY TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES PROVIDING WEBSITE USERS ACCESS TO MAPS, ROUTING INFORMATION AND LOCATION INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,958. DE MAGNIEVILLE, STANISLAS, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 7-7-2003.

**TELCENTER**

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MESSAGES VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**VIBELINE**

FOR ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, NAMELY THE RECORDING, STORAGE AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES FOR SOCIAL PURPOSES, TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-277,758. UNIVERSO ONLINE LTDA., SAO PAOLO - SP, BRAZIL, FILED 7-23-2003.

**UOL**

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, IMAGES AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND BULLETIN BOARDS FOR THE TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INTEREST; COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD AND MESSAGE BOARDS IN THE FIELDS OF GENERAL INTEREST PROVIDING ONLINE FACILITIES FOR A REAL-TIME INTERACTION WITH OTHER COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST; BROADCAST SERVICES, NAMELY AUDIO BROADCASTING, CABLE TELEVISION CASTING, RADIO BROADCASTING, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, AND VIDEO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**DIY NETWORK**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,433,969, 2,629,089 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**2CAR**

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES FOR ESTABLISHING COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).

SN 78-307,654. RAVE COMPANY LLC, BETHPAGE, NY.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, SIGNALS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VOICE, AND MESSAGES VIA SATELLITE, TELEVISION, AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PAY-PER-VIEW TRANSMISSION SERVICES; VIDEO BROADCASTING AND MESSAGING SERVICES; VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,298,084, 2,708,731 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, FACSIMILE, VIDEO AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,542,937, 2,049,544 AND OTHERS.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, FAXSIMILE, VIDEO AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HINDSIGHT WIRELESS EXPERTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WIRELESS EXPERTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY WIRELESS TRANSMISSION, UPLOADING AND DOWNLOADING OF VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, SIGNALS, SOFTWARE, INFORMATION, GAMES, MUSIC AND MESSAGES; WIRELESS PHONE SERVICES; WIRELESS TEXT AND NUMERIC DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES; INTERNET BROWSING SERVICES; INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER AND ONLINE SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK, THE INTERNET, WIDE AREA NETWORKS, LOCAL AREA NETWORKS, AND PRIVATE COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES THAT ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA WIRELESS TELEPHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, AND MOBILE DATA RECEIVERS AND THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK, THE INTERNET, WIDE AREA NETWORKS, LOCAL AREA NETWORKS AND PRIVATE COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 10-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-8-2003.
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,542,937, 2,049,544 AND OTHERS.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, FAXSIMILE, VIDEO AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ARMED FORCES RADIO NETWORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, FACSIMILE AND VIDEO VIA COMPUTER, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; CUSTOM CALLING SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES; VOICE AND DATA MESSAGING STORE AND FORWARD SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY SERVICES FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, SOUND, TEXT AND IMAGE MESSAGES, AND VIDEO TRANSMISSION SERVICES; CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES; PAGING SERVICES, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO PROBLEM

CLASS 38—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A COMPUTERIZED DATABASE OF INFORMATION ABOUT INDIVIDUALS' AND OR BUSINESSES' PREFERENCES REGARDING PREFERRED METHODS OF CALL HANDLING AND MESSAGE RETURNING; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL, LONG DISTANCE, AND INTERNATIONAL VOICE, TEXT, FACSIMILE AND DATA TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL AND VOICE MAIL AND MESSAGING SERVICES; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES; 800 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; LOCATION INDEPENDENT PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES COMPRISING MOBILE, VOICE, DATA, AND FACSIMILE SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF VOICE, DATA, ELECTRONIC MAIL, NEWS, FACSIMILES AND INFORMATION AND A BROAD RANGE OF CONSUMER SERVICES; CONNECTING CALLERS TO DESIRED NUMBERS REQUESTED THROUGH DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICES VIA LIVE TELEPHONE OPERATORS; ESTABLISHING COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A USER AND A SYSTEM THAT IS REMOTE FROM THE USER; CONNECTING A USER WITH LIVE OPERATORS OR AUTOMATED MENUS AT ANY TIME DURING A COMMUNICATION; AUTOMATICALLY CONNECTING A USER WITH LIVE OPERATORS OR AUTOMATED MENUS WHEN COMMUNICATION CANNOT BE COMPLETED; PROVIDING TELEPHONE NUMBERS CALLED TO A USER; RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND TEXT MESSAGES, INCLUDING STORED MESSAGES, REGARDING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, RESSELLER-PROVIDED, VOICE-ENABLED IP INFRASTRUCTURE AND A HOSTED SUITE OF IP VOICE APPLICATIONS THAT PROVIDE AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL PRIMARY-LINE FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
P A U L A M A Y S, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOMETONE
CLASS 38—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL CHIROPRACTIC NETWORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE PLANET, A BLACK SPINE, TWO BLACK RINGS, A BLACK FRAME, THREE BLACK STYLIZED CAPITAL LETTERS ICN AND THREE BLUE CAPITAL WORDS INTERNATIONAL CHIROPRACTIC NETWORK.

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PROVIDING WIRELESS, MEGA-BANDWIDTH INTERNET CONNECTIONS TO END-USER SUBSCRIBERS OVER BEAMED SIGNAL AND FIBER OPTICS SOURCES USING WIRELESS RADIOS AND ANTENNAE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ENERGIZE YOUR INTERNET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; NAMELY, THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, FACSIMILE, DATA, VIDEO AND INFORMATION; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO WORLDWIDE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, OTHER COMPUTER NETWORKS, ON-LINE SERVICES AND BULLETIN BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

SN 76-515,244. CELEBRITY TOURS, PALM SPRINGS, CA. FILED 5-19-2003.

CELEBRITY TOURS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOURS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING SIGHTSEEING TOURS OF HISTORIC AND CULTURAL LOCATIONS FOR OTHERS VIA BUS; TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS TO ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING, AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BY BUS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 6-2-1963; IN COMMERCE 6-2-1963.

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXECUTIVE BIKE TOURS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXECUTIVE BIKE TOURS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BICYCLE TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).


RIGHT ON TIME MOVER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MOVING VAN AND STORAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Live ITALIAN. Live well.

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,512. SILVIA, CARL W., BRISTOL, RI. FILED 3-22-2004.

CW'S SWEET PAKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DELIVERY SERVICES FOR FOODS, NAMELY, COOKIES, BAKED GOODS, CANDY AND PACKAGES OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

PAUL MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,678. ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC., AKRON, OH. FILED 3-29-2004.

BECAUSE ONE CUSTOMER MATTERS. YOURS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,679. ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC., AKRON, OH. FILED 3-29-2004.

BECAUSE ONE BUSINESS MATTERS. YOURS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).


READY FOR HEAVY DUTY

FOR SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING CUSTOMER PAYLOADS FOR LAUNCH AND LAUNCHING THEM INTO EARTH ORBIT OR DEEP SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EASY AS 1, 2, 3

FOR SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING CUSTOMER PAYLOADS FOR LAUNCH AND LAUNCHING THEM INTO EARTH ORBIT OR DEEP SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CITI RENT-A-CAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RENT-A-CAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS BY CAR; RENTAL OF AUTOMOBILES; AND SHORT-TERM LEASING OF VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR AIRCRAFT CHARTER AND RENTAL SERVICES; AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FOR PEOPLE AND CARGO; AND AIRCRAFT RENTAL SERVICES FOR THE PRINT AND MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY NAMELY, PROVIDING AIRCRAFT FOR USE IN MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND PRINT PUBLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 7-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2003.

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDING SERVICES; PARCEL DELIVERY, NAMELY, DELIVERY OF BULK MAIL AND CATALOGS TO INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CRANDIC

FOR RAILWAY TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 8-1-1904; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1904.

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KANSAS GAS SERVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR GAS UTILITY SERVICES, NAMELY, DRILLING FOR, PRODUCTION, GATHERING, TRANSPORTATION, STORAGE, PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAL GAS; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAL GAS AND NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS; NATURAL GAS STORAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, THE STORAGE OF NATURAL GAS IN OWNED OR LEASED GAS STORAGE FACILITIES; NATURAL GAS PIPELINE SERVICES, NAMELY, THE TRANSMISSION OF NATURAL GAS THROUGH PIPELINES; FUEL SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS, AND OTHER FUELS USEFUL IN THE GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY; PUBLIC UTILITIES IN THE NATURE OF SUPPLYING NATURAL GAS PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 6-30-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1997.

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RED SIGN WITH THE WHITE STYLIZED WORDS AND NUMBERS "LAS VEGAS CENTENNIAL 1905-2005", WITH BLUE AND WHITE CIRCLES AROUND THE SIGN, AND A BLUE STAR. FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INGREDIENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WAREHOUSING SERVICES IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY, NAMELY, STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION, PICK-UP, AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW, PROCESSED, BLENDED AND/OR MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY AND SECURE STORAGE OF KEYS FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).
SN 78-377,934. INFONE LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TURN-BY-TURN DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS BETWEEN TWO GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; PROVIDING FLIGHT ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE INFORMATION; PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION; PROVIDING TRAFFIC INFORMATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT ROAD CONDITIONS AND CLOSINGS; ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF MESSAGES REGARDING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ATLANTIC INGREDIENTS

NO PROBLEM
CLASS 39—(Continued).
SN 78-378,087. AMERICA WEST AIRLINES, INC., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 3-3-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY MEANS OF AIR; TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS FEATURING PREMIUM SEATING ACCOMMODATIONS AND CHECK-IN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LEASING OF AUTOMOBILE GARAGE SPACE CONTAINING AN AUTOMOBILE LIFT IN ORDER FOR THE USER TO REPAIR CARS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE RENTAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CRUISE SHIP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST RATE Fonserelli's

GET IN, GET OUT, GET GOING YOU DESERVE LUXURY LIKE THIS
CLASS 39—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RAILROAD PASSENGER CAR CHARTERING BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Vista Valley

---

SN 78-385,141. AIRDIALOG LLC, LEXINGTON, MA. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS, PARCELS, FREIGHT AND CARGO BY AIR; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AIR TRANSPORTATION VIA A WEBSITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FEATURING A FREQUENT FLYER BONUS PROGRAM; AIRPLANE CHARTERING; PROVIDING FLIGHT ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE INFORMATION; LIMOUSINE SERVICES; TAXI TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FareLady.com

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY TRUCKS, BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, CUSTOMIZED OR SPECIALY MODIFIED VEHICLES, AND TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 1-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1996.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Linear

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVENTPRO

---

SN 78-385,141. AIRDIALOG LLC, LEXINGTON, MA. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS, PARCELS, FREIGHT AND CARGO BY AIR; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AIR TRANSPORTATION VIA A WEBSITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FEATURING A FREQUENT FLYER BONUS PROGRAM; AIRPLANE CHARTERING; PROVIDING FLIGHT ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE INFORMATION; LIMOUSINE SERVICES; TAXI TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FareLady.com

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY TRUCKS, BUSES, MOTOR COACHES, CUSTOMIZED OR SPECIALY MODIFIED VEHICLES, AND TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 1-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1996.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVENTPRO
MEXUS AIRLINES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRLINES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

DIGITAL REPLAY INC.

FOR MANUFACTURE OF LENTICULAR PRINTED BEVERAGE CONTAINERS AND PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY, POSTCARDS, MOUSE PADS, MAGNETS, AND RULERS, TO ORDER AND AT THE SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2000.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BALZERS AG

FOR VACUUM COATING SERVICES, NAMELY, VACUUM COATING TREATMENT OF TOOLS, OPTICAL, ELECTRONIC AND PRECISION PARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-0-1960; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1995.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLEAN TECH

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TREATMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ULTRASONIC SOLID SEPARATING UNIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

COLOR IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TEXT USSU ULTRASONIC SOLID SEPARATING UNIT BORDERED ABOVE AND BELOW BY LINES, ALL OF WHICH ARE IN THE COLOR BLUE (PMS 287).

FOR FILTRATION OF WASTE WATER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARC SPECIALTIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPECIALTIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MANUFACTURING OF AUTOMATED AND ROBOTIC MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,150. VAHALLAN PAPERS, INC., LINCOLN, NE. FILED 3-16-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TEXTURES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF WALLCOVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-386,141. CYBURT, PAUL, HARPER WOODS, MI. FILED 3-17-2004.

RECORD THE MOMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FRAMING OF PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPUTER IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL USE AND RECYCLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1997.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAYLOR
2012

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,465,910, 1,466,659 AND 1,935,130.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2012", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR UNIVERSITY LEVEL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, CONDUCTING COLLEGE LEVEL COURSES AND RELATED ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLEGE SPORTS EVENTS, FINE ART PRODUCTIONS, CONCERTS AND LECTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IN TRAINING
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A TELEVISION SERIES IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

LUTHER BURBANK HOME & GARDENS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME & GARDENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "LUTHER BURBANK" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR GUIDED TOURS OF AN HISTORICAL SITE; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSLETTERS AND GUIDES RELATING TO THE LIFE OF LUTHER BURBANK AND HIS HOME AND GARDENS; CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF FLOWERS AND GARDENS; WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF HORTICULTURE; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TOURS, COURSES, SEMINARS, FELLOWSHIPS, LECTURES, PROGRAMS, EVENTS AND WORKSHOPS CONCERNING HORTICULTURE; MUSEUM SERVICES INVOLVING THE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION OF THE HOME AND GARDENS OF LUTHER BURBANK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IN TRAINING
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A TELEVISION SERIES IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


CLASS 41—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNITED", "INDIAN COMMUNITY" AND "CASINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CASINO SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES FEATURING MUSIC AND SINGERS, DANCERS, MAGICIANS, ACTORS, ACROBATS, COMEDIANS AND PRERECORDED MUSIC AND VIDEO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Catherine Faint, Examining Attorney


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPIN & RHYME, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO HANDS HOLDING MICROPHONES WITH THE NAME OF THE GAME, "BLITZ RHYMING SPIN & RHYME", LOCATED IN BETWEEN THE TWO HANDS.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING GAME SHOW BASED ON A BOARD GAME BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.
Cheryl Steplight, Examining Attorney


MANA

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN A COORDINATED PROGRAM; NAMELY, PROVIDING SELF HELP PROGRAMS, ENRICHMENT WORKSHOPS, AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SPIRITUALITY, EDUCATION IN SPIRITUALITY, PERSONAL GROWTH, FINANCIAL RECOVERY AND PLANNING AND ADDICTION AVOIDANCE AND RECOVERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
Elizabeth J. Winter, Examining Attorney

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-537,191. BRUCE BRUCE ENTERPRISES, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 8-4-2003.

BRUCE BRUCE

BRUCE BRUCE IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A COMEDIAN AND ACTOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1989.
Jeffrey S. Molino, Examining Attorney

SN 76-537,647. CARDEN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC., HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC. FILED 8-11-2003.

CARDEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,501,800, 2,533,814 AND 2,566,783.
COLOR IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "CARDEN" PRINTED IN UPPER CASE LETTERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN SCHOOLS, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SPELLING, READING, AND TEACHING METHODS EMHASICIZING IMAGERY, LISTENING AND CORRECT DICTION ACCORDING TO A PROPRIETARY CURRICULUM AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH IN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-1938; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1938.
Carole Spils, Examining Attorney


3D LEADERSHIP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEADERSHIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES, CLASSES, COACHING, AND MENTORING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF LEADERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
J. Tingley, Examining Attorney
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-540,397. ROYAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, HAMBLE, HAMPSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-26-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2,328,035, FILED 3-29-2003, REG. NO. 2328035, DATED 3-29-2003, EXPIRES 3-29-2013.

FOR TEACHING AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF SAIL- AND POWER-BASED WATER SPORTS, NAMELY, SAIL CRUISING, POWER BOATING, DINGHY SAILING, MOTOR CRUISING, SPORTS BOATING, KNEEL BOATING, USE OF PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, AND WINDSURFING; ON-LINE TEACHING AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF SAIL- AND POWER-BASED WATER SPORTS, NAMELY, SAIL CRUISING, POWER BOATING, DINGHY SAILING, MOTOR CRUISING, SPORTS BOATING, KNEEL BOATING, USE OF PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, AND WINDSURFING; PROVIDING INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES AND CONDUCTING LECTURES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SAIL- AND POWER-BASED WATER SPORTS, NAMELY, SAIL CRUISING, POWER BOATING, DINGHY SAILING, MOTOR CRUISING, SPORTS BOATING, KNEEL BOATING, USE OF PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, AND WINDSURFING; DISTRIBUTING TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PUBLISHING TRAINING MANUALS, BOOKS, MAPS, CHARTS, PLANS AND DRAWINGS; AND ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF TRAINING MANUALS, BOOKS, MAPS, CHARTS, PLANS AND DRAWINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EURO" OR "OFF-TRACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING DOG-RACING EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EURO" OR "OFF-TRACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING DOG-RACING EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,403. HOLISTIC FITNESS, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 9-17-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HOLISTIC FITNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING PERSONAL TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING TRAINING, PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION, YOGA INSTRUCTION, MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION, PILATES INSTRUCTION AND GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,638. CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-29-2003.

FOR CASINO SERVICES, GAMBLING INVITATIONALS, POOL PARTIES AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES FEATURING SINGING, DANCING, MUSIC, MUSICIANS, MAGICIANS, ACTORS, ACROBATICS, COMEDIANS, VARIETY SHOWS, PANTOMIMES, CONCERTS AND LIVE BOXING MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-11-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2003.

ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

**BATE Q' BATE**


LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE ALTA GROUP**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION, NAMELY SPIRITUAL FITNESS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,346. DEWAR, JAMES WILLIAM, MILPITAS, CA. FILED 11-3-2003.

**READY GO CAMPING**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RENTAL OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS EQUIPMENT AND RECREATIONAL HIKING AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT; RENTAL OF FISHING EQUIPMENT; PROVIDING RECREATIONAL INFORMATION FOR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, NAMELY CAMPING INFORMATION AND FAMILY VACATIONS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**MASTERS OF HORROR**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HORROR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION SERIES IN THE HORROR GENRE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-558,441. EXTRA CHANCE BLACKJACK, LLC, BEVERLY, MA. FILED 11-12-2003.

**EXTRA CHANCE BLACKJACK**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLACKJACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BETTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A SIDE BET IN THE GAME COMMONLY KNOWN AS "BLACKJACK", "21", OR "TWENTY-ONE" (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2001.

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**“A CALL TO SPIRITUAL FITNESS!”**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TRAINING, CLASSES, COURSES, SEMINARS, AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT TO THE EQUIPMENT FINANCING AND LEASING INDUSTRY AND DISTRIBUTING MANUALS, GUIDES AND EVALUATIONS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-5-2002.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-570,848. CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATIONS OF CHICAGOLAND, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 1-20-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING A CHRISTIAN MUSIC TALENT CONTEST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-573,756. DIRECT COMMUNICATION SERVICE, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 2-3-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROCK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES AND MUSICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-12-1979; IN COMMERCE 11-16-1979.
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TEXMAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STANDARDIZED TESTING SERVICES -
NAMELY, PREPARING, ADMINISTERING AND SCOR-
ING OF STANDARDIZED TESTS OF EDUCATORS (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.
MICHELLE S. WISEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OVERDRIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAINING SERVICES FOR AUTOMOBILE
DEALERSHIP PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The American Road

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMLY, PRO-
VIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN
THE FIELD OF MUSIC, COMMENTARY RELATING TO
SIGNIFICANT CULTURAL EVENTS IN INTERNA-
TIONAL AND AMERICAN HISTORY AND EDUCATION
MATERIALS RELATING THERETO; ENTERTAIN-
MENT, NAMLY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL
ARTISTS; MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES; PRODUC-
TION OF VIDEO AND AUDIO CASSETTES, CDS, DVDS,
CD-ROMS FOR OTHERS FEATURING MUSIC; ENTERTAIN-
MENT, NAMLY, THE LIVE PRODUCTION OF
PLAYS AND THEATRICAL SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-20-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-5-1999.
GINCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A COUPLA MAMA'S BOYS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE
OF A CARTOON PROVIDED THROUGH THE GLOBAL
COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100,
101 AND 107).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NHA UNIVERSITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "UNIVERSITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMLY, PROVID-
ING CONTENT-BASED TRAINING TO EDUCATIONAL
STAFF TO ENHANCE EDUCATIONAL STAFF KNOWL-
EDGE IN AREAS OF ACADEMICS AND SCHOOL
CULTURE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.
P AUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPY" AND "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, TRAINING AND WORKSHOPS AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,430. CHECK, PLEASE! LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-23-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE WORD "VERITAS" MEANS TRUTH IN LATIN. IN ITALIAN, THE SUFFIX "ITI" MAY BE INTERPRETED TO MEAN "ONE WHO HAILS FROM". A LITERAL TRANSLATION MIGHT BE INTERPRETED AS "ONE WHO HAILS FROM THE TRUTH".

FOR PROVIDING RATINGS OF TELEVISION, MOVIE, MUSIC, VIDEO AND VIDEO GAME CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,098. ESPINOSA, RAUL, SAN NICOLAS, NL., MEXICO, FILED 3-24-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A LIVE MUSICAL GROUP AND VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDUCTING RAFFLES FOR PROFIT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A LIVE MUSICAL GROUP AND VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONDUCTING RAFFLES FOR PROFIT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT TRAINING IN THE LEGAL SERVICES FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIND, WIN AND KEEP CLIENTS FOR LIFE

ALL-FOR-7

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; AUDIO MUSIC RECORDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,386. WELSH, ROBERTA M., MT. PLEASANT, SC. FILED 3-26-2004.

JUBILATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY WEDDING AND SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,792. YOUNG INSPIRATION, INC., UNIONTOWN, PA. FILED 3-29-2004.

YOUNG INSPIRATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,824. HIPOHASH MUSIC, L.L.C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-29-2004.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; AUDIO MUSIC RECORDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-583,878. BECKETT PUBLICATIONS INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-29-2004.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FREEDOM ISN’T FREE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER GAME FOR OTHERS OVER GLOBAL AND LOCAL AREA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE RELATING TO COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES AND COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES RELATED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KAPUA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES; RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF GOLF COURSES, GOLF CLUB SERVICES AND COUNTRY CLUB SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALM EVENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES PERTAINING TO THE LEGAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CatalystPoint

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CLASSES, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS, EDUCATION, TRAINING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION HEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-16-2003.

SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RED RIVER ROUNDUP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RED RIVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CONDUCTING ANNUAL CULTURAL FESTIVALS FEATURING FOOD TASTINGS; AMUSEMENT RIDES; RODEO EVENTS; DANCING; ARTIFACT, HISTORICAL AND ARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITIONS; LIVE DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, AND THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-584,087. THE CHICKASAW NATION, ADA, OK. FILED 3-29-2004.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WORLD POKER TOUR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING POKER NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-23-2002.

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


VITRUVIAN KID

FOR EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO THE DESIGN OF PROGRAMS, MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS FOR USE IN EDUCATION, LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS, INTERACTIVE LEARNING AND DIDACTIC EXPERIENCES; CONSULTING SERVICES EMPLOYING INTERPRETATIVE METHODOLOGIES IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION; EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMS, MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS THAT ARE DESIGNED TO DELIGHT, THAT ARE BASED ON EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING PRINCIPLES, AND THAT INFORM THE USERS BY ENGAGING THEIR SENSES IN THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-222,297. WIERMAN, TIMOTHY, WEST CHESTER, PA. FILED 3-6-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,964,239.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-234,305. VENETIAN CASINO RESORT, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 4-4-2003.

VENEZIA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "VENETIA" IS "VENICE".

FOR CASINO AND GAMING SERVICES; PROVIDING CASINO AND GAMING FACILITIES; HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE; AMUSEMENT CENTERS AND ARCADES; PROVIDING CASINO AND GAMING SERVICES BY MEANS OF WEB SITES AND A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


TITLE 9K

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PRODUCTION AND SPONSORSHIP OF FOOT RACES, WALKS AND TRACK AND FIELD COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PINYIN.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO SHANDA, AND THIS MEANS PINYIN IN ENGLISH.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITION IN THE FIELD OF GAMES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN TO BE PLAYED ELECTRONICALLY, NAMELY, MATH, LANGUAGE, HISTORY, CULTURE, ART, MUSIC, SPORTS; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS IN THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE, MEDICINE; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF GAMES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN TO BE PLAYED ELECTRONICALLY, NAMELY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER GAME; PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF GAMES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN TO BE PLAYED ELECTRONICALLY, NAMELY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND MEDICINE; PROVIDING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL CLUB SERVICES AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SOCIAL EVENTS, EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF GAMES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN TO BE PLAYED ELECTRONICALLY, NAMELY, MUSIC, SPORTS, ART, CULTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALICE BENMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES, JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMALS AND CANINE SPECIES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-17-1998; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1998.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROVIDING ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ROTTWEILERS
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROVIDING ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BERRY BEAR
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEC. 2(F).
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELDS OF ANIMALS AND CANINE SPECIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-17-1998; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1998.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,802,074.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLIC LIBRARY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR GRAY IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR LENDING AND RESEARCH LIBRARY SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, COURSES, SYMPOSIA, LECTURES AND DISCUSSION GROUPS ON A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SPONSORING CONCERTS, POETRY READINGS, STORY TELLING, PUPPET SHOWS AND THE EXHIBITION OF FILMS; EXHIBITION SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS OF BOOKS, DOCUMENTS, ARTWORK AND PERFORMING ARTS MATERIALS; MUSEUM SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT GENERAL EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2001.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR LIBRARY RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING RESEARCH FOR OTHERS ON A WIDE VARIETY OF SUBJECTS IN RESPONSE TO TELEPHONE, WRITTEN, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND IN-PERSON REQUESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2001.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) ORANGE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS FEATURES OF THE MARK.
THE MARK IS OVAL SHAPE WITH THE COLOR IN THE MIDDLE AND BLACK LETTERS.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ONLINE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION WHEREBY INSTRUCTORS COMMUNICATE WITH STUDENTS VIA THE INTERNET USING VIDEO CONFERENCING TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXPERIENCE CERTIFIED
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERTIFIED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS FEATURING THE DESIGN, SETTING, AND ADMINISTRATION OF CERTIFICATION EXAMINATIONS IN VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL FIELDS NAMELY COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, REAL ESTATE, PARALEGAL, NURSING, AND MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"YOUR ATTITUDE'S SHOWING."
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF REALITY SHOWS, GAME SHOWS, SPORTS, NEWS, AND COMEDY VIA TELEVISION, DIGITAL TELEVISION, CABLE, SATELLITE, WIRELESS, AND ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION NETWORK SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS; VIDEO-DISC PRODUCTION FOR OTHERS; TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

TREAD CLIMBER

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND FITNESS, HEALTH AND FITNESS CLUBS, EXERCISE ROUTINES, DIET AND NUTRITION, AND FITNESS COUNSELING AND TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE SPORTS FACTORY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING AND RENTING SPORTS FACILITIES AND ATHLETIC FIELDS FOR USE BY SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL AND OTHER SPORTS LEAGUES AND TEAMS; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING SEMINARS, TRAINING CLASSES AND OTHER PHYSICAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL AND OTHER SPORTS; PROVIDING SPORTS CAMPS; PROVIDING A SPORTS FACILITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF HOSTING BIRTHDAY PARTIES AND CORPORATE OUTINGS; PROVIDING GOLF DRIVING RANGES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TOURNAMENTS IN THE FIELDS OF SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL AND OTHER SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AKC RALLY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RALLY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING CANINE COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VANGUARD: SAGA OF HEROES

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A CONTINUING TELEVISION SERIES IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATED ACTION AND ADVENTURE PROGRAMMING; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS AND TELEVISION SHOWS; PRODUCTION OF CD-ROMS, DVDS, VIDEO-TAPES, VIDEOCASSETTES, VIDEODISCS, AUDIOTAPES AND AUDIODISCS; PROVIDING ONLINE MULTIPLAYER COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION RELATING TO COMPUTER GAMES AND COMPUTER ENHANCEMENTS FOR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-286,071. REACH MEDIA, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 9-4-2003.

THE HARDEST WORKING MAN IN RADIO

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY A RADIO PERSONALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-286,078. REACH MEDIA, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 9-4-2003.

PARTY WITH A PURPOSE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY A RADIO PERSONALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-296,093. REACH MEDIA, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 9-4-2003.

TOM JOYNER’S RIGHT BACK AT’CHA

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES TOM JOYNER, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY A RADIO PERSONALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DEFENDING YOUR DATE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, SERIES AND SEGMENTS FEATURING DRAMA, COMEDY, REALITY AND/OR DOCUMENTARY; PRODUCTION OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS AND COMPACT DISCS; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A DRAMA, COMEDY, AN ONGOING REALITY BASED TELEVISION PROGRAM, OR DOCUMENTARY; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE RAISING CORNE PROGRAM SEMINARS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROGRAM SEMINARS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL MOTIVATION AND PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WWW.BESTREDYP.COM

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FDS

FOR PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOCCER; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING, CLINICS, CLASSES, SEMINARS AND TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOCCER BASED COACHING INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EVERYONE WE TOUCH

FOR WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CORPORATE AND INSTITUTIONAL EXECUTIVES AND EMPLOYEES, IN THE FIELDS OF INTERPERSONAL AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS, AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS USED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OLD SKOOL MIX

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND PERFORMANCES BY A RADIO PERSONALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION RECOGNITION PROGRAM" OR "NATIONAL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RECOGNITION OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING, NAMELY, PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE UNIVERSITY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A QUESTION AND ANSWER GAME PRESENTED LIVE AND BY TELEVISION, RADIO AND THE INTERNET INVOLVING COMPETITION BETWEEN AND AMONG COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES COVERING ACADEMIC AND POPULAR CULTURE SUBJECT MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS GOLF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAM RELATING TO GOLF AND THE BUSINESS AND/OR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GOLF AND BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LUSTRE


KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-325,528. INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS, LLC, PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 11-10-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUSSIAN ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS RUSSIAN ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUTH ASIAN ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS SOUTH ASIAN ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-325,545. INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS, LLC, PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 11-10-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KOREAN ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS KOREAN ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIETNAMESE ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS VIETNAMESE ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KOREAN ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS KOREAN ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-326,803. INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS, LLC, PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 11-12-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ON DEMAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS INTERNATIONAL ON DEMAND WITH A DEPICTION OF A GLOBE USED FOR THE "O" IN THE TERM "ON" AND WITH AN ARROW SYMBOL AS PART OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE LETTER "N" IN THE TERM "ON".

SEC. 2(f) AS TO "INTERNATIONAL".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PIANO DAY SPA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIANO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS FOR TRAINING PIANO TEACHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Mantasia

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF DANCE PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-16-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-16-1993.

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLEXADVANTAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,567,005 AND 2,693,892.

FOR COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOM SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORLD SERIES OF SLOTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLOTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CASINO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; SPONSORING AND CONDUCTING SLOT CONTESTS; PLANING AND MANAGING EXHIBITION SHOWS FOR GAMING TOURNAMENTS; PRODUCING TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING SLOT TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF PRONUNCIATION WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-12-1990; IN COMMERCE 4-12-1990.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VOXTEXT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF PRONUNCIATION WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-12-1990; IN COMMERCE 4-12-1990.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSIC PRACTICE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MUSIC PRACTICE FACILITIES FOR MUSICIANS; MUSIC INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OMNIVERSITY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES LEADING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION OF PROFESSIONALS, AND BUSINESS DEGREE PROGRAMS AT THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE LEVELS; NAMELY, DEVELOPING AND CONDUCTING OF LIVE PERFORMANCE AND INTERNET CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, PROGRAMS, E-MAIL SUBSCRIPTION COURSES, INDIVIDUAL COACHING AND TUTORING, ALL RELATED TO THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS; NAMELY, APPLIED ECONOMICS, SALESMAINTSHIP, MANAGEMENT, LEADERSHIP, BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS, PRESENTATION SKILLS, TEAM BUILDING, CONSULTANCY, GLOBAL BUSINESS, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, STRATEGIC MARKETING, HOSPITALITY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND TRAVEL; AND TO THE GENERAL EDUCATION FIELDS; NAMELY, LIBERAL ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND LITERATURE; AND, DISTRIBUTING BOOKS, AUDIO AND VIDEO REFERENCE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FOR GENERAL COMPUTER USERS FEATURING INFORMATION, GRAPHICS AND DATA IN THE FIELD OF NEWS AND INTERVIEWS, NAMELY CURRENT EVENT REPORTING INFORMATION FOR

A SPECIAL PLACE FOR WOMEN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOR WOMEN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURIAL MANAGERS; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS AS DOWNLOADABLE .PDF, .XLS, OR .DOC FILES, AND ON-DISKETTE, CD, DVD, AND ON-LINE FORMATS FEATURING LESSON STUDY GUIDES, ACADEMIC SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT IN THE BUSINESS FIELDS OF MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, MARKETING, OPERATIONS, FINANCE AND IN THE GENERAL ACADEMIC SUBJECTS OF LITERATURE, RELIGION, SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, LAW AND ECONOMICS FOR USE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING THESE SUBJECTS; PRODUCTION OF AUDIO TAPES AND VIDEOTAPES FOR USE IN TEACHING; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, EDITING, PROOFING, AND PUBLICATION OF WRITTEN TEXT AND PRINTED ARTWORK IN PRINTED AND ONLINE DIGITAL FORMATS; NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSLETTERS, BOOKLETS, COURSE STUDY GUIDES AND SUBJECT MATTER TESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW YORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP PLAYING ALL TYPES OF MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, AND COMMENTARY AND ARTICLES ABOUT MUSIC. ALL ONLINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY AN INDIVIDUAL OR MUSICAL BAND; COMPOSITION OF MUSIC FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY AN INDIVIDUAL OR MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACADEMY" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WIN TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCING AND DISTRIBUTING TELEVISION SERIES; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SERIES; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION SERIES; OPERATING FILM STUDIOS; THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES BOTH ANIMATED AND LIVE-ACTION; INTERNET SERVICES PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA AN ELECTRONIC GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATING SPECIFICALLY TO MUSIC, MOVIES, AND TELEVISION; PROVIDING GENERAL INTEREST NEWS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION FOR AND ACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT VIA ELECTRONIC GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK IN THE NATURE OF LIVE-ACTION, COMEDY, DRAMA AND ANIMATED PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTION OF LIVE-ACTION COMEDY, ACTION AND ANIMATED MOTION FILMS FOR DISTRIBUTION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL; CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS FOR ARTS PRESENTERS, ARTISTS, AND ARTS ORGANIZATION MANAGERS; DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; AND DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF ARTS BUSINESS PRACTICES, MANAGEMENT SKILLS, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND OTHER BUSINESS ASPECTS OF THE ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2003.
MARI E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL; CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS FOR ARTS PRESENTERS, ARTISTS, AND ARTS ORGANIZATION MANAGERS; DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; AND DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF ARTS BUSINESS PRACTICES, MANAGEMENT SKILLS, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND OTHER BUSINESS ASPECTS OF THE ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE EXCLAMATION POINT DOT IS A CLENCHED FIST WITH A HAND WRAP ON.
FOR PROVIDING FITNESS TRAINING AND BOXING TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN E. MICHOX, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONS, CLASSES, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF UNDERWATER DIVING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF UNDERWATER DIVING; CONDUCTING SCUBA DIVING TRAINING CLASSES; DEVELOPING, DESIGNING, AND PUBLISHING TRAINING CURRICULARS, STANDARDS, TEXTS, VIDEOS, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER BASED TRAINING AND OTHER PERIPHERAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS TO SUPPORT THE TRAINING LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION OF SCUBA DIVERS IN ALL LEVELS AND INSTRUCTORS FOR SUCH ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-373,638. ITI HOLDINGS, INC., TOPSHAM, ME. FILED 2-25-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONS, CLASSES, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF UNDERWATER DIVING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF UNDERWATER DIVING; CONDUCTING SCUBA DIVING TRAINING CLASSES; DEVELOPING, DESIGNING, AND PUBLISHING TRAINING CURRICULARS, STANDARDS, TEXTS, VIDEOS, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER BASED TRAINING AND OTHER PERIPHERAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS TO SUPPORT THE TRAINING LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION OF SCUBA DIVERS IN ALL LEVELS AND INSTRUCTORS FOR SUCH ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-5-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-5-1999.
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIFIED PROCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND COURSE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED AND COMPONENT-BASED TECHNOLOGIES, ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PAINTBALL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-20-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-20-1999.
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

D-DAY PRODUCTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROADCASTING FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE FORM OF TRAINING COURSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, INTERNSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS FOR JOURNALISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROADCASTING FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE FORM OF TRAINING COURSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, INTERNSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS FOR JOURNALISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-LINE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF A WORLD WIDE WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE HOW TO'S OF I DO'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELEVISION SHOW PRODUCTION RELATING TO WEDDING PREPARATION AND CEREMONIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THUGPORN.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-LINE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF A WORLD WIDE WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For health and leisure club facilities, provision of sports activities and amenities; leisure, swimming and recreational facilities (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Paula Mays, Examining Attorney

RETROFIT PILATES RX
ELIXIA

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "PILATES", apart from the mark as shown.
For pilates instruction services (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Eugenia Martin, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as JUSTICE FOR ALL.
For entertainment in the form of a television series (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Regina Drummond, Examining Attorney

CLASS 41—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For training services in the fields of first aid, CPR and the use of automated external defibrillators (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "PILATES", apart from the mark as shown.
For pilates instruction services (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Pilates INSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
Peter Wintroub, Examining Attorney

TOTAL RESPONSE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For training services in the fields of first aid, CPR and the use of automated external defibrillators (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Marc Leipzig, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as JUSTICE FOR ALL.
For entertainment in the form of a television series (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
Regina Drummond, Examining Attorney
NO PROBLEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE VENUE, TIME, TICKET INFORMATION, CONTENT, RESERVATION INFORMATION AND REVIEWS FOR PUBLIC EVENTS, ATTRACTIONS, PUBLIC ACTIVITIES, SPORTS EVENTS, CONFERENCES, LECTURES, CLASSES, FESTIVALS, AND EXHIBITS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT EVENTS, ACTIVITIES AND ATTRACTIONS IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT SKI CONDITIONS, CULTURAL EVENTS, ACTIVITIES AND FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL EVENTS IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LIVING DESERT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SUBJECT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING WITH THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO DOING BUSINESS AS LIVING DESERT ZOO AND GARDENS, P.O. BOX 100, CARLSBAD, NM 88221. APPLICANT CLAIMS EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK IN THE AREA COMPRISING THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES EXCLUDING THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO DOING BUSINESS AS LIVING DESERT ZOO AND GARDENS MAY CLAIM THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MARK IN THE AREA COMPRISING THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESERT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A WILD ANIMAL PARK AND BOTANICAL GARDEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-0-1967; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1970.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE SPIRIT OF HIP HOP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HIP HOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELEVISION PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSICAL, SPIRITUAL AND RELIGIOUS CONTENT; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LIVE PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY A CONTINUING TELEVISION SHOW FEATURING MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, SPIRITUAL CONTENT AND RELIGIOUS CONTENT; PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL SOUND AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS; LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION SERVICES; PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING PRERECORDED MUSIC, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND VIDEO CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, NEWS, REVIEWS AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA ARTICLES IN CONNECTION WITH A TELEVISION SHOW, RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY, ENTERTAINMENT, MUSICAL GROUPS AND SOLO RECORDINGS ARTISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHEEK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
RALLY ROUND THE HOUSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION PROGRAM SERIES ON THE SUBJECTS OF HOME IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS, HOME REPAIRS, AND LANDSCAPING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MINDFUL WEIGHTLOSS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEIGHTLOSS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SOFT SKILLS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Developing the human side of technology.

Developing the human side of IT.
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP, AND AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING REALITY BASED TELEVISION SERIES HIGHLIGHTING DATING THEMES FEATURING LIVE ACTION, CLIPS, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,572,594, 2,652,085 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HARNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND MAINTAINING A COMPUTER DATABASE THEREWITH IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, GAMES, EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE RACING, SPORTING EVENTS, BETTING, WAGERING, VIDEOS, WAGERING DATA AND INFORMATION, GAMING, GAMBLING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, CABLE SATELLITE, BROADCASTING, AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAPA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,572,594, 2,652,085 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HARNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND MAINTAINING A COMPUTER DATABASE THEREWITH IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, GAMES, EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE RACING, SPORTING EVENTS, BETTING, WAGERING, VIDEOS, WAGERING DATA AND INFORMATION, GAMING, GAMBLING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, CABLE SATELLITE, BROADCASTING, AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAPA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING REALITY BASED TELEVISION SERIES HIGHLIGHTING DATING THEMES FEATURING LIVE ACTION, CLIPS, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YOBET.COM HARNESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,572,594, 2,652,085 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HARNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND MAINTAINING A COMPUTER DATABASE THEREWITH IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, GAMES, EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE RACING, SPORTING EVENTS, BETTING, WAGERING, VIDEOS, WAGERING DATA AND INFORMATION, GAMING, GAMBLING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, CABLE SATELLITE, BROADCASTING, AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAPA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER DATABASE SERVICES, NAMELY MAINTAINING AN ONLINE LIBRARY OF CHILDREN'S STORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,740,226 AND 2,746,911.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ADVICE TO STUDENTS IN GRADES KINDERGARTEN THROUGH TWELVE AND THEIR PARENTS REGARDING THE COLLEGE ADMISSIONS PROCESS, VIA FACE TO FACE, ONLINE AND TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BIBLI'S BOOKSHELF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CREATIVE ARTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK AND WHITE BIRD WITH THE WORDS "CREATIVE ARTS" INCLUDED.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEHAVIOR THERAPY SERVICES SOCIAL SKILLS TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION SERIES IN THE REALITY GENRE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,905,608 AND 2,389,712.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANIMALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FIRST USE 5-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2004.

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,219,938.

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS INVOLVING CARS, TRUCKS, MOTORCYCLES AND ATVs; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF MOTOR VEHICLE RACING SHOWS BROADCAST OVER CABLE, TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET; CONDUCTING VIDEO AND STILL PHOTO ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS CONCERNING MOTOR VEHICLE RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR VIDEO GAME AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING; CONDUCTING EVENTS FEATURING YOGA INSTRUCTION AND EDUCATIONAL COOKING DEMONSTRATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RECORD PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,394. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,475. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,741. CONNER PRAIRIE, INC., AN EARLHAM MUSEUM, FISHERS, IN. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MUSEUM GUIDE SERVICES, AND TRAINING FOR MUSEUM GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,394. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-16-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-385,741. CONNER PRAIRIE, INC., AN EARLHAM MUSEUM, FISHERS, IN. FILED 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MUSEUM GUIDE SERVICES, AND TRAINING FOR MUSEUM GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 565
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASGAARD
ENTERTAINMENT


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SMILE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DARE ANY PAIR

NICKTOONA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A BLOCK OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND INTERSTITIALS IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY, LIVE ACTION AND ANIMATIONS, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CUT FOR LUCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A CASINO GAME OF CHANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SWIMSUIT NEW MODEL SEARCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A CASINO GAME OF CHANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REEL VOICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CROSSTONES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. ClS. 100, 101 AND 107).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Pilates Jump-Start

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PILATES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PILATES TRAINING (U.S. ClS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-21-2004.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BANEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SOFT-SKILLS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. ClS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The human side of technology.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SOFT-SKILLS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. ClS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING, CONSULTING, AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF ART (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RHYNO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Angel Valley

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A RELIGIOUS SPIRITUAL PRACTICE AND EDUCATION CENTER PROVIDING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS ON MEDITATION, YOGA, PERSONAL GROWTH, SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT, SELF IMPROVEMENT, HEALTH, HEALING, WELL-BEING, MEDITATION, CHANNELING, AND OTHER CONTEMPLATIVE AND SPIRITUAL PURSUITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SEAN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A-TRAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPORTS REALITY TELEVISION SHOW INVOLVING ALL GENRES OF PROFESSIONAL SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SOFTWARE DATABASE, WHICH PUBLISHES LETTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BETTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF PHILOSOPHY RENDERED THROUGH COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 76-386,056. ALLIED TELESIS KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 3-21-2002.

ALLIED TELESIS


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEM FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEM DESIGN; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, CONFIGURATION, OPERATION, OF COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEMS; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, CONFIGURATION, INSTALLATION, UPDATING, UPGRADING OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN OF MACHINES, APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING THEIR PARTS OR SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF SUCH MACHINES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYING; TESTING OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER RENTAL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-418,007. HEALTHY BUILDINGS INTERNATIONAL, INC., FAIRFAX, VA. FILED 6-7-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTHY BUILDINGS INTERNATIONAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INDOOR AIR QUALITY SERVICES, NAMELY, DIAGNOSIS OF INDOOR POLLUTANTS, TRACING THEIR SOURCE, IMPLEMENTING DESIGN OR OPERATIONAL CHANGES TO EFFECT THEIR REMOVAL; MONITORING INDOOR AIR QUALITY; AND DESIGN CONSULTATION WITH ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS TO IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY IN BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INTERIORS BY DECORATING DEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,006,487, 2,839,062 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERIORS BY DECORATING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INTERIOR DECORATING AND CONSULTING SERVICES THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEPLOY TO ORDER

FOR INSTALLING, UNINSTALLING, REPAIRING, MAINTAINING AND UPGRADING COMPUTER SOFTWARE EXCLUDING THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT; TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSET MANAGEMENT EXCLUDING THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING INFORMATION AND DATABASE ON TRACKING TECHNOLOGY LIFECYCLES EXCLUDING THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "USIGHT" UNDERNEATH A STYLIZED IMAGE OF AN EYE.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROGRAMMING COMPUTER PROGRAMS THAT ASSIST USERS IN CREATING AND MAINTAINING INFORMATION, WEB SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND PROVIDING CONSULTING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR SUCH PROGRAMS, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DATA OF COLLECTION, MANAGEMENT AND VALIDATION FOR TESTING PROFICIENCY OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS AND SERVICES AND DETERMINING COMPLIANCE OF THOSE GOODS OR SERVICES WITH AN EXISTING COMPLIANCE PROGRAM OR CRITERIA, USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATION, ANALYZE AND COLLECT SERVICE DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 76-542,869. REGISTRATION SERVICES, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 9-8-2003.
FOR DATA COLLECTION, MANAGEMENT AND VALIDATION FOR TESTING PROFICIENCY OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS AND SERVICES AND DETERMINING COMPLIANCE OF THOSE GOODS AND SERVICES WITH AN EXISTING COMPLIANCE PROGRAM OR CRITERIA, USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATE, ANALYZE AND COLLECT SERVICE DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDIOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR 3-D COMPUTERIZED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF SWIMMING POOLS TO BE CONSTRUCTED (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

5-STAR FOOD SAFETY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOD SAFETY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PRODUCE PROVIDED FOR PRODUCE DISTRIBUTORS AND WHOLESALERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUSINESS UNIFICATION VIA THE INTERNET
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BUSINESS AND INTERNET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CONSOLIDATION OF CORPORATE DATA ACROSS THE WORLD WIDE WEB; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS FOR THE CONSOLIDATION OF CORPORATE DATA ACROSS THE WORLD WIDE WEB; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE CONSOLIDATION OF CORPORATE DATA ACROSS THE WORLD WIDE WEB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2002.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOLLAND&HART
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LLP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING HOLLAND & HART LLP TO THE LEFT OF A MOUNTAIN DESIGN.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-574,433. DHARMACON, INC., LAFAYETTE, CO. FILED 2-9-2004.
siDESIGN
FOR ON-LINE INTERACTIVE SERVICES FOR THE CUSTOM DESIGN OF NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCES FOR OTHERS, BASED ON USER DEFINED GENE OR TARGET SEQUENCE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN OF TWO THEATRICAL MASKS IN THE COLOR BLACK SEPARATED BY A VERTICAL RED LINE, AND SUR-ROUNDED BY A CURVED BLUE LINE ON THE LEFT AND A CURVED YELLOW LINE ON THE RIGHT.

FOR INTERIOR DECORATING AND GRAPHIC ART DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT TOOLS BY MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT SALES FORCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MANAGED INNOVATIONS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND ENGINEERING IN THE FIELD OF METAL AND NON-METAL FABRICATION OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


myBusiness

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


A RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 76-584,487. CELL SIGNALING TECHNOLOGY, INC., BEVERLY, MA. FILED 3-31-2004.
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
NETWORK ARMOR
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, MONITORING COMPUTER NETWORKS OF OTHERS, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING FIREWALLS AND INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS, PROVIDING VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS OF OTHERS, AND PROVIDING COMPUTER SECURITY ENGINEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
The mark consists of a semi-elliptical arc curving from left to right.
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES RELATING TO DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS AND REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC, RESEARCH, CLINICAL, OR MEDICAL LABORATORY USE, BLOOD AND BLOOD DERIVATIVE PROCESSING SERVICES, CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PATHOGEN INACTIVATION OR REMOVAL AND BLOOD AND BLOOD DERIVATIVE PROCESSING AND TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

xtremex
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS; HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL-TIME RECONFIGURABLE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION HANDSETS AND NETWORK EQUIPMENT FOR USE IN WIDEBAND COMMUNICATIONS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ISITSAFE?

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES PERFORMED FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS OF WEBSITES TO DETECT VULNERABILITIES TO HACKERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2003.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REMP

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING Temporary USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR LABORATORY ADMINISTRATION, PROCESSING AND HANDLING OF LABORATORY COMPOUNDS AND OPERATING AND MANAGING LABORATORY STORAGE, DOSAGE AND REPLICATION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-14-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1999.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TIME LIFE PICTURES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,691,485, 2,359,687 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PICTURES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, NAMELY LEASING REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND TRANSPARENCIES TO OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FORMULA EXPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FORMULA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR COLOR FORMULA RETRIEVAL AND MIXING IN THE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR AND REFINISH INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STANDARDS AMERICAN REGISTRATIONS AUTHORITY" AND "WORLD STANDARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS, AND BUSINESS LAWS AND REGULATIONS, EXCLUDING INSURANCE LAWS AND REGULATIONS FOR QUALITY CONTROL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING, DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, INSTALLING, MAINTAINING, UPGRADING, AND CONFIGURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS, AND CONSULTING RELATED THERETO; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION REGARDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SERVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING, MANAGING, STORING, TRACKING, ANALYZING AND CREATING REPORTS ON INFORMATION RELATED TO RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING, SALES, PROMOTION AND MARKETING, AND PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING SOFTWARE PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLINIMETRICS
DEVICETRACKING SYSTEM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,147,753.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEVICE TRACKING SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING COMPUTER-BASED INFORMATION AND RESULTING SERVICES, NAMELY CLINICAL TRIALS MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH SERVICES FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL DEVICES INDUSTRIES BY UTILIZING PROPRIETARY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR CONDUCTING AND EVALUATING CLINICAL STUDIES WITH PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR CONDUCTING AND EVALUATING CLINICAL STUDIES WITH PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-340,098. GOLDEN TRIANGLE ON LINE INC., KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 12-12-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERVICE THAT BLOCKS COMPUTER VIRUSES FROM REACHING AN END USER BY ELECTRONICALLY SCREENING AND FILTERING EMAILS COMING INTO A MESSAGE CENTER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-353,486. STEWART, CHRISTOPHER SCOTT, ADVANCE, NC. FILED 1-17-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2004.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NONDOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS AND EDUCATIONAL VENUES TO ALLOW TICKET HOLDERS TO RESELL, DONATE OR TRANSFER THEIR OWN TICKETS ALL VIA THE WORLD WIDE WEB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 42—(Continued).**

SN 78-357,506. TICKETS.COM, INC., COSTA MESA, CA.
FILED 1-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TICKET EXCHANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NONDOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS AND EDUCATIONAL VENUES TO ALLOW TICKET HOLDERS TO RESELL, DONATE OR TRANSFER THEIR OWN TICKETS ALL VIA THE WORLD WIDE WEB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-359,276. SCANTRON CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA.
FILED 1-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION FOR USE IN STANDARDS-BASED TESTING AND ASSESSMENT, REPORTING AND CURRICULUM EVALUATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-14-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2001.

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-365,863. LIFEGUARD MEDICAL SUPPLY COMPANY, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 2-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING WEB BASED AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR (AED) TRACKING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE USED TO ENTER AND EDIT DATA AND GENERATE REPORTS PERTAINING TO AED'S, MONITOR THE EXPIRATION DATES OF BATTERIES AND PADS, AND SEND OUT E-MAIL NOTIFICATIONS WHEN BATTERIES OR PADS ARE NEAR EXPIRATION, OR WHEN EMPLOYEES ARE TO BE SCHEDULED FOR RECERTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VOICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VOICE OVER IP NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 78-371,368. MASTRONIX, INC., RAWLINS, WY. FILED 2-20-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF USERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, REDIRECTING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO CHANGED PERSONAL ELECTRONIC ADDRESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEGAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LEGAL DOCUMENT PREPARATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, MINISTERIAL PREPARATION, ORGANIZING AND FILING OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS, PROVIDING FACTUAL INFORMATION ABOUT LEGAL AFFAIRS, AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DRAFTING LEGAL DOCUMENTS AND PROCESS SERVING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, HOMELAND SECURITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY, DISASTER RECOVERY, INFORMATION PROTECTION, THREAT ANALYSIS, VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS, RISK ANALYSIS, CRISIS MANAGEMENT, BIOMETRICS, INFORMATION PATTERN RECOGNITION, MODELING AND SIMULATION; DATA MINING; ELECTRONIC COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF INFORMATION FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, HOMELAND SECURITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY, DISASTER RECOVERY, INFORMATION PROTECTION, THREAT ANALYSIS, VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS, RISK ANALYSIS, CRISIS MANAGEMENT, BIOMETRICS, INFORMATION PATTERN RECOGNITION, MODELING AND SIMULATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, HOMELAND SECURITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY, DISASTER RECOVERY, INFORMATION PROTECTION, THREAT ANALYSIS, VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS, RISK ANALYSIS, CRISIS MANAGEMENT, BIOMETRICS, INFORMATION PATTERN RECOGNITION, MODELING AND SIMULATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIFIED PROCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED AND COMPONENT-BASED TECHNOLOGIES, ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE PROCESSES; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED AND COMPONENT-BASED TECHNOLOGIES, ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIFIED PROCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED AND COMPONENT-BASED TECHNOLOGIES, ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE PROCESSES; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED AND COMPONENT-BASED TECHNOLOGIES, ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For hosting the web sites of others, web site design, domain name registration (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
Khánh Le, Examining Attorney

www.inmotionhosting.com

THE ELECTRINET

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For conducting research and development for others and providing consulting services, all with respect to achieving a power delivery system to meet the future needs of the United States (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 2-10-2004; in commerce 2-10-2004.
Paula Mays, Examining Attorney

CLASS 42—(Continued).

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For conducting research and development for others and providing consulting services, all with respect to achieving a power delivery system to meet the future needs of the United States (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 2-10-2004; in commerce 2-10-2004.
Paula Mays, Examining Attorney

PROCISE BLUEPRINT

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For application service provider (ASP) featuring a computer software platform that consists of a database structure, software tools, and other support tools used to extract raw data from other data sources, to review and audit the extracted data, to populate and build databases and data warehouses with the extracted data, and to review and analyze the warehoused data; providing temporary use of an on-line, non-downloadable software for use in generating and viewing business reports, e-mail, placing product orders, reviewing and managing business accounts, employee time keeping, scheduling product shipments, and managing warehouse functions (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
Matthew Kline, Examining Attorney

SVHarbor

The mark consists of stylized letters and design.
For providing temporary access to on-line, non-downloadable software for use in generating and viewing business reports, e-mail, placing product orders, reviewing and managing business accounts, employee time keeping, scheduling product shipments, and managing warehouse functions (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
Matthew Kline, Examining Attorney
CLASS 42—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ILLNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE HEALTHCARE FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Tolerated Illness

newmerix

SN 78-383,393. NEWMERIX CORP., SUPERIOR, CO. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, TESTING, QUALITY CONTROL, OPTIMIZATION AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2004.
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEWMERIX

AcquireIt


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, TESTING, QUALITY CONTROL, OPTIMIZATION AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2004.
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WELL LOGGING SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION FOR SOFTWARE AND OFFICE AUTOMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, MODIFYING AND EXECUTING AUTOMATED TELEPHONE CALL PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-25-2002.
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2003.
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-388,078. INTRASECURE INC, MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-21-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SECURITY; COMPUTER SECURITY SERVICE, NAMELY, RESTRICTING ACCESS TO AND BY COMPUTER NETWORKS TO AND OF UNDESIRED WEB SITES, MEDIA AND INDIVIDUALS AND FACILITIES; CONSULTING AND LEGAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRIVACY AND SECURITY LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND REQUIREMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2003.

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "WORK FROM HOME" IN ONE CONTINUOUS STRING WITH THE WORDS "WORK" AND "HOME" BOLDED.
FOR HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR THE INTERNET; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-30-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1996.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTATION AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE CREATION OF COSMETICS, NUTRITIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 78-415,926. INNERPHASE DESIGN, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 5-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DESIGNING OF DECORATIVE HOME ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS A KISS.
FOR RESTAURANT, BAR AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LANGUAGE OF BUILDING

Mercura

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARCHITECTURAL COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTANT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1989.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INNERPHASE DESIGN

CAFFE BACI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, THE DESIGNING OF DECORATIVE HOME ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNITED", "INDIAN COMMUNITY" AND "CASINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING CONVENTION AND BANQUETS FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BISTRO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2003.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BREWING COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDER OF FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-4-1995; IN COMMERCE 12-15-1995.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESTAURANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLEND IT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS WHICH TRANSLATE IN MADARIN TO "YU TANG" AND WHICH GENERALLY TRANSLATES TO "JADE HALL".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1979.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AQUEOUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED PLATE CONSISTING OF BROKEN, CONCENTRIC OVALS AND A VERTICAL "SWOOSH" THAT COULD BE A STYLIZED "D", A LADLE OR SPOON, OR SIMPLY AN ARBITRARY DESIGN.
FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE PREPARATION FOR OTHERS; CATERING; CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CULINARY ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE CAFFEINE SHOP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT FEATURING GOURMET COFFEE AND CUISINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-580,144. NEMACOLIN WOODLANDS, INC., FARMINGTON, PA. FILED 3-10-2004.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SN 76-579,723. DELI MANAGEMENT, INC., BEAUMONT, TX. FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED PLATE CONSISTING OF BROKEN, CONCENTRIC OVALS AND A VERTICAL "SWOOSH" THAT COULD BE A STYLIZED "D", A LADLE OR SPOON, OR SIMPLY AN ARBITRARY DESIGN.
FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE PREPARATION FOR OTHERS; CATERING; CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CULINARY ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,723. DELI MANAGEMENT, INC., BEAUMONT, TX. FILED 3-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED PLATE CONSISTING OF BROKEN, CONCENTRIC OVALS AND A VERTICAL "SWOOSH" THAT COULD BE A STYLIZED "D", A LADLE OR SPOON, OR SIMPLY AN ARBITRARY DESIGN.
FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE PREPARATION FOR OTHERS; CATERING; CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CULINARY ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES. FOR RESTAURANT FEATURING GOURMET COFFEE AND CUISINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-28-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-28-2004. CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,882,384 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CATERING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR LIFE CARE RETIREMENT HOME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SUSHI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,235,943 AND 2,235,944.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2002.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,685. LIZARRAN TABERNAS SELECTAS, S.L., VILANOVA I LA GELTRU (BARCELONA), SPAIN, FILED 8-7-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAPAS SELECTAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF A HAND HOLDING FOOD.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SELECTED SAVORY TIDBITS.
FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, NAMELY, RESTAURANT, DELICATESSEN, SNACK BAR, PROVIDING BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS, BAR SERVICES, TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHILDREN’S FITNESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NURSERIES AND DAY CARE CENTERS FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRESH BAKED. FRESH CHOPPED. FRESH MADE. THAT’S FRESH!
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES AND CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE CAMPBELL HOUSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-29-1951; IN COMMERCE 11-29-1951.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).


RITZ

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,094,823, 1,535,834 AND 1,905,234.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES; RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR AND LOUNGE SERVICES; RESORT LODGING SERVICES; PROVISION OF GENERAL-PURPOSE FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; PROVISION OF BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS; AND RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-31-1933; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1933.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,850. MALTA, ROBERT, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOUNGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT/LOUNGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANYON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESORT HOTEL AND WILDLIFE RANCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANYON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESORT HOTEL AND WILDLIFE RANCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2003.
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).


YOU SHOULD LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING RETIREMENT HOMES, ASSISTED LIVING AND CONGREGATE LIVING FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FISH AND FIXINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FAST FOOD FISH RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ITALIAN RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LowCalzone

YIA YIA'S
CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2003.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-377,948. INFONE LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING; MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT TEMPORARY LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; PROVIDING REVIEWS AND QUALITY EVALUATIONS CONCERNING TEMPORARY LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YIA YIA MARY'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2003.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YIA YIA MARY'S

Euro-Tex

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-377,948. INFONE LLC, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 3-3-2004.


NO PROBLEM

ANDINA COFFEE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING; MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT TEMPORARY LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; PROVIDING REVIEWS AND QUALITY EVALUATIONS CONCERNING TEMPORARY LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,254,568 AND 2,277,233.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ANDEAN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 78-380,104. SILK ROAD RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT LLC, SAG HARBOR, NY. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-380,184. CARRABBA'S ITALIAN GRILL, INC., TAMPA, FL. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

It may be the best Italian food you ever tasted

HOOK & COOK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAFE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GROW CAFE

BONDI LIFESAVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, BAR SERVICES, AND CAFE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SIMPLY GOOD TASTE


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, BAR SERVICES, AND CAFE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRESCHOOL CHILD CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SIMPLY GOOD TASTE


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHAKE SPLIT and Dip Ice Cream Parlour

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE STYLIZED CHINESE CHARACTERS.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO "HSIAO", "HSIANG" AND "TING", AND THIS MEANS "SMALL", "ALLEY" AND "BOWER" IN ENGLISH.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1986.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES, INCLUDING CATERING ON AND OFF PREMISES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EUROPEAN BAKERY CAFE
EVERYTHING YOU LOVE ABOUT ITALIAN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES, INCLUDING CATERING ON AND OFF PREMISES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAKERY CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; CATERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICE S; CATERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES; RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR AND LOUNGE SERVICES; RESORT AND LODGING SERVICES; PROVISION OF GENERAL PURPOSE FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; PROVISION OF BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS; AND RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2004.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRIVE-IN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME AB DOES NOT IDENTIFY THE NAME OF A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Ab's Drive-In


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRIVE-IN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME AB DOES NOT IDENTIFY THE NAME OF A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Cluckin Pig


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FROZEN CUSTARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "FROZEN CUSTARD", apart from the mark as shown.
For restaurant services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
ANNIE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, CATERING SERVICES, TAKE OUT FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-391,758. AMERICA'S DRIVE-IN CORP., WICHITA, KS. FILED 3-26-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For restaurant services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-392,281. H-D MICHIGAN, INC, ANN ARBOR, MI.
FILED 3-29-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

GERIATRIC NURSING
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,235,529.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NURSING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE NEWS AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF NURSING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1997.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ISLE PEDISPA
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2003.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOOTH FAIRY CLUB
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOOTH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PROMOTING DENTAL HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1997.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
SN 76-493,814. OLIN, RICHARD J., SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ.

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PROMOTING DENTAL HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,815. OLIN, RICHARD J., SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ.

STRONG CURVES AHEAD
FOR FOOD NUTRITION CONSULTATION; NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING; PHYSICAL REHABILITATION; PHYSICAL THERAPY; WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET PLANNING AND SUPERVISION; PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,814. OLIN, RICHARD J., SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ.

SN 76-536,749. LINGUVIC, WINI, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 7-8-2003.


STONG CURVES AHEAD
FOR FOOD NUTRITION CONSULTATION; NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING; PHYSICAL REHABILITATION; PHYSICAL THERAPY; WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET PLANNING AND SUPERVISION; PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES AND HOSPITAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GIANNICARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTISTRY AND ORTHODONTIC SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,973. SPITZ & BRAXTON, LTD., AURORA, IL. FILED 3-3-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES FOR REMOVAL OF VARICOSE VEINS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-579,928. CRYAN LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS, INC., SEEKONK, MA. FILED 3-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LANDSCAPE GARDENING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1996.
HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AROMATHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).
SN 76-580,821. CIGNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, INC., CLAYMONT, DE. FILED 3-10-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,270,224, 2,057,279 AND 2,578,084.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CARE PLAN USING SPECIALLY SELECTED HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DERMATOLOGY AND SKIN CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-2-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2001.
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COSMETIC FACIAL, BODY, NAIL AND HAIR TREATMENTS; AND MASSAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-7-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-7-1996.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,705. LOCAL INITIATIVE HEALTH AUTHORITY FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-7-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-7-1996.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COSMETIC FACIAL, BODY, NAIL AND HAIR TREATMENTS; AND MASSAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-582,705. LOCAL INITIATIVE HEALTH AUTHORITY FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-22-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-7-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-7-1996.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 78-183,481. FUNDACION TELETON MEXICO, A.C., MEXICO, DF, MEXICO, FILED 11-9-2002.

TEVETON

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON MEXICO APPLICATION NO. 0568709, FILED 10-1-2002.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE AND DEVELOPMENTAL SUPPORT FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN; CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE AND PHYSICAL REHABILITATION FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN; MEDICAL EVALUATION SERVICES, NAMELY FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN NEED OF MEDICAL REHABILITATION- PROVIDING MEDICAL REHABILITATION FACILITIES- PROVING PHYSICAL REHABILITATION FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). 

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,714. TIMAQ MEDICAL IMAGING AG, 8006 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, FILED 7-10-2003.

TIMAQ

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION WHICH IS BASED UPON EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF CLINICAL AND MEDICAL STUDIES VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INFECTIONIOUS DISEASE CENTER, P.C

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INFECTIOUS DISEASE CENTER, P.C.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES; HEALTHCARE PROCEDURES AND SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTING, TESTING AND PROVIDING TREATMENT IN THE FIELD OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANGEL CARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NURSING HOME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
THEODORE McBRIIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PET Attention

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PET AND INCORPORATED, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET SITTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2002.
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECEC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EASTERN CONNECTICUT ENDOSCOPY CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHADED CIRCLE WHICH ALSO CONTAINS THREE CIRCLES WHICH ARE DIVIDED IN THE MIDDLE AND ARE ONE WITHIN THE OTHER; DISPLAYED WITHIN THE DIVISION OF THE THREE CIRCLES IS THE STYLIZED LETTERING OF "ECEC"; DISPLAYED TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN IS THE STYLIZED LETTERING OF "EASTERN CONNECTICUT" AND "ENDOSCOPY CENTER" WHICH IS SEPARATED BY A SOLID LINE.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ENDOSCOPIC SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

GYSPY JILL IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR TATTOOING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1983.
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

--------------------
SN 78-365,302. CARRS BARBER CLUB (USA), INC., CELEBRATION, FL. FILED 2-10-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBERS CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BARBERSHOP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

--------------------

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOREST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND LAWN CARE, NAMELY, PROVIDING LANDSCAPE BRUSH CUTTING AND MULCHING SERVICES THAT INCLUDE LOW IMPACT WOODLAND THINNING FOR LAND IMPROVEMENT AND WILDLIFE HAZARD REDUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

--------------------

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY ONLINE DRUG INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE AND MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,130,094, 2,461,518 AND 2,693,042.
FOR DENTIST SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,000,337.
FOR ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES PERTAINING TO THE TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR LANDSCAPE DESIGN LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE CONSULTATION ON LANDSCAPE GOODS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC NONABLATIVE SKIN REJUVENATION TREATMENTS AND HAIR REMOVAL, NAMELY, MUSCLE RELAXANT INJECTIONS, COLLAGEN INJECTIONS, LASER HAIR REMOVAL, CHEMICAL FACIAL PEELS, MICRODERMABRASION, THERAPEUTIC FACIAL TREATMENTS, AND INTENSE PULSE LIGHT TREATMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-382,940. AMERIGROUP CORPORATION, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,000,337.
FOR HEALTH CARE IN THE NATURE OF HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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BRIGHT SMILES BEGIN AT COAST

BodyLase

CoregConfidence

AMERIPRIME

On the Prairie ART OF THE LAND
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 78-382,943. AMERIGROUP CORPORATION, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA. FILED 3-12-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,037,585, 2,629,012 AND OTHERS.
FOR HEALTH CARE IN THE NATURE OF HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIRDRESSING SALONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 44—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RADIOLOGY SERVICES AND RENTAL OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF ABSTRACT LINE DRAWINGS OF THREE PEOPLE. THE PERSON ON THE LEFT IS FACING INWARD AND IS HOLDING UP HIS/HER LEFT ARM. THE PERSON IN THE MIDDLE IS STRETCHING WITH BOTH HANDS IN THE AIR. THE PERSON ON THE RIGHT IS FACING INWARD AND HOLDING A BABY IN HIS/HER RIGHT ARM.
FOR PROVIDING PHYSICAL THERAPY AND PHYSICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES AND FACILITIES; MASSAGE; HEALTH CARE SERVICES, NAMELY MUSCULOSKELETAL CARE FOR UROLOGY, GYNECOLOGICAL AND COLONRECTAL CONDITIONS, OSTEOPOROSIS, AND FIBROMYALGIA, AND CARE FOR WOMEN FROM PRENATAL THROUGH POSTPARTUM PERIODS OF TIME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TANNING RESORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
DÖMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEALTHPARTNERS CARESPAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,483,783.
FOR DISEASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SARAH'S SMILE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PSYCHIATRIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2003.
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


muttsage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC DENTISTRY NAMELY, RECONSTRUCTIVE AND IMPLANT DENTISTRY, CLEANINGS, CROWNS, BRIDGES, DENTURES AND COSMETIC WHITENING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY, MASSAGE THERAPY AND CHIROPRACTIC CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 44—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES FOR AESTHETIC APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICINE AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS TO PATIENTS EXPERIENCING A LAPSE IN INSURANCE COVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,377,852.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF INPHODENTITY CHILDSAFETY (STYLIZED) AND PARADING CHILDREN DESIGN.
FOR INVESTIGATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INVESTIGATIONS OF MISSING OR INCAPACITATED INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARA-ASSIST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICINE AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS TO PATIENTS EXPERIENCING A LAPSE IN INSURANCE COVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INPHODENTITY

SYSTEM
NEW VINTAGE CHURCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHURCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RELIGIOUS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CHURCH SERVICES, RELIGIOUS COUNSELING, CHURCH SERVICE PLANNING, EVANGELISTIC AND MISSIONARY SERVICES, AND MINISTERIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO PROBLEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONCIERGE ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS, RENDERED TOGETHER VIA THE TELEPHONE, REMINDER SERVICES IN THE AREA OF UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLUTTERBOY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ORGANIZATIONAL SERVICES FOR HOME AND PERSONAL PURPOSES AND CONSULTING THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONCIERGE ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS, RENDERED TOGETHER VIA THE TELEPHONE, REMINDER SERVICES IN THE AREA OF UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HELEN BRYAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DATE FOR BUSY PROFESSIONALS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,175,795.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, SEC. 2(F).

FOR DATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-12-1992; IN COMMERCE 5-12-1992.

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


lookingforlove.com

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DATING AGENCY SERVICES PROVIDED VIA AN INTERNET WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Looking for Love

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DATING AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).


The Longevity Well

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF LIFE STRATEGIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


I'm Just Me

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INTERNET DATING SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Dresszing

FOR PARENTAL NOTIFICATION SERVICE FOR TRACKING AND REPORTING TEEN DRIVER INFRACTIONS VIA AN AUTOMATED PHONE/EMAIL SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Look Who's Driving

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FASHION CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

* * * *
SECTION 4.—PRIOR UNITED STATES CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION IN ONE CLASS

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

CLASS 200—COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "THE NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION 1925"
FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION OF ATTORNEYS.
FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS A—GOODS
SN 76-542,376. STATE OF IDAHO POTATO COMMISSION, BOISE, ID. FILED 9-3-2003.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY PERSONS AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER, CERTIFIES THE REGIONAL ORIGIN OF POTATOES GROWN IN THE STATE OF IDAHO AND CERTIFIES THAT THOSE POTATOES CONFORM TO GRADE, SIZE, WEIGHT, COLOR, SHAPE, CLEANLINESS, VARIETY, INTERNAL DEFECT, EXTERNAL DEFECT, MATURITY AND RESIDUE LEVEL STANDARDS PROMULGATED BY THE CERTIFIER.
FOR POTATOES AND POTATO PRODUCTS, NAMELY FRESH, FROZEN, REFRIGERATED AND DEHYDRATED POTATOES.
FIRST USE 2-4-1991; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1991.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS B—SERVICES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 631,499, 1,233,007 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE POTATOES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING AND STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING ARE FEATURES OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
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OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,692,047, 2,726,260 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE APPROVED PROVIDER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY PERSONS AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER, CERTIFIES THAT THE PERSON OFFERING THE SERVICES HAS MET THE STANDARDS, QUALIFICATIONS, AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED BY THE CERTIFIER.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CHILDBIRTH.
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK, AS USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS, CERTIFIES THAT THE SERVICES ARE PERFORMED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE MET A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND HAVE PASSED A WRITTEN EXAMINATION.
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE FREEDOM SEAL OF APPROVAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SEAL OF APPROVAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE CERTIFICATION MARK IS USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS AND CERTIFIES THAT A NEW OR RENOVATED HOME HAS BEEN BUILT OR RENOVATED TO STANDARDS SET BY THE CERTIFIER.
FOR HOME BUILDING AND HOME RENOVATION SERVICES.
TRICIA THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS, CERTIFIES: TESTED COMPETENCY AND VERIFICATION OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE IN A CLAIMED SPECIALTY.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY AND HEALTH WORKFORCE.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPHR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED INDIVIDUAL BALANCING ON A BALL.
THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS, CERTIFIES THAT THE SERVICES ARE BEING PERFORMED BY A PERSON MEETING STANDARDS AND TESTS OF COMPETENCY, SKILL, EXPERIENCE, AND KNOWLEDGE SET BY THE CERTIFIER.
FOR PHYSICAL TRAINING AND CONDITIONING SERVICES.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The certification mark, as used by authorized persons, certifies that the individual has met the eligibility requirements and successfully passed a certification examination that demonstrates a level of knowledge about human subject research.

For human subject research review and administration by individuals working with institutional review boards.

First use 12-3-1999; in commerce 12-3-1999.

Barbara Gaynor, examining attorney.
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not
an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of
practice.
The designation ‘‘U.S. Cl.’’ appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international
class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
2,914,043. ADIMOLL. BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT,
(U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). SN 75-639,888. PUB. 105-2004. FILED 2-12-1999.
2,914,053. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. OXFORD BIOMEDICA PLC, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1, 5, 10 AND 42),
(U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 18, 26, 39, 44, 46, 51, 52, 100 AND 101).
2,914,094. TECHNIP 2 4 YOUR SOURCE FOR ETHYLENE
AND DESIGN. TECHNIP, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1,
35 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46, 100, 101 AND 102).
2,914,356. SISTABLE (BLOCK FORM). DHARMACON INC.,
2,914,369. FIRE BOSS PREMIUM (BLOCK FORM). FENNER
DUNLOP HOLDINGS, INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND
2,914,467. PREVUE. WAMPOLE LABORATORIES, INC.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1, 5 AND 10), (U.S. CLS. 1,
2,914,604. BACTOZYM. ENOLOGICA VASON S.R.L., (U.S.
2,914,607. PLANTCOMFORT. SAINT-GOBAIN CULTILENE
B.V., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). SN 78-316,737. PUB.
2,914,670. SYTON (BLOCK FORM). E. I. DU PONT DE
NEMOURS AND COMPANY, (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26
2,914,702. QUATRASYN (BLOCK FORM). CITGO PETROLEUM CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS
2,914,354. CORONADO INDUSTRIAL COATINGS (BLOCK
FORM). CORONADO PAINT COMPANY, INC., (U.S. CLS.
2,914,357. DURA CRETE (BLOCK FORM). DURON, INC.,
2,914,522. TANK TONE. EASTHILL GROUP, INC., (U.S. CLS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING
PREPARATIONS
2,914,032. ELLE. HACHETTE FILIPACCHI PRESS, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3 AND 21), (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 13, 29,
40, 50, 51 AND 52). SN 74-092,685. PUB. 10-5-2004. FILED 8-

30-1990.
2,914,078. DA MOB. HAPPY LIFE ANIMATION AB, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 8, 9, 16, 18, 21, 25, 28, 29, 30, 32
AND 41), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30,
33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 100, 101 AND
2,914,101. EBATS (STYLIZED). PERI INTERNATIONAL
TRADE CO. LTD., (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). SN
2,914,115. SMARTCLEAN. UV-POWER LICHT GMBH, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 5, 10 AND 11), (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6,
2,914,128. MUKWANO FRIENDSHIP AND DESIGN. MUKWANO INDUSTRIES (U) LTD, (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51
2,914,150. TILESOLUTIONS. Q.E.P. CO., INC., MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 8, 17, 19 AND 21), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 4, 5,
2,914,167. JUNE JACOBS. KHANI LLC, MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 3, 5, 16, 18, 20, 25, 35 AND 44), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 13, 18, 22, 23, 25, 29, 32, 37, 38, 39, 41, 44, 46, 50, 51, 52,
2,914,246. EIN GEDI AND DESIGN. EIN GEDI COSMETICS,
LTD., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3 AND 35), (U.S. CLS.
2,914,247. WARMTH. BARE ESCENTUALS, INC., (U.S. CLS.
1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). SN 76-527,477. PUB. 10-5-2004. FILED
7-3-2003.
2,914,255. PURE LIFE. MUELHENS GMBH & CO. KG, (U.S.
FILED 7-17-2003.
2,914,370. OPTI-BRIGHT (BLOCK FORM). MAISON DE
2,914,383. OBEY YOUR BODY (STYLIZED). WHY & G LLC,
2,914,408. ALEXANDER MCQUEEN (STYLIZED). AUTUMN
2,914,450. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. CANNON RUBBER
LIMITED, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 10 AND 21),
(U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 4, 6, 13, 23, 26, 29, 30, 33, 39, 40, 44, 50, 51 AND
2,914,468. FIRE EXTINGUISHER. NICKEL S.A., (U.S. CLS. 1,
2,914,521. SANOFI (STYLIZED). SANOFI-SYNTHELABO,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 5 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 1,
4, 6, 18, 44, 46, 50, 51, 52, 100 AND 101). SN 78-277,719. PUB.
2,914,527. SANKYO RIKAGAKU. SANKYO RIKAGAKU KA-
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CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
2,914,053 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,914,055 (See Class 3 for this trademark).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
2,914,115 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,265 (See Class 7 for this trademark).
2,914,266 (See Class 7 for this trademark).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
2,914,135 (See Class 7 for this trademark).

CLASS 13—FIREARMS

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
2,914,074. BATTLESHIP NEW JERSEY. HOME PORT ALLI-
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

2,914,087 (IBEAD.COM).
2,914,264.
LONGINES EVIDENZA, S.A.
2,914,109 (IBEAD.COM).
2,914,104.
2,914,665.
2,914,218.
2,914,469 (See Class 8 for this trademark).
2,914,496. LONGINES LYRE, COMPAGNIE DES MONTS-CHAPPES, S.A., FRANCISSON LTD.
2,914,070.
2,914,087 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,089. TALK TEENS OUTLOUD AND DESIGN, TALK TEENS, INC.
2,914,091.
2,914,099 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,104. LEAF, PLAYOFF CORPORATION.
2,914,121. SHOT SELECTOR AND DESIGN, GOLF MARKETING GROUP, INC.
2,914,146 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,152. GENEVA MATTE, JOHNSON PAPER PRODUCTS L.P., (US. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,188. ONLY IN AMERICA OPPORTUNITY STILL KOCKS, HORATIO ALGER ASSOCIATION OF DISTINGUISHED AUTHORS.
2,914,192 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,237. IBEAD.COM, SHERIDAN, MARY BETH, DBA IBEAD.COM.
2,914,166 (See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,914,236. EFD AND DESIGN, E.F.D. DIAMONDS COMPANY LIMITED, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 14 AND 35), (U.S. CLS. 2, 7, 28, 50, 100, 101 AND 102).
2,914,273. BORESCO.
2,914,313.
2,914,413 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,416. MARINE ART QUARTERLY AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO MARINE ART FOR COLLECTORS AND DESIGNERS, STYLED- TLER, J. RUSSELL, JUNIOR.
2,914,539. T-VOTE CALL. VISIONS.
2,914,551. WHAT’S GROWING ON.
2,914,251. KITCHENS,IT AND DESIGN, SCAVOLINI S.P.A., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 16 AND 41), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 50, 100, 101 AND 107).
2,914,295. INSIDE TRACK, INSIDE TRACK LEARNING LLC, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 16 AND 41), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 50, 100, 101 AND 107).
2,914,260. SMARTTARGET, MORRIS PUBLISHING GROUP, LLC, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,262. EYE THINK, INC., EYE THINK, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 16 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 50, 100 AND 101).
2,914,412. HERBLOCK (STYLED), THE HERB BLOCK FOUNDATION, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,551.
2,914,313. MARK GRAPHIC 3000 DUO (STYLED), STAEDTLER, INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,335. LAKE AFFECT, CARDULLA, MICHELLE, DBA LAKE AFFECT MAGAZINE, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,377. BUILDING THE FUTURE THROUGH CONSERVATION (BLOCK FORM), FAN-FI INTERNATIONAL INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,380.
2,914,404. DELTA ALPHA PUBLISHING AND DESIGN, DELTA ALPHA PUBLISHING LIMITED, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,404.
2,914,458. LO-TECH MARKETING, LLC, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,458.
2,914,474. ROCK TENN LAMINATED BOARD GREEN LABEL AND DESIGN, ROCK-TENN COMPANY, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,517. BIGREDSANTABAGS.COM (BLOCK FORM), BLACKWELL, ELLEN, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 16 AND 35), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 50, 100, 101 AND 102).
2,914,517.
2,914,524 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,525 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,535.
2,914,565. FEDEX STURDY PAK, FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,571. LA MINUTERA, EASY TELECOMMUNICATIONS, (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
2,914,571.
2,914,576. SOL VACATION CLUB, DORPAN, S.L., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 16, 36 AND 43), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 50, 100 AND 102).
2,914,576.
2,914,590. WHAT’S GROWING ON?
2,914,601. BRANDT’S FRUIT.
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
2,914,150. (See Class 3 for this trademark).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
2,914,032. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,074. (See Class 14 for this trademark).
2,914,078. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,150. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,267. (See Class 20 for this trademark).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
2,914,150. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,487 (See Class 7 for this trademark).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
2,914,066 (See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,914,074 (See Class 14 for this trademark).
2,914,078 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,123 (See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,914,167 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,619 (See Class 8 for this trademark).

CLASS 22—METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
2,914,190. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
2,914,078. (See Class 3 for this trademark).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
2,914,078. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
DEC 28, 2004

U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

2,914,248 ( See Class 29 for this trademark).
2,914,315. LOS PERICOS TOSTADA CHIPS TRADEMARK
AND DESIGN. LOS PERICOS FOOD PRODUCTS LLC,
2,914,361. CRAWFORD, TEXAS THE WESTERN WHITE
HOUSE BAR-B-Q SAUCE (BLOCK FORM). EDDIE DEEN
2,914,415. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. KENCRAFT, INC.,
2,914,520. BUFFALITO. BUFFALO WILD WINGS, INC., (U.S.
2,914,529. HONEY CRUNCHIN OATS. AHOLD RETAIL
2,914,530. KRUNCH HEADS. AHOLD RETAIL SERVICES
2,914,563. GLACE D’AGNEAU GOLD. CULINARY DEVELOPMENT GROUP, INC., (U.S. CL. 46). SN 78-295,364. PUB.
2,914,567. ITALIAN QUALITY AT AMERICA’S PACE. ELLIANOS, LLC, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 30 AND 43),
FILED 9-8-2003.
2,914,585 ( See Class 29 for this trademark).
2,914,627. FOR GOODNESS CAKES (BLOCK FORM).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS
2,914,411 ( See Class 29 for this trademark).
2,914,446. RUM RIVER BRAND AND DESIGN. WARREN
2,914,481. TIARA. MCCLELLAN PRODUCE SALES & DISTRIBUTION, INC., (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46). SN 78-258,769.
2,914,500. ETC. AND DESIGN. DESERT FRESH, INC., (U.S.
2,914,566. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. ALLENDAN SEED
2,914,595 ( See Class 21 for this trademark).
2,914,596 ( See Class 21 for this trademark).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
2,914,078 ( See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,464. DE MI TIERRA AND DESIGN. JARRITOS, INC.,
FILED 4-29-2003.
2,914,628. MATO MIX (BLOCK FORM). DIRECT M. FRESH,
S.A. DE C.V., (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48). SN 78-326,208. PUB.
2,914,655. ÀSANTÉ AND DESIGN. NATIONAL BEVERAGE

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
2,914,409. COMA BLANCA. S.A. PERE ROVIRA ROVIRA,
FILED 4-17-2002.
2,914,445. BERRYS’. BERRY BROS. & RUDD LIMITED, (U.S.
CLS. 47 AND 49). SN 78-208,437. PUB. 10-5-2004. FILED 1-

TM 621

FILED 2-12-2003.
2,914,544. CASA GUALDA. SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA
NUESTRA SENORA DE LA CABEZA, (U.S. CLS. 47 AND
2,914,664. LOST VINEYARDS AND DESIGN. BROTHERS
INTERNATIONAL FOOD CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 47

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
2,914,267 ( See Class 20 for this trademark).
2,914,511. CARABINER TORCH. LIU, LILY, (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9

SERVICE MARKS
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
2,914,041 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,049. STOCKTRONICS. PACIFIC CORPORATE TRUST
COMPANY, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). SN 75-830,930.
2,914,051. NEEDS. NEEDS, INC., (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
2,914,054. LOANXCHANGE. MYND CORPORATION, FORMERLY CYBERTEK CORPORATON, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
2,914,067. INSPECTLINK. SOURCINGLINK.NET, INC., (U.S.
FILED 7-24-2000.
2,914,071. PLAYSITE. INFOSPACE, INC., (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
2,914,081. YOURBEAUTYNETWORK.COM. YOUR BEAUTY
2,914,082. CXNETWORKS. CEMEX, S.A. DE C.V., MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 35, 36, 38, 41 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 100,
2,914,087 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,091 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,094 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,914,103. DEALERFUSION. DEALER FUSION, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 35, 38, 41 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 100,
2,914,109 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,118. PRIVATE LABEL EXECUTIVE GIFTS PL AND
DESIGN. PRIVATE LABEL EXECUTIVE GIFTS, INC.,
2,914,126. MULTIVU. PR NEWSWIRE ASSOICATION LLC,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 35 AND 41), (U.S. CLS. 100,
2,914,145. GLENDINNING MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS.
GLENDINNING MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LTD.,
FILED 10-21-2002.
2,914,146 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,914,151. W AND DESIGN. WILLS REGISTRY INC., (U.S.
FILED 11-12-2002.


2,914,242.
2,914,263.
2,914,048.
2,914,059.
2,914,708.
2,914,087.
2,914,108.
2,914,146.
2,914,165.
2,914,173.
2,914,517.
2,914,560.
2,914,583.
2,914,594.
2,914,877.
2,914,887.
2,914,988.
2,915,039.
2,915,069.
2,915,086.
2,915,108.
2,915,129.
2,915,168.
2,915,172.
2,915,183.
2,915,212.
2,915,225.
2,915,235.
2,915,242.
2,915,250.
2,915,259.
2,915,274.
2,915,281.
2,915,294.
2,915,306.
2,915,321.
2,915,330.
2,915,349.
2,915,352.
2,915,362.
2,915,372.
2,915,387.
2,915,415.
2,915,435.
2,915,449.
2,915,470.
2,915,490.
2,915,517.
2,915,531.
2,915,558.
2,915,560.
2,915,570.
2,915,583.
2,915,594.
2,915,606.
2,915,627.
2,915,635.
2,915,641.
2,915,648.
2,915,656.
2,915,673.
2,915,680.
2,915,687.
2,915,697.
2,915,698.
2,915,709.
2,915,709.
2,915,713.
2,915,717.
2,915,718.
2,915,720.
2,915,723.
2,915,728.
2,915,733.
2,915,734.
2,915,746.
2,915,750.
2,915,765.
2,915,770.
2,915,780.
2,915,782.
2,915,787.
2,915,802.
2,915,812.
2,915,823.
2,915,830.
2,915,840.
2,915,852.
2,915,867.
2,915,875.
2,915,885.
2,915,896.
2,915,907.
2,915,916.
2,915,921.
2,915,928.
2,915,932.
2,915,940.
2,915,947.
2,915,954.
2,915,960.
2,915,973.
2,915,987.
2,915,995.
2,915,996.
2,915,998.
2,915,999.
2,916,017.
2,916,022.
2,916,038.
2,916,043.
2,916,052.
2,916,062.
2,916,067.
2,916,070.
2,916,080.
2,916,090.
2,916,100.
2,916,115.
2,916,127.
2,916,132.
2,916,140.
2,916,151.
2,916,165.
2,916,169.
2,916,173.
2,916,174.
2,916,176.
2,916,180.
2,916,184.
2,916,186.
2,916,190.
2,916,194.
2,916,196.
2,916,200.
2,916,214.
2,916,227.
2,916,235.
2,916,245.
2,916,250.
2,916,263.


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
2,914,177 (See Class 30 for this trademark).
2,914,189 (See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,914,267 (See Class 30 for this trademark).
2,914,429 (See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,914,567 (See Class 30 for this trademark).
2,914,576 (See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,914,629 (See Class 16 for this trademark).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
2,914,167 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,914,189 (See Class 35 for this trademark).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
2,914,620 (See Class 16 for this trademark).
SECTION 2.—PRIOR UNITED STATES CLASSIFICATION

CERTIFICATION MARKS

CLASS A—GOODS


2,914,309. IDAHO POTATOES GROWN IN IDAHO AND


* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED UNDER SECTION 1(d)

The following marks have registered on the Principal Register pursuant to the intent-to-use provisions of Section 1(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER WHICH TAPERS INWARDLY TOWARDS THE TOP AND CONTAINS A DIAGONALLY RIBBED TOP WHICH TAPERS DOWNWARD AND INWARD TOWARDS THE TOP OF THE BOTTLE.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MILK, FLAVORED MILK, BUTTERMILK, CHOCOLATE MILK, EGG NOG, YOGURT, SOY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGE USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE, AND MILK-BASED BEVERAGES CONTAINING COFFEE, FRUIT JUICE, FRUIT BASE OR YOGURT (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT PUNCH (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 AND 48).


MICKEY MANTLE

THE NAME MICKEY MANTLE AND MICKEY C. MANTLE REFER TO THE DECEASED HALL OF FAME BASEBALL PLAYER.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR FIGURINES, SCULPTURES, STATUES AND TROPHIES ALL OF COMMON METAL (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1960; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1960.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR RINGS BEING JEWELRY, CLOCKS, WATCHES, CUFFLINKS, PENDANTS, FIGURINES OF PRECIOUS METAL, SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL, STATUES OF PRECIOUS METAL AND TROPHIES OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1960; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1960.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FILED OF BASEBALL TRADING CARDS, CALENDARS, TRADING CARD ALBUMS, BOTH MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, GREETING CARDS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC, LITHOGRAPHIC AND COLOR ART PRINTS (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1952; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1952.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURINES, SCULPTURES AND STATUES OF CHINA, CRYSTAL AND GLASS, GLASS MUGS AND GLASS BUSTS (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BASEBALL UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BASEBALL STYLE CAPS, GOLF SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, GYM AND WORKOUT SHIRTS AND SHORTS, NECKTIES, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY BASEBALL EQUIPMENT, CONSISTING OF BASEBALL BAGS, BASEBALL BATS, AND BASEBALL GLOVES; ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF BAGS; TOYS, NAMELY PLUSH TOYS AND LEARNING SETS COMPRISING CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOY, ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1954; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1954.

2,914,726. ETHAN ALLEN MARKETING CORPORATION, DANBURY, CT. SN 75-742,185. PUB. 6-5-2001, FILED 7-1-1999.

ETHAN ALLEN KIDS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. "ETHAN ALLEN" DOES NOT IDENTIFY THE NAME OF A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BASEBALL UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BASEBALL STYLE CAPS, GOLF SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, GYM AND WORKOUT SHIRTS AND SHORTS, NECKTIES, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BCENTRAL
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS IN DIRECT ELECTRONIC MAIL ADVERTISING, ASSISTING OTHERS IN PLACING AND RUNNING ADVERTISEMENTS ON COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; SMALL BUSINESS ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DATABASES AND WEB SITE LINKS TO OTHER CONTENT PROVIDERS IN THE FIELD OF SMALL BUSINESS ISSUES; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; AND BILLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR BILLING PAYMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS; AND PROVIDING CREDIT AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,469,123, 1,743,089, AND OTHERS.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NAME "DONE" WITHIN A RECTANGLE ABOVE THE WORDS "DOWN UNDER", WRITTEN UPSIDE DOWN, ALL IN A DISTINCTIVE STYLED SCRIPT.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS; NAMELY, BEER MUGS, HEAT-INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR BEVERAGES, DUST BINS, IRONING BOARDS, BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, BOWLS, SOAP BOXES, COASTERS NOT OF PAPER, NON-ELECTRICAL COFFEE POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NON-METALLIC CONTAINERS FOR KITCHEN OR HOUSEHOLD USE, CROCKERY, NAMELY, MUGS, DISHES AND PLATES, CUTTING BOARDS FOR THE KITCHEN, DECANTERS, DISHES, FLOWER POTS, GLASS BOWLS, GLASSWARE; NAMELY BEVERAGE GLASSWARE AND ORNAMENTS OF GLASS NOT INCLUDING CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, GOBLETS, PAPER PLATES, PITCHERS, SALAD BOWLS, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, AND CELLARS; STATUES AND STATUETTES OF PORCELAIN, TERRA-COTTA, OR GLASS; TEAPOTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, ALL PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, PLASTIC PLACEMATS, AND PLASTIC PLACEMATS WITH A CORK BASE OR BACKING, AND NON-METALLIC MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.
CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TEA TOWELS, TEXTILE PLACEMATS, TABLE CLOTHS, TEXTILE NAPKINS, BED COVERS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, EIDERDOWNS, CURTAINS, HOUSEHOLD LINENS, TABLE LINENS, TOWELS, QUILTS, SLEEPING BAGS; TEXTILE PIECE GOODS USED IN THE MANUFACTURING OF BED, BATH, AND TABLE LINENS, AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWIMWEAR, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, CAPS, HATS, APRONS, DRESSING GOWNS, HOSIERY, KNITTED SWEATERS, SPORTS-SHIRTS, POLO-SHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, HALTER TOPS, CULOTTES, PANTALOONS, TRACKSUIT PANTS AND TRACK SUIT TOPS, PAREOS, BATHROBES, SCARVES, SHAWLS, SKIRTS, SINGLETs, SOCKS, SWIMSUITS, SWIMWEAR, PANTS, BELTS, SOCKS, SLIPPERS, FOOTWEAR THONGS AND SWIMWEAR THONGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.

NETLIANT

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING COMPUTER NETWORKS, SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION AND SITES REGARDING COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, AND BUYING AND SELLING COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING MULTI-USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR BUYING AND SELLING COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING MULTI-VENDOR PRICING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING THE DESIGN AND PURCHASE OF COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING BROKERAGE SERVICES FOR COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS FOR COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES AND ONLINE COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION REGARDING COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES REGARDING NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; PROVIDING AUTOMATED DESIGN OF COMPUTER NETWORKS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PALGRAVE

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO MUSIC, MUSICIANS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, CULTURE, LITERARY WORKS, ECOLOGY, AND ENVIRONMENT IN THE ACADEMIC, EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING FIELDS; HOUSE MARK FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INTERACTIVE MEDIA-BASED CLASSES AND SEMINARS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS, FILMS, AND MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS IN THE ACADEMIC, EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND TEACHING FIELDS; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS, JOURNALS, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS IN PRINTED FORM; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLICATIONS OF TEXT, GRAPHIC, AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL WORKS OF OTHERS ON COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO-VIDEO TAPES, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, FOCUS GROUPS AND STUDY GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2000.

HAPPYMETAL

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 1544543, DATED 3-3-2000, EXPIRES 3-3-2010.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR ORNAMENTAL ITEMS AND DECORATIONS OF COMMON METAL, NAMELY, FIGURINES OF COMMON METAL; OPEN AND CLOSABLE METAL BOXES, NAMELY, MONEY BOXES, SLIP BOXES, LETTER BOXES; METAL CLOTHES HOOKS FOR CLOTHES; METAL PIPES AND METAL TUBES; NON-ELECTRIC METAL CABLES AND NON-ELECTRIC METAL WIRES; CONTAINERS OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2002.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR DEVICES FOR LIGHTING, NAMELY, LAMPS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFORE; SOCKETS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS; LAMPSHADE HOLDERS; TORCHES FOR LIGHTING AND FLARES; FLASHLIGHTS; SOCKETS FOR FLASHLIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 1-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR UTENSILS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHENS, NAMELY, KITCHEN UTENSILS, MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, COOKING SPOON HOLDERS, TOWEL HOLDERS, PAPER ROLL HOLDERS, KITCHEN TOOL HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, OIL CRUETS, OIL AND VINEGAR CRUETS, PEPPER MILLS, SALT SHAKERS, DISHES AND BOWLS, CANDLE STICKS, CANDELABRA, CANDLE EXTINGUISHERS, CANDLE RINGS, FLOWER POTS AND FLOWER POT COVER, ALL OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS; CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHENS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOTTLE RACKS; FIRE BRUSHES FOR CHIMNEYS AND FIREPLACE; CANDLESTICKS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; NAPKIN HOLDERS, KNIFE REST; TOILET PAPER HOLDERS; BRUSH HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2002.

SIMICS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

FOR COMBUSTIBLE FUELS, NAMELY, OIL, KEROSENE, GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15). FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.


2,914,744. VIRTUTECH AB, 113 27 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. SN 76-084,606. PUB. 7-17-2001, FILED 7-6-2000.

2,914,745. CAMPBELL OIL COMPANY, MASSILLON, OH. SN 76-084,606. PUB. 7-17-2001, FILED 7-6-2000.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATUREING GASOLINE AND OIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.


JK INTERNATIONAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FROZEN, DRIED, COOKED OR PROCESSED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


CHEMSPEED


CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MECHANICAL, SEMIAUTOMATIC AND AUTOMATIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, SYNTHESIZERS, SOLID PHASE SYNTHESIZERS, MULTIPLE SYNTHESIZERS, REACTIONS AND REACTORS, REACTION CHAMBERS, PARALLEL REACTION BLOCKS AND REACTION BLOCKS WITH MULTIPLE REACTION CHAMBERS, FOR THE ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS, WORK-UP AND PURIFICATION OF LIQUID, GASEOUS AND SOLID MATERIALS; INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, REAGENT RACKS, WORK STATIONS, SHAKERS, SYRINGES, VALVES AND SLIDE VALVES FOR THE ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS, WORK-UP AND PURIFICATION OF LIQUID, GASEOUS AND SOLID MATERIALS FOR CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND PHYSICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR APARTMENT MANAGEMENT, APARTMENT LEASING AND APARTMENT RENTAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.
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CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, AN APPARATUS FOR THE ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS, WORK-UP AND PURIFICATION OF LIQUID, GASEOUS AND SOLID MATERIALS; LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY; THERMOMETERS FOR THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY; LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR LABORATORIES AND FOR CHEMICAL RESEARCH, NAMELY, AN INSTRUMENT FOR THE ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS, WORK-UP AND PURIFICATION OF LIQUID, GASEOUS AND SOLID MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF CHEMISTRY, TECHNOLOGY, BIOLOGY AND PHYSICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


TEAMSTATUS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING INTERNAL COMPUTER ALARM SYSTEMS FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS AND FOR ALLOWING REMOTE USER TO ASSESS NATURE OF UNDERLYING CAUSE OF ALARM AND PERFORM CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE TASKS (U.S. CLS. 23, 25, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.


EL DESCANSO DEL VIAJERO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "EL DESCANSO DEL VIAJERO" IS "THE REST OF THE TRAVELLER".

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR APARTMENT MANAGEMENT, APARTMENT LEASING AND APARTMENT RENTAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTELS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.

2,914,775. SHOWBIZ ENTERPRISES, INC., VAN NUYS, CA.
SHOWBIZ.COM
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,316,487.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING REFERRALS AND INFORMATION
VIA THE INTERNET OF SUPPLIERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS IN THE THEATRICAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK TO SUBSCRIBED USERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,097,535, FILED 3-27-2001.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR REAGENTS FOR ACADEMIC, GOVERNMENT, SCIENTIFIC, AND MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2001.


THE TRADEMARK COMPRISES OF FIVE BUBBLES DESIGN. THE CENTER BUBBLE IS RED, AND APPLICANT CLAIMS RED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2004.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIOTECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE TRADEMARK COMPRISES THE WORDS "STRESSGEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES" ACCOMPANIED BY A FIVE BUBBLES DESIGN. THE CENTER BUBBLE AS WELL AS LETTERS "STRESS" ARE RED, AND APPLICANT CLAIMS RED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR REAGENTS FOR ACADEMIC, GOVERNMENT, SCIENTIFIC, AND MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2001.


STRESSGEN
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,097,537, FILED 3-27-2001.
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR REAGENTS FOR ACADEMIC, GOVERNMENT, SCIENTIFIC, AND MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2001.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2004.

EXABLATE 2000

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AND OPERATING IMAGE-GUIDED FOCUSSED ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2001.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR IMAGE-GUIDED FOCUSSED ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THERAPEUTIC AND DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL PROCEDURES, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2001.

EXABLATE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AND OPERATING IMAGE-GUIDED FOCUSSED ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2001.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR IMAGE-GUIDED FOCUSSED ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THERAPEUTIC AND DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL PROCEDURES, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2001.

LAKE PUSHMATAHA

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR MARINA SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR GOLF COURSES, AMUSEMENT PARKS, AND PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; CASINOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESORT HOTELS, ARENA SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTS, CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS AND CAMP GROUND FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

BOSLEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR GELS, HAIR SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MINOXIDIL LIQUID TOPICAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR HAIR REPLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIOCASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, VIDEO DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-16-1997.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR PANTS, HATS, CAPS, FOOTWEAR, BELTS AND SHIRTS, JACKETS, CAPES, WORKOUT WEAR, NAMELY, LEGGINGS AND LEOTARDS; AND BELLY DANCING COSTUMES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF BELLY DANCING, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MOTION PICTURE FILM, TELEVISION, VIDEO TAPE, THEATRICAL AND RADIO PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL RECORDINGS AND DIGITAL MEDIA AND/OR DANCE PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS AND DVDS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-16-1997.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND APPARATUS NAMELY, CLOTHES WASHING MACHINES, VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELEVISIONS, PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, SKIN LOTIONS, BODY CLEANSERS, SOAPS, MASSAGE, BATH AND HOME FRAGRANCE OIL, AND PERFUME, NAMELY EAU DE TOILETTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GODDESSLIFE

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF BELLY DANCING, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MOTION PICTURE FILM, TELEVISION, VIDEO TAPE, THEATRICAL AND RADIO PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL RECORDINGS AND DIGITAL MEDIA AND/OR DANCE PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS AND DVDS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-16-1997.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND APPARATUS NAMELY, CLOTHES WASHING MACHINES, VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELEVISIONS, PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

GODDESSLIFE

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, SKIN LOTIONS, BODY CLEANSERS, SOAPS, MASSAGE, BATH AND HOME FRAGRANCE OIL, AND PERFUME, NAMELY EAU DE TOILETTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GODDESSLIFE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIOCASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, VIDEO DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND DANCE PERFORMANCES, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-16-1997.

LIBERTY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND APPARATUS NAMELY, CLOTHES WASHING MACHINES, VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELEVISIONS, PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSLETTERS, DIRECTORIES, BROCHURES, REPORTS, MANUALS, AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TRAINING MATERIALS RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, ENERGY FIELDS; MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS RELATING TO OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; MAPS CONTAINING INFORMATION RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES RELATING TO A VARIETY OF FIELDS; PROVIDING FORMATTED PRINT OR WEB SITE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS CREATED FROM TEXT AND GRAPHIC COMPONENTS SUPPLIED BY THE ADVERTISER; PROMOTING THE SALE OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THEIR WEB SITES; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING EQUIPMENT AND OTHER ASSETS RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS IN FINDING EQUIPMENT RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; PROVIDING BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS INFORMATION AND FACILITATING E-COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS FOR THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS VIA INTRANETS, EXTRANETS, AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS INFORMATION AND FACILITATING E-COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS RELATING TO A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS VIA INTRANETS, EXTRANETS, AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING PRICE QUOTATIONS TO OTHERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION RELATING TO OTHER ASSETS RELATING TO THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION RELATING TO EQUIPMENT USED IN THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; PROVIDING EXTENDED WARRANTY CONTRACTS IN THE FIELD OF EQUIPMENT USED IN THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 10, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGNING, DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, HOSTING, AND MODIFYING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS VIA INTRANETS, EXTRANETS, AND THE INTERNET; GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH SERVICES; INSPECTION OF EQUIPMENT USED IN THE OIL, PETROLEUM, NATURAL GAS, ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION, AND ENERGY FIELDS; ANALYSIS AND TESTING FOR OIL AND GAS WORKINGS; ANALYSIS OF OIL AND GAS FIELDS; GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION FOR THE OIL, GAS AND MINING INDUSTRIES; OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION; OIL AND GAS FIELD EXPLORATION; OIL AND GAS FIELD SURVEYING; OIL AND GAS FIELD SURVEYING, OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING SERVICES, NAMELY WELL LOGGING AND TESTING; OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION; OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING; SURVEYING OF OIL AND GAS BEDS AND FIELDS; SURVEYING OF OIL-BEARING SEAMS; SURVEYING OF OIL-BEARING SEAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 25, 26 AND 38).


CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, RINGS AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 39).


CENZIC

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER UTILITY SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROTECTING, SECURING, MONITORING, AND MANAGING COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, SOFTWARE, NETWORK TRAFFIC, NETWORK ACCESS, AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING FAULTS AND ERRORS OVER COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. ClS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL CONSULTING AND SUPPORT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER, DATA, AND NETWORK SECURITY (U.S. ClS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2002.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LAND-LINE, CELLULAR AND WIRELESS TELEPHONES, FAX MACHINES, AND COMPUTERS WITH BROWSER BASED SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF INTERACTIVE AND COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS, NAMELY, PROGRAMS FOR COLLECTING AND ANALYZING MULTI-PARTY DATA, THEN TRANSPORTING IT ELECTRONICALLY TO AT LEAST ONE COMPUTER APPLICATION AND DATABASE FOR INTEGRATION, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING (U.S. ClS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF PROCESSING SYSTEMS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS (U.S. ClS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.


MIHARAYASUHIRO


CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR NECKLACES, BRACELETS, ANKLETS, RINGS AND BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. ClS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BAGS, NAMELY, SHOULDER BAGS, HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, RUCKSACKS TRUNKS, SUITCASES, CARRIER BAGS, DRESS BAGS, HIP BAGS; PURSES, SMALL HANDBAGS AND CARRYING BAGS (U.S. ClS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) CLOTHING, LEATHERWEAR AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, PARKAS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, OVERALLS, DRESSES, VESTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, SHORT PANTS, SWEATERS, SWIMSUITS, SWEATPANTS, UNDERWEAR, GARTERS, APRONS, HOSIERY, SHAWLS, GLOVES, MUFFLERS, HATS, CAPS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, CROSS-TRAINERS, SHOES, BOOTS, HALF BOOTS, LONG BOOTS, WOMEN'S SHOES, RAIN SHOES, WOMEN'S AND MEN'S DRESS SHOES, WORK BOOTS, SANDALS, SPORT SHOES, SLIPPERS; BELTS; BANDS, NAMELY, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, NECK BANDS; SLEEPWEAR AND EVENING WEAR, NAMELY, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, NEGLIGEES, BATHROBES AND NIGHT CAPS (U.S. ClS. 22 AND 39).


DYNAX


CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, FRICTION PLATES AND REACTION PLATES FOR CLUTCH AND BRAKES, CLUTCH PACK ASSEMBLIES, LOCK-UP PISTON ASSEMBLIES, AND SYNCHRONIZER RINGS (U.S. ClS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.
CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, FRICTION PLATES AND REACTION PLATES FOR CLUTCH AND BRAKES, CLUTCH PACK ASSEMBLIES, LOCK-UP PISTON ASSEMBLIES AND SYNCHRONIZER RINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 33 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.


CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ODOR-ELIMINATING AND MOISTURE-ABSORBING INGREDIENTS SOLD AS COMPONENTS OF DEODORIZING INSOLES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,159,750, 2,278,248, AND 2,388,745.
"THE BIG UNIT" IS THE NICK NAME OF BASEBALL PLAYER RANDY JOHNSON, A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES, BASEBALL BOARD GAMES, FIELDING GLOVES, BATTING GLOVES, PITCHING TRAINING AIDS, NAMELY PITCHING NETS, PITCHING TARGETS AND PITCHING RETURN DEVICES, AND BASEBALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGISTICSOLUTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THIRD PARTY NON-ASSET BASED LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS, PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, PRODUCT WAREHOUSING, AND PRODUCT TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT; LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF MULTI-MODE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES; THIRD PARTY FREIGHT AND TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING AND SCHEDULING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR THIRD PARTY FREIGHT AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY TRUCK, RAIL AND AIR; WAREHOUSING AND WAREHOUSE STORAGE SERVICES; TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS BY TRUCK, AIR OR RAIL; FREIGHT FORWARDING AND DELIVERY SERVICES; AND CROSS-DOCK OF FREIGHT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ASSEMBLY OF PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


AUTO BAHN

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "AUTO BAHN" IN THE MARK IS "AUTOMOBILE ROUTE".

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR AIR COMPRESSORS, CAR POLISHERS, KITCHEN JUICE EXTRACTORS, COFFEE GRINDER, VEHICLE VACUUM CLEANERS, ELECTRIC FOOD BLENDERS, AND KITCHEN MIXERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR WOVEN FABRICS AND KNITTED FABRICS FOR THE FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, SUITS, DRESSES, COATS, SWEATERS, APRONS, SCARVES AND MUFFLERS; WOVEN FABRICS AND KNITTED FABRIC FOR THE FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF DOLLS AND STUFFED TOYS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SUITS, DRESSES, COATS, SWEATERS, APRONS, SCARVES, AND MUFFLERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR DOLLS, STUFFED TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.

2,914,867. KANEKA CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN. SN 76-448,152. PUB. 2-10-2004, FILED 9-4-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR BATTERY CHARGERS, EMERGENCY AUTO KITS COMPRISING OF A HAND HELD SPOTLIGHT, AN AIR COMPRESSOR AND BATTERY CHARGER, TRAVEL STEAM/SPRAY IRONS, AND GARMENT STEAMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HAND HELD SPOTLIGHTS, HEATED ELECTRIC VEHICLE ICE SCRAPERS, HEATED ELECTRIC VEHICLE KEY DE-ICERS, SIGNALING FLASHLIGHTS AND ELECTRIC LANTERNS, ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS, ELECTRIC BEVERAGE HEATERS, ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS, ELECTRIC PORTABLE Ovens, JOGGING/BICYCLE LIGHTS, BOOK READING LIGHTS, ELECTRIC CUP WARMERS AND CUP AND CARAFE WARMERS, ELECTRICALLY HEATED MUG, ELECTRICALLY HEATED HAIR BRUSH (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ARABELLA

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR PILLOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2001.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BEDDING, NAMELY, BED SHEETS, BLANKETS, COMFORTERS, PILLOWCASES, PILLOW SHAMS AND DUST RUFFLES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2001.


AYA

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR HOME INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION PLANNING, AND INSTALLATION OF HOME FURNISHINGS AND FIXTURES, HOME INTERIOR DESIGN CONTRACTOR SERVICES; INSTALLATION OF FURNITURE, CABINETS, COUNTERS, COUNTER TOPS, AND MODULAR CABINETRY UNITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR HOME INTERIOR DESIGN AND INTERIOR DECORATION, NAMELY, THE SPECIFICATION OF INTERIOR TREATMENTS, FINISHES AND FURNISHINGS INCLUDING FLOOR, WALL AND WINDOW TREATMENTS; DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF FURNITURE, CABINETS, COUNTERS, COUNTERTOPS, AND MODULAR CABINETRY UNITS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ADVANCED

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAINTAINING A REGISTRY OF INFORMATION RELATED TO THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION RELATED TO CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS AND THE TREATMENT THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ADVANCED

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAINTAINING A REGISTRY OF INFORMATION RELATED TO THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION RELATED TO CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS AND THE TREATMENT THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ASIAROTICA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDERED VIDEO TAPES, DVDS AND CD-ROMS FEATURING ADULT-ORIENTED ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PRERECORDERED ADULT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING DISTRIBUTED BY A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT ORIENTED MOTION PICTURES; ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF ADULT ORIENTED ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


WERNER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL LADDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 90).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL LADDERS; NAMELY, LADDERS MADE PRIMARILY OF FIBERGLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; THERMAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; HAZARDOUS MATERIAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; HEALTHCARE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR RADIOACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS, WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, CONSUMER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, AND MILITARY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR FABRICS, NAMELY, COTTON FABRICS AND FABRICS FORMED OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS AND FILAMENTS; PROTECTIVE FABRICS FOR USE IN CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, THERMAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HAZARDOUS MATERIAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HEALTHCARE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR RADIOACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS, WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, CONSUMER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, AND MILITARY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND BREATHABLE FABRICS FOR USE IN OUTDOOR PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BOATS, RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, MOTORCYCLES, PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, OUTDOOR FURNITURE, GRILLS AND LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL LADDERS; NAMELY, LADDERS MADE PRIMARILY OF FIBERGLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS AND PROTECTIVE FABRICS FOR USE IN CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, THERMAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HAZARDOUS MATERIAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HEALTHCARE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR RADIOACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS, WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, CONSUMER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, AND MILITARY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; AND CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS FOR USE IN OUTDOOR PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BOATS, RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, MOTORCYCLES, PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, OUTDOOR FURNITURE, GRILLS AND LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF FABRICS AND PROTECTIVE FABRICS FOR USE IN CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, THERMAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HAZARDOUS MATERIAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, HEALTHCARE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR RADIOACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS, WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, CONSUMER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, AND MILITARY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; AND CUSTOM DESIGN OF FABRICS FOR USE IN OUTDOOR PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BOATS, RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, MOTORCYCLES, PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, OUTDOOR FURNITURE, GRILLS AND LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DATA RECOVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY SECURITY CONSULTING, VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT, INTRUSION DETECTION MANAGEMENT, FIREWALL SECURITY MANAGEMENT, CONTENT SECURITY MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT AND TREND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MYAANS.ORG

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF NEUROLOGICAL SURGEONS BY PROVIDING ACCESS TO A PASSWORD-PROTECTED WEBPAGE FOR PAYING MEMBERSHIP DUES, PURCHASING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FROM THE ASSOCIATION’S ONLINE MARKETPLACE, REGISTERING AND PAYING FOR CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS, REGISTERING FOR ASSOCIATION MEETINGS AND PAYING ASSOCIATION INVOICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING A WIDE RANGE OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION ULTRAMIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,339,276, 2,581,271, AND 2,582,622.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME CD-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING INFORMATION TO GAME PLAYERS ABOUT THE RANKING OF THEIR SCORES OF GAMES THROUGH WEB SITES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT COMPUTER GAMES THROUGH WEB SITE; AND PROVIDING PRE-RECORDED MUSIC FOR ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WELLPATCH

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICATED ANALGESIC PAD IN THE NATURE OF A FLEXIBLE ADHESIVE PATCH FOR RELIEF OF BACK PAIN, SORE MUSCLES OR ARTHRITIS PAIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR COOLING PAD IN THE NATURE OF A FLEXIBLE ADHESIVE GEL PATCH FOR RELIEF OF MIGRAINE HEADACHES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

THE WALLACE FOUNDATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FIRST USE 7-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2003.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PROVIDING GRANTS, FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND DIRECT ASSISTANCE TO CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS, COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENTAL BODIES FOR EDUCATION, HEALTH, CIVIC AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT, THE ARTS, SCIENCE, CULTURE AND SUPPORT OF PHILOSOPHY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2003.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,171,190, 2,413,412, AND OTHERS.
THE STIPPLING IS TO SHOW SHADING ONLY. THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "PJM" AND A STYLIZED DESIGN OF ELECTRICAL POWER LINES FORMING A CIRCLE IN THE BACKGROUND.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, AND OPERATION OF ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION, POWER AND ENERGY MARKETS; AUCTION AND TRADING SERVICES IN THE ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION, POWER AND ENERGY MARKETS; AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

2,914,967. VOLUME SERVICES AMERICA, INC., SPARTANBURG, SC. SN 76-533,671. PUB. 5-11-2004, FILED 7-31-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION, POWER AND ENERGY MARKETS, AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATED THERETO; AND BULK ELECTRICAL MARKET SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COMMODITY BROKERAGE AND PRICE QUOTATIONS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ELECTRICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION OF BULK ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

2,914,967. VOLUME SERVICES AMERICA, INC., SPARTANBURG, SC. SN 76-533,671. PUB. 5-11-2004, FILED 7-31-2003.

GO GOURMET!

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONCESSION STANDS, RETAIL KIOSKS AND ROVING VENDOR SERVICES FEATURING FOODS, BEVERAGES, SOUVENIRS, NOVELTIES AND/OR SUNDRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ENERGETIC GIVING COMMUNITY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIVING COMMUNITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF A LOYALTY MARKETING PROGRAM; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PHILANTHROPIC AND CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


YOU DO GOOD WELL

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF A LOYALTY MARKETING PROGRAM; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, FACILITATING CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE PUBLIC THROUGH CONSUMER DIRECTED CORPORATE GIVING PROGRAMS OFFERED VIA PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND THROUGH PERSONAL GIVING PROGRAMS OFFERED VIA PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ETERNO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM IS "ETER-NAL".

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR FAUCETS; SHOWER HEADS; FAUCET SET COMPRISED OF FAUCET SPOUTS AND HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS, NAMELY, CLOTHING DRYING RACKS, TOOTHMUG HOLDERS; TOOTHB RUSH HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.


INVESCO FIELD AT MILE HIGH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,825,441, 2,310,631, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIELD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL KEYCHAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR NOVELTY MOUSE PADS; PRERECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, CASSETTES, AND DISCS FEATURING SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY; ORNAMENTAL PINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, POSTERS, POST-CARDS, STICKERS, NAPKINS, NOTEPADS, BUMPER STICKERS, DECALS, PAPER PENNANTS, GREETING CARDS, PAPERWEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONTAINERS MADE OF GLASS AND PLASTIC, NAMELY MUGS, CUPS, TRAVEL MUGS, BEER STEINS, SHOT GLASSES, TANKARDS, INSULATED BEVERAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TEXTILE ITEMS, NAMELY, WOVEN LAP RUGS, PILLOWCASES, PENNANTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, PONCHOS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS AND MINI FOOTBALL HELMETS; SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY FOOTBALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CERAMICS, PORCELAIN OR BONE CHINA DINNERWARE; TABLE TOP ITEMS, NAMELY, DESSERT PLATES, STONWARE, NAMELY, TABLE MARKERS AND MESSAGE BOARDS; DINNERWARE, MUGS, TRAYS, NAMELY, MULTI-TIERED BUFFET SERVER ALL NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS; RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY FLOATING FLOWER RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL FLORAL STEMS AND ARTIFICIAL TOPIARY (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS, CRACKERS, COOKIES, LAID BREAD, NUTS, AND SNACK FOODS (U.S. CLS. 29, 30, 31 AND 32).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MENSWEAR, WOMENSWEAR AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, PONCHOS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL FLORAL STEMS AND ARTIFICIAL TOPIARY (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

2,914,983. PRINCESS HOUSE, INC., TAUNTON, MA. SN 76-976,472. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 6-2-2001.

WINTER GARDEN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GARDEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS, CRACKERS, COOKIES, LAID BREAD, NUTS, AND SNACK FOODS (U.S. CLS. 29, 30, 31 AND 32).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MENSWEAR, WOMENSWEAR AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, PONCHOS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL FLORAL STEMS AND ARTIFICIAL TOPIARY (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

2,914,985. WIBBLY WOBBLY WEIGH LIMITED, MANCHESTER, GB M3 4PF, UNITED KINGDOM. SN 76-976,929. PUB. 2-4-2003, FILED 1-16-2002.

F.A.T.S.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED
KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 002316750, FILED 7-16-2001.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR FRIDGE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO DIET, HEALTH AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


OPTIBRAND

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA, COMPUTER, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS), TRANSPONDERS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY FOR ACQUIRING AND STORING, SEARCHING, RETRIEVING, AND MATCHING RETINAL IMAGES OF ANIMALS AND HUMANS TO OR FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR VETERINARY APPARATUS, NAMELY, FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION OF LIVE- STOCK AND COMPANION ANIMALS CONSISTING OF DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA, COMPUTER, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS), TRANSPONDERS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY FOR ACQUIRING AND STORING, SEARCHING, RETRIEVING, AND MATCHING RETINAL IMAGES OF ANIMALS AND HUMANS TO OR FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


VIVIENNE TAM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,869,482.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES, VESTS, COATS, SCARVES,shawls, GLOVES, HATS, BRASSIERES, PANTIES, HOISERY, PAJAMAS, BATHROBES, ALL FOR LADIES; T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, GLOVES, JACKETS, VESTS, COATS, HATS, PAJAMAS, BATHROBES, JEANS, UNDERWEAR, ALL FOR MEN; LADIES' AND MEN'S FOOTWEAR; NIGHT DRESSES, BATHROBES, NIGHT GOWNS, SLIPPERS, CAPS AND VISORS FOR MEN AND WOMEN; BASEBALL CAPS; RAIN HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-30-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1997.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAILING AND WHOLESALING SERVICES, NAMELY, RETAIL SHOPS, COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES, AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR-SHIPS FEATURING CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, EYEWEAR, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETS, CARD HOLDERS, HANDBAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, COSTUME JEWELRY, TIME PIECES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, STATIONERY, ANTIQUES, OBJECTS OF ART, FURNITURE, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, COLOGNES, HAIR CARE ITEMS, EYE CARE ITEMS, SKIN CARE ITEMS, PERSONAL CARE ITEMS, HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, ARTICLES OF GLASSWARE, FOOD AND DRINKS, HAIR CARE ACCESSORIES, HOME FURNISHINGS, CANDLES AND INCENSE PRODUCTS; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, EYEWEAR, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETS, CARD HOLDERS, HANDBAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, COSTUME JEWELRY, TIME PIECES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, STATIONERY, ANTIQUES, OBJECTS OF ART, FURNITURE, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, COLOGNES, HAIR CARE ITEMS, EYE CARE ITEMS, SKIN CARE ITEMS, PERSONAL CARE ITEMS, HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, ARTICLES OF GLASSWARE, FOOD AND DRINKS, HAIR CARE ACCESSORIES, HOME FURNISHINGS, CANDLES AND INCENSE PRODUCTS, ON BEHALF OF BUSINESSES AND IMPORT/EXPORT TRADING BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.


AREAPLACE

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT GEOGRAPHIC AREAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT GEOGRAPHIC AREAS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

COPIA

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MUSEUMS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND CONFERENCES PERTAINING TO WINE, FOOD AND THE ARTS, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF WINE, FOOD, AND ART FESTIVALS AND WINE AND FOOD TASTINGS, ORGANIZING CULTURAL EVENTS, EDUCATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS, ART SHOWS AND EXHIBITS, VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, ALL PERTAINING TO WINE, FOOD AND THE ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


BRIGHT PROSPECT

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES, STUDY SKILLS, COLLEGE COUNSELING, SCHOLARSHIP GUIDANCE, COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION PREPARATION, CAREER COUNSELING AND COLLEGE FINANCING; DECORATIVE REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS; MOUSE PADS; GRADUATED RULERS; CALCULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2004.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, VESTS, HEADBANDS, WRISTBANDS, PANTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, COATS, SCARVES, MITTENS, GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2004.


KIDORABLE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SWIM GOGGLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR SWIM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY FLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.


ROI LOG

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING MEDICAL RECORDS AND STATUS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR MAINTAINING PERSONAL MEDICAL RECORDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR PANTS, SNEAKERS, SWEATSUITS, AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

2,915,064. MARINER INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL, INC., CLEARWATER, FL. SN 78-124,432. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 4-26-2002.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR POWER BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF POWER BOATS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-31-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.

MOSAIC

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A CHAMBER ENSEMBLE; PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL EVENTS, SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR JOURNAL OF RESEARCH, THEORIES, OpINIONS, AND PRACTICES IN THE ASSOCIATIVE FIELDS OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, FOR PARENTS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND OTHERS, WHICH PROVIDE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES, SUCH AS TEACHING AND CURRICULUM POLICIES, METHODOLOGIES AND PRACTICES, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, FAMILIES AND UPBRINGING, ENVIRONMENTAL CIRCUMSTANCES, AND GROUP ASSOCIATIONS; PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, BOOKS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, WORKBOOKS, MANUALS, WORKSHEETS AND FORMS, INSTRUCTIONAL PRINTED MATTER, FEATURING TOPICS IN THE ASSOCIATIVE FIELDS OF EDUCATION, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, USE IN IDENTIFYING DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING STYLES, EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES, AND AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT THAT AFFECT LEARNING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DIALOGUE ON EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES TO PARENTS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND OTHERS, IN THE ASSOCIATIVE FIELDS OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, IDENTIFYING DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING STYLES, EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES, AND AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT THAT AFFECT LEARNING, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ORGANIZING, SPONSORING, AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, PRESENTATIONS, COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES, AND TRAINING PROGRAMS, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; AUDIO AND VISUAL RECORDING, PRODUCTION AND PUBLICATION SERVICES, FEATURING TOPICAL THEMES RELATED TO LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT AND USED FOR TRAINING AND TEACHING APPLICATIONS; BOOK, JOURNAL, PAMPHLET, BROCHURE, MANUAL, WORKBOOK, SYLLABUS, WORKSHEET, AND FORM PUBLICATION SERVICES FEATURING TOPICS ON EDUCATION, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT; PROVIDING A WEB SITE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY, PROVIDING LINKS TO WEB SITES OF OTHERS, FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE ASSOCIATIVE FIELDS OF EDUCATION, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT; AND, SPECIFICALLY, PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES, SUCH AS TEACHING AND CURRICULUM POLICIES, METHODOLOGIES AND PRACTICES, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, FAMILIES AND UPBRINGING, ENVIRONMENTAL CIRCUMSTANCES, AND GROUP ASSOCIATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


RESOLVIT RESOURCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND PERSONNEL SUPPLEMENTATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING PERSONNEL ON A TEMPORARY BASIS FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, ORTHOPEDIC FOOT AND ARCH SUPPORTS FOR PERSONS WITH PLANTAR FASCIITIS, DIABETIC FOOT PROBLEMS, SPORTS INJURIES, OR HEEL PAIN (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, SHIRTS, PANTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR; FOOTWEAR INCORPORATING FOOT AND ARCH SUPPORTS FOR PERSONS WITH PLANTAR FASCIITIS, DIABETIC FOOT PROBLEMS, SPORTS INJURIES, OR HEEL PAIN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR INDUSTRIAL INORGANIC MEMBRANE FILTERS FOR USE IN RECOVERING ORGANIC AND INORGANIC MATERIALS FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOMIZED INORGANIC MEMBRANE FILTRATION OF LIQUIDS FOR OTHERS IN THE CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL, SEMICONDUCTOR AND MICROELEMENETS, WATER PURIFICATION, METAL FINISHING, WASTEWATER TREATMENT, POWER GENERATION, PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, DAIRY, AND FOOD AND BEVERAGE FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

ENDOBIOTIC CONCEPT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENDOBIOTIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE AND MANUFACTURING; AROMATHERAPY CREAMS, LOTIONS, AND OILS; MASSAGE OILS AND GELS; BEAUTY MASKS; BATH SALTS AND OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; AIR DEODORIZERS AND FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRIC AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSORS FOR DIFFUSING ESSENTIAL OILS INTO THE AIR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, MANUALS AND PUBLICATIONS ON AROMATHERAPY AND PHYTO THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTION AND ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR LESSEES OF SHOPPING CENTERS, OFFICE SPACE AND HOTELS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT OF SHOPPING MALLS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES AND HOTEL SPACE: LEASING OF SHOPPING MALL, COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE FACILITIES, RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES AND HOTEL SPACE; REAL ESTATE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF SHOPPING MALLS, COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE FACILITIES, RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES AND HOTELS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SYNDICATED MAGAZINE SECTIONS, MAGAZINE COLUMNS, AND NEWSPAPER COLUMNS DEALING WITH HEALTH, SPORTS, AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2001.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING SPORTS INFORMATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE PRERECORDED MESSAGES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF CONTINUING TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF TENNIS TOURNAMENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, SPORTS, AND FITNESS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, A CONTINUING NEWS OR VARIETY SHOW DISTRIBUTED OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF CONTINUING RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, HEALTH, AND FITNESS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY AN EXPERT PERSONALITY; AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL APPEARANCES IN THE INFOMERCIAL SHOWS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, HEALTH, AND FITNESS BY A CELEBRITY SPORTS, HEALTH, AND FITNESS EXPERT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2001.


SMIRNOFF ICE TRIPLE BLACK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,551,932 AND 2,551,956.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BREWED MALT BEVERAGES IN THE NATURE OF BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR ALCOHOLIC MALT COOLERS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES PRODUCED FROM A BREWED MALT BASE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


PRO SERIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SEMICONDUCTOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CORES AND MICROPROCESSOR CORES; ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION, NAMELY MANUALS, GUIDES, SPECIFICATIONS AND LITERATURE DOCUMENTATION, ALL RELATING TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, HARDWARE AND CODE, IN A DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC FORM AND RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-25-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, AND CLASSES RELATING TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, HARDWARE AND CODE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.
ADVANCED MOTION CONCEPTS

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGNING AND MANUFACTURING OF PRECISION AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.

FOUR SEASONS

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR LUBRICANTS, NAMELY WATER-BASED PERSONAL LUBRICANTS, GELS FOR USE AS PERSONAL LUBRICANTS AND VAGINAL LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR CONDOMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.

BLUE AGAVE

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEWARES AND GLASS, NAMELY, DRINKING GLASSES, COCKTAIL GLASSES, SHOT GLASSES, MARGARITA GLASSES, HIGHBALL GLASSES AND PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

YOGAFUN

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF YOGA AND PHYSICAL WELLNESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, JEANS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PUREMESSAGE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND PROTECTING ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MAIL FILTERING, ANTI-SPAM PROTECTION, ANTI-VIRUS PROTECTION AND MESSAGE POLICY ENFORCEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING AND PROTECTING ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MAIL FILTERING, ANTI-SPAM PROTECTION, ANTI-VIRUS PROTECTION AND MESSAGE POLICY ENFORCEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INVITROGEN

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR FULL LINE OF KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: PROTEINS, NUCLEIC ACIDS, HORMONES, PURIFICATION SUPPORTS, RESINS, CELLS, GELS, PROBES, BUFFERS, STAINS AND ASSOCIATED REAGENTS AND DEVICES FOR THE EXPRESSION, AMPLIFICATION, PURIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS FOR PROTEIN AND NUCLEIC ACID ELECTROPHORESIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LABORATORY RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, NAMELY NUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS, GENE IDENTIFICATION, GENE CLONING, GENE EXPRESSION, GENE MAPPING, ELECTROPHORESIS, PROTEIN PURIFICATION AND ANALYSIS, AND PROTEIN INTERACTION DETECTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DIXIE WARE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 732,447, 2,420,129, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CONTAINER CLOSURES OF PLASTIC, NAMELY, COVERS FOR STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PORTABLE PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OF FOOD, BEVERAGE, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES Featuring TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE USE OF SCORING IN THE FIELD OF TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR MEDALS AND BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL; LAPEL PINS; BRACELETS; EARRINGS; TIE FASTENERS; JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER AND PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY GUIDEBOOKS ABOUT TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE; CURRICULUM GUIDES FOR TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE; STATIONERY, BROCHURES ABOUT TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE; BUMPER STICKERS, BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF TEAM-BASED CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE; GREETING CARDS AND BUSINESS FORMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 25, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF CREATIVE TEAM-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING TOURNAMENTS FOR STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING CREATIVE TEAM-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING SEMINARS AND PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH COLLEGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CF
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,630,742.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR RESIN-BASED ADHESIVES FOR BONDING CONDUITS, INCLUDING JOINTS AND FITTINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 25 AND 46).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR HAND HELD TOOLS, NAMELY, DISPENSERS FOR RESIN-BASED ADHESIVES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CONDUITS, CABLE TRAYS AND STRUTS FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR MANUFACTURE OF CONDUITS, CABLE TRAYS AND STRUTS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


DOCUSOL

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR ENEMA PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR ENEMA APPARATUSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2004.

2,915,222. BLACKWOOD ASSETS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ORNAMENTAL PAPER RIBBONS AND WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ORNAMENTAL RIBBONS MADE OF TEXTILES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

2,915,232. OPERATION BASS, INC., BENTON, KY.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR WEBCASTING SERVICES FEATURING WEIGHT-INS AT FISHING TOURNAMENTS, NAMELY PROVIDING REAL TIME VIEWING OF THE TOURNAMENT FISHERMAN’S NAME, NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT, WEIGHT OF FISH CAUGHT AND RANK, AVAILABLE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONDUCTING FISHING TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

FLW LIVE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

2,915,264. IDENTASEARCH, LTD., WATER MILL, NY.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR BIOMEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE STORAGE OF HUMAN CELLS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR DNA ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

2,915,268. THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MI.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF INGREDIENTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH SERVICES PERTAINING TO THE MANUFACTURING, FORMULATION AND COMPOSITION OF INGREDIENTS IN PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.

2,915,286. GRAVIC, INC., MALVERN, PA.

IMPROVING SOCIETY THROUGH INNOVATION

2,915,286. GRAVIC, INC., MALVERN, PA.
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IDENTASEARCH

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DATABASE Replication SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE USED IN CONNECTION WITH RECOGNITION AND MANAGEMENT OF SCANNED DOCUMENT IMAGES; SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING ELECTRONIC AND WEB-BASED DATA FORMS AND SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING DATA FROM ELECTRONIC AND WEB-BASED FORMS; SOFTWARE WHICH USES MATHEMATICAL ALGORITHMS FOR PATTERN RECOGNITION, IMAGE PROCESSING, DATA COLLECTION, MANIPULATION, DISTRIBUTION AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USER MANUALS FOR DATABASE REPLICATION SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE USED IN CONNECTION WITH RECOGNITION AND MANAGEMENT OF SCANNED DOCUMENT IMAGES, SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING ELECTRONIC AND WEB-BASED DATA FORMS AND SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING DATA FROM ELECTRONIC AND WEB-BASED FORMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

SEBASTIANO’S

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR FLAVORING SYRUPS AND FOOD FLAVORINGS USED IN MAKING SOFT DRINKS, AND FLAVORING SYRUPS AND FOOD FLAVORINGS USED IN MAKING FRUIT JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND/OR FRUIT JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

BOBRI

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR BODY CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY CREAMS, LOTIONS, CLEANSING GELS, SOAPS, BODY EXFOLIANT SCUBS, DUSTING POWDER, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, STYLING GELS, STYLING LOTIONS, HAIR SPRAY; FINISHING SPRAY, AND STYLING Mousse, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY, CLEANSING CREAMS, FACIAL SOAPS, CLEANSING BARS, FACIAL MASKS, FACIAL EXFOLIANTS, TONERS, SHAVE CREAMS, MOISTURIZERS, OIL CONTROL LOTIONS, NON-MEDICATED FACIAL SERUMS, OIL ABSORBERS, HAND CREAMS, EYE CREAM, CREAM AND LIQUID FOUNDATION, POWDER FOUNDATIONS, SKIN CREAMS; GLAMOUR AND BEAUTY PRODUCTS; NAMELY, EYE COLORS, EYELINER PENCILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYEBROW DEFINING POWDERS, MASCARA, LIP GLOSS, LIPSTICKS, LIP LINER PENCILS, CHEEK COLOR POWDERS, ROUGE, BLUSH, LOOSE POWDER, PRESSED POWDER, CONCEALERS, FACIAL HIGHLIGHTERS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL COLORS; SUN TANNING LOTIONS, SELF TANNING LOTIONS AND NON-MEDICATED LIP PROTECTOR PREPARATIONS, SUNSCREEN AND SUNBLOCK PRODUCTS; NAMELY SUNSCREEN AND SUNBLOCK CREAMS AND LOTIONS, PRE-SUN AND AFTER-SUN CREAMS AND LOTIONS, AND FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS; NAMELY COLOGNES AND COLOGNE SPRAYS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SCENTED PRODUCTS; EMERY BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR CLUTCHES, SHOULDER BAGS, PURSES, HANDBAGS, POCKETBOOKS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TOTE BAGS, SADDLE BAGS, BACKPACKS, GYM BAGS, KNAPSACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, ROLL BAGS, SLING BAGS, GROOMING KITS SOLD EMPTY, SUIT BAGS, TIE CASES, SATCHELS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, COIN PURSES, DRAWSTRING POUCHES, OVERNIGHT BAGS, WALLETS, KEY CASES, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, TRUNKS, SUIT CASES, BILL FOLDS, CREDIT CARD CASES, BRIEF CASES, ATTACHE CASES, VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY, AND SUIT CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR EMERGENCY HOME REPAIR GRANTS AND LOANS FOR LOW AND VERY LOW-INCOME ELIGIBLE HOMEOWNERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR CONSTRUCTIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, REPAIRING AND MODIFYING EXISTING STRUCTURES TO FACILITATE USE OF SUCH STRUCTURES BY DISABLED PERSONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CD-ROM’S AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING COMPUTER GAMES; ACCESSORIES FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC COMPUTER GAMES, NAMELY TEMPLATES, COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICKS AND MANUALS THEREFORE, SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EVERLAST NUTRITION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,769,437, 1,769,438, AND 2,171,626.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NUTRITION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, ENERGY BARS, MEAL REPLACEMENT DRINKS, MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS, PROTEIN SHAKES FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, PROTEIN BARS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN THE NATURE OF NON-PRESCRIPTION VITAMINS; VITAMIN FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY MUSCLE BUILDING POWDERS AND METABOLIC ENHANCEMENT DRINKS AND TABLETS FOR USE IN EXERCISE, NUTRITION, BODYBUILDING AND WEIGHT TRAINING; NON-PRESCRIPTION PREPARATIONS TO PROMOTE WEIGHT GAIN, NON-PRESCRIPTION PREPARATIONS TO PROMOTE WEIGHT LOSS, NON-PRESCRIPTION PREPARATIONS TO PROMOTE MUSCLE GROWTH, NON-PRESCRIPTION GROWTH HORMONES, NON-PRESCRIPTION METABOLIC PREPARATIONS TO PROMOTE FAT BURNING; NON-PRESCRIPTION METABOLIC PREPARATIONS TO BLOCK CARBOHYDRATE ABSORPTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 1-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2004.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

PSI-OPS THE MINDGATE CONSPIRACY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CARTRIDGES, DISCS, CD-ROMS, CASSETTES, TAPES, AND MINI DISCS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2004.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FORM OF STRATEGY GUIDES FOR VIDEO GAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2004.

INNOVATIONS IN PAIN MANAGEMENT

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

* * * * *
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


RUST BLOCKS


CUSTOMER FOCUSED... TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN

FOR WATER SOLUBLE, EMULSION AND BEAD-FORM POLYMERS FOR USE IN WATER TREATMENT, DETERGENTS, PAINTS AND ADHESIVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 11-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2003.


CEL-FLUSH

FOR AUTOMOTIVE RADIATOR FLUSHING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 1-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2003.


PSMART

FOR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 5-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2001.


TALCOLIVA

FOR TALC FOR USE IN THE PROCESSING OF FOOD PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.


PERFORMADRIL

FOR WATER-BASED DRILLING FLUID FOR USE IN OIL AND GAS WELL DRILLING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

CLASS 2—PAINTS


RUFF COAT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SURFACE COATINGS APPLIED TO FOAM BALLS AND SPORTS EQUIPMENT TO PROVIDE A TEXTURED SURFACE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16). FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2004.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


SUPER STAR

FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR TEXTURIZING LOTION, SHINE SERUM, HAIR DETANGLING LOTION, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR STYLING GEL, HAIR SCULPTING GEL, POMADE AND HAIR MOUSSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 4-28-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2000.


HYDRO-FORCE

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUMES, FACIAL AND BODY SOAPS, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR LOTIONS, FOUNDATION, FACE POWDER, CLEANSING CREAMS, CLEANSING LOTIONS, BODY LOTIONS, FACE LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS AND EXFOLIATIVE CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


MON BIJOU

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "MON BIJOU" IS "MY JEWEL".

FOR FABRIC SOFTENERS; FABRIC EASY IRONING, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN IRONING FABRIC AND CLOTHING; SACHETS, NAMELY, SACHETS CONTAINING FRAGRANCES FOR USE IN CLOTHES, DRAWERS, CUPBOARDS, CLOSETS AND WARDROBES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 9-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.


SMILE ON THE GO

FOR TOOTH WHITENING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF PEROXIDE GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

2,914,830. JOHNSONDIVERSEY, INC., STURTEVANT, WI. SN 76-403,522. PUB. 12-17-2002, FILED 5-3-2002.

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING, DEGREASING, POLISHING AND FINISHING PREPARATIONS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS WITH DISINFECTING PROPERTIES FOR USE ON INANIMATE SURFACES; NAMELY, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR POLISHING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR FINISHING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR WAX AND POLISH REMOVING PREPARATIONS; FURNITURE POLISH; GLASS CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS; STAINLESS STEEL CLEANING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF VEHICLES; SINK, TOILET, SHOWER AND TUB CLEANERS; TILE CLEANING PREPARATIONS; HAND SOAP AND HAND LOTIONS FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS; CARPET CLEANING SOLUTIONS AND STAIN REMOVERS; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON FABRICS, UPHOLSTERY AND CARPETS, WITH AND WITHOUT DEODORANT PROPERTIES; LAUNDRY PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE, NAMELY, DETERGENTS, BLEACH, FABRIC SOFTENERS, LAUNDRY SOUR/JEANALIZER, STARCH, AND STAIN REMOVERS; GERMICIDAL DETERGENTS FOR COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY; WASHING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MACHINE DISHWASHING DETERGENTS AND RINSE ADDITIVES, HAND DISHWASHING DETERGENTS, FLATWARE PRESOAKING DETERGENTS, DISHWARE DESTAINING PREPARATIONS, ACID CLEANERS FOR USE IN MACHINE DISHWASHERS, SOAK TANK CLEANERS; OVEN CLEANING PREPARATIONS, PIPE AND DRAIN CLEANING PREPARATIONS; ALL THE FOREGOING FOR COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-18-2002.


ALT.STUDIO LINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,381,997.

FOR HAIR STYLING LINE, NAMELY, HAIR SPRAY, AND HAIR MOUSSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAMONDS", THE DESIGN OF THE DIAMOND, AND THE PHRASE "BASE & TOP COAT NAIL HARDENER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL STRENGTHENER, HARDENER AND POLISH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2003.


SHEENX

FOR POLYMER SEALANTS FOR CLEANING, SHINING AND PROTECTING AUTOMOBILE EXTERIOR SURFACES; CAR, TIRE, GLASS AND WHEEL CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


NEUTROGENA SKIN SMOOTHING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 590,385, 2,019,977, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIN SMOOTHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FACIAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FACIAL CLEANSER, NON-MEDICATED FACIAL WIPES AND FACIAL STRIPS, NON-MEDICATED FACIAL TREATMENT CREAM, GEL AND LOTION; NON-MEDICATED EYE TREATMENT CREAM, GEL AND LOTION; ANTI-AGING CREAM, GEL AND LOTION; SKIN MOISTURIZING CREAM, GEL AND LOTION; COSMETICS, NAMELY, FOUNDATION, MAKE-UP, LOOSE FACIAL POWDER, PRESSED FACIAL POWDER, EYE SHADOW AND LIP COLOR BALM; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY LOTION, BODY CREAM, NON-MEDICATED BODY SOAP WASH, SHAVING GEL, ANTI-PERSPIRANT, HAND CREAM, HAND LOTION, NON-MEDICATED FOOT CREAM AND NON-MEDICATED FOOT LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.

CLASS 3—(Continued).


NOVER

FOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, POLISHES AND CREAMS FOR FOOTWEAR AND LEATHER GOODS; CLEANING, POLISHING, PRESERVING, DRESSING, CONDITIONING AND MOISTURIZING PREPARATIONS FOR LEATHER, ImitATION LEATHER AND SUEDE FOOTWEAR AND ARTICLES MADE OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, SHOE POLISH KIT CONSISTING OF POLISH, BRUSHES AND POLISHING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SINFUL SENSATIONS

FOR MASSAGE OIL, MASSAGE LOTION, MASSAGE CREAM, PERFUME, BODY OIL, BODY LOTION, SHOWER GEL, BUBBLE BATH, NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, AND, KITS COMPRISING OF ONE OR MORE OF EACH OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.


SINNUS

FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BODY DELISSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BODY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY LOTION AND BODY EXFOLIATOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SIMPLY WHITE

FOR EAU DE TOILETTE, SHOWER GEL, BODY LOTION, AND BODY MIST (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ORGANICOPTIONS

FOR SOAPS FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY, SKIN SOAPS, TOILET SOAPS, BATH SOAPS, AND DEODORANT SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

OLAY MOISTURINSE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 825,078, 2,449,933, AND OTHERS.
FOR SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, BODY LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD GAIN WITH A CHILD APPEARING ABOVE THE WORD GAIN RESTING ON THE SIDE OF HER FACE WITH HER FEET IN THE AIR BEHIND HER AND A RISING SUN WITH RAYS APPEARING ABOVE THE CHILD'S HEAD. THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS LIGHT GREEN, NEON ORANGE, AND YELLOW.

FOR FABRIC SOFTENER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


FRESH-FORCE

FOR BATHROOM CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 4-28-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


2,915,333. L'OREAL USA CREATIVE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 78-336,266. PUB. 5-4-2004, FILED 12-4-2003.

IRONINGCREME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


HOTVOLUMEFOAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR MOUSSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


FABRICATE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.


CURLINGIRONFIX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
CLASS 4—(Continued).


7-ELEVEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 896,654, 1,288,594, AND OTHERS.
FOR GASOLINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 4-30-1967; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1967.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIUM MOTOR OIL SAE 40 ACEITE DE MOTOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "ACEITE DE MOTOR" IS "MOTOR OIL".
FOR LUBRICATION GREASE FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).


PARA-TECT

FOR DIAGNOSTIC KITS COMPRISING REAGENTS AND MICRO WELL FOR CLINICAL OR MEDICAL LABORATORY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


AQUADISEL

FOR FUELS, NAMELY EMULSIFIED DIESEL FUEL FOR MOTOR VEHICLES AND EMULSIFIED LUBRICANTS, NAMELY AUTOMOBILE LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).


CANDLESCAPES

FOR PASTILLED WAX IN VARIOUS COLORS AND WICKS FOR USE WITH VARIOUS CONTAINERS TO CREATE DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2003.


ZITS HAPPEN

FOR ACNE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


JOJOBAVIR

FOR JOJOBA PLANT EXTRACT USED TO HELP ALLEVIATE SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH ENVELOPE VIRUS INFECTIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS YELLOW AND PURPLE.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION AND/OR TREATMENT OF CANCER, CARCINOMAS, SARCOMAS AND TUMORS OF ANY DESCRIPTION; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF GYNECOLOGICAL DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2002.
CLASS 5—(Continued).


SEACENTIALS GOLD

FOR LIQUID DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


SORGON

FOR TOPICALLY APPLIED TREATMENT FOR ORAL/ FACIAL AND GENITAL HERPES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.


SWIGGIT

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2003.


TELCYTA

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ONCOLOGICAL DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


TRUVADA

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIOUS CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2004.


NORDICTRACK

FOR FOOD AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; BEV- ERAGES, NAMELY NUTRITIONALLY FORTIFIED BEVERAGES AND SOY PROTEIN FOR USE AS A NUTRITIONAL INGREDIENT IN VARIOUS POW- DERED AND READY-TO-DRINK BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


HERC

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT IN THE NATURE OF A POWDERED DRINK MIX (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VITALITY DRINK MIX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT IN THE NATURE OF A POWDERED DRINK MIX (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


FOR VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF IMMUNE MEDIATED DISEASES IN DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


FOR VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF IMMUNE MEDIATED DISEASES IN DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


ATHAND
FOR DISPENSERS OF ANTIMICROBIAL SKIN SANITIZING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


NEUROLEAN
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


SHED SOLUTION
FOR VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF IMMUNE MEDIATED DISEASES IN DOGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FOR NUTRITIONAL PET FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR USE IN SMALL AND LARGE COMPANION ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

**QUITT**

FOR NATURAL FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR USE WITH ANIMALS, NAMELY HORSES THAT IS USED TO AID IN THE PREVENTION OF WOOD CHEWING (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


**LAURIFORTE**

FOR VEGETABLE OIL FRACTION CONTAINING MEDIUM CHAIN TRIGLYCERIDES FOR USE IN MAKING NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND TOPICAL FORMULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2004.


**UNBRAKEABLE**

FOR SECURITY DEVICES, NAMELY METAL LOCKS FOR PREVENTING UNWANTED ACCESS TO BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2003.


**INTERFOIL**

FOR ALUMINUM FOIL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


**BLAST LITE**

FOR METAL FRAMED SECURITY WINDOWS FOR BUILDINGS HINGED AND NON-HINGED (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2002.


**MAXIM MP-PLUS**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,212,680.
FOR DOOR AND WINDOW HARDWARE, MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL, NAMELY BRACKETS, TRACKS, LATCHES, LOCKS, HANDLES, HINGES, OPERATORS, LEVERSETS AND SNUBBERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.


**VECTORFORM**

FOR COMPONENTS FOR METAL MOLD ASSEMBLIES, NAMELY DEVICES FOR FORMING AND RELIEVING UNDERCUTS IN MOLDED ARTICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-23-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2004.


**5 OCEANS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OCEANS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MARINE HARDWARE AND MARINE PRODUCTS, NAMELY METAL HANDLES, ANCHORS, METAL MARINE LADDERS, METAL MARINE CABINET HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-2-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


**PARADIGM**

FOR EQUIPMENT FOR MAKING AND COATING EYEGLASS LENSES, NAMELY, LENS CURING CHAMBERS, LENS COATING CHAMBERS, LENS MOLDS, LENS MOLD GASKETS, LENS COATING APPLICATORS, LENS CHAMBER COOLING EQUIPMENT, AND MOLD AXIS ALIGNERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1999.
CLASS 7—(Continued).

COROBORE


AXXIS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SINEWAVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


AIRDEFENSE

FOR MECHANICAL DOCK LEVELERS USED TO SPAN AND COMPENSATE FOR SPACE AND HEIGHTS DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN A LOADING DOCK AND A VEHICLE; AND VEHICLE RESTRAINT MECHANISMS MOUNTED ON LOADING DOCKS TO SECURE A VEHICLE TO THE LOADING DOCK DURING LOADING AND UNLOADING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35). FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

METRIC-E


2,915,160. TRACK TAMER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


Quantum Stylist

CLASS 7—(Continued).


**ISORITE**

FOR MULTILATERAL OIL AND GAS WELL SUBSURFACE COMPLETION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, LATCH COUPLINGS, LANDING NIPPLES, PACKERS, SLEEVES, WHIPSTOCKS, AND DEFLECTORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

2,915,198. FORWARD TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. SN 78-234,150. PUB. 1-6-2004, FILED 4-4-2003.

**VERTIFLOW**

FOR SONIC CLEANERS FOR REMOVING CONTAMINANTS FROM SURFACES FOR COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.


**SO MUCH POWER. SO LITTLE PUSHING.**

FOR ELECTRICAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.


**RIP MASTER**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ATTACHMENT FOR POWER CIRCULAR SAWS, NAMELY, A RIP-GUIDE THAT ACTS AS A GUIDE FOR MAKING ACCURATE, STRAIGHT CUTS OF VARIOUS WIDTHS IN MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


**PERFORMANCE IMPORT TRENDS**

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE VEHICLE MUFFLERS AND VEHICLE ENGINE PARTS, NAMELY AIR INTAKES, SPARK PLUG WIRE COVERS, BATTERY TOWARDS AND VALVE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.


**GUV**

FOR FLOOR CARE APPLIANCES, NAMELY, VACUUM CLEANERS, BARE FLOOR CLEANERS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2004.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS


**PICKUP PRO**

FOR HAND TOOL FOR PICKING UP OBJECTS OR EXTENDING ONE'S REACH (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2004.


**CA-BRUSH**

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, BRUSHES USED TO APPLY LIQUID ADHESIVES USED FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.
CLASS 8—(Continued).

2,914,933. ROVCAL, INC., MADISON, WI. SN 76-510,541.
PUB. 1-6-2004, FILED 5-1-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,357,665.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ELECTRIC RAZORS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).


PRO FOAM
FOR MANUAL LAWN AND GARDEN SPRAYERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


CADENCE
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS IN THE NATURE OF VOICEMAIL AND FAXSIMILE SYSTEMS, EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN, TESTING, FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SIRIUS
FOR STEREO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, RECEIVERS, TUNERS, CD PLAYERS, REMOTE CONTROLS, CAR AUDIO SYSTEM COMPOSED OF TAPE AND CD PLAYERS AND CD CHARGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


SIRAS
FOR SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL SOLD AS A UNIT FOR VERIFYING AND VALIDATING SPECIFIC SALES TRANSACTION DATA AND ELIGIBILITY FOR PRODUCT RETURN, WARRANTY AND/OR REPAIR, ALL EXCLUDING VERIFYING OR VALIDATING CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD OR CHECK PURCHASE DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.


ENOSE
FOR ELECTRIC SENSORS AND ELECTRONIC SENSING SYSTEMS COMPRISING CHEMICAL SENSORS FOR DETECTING VARIOUS STIMULI INCLUDING VAPORS AND ODORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SIRIUS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR COMPACT DISCS AND DVD'S FEATURING RECORDED MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

2,914,738. YUGEN KAISHA PRIME MOTION, TA PRIME MOTION INC., NAGANO-KEN, JAPAN. SN 76-017,066. PUB. 7-2-2002, FILED 4-3-2000.

PRIME MOTION


B' ACTIVE

FOR OPTICAL GOODS AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, SPECTACLES, SUNGLASSES, SAFETY GOGGLES, CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLE LENSES, LENS BLANKS AND OPHTHALMIC LENSES OF ALL TYPES NOT INCLUDING INTRAOCULAR LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2001.

2,914,743. DOLLOFF, CRAIG C., DUXBURY, MA. SN 76-076,918. PUB. 5-8-2001, FILED 6-21-2000.

PORT SUN


TRINITY


CREE LIGHTING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES, PHOTODIODES, LASER DIODES; SILICON CARBIDE SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.


THINKANYWHERE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE THAT ALLOWS PERSONS TO ACCESS BROKERAGE ACCOUNTS AND TRADE SECURITIES FROM ANYWHERE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

2,914,756. HAINLINE, JERRAMY, PHOENIX, AZ. SN 76-184,887. PUB. 7-17-2001, FILED 12-14-2000.

SHADOW SPORTS


NANOBLOCK


WORLDBOX

APPI

FOR ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PHOTOIONIZATION SPECTROMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE BIG KIDZ BAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SERIES OF PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO CASSSETTES, VIDEOCASSSETTES AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.

COMMUNICATION MINING

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE FOR EXTRACTING INFORMATION FROM VIDEO, AUDIO, TEXT AND STREAMING MEDIA IN REAL-TIME, FOR TRANSFORMING AUDIO DATA TO TEXT, FOR SEGMENTING AND PROCESSING INCOMING DATA STREAMS BY MEANS OF DISCRIMINATING AND QUALITY CRITERIA, FOR MONITORING INCOMING DATA STREAMS FOR INFORMATION SOUGHT AND FOR GENERATING AND UPDATING DATABASES BY USING SUCH EXTRACTED INFORMATION, AS WELL AS SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING DATA FROM DATABASES BY EMPLOYING ADVANCED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES AND PROVIDING FULL TEXT SEARCH CRITERIA; SPEECH RECOGNITION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS

FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS AND AUTOMOBILE SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

SUPER MARIO SUNSHINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,303,633, 1,546,563, AND 2,345,441.
FOR OPTICAL DISCS FEATURING GAMES, GAME HINTS, GAME FACTS, MUSIC AND STORIES; COMPUTER GAME DISCS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC GAME DISCS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-26-2002.

RAVEN
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR MONITORING, TESTING AND MEASURING RADIO FREQUENCY SIGNALS IN THE FIELD OF SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE AND INTERFERENCE INVESTIGATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.


LABSHARE
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH THAT PROVIDES A SECURE, SHARED ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH MULTIPLE SIMULTANEOUS USERS FROM ACROSS A SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION CAN STORE, ACCESS, MANAGE, SHARE, AND SEARCH DATA IN DATABASES, AND THAT PROVIDES SEARCH RESULTS THAT ARE GRAPHICALLY DISPLAYED AND CUSTOMIZABLE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ER1
FOR PROGRAMMABLE PERSONAL, AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; ROBOT COMPONENTS, NAMELY, CONTROL UNITS AND INFRARED SENSORS, RADAR SENSORS, MOTION SENSORS, AUDIO SENSORS, MICROPHONES, AUDIO SPEAKERS, AND ULTRASONIC SENSORS, ULTRA WIDE BAND SENSORS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, CIRCUIT BOARDS AND MEMORY CARDS; WIRELESS RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS, AND PROCESSORS FOR PERSONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; VIDEO CAMERAS FOR PERSONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; ROBOTIC SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, NAMELY, ROBOT OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAMS, SOFTWARE FOR INTERFACING WITH A ROBOT, ACTUATOR INTERFACES, ENVIRONMENT MODELING AND MAPPING SOFTWARE, NAVIGATION SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR SIMULATING COMPUTER GENERATED PERSONALITIES, SPEECH RECOGNITION AND VOICE SYNTHESIS SOFTWARE, REMOTE MODELING AND FEEDBACK SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR CONFIGURING AND MAINTAINING ROBOTS; NETWORK INTERFACES, NAMELY, INTERNET BASED DIALOG SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE FOR VOICE ACTIVATED PHONE CALLS; SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING CONVERSATION SIMULATION, VOICE CONTROLLED WEB QUERIES, CALENDARS, AND FOR AUTOMATICALLY PLAYING MUSIC THAT RESIDES ON A PERSONAL COMPUTER OR LAPTOP COMPUTER, WHICH USES AUDIO OR VISUAL COMMANDS, COMPACT DISCS COMPRISING DIGITAL PHOTO ALBUMS, SECURITY SENSOR SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO ALARMS, HEAT SENSORS, AND VIDEO CAMERAS THAT ARE MOBILE OR AUTONOMOUS AND ARE USED FOR THE OPERATION OF PERSONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, ULTRA WIDE BAND POSITION SENSORS, LIGHT SENSORS, BUMP SENSORS, DIGITAL ACQUISITION CARDS, FIREWIRE CARDS, INDUCTIVE CHARGER FOR ELECTRONICS, BATTERIES, ELECTRIC MOTOR KILL SWITCHES AND ELECTRIC CONTROLLERS; COMPUTER FIRMWARE USED FOR CONTROLLING HARDWARE COMPONENTS OF PERSONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT TOOL PROGRAMS FOR OPERATING PERSONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOBBY USE ROBOTS; ROBOTIC ARMS AND ROBOTIC DISPLAYS FOR HOBBY, PERSONAL OR LABORATORY USE, ULTRA WIDE BAND POSITION SENSORS AND INDUCTIVE CHARGING STATIONS; INTERACTIVE GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MED CARE CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC SMART CARD CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED FOR PROVIDING READABLE PATIENT DATA, NAMELY BIOGRAPHIC DATA, HEALTH HISTORY AND/OR INSURANCE PROVIDER INFORMATION; COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPRISING SMART CARD READER, COMPUTER, COMPUTER MONITOR AND OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN READING AND INTERPRETING DATA STORED ON A SMART CARD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.


BABY BANZ
OWNER OF AUSTRALIA REG. NO. 868521, DATED 3-7-2001, EXPIRES 3-7-2011.
FOR OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY EYEGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 22, 26, 30 AND 33).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
UNCOMMON TRAX


CHEETAH SPEED SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELECTRICAL PARTS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC JUNCTION BOXES, METAL AND NON-METAL WALL BOXES FOR ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTIONS EXCLUDING CONDUIT CONNECTIONS, A/C DEVICES, OUTLETS FOR ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS, SWITCHES, PLUGS, FACE PLATES FOR USE ON ELECTRIC WALL BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

NETMOSA

FOR COMPUTER TELEPHONY SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES TELEPHONE ACTIVITIES TO BE PERFORMED THROUGH A COMPUTER; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES, ROUTERS, AND EXCHANGE FACILITIES, NAMELY, COMMUNICATION HUBS; SWITCHING HUBS, ETHERNET HUBS, ETHERNET SWITCHES, BROADBAND MODEM CONNECTIONS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE IN THE NATURE OF GATEWAYS; INTEGRATED SERVICE DIGITAL TELEPHONES FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER HARDWARE IN THE NATURE OF ROUTERS, COMPUTER TERMINALS, DIGITAL DROP ROUTERS, AND MODEMS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADAPTERS, NAMELY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS SWITCHES, AND COMPUTER NETWORK DEVICES, NAMELY, Repeaters (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 9-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2002.

ALL AMERICAN FREERIDE

CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NETWORK AND SYSTEMS MONITORING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CRESTRON ROOMVIEW
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,324,244, 2,557,930, AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

2,914,935. ROXIO, INC., SANTA CLARA, CA. SN 76-511,779.

PLUG & BURN
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERS VIDEOS TO OPTICAL MEDIA AND USER MANUALS SOLD TOGETHER THEREWITH AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

2,914,962. DELFERT, SHIRLEE PETERSON, BRIDGETON, MO. SN 76-530,349. PUB. 4-6-2004, FILED 6-26-2003.

WEALTHGUARD
FOR RECORDED WALLET SIZE STORAGE DISKS FEATURING LEGAL DOCUMENTS WITH SIGNATURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2004.

2,914,971. INNOVATIVE PRODUCT ACHIEVEMENTS, INC, DULUTH, GA. SN 76-536,083. PUB. 6-8-2004, FILED 7-21-2003.

FOR VENDING MACHINES FOR DISBURSING AND INVENTORYING SCRUBSUITS AND OTHER GARMENTS USED IN HEALTHCARE IN MEDICAL FACILITIES AND ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DVDS, CDs AND DIGITAL AUDIO AND VISUAL TAPES AND DISCS CONTAINING COURSES OF STUDY AT THE PRIMARY SECONDARY AND COLLEGE LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2003.


PIEZOPROX
FOR ELECTRONIC SWITCHING ASSEMBLIES INCORPORATING PIEZOELECTRIC AND PROXIMITY ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-26-1948; IN COMMERCE 11-26-1948.


RXSURE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC AUTOMATED DEVICES COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED TO SUPPORT COMPLIANCE OR ADHERENCE WITH MEDICATION REGIMENS BY PROVIDING PATIENTS WITH NOTIFICATION, INSTRUCTION, AND REINFORCEMENT MEANS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPECTACLES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EYEGLASSES AND SUNGLASSES; EYEGLASS LENSES AND SUNGLASS LENSES; EYEGLASS FRAMES AND SUNGLASS FRAMES; EYEGLASS AND SUNGLASS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,390,284, 2,275,384, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION; AUDIO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAMES RECORDED ON CD-ROM FOR USE IN FREESTANDING VIDEO GAME MACHINES; AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS, NAMELY, GAME CARTRIDGES FOR COMPUTER VIDEO GAMES AND VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SOLD AS A UNIT, COMPUTER GAME CASSETTES, COMPUTER GAME TAPES AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT; THEATRICAL OR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; THEATRICAL OR MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; LASER DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS, DVD FEATURING LIVE ACTION ANIMATION, THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-14-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2001.

ESTERLINE OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,905,295.

FOR AEROSPACE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SENSORS; ELECTRICAL PENETRATION ASSEMBLIES FOR CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS; ILLUMINATED SWITCHES; INDICATORS; ENUNCIATORS; INTEGRATED PANELS PROVIDING MULTIPLE SWITCHING FUNCTIONS; ELECTRONIC MODULES AND INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES FOR KEYBOARDS, NAMELY, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, KEY PADS, CONTROL PANELS, SWITCH ARRAYS, AND COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS; INPUT COMPONENTS, INPUT PRODUCTS AND INPUT DEVICES, NAMELY, ENCODERS, JOYSTICKS, ELECTRONIC COMPUTER KEYPADS, KEYPADS, AND COMPUTER CURSOR CONTROL DEVICES, NAMELY TRACKBALL, TOUCHSCREENS AND TOUCHPADS; INTERFACE PORTS FOR CONNECTING PERIPHERAL DEVICES TO A HOST COMPUTER; ELECTRONIC INPUT CONTROLLERS; CONTROL PANELS; ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, LIGHT EMITTING DIODE DISPLAYS, LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS, ELECTRON-LUMINESCENT AND CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS AND INDICATORS; SLIDE POTENTIOMETERS; ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS AND SENSORS; TACHOMETERS; OPTICAL ENCODERS; SYNCHROS, RESOLVERS, AND TRANSDUCERS FOR USE IN MOTION CONTROL, TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR AUDIO, VIDEO, COMPUTER AND LASER DISCS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, PRE-RECORDED COMPUTER DISCS, FEATURING BASKETBALL, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY MOUSE PADS, COMPUTER MOUSE, DISC CASES, COMPUTER CARRY-ON CASES, KEYBOARD WRIST PADS, COMPUTER MONITOR CARDBOARD FRAMES, ALL RELATED TO BASKETBALL; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING INFORMATION, STATISTICS OR TRIVIA ABOUT BASKETBALL; COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING BASKETBALL, NAMELY SCREEN SAVERS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; RADIO AND TELEPHONES; BINOCULARS; SUNGLASSES; EYEGLASS FRAMES; EYEWEAR STRAPS AND CHAINS; EYEGLASS AND SUNGLASS CASES; MAGNETS; PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL PROVIDED OVER THE INTERNET; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING INFORMATION, STATISTICAL INFORMATION, TRIVIA, DATABASE OF INFORMATION, DATABASE OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION, DATABASE OF TRIVIA, POLLING INFORMATION, AND INTERACTIVE POLLING IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL PROVIDED OVER THE INTERNET; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS SCREENSAVERS, WALLPAPER, BROWSER, SKINS, AND CURSORS PROVIDED OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR MAGNETS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC DART GAMES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC AND TELEVISION FILMS FEATURING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PHONOGRAPHIC RECORDS FEATURING MUSIC RELATING TO SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PRE-RECORDED CD DISCS AND AUDIO TAPES FEATURING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; COIN-FED AMUSEMENT GAMING MACHINES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; AUDIO AND VISUAL CASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC AND SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC AND SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING MUSIC RELATING TO SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; COMPUTER GAME AND VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; DIGITAL CAMERAS WITH CD ROM; MOUSE PADS; DISPOSABLE CAMERAS; SUNGLASSES; SUNGLASS CASES; SUNGLASS CORDS; PRESCRIPTION GLASSES; OPTICAL CASES FOR STORING GLASSES; SAFETY HELMETS, WALKIE-TALKIES, AND TOY ROBOTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


AKUTER

FOR CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR USER-AUTHORING OF COMPUTER-BASED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR TRAINING, MARKETING AND RESEARCH USING INTERNET, EXTRANETS AND INTRANETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF SPANISH WORD "TREAL" WHICH IS A SPANISH CONTRACTION OF "TIEMPO REAL" IS "REAL TIME".
FOR MANUAL DATA ENTRY DEVICES, NAMELY, SHORTHAND KEYBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


BANDWIDTH IN A BOX

FOR COMMUNICATIONS SERVERS FOR TRANSMISSION OF SIGNALS BETWEEN COMPUTER DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2004.


DIGIDELAY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,581,245.
FOR ELECTRONIC AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSORS AND SOUND MODIFICATION UNITS FOR USE WITH MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC SOUND EFFECT PEDALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.


TURBOLAW

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ATTORNEYS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE AUTOMATION AND PREPARATION OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS FOR USE IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF LAW AMONG MULTIPLE JURISDICTIONS, TO WIT, STATE AND FEDERAL JURISDICTIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ITS TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS, EXCLUDING SOFTWARE FOR TAX PLANNING, TAX PREPARATION AND PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


WEBSPHERE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,350,746.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WEB SITE DESIGN AND HOSTING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.


MEMX

FOR OPTICAL SWITCHES FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


TRUSTED EVERYWHERE

FOR ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCES, NAMELY, ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS, BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 9—(Continued).


OLIGHT

2,915,123. MICROSTRATEGY INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. SN 78-171,862. PUB. 1-6-2004, FILED 10-7-2002.
QUERY TONE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DECISION SUPPORT AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 8-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2004.


FOR DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING DATA IN THE FIELD OF STERILITY TESTING IN CLINICAL AND INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPERATING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS USED IN THE FIELD OF STERILITY TESTING IN CLINICAL AND INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING DATA IN THE FIELD OF STERILITY TESTING IN CLINICAL AND INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 2-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.

VINYL SUITE

ACCEPTE LIGENCE
CLASS 9—(Continued).


TL LEAD MANAGER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING AND FACILITATING COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSFER OF INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, THE INTERNET OR INTRANETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

2,915,156. HOME AUTOMATION, INC., NEW ORLEANS, LA. SN 78-202,014. PUB. 6-22-2004, FILED 1-10-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,002,373.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OMNITOUCH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC MICROCONTROLLER WITH A LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY TOUCHSCREEN DESIGNED TO INTERFACE WITH HAI BRAND CONTROLLERS TO PROVIDE SECURITY, LIGHTING AND APPLIANCE CONTROL AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS; CIRCUIT BOARDS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.


LTQ

FOR MASS SPECTROMETRY EQUIPMENT, INSTRUMENTS AND SYSTEMS, NAMELY LABORATORY ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETERS AND SYSTEMS COMPRISED PRIMARILY ON ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 35).


FIELDPILOT

FOR AUTOSTEERING SYSTEM FOR MOBILE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.


INTREPID

FOR PLUMBING FIXTURES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC METERING FAUCETS FOR LAVATORIES; AND PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


BRAIN TYPING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,054,087.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BOOKS, VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO TAPES, AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT THE HUMAN BRAIN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SPACEGRIPS

FOR COMPUTER CURSOR CONTROL DEVICES, NAMELY, HAND HELD INPUT DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2003.
HEALTH-HOP

For compact discs featuring educational information of the subject of medical information, music, and preventive medicine for conditions in the nature of asthma, HIV, violence, diabetes, teen pregnancy, smoking cessation, sickle cell disease, eating disorders, and substance abuse (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, and 38).


LESSONVIEW

For computer software application comprised of tools to assist educators in planning and managing classroom instruction, namely, a lesson planner, resource library, calendar, and address book (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, and 38).


GLOBAL VILLAGE KIDS

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use kids, apart from the mark as shown, for children’s educational and entertainment products, namely, children’s video tapes, and prerecorded compact discs and video tapes and audio cassettes featuring songs and nursery rhymes (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, and 38).


PLAYCENTRAL

For self-service kiosk for the purchase of lottery or gaming products (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, and 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).

CONTROLBOARD

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SCHEDULING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


COMPUTERSETC.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2004.


HOT STUFF

FOR WELDING OUTFIT SOLD AS A UNIT, INCLUDING ONE OR MORE WELDING TORCHES, WELDING TIPS, CUTTING TIPS, GAS REGULATORS AND HOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

"BRACEMAN"

FOR MEDICAL BRACES FOR WRISTS, BACKS, LEGS, ARMS, KNEES, LIMBS AND JOINTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.


PGD

FOR IMMUNOASSAY SCREENING TEST KITS FOR USE IN DETECTING BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2004.

CLASS 10—(Continued).

NANO

FOR HEARING AIDS AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


CLASS 10—(Continued).

SWEET CHEEKS

FOR ImitATION SEXUAL ORGANS, NAMELY PENISES; STIMULATION DEVICES FOR AIDING IN SEXUAL AROUSAL AND SEXUAL PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.


AIRBRUSH

FOR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY TISSUE ASPIRATORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
CLASS 10—(Continued).


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002497931, FILED 12-11-2001, REG. NO. 002497931, DATED 6-6-2003, EXPIRES 12-11-2011. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. APPLICANT STATES THAT THE DIAGONAL, UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT, LINES INDICATE THE COLOR GREEN AND THE HORIZONTAL LINES INDICATE THE COLOR BLUE.

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY PROBES FOR MEDICAL, DIAGNOSTIC AND RESEARCH PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2003.


LACTOPRENE
FOR SUTURES AND OTHER IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, MESHES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.


MONOPRENE
FOR SUTURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-17-2002; IN COMMERCCE 6-17-2002.


AURIA
FOR BEHIND-THE-EAR (BTE) SOUND PROCESSOR AND HEADPIECE OF A COCHLEAR IMPLANT SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

SKINCLEAR
FOR LIGHT BASED HAIR REMOVAL MACHINE HAVING A BROAD BAND LIGHT SOURCE USABLE FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

ORTOSIM
FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SURGICAL BLADES, SAWS, AND KNIVES, SURGICAL CLIPS, SURGICAL SCISSORS, HYPODERMIC SYRINGES AND NEEDLES, SURGICAL THREAD, SUTURES, SURGICAL COMPRESSES AND COMPRESSION BANDAGES, SURGICAL GLOVES, STERILIZATION UNITS FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL ELECTRODES, RADIOLOGICAL APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL PURPOSES, X-RAY APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL USE, AND X-RAY DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL USE; BITE TRAYS, DENTAL HANDPIECES, DENTAL PICKS, DENTAL BURRS, SURGICAL AND DENTAL MIRRORS, ORTHODONTICS APPLIANCES, BRACES FOR TEETH, ARTIFICIAL TEETH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2004.

SELOX
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30260921.0/1, FILED 12-31-2002, REG. NO. 30260921, DATED 2-18-2003, EXPIRES 12-31-2012.

FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, MEDICAL EQUIPMENT FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES, AND ELECTROMEDICAL DEVICES AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF TISSUE AND NERVES, APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING CIRCULATION, MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR DIAGNOSING, MONITORING AND TREATING SUSPECTED HEART CONDITIONS, NAMELY PACE-MAKERS, DEFIBRILLATORS, AND CARDIOVERTERS; ARTIFICIAL ORGANS, ENDOPROSTHESES, SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2004.
CLASS 10—(Continued).


BK TODAY


AFO TODAY


INNOVATIVE DESIGNS FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING


CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS


BOWLSEYE


SURROUND SHOWER


HEAT TORCH


WARM GLOW


CLAIRETTE

FOR PLUMBING FIXTURES, NAMELY KITCHEN SINK FAUCET WITH PULL-DOWN SPRAY; AND PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
CLASS 11—(Continued).


MONTALLEGRO

FOR BATHROOM FIXTURES, NAMELY, TOILET BOWLS, TOILET LIDS, TOILET SEATS, TOILET TANKS, URINALS, LAVATORIES, SINKS, PEDESTAL SINKS, WALL MOUNTED SINKS, AND PLUMBING FIXTURES NAMELY DRAINS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2003.


SPLENDORS

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES FOR HOT TUBS AND SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2003.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES


JORDAN

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S TRICYCLES, BICYCLES, BICYCLE ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREFOR; NAMELY, SADDLES AND SADDLE COVERS, TIRES, AND INNER TUBES THEREFOR, TOE CLIPS, CHAIN STAYS, HANDLEBARS, FORKS AND SUSPENSIONS; WATER BOTTLE RACKS AND CHILD CARRIERS WHICH ATTACH TO BICYCLES, BICYCLE PUMPS AND SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.


AVIATOR

FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


SANI STATION

FOR TIRES, WHEELS AND WHEEL RIMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TWO-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES, BICYCLES AND AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


AVATAR

FOR JUVENILE PRODUCTS, NAMELY CHILDREN'S CAR SEATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.


TYRO

FOR JUVENILE PRODUCTS, NAMELY CHILDREN'S CAR SEATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.


HANDY PAL

FOR BABY STROLLER ACCESSORY, NAMELY, A METAL HOOK WITH AN ADJUSTABLE STRAP TO SECURE HANDBAGS TO STROLLER HANDLE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


AVIATOR

FOR TIRES, WHEELS AND WHEEL RIMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TWO-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES, BICYCLES AND AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


SANI STATION

FOR REFILLABLE LIQUID DISPENSER FOR MOUNTING TO A FLAT SURFACE WITHIN VEHICLES OR BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY


FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 5-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2001.


NAMECHARMERS

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 2-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2003.


DOMENICA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "DOMENICA" IS "SUNDAY".

FOR CLOCKS, INCLUDING ALARM CLOCKS, AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-29-2003.

2,914,970. CMC CUSTOM GIFTS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. SN 76-535,096. PUB. 2-3-2004, FILED 8-6-2003.

CAP CLIPS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAP CLIPS" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY PINS AND CLIPS OF VARIOUS DESIGNS TO ATTACH TO HATS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

CLASS 14—(Continued).


LUCIDA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,526,034 AND 2,602,024.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LUCIDA" IS "LUCID".

FOR WATCHES AND BROOCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 6-25-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2004.


9 NINE WEST

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,198,938, 2,322,474, AND OTHERS.


ARTS SAKE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CUSTOM FINE ART AND CRAFT PIECES, NAMELY, JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS METAL SCULPTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 7-9-1982; IN COMMERCE 5-11-1983.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


POT APRON


CLASS 16—(Continued).


GREENHOUSE

FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS AND MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MARKETING, ADVERTISING SERVICES, AND CORPORATE BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.


TAT'TUDES

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, TEMPORARY TATTOOS INCORPORATING MULTI-COLORED DESIGNS AND PATTERNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


REXEL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 110,189.
FOR DOCUMENT LAMINATING MACHINES FOR OFFICE USE, DOCUMENT BINDING MACHINES FOR OFFICE USE, DOCUMENT SHREDDERS FOR OFFICE USE, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


HRYMFAXE

THE TERM "HRYMFAXE" IS THE NAME OF A MYTHICAL HORSE IN A NORWEGIAN FOLK TALE.
FOR FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS DEALING WITH A VARIETY OF TOPICS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


NEVER TOO OLD TO ROCK AND ROLL

FOR NON-FICTION SERIES OF BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


MENTURA

FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS AND PRINTED LESSON PLANS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN’S EDUCATION, K-12 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


AWAKENING IMAGES
BY KAYLEY ROSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IMAGES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
CLASS 16—(Continued).

FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,597,419, 2,711,978, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "READING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR READING INTERVENTION PROGRAM COMPRISING A SERIES OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS, TEACHING GUIDES, PLACEMENT GUIDES, TEST BOOKS; AND STUDENT WORKBOOKS IN THE FIELD OF READING IMPROVEMENT FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2003.

TRUE COUNT
FOR POLY PROPYLENE BAGS USED FOR TRANSIT OF DRY CLEANING FROM A DRY CLEANING FACILITY AND SUBSEQUENT STORAGE IN A CLOSET (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FOR DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, PAPER FLAGS, PENS, PENCILS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER COASTERS, STATIONARY, ENVELOPES, POSTCARDS, WRAPING PAPER, BOOK COVERS, FOLDERS, NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS, WRITING PADS, WRITING TABLETS, CALENDARS, DESK CALENDARS, PLANNING AND APPOINTMENT BOOKS, FILE FOLDERS, STATIONARY, AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CATALOGUES, PROGRAMS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, DIRECTORIES, CLASSIFIED DIRECTORIES, ACADEMIC MONOGRAPHS, PRINTED REPORTS AND PAPERS, ALL RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES OFFERED AT THE UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE LEVELS; ADVERTISING DIRECTORIES AND YEARBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BACK TALK
FOR REMOVABLE, DECORATIVE STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-23-2002.
MUSIC CATS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND MUSIC INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


ASK YOUR PERSONAL TRAINER


ACADIAN

FOR PRINTING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FOOD FOR TALK

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, A COLLECTION OF QUESTIONS PRINTED ON CARDS FOR USE BY FAMILIES AT MEAL TIME TO ENCOURAGE CONVERSATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2004.
CLASS 16—(Continued).


MANAGERMOM

FOR SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS IN THE NATURE OF MANUALS FOR HOME ORGANIZATION AND FAMILY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES AND SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-29-2004.


POSTMARK PLUS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,017,992.
FOR PRINTING PAPER FOR CONVERSION TO ENVELOPES, FORMS AND OTHER PRINTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2003.


GENER8

FOR GENERAL INTEREST MAGAZINE FOR TEEN-AGE BOYS RELATING TO LIFESTYLE, MUSIC, GAMES, SPORTS AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


QUILTAGAMI

FOR SERIES OF BOOKS ON HANDICRAFTS AND QUILTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS


AMCOR

FOR SEMI-PROCESSED POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE PREFORMS FOR MANUFACTURING OF FOOD AND DRINK JARS AND BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-28-2004.

CLASS 17—(Continued).


POWERBEAD

FOR GASKET MAKING COMPOUNDS, SEALANTS FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE, SEALANTS FOR USE WITH THREADED ASSEMBLIES, GASKETING PREPARATIONS, RUBBER BOTTLE NOZZLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS


FOR HANDBAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETS, BACKPACKS, LUGGAGE, PURSES, TOTE BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TRAVEL BAGS, FANNY BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS WITH WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 18—(Continued).


FOR HANDBAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETS, BACKPACKS, LUGGAGE, PURSES, TOTE BAGS, COSMETIC PURSES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 12-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2004.


JSF

FOR ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, BOOK BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 7-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DRAWING IN THE SHAPE OF A STAR OR STYLIZED "X". COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS PART OF THE MARK.


AGGRETEX

FOR CEMENTITIOUS MIXTURES FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTING DECORATIVE SURFACES FOR SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS; CEMENTITIOUS SURFACES FOR USE IN CREATING SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS; AGGREGATE COMPOSED OF NATURAL HARD MATERIALS, SYNTHETIC HARD MATERIALS, CERAMIC, CERAMIC CHIPS, MARBLE, MARBLE CHIPS, GRANITE, GRANITE CHIPS, SEA SHELLS, SEA SHELL CHIPS, SEA CRUSTACEAN REMAINS, FRAGMENTS OF SEA CRUSTACEAN REMAINS, GLASS, GLASS CHIPS, NATURAL AGGREGATES SELECTED FOR THEIR COLOR, NATURAL AGGREGATES SELECTED FOR THEIR ATTRACTION AND STRENGTH, FOR USE IN FORMING SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS AND FOR USE IN CREATING DECORATIVE SURFACES ON SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-25-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-25-2004.


AGGRETEX

FOR CEMENTITIOUS MIXTURES FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTING DECORATIVE SURFACES FOR SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS; CEMENTITIOUS SURFACES FOR USE IN CREATING SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS; AGGREGATE COMPOSED OF NATURAL HARD MATERIALS, SYNTHETIC HARD MATERIALS, CERAMIC, CERAMIC CHIPS, MARBLE, MARBLE CHIPS, GRANITE, GRANITE CHIPS, SEA SHELLS, SEA SHELL CHIPS, SEA CRUSTACEAN REMAINS, FRAGMENTS OF SEA CRUSTACEAN REMAINS, GLASS, GLASS CHIPS, NATURAL AGGREGATES SELECTED FOR THEIR COLOR, NATURAL AGGREGATES SELECTED FOR THEIR ATTRACTION AND STRENGTH, FOR USE IN FORMING SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS, STAIRWAYS, WALLS, PORCH FLOORS, ATRIUM FLOORS, PAVERS, STEPPING STONES, GUTTERS, CROSSWALKS, PARKING DELINEATIONS, OR ROADS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-25-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-25-2004.

CAPRI

FOR DOORS NOT MADE OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2004.
MIND GAMES

FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DECORATIVE ACOUSTIC CEILING TILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-6-2004.

BRING HOME THE BEST

FOR PLASTIC BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, FENCES AND FENCING, FENCE POSTS, FENCE GATES, FENCE PANELS, FENCE BRACKETS, FENCE SUPPORTS, FENCE Hinges, FENCE LATCHES, FENCE CAPS, DECKING, LATTICES, FENCE RAILS, AND PEG-BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-26-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2004.

DENSA RMOR

FOR GYPSUM BOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FLOORACTIV

FOR WOOD FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2004.
TRUE ADJUST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADJUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER FURNITURE, INCLUDING COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS, COMPUTER KEYBOARD TRAYS, AND LAPTOP STANDS; PRESENTATION STANDS, TABLES, CARTS, AUDIO VISUAL FURNITURE AND LECTE RNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-9-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2004.

LANCASTER COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR OUTDOOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, AND 50).


COLONNADE

FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


ROOM RAVES

FOR FURNITURE AND ROOM DECOR ITEMS, NAMELY, PICTURE FRAMES, BEANBAG CHAIRS, SMALL DRESSERS, HANGING MIRRORS, DECORATIVE BEAD CURTAINS, SLEEPING BAGS AND PILLOWS THEREFORE, FOLDING CHAIRS, FOLD-OUT SLEEPING CHAIRS AND SOFAS, DECORATIVE PILLOWS, BATH PILLOWS, NON-METAL KEY CHAINS, NON-METAL CLOSET HOOKS, NON-METAL PLANT HOOKS, TOY BOXES, PLASTIC TUBS, CURTAIN RODS, AND DECORATIVE ROD-ENDS FOR CURTAIN RODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.
CLASS 21—(Continued).


**TVP POTTERY**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POTTERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR SELF-WATERING FLOWER POTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50)


**PRINGLE PAK**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 875,749, 916,415, AND 2,192,334.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PLASTIC CONTAINER FOR FOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50)


**ARTICA**

FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50)

FIRST USE 8-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2004.


**SORBET**

FOR PLASTIC STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, NAMELY, TOTES, PAILS, FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS, AND CLEAR STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR SHOES AND OTHER APPAREL SUCH AS SWEATERS, AND COVERS FOR SUCH CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


CLASS 21—(Continued).


**WELDERFABRIC**

FOR HEATER PLATEN FABRIC MADE OF FIBERGLASS FOR USE IN JOINING VINYL WINDOW COMPONENTS IN A VINYL WINDOW MANUFACTURING PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50)

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


**X-TEX**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,720,084.

FOR ABSORBENTS, ABSORBENT FIBERS AND ABSORBENT BLANKETS FOR USE IN ABSORBING CHEMICAL CONTAMINANTS FROM SURFACES OR LIQUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50)


**CARPOCKET**

FOR PROTECTIVE CAR ENCLOSURES IN THE NATURE OF UNFITTED COVERS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50)

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS

2,914,795. SINAI, ANDREA MICHELE PICCIOTTO, NEW YORK, NY. SN 76-335,279. PUB. 1-7-2003, FILED 11-7-2001.

**THE TALL TOWEL**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOWEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR TOWELS, BED SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, PILLOW SHAMS, BED SKIRTS, BED LINENS, NAMELY COMFORTER COVERS AND BLANKET COVERS, BED BLANKETS, SHOWER CURTAINS, TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER, TEXTILE NAPKINS, TEXTILE PLACEMATS AND FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF HOUSEWARES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50)

FIRST USE 5-24-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2004.
CLASS 25—(Continued).

2,914,735. STONE INTERNATIONAL, LLC, GREENVILLE, SC. SN 75-934,334. PUB. 7-3-2001, FILED 3-3-2000.

KIDSTUFF


HRYMFAXE

THE TERM "HRYMFAXE" IS THE NAME OF A MYTHICAL HORSE IN A NORWEGIAN FOLK TALE.


CYKO STREETWEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STREETWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


ETHER


BABY FLY


2,914,897. MANGOLD CREATIONS INC, SALT LAKE CITY, UT. SN 76-475,384. PUB. 8-12-2003, FILED 12-16-2002.
MAAROO

The English translation of "MAAROO" is "THE WELCOME MAT".

For clothing, namely, children's and teenager's sportswear, namely, shirts, blouses, T-shirts, sweaters, pullovers, jackets, blazers, coats, vests, jeans, pants, sweatshirts, sweatpants, shorts, Bermuda shorts, ties, belts and ladies' skirts and dresses (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

First use 3-1-2004; in commerce 3-1-2004.

SKYDOGGIE

For shirts, pants, jackets and shoes with characterizations of dogs involved in various activities (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

First use 1-16-2004; in commerce 1-16-2004.

ella fitzgerald

"ELLA FITZGERALD" does not identify a particular living individual.

For clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, footwear, hats, and caps (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

First use 8-1-2004; in commerce 8-1-2004.

Outbrook


The mark consists of the "OUTBROOK". There are no integral design features or colors.

For footwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

First use 8-4-2004; in commerce 8-4-2004.

Asphalt Legend

For apparel, namely, shorts, pants, shirts, tee-shirts, jackets, headwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).


Team Jeans

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "JEANS", apart from the mark as shown.

For apparel, namely, denim jeans, jackets, and shirts (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

First use 9-3-2004; in commerce 9-3-2004.
CLASS 25—(Continued).

2,915,030. VIZCAYA HAT, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. SN 78-096,967. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 12-6-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOQUILLA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HATS MADE OF TOQUILLA STRAW (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW JERSEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, JERSEYS, UNIFORMS, HATS, CAPS, SCARVES, HEADBANDS, JACKETS, COATS, TOPS, PANTS, SOCKS, SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, UNDERWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, TIES, BOTTOMS, WRISTBANDS, SWEATBANDS, HOSIERY, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, T-SHIRTS, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, DRESSES, JUMPSUITS, SKIRTS, OVERALLS, LEGGINGS, WARM-UP SUITS, COMPRESSION SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE NAME "PHILIPPE MATIGNON" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR BRAS, PANTIES, UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, JERSEYS, ROBES, NIGHTGOWNS, HOSIERY, PANTYHOSE AND STOCKINGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


MAKE NO MISTAKE

SEC. 2(F).

FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SLEEP SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, SPORT PANTS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, HEADBANDS, SKI SUITS, SKI GLOVES, SKI HATS, SKI PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


ANTIBRAND

FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, TOPS, SWEATERS, PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SPORTS JACKETS, JACKETS, SUITS, OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, COATS AND JACKETS, SWIMWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, LINGERIE, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, BRAS, BRASIERES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, BELTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-26-2002.


COTTON LITES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,257,652.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COTTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INTIMATE APPAREL AND FIGURE ENHANCING GARMENTS, NAMELY, BRAS, PANTIES, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, UNDERGARMENTS, NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE, UNDERGARMENTS, NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, BRAS, BRASIERES, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, BELTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

2,915,220. QVC, INC., WEST CHESTER, PA. SN 78-242,037.

CURRENCY
FOR HATS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FAITH BASED
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JERSEYS, HATS, CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


US&G
FOR HAT (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


SUDDENLY SEAMLESS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 726,021, 976,882, AND 1,920,943.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEAMLESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "CLASSICO" IS "CLASSIC".
FOR WOMEN'S, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, TROUSERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SUITS, BLAZERS, JACKETS, SHORTS, COATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, HATS, INTIMATE APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, BOOTS, HOSIERY, SOCKS, BELTS, SWIMWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.


ADRIENNE VITTADINI CLASSICO
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,241,274, 2,704,918, AND OTHERS.


ALEXANDRA BARTLETT
"ALEXANDRA BARTLETT" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, TOPS, BLOUSES, WOVEN TOPS, KNIT TOPS, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SLACKS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, VESTS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, DRESSES, LINGERIE, BATH ROBES, NIGHTSHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.


CHARMOSA
FOR SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, SHOES, SANDALS, PANTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, BELTS, SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


EASE UP
FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR, AND STRAPS SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF LINGERIE AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2003.


FALLEN
FOR CLOTHING, HEADWEAR AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY. SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, SWEAT BANDS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS, BELTS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MAX SAFETY FOOTWEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SAFETY FOOTWEAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

PERFORMANCE IMPORT TRENDS

FOR FLOOR MATS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILK BLOOMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE BACKGROUND OF THE FLOWER IS IN BURGUNDY, THE FLOWER ITSELF IS IN WHITE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SINGLE BRANCH OF FLOWERS WITH ONE IN FULL BLOSSOM AND TWO BUDS AND THREE LEAVES.
FOR ARTIFICIAL POLYESTER FLOWERS CONSISTING WHOLLY OR IN PART OF SILK (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FITNESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MANUAL EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, STATIONARY BICYCLES, EXERCISE MACHINES AND MANUAL LEG EXERCISERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

HEAVENLY ROSES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROSES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS AND ARTIFICIAL FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

MOSS MAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TOYS, GAMES, PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES, TOY WEAPONS, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ONE ON ONE FITNESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FITNESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MANUAL EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, STATIONARY BICYCLES, EXERCISE MACHINES AND MANUAL LEG EXERCISERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FRANKIE FIREFIGHTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIREFIGHTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 28—(Continued).

2,914,811. GREAT IDEAS 2 GO, LLC, HUNT VALLEY, MD.
FOR PARTY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

2,914,818. M & C TOY CENTRE LTD., KOWLOON, HONG KONG.
 PATRIOT POWER
FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, DOLLS, TOY ANIMALS;
TOY SWORDS, TOY KNIVES, TOY ARROWS, TOY GRENADES, TOY BULLETS; TOY VEHICLES, TOY CARS, TOY MOTORCYCLES, TOY SNOW VEHICLES, TOY SNOW MOBILES, TOY BOATS, TOY HELICOPTERS; DOLL COSTUME, TOYS SCENES OR SCENERIES; TOY TORCHES; TOY TRAVEL BAGS, TOY BACKBAGS, TOY DIVING SUITS, TOY HANDCUFFS, TOY GLOVES, TOY BOOTS, TOY BINOCULARS; TOY BUILDINGS, DOLL HOUSES, PLAYSETS COMPRISING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOREGOING ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

 YOGA TO GO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR YOGA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, YOGA MATS, AND YOGA BAGS FOR HOLDING MATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

 FANATIX
FOR MINIATURE SKATEBOARDS AS COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

2,914,888. FITNESS QUEST, INC., CANTON, OH. SN 76-466,206. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 11-12-2002.
 GAZELLE FREESTYLE EVOLUTION
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,092,120 AND 2,672,921.
FOR MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

 NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANIMAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR STUFFED TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

2,914,928. DAVIS, RICHARD W., TEMPE, AZ. SN 76-504,371.
 CELL-HOOPS
FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES IN THE NATURE OF CUP AND BALL GAMES AND RING TOSS GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 28—(Continued).


TSUNAMI
FOR FISHING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, RODS, REELS, LURES, TERMINAL TACKLE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2004.


TRAILBLAZER
FOR DOLL FASHIONS, NAMELY, DOLL CLOTHING, COSTUMES AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


TUFF STUFF
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.


MELODY LIGHTS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, A DOLL CRADLE AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.


ULTRAHERO
FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


SILVER SCREEN STAR
FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


ROBO WALKER
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WALKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, REMOTE-CONTROLLED TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


WINTER CONCERT
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.


REV TREDZ KLASH
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; TOY VEHICLE PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


UTILLATEE
FOR GOLF COURSE DIVOT FIXER (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2002.
CLASS 28—(Continued).


WHAT'S TRUMP?

FOR ACCESSORIES FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES, NAMELY, TRUMP INDICATORS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


IDEA

FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


DEVELOPLAY

FOR TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS IN THE NATURE OF ACTIVITY AND INTERACTIVE TOYS, NAMELY, CHILDREN’S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS, ELECTRONIC MUSICAL TOYS, AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT IDENTIFICATION TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2003.


STYLE SCENE

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


LIVE SMART

FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY DUMBBELLS AND RESISTANCE BANDS FOR TRAINING EXERCISES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


FIREFLIDER OUTLAW

FOR REMOTE CONTROLLED HOBBY MODEL AIRCRAFT AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 921,747 AND 924,912. SEC. 2(F) AS TO "CLEVELAND".

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BASKETBALLS, GOLF BALLS, PLAYGROUND BALLS, SPORTS BALLS, RUBBER ACTION BALLS AND FOAM ACTION BALLS, PLUSH BALLS, BASKETBALL NETS, BASKETBALL BACKBOARDS, PUMPS FOR INFLATING BASKETBALLS, AND NEEDLES THEREFOR, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF BAGS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS, TEES, BALL MARKERS, GOLF BAG COVERS, CLUB HEAD COVERS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF BALL SLEEVES, ELECTRONIC BASKETBALL TABLE TOP GAMES, BASKETBALL BOARD GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ADULTS AND CHILDREN’S PARTY GAMES, TRIVIA INFORMATION GAMES AND ELECTRONIC VIDEO ARCADE GAME MACHINES. BASKETBALL KIT COMPRISED OF A NET AND WHISTLE, DOLLS, DECORATIVE DOLLS, COLLECTIBLE DOLLS, TOY ACTION FIGURES, BOBBLEHEAD ACTION FIGURES, STUFFED TOYS, JIGSAW PUZZLES AND CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS; TOY VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF CARS, TRUCKS AND VANS, ALL CONTAINING BASKETBALL THEMES, TOY FINGERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-29-2003; 00/00/1970.; IN COMMERCE 10-29-2003, 00/00/1970.


PANHANDLER

FOR HUNTING GAME CALL ACCESSORY (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-24-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2004.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

BREEDER STAKE
FOR HUNTING DECOY ACCESSORY, NAMELY A DECOY STAND (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-24-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2004.

BARNSIE "THE NOBLE BEAR"
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS AND GAMES, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS, PLUSH ANIMALS, STUFFED ANIMALS AND DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FREEDOM
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

CAPE CRUNCHERS
FOR FISH AND SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

FLYING DRAGON
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,365,295.
FOR EDIBLE OILS; SHORTENING; LARD; SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-6-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-6-1998.

CLASS 29—(Continued).

KITCHEN CLASSICS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,196,038.
FOR SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

WHY MAKE STOCK JUST TAKE STOCK
FOR SOUP; SOUP STOCK; BEEF, CHICKEN, FISH AND VEAL STOCK; AND BEEF, CHICKEN, FISH AND VEAL SOUP BASE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

VEGGIES 'N MORE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VEGGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRIED VEGETABLES; DRIED OR ROASTED, SALTED NUTS; TEXTURED SOY PROTEIN; DRIED FRUITS; AND COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 11-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2003.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

MAMMA'S OWN
FOR PASTA AND PASTA SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK "CRUJIENTES" IS "CRUNCH".
FOR FROZEN MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA, RICE, FLOUR, PASTRIES AND BAKERY PRODUCTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-7-1986; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


KOKUMI
FOR SEASONINGS CONTAINING YEAST EXTRACT, SEASONINGS CONTAINING HYDROLYZED PROTEIN, FLAVORINGS CONTAINING YEAST EXTRACT, FLAVORINGS CONTAINING HYDROLYZED PROTEIN (U.S. CL. 46).


GLOBAL WARMING
FOR HOT SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).


DEER TO THE HEART
FOR STAPLE FOODS, NAMELY, SAUCES, DRY HERBS, AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).


TRY SOMETHING RRRROARING GOOD!
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).


COOKIE COLORS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COOKIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIE DOUGH (U.S. CL. 46).


JACKHAMMER
FOR CONFECTION FEATURING SOFT SERVE CUSTARD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.


TOMATE DEL VERANO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOMATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "TOMATO OF THE SUMMER".
FOR TOMATO-BASED FOOD SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).


MOCHA ALERT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOCHA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-22-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-22-2002.
CLASS 30—(Continued).


ZALVINA

THE MARK "ZALVINA" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR FROZEN RAVIOLI; FROZEN TORTELLINI; FROZEN PESTO SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).


NEWTONS SNACKABLE DESSERT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,669,627, 2,044,966, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESSERT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2003.


TEXAS TWISTS

FOR SALAD DRESSINGS; MARINADES (U.S. CL. 46).


N-HIBIT

FOR FOOD STARCH (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-2-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2004.


HARVEST BLEND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BLEND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BREAKFAST CEREAL (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS


CENTURIAN CENTIPEDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CENTIPEDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOD AND GRASS SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


IVORY ROSE

FOR FRESH POTATOES, RAW POTATOES AND SEED POTATOES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


HASKIN CROSBIRED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CROSBREED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIVE OYSTERS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


N-HIBIT

FOR NON-MEDICATED ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
CLASS 31—(Continued).


CARIBBEAN RED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 165,998 AND 2,176,368.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "CARIBBEAN".
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES EXCLUDING RED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES


ALIEN RAIN

FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2004.


SOURCE ALASKA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALASKA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEVERAGES, NAMELY BOTTLED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


KEY BRIDGE ALE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


ALWAYS A GOOD DECISION

FOR BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BEER AND ALE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

CLASS 32—(Continued).


ICE PUNCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUNCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT FLAVORED BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.


THE OFFICIAL BEER OF DISORGANIZED SPORTS

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
CLASS 33—(Continued).

2,914,843. INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO DE BEBIDAS PRIMOR LTDA., JAÚ, STATE OF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL. SN 76-417,778. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 6-5-2002.

THE STUDIO

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VERMOUTH (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VERMOUTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VERMOUTH (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

EOLA HILLS

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 1-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.


ROCK HORSE RANCH

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


CLASS 33—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,245,948.
FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
THERIGHTADVISOR

FOR REFERRAL SERVICE WHICH ASSISTS A CONSUMER IN LOCATING FINANCIAL SERVICE PROFESSIONALS, AND REFERRAL SERVICE WHICH ASSISTS A FINANCIAL SERVICE PROFESSIONAL IN LOCATING QUALIFIED PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.

KIDCLICKZ

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND GAMES, TOYS, AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SEA MILES

FOR CONSUMER INCENTIVE PROGRAM BASED ON PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS, SUCH SERVICES BEING RETAIL OF GOODS AND SERVICES, CRUISE AND AIR TRAVEL, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, AND CAR RENTALS BY AWARDING GIFT CERTIFICATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


EVERYONE DESERVES A SECOND CHANCE BAR NONE

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATING ADVERTISING MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2004.

UNDERWOOD DIAMOND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAMOND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DRUMWIND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,867,349.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

EDGEDWELLER

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING AND MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2003.

DO YOU KNOW?

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WHISPER TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TECHNOLOGY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PERICLES GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE NAME "WTPF" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTERNATIONAL TRADE EXPERTISE RELATING TO LANGUAGE AND CULTURE; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF ENTITIES ESTABLISHED TO ASSIST BUSINESSES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WITH INTERNATIONAL TRADE; AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE DATABASE OF TRADE-RELATED INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING ACCESS TO ON-LINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES AND COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.


MEMEC - LEAD BY DESIGN

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-11-2002.


FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-11-2002.


IGOR

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; CORPORATE IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; NAMING AND BRANDING OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES FOR OTHERS; CONDUCTING MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS FOR OTHERS; MARKET ANALYSIS FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING, CORPORATE IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCT BRANDING, STRATEGIC BRANDING, BRAND POSITION AND PRODUCT PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; CREATING, EVALUATING, AND MANAGING BRAND NAMES, TRADEMARKS, SERVICE MARKS AND BUSINESS NAMES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MILLIKEN CARPET CONSUMER ENVIRONMENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,274,530, 2,356,769, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARPET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING CARPET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).


JOHNSON & JOHNSON GATEWAY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 648,450, 1,419,912, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GATEWAY". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTERIZED ONLINE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN HEALTHCARE VIA A WEBSITE, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLINICAL AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONTENT ON PRODUCTS TO CUSTOMERS AND ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO PLACE PRODUCT ORDERS ON LINE, TRACK THE ORDERS AND VIEW ARCHIVED FILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 10-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2001.


SUPERNOVA


GRAND STAFF

FOR RETAIL MUSIC STORE SERVICES FEATURING VARIOUS TYPES OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENT, INSTRUCTION AND SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


MOVING ADVOCATE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR REAL ESTATE REFERRAL SERVICES; PERSONNEL RELOCATION SERVICES; CORPORATE RELOCATION SERVICES; AND TRANSPORTATION REFERRAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.


GVSU CAREERFEST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAREERFEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EMPLOYMENT FAYS; EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2004.


MOVE ADVOCATE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


CORPORATE WISDOM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


OPSAUDIT

CLASS 35—(Continued).


GOJO.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,732,375 AND 2,416,545.
FOR ONLINE CATALOG ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOAPS, LOTIONS, SANITIZING PRODUCTS, SHAMPOOS AND OTHER PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, AND DISPENSERS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


PURELL.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,696,754, 1,710,677, AND 2,321,519.
FOR ONLINE CATALOG ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOAPS, LOTIONS, SANITIZING PRODUCTS, SHAMPOOS AND OTHER PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, AND DISPENSERS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-24-1996; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1996.


MITCHELL CLARK SOLUTIONS

THE NAME "MITCHELL CLARK" SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR SERVING AS A HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


EYESCRIPTS

FOR EYECARE PRESCRIPTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROVIDING AUTHORIZED AND AUTHENTICATED USERS WITH SECURE ACCESS TO CONTACT LENS, SPECTACLE AND OPHTHALMIC TOPICAL AND SYSTEMIC THERAPEUTIC DRUG INFORMATION OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL


PACIFIC LIFE GLOBAL FUNDING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,309,321, 2,337,578, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE GLOBAL FUNDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FACILITATING AND ARRANGING FOR THE FINANCING OF SPREAD BANKING OPERATIONS, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2004.


HOME VALUE PROXIMATOR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME VALUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MORTGAGE LOANS AND MORTGAGE-BACKED OR MORTGAGE-RELATED SECURITIES, NAMELY PROVIDING MODEL-DRIVEN ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY AND FINANCIAL AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INTELLICOMP

FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF WORKERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2002.


ICUSTOMER SERIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, RISK MANAGEMENT, CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION AND LOSS PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.
THE BEST OF AMERICA CHOICE VENUE ANNUITY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,518,258.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOICE" OR "ANNUITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITY UNDERWRITING, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT OF AND DISTRIBUTION OF VARIABLE ANNUITIES AND MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

WORLD FINANCIAL GROUP ELITE CAPITAL BUILDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL GROUP ELITE CAPITAL BUILDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

COVERING YOU AND YOUR PURCHASES!

FOR PROVIDING TO CONSUMERS A COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE WHICH ENTITLES THEM TO EXTENDED WARRANTIES, FULL AND PARTIAL PURCHASE PRICE REIMBURSEMENT, REIMBURSEMENT FOR POST-PURCHASE PRICE REDUCTIONS, AND REIMBURSEMENT FOR PRODUCT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT IN CONNECTION WITH A WIDE RANGE OF CONSUMER MERCHANDISE; AND COMPUTER ONLINE SERVICES, PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR CONSUMERS TO RECEIVE EXTENDED WARRANTIES, FULL AND PARTIAL PRICE REIMBURSEMENT, REIMBURSEMENT FOR POST-PURCHASE PRICE REDUCTIONS, AND REIMBURSEMENT FOR PRODUCT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR PURCHASE OF A WIDE RANGE OF CONSUMER MERCHANDISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PULSE DEBIT SOLUTIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,225,326, 2,461,084, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEBIT SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES AND PAYMENTS AT THE POINT-OF-SALE AND WHEN ORDERING GOODS AND SERVICES OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2003.

FIRST EUROBANC FUNDING CORP.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIRST" AND "FUNDING CORP.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING AND BANKING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT SERVICES AND REAL ESTATE FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

ESTATE ENHANCER

FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2004.
CLASS 36—(Continued).


PAPERSAVER
FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARKETWATCH.COM
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENT AND FINANCE VIA THE INTERNET, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENT AND FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WE SELL FREE ENTERPRISE
FOR BUSINESS BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

OPTNOW
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, BROKERING REAL ESTATE OPTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INVESTORS EDGE BANKING
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,435,221.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTOR'S" AND "BANKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES EXCLUDING FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES AND EXCLUDING FINANCIAL NEWSLETTERS ASSOCIATED THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2003.


2,915,142. QUALITY PLANNING CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. SN 78-183,384. PUB. 4-6-2004, FILED 11-8-2002.
RISK:CHECK
FOR INSURANCE CONSULTING IN THE NATURE OF EVALUATING ISSUED INSURANCE POLICY INFORMATION IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIRD PARTY DATA LIBRARIES AND PROPRIETARY DATABASES AND ASSESSING RATING FACTOR ERRORS IN PREMIUM AUDITING TO ENHANCE ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 36—(Continued).


COMPASS REALTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

2,915,147. MASON WELLS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI. SN 78-190,837. PUB. 8-5-2003, FILED 12-3-2002.

FUNDING THE FUTURE

FOR PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ONLINEADVANTAGE

FOR ONLINE BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FINANCE ADVANTAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCING SERVICES FOR LEASING AND OWNERSHIP OF BUSES AND BUS FLEETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INSTINet

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 915,261, 2,742,624, AND OTHERS.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO SERVICES, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, SECURITIES BROKERAGE SERVICES, FINANCIAL CLEARING HOUSE SERVICES, ELECTRONIC TRADING OF SECURITIES AND RESEARCH THEREFOR, ORDER MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES ORDERS AND LISTS; INVESTMENT SERVICES AND TRADING ADVICE, INVESTMENT AND TRADING CONSULTATION, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS, IMPLEMENTATION EFFECTIVENESS AND TRADING EXECUTION QUALITY VIA ON-LINE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS AND TRADING EXECUTION VIA AN ONLINE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LIBERTY EXPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXPRESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INTERNET BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


TAKE THE REINS

FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; MORTGAGE BANKING AND LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2003.

THE PINEAPPLE BANK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING, ON-LINE BANKING SERVICES, MORTGAGE BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


EXPAND YOUR POSSIBILITIES

FOR MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE AND INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


GENAMERICA FINANCIAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,444,468.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP LIFE INSURANCE, HEALTH INSURANCE, ANNUITIES, AND PENSION FUNDS; PROVIDING RETIREMENT INSURANCE PLANS FOR OTHERS; INSURANCE CONSULTATION SERVICES AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


NATIONAL CITY ELITE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOs. 1,904,621 AND 1,913,729.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


INSIGHT FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CREDIT UNION FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.


NGN CAPITAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAPITAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-22-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2004.


WELLS FARGO MEMBERSHIP BASIC CHECKING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOs. 779,187, 2,662,411, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BASIC CHECKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


2,915,302. FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS, INC., DBA NATIONAL HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS, KIRKLAND, WA. SN 78-284,523. PUB. 4-20-2004, FILED 8-7-2003.

ALLCARA

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF DISCOUNT HEALTH CARE PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—(Continued).


FIDELITY FREEDOM 2005 FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,156,685, 2,568,304, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2005 FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2003.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR


ABC SERVICE AMERICA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERVICE AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ROADSIDE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, TIRE REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT, FUELING AND TECHNICAL AND MECHANICAL ASSISTANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


GREENBASE

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY BUILDING MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS WHICH WILL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, ELEMENTS THAT OPTIMIZE ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES, USE SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF RECYCLED CONTENT, CAN BE RECYCLED AT THE END OF THEIR LIFE CYCLE, ARE FABRICATED FROM RENEWABLE MATERIALS THAT ARE PRODUCED LOCALLY, AND LIMIT THE IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT, AIR QUALITY, OR WATER QUALITY IN THEIR MANUFACTURE OR USE; THE DATABASE WILL ALLOW THE USER TO COMPARE THE COSTS OF THESE ELEMENTS WITH BUILDING MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS THAT DO NOT HAVE THESE ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY QUALITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2004.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


THE ULTIMATE IN INFORMATION ACCESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INFORMATION ACCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC DATA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS VIA ON-LINE AND WIRELESS GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.


CELERGY

FOR TELEPHONE AND COMPUTER SYSTEM INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.


THOUGHT DELIVERY SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, NETWORKED AND POINT-TO-POINT PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CLASS 38—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,461,347.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, MESSAGES, DOCUMENTS, ELECTRONIC MAIL, ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE AND TELEX VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; THE INTERCEPTION OF ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGES WHICH CONTAIN VIRUSES OR SELECTED CONTENT; AND FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.


THE DESIGN FEATURE OF THE MARK CONSISTS OF A TRI-COLORED COMBINATION OF CIRCULAR CONFIGURATIONS. THE OUTER, LARGER CIRCLE IS YELLOW IN COLOR. THE MIDDLE, INTERMEDIATE SIZED CIRCLE IS BLUE. THE INNERMOST CIRCLE DISPOSED WITHIN THE INTERMEDIATE CIRCLE IS RED.
FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "LATIN LINE".
FOR LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


HALLOO
FOR COMMUNICATION SERVICES PROVIDING INTERACTIVE AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, AND DATA TRANSMISSIONS, NAMELY, VOICE CHAT, VOICE-OVER-IP, FAX OVER IP, VIDEO OVER IP, INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE, AND LONG DISTANCE CALL GATEWAYS USING IP BACKBONE OVER COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, NAMELY, GLOBAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, WIDE AREA NETWORKS, LOCAL AREA NETWORKS, IP-BASED AND SWITCH-BASED COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE NETWORKS, AND PUBLIC SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.


REAL-LIFE TV
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES; CABLE TELEVISION, SATELLITE TELEVISION, TERRESTRIAL TELEVISION AND RADIO TRANSMISSION SERVICES; INTERNET SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE CONTAINING CONTENT FROM PROGRAMS BROADCAST OVER THE APPLICANT'S TELEVISION CHANNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2004.

2,915,300. 802 LINK, INC., Mount Airy, NC. SN 78-283,999. PUB. 6-1-2004, FILED 8-6-2003.

FOR PROVIDING WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
CLASS 39—(Continued).


NURIDE NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING CARPOOLS VIA REAL TIME COMMUNICATIONS MEDI-UMS SUCH AS TELEPHONE, INTERNET, AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOAT RENTALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR KAYAK, CANOE, BOAT RENTALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT


INSPIRED IDEAS, SOLID SOLUTIONS

FOR MACHINING PARTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, MACHINING FASTENERS AND FASTENING SYSTEMS, AUTOMOBILE FUEL DELIVERY SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENT PANELS, BUMPERS AND INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR TRIM FOR AUTOMOBILES; AND MANUFACTURE OF GENERAL PRODUCT LINES IN THE FIELD OF AIRPLANES, HELICOPTERS, AUTOMOBILES, GOLF, TURF AND MULTI-PURPOSE UTILITY VEHICLES, FORKLIFTS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, WORK PLATFORMS AND LOADERS, TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAKES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOM BAKING OF CAKES, DESSERTS, AND SUGAR ART TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; AND CUSTOM CAKE DECORATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


IN-CORING


2,915,287. TAYLOR CORPORATION, NORTH MANKATO, MN. SN 78-274,761. PUB. 4-6-2004, FILED 7-16-2003.

AFFORDABLY INVITING

FOR PRINTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CUSTOM PRINTING OF WEDDING INVITATIONS, SOCIAL STATIONERY AND WEDDING ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 40—(Continued).

ARCHITECTURAL TRADITIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARCHITECTURAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE AND DESIGN OF DOORS, WINDOWS, HARDWARE, FLOORING, CABINETS, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

THIN THIGHS GUARANTEED!

SEC. 2(F).
FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


LEADERS OF TOMORROW

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,923,043.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A MENTORING PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES GROUP AND ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING IN THE FIELDS OF LEADERSHIP AND CAREERS; PROVIDING WORKSHOPS IN THE AREA OF COMPUTER TRAINING, MONEY MANAGEMENT, GOAL SETTING AND INTERPERSONAL DEVELOPMENT; PLANNING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS, PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SKILLS, LEADERSHIP SKILLS, AND PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATIONS SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,235,458, 1,831,415, AND OTHERS.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL AND RENDERING LIVE BASKETBALL GAMES AND BASKETBALL EXHIBITIONS; THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS OF BASKETBALL GAMES, BASKETBALL EVENTS AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; CONDUCTING AND ARRANGING BASKETBALL CLINICS AND COACHES CLINICS AND BASKETBALL EVENTS A WEBSITE FEATURING TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT SELECTIONS, RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO HIGHLIGHTS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL, WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL, WEBSITE FEATURING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, ADULTS' AND CHILDREN'S PARTY GAMES, BOARD GAMES, TRIVIA GAMES AND COLORING BOOKS IN THE NATURE OF DRAWINGS AND PICTURES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


FINAL FANTASY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,733,280, 2,288,318, AND OTHERS.
FOR PROVIDING COMPUTER GAMES THROUGH A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER GAME STRATEGY THROUGH A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON ENTERTAINMENT; AND PROVIDING ON-LINE ANIMATION THROUGH A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2003.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


INVEESCO FIELD AT MILE HIGH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,825,441, 2,310,631, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIELD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY FOOTBALL GAMES AND SOCCER MATCHES; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, NAMELY MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SKINS

FOR CASINO SERVICES, NAMELY THE OPERATION OF CASINO CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


REED CONSTRUCTION DATA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSTRUCTION DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND CONTINUING EDUCATION DIRECTED TO THE BUILDING, BUILDING DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


YOGA AT WORK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,589,343.


TEEN VOGUE FASHION LIVE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 125,542, 2,701,928, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEEN" AND "FASHION LIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, LIVE FASHION SHOWS, LIVE DJ PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.


ELOISE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY A CONTINUING LIVE ACTION AND ANIMATED THEATRICAL SHOW, A LIVE ACTION AND ANIMATED PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, VIDEO MEDIA, THE INTERNET AND WORLDWIDE WEB, TELEVISION SHOW PRODUCTION; AND MOTION PICTURE PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


YOGA AT WORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR YOGA CLASSES OFFERED TO INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS THROUGH THEIR EMPLOYER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE FITNESS CHALLENGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FITNESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MOTIVATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE, ON-LINE FITNESS PROGRAM IN THE NATURE OF A BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2004.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,104,970, 1,774,223, AND OTHERS.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL AND RENDERING LIVE BASKETBALL GAMES AND BASKETBALL EXHIBITIONS; THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS OF BASKETBALL GAMES, BASKETBALL EVENTS AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; CONDUCTING AND ARRANGING BASKETBALL CLINICS AND COACHES CLINICS AND BASKETBALL EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING THE FOLLOWING CONTENT - TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, INTERACTIVE TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT SELECTIONS, RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO HIGHLIGHTS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; BASKETBALL NEWS IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION, STATISTICS, TRIVIA AND PUBLIC OPINION ABOUT BASKETBALL, ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, ADULTS' AND CHILDREN'S PARTY GAMES, BOARD GAMES, AND TRIVIA GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2002.


FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INSTANT ON-LINE LOTTERY GAME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2002.


CENTERING PREGNANCY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION" AND "PREGNANCY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF PRENATAL CARE DELIVERY; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF GROUP PRENATAL CARE DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1995.


YOU JUST HAVE TO LAUGH

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE COMEDY SHOWS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF TALK, COMEDY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE AND HEALING PROVIDED VIA TELEVISION, RADIO AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-31-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1998.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


WEEKEND DECORATING
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,538,632.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DECORATING ", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AN ON-GOING AUDIO AND VISUAL PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED OVER AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA IN THE FIELD OF HOME DECORATING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,915,081. SCRIPPS NETWORKS, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN. SN 78-134,480. PUB. 7-8-2003, FILED 6-10-2002.

WEEKEND LANDSCAPING
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,538,632.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LANDSCAPING ", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AN ON-GOING AUDIO AND VISUAL PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED OVER AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA IN THE FIELD OF LANDSCAPING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


LOVE, SERVE AND SUCCEED
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LECTURES, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES FEATURING SUBJECT MATTER ON BUSINESS, HEALTH CARE AND PERSONAL GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JOYWORKS
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, RETREATS, COACHING, SEMINARS, AND LECTURES ON EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING, SELF-AWARENESS, RELAXATION, STRESS REDUCTION, HAPPINESS, AND SELF-ESTEEM, AND DISTRIBUTING PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


PURITY PRESS PUBLISHERS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRESS PUBLISHERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MANUALS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSPAPERS, TAPED MESSAGES, MUSIC, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS AND NEWSLETTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE CREATIVE SALES PERSON
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALES PERSON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SALES TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 41—(Continued).


IT'S A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME

FOR LOTTERY SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING AND ADMINISTERING PERIODIC DRAWINGS AND GAMES OF CHANCE FOR AWARDING MONETARY AND OTHER PRIZES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES OF CHANCE, FOR AWARDING MONETARY AND OTHER PRIZES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


HUNG FA YI WING CHUN KUEN

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF HUNG FA YI WING CHUN KUEN IS RED FLOWER RIGHTEOUSNESS PRaising SPRING FIST.

FOR MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-11-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-11-1998.


MUSIC DRAGON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-16-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2000.


ART BODY & SOUL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ART, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIFECASTING, NAMELY THE CREATION OF A CAST BASED ON A LIVE MODEL, AND PREGNANCY BELLY MASKS; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF LIFECASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


FASHION POLICE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,481,062.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A COLUMN FEATURING STYLE-ORIENTED COMMENTARY IN AN ONLINE MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ECOSOUND

FOR PROVIDING QUALITY ASSURANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESPONSIBLE SOURCING, PROCESSING AND SELLING OF SEAFOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2003.

**SOUPER FRESH**

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 9-6-2004.


**JTAG TECHNOLOGIES**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF TESTING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC AND/OR ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION, TOOLS AND PRECISION INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1993.


**XPHARM**

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, PHARMACOLOGICAL RESEARCH, AND MEDICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2004.


**SENSORNET**

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS OF CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND RADIATION HAZARD DETECTION ASSESSMENT AND RESPONSE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


**STANDARDSREADY**

FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARDS FOR E-COMMERCE RELATIVE TO GOODS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.


**NEVO**

FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HAND-HELD COMPUTERS; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROVIDING GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES AND CONFIGURATION CODES FOR HAND-HELD COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-17-2002.

2,914,977. HARSHAW RESEARCH INCORPORATED, OTTAWA, KS. SN 76-544,371. PUB. 6-8-2004, FILED 9-12-2003.

**IT'S YOUR MOVE**

FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGN, ENGINEERING, AND CONSTRUCTION OF PROTOTYPES REPRESENTING NEW PRODUCTS, IDEAS, CONCEPTS, AND INVENTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.


**DESIGN BOOT CAMP**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PROVISION OF ADVICE RELATING TO HOME DESIGN, HOME FURNISHINGS AND HOW THESE TOPICS INTERRELATE WITH ONE'S LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 42—(Continued).

2,915,020. ATUM TECHNOLOGY INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICE IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 42—(Continued).

SEALEDCONTRACTS
FOR DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONTROLLING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CONTENT BY PROVIDING DATA ENCRYPTION AND DIGITAL CERTIFICATES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK FOR THE ON-LINE PUBLISHING, BUSINESS, AND MARKETING FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT OF MICROCOMPUTER BASED SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTRACT BUILDING PRODUCTS INDUSTRY; MAINTENANCE OF MICROCOMPUTER BASED SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTRACT BUILDING PRODUCTS INDUSTRY; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS OF MICROCOMPUTER BASED SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTRACT BUILDING PRODUCTS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

EARTH SCIENCE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EARTH SCIENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, GEOMORPHOLOGY, GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, HYDROLOGY, AND HYDROGEOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES
FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES PROVIDED TO CHEMICAL, PAINTS AND COATINGS, ELECTRONICS, HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS/DETERGENTS/PERSONAL CARE, WATER TREATMENT, ADHESIVES, PLASTICS AND SALT INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF MOSTLY GREEN AND BLUE COLORS THE FIGURE BEING GREEN AND IN THE BACKGROUND A BLUISH FLAME.
FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.


LAW2YOU
FOR MOBILE LEGAL SERVICES AND LEGAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CUSTOM MADE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESSES, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION FOR BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 43—(Continued).


FARGO'S
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.


SPRINGWELL
FOR ELDER CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

2,914,957. JJ'S DOG HOUSE, LLC, LAKE FOREST, IL. SN 76-525,472. PUB. 4-6-2004, FILED 6-25-2003.

JJ's DOG HOUSE
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PIZZA RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2001.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAFE USED AS A CASTING FACILITY FOR ASPIRING ACTORS WHERE COFFEE IS SOLD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2002.

HAUSBRANDT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,472,725.
FOR CAFETERIAS, CAFES, SNACK-BARS, RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, PUBS, HOTELS, MAKING HOTEL AND MOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS, MOTELS, CATERING, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES, COFFEE SHOPS, CANTEEN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-31-1892; IN COMMERCE 3-25-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW YORK PIZZA OVEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2003.

TRIANGLE TAKEOUT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAKEOUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES, FEATURING BOLOGNA SANDWICHES, BURGERS, TRIANGLE-SHAPED BURGERS, STEAK, AND BOLOGNA SANDWICHES, SODAS, AND CAKE AND PIE SLICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HARVEST & ROWE

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, FOOD CATERING SERVICES, CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 43—(Continued).


FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


EPHARMACEUTICALS INDEPTH
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,533,105.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EPHARMACEUTICALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOPHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.


THE GARDEN WIZARD
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GARDEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING HORTICULTURAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2004.


HEALTHY CHECK
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHECK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTHCARE CLINIC SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROVIDING PREVENTATIVE HEALTH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.

CLASS 44—(Continued).


THE HEART HOSPITAL OF NORTHWEST TEXAS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE HEART HOSPITAL OF NORTHWEST TEXAS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTHCARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


COIP
FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION TO PATIENTS AND PHYSICIANS ON PATIENT OUTCOMES AND PHYSICIAN PRACTICES WITH REGARD TO COMMON HUMAN DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.


THE GARDEN WIZARD

FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PERFORMING COSMETIC SURGERY AND AESTHETIC MEDICAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TREATMENT OF THE SKIN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MEDAC
FOR URGENT MEDICAL CARE AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CARE CLINICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 44—(Continued).

2,915,244. THE REHABGYM INC., WILLISTON, VT. SN 78-254,254. PUB. 5-4-2004, FILED 5-26-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REHAB GYM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY AND ATHLETIC TRAINING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDED BY PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AND CERTIFIED ATHLETIC TRAINERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

CLASS 44—(Continued).


DANCES WITH HOOVES

FOR HORSE FARMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-31-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1993.


CHOICE ADVANTAGE

FOR SWINE BREEDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.
SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER

These registrations are not subject to opposition.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


AMERICA MOVIL

OWNER OF MEXICO REG. NO. 664843, DATED 6-29-2000, EXPIRES 6-29-2010.

OWNER OF MEXICO REG. NO. 664842, DATED 6-29-2000, EXPIRES 6-29-2010.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, NAMELY TELEPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES AND TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION, REPRODUCTION OF SOUND IMAGES, NAMELY, PHONOGRAPH RECORD, CD AND DVD PLAYERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS; BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES AND CDS; STEREO RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, AND TUNERS; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DATA PROCESSORS AND COMPUTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, MEMORY CARDS, MODEMS, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, FAX MACHINES, FIBER OPTIC CABLES, COMPUTER AND ELECTRIC CABLES, OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION APPARATUS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL SCANNERS, MAGNETIC CODED CARDS; SATELLITES, DIGITAL OPTICAL DISKS, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, PROCESS COMPUTERS, COMPUTERS FOR DATA AND WORD PROCESSING, COMPUTER TERMINALS, COMPUTER PRINTERS, COMPUTER MONITORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, COMPUTER CHIPS, ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS, ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS, INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CELL PROCESSOR


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL USE PARTICULARLY IN THE FIELDS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, PHARMACY, MEDICINE, DIAGNOSTICS AND CHEMISTRY, NAMELY, MICROFLUIDIC MANIPULATORS, MICROFLUIDIC SEPARATORS, MICROFLUIDIC SORTERS, MICROFLUIDIC FUSIONATORS, MICROFLUIDICLYSATORS, MICROFLUIDIC CULTIVATORS, MICROFLUIDIC REPLIATORS, MICROFLUIDIC INJECTORS, MICROFLUIDIC SAMPLE PREPARATION APPARATUS, AND MICROFLUIDIC FRACTIONATORS FOR SYNTHETIC OR BIOLOGICAL PARTICLES, MEMBRANE, PIPETTES, DISPENSERS, INCUBATORS, DETECTORS FOR THE DETECTION OF ELECTRIC AND/OR OPTICAL PULSES, SAMPLE CARRIERS FOR TITRATION PLATES AND NANO-TITRATION PLATES AND CHIPS FOR RECEIVING CHEMICAL AND/OR BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, PHARMACY, MEDICINE, DIAGNOSTICS AND CHEMISTRY INCLUSIVE OF THEIR RELATIONS TO OTHER FIELDS, ESPECIALLY ALSO TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LEAN DESIGN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING OF PRODUCT DESIGN FROM MANUFACTURING TO ASSEMBLY TO GENERATE PROFIT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PRODUCT DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY TO CREATE PROFITABLE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MINORITY MEDIA AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING RETAIL STORE SPACE IN SINGLE USE BUILDINGS FOR VENDORS OF ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES, NAMELY LEASING SHOPPING MAIL SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

Atlantis Antique Mall

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANTIQUE MALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR LEGAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LEGAL SERVICES RELATING TO MINORITY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF MINORITY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


WIPE & CLEAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CLEAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR CLEANING RAGS; CLOTHS FOR WIPING, CLEANING OR DUSTING; AND POLISHING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR UTILITY ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, NAMELY, DISH CLOTHS, KITCHEN TOWELS, CLEANING TOWELS, DUSTING TOWELS, AND SCRUBBING TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


leansign (2).png

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING OF PRODUCT DESIGN FROM MANUFACTURING TO ASSEMBLY TO GENERATE PROFIT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PRODUCT DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY TO CREATE PROFITABLE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MINORITY MEDIA AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING RETAIL STORE SPACE IN SINGLE USE BUILDINGS FOR VENDORS OF ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES, NAMELY LEASING SHOPPING MAIL SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

Atlantis Antique Mall

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANTIQUE MALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE GOODS AND COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR LEGAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LEGAL SERVICES RELATING TO MINORITY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF MINORITY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

VISUALS FOR LEARNING

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR EDUCATIONAL KITS IN THE NATURE OF A BOARD AND PIECES FOR INTERACTIVE USE BY CHILDREN AND ADULTS, UTILIZED TO ASSIST CHILDREN IN DEVELOPING PLANNING SKILLS, TO ASSIST CHILDREN IN DEVELOPING A POSITIVE ROUTINES, AND TO ASSIST CHILDREN IN DEALING WITH NEW, DIFFICULT, AND/OR UNIQUE SITUATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

INTERNET LAW & POLICY FORUM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FORUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF INTERNET BUSINESSES AND INTERNET USERS; CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKETING RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1996.

ESCHOOL SOLUTIONS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FOR TEACHERS, SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS, AND ADMINISTRATORS FOR KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE, IN THE NATURE OF CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION, COURSE SUPPLEMENTS, STAFF DEVELOPMENT, PHYSICAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND ATTENDANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ELECTRONIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FOR TEACHERS, SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS, IN THE NATURE OF CURRICULUM PLANNING, PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND REPORTING, AND PHYSICAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND ATTENDANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INTERNET TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND HOSTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FOR TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NATIONAL YOUNG ADULT CANCER AWARENESS WEEK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANCER AWARENESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR CANCER RESEARCH, PREVENTION, TREATMENT, EDUCATION AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELDS OF CANCER, CANCER TREATMENTS, CANCER RESEARCH, CLINICAL TRIALS, CANCER SUPPORT THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF AWARDS; AWARDS PROGRAMS FOR MAJOR CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE MADE SIGNIFICANT CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CANCER RESEARCH AND AWARENESS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF CANCER, CANCER TREATMENTS, CANCER RESEARCH, CLINICAL TRIALS, CANCER SUPPORT; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ABOUT
CANCER AND CANCER ISSUES, NAMELY, CANCER TREATMENTS, MEDICAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH CANCER, CANCER RESEARCH, PREVENTION, TREATMENT AND EXAMINATION ISSUES, CLINICAL TRIALS, AND CANCER SUPPORT; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY DOCTORS, CANCER SURVIVORS, MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS, CANCER SURVIVORS, FAMILY MEMBERS OF CANCER SURVIVORS, CANCER PATIENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS OF CANCER PATIENTS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF CANCER; PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS, WEB CAST PROGRAMS AND DVDS IN THE FIELDS OF CANCER, CANCER PREVENTION, CANCER DETECTION, CANCER TREATMENT, CANCER RESEARCH, CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS AND THE PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES RELATED TO CANCER; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SHOWS RENDERED ON RADIO, TELEPHONE, AND INTERACTIVE COMPUTERS RELATING TO CANCER, CANCER PREVENTION, CANCER DETECTION, CANCER TREATMENT AND THE PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES RELATED TO CANCER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 4-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2003.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF CANCER, CANCER PREVENTION, CANCER DETECTION, AND CANCER TREATMENT VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEPHONE INFORMATION SERVICE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF CANCER, CANCER PREVENTION, CANCER DETECTION, AND CANCER TREATMENT; PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION REGARDING CANCER, INCLUDING MEDICAL AND PREVENTION, DETECTION, TREATMENT, RESEARCH, CLINICAL TRIALS, PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2003.

* * * * *
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 2—PAINTS


STONE SPRAY N SEAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STONE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR STAIN, OIL-BASED CONTAMINANT, AND WATER REPELLENT SOLUTION FOR PRESERVING, MAINTAINING, AND PROTECTING STONE, GROUT, AND OTHER HARD SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SILICONE COATING COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN PROTECTING SURFACES OF METAL, CONCRETE, SECONDARY CONTAINMENT FABRICS AND ELECTRICAL INSULATORS FROM ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


DERMATHERAPY

FOR GELS, NAMELY, FACE, AND BODY GELS, CREAMS, NAMELY, DAY AND NIGHT CREAMS, NECK, HAND, FACE, BODY, FOOT, BREAST, MASSAGE CREAMS, ANTI-WRINKLE AND EYE CREAM; OIL AND WAX REMOVERS, TONERS, NAMELY, FACE AND BODY TONERS, AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS


FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


Si-COAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SILICONE COATING COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN PROTECTING SURFACES OF METAL, CONCRETE, SECONDARY CONTAINMENT FABRICS AND ELECTRICAL INSULATORS FROM ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.
CLASS 5—(Continued).


FOR FEMININE SANITARY PROTECTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PANTILINERS, PADS AND PANTY SHIELDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.

MP3 DJ SYSTEMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN THE MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2002.

CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2002.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS


SECURE LOCK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL DOOR HANDLES WITH BUILT-IN SECURITY LOCK, SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF PRI- MARILY WOOD STORM DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

STATTOOLS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS WITHIN SPREADSHEET APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

HIERBAS VITALES

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDS HIERBAS VITALES IN THE MARK IS VITAL HERBS.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS WITHIN SPREADSHEET APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


FOR VIEWING DEVICE EMPLOYED IN OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, RIFLE SCOPES, NOT CONTAINING ANY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRACKING AND ANALYSIS OF SALES DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEEL SERVICE CENTRE MANAGER


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING DATABASE MANAGEMENT, WORD PROCESSING AND SPREADSHEET FORMS AND FUNCTIONALITY FOR SALES ORDERS, WORK ORDERS, PURCHASE PROCESSING, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, SHIPPING AND LOGISTICAL INFORMATION, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, VENDOR MAINTENANCE, CONTACT MANAGEMENT, E-COMMERCE INTERNET INTERFACE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL INTERFACE IN THE FIELD OF METALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SCOREANALYZER

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ANALYZING AND GENERATING REPORTS OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT RESULTS, INCLUDING STATE ASSESSMENT SCORES, NORM REFERENCED ASSESSMENTS AND CRITERION REFERENCED ASSESSMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WIDE-FORMAT IMAGING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,718,024.

SUPPLY & DEMAND CHAIN EXECUTIVE

FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING INFORMATION ON STRATEGIES, TRENDS AND ISSUES RELATING TO BUSINESS PROCESSES IN THE FIELD OF ORDER AND DEMAND, SOURCING, PROCUREMENT, FULFILLMENT, LOGISTICS, BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS PAYMENTS, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT, AND RELATED TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUSINESS DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS AND PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

THE INSTITUTE FOR CHANGE LEADERSHIP

FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, SEMINAR REFERENCE AND WORKBOOKS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND LITERARY PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND ARTICLES IN THE FIELD OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTIVE COACHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS DESIGN

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF WIRELESS, OPTICS, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONICS DESIGN, HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE INSTITUTIONAL LOCKSMITH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,102,694.
FOR PERIODIC MAGAZINE PUBLICATION RELATING TO TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS RELATED TO FACILITY SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2002.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAPER TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 19—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,194,940.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC" AND "FLASHING CEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE, AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "ALCO NVC INC. 24/7" IN BLUE OVER A WHITE BACKGROUND AND RED BANNER AND THE WORDS "FLASHING CEMENT" IN WHITE OVER A BLUE BACKGROUND.
FOR ASBESTOS FREE WET-DRY FLASHING CEMENT, COMPRISED OF SELECTED BLENDS OF PURE CUTBACK ASPHALT, CHOICE SOLVENTS AND HIGHLY MODIFIED POLYMERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL FASTENERS, NAMELY, PLASTIC FASTENERS FOR REMOVABLE CARPETING FOR USE IN LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CAR TOON CLASSICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

MATGRIP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL FASTENERS, NAMELY, PLASTIC FASTENERS FOR REMOVABLE CARPETING FOR USE IN LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

DIRT BAG
FOR NOVELTY ITEM, NAMELY A CLOTH BAG CONTAINING GRAVEL USED TO CRITICIZE PERSONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2001.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

QUICK-DRI
FOR FABRIC USED FOR APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

COMFYSHIRT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN’S UNDERGARMENT WITH UNDER-ARM DRESS SHIELDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2000.


STICKY BIBS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BIBS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADHESIVELY COATED PLASTIC BABY AND ADULT BIBS THAT ARE REUSABLE AND DISPOSABLE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2004.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

USA PRO SHOP
FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FITNESS SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF EXERCISE MACHINES, ROWING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


CONNECT 5 ACROSS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAME CARDS AND GAME TICKETS FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2003.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

BBQ RIBFINGERS
FOR PREPARED RESTAURANT FOOD ITEMS FOR CONSUMPTION ON AND OFF THE PREMISES, NAMELY, RIBS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHOCOLATE CONFECTIONS, NAMELY, LOW-CARB CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL CONFIGURATION OF A CONTAINER FOR THE GOODS, NAMELY, A FANCIFUL BOTTLE HAVING A NARROW BASE THAT GRADUALLY WIDENS TO A RIM, AT WHICH POINT SAID RIM STEEPLY NARROWS TO A LONG AND SLENDER CYLINDRICAL NECK, HAVING THE APPEARANCE OF A GLASS TUMBLER TOPPED BY AN INVERTED GLASS FUNNEL.

FOR PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, DISTILLED LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 7-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2004.

SERVICE MARKS

FOR CHOCOLATE IN THE SHAPE OF A PREGNANT WOMAN'S TORSO INCLUDING THE BREASTS AND BELLY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2003.

ZCARB


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHOCOLATE IN THE SHAPE OF A PREGNANT WOMAN'S TORSO INCLUDING THE BREASTS AND BELLY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2003.

NAZAROV


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, DISTILLED LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 7-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2004.
CLASS 35—(Continued).


CHAMBER VALUE CARD

FOR PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA A DISCOUNT PROGRAM ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON SUCH SERVICES THROUGH THE USE OF EITHER A DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD OR A COMPUTERIZED DATABASE ACCESSIBLE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


NORTH AMERICAN PTFE BEARING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PTFE BEARING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANUFACTURER REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF PTFE-LINED THRUST BEARINGS FOR HYDROGENERATORS, NEW OR RELINED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2003.


HODGES CONSULTING GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CONSULTING GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FOUN<br>DUCTION REPAIR ASSOCIATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING HIGH ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE PRACTICE OF FOUNDATION REPAIR AND TO PROMOTE COOPERATION BETWEEN THE FOUNDATION REPAIR INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISTRIBUTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES, DISPOSABLE FOOD SERVICE SUPPLIES, AND PACKAGING AND PAPER SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS SKLAR FURNISHINGS WITH THE WORD SKLAR INSIDE A RECTANGLE AND THE WORD FURNISHINGS UNDER THE RECTANGLE.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FURNISHINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


2,915,408. HOWARD, RICK, BOCA RATON, FL. SN 78-348,008. FILED P.R. 1-5-2004; AM. S.R. 8-4-2004.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISTRIBUTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES, DISPOSABLE FOOD SERVICE SUPPLIES, AND PACKAGING AND PAPER SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISTRIBUTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES, DISPOSABLE FOOD SERVICE SUPPLIES, AND PACKAGING AND PAPER SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 35—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISTRIBUTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND JANITORIAL SUPPLIES, DISPOSABLE FOOD SERVICE SUPPLIES, AND PACKAGING AND PAPER SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTBALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICE FEATURING WIDE VARIETY OF GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY PAINTBALL RELATED ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

2,915,357. ACCREDITED MORTGAGE CORP., NASHUA, NH. SN 76-545,774. FILED P.R. 9-4-2003; AM. S.R. 8-17-2004.

4 DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.


1 DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.


2 DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.


3 DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.


4 DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.


SAME DAY MORTGAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ACCOUNT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTING THE FUNDS OF OTHERS THROUGH THE PROVISION OF AN ACCOUNT OR MUTUAL FUND THAT OFFERS A DIVERSITY OF ASSET CLASSES AND PROVIDES FINANCIAL OPTIONS FOR FINANCIAL CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


AMERICA'S FAMILY BENEFIT PLANS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BENEFIT PLANS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS, NAMELY, HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND, 401(K), DEFINED BENEFIT RETIREMENT FUND AND CAFETERIA PLAN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUTURES" AND "L.P.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE TRADING FOR OTHERS OF COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACTS, OTHER COMMODITY INTERESTS, FORWARD CONTRACTS, OPTIONS, SWAPS AND SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-11-1989; IN COMMERCE 1-2-1990.


CLEAN ENERGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CLEAN ENERGY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION SERVICES AND ALTERNATIVE FUEL STATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


PRIVATE JET CHARTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JET CHARTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CHARTERING AND PILOTING JET AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
CLASS 39—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PIZZA DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—(Continued).

KREYOLFEST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KREYOL" AND "FEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ETHNIC FESTIVAL, LIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCE, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.


ASSOCIATION OF COSMETIC NURSE SPECIALIST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION TO BECOME A COSMETIC NURSE SPECIALIST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-6-2002.

DEC 28, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 745

SUPER Fast Pizza

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, PERIODIC MAGAZINE AND NEWSLETTER COLUMNS IN THE FIELD OF EQUINE SPECIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2002.


THE GREAT AMERICAN PRODUCTION

FOR CONDUCTING TOURS AND CLASSES RELATING TO THE HISTORY OF AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY, AND INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES AT A FACTORY ON THE HISTORY OF AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.


IRA LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING TO FINANCIAL ADVISORS AND INSTITUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENT ADVICE AND RETIREMENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SPECIALTY RETAILING CONFERENCE & TRADE EXPOSITION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONFERENCE & TRADE EXPOSITION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES FOCUSING ON OPERATING SHOPPING CENTERS EFFECTIVELY, DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TO INCREASE RETAIL SALES, OPERATING SMALLER SPACES WITHIN A SHOPPING CENTER, TEMPORARY TENANTS, KIOSKS, RETAILER CARTS, TEACHING THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MERCHANDISING, ECONOMICS AND LEASING STRATEGIES, PROVIDING NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES WITH DEVELOPERS AND RETAILERS, ANALYSIS OF MERCHANDISING TECHNIQUES, GUIDELINES FOR FIXTURING, PROPS AND SIGNAGE, NEGOTIATING BUSINESS VENTURES, PROVIDING INFORMATION TO RETAILERS ON HOW TO USE TECHNOLOGY, SOFTWARE, ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS, FIXTURING AND INSURANCE, PROVIDING INFORMATION ON ALTERNATIVE RETAIL VENUES, NAMELY, AIRPORTS, MIXED-USE SHOPPING CENTERS, LIFESTYLE CENTERS, OFFICE BUILDINGS AND STRIP CENTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

DONORNET

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE VIA A SECURE WEB-BASED APPLICATION FOR USE IN THE HUMAN ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION PLACEMENT AND ACCEPTANCE PROCESS FOR PROVIDING DONOR INFORMATION THROUGH COMMUNICATION NETWORK SERVICES ALLOWING DONOR-RELATED FILES TO BE VIEWED PRIOR TO ACCEPTANCE OF A PARTICULAR ORGAN FOR TRANSPLANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2003.
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

46,028. GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. U.S. Cl. 38. (INT. Cl. 25). REG. 4-14-1964.
94,023. CHURNGOLD. U.S. Cl. 46. (INT. Cl. 29). REG. 4-12-1964.
1,924,022. HANG ON, FRIDAY'S COMING!!. INT. CL. 35. (U.S. CL. 101). REG. 10-3-1995.

* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

The designation "U.S. Cl." appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).
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SECTION 8

179,445. MELTIS. U.S. Cl. 46. REG. 2-12-1924.
179,482. PEP-SO AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 45. REG. 2-12-1924.
179,504. "MILCOR" (STYLIZED). U.S. Cl. 32. REG. 2-12-1924.
179,506. WHITE STRIPE AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 46. REG. 2-12-1924.
405,566. CRITERION (STYLIZED). U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-8-1944.
405,568. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 24. REG. 2-8-1944.
405,604. BEMINAL (STYLIZED). U.S. Cl. 18. REG. 2-8-1944.
405,606. LEATHERNECK. U.S. Cl. 37. REG. 2-8-1944.
405,628. SKASOL AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 6. REG. 2-8-1944.
405,630. Z (STYLIZED). U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-8-1944.
764,475. SEAL-LAMIN. INT. CL. 1. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,479. STAR-BRITE. INT. Cl. 1. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,485. SOFTOUCH. U.S. Cl. 1. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,500. GULF. U.S. Cl. 6. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,501. XYNO. U.S. Cl. 6. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,508. LUSTERFIXE. U.S. Cl. 6. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,510. CLIO AND DESIGN. U.S. Cls. 7 AND 37. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,532. PEER. U.S. Cl. 13. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,533. KEL-WIN AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 13. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,545. ZINSSER AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 16. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,571. CARDILATE. U.S. Cl. 18. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,576. DAWE'S PAN-DEX. U.S. Cl. 18. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,612. CLARK. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,613. CLARK AND DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,615. THORITE. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,616. SALVAGE-MASTER. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,620. IMPERIAL DOUBLE CROWN. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,621. IMPERIAL SINGLE CROWN. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,622. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,624. V.I.P. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,626. NO-FLEX. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,631. PEERLESS. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,633. TORNADO. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,639. BLUE GRASS. U.S. Cl. 19. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,641. CONSTRUCTION KING. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
764,643. CONSTRUCTION KING. U.S. Cl. 23. REG. 2-11-1964.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Trademark Name</th>
<th>International Class</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,819,923</td>
<td>DESTINY IMAGE DIGEST WHERE THE CHURCH LOOKS FOR DESTINY AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 16</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,926</td>
<td>NIMPACT.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 17</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,927</td>
<td>MATTEO INTERNATIONAL.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 18</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,929</td>
<td>DE LUCCA AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 19</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,931</td>
<td>ABC POOLS.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 19</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,933</td>
<td>ABC POOLS.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 19</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,934</td>
<td>IOD.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,935</td>
<td>Al All American Ladder and Design</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,936</td>
<td>AL All American Ladder and Design</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,937</td>
<td>LU AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,938</td>
<td>NAKED FURNITURE REAL WOOD AFORDABLY PRICED AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CLS. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,939</td>
<td>CANNED BEACH.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,940</td>
<td>VÉYORS OF CHAMPAGNE AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,941</td>
<td>HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH II PURVEYORS OF CHAMPAGNE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,942</td>
<td>AMISH PRIDE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,943</td>
<td>AMISH PRIDE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,944</td>
<td>DOWN SOUTH.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 20</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,945</td>
<td>BRILLIANCE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 21</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,946</td>
<td>CONKER TRADING.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 24</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,947</td>
<td>HEAD-QUARTERS AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 24</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,948</td>
<td>MEMO GAME</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,949</td>
<td>CRUNCH-MASTER.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,950</td>
<td>CONNER TRADING.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,951</td>
<td>WALTHER.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,952</td>
<td>BEANBAG MADNESS AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,953</td>
<td>RAINBOWWRAPPER AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,954</td>
<td>SEA STRAND.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,955</td>
<td>PORTRAITS OF PERFECTION.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 28</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,956</td>
<td>DAR FOODS.</td>
<td>INT. CLS. 29 AND 35</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,957</td>
<td>DO IT YOURSELF OR WE'LL DO IT FOR YOU.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 30</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,958</td>
<td>INTELLIMUX.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 38</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,959</td>
<td>PHONE ME ANYWHERE PLUS.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 38</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,960</td>
<td>DOCTOR'S GUIDE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 35</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,961</td>
<td>AMERICAN LADDER AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 35</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,962</td>
<td>ADVANCED FRANCHISING WORLDWIDE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 35</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,963</td>
<td>GLOBAL GUIDE.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 35</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,964</td>
<td>BRIGHT BEGINNINGS.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 36</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,965</td>
<td>PARNET.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 36</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,966</td>
<td>FIRST VALLEY BANK.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 36</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,819,967</td>
<td>TRUSTGARD FINALLY...INSURANCE DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE! AND DESIGN.</td>
<td>INT. CL. 36</td>
<td>REG. 2-8-1994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1,820,178. WORLDLINK INTERNATIONAL AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,186. BOCA GRANDE CLUB AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 41 AND 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,189. HIGH HARMONY AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,193. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,194. BILL DIXON. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,199. DIRECTED IMAGINATION BRINGS DESIRED REALITY. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,211. KITTYHAWK. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,214. INDY. INT. CLS. 6, 14, 21 AND 34. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,230. PRECISION OPTICS. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,231. COMPANION LIVING. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,239. POSITIVE GROWTH. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,244. W AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,250. PRICE BUSTER MATTRESS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,252. COMPASS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,256. CORONAPRINT. INT. CL. 16. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,268. SEW EASY. INT. CL. 12. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,319. GLOBAL 21. INT. CLS. 36 AND 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,320. BASELINER. INT. CL. 27. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,321. COMPASS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 41. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,325. TINOCK. INT. CL. 10. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,332. POSITIVE GROWTH. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,340. EASTER AVE. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,345. LIL' REBOUNDERS AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 16 AND 25. REG. 2-8-1994.
1,820,351. TETRACAP. INT. CL. 17. REG. 2-8-1994.
2,135,629. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-10-1998.
2,135,632. DON NORBERTO. INT. CL. 34. REG. 2-10-1998.
2,135,642. MOTHERSTAY INN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 2-10-1998.
2,135,647. RELI. INT. CL. 38. REG. 2-10-1998.
2,135,677. SPEEDPRO SIGNS PLUS. INT. CLS. 6, 9, 16, 19, 20, 40 AND 42. REG. 2-10-1998.
2,135,700. NO MORE PAIN GOD'S MIRACLE. HERBAL HEALER AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 2-10-1998.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Class Clauses</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,136,400</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA PURE</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2-10-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,136,402</td>
<td>EVENINGCARE</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2-10-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,136,403</td>
<td>LOS ANGELES OBSERVER</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2-10-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,138,613</td>
<td>BARNES &amp; WATSON FINE TEAS (STYLIZED)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2-24-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,183,325</td>
<td>GIRL TECH</td>
<td>9, 16, 41</td>
<td>8-25-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,193,798</td>
<td>KJL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10-6-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,211,466</td>
<td>O MATTER</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12-15-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,213,908</td>
<td>ARMANI EXCHANGE</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12-29-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,227,195</td>
<td>LUMASERIES</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3-2-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,231,347</td>
<td>ACTIFLEUR</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>2-23-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,233,850</td>
<td>DELIFRANCE</td>
<td>29, 42</td>
<td>3-23-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,258,636</td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN</td>
<td>4, 7, 8, 9, 16, 19, 21</td>
<td>7-6-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,278,387</td>
<td>TO BE COOL YOU MUST HAVE CONTROL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9-14-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,831,606</td>
<td>NOAH'S ARK</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4-19-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,993,775</td>
<td>ADRENALIN</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8-13-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,207,626</td>
<td>XTRAILER</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12-1-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,225,696</td>
<td>ACTIFLEUR</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>2-23-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,333,491</td>
<td>MENTORNET 2000 AND DESIGN</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3-21-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,702,983</td>
<td>CRUISEPRO</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4-1-2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INADVERTENTLY ISSUED REGISTRATION NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Class Clauses</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
<th>Restored To Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,508,428</td>
<td>CHOCOLATERIE BERNARD CALLEBAUT AND DESIGN</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11-20-2001</td>
<td>75-617,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,850,475</td>
<td>PROTOTHERM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6-8-2004</td>
<td>76-511,130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED, CORRECTED, ETC.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Any change to the registration will be indicated at the bottom of each entry under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED. With the exception of changes to the goods and services, additions to the registration will appear in asterisks and deletions of the registration will appear in brackets. Elements which are only changed will be listed with no punctuation. As to the goods/services statement, amendments to the goods/services will appear in asterisks and deletions will appear in brackets. In addition if any change to the goods/services occurs, the element “Goods/Services” will be listed under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED.

188,718. REG. 9-2-1924. HEARST MAGAZINES PROPERTY, INC. (NEVADA CORPORATION) 2 SOUND VIEW DRIVE, GREENWICH, CT, 06830, SN 71-192,938. FILED 2-27-1924. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

**TOWN & COUNTRY**

INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 28/U.S. CL. 38 FOR MAGAZINE "TOWN AND COUNTRY". FIRST USE 4-0-1901; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1901.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
*OWNER NAME*
*OWNER ADDRESS*
*CITIZENSHIP*
*ENTITY*
GOODS/SERVICES
MARK

376,775. REG. 4-9-1940. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG (FED REP GERMANY CORPORATION) EPPLESTRASSE 223, STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY., SN 71-403,646. FILED 3-3-1938. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

**EL MILAGRO**

THE WORDS "EL-MILAGRO" CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "THE MIRACLE".

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46 FOR CORN TORTILLAS AND TOSTADAS. FIRST USE 7-26-1975; IN COMMERCE 7-26-1975.

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 461232, DATED 11-20-1933.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 100,959 AND 285,557. INT. CLS. 7, 12, 22 AND 27/U.S. CL. 19
MURIEL SWEETS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 502,152.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 34/U.S. CL. 17
FIRST USE 11-4-1983; IN COMMERCE 11-4-1983.

BREWTUS
INT. CL. 32/U.S. CL. 48
FOR BEER.

AZZURRO
THE TERM "AZZURRO" IS ITALIAN FOR "BLUE".
INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46
FOR RAVIOLI, PASTA, PASTRY, BREADSTICKS, AND SAUCES.

TERMIMESH
INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 13 AND 14
FOR METAL MESH INCLUDING WOVEN WIRE MESH; TERMITE BARRIERS OF ALL TYPES MADE OF METAL.

TERMIMESH
INT. CL. 37/U.S. CL. 103
FOR PEST CONTROL SERVICES, NAMELY INSTALLATION OF PEST BARRIERS, INCLUDING TERMITE BARRIERS, IN RELATION TO BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, AND EQUIPMENT.

ALL AMERICAN
INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL. 46
FOR VEGETABLE SALADS.
FIRST USE 4-0-1992; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1992.

BIG EYES
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR BINOCULARS AND TRIPODS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.
FIRST USE 6-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-22-1994.

SEAKEEPER

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR AWARD IN RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP AND COMMITMENT TO THE PROTECTION OF THE WORLD’S MARINE RESOURCES.
FIRST USE 7-2-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-2-1993.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY

2,414,764. REG. 12-19-2000. READY PAC PRODUCE, INC. (CALIFORNIA CORPORATION) 4401 FOXDALE AVENUE, IRWINDALE, CA, 91706, SN 75-769,704. FILED 8-6-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

LAFAYETTE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,223,991.
INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL. 46
FOR VEGETABLE SALADS.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK
[DISCLAIMER]


FRESHER UNDER PRESSURE

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CL. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNIFORMS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, JACKETS, FUR COATS, FUR JACKETS, LAYETTES, SWIMSUITS, KNITWEAR, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SKIRTS AND JACKETS; NECK TIES, HATS, HOSIERY AND SHOES.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, SHOP WINDOW DRESSING, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS CONSULTING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PHOTOCOPYING, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, ACCOUNTING.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL CLASSE(S)
DATE OF FIRST USE
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE

2,568,194. REG. 5-7-2002. FLOW INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION (WASHINGTON CORPORATION) 23500 64TH AVENUE SOUTH, P.O. BOX 97040, KENT, WA, 98032, SN 75-981,558. FILED 10-23-1997. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

FRESHER UNDER PRESSURE

INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CABLE AND SATELLITE TELEVISION, AUDIO AND INTERNET BROADCASTING SERVICES.
FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
CITIZENSHIP

INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41 FOR SUITCASES, BACKPACKS, TRAVEL BAGS AND TRUNKS.
FIRST USE 7-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1993.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39 FOR SHOES, T-SHIRTS, SOCKS, CAPS AND LEATHER BELTS.
FIRST USE 7-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1993.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR SHOES, T-SHIRTS, SOCKS, CAPS AND LEATHER BELTS.
FIRST USE 7-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1993.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
DESCRIPTION OF MARK


ORALIFE
INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52 FOR MOUTHWASH [AND TOOTHPASTE].
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*


TAPAS

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 37, 38 AND 50 FOR STATIONERY; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; WRITING AND DRAWING PAPER; CARTON BOXES; PLASTIC FILM FOR INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL WRAPPING; PAPER TOWELS; PAPER NAPKINS; FACIAL TISSUE; PAPER TABLE CLOTHES; PAPER BLINDS; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, BOOKLETS, AND CATALOGS ALL IN THE FIELD OF FASHION, SHOES, BAGS AND SPORTS; MAPS; DIARIES; CALENDARS; COIN ALBUM; SCRAPBOOK ALBUM; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM; MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; FRAMED AND UNFRAMED PAINTINGS; ENGRAVINGS; PLAYING CARDS; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE; SEALING WAX; PATTERNS FOR MAKING CLOTHES; TAILORS’ CHALK; PAPER FLAGS; ELECTRIC PAPER STAPLERS; ENVELOPE SEALING MACHINES FOR OFFICES; TYPEWRITER RIBBONS; ELECTRIC PAPER STAPLERS; PAINT BRUSHES; AQUARIUMS; ARTIFICIAL AQUARIUM LANDSCAPES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41 FOR CLUTCH BAG, DIAPER BAG, DUFFEL BAG, TRAVEL BAG, SCHOOL BAG; FELT POUCHES, DRAWSTRING POUCHES; LUGGAGE TAGS; ATTACHE CASES; BRIEF CASES; BUSINESS CARD CASES; HANDBAGS; WALLETS; PURSES; RUCKSACKS; SUITCASES; TRUNKS; VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY; UMBRELLAS; PARASOLS; RAW HIDE PELTS; UNWORKED AND CURRIED LEATHER SOLD IN BULK; LEATHER STRAPS FOR LUGGAGE; WALKING STICKS; CANES; DOG COLLARS; DOG CLOTHES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SUITS, [SKINS], *SKIRTS*, TROUSERS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, SPORT SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PAJAMAS, NEGLEIGEE, UNDERCLOTHES, BATH ROBES, BATHING SUITS, BATHING CAPS; APRONS; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; FOR STOLES, SHAWLS, SCARVES, GLOVES; CLOTH DIAPERS; NECKTIES; NECKLACES; BANDANAS; THERMAL SOCKS AND UNDERWEAR; MUFFLERS; EAR MUFFS; JAPANESE STYLE CLOTHING NAMELY “KIMONO”; HOODS; NIGHT CAPS; HATS; SHOES AND BOOTS; SANDALS; SLIPPERS; GYMNASTIC WEAR; NAMELY, LEOTARDS; GYMNASSTIC FOOTWEAR; GARTER BELTS; SUSPENDERS AND BELTS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 792,834.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “LABORATORIES”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD MARK "ARC LABORATORIES" INSIDE A BLUE OVAL OUTLINED IN GREEN ABOVE WHICH ARE THREE BLUE STARS. HOWEVER, THE APPLICANT DOES NOT CLAIM COLOR AS PART OF THE MARK."
INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52
LEU S21


FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

GOODS/SERVICES

2,779,912. REG. 11-4-2003. MAKE YOUR MARK GOLF ACCESSORIES, INC. (COLORADO CORPORATION) 1306 S.E. 46TH LANE, #2, CAPE CORAL, FL, 33904, SN 76-067,301. FILED 6-9-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

MAKE YOUR MARK

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR [ONLINE RETAIL STORE AND] * ON-LINE * WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING GOLF RELATED JEWELRY, GOLF BALL MARKERS, AND GOLF RELATED NOVELTY ITEMS.

FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.

GOODS/SERVICES


ECOPS

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR COMPUTERIZED TRACKING AND TRACING OF THE LOCATION, MOVEMENT AND STATUS AND OWNERSHIP OF COCOA, COFFEE AND OTHER COMMODITIES.

FIRST USE 5-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.

GOODS/SERVICES

2,784,554. REG. 11-18-2003. ALPHARX INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 168 KONRAD CRESCENT, SUITE 200, MARKHAM, ONTARIO L3R 9T9, CANADA, SN 75-920,343. FILED 2-5-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

LIPOBLOC

INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52 FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR WEIGHT LOSS AND/OR INHIBITING LIPID ABSORPTION AND/OR LOWERING SERUM CHOLESTEROL LEVELS; NUTRACEUTICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH.

FIRST USE 5-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2003.

GOODS/SERVICES

VENTURE

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50 FOR [ARTIFICIAL FISHING BAIT, FISHING CREELS, FISHING HOOKS, FISHING LURE BOXES, FISHING LURES, FISHING POLES, FISHING REELS, FISHING ROD BLANKS, FISHING RODS, FISHING TACKLE, FISHING TACKLE, AND WEIGHTS FOR FISHING LINES].

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

GOODS/SERVICES

OWNER ADDRESS

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "PINO" IS "PINE". INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50 FOR TOY FIGURES, NAMELY ROBOT TOYS IN THE SHAPE OF HUMANS NOT MADE OF PINE WOOD. FIRST USE 8-24-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2003.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
MARK

2,815,257. REG. 2-17-2004. ALPHARX, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 168 KONRAD CRESCENT, SUITE 200, MARKHAM, ONTARIO L3R 9T9, CANADA, SN 75-800,123. FILED 10-6-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PHYTOSCIENCE


ELEMENTS AMENDED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*

2,818,875. REG. 3-2-2004. TEKNA PLASMA SYSTEMS, INC. (CANADA CORPORATION) 2935, BOUL.INDUSTRIEL, SHERBROOKE, QUEBC, CANADA, J1L 12T9, SN 76-418,316. FILED 5-23-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

ROBOSTONE


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS


PHOQUS


INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52 FOR ELECTROSTATICALLY COATED PHARMACEUTICALS AND PHARMACEUTICAL POWDERS FOR USE IN ELECTROSTATIC COATING. FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35 FOR ELECTROSTATIC PHARMACEUTICAL TABLET COATING MACHINES. FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 40/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106 FOR ELECTROSTATIC COATING OF PHARMACEUTICALS FOR OTHERS. FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

2,822,829. REG. 3-16-2004. HEARTWISE EXPRESS, LLC. (ILLINOIS CORPORATION) 1450 NORTH DAYTON, CHICAGO, IL, 60622, SN 76-509,998. FILED 4-24-2003. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

JUPITER WELLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE REPRESENTATION OF THE ONE-PIECE FEATURE COMBINING THE MAIL / NEWSPAPER RECEPTACLE AND MAILBOX POST, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PLASTIC MAILBOX BODY AND ACCOMPANYING POST. THE CONFIGURATION OF A FLAG, MAILBOX DOOR AND AN ADDRESS BLOCK ARE SHOWN IN DOTTED LINES IN THE DRAWING AND DO NOT FORM A PART OF THE MARK.

SEC. 2(F).

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50 FOR PLASTIC MAILBOXES AND POSTS FOR MAILBOXES.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

OWNER NAME

2,839,352. REG. 5-11-2004. ALCYONE LIMITED (BAHAMAS LTD LIAB CO) SAFFREY SQUARE, SUITE 205, BARK LANE, PO BOX N8188, NASSAU, BAHAMAS, SN 75-713,475. FILED 5-25-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY


INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52 FOR NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, NAMELY ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, PRE-SHAVE LOTIONS, SHAVING LOTIONS, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS AND LOTIONS, SCALP [ CAR ] CARE * CREAMS AND LOTIONS, BODY CARE CREAMS AND LOTIONS; COSMETICS, NAMELY MAKE-UP FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, BLUSH, MASCARA, NAIL VARNISH, LIP-STICK, PERFUMERY, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; SKIN SOAPS; DENTIFRICES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52 FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR THE TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSOMATIC AND STRESS RELATED AILMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS AND VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY VITAMIN COMPOUNDS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; HERBAL TEA FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR SCALES; BIORHYTHM MONITORS; CALCULATORS; MICROPHONES; HEADPHONES; STEREO AMPLIFIERS AND SOUND AMPLIFIERS; LOUDSPEAKERS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY A DATABASE OF INFORMATION RELATING TO HEALTHCARE ISSUES, TOPICS AND ADVICE; ELECTRONIC PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, DISCS AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES; PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLES AND CASES THEREOF; SAFETY EYESHADES; PERISCOPIES, BINOCULARS AND MONOCULAR; PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 27, 37, 38 AND 30 FOR PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MAGAZINES, BOOKLETS, AND PRINTED GUIDES ALL ABOUT LIFE-STYLE, ALTERNATIVE HEALTHCARE, EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING AND CULTURAL MATTERS; POSTERS, LEAFLETS ABOUT LIFESTYLE, ALTERNATIVE HEALTHCARE, EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING AND CULTURAL MATTERS; PRINTED OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, DECALOMANIAS, CALENDARS, GREETING CARDS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ABOUT PERSONAL AND EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING; STATIONERY; WRITING AND DRAWING IMPLEMENTS NAMELY PENS AND PENCILS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR CONSULTING SERVICES DEALING WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ESTIMATE, PLAN AND TRACK TIME, PROJECTS AND EXPENSES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS DESCRIBING SAID SOFTWARE SOLD THEREWITH.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY LIPSTICKS, MAKE-UP, CANDLES, BATH CANDLES, BATH OILS, BATH GELS, BATH MUSK, HONEY, ORGANIC OILS, HERBAL OILS, HERBAL COSMETICS, LAVENDER, TEA TREE, LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL, LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL, BATH AND BODY GELS, BATH AND BODY WASHES, BATH AND BODY LOTIONS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE TO ESTIMATE, PLAN AND TRACK TIME, PROJECTS AND EXPENSES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS DESCRIBING SAID SOFTWARE SOLD THEREWITH.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES DEALING WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION, CUSTOMIZING AND TRAINING ON THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ESTIMATE, PLAN AND TRACK TIME, PROJECTS AND EXPENSES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR JEWELRY; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CLOCKS, WATCHES, ALARM CLOCKS, CONTROL CLOCKS, ELECTRIC CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WRIST WATCHES; GOODS MADE FROM OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS OR THEIR ALLOYS NAMELY ASHTRAYS, BADGES, BASKETS, CIGAR BOXES, BOXES, BUCKLES, BUSTS, CABARETS, CANDELABRAS, CANDLE EXTINGUISHERS, CANDLE RINGS, CANDLE STICKS, CIGAR CASES, NAIL CASES, Purses, CHAINS, CIGAR HOLDERS, TIE CLIPS, COFFEE SERVICES, COFFEE POTS, HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, KITCHEN CONTAINERS, CRUDEITIE SETS, CRUDEITEE STANDS, CUPS, DISHES, EGGS, CUPS, FIGURINES, FLASKS, GOBLETS, GOLD AND SILVER WARE, HARNESS FITTINGS, HAT ORNAMENTS, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, JEWELRY CASES, JUGS, KEY RINGS, KITCHEN CONTAINERS, KITCHEN UTENSILS, MATCH BOXES, MATCH HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, ORNAMENTAL PIECES, ORNAMENTAL ORNAMENTS, SHOE ORNAMENTS, POWDER COMPACTS, SALAD BOWLS, SALT CELLARS, SALT SHAKERS, SAUCERS, SNUFF BOXES, SOAP BOWLS, STATUTES, STATUETTES, STRAINERS, SUGAR BOWLS, TABLE PLATTERS, FAY CARDS, TEA CADDIES, TEA DIFFUSERS, TEA SERVICES, TEA STRAINERS, TEA POTS, TOBACCO JARS, TOOTH PICKS, TOWEL HOLDERS, TRAYS, TRINKETS, URNS, VASES, VESSELS, WORKS OF ART.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39 FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, APRONS, BANDANNAS, BATHROBES, BELTS, BERETS, COATS, TOP COATS, DRESSING GOWNS, EARRINGS, FROCKS, GLOVES, GOWNS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, JUMPERs, KNITWEAR, LEGGINGS, MITTENS, NECKTIES, OVERalls, OVERCOATS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PARKAS, PULLOVERS, SHAWLS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, SMOCKS, STOCKINGS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, TROUSERS, UNDERCLOTHING, UNDERWEAR, WAIStCOATS, HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR AND BEACH CLOTHES, NAMELY, BEACHWEAR, SWIMWEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, BIKINIS, SARONGS, BATHING CAPS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH SHOES AND SANDALS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES DEALING WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION, CUSTOMIZING AND TRAINING ON THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ESTIMATE, PLAN AND TRACK TIME, PROJECTS AND EXPENSES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR SCALES; BIORHYTHM MONITORS; CALCULATORS; MICROPHONES; HEADPHONES; STEREO AMPLIFIERS AND SOUND AMPLIFIERS; LOUDSPEAKERS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY A DATABASE OF INFORMATION RELATING TO HEALTHCARE ISSUES, TOPICS AND ADVICE; ELECTRONIC PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, DISCS AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES; PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLES AND CASES THEREOF; SAFETY EYESHADES; PERISCOPIES, BINOCULARS AND MONOCULAR; PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 27, 37, 38 AND 50 FOR PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MAGAZINES, BOOKLETS, AND PRINTED GUIDES ALL ABOUT LIFE-STYLE, ALTERNATIVE HEALTHCARE, EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING AND CULTURAL MATTERS; POSTERS, LEAFLETS ABOUT LIFESTYLE, ALTERNATIVE HEALTHCARE, EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING AND CULTURAL MATTERS; PRINTED OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, DECALOMANIAS, CALENDARS, GREETING CARDS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ABOUT PERSONAL AND EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING; STATIONERY; WRITING AND DRAWING IMPLEMENTS NAMELY PENS AND PENCILS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR CONSULTING SERVICES DEALING WITH THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ESTIMATE, PLAN AND TRACK TIME, PROJECTS AND EXPENSES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS DESCRIBING SAID SOFTWARE SOLD THEREWITH.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR JEWELRY; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CLOCKS, WATCHES, ALARM CLOCKS, CONTROL CLOCKS, ELECTRIC CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WRIST WATCHES; GOODS MADE FROM OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS OR THEIR ALLOYS NAMELY ASHTRAYS, BADGES, BASKETS, CIGAR BOXES, BOXES, BUCKLES, BUSTS, CABARETS, CANDELABRAS, CANDLE EXTINGUISHERS, CANDLE RINGS, CANDLE STICKS, CIGAR CASES, NAIL CASES, Purses, CHAINS, CIGAR HOLDERS, TIE CLIPS, COFFEE SERVICES, COFFEE POTS, HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, KITCHEN CONTAINERS, CRUDEITIE SETS, CRUDEITEE STANDS, CUPS, DISHES, EGGS, CUPS, FIGURINES, FLASKS, GOBLETS, GOLD AND SILVER WARE, HARNESS FITTINGS, HAT ORNAMENTS, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, JEWELRY CASES, JUGS, KEY RINGS, KITCHEN CONTAINERS, KITCHEN UTENSILS, MATCH BOXES, MATCH HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, ORNAMENTAL PIECES, ORNAMENTAL ORNAMENTS, SHOE ORNAMENTS, POWDER COMPACTS, SALAD BOWLS, SALT CELLARS, SALT SHAKERS, SAUCERS, SNUFF BOXES, SOAP BOWLS, STATUTES, STATUETTES, STRAINERS, SUGAR BOWLS, TABLE PLATTERS, FAY CARDS, TEA CADDIES, TEA DIFFUSERS, TEA SERVICES, TEA STRAINERS, TEA POTS, TOBACCO JARS, TOOTH PICKS, TOWEL HOLDERS, TRAYS, TRINKETS, URNS, VASES, VESSELS, WORKS OF ART.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39 FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, APRONS, BANDANNAS, BATHROBES, BELTS, BERETS, COATS, TOP COATS, DRESSING GOWNS, EARRINGS, FROCKS, GLOVES, GOWNS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, JUMPERs, KNITWEAR, LEGGINGS, MITTENS, NECKTIES, OVERalls, OVERCOATS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PARKAS, PULLOVERS, SHAWLS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, SMOCKS, STOCKINGS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, TROUSERS, UNDERCLOTHING, UNDERWEAR, WAIStCOATS, HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR AND BEACH CLOTHES, NAMELY, BEACHWEAR, SWIMWEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, BIKINIS, SARONGS, BATHING CAPS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH SHOES AND SANDALS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .
DIAMONDWAVE

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ROUTING AND FORWARDING DATA AND COMMUNICATIONS AND FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF OPTICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY, NAMELY OPTICAL NETWORK APPLICATIONS, PHOTONIC SWITCHING, EMBEDDED ROUTING AND SIGNALING SUPPORT AND BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT TOGETHER WITH USER MANUALS IN PRINT AND ELECTRONIC FORMAT PROVIDED THEREWITH; OPTICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK COMPONENTS, NAMELY OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC SWITCHES.
FIRST USE 6-5-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2001.

TONY'S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,255,465, 2,500,149 AND OTHERS.
INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46
FOR PRE-COOKED, READY-TO-EAT FROZEN BREAD CONTAINING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING FILLINGS; MEAT, CHEESE, SAUCE OR VEGETABLES.
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.

CLIC CLIENT INFORMATION CENTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLIENT INFORMATION CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE ACCESS TO | TO | PROPERTY, GENERAL LIABILITY, AUTO, CARGO, DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS, WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND DISCUSSION LIABILITY INSURANCE AND RISK-MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND INFORMATION.
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.
WINTER GLEN

INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50
FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS AND ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHRISTMAS FIGURINES MADE OF METAL.
INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 22, 25, 32 AND 50
FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS AND ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, FIGURINES AND OTHER CHRISTMAS VILLAGE PIECES MADE OF POLYRESIN, PVC AND PLASTIC.
INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS AND ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHRISTMAS VILLAGES AND NATIVITY SCENES COMPRISING HOUSES, FIGURINES AND OTHER CHRISTMAS VILLAGE PIECES MADE OF PORCELAIN.

TELIK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,416,187.
INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ONCOLOGICAL DISORDERS, [DIABETES AND INFLAMMATION DISORDERS].

PHANTOM GOURMET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOURMET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSPAPERS AND TRADE PERIODICALS FEATURING RESTAURANT REVIEWS.
INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MULTI-MEDIA RESTAURANT REVIEWS RENDERED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.

SPIELO MANUFACTURING INCORPORATED (CANADA CORPORATION)

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR RE CONFIGURABLE CASINO AND LOTTERY GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES AND OPERATIONAL COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE THEREFOR.
FIRST USE 4-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2003.

FOR (BASED ON HONG KONG FOREIGN REGISTRATION NUMBER B11311 OF 2002) COMPUTER PAPER; DRAWING PAPER; NOTE PAPER; PACKING PAPER; CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY: BOOKS, BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES, MAGAZINES, PERIODICAL NEWSLETTERS AND NEWSPAPERS ALL IN THE FIELD OF CINEMATOGRAPHY, MUSIC OR ENTERTAINMENT; PICTURES; PORTRAITS; UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; PAINTINGS; POSTERS; GRAPHIC ART REPRODUCTIONS; PAPER TRANSPARENCIES; PLASTIC TRANSPARENCIES; CALENDARS; MAPS; BUSINESS CARDS; NAME CARDS; INVITATION CARDS; PRINTED TICKETS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS; PAPER BAGS; STATIONERY; PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR (BASED ON HONG KONG FOREIGN REGISTRATION NUMBER B12827 OF 2002) TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES; RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TELEVISION BROADCASTING TO PAID SUBSCRIBERS OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS; VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, NAMELY, COMMUNICATION AND MESSAGE SENDING AND RECEIVING BETWEEN COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION AND RECEIPT OF IMAGES, SOUNDS, DATA AND MESSAGES BY TELEVISION, RADIO, CABLE TELEVISION, COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC MAIL, SATELLITE AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

FOR (BASED ON HONG KONG FOREIGN REGISTRATION NUMBER B12828 OF 2002) PRODUCTION AND RENTAL OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES, DVDS, AUDIO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, LASER DISCS AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING TELEVISION PROGRAMS, RADIO PROGRAMS, MOVIE PICTURES AND ANIMATED CARTOONS; PRODUCTION AND RENTAL OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES, DVDS, AUDIO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, LASER DISCS AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING MUSIC CONCERTS, COMEDY ROUTINES, VARIETY SHOWS, TELEVISION ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCES, CIRCUSES AND THEATER; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF ENTERTAINMENT, MUSICAL AND EDUCA TIONAL COMPETITIONS, BEAUTY CONTESTS AND SPORTS EVENTS; RENTAL OF VIDEO CASSETTES, DVDS, AUDIO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, LASER DISCS AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING PRE-RECORDED ENTERTAINMENT, MUSICAL AND EDUCATIONAL COMPETITIONS, BEAUTY CONTESTS AND SPORTS EVENTS; PREPARATION OF SPECIAL EFFECTS; ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR THESE EVENTS; MOVIE STUDIOS; LIBRARIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, MANUSCRIPTS, CATALOGUES AND NEWSLETTERS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY ROUTINES AND VARIETY; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING NEWS, AND VARIETY; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATED CARTOONS; PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CINEMATOGRAPHY, MUSIC OR ENTERTAINMENT.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .
FOR (BASED ON HONG KONG FOREIGN REGISTRATION NUMBER B02028 OF 2003) COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS AND INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHIC AREAS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER RENTAL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; NEWS SYNDICATION REPORTING; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A SERVER FOR THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; WEBSITE DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

FIRST USE; IN COMMERCE.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

GOODS/SERVICES


GEARWALL

INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50
FOR METAL STORAGE HOOKS AND BRACKETS, METAL TOOL BOXES, WALL MOUNTED AND FREE-STANDING METAL RACKS [ , METAL SCREWS ].


ELEMENTS AMENDED

GOODS/SERVICES

2,867,856. REG. 7-27-2004. ALTERPOINT, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 300 WEST 6TH STREET, SUITE 2200, AUSTIN, TX, 78701, SN 78-168,371. FILED 9-26-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

DEVICEAUTHORITY

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPTIMIZING NETWORK PERFORMANCE AND INCREASING THE AVAILABILITY AND SECURITY OF NETWORKS.

FIRST USE 11-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-3-2003.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

OWNER ADDRESS

2,870,086. REG. 8-3-2004. HOS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (ILLINOIS CORPORATION) 1261 EAST UNION AVENUE, LITCHFIELD, IL, 62056, SN 76-364,138. FILED 1-29-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

GOLD-POINT ULTIMATE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,932,194.

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50
FOR BASKETBALL GOALS.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

MARK


THE BUCK-FIFTY STOPS HERE

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR BANKING SERVICES; DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES; AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE SERVICES.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

MARK

2,872,927. REG. 8-10-2004. INTERNATIONAL PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES INSTITUTE (IPGRI) (STATELESS INTERNATIONAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION HOSTED IN ITALY) VIA DEI TRE DENARI 472/A, 00057 MACCARESE, (FIUMICINO) ROME, ITALY., SN 76-508,779. FILED P.R. 4-23-2003; AM. S.R. 5-12-2004. SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRUST" (CLASS 36 ONLY), APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, CROP VARIETY CONSERVATION, CROP GENE BANKS, AND CROP VARIETY COLLECTIONS, AND PROMOTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SAME FIELD.


INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, CROP VARIETY CONSERVATION, CROP GENE BANKS, AND CROP VARIETY COLLECTIONS, NAMELY, COLLECTING FUNDING FOR OTHERS IN THE SAME FIELD.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

DISCLAIMER
2,873,733. REG. 8-17-2004. ZAGELBAUM, BRUCE M. (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL), DBA NEW YORK OPHTHALMOLOGY, P.C., 209 BROOKVILLE ROAD, BROOKVILLE, NY, 11545, SN 76-513,624. FILED 5-12-2003. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR OPHTHALMOLOGY SERVICES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DBA/AKA

COLUMBIAN HOME PRODUCTS, LLC (ILLINOIS LTD LIAB CO) 1600 BEECH STREET, TERRE HAUTE, IN, 47804, SN 76-439,353. FILED 8-12-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY, SAUCE PANS, FRY PANS, STOCK POTS, WATER KETTLES; OVENWARE, NAMELY, NON-ELECTRIC ROASTERS.
FIRST USE 6-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2003.

OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS
ENTITY

2,874,737. REG. 8-17-2004. SEAVER, PATRICIA J. (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL) POSITIVE TRANSITIONS, 7705 WHITERIM TERRACE, POTOMAC, MD, 20854, SN 78-272,156. FILED 7-9-2003. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, COACHING AND IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES FOR CHANGES IN PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE FOCUS GROUPS, PARENTING GROUPS AND LIFE CYCLE WORKSHOPS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES.
FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR CO-MEDIATION SERVICES WITH ATTORNEYS AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS.
FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES AND CONSULTATIONS.
FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE

CREATING STRATEGIES FOR LIFE CHANGES

2,875,376. REG. 8-17-2004. COLUMBIAN HOME PRODUCTS, LLC (ILLINOIS LTD LIAB CO) 1600 BEECH STREET, TERRE HAUTE, IN, 47804, SN 76-439,353. FILED 8-12-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SINCE 1896", apart from the mark as shown.
INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES.
FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SINCE 1896", apart from the mark as shown.
INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY, SAUCE PANS, FRY PANS, STOCK POTS, WATER KETTLES; OVENWARE, NAMELY, NON-ELECTRIC ROASTERS.
FIRST USE 6-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2003.

OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS
ENTITY


Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Canada application No. 1128882, filed 1-21-2002, Reg. No. TMA599164, dated 1-13-2004, expires 1-13-2019. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MILLWORK", apart from the mark as shown.
The mark consists, in part, of a stylized depiction of a window and a door.
INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES.
FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE

THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF A WINDOW AND A DOOR.
INT. CL. 19/U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50
FOR NON-METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

TOP DOG

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR AWARD PROGRAM TO ENCOURAGE AND REWARD SAFETY IN THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY BY AWARDING DRIVERS.
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP

TOTAL LOGO CREATIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGO CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 40/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106 FOR CUSTOMIZED PRINTING OF COMPANY NAMES AND LOGOS FOR PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES ON GOODS OF OTHERS ORDERED THROUGH AN INTERNET WEBSITE.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
CITIZENSHIP


GOOD LIFE

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38 FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS FEATURING MUSIC.
FIRST USE 5-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

TOTAL LOGO CREATIONS


TECHNOLOGY BY IDATECH

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34 FOR HYDROGEN-GENERATION EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, HYDROGEN GENERATORS, HYDROGEN PURIFIERS, HYDROGEN PURIFICATION MEMBRANES, FUEL PROCESSORS, AND STEAM REFORMERS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.
INT. CL. 40/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106 FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF HYDROGEN-GENERATION AND ELECTRICAL-POWER-GENERATION PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FUEL PROCESSORS, STEAM REFORMERS, FUEL CELLS, FUEL CELL STACKS, HYDROGEN GENERATORS, HYDROGEN PURIFIERS, HYDROGEN PURIFICATION MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL POWER MANAGEMENT MODULES, NAMELY, POWER INVERTERS, POWER CONVERTERS, POWER CONDITIONERS, POWER CONTROLLERS AND LOAD REGULATORS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.
INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF HYDROGEN-GENERATION AND ELECTRICAL-POWER GENERATION PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FUEL PROCESSORS, STEAM REFORMERS, FUEL CELLS, FUEL CELL STACKS, HYDROGEN GENERATORS, HYDROGEN PURIFIERS, HYDROGEN PURIFICATION MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL POWER MANAGEMENT MODULES, NAMELY, POWER INVERTERS, POWER CONDITIONERS, POWER CONVERTERS, POWER CONTROLLERS AND LOAD REGULATORS; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, DESIGN AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.

Mastic-Shield

INT. CL. 2/U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16 FOR (EPOXY) * EPOXY * COATINGS, NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL COATING FORMED OF EPOXY FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE ON METAL, CONCRETE, WOOD, FLOORS AND WALLS.
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,879,579. REG. 8-31-2004. DIRECT SOURCE SPECIAL PRODUCTS INC. (CANADA CORPORATION) 2695 DOLLARD STREET, LASALLE, QUEBEC, CANADA, H8N 2J8, SN 76-976,802. FILED 1-9-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

2,880,178. REG. 8-31-2004. IDATECH, LLC (OREGON LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 63160 N.W. BRITTA STREET, SUITE E-100, BEND, OR, 97701, SN 76-976,802. FILED 1-9-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

2,880,178. REG. 8-31-2004. IDATECH, LLC (OREGON LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 63160 N.W. BRITTA STREET, SUITE E-100, BEND, OR, 97701, SN 76-976,802. FILED 1-9-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.
TRANS CONTINENTS

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 2436480, DATED 7-31-1992, EXPIRES 7-31-2012.
INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41
FOR FOLDING BRIEFCASES; SHOULDER BAGS; GLADSTONE BAGS; BRIEFCASES; SUITCASES; CAR- RY-ON BAGS; TRUNKS; HANDBAGS; BOSTON BAGS; SCHOOL SATCHELS; BACKPACKS; DRAWSTRING POUCHES; BUSINESS CARD CASES; MESH SHOPPING BAGS; SHOPPING BAGS WITH WHEELS ATTACHED; PURSES; KEY CASES; WALLETs; NAME CARD CASES; VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

PROTEOEXTRACT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 302311378, FILED 6-25-2002.
INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1 FOR CHEMICAL KITS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC USE COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF BUFFERS, DETERGENTS, ENZYME INHIBITORS AND CHEMICALS FOR PROTEIN EXTRACTION FOR SEPARATION OF PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES BY ELECTROPHORESIS, LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY OR ANY OTHER PROTEIN SEPARATION METHOD.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP

THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50
FOR MINIATURE DIE CAST VEHICLES, BATTERY OPERATED REMOTE CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES, TOY MODEL KIT CARS, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
ENTITY

* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS—NEW CERTIFICATES

New Certificates issued under section 7(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the unexpired term of the original registrations.

2,194,007. FIX-A-DING. INT. CL. 37. FIX-A-DING AG, CH-4600 OLTON, SWITZERLAND. REG. 10-6-1998. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(D) TO REGISTRANT.

2,238,526. CU ANYTIME PC. INT. CL. 36. GRAND RAPIDS TEACHERS CREDIT UNION, GRAND RAPIDS, MI. REG. 4-13-1999. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(D) TO REGISTRANT.

2,542,661. WHEATLEY (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 7. HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES, INC., CARROLLTON, TX. REG. 2-26-2002. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(D) TO REGISTRANT.

* * * * *
INDEX OF REGISTRANTS

DEC 28, 2004

(Registered; Renewed; Canceled; Amended, Corrected, etc.; New Certificates; 12c Publications.)

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

'TOTES', INCORPORATED, LOVELAND, OH:
1,266,685, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

A & T SUPPLY, INC., DETROIT LAKES, MN:
2,135,823, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,135,871, CANC. INT. CL. 4.

A MOTHER'S TOUCH JEWELRY, LLC, MIDDLETOWN, KY:
2,914,641, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.

A MOVING & STORAGE, CO., INC., HOUSTON, TX:

A. G. S. OF HANOVER INCORPORATED, ASHLAND, VA:
2,136,220, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

A.J. ANTUNES & CO., CAROL STREAM, IL:

A.J.'S OUTDOORS, INC., TAMPA, FL:
2,914,894, INT. CL. 30.

A-1 ALL WEATHER ROOFING, INC., HILLSBORO, OR:
TAWZER HOLDINGS, LLC, HILLSBORO, OR:
1,820,636, CANC. INT. CL. 19.

AAA EAST CENTRAL, PITTSBURGH, PA, WEST PENN AAA, EAST LIBERTY, PA:

ABBOTT LABORATORIES, NORTH CHICAGO, IL:
1,266,633, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

ABBOTT-INTERFAST CORPORATION, WHEELING, IL:
1,819,703, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ACORN ENGINEERING COMPANY, CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA:
1,266,153, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

ACTIONAID, LONDON N19 5PG, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,135,774, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
2,135,781, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

ACTIVESTATE CORPORATION, VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA:
2,913,137, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

ACUINIA, LEUVEN, BELGIUM, AKA ACUINIA, N.V. AND ACUINIA, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP:
2,914,102, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 38 AND 42.

ADAMS GOLF, LTD., PLANO, TX:
2,915,083, INT. CL. 10.

ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC., NEW YORK, NY:

ADRENIENNE VITTADINI LLC, ENFIELD, CT:
2,914,998, INT. CL. 9.

ADVERTISING.COM, INC., BALTIMORE, MD:

AEGIS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
1,819,923, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

AEGON ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL:
2,914,052, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 41.

AEGON FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, JERSEY CITY, NJ:
2,914,890, INT. CL. 41.

ADVANCED BIONICS CORPORATION, VALENCIA, CA:
2,915,130, INT. CL. 10.

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD, SINGAPORE:
2,915,001, INT. CL. 40.

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC., SUNNYVALE, CA:
1,819,724, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.

ADVANCED MILLIWAVE LABORATORIES, INC., CAMARILLO, CA:

ADVANCED MOTION CONCEPTS, INC., ATKINSON, NH:
2,915,355, INT. CL. 36.

ACCESS WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS, INC., HYATTSVILLE, MD, TELEMANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:
1,868,537, REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 35.

ACCO UK LIMITED, KENT TN15 7RS, ENGLAND:
2,914,859, INT. CL. 16.

ACCO WORLD CORPORATION, DEERFIELD, IL:
2,915,359, INT. CL. 36.

ACCMC MORTGAGE CORP., NASUAH, NH:
2,915,357, INT. CL. 36.

ACCMC MORTGAGE CORP., NASUAH, NH:
2,915,359, INT. CL. 36.
2,915,360, INT. CL. 36.
2,915,362, INT. CL. 36.

ACCUREST, INC., WAUCONDA, IL:

ACD/VOCAB, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,135,547, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

ACERI, S.A., 08008 BARCELONA, SPAIN:

ACH FOOD COMPANIES, INC, CORDOVA, TN, CPC INTERNATIONAL INC., ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, NJ:
1,796,017, REN. 11-16-04. INT. CL. 29.

ACORN ENGINEERING COMPANY, CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA:
1,266,153, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

ACTIONAID, LONDON N19 5PG, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,135,774, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,135,781, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

ACTIVESTATE CORPORATION, VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA:
2,915,137, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

ACUNIA, LEUVEN, BELGIUM, AKA ACUNIA, N.V. AND ACUNIA, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP:
2,914,102, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 38 AND 42.

ADAMS GOLF, LTD., PLANO, TX:
2,915,083, INT. CL. 10.

ADCAH CARE HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH:
DBA PROJECT MARKET DECISIONS TO ZA CONSULTING LLC, JENKINTOWN, PA:
1,819,760, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ADP FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, JERSEY CITY, NJ:
2,914,709, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.

ADRIENNE VITTADINI LLC, ENFIELD, CT:
2,915,269, INT. CL. 25.

ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,914,690, INT. CL. 41.

ADVANCED BIONICS CORPORATION, VALENCIA, CA:
2,915,130, INT. CL. 10.

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD, SINGAPORE:
2,915,001, INT. CL. 40.

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC., SUNNYVALE, CA:
1,819,724, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.

ADVANCED MILLIWAVE LABORATORIES, INC., CAMARILLO, CA:

ADVANCED MOTION CONCEPTS, INC., ATKINSON, NH:
2,915,109, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 41.

ADVANCED STAR COMMUNICATIONS INC., DULUTH, MN, AUTOMOTIVE INFORMATION PROPERTIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,877,565, REN. 11-14-04. INT. CL. 16.

ADVERTISING.COM, INC., BALTIMORE, MD FROM TEKNOSURF.COM, INC., BALTIMORE, MD:
2,914,052, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.

AEGIS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA TO DC COMICS, NEW YORK, NY:
1,819,923, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

AEGON ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL:
2,914,853, INT. CL. 36.

AEROGROUP INTERNATIONAL, INC., EDISON, NJ:

AG-CHEM EQUIPMENT CO., INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,266,184, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES, INC., GREENSBORO, NC: 764,768, Canc, U.S. Cl. 42.
BURROWS WELLCOME CO., RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC: 764,571, Canc, U.S. Cl. 18.
BURSTIN TO SHOW YOU!, WONDER LAKE, IL: 2,135,236, Canc, Int. Cl. 42.
BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, KANSAS CITY, MO: 1,905,483, Ren. 11-15-04, Int. Cl. 9.
BUZZ BEE TOYS, INC., MT. LAUREL, NJ: 2,915,166, Int. Cl. 2.
C. J. MARSHALL PRODUCE CO., JEROME, ID: 1,266,512, Canc, Int. Cl. 31.
C.J. EXPRESS TRADING CORP., MIAMI, FL: 2,915,385, Int. Cl. 16.
CACTUS PUNCH, INC., LOVELAND, OH, Dba Cactus Punch: 2,135,885, Canc, Int. Cl. 40.
CADBURY BEVERAGES INC., STAMFORD, CT: 1,863,854, Ren. 11-13-04, Int. Cl. 30.
CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT INC., LAS VEGAS, NV: 2,914,612, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 28.
2,914,614, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 21.
2,914,615, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 6.
COLDWELL LEGAL, U.S.A., SACRAMENTO, CA: 2,914,90, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 36.
2,914,191, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 36.
CALHOUN, DAVID P., WALKERTOWN, NC: 2,135,898, Canc, Int. Cl. 41.
CALIFORNIA CONCEPTS, INC., GARDENA, CA: 2,136,213, Canc, Int. Cl. 25.
CALIFORNIA OREGON SEED, INC., OAKDALE, CA: 2,135,835, Int. Cl. 31.
CALIFORNIA TAN, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,915,116, Int. Cl. 3.
CALL-TELL LLC, REDWOOD CITY, CA: 2,914,817, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 9 And 42.
CALLAN-KNUDSEN, INC., DENVER, CO: 2,135,485, Canc, Int. Cl. 25.
CALLEBAUT, BERNARD, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA: 2,508,428, Canc, Irn, Restored to S.N. 75-617,351.
CAMES DESIGN, LTD., NEW YORK, NY: 2,914,271, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 9.
CAMPBELL OIL COMPANY, MASON, OH: 2,914,751, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 4 And 35.
CANBRA FOODS LTD., LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA, CANADA: 764,768, Canc, U.S. Cl. 42.
2,914,900, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 30.
2,914,271, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 28.
2,135,410, Int. Cl. 35.
2,915,411, Int. Cl. 35.
2,914,036, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 25.
2,914,089, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 44.
B. R. T., INC., WAYNE, NJ: 2,135,410, Int. Cl. 35.
2,915,411, Int. Cl. 35.
2,914,271, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 25.
2,914,098, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 44.
BRUSH WILLMAN, INC., CLEVELAND, OH: 1,819,682, Canc, Int. Cl. 6.
BSH BOSCH UND SIEMENS HAUSGERATE GMBH, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY: 2,914,265, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 9, 7, And 11.
2,914,266, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 7, 9, And 11.
BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA: 2,915,028, Canc, Int. Cl. 7.
BUCKWALTER, BARBARA J., PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ AND O'GRADY, MARIAN SUE, PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ: 2,914,349, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 35.
BUFFALO WILD WINGS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN: 2,914,520, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 30.
BUHLER AG, CH-9240 UZWIL, SWITZERLAND: 2,135,172, Canc, Int. Cl. 7.
BUHLERADIUS, ASHEVILLE, NC: 2,914,827, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 9.
BUILT FOR SPEED, INC., VENTURA, CA: 2,914,170, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Ints. 12 And 25.
BURCHELL NURSERY, INC., THE, MODESTO, CA: 2,135,968, Canc, Int. Cl. 31.
BURDEN, BILLY, DALLAS, TX: 2,135,397, Canc, Int. Cl. 30.
BRENNAN, DANIEL J., TOLEDO, OH, DBA COULACOS/BRENNAN & ASSOCIATES: 1,819,888, Canc, Int. Cl. 16.
BRIDGESTONE/FIRESTONE, INC., WAPATO, WA: 2,135,948, Canc, Int. Cl. 41.
BROWN, VIRGINIA, G., DALLAS, TX: 2,914,050, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 30.
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY: 2,914,142, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 29.
2,915,154, Int. Cl. 3.
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA: 2,914,221, Canc, Int. Cl. 9.
BROOKS TROPICALS INC., HOMESTEAD, FL: 2,915,046, Int. Cl. 31.
BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL FOOD CORPORATION, BATAVIA, NY: 2,914,664, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 33.
BROWN & HALEY, TAMPA, WA: 1,265,502, Canc, Int. Cl. 30.
BROWN, ARTHUR C., WEST KINGSTON, RI, DBA THE BROWN COMPANY: 1,266,681, Canc, Int. Cl. 20.
BROWN, RICHARD, NEW YORK, NY: 1,269,821, Canc, Int. Cl. 41.
BROWN, TERESA K., EL CAJON, CA: 2,914,261, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 25.
BRITISH ISLES: 2,915,403, Int. Cl. 35.
2,915,410, Int. Cl. 35.
2,915,411, Int. Cl. 35.
BRUSHWELL MAN, INC., CLEVELAND, OH: 1,819,682, Canc, Int. Cl. 6.
BSH BOSCH UND SIEMENS HAUSGERATE GMBH, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY: 2,914,265, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 7, 9, And 11.
2,914,266, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 7, 9, And 11.
BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA: 2,915,028, Canc, Int. Cl. 7.
BUCKWALTER, BARBARA J., PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ AND O'GRADY, MARIAN SUE, PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ: 2,914,349, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 35.
BUFFALO WILD WINGS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN: 2,914,520, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 30.
BUHLER AG, CH-9240 UZWIL, SWITZERLAND: 2,135,172, Canc, Int. Cl. 7.
BUHLERADIUS, ASHEVILLE, NC: 2,914,827, Pub. 10-5-2004, Int. Cl. 9.
BUILT FOR SPEED, INC., VENTURA, CA: 2,914,170, Pub. 10-5-2004, Multiple Class, Ints. 12 And 25.
BURCHELL NURSERY, INC., THE, MODESTO, CA: 2,135,968, Canc, Int. Cl. 31.
BURDEN, BILLY, DALLAS, TX: 2,135,397, Canc, Int. Cl. 30.
EMTEK HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS, INC., TEMPE, AZ: 2,136,084, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
ENCECREE SHOE CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NH: 2,136,052, CANC. INT. CL. 18.
ENDURANCE SPORTS LIMITED, CAUSEWAY BAY, HONG KONG: 2,914,599, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 41.
INTERNET ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,914,675, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
ENTERPRISE NETWORK SERVICES, INC., RALEIGH, NC: 2,136,391, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS PRODUCTS HOLDINGS INC., EAST GRANBY, CT: 2,914,280, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 42.
EOLA HILLS WINE CELLARS, INC, RICKREALL, OR: 2,915,228, PUB. INT. CL. 33.
EPL TECHNOLOGIES, INC, W. CONSHOHOCKEN, PA: 2,136,350, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
EQUIBRAND PRODUCTS GROUP LP, GRANBURY, TX: 2,914,484, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 25.
ERGOFLEX SYSTEMS, INC., LITTLETON, CO, DBA XYBIX SYSTEMS, INC.: 2,915,228, PUB. INT. CL. 33.
ERICKSON, ROBERT C., LAPEER, MI: 2,915,095, INT. CL. 19.
ERIE INSURANCE EXCHANGE, ERIE, PA: 1,865,968, REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 36.
ERNST MARKS GMBH & CO. KG, 45442 MÜLHEIM AN DER RUHR, FED REP GERMANY: 2,914,159, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 16.
ESCHOOL SOLUTIONS.COM, INC, ORLANDO, FL: 2,915,369, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 41 AND 42.
ESPINOZA, CHRISTOPHER THOMAS, KELLER, TX: 2,915,011, INT. CL. 16.
ESSE ELECTRONICS, INC., CARPINTERIA, CA: 2,914,946, INT. CL. 9.
ESTATE OF KAY THOMPSON, THE, BY THE ITSY BITSY ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY: 2,914,984, INT. CL. 41.
ESTEE LAUDER INC., NEW YORK, NY: 1,819,638, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
ESTERLINE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, BELLEVUE, WA: 2,913,021, INT. CL. 9.
ETHAN ALLEN MARKETING CORPORATION, DANBURY, CT: 2,914,726, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 11, 14, 16, 20 AND 27.
ETI EXPLOSIVES TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL (CANADA) LTD., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA: 1,266,273, CANC. INT. CL. 13.
ETI EXPLOSIVES TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL (CANADA) LTD., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA: 1,266,273, CANC. INT. CL. 13.
EUROCOS COSMETIC GMBH, FRANKFURT AM MAIN, FED REP GERMANY: 2,136,073, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
EVA-TONE, INC., CLEARWATER, FL: 2,914,276, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 40.
EVAULT INCORPORATED, WALNUT CREEK, CA: 2,914,137, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 42.
EVERDREAM CORPORATION, FREMONT, CA: 2,914,303, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.
EVERGREEN MEDIA CORPORATION OF THE GREAT LAKES, OAK PARK, MI: 2,136,028, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
EVERLAST WORLD'S BOXING HEADQUARTERS CORPORATION, BRONX, NY: 2,915,307, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5 AND 32.
EVERS PRINT GROUP, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO: 2,914,584, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.
2,914,903, INT. CL. 9.
EVOTEC BIOSYSTEMS AG, 22525 HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY: 2,915,339, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
EWI RE, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,135,766, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
EWING, DONALD, NASHVILLE, TN: 2,914,774, INT. CL. 9.
EXECUTIVE WEST, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ TO ADVANCED FRANCHISING WORLDWIDE, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ: 1,820,102, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
EXETER ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS, INC., WYOMING, PA: 2,914,324, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 17.
EXXONMOBIL OIL CORPORATION, IRVING, TX: 2,914,885, INT. CL. 3.
EYE THINK, INC., BOSTON, MA: 2,914,262, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 42.
EYEBALL INTERNATIONAL INC., GREAT NECK, NY: 2,260,570, COR. INT. CL. 41.
F. B. PURNELL SAUSAGE CO., INC., SIMPSONVILLE, KY: 1,266,703, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
FACE STOCKHOLM, NEW YORK, NY: 1,842,607, REN. 11-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 42.
FALLON, LTD., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA: 2,136,192, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
FAMIGLIA TOSCANA, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,135,629, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
FAMILY CHRISTIAN STORES, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI: 2,914,642, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 36.
FAR EAST (WU'S) INDUSTRIAL CO LTD, TSUEN WAN, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG: 2,914,939, INT. CL. 3.
FAR EAST NATIONAL BANK, LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,915,122, INT. CL. 11.
FAR EAST (WU'S) FRANCHISING LIMITED, BRONX, NY: 2,915,296, INT. CL. 5.
FARNAM COMPANIES, INC., PHOENIX, AZ: 2,135,629, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
FARNAM CUSTOM PRODUCTS, INC., ARDEN, NC: 2,135,630, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
AND 41.

FAULTLESS STARCH BON AMI CO., KANSAS CITY, MO: 1,286,324, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION, MEMPHIS, TN: 2,136,206, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION, MCLEAN, VA: 2,914,791, INT. CL. 36.

FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC., CINCINNATI, OH, BLOOMINGDALES’, INC., CINCINNATI, OH: 1,856,060, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 42.

FEIN, NIKKI M., OAKDALE, PA: 1,385,533, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

FEL-PRO INCORPORATED, SKOKIE, IL: 2,135,754, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

FEMCARE, INC., HOUSTON, TX: 1,820,254, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

FENNER DUNLOP HOLDINGS, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC: 2,135,434, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

FEMCARE, INC., HOUSTON, TX: 1,820,254, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION, MEMPHIS, TN: 2,136,321, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

FIRST COMMUNITY HOUSING, SAN JOSE, CA: 2,914,073, PUB. 10-5-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36, 38 AND 42.

FISCHER PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., BNEI BRAK, ISRAEL: 1,820,403, CANC. INT. CL. 5.


FISKARS BRANDS, INC., MADISON, WI: 777,788, REN. 11-16-04, U.S. CL. 23 (INT. CL. 8).

FITNESS QUEST INC., CANTON, OH: 2,914,769, INT. CL. 28.

FITNESS QUEST, INC., CANTON, OH: 2,914,888, INT. CL. 28.

FITNESSOLOGY, INC., GREEN BAY, WI: 2,135,625, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.


FLATIRON WORKSHOP LTD., NEW YORK, NY: 2,135,195, INT. CL. 36.

FLEX CARE INDUSTRIES, CARDIFF BY THE SEA, CA: 1,820,024, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

FLORIDA CONCRETE PIPE CORPORATION, CASTATULA, FL: 2,914,603, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 19.

FLOW INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, KENT, WA: 2,194,007 NEW CERT. 12-28-2004, INT. CL. 37.

FLYING CROCODILE, INC., SEATTLE, WA: 2,915,250, INT. CL. 9.

FONEXION USA, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,914,133, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 10.


FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,218, PUB. 10-5-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,769, INT. CL. 28.

FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,888, INT. CL. 28.

FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,888, INT. CL. 28.

FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,888, INT. CL. 28.

FOOD DYNAMICS INC., NATICK, MA: 2,914,888, INT. CL. 28.
GERITY PRODUCTS, INC., TOLEDO, OH:

GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA:

GIANT BICYCLE, INC., RANCHO DOMINGUEZ, CA:

GFA BRANDS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

GETTHERE INC., MENLO PARK, CA:

GEORGETOWN COLLECTION, INC., PORTLAND, ME TO

GEORG FISCHER VERKEHRSTECHNIK GMBH, SINGEN,

GENTEEL CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

GENERAL NUTRITION INVESTMENT COMPANY, PITTS-

GENERAL MILLS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

GENERAL HOUSEWARES CORP., TERRE HAUTE, IN:

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, FAIRFIELD, CT:

GENERAL CABLE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION,

GENERAL AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, ST.

GENCORP INC., FAIRLAWN, OH TO OMNOVA SERVICES,

GEMINI SOUND PRODUCTS CORP., CARTERET, NJ:

GEMINI INDUSTRIES, INC., EL RENO, OK:

GEMCO WARE INC., FREEPORT, NY:

GELCO CORPORATION, EDEN PRAIRIE, MN, DBA GE

GEBAUER, RICHARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.

GEFASSE, G.F., HAMBURG, GERMANY:

GENCETEC CORPORATION, JUPITER, FL:

GIOVANNI'S PIZZA SUPPLY, INC., ASHLAND, KY:

GINSBERG, MINDY, ENGLEWOOD, NJ:

GIMBORN PET SPECIALTIES, LLC, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBRALTAR INNOVATION CORPORATION, TULSA, OK:

GIBRALTAR INDUSTRIAL MOLDING CORPORATION, LUBBOCK,

GIDDINGS & LEWIS, INC., UNITED STATES:

GIGA LIGHT, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

GILLETTE CANADA COMPANY, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO,

GILEAD SCIENCES, INC., FOSTER CITY, CA:

GIFTRAP CORPORATION, JUPITER, FL:

GILLETTE COMPANY, THE, BOSTON, MA:

GIFT IN CARD, CO., ANDOVER, MN:

GERMANY:

GLASS SPECIALTY CO., INC., BLOOMINGTON, IL:

GLASS PRODUCTS, INC., DALLAS, TX:

GIVAUDAN SA, 1214 VERNIER, SWITZERLAND:

GIRTON SALES COMPANY, INC., MILLVILLE, PA:

GIVAUDAN SA, 1214 VERNIER, SWITZERLAND:

GLASS PRODUCTS, INC., DALLAS, TX:

GILETTE CANADA COMPANY, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO,

GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX,

GIBBS, LOUIS, DEMOPOLIS, AL:

GIBSON GREETING CARDS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON PRODUCTS GROUP, INC., LUBBOCK, TX TO

GIBSON JET VACUUM, INC., OAKLEY, CA:

GIBRALTAR INNOVATION CORPORATION, TULSA, OK:

GIBRALTAR INDUSTRIAL MOLDING CORPORATION, LUBBOCK,

GIBRALTAR INDUSTRIAL MOLDING CORPORATION, LUBBOCK,

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:

GIBBON ENTERPRISES CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH:
JENNIFER B. SMITH, LAKEWOOD, OH: 2,914,865, INT. CL. 9.
JOHNSON, MICHELLE, BURLINGAME, CA: 2,135,671, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JETTE INTERNATIONAL, INC., MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ: 1,819,806, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
JEWISH WAR VETERANS, U.S.A. NATIONAL MEMORIAL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC: 2,135,380, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
JINGPU FOODSTUFFS CO., LTD., BEIJING, PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA: 2,135,515, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
JEEB ENTERPRISES INC., SOUTH FLORIDA: 2,135,427, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME D. KELSON, JR., LAFAYETTE, IN: 2,135,426, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME E. STONE, JR., NEW YORK, NY: 2,135,429, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME G. GIBBONS, JR., BURLINGTON, VT: 2,135,430, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME B. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,431, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,432, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,433, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,434, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,435, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,436, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,437, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,438, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,439, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,440, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,441, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,442, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,443, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,444, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,446, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,447, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,448, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,449, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,450, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,452, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,453, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,454, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
JEROME A. EISENBERG, JR., HIGHLAND BEACH, MD: 2,135,455, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
KELLOGG NORTH AMERICA COMPANY, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.: 2,914,944, INT. CL. 30.
KEN DONE DOWN UNDER PTY LIMITED, SYDNEY NSW, AUSTRALIA: 2,914,729, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21, 24 AND 25.
KENNEDY COVINGTON LOBDELL & HICKMAN, L.L.P., CHARLOTTE, N.C: 2,915,377, INT. CL. 35.
KENNETH F JOHNSON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OH: 2,135,445, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
KENNETH JAY LANE, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,914,919, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.
KOHLER CO., KOHLER, WI: 2,915,237, INT. CL. 9.
KOHLER CO., KOHLER, WI: 2,915,238, INT. CL. 11.
KONAMI CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,914,919, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.
Koninklijke Ahold N.V, Zaandam, Netherlands: 2,914,787, INT. CL. 42.
KOSE CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,914,776, INT. CL. 3.
KOTT KOATINGS, INC., FOOTHILL RANCH, CA: 2,135,662, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 37.
KRAFT FOODS HOLDINGS, INC., NORTHFIELD, IL: 2,915,171, INT. CL. 30.
KREYENBORG GMBH, MUNSTER, GERMANY: 48157 MUNSTER, FED REP GERMANY: 2,136,626, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
KHYNI, TIFANNY M., AUSTIN, TX: 2,915,294, INT. CL. 9.
KIDS ON KEYS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH: 2,135,270, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
KINEK TECHNOLOGIES INC., SAINT JOHNS, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA: 2,914,438, PUBL. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
KIPPE, HEINRICH. 7247 SULZ, FED REP GERMANY, DBA HEINRICH KIPP SPANNTECHNIK + NORMELEMENTE: 2,135,290, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 9 AND 42.
KITCO, INC., SPRINGVILLE, UT: 2,135,321, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 12 AND 17.
2,914,322, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 5.
2,914,323, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 5.
KLREEK, ANTHONY JAMES, AMHERST, NY: 2,915,146, INT. CL. 25.
KLIPPSTEN, PAULA SAKER, NEW YORK, NY: 1,266,389, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
KLOMPEN, LAYNE, BOZEMAN, MT: 2,914,871, INT. CL. 7.
KNACK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CRYSTAL LAKE, IL: 2,166,140, CANC. INT. CL. 6.
MOET PRODUCTIONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
913,053, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 44.

MRO CORPORATION, KING OF PRUSSIA, PA:
913,053, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 44.

MROZOWSKI, EDWARD, LOWELL, MA:
2,135,962, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

MUD PIE PRODUCTIONS, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,915,007, INT. CL. 42.

MUEHLENS GMBH & CO. KG, 50828 KOELN, FED REP GERMANY:

MUKWANO INDUSTRIES (U) LTD, KAMPALA, UGANDA:
2,914,128, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 3.

MULTI BUSINESS CONCEPTS, LLC, CRAFTSBURY COMMON, VT:
2,915,203, INT. CL. 39.

MULTIGEN INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
2,136,158, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MULTIMEDIA HEALTH CARE, INC., PLAINSBORO, NJ:
2,136,357, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

MUNRO & ASSOCIATES, INC., TROY, MI:
2,915,342, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

MURPHYWORKS, INC., EXCELSIOR, MN:
2,915,013, INT. CL. 16.

MUSIC IN THE PARKS, DOUGLASSVILLE, PA:
2,915,870, PUB. 11-17-04, INT. CL. 41.

MUSIC MISSION CORPORATION, THE, ROSWELL, GA:
2,915,013, INT. CL. 16.

MYNDE CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX, FORMERLY CYBERRIGHTS CORPORATION:
2,914,054, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.

MYRON D. DORMAN, IRVINE, CA:
1,293,349, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 41.

N.A.N.C.I.E.-CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE L’EAU, 54515 VANDOEUVRE-LÉS-NANCY CEDEX, FRANCE:
2,915,289, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 37 AND 40.

N.V. NUTRICIA, 2700 MA ZOETERMEER, NETHERLANDS:
1,298,341, REN. 11-17-04, INT. CL. 5.
1,298,341, CANC. INT. CL. 29.

NAG&BS, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA:
2,915,304, INT. CL. 25.

NASTER, DAVID C., LAKE QUIVIRA, KS:
2,915,045, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS, INC., DEDHAM, MA:
1,304,210, REN. 11-18-04, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK MBA ASSOCIATION, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,914,745, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BOARDS OF PHARMACY, PARK RIDGE, IL:
2,914,712, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL BANK OF ARIZONA, PHOENIX, AZ:
2,914,624, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 36.

NATIONAL BEVERAGE CORP., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,914,655, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 32.

NATIONAL BLACK MBA ASSOCIATION, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,914,745, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH:
2,915,275, INT. CL. 36.

NATIONAL FROZEN & REFRIGERATED FOODS ASSOCIATION, INC., HARRISBURG, PA:
2,914,878, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL GUEST HOMES, INC., HOUSTON, TX TO NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH:
2,914,712, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL INVENTORS HALL OF FAME, INC., AKRON, OH:
2,914,494, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.
NATIONAL MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY, NEW YORK, NY: 2,915,135, INT. CL. 36.
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION, SANTA CLARA, CA: 1,921,600, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 9.
NATIONAL TOOL AND EQUIPMENT, INC., YOUNGSTOWN, OH: 2,135,419, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NATIONAL VARNISH COMPANY, DETROIT, MI, DBA NVC, INC.: 2,915,365, INT. CL. 19.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, VIENNA, VA: 1,820,832, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
NATIONWIDE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OH: 2,914,831, INT. CL. 36.
NATURAL GRILLING & FUEL SYSTEMS, INC., CHARLEVILLE, MA: 2,136,130, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
NATURAL SELECTION FOODS, SAN JUAN BAUTISTA, CA: 2,135,984, CANC. INT. CL. 31.
NATURE'S FIRST INC. ORANGE, CT, MMI INTERNATIONAL CORP., EDGNER, NJ: 1,839,844, REN. 11-17-04, INT. CL. 29.
NATURE'S HEALTH SUPPLY, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA: 2,915,401, INT. CL. 5.
NAZAROV, LLC, PHOENIX, AZ: 2,914,402, INT. CL. 33.
NCH CORPORATION, IRVING, TX, USACHEM, INC., IRVING, TX: 1,003,693, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 4.
NCH CORPORATION, IRVING, TX, NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH CORPORATION, IRVING, TX: 1,006,178, REN. 11-17-04, INT. CL. 2.
NEAR EAST INTERNATIONAL INC., WASHINGTON, DC: 2,136,390, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEEDS, INC., SYRACUSE, NY: 2,914,051, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
NEFAB PLYWOOD EMBALLAGE AB, RUNEMO, ALFRA, SWEDEN: 2,136,146, CANC. MULTIPL. CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 20.
NEOLIFE COMPANY OF AMERICA, FREMONT, CA: 1,266,255, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
NETLIENT, INC., REDWOOD CITY, CA FROM GEARLAGE.COM, INC., PALO ALTO, CA: 2,914,734, MULTIPL. CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
NETTER, PATRICK, LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,915,097, MULTIPL. CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.
NEUBAUER, H. DUANE, JR., ALACHUA, FL AND NEUBAUER, SUSAN A., ALACHUA, FL: 2,915,251, INT. CL. 44.
NEUMIEER ASSOCIATES, INC., TIMONIUM, MD: 2,136,333, CANC. MULTIPL. CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 42.
NEUROGENA CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,914,918, INT. CL. 3.
NEW FARM PRODUCTS, INC., MINERAL POINT, WI: 2,914,541, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
NEW HYDE PARK FUNERAL HOME INC., NEW HYDE PARK, NY: 2,914,183, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 45.
NEW LONDON RESTORATION: WATERPROOFING INC., NEW LONDON, CT: 2,136,014, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
NEW MEDIA, INC., SAN JOSE, CA: 2,135,349, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
NEW SOUTHWEST DOOR COMPANY, INC., TUCSON, AZ: 2,915,299, INT. CL. 40.
NEWELL OPERATING COMPANY, FREEPORT, IL: 2,915,993, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
NEWSHAM'S WOODSHOP, INC., RUTLEDGE, PA: 2,914,839, INT. CL. 11.
NEUTROGENA CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,914,918, INT. CL. 3.
NEWSHAM'S WOODSHOP, INC., RUTLEDGE, PA: 2,914,839, INT. CL. 11.
NEWTON LABORATORIES, INC., CONYERS, GA: 2,135,897, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
NEXT PROTEINS, INC., CARLSBAD, CA: 2,915,236, INT. CL. 29.
NEXTWOOD INC., CONCORD, ONTARIO L4K 4J3, CANADA: 2,914,891, INT. CL. 20.
NGN CAPITAL, LLC, GREENWICH, CT: 2,915,297, INT. CL. 36.
NIELSEN ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, NEW YORK, NY, SOUNDCAN, INC., HARTSDALE, NY: 1,856,925, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 35.
NIM PLASTICS CORPORATION, WHEELING, IL: 2,914,929, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
NINE WEST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE: 2,915,272, INT. CL. 14.
NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC., REDMOND, WA: 2,914,836, INT. CL. 9.
NIX COMPANY LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,135,127, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
NO BOUNDARY COMMUNICATIONS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA: 2,914,216, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.
NO FEAR, INC., CARLSBAD, CA: 2,136,271, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NO FEAR, INC., CARLSBAD, CA: 2,136,272, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NO SQUID, INC., LAHAINA, HI:
2,136,294, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NO TOOLS LOANED, FRANKFORT, KY:
2,914,210, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.
NORBEST, INC., MIDVALE, UT:
1,879,942, REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 29.
NORBORD INDUSTRIES INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:
NORDIC PRODUCTS, INC., EVERETT, WA:
1,317,632. REN. 11-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 8 AND 21.
NORDSON CORPORATION, WESTLAKE, OH:
1,316,828, REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 11.
NORTH AMERICAN MANUFACTURING CO., CLEVELAND, OH:
1,300,169. REN. 11-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 9 AND 11.
NORTH AMERICAN RENTALS, INC., ROCKFORD, IL:
2,135,904, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
NORTHEAST APPAREL, INC., BRAINTREE, MA:
2,136,015, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
NORTH AMERICAN MANUFACTURING CO., CLEVELAND, OH:
1,300,169. REN. 11-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 9 AND 11.
NORTH AMERICAN RENTALS, INC., ROCKFORD, IL:
2,135,904, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
NORTHEAST APPAREL, INC., BRAINTREE, MA:
2,136,015, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
NORWOOD INDUSTRIES PTY LTD, HALLAM, VICTORIA, 3803, AUSTRALIA AND GLENFIELD WHOLESALE NURSERIES PTY LTD, NEW SOUTH WALES, 2564, AUSTRALIA:
2,914,815, INT. CL. 16.
NOTICE INCORPORATED, LOS ANGELES, CA:
NOVA MEDIA, INCORPORATED, HERNDON, VA:
2,136,015, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
NOVALOGIC, INC., CALABASAS, CA:
2,915,305, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.
NOVARTIS AG, BASEL, SWITZERLAND:
2,915,277, INT. CL. 5.
2,915,278, INT. CL. 5.
NOVOSCI CORP., THE WOODLANDS, CA, BENTLEY LABORATORIES, INC., SANTA ANA, CA:
NU TECHNOLOGIES, INC., FREEPORT, NY, NU-DENT, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA:
1,859,425, REN. 11-13-04. INT. CL. 5.
NU-CALGON WHOLESALER, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,873,603. REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 7.
NUNEZ, ERNIE, POMONA, CA:
NURIDE, INC., GREAT FALLS, VA:
2,915,059, INT. CL. 39.
NURSING ORGANIZATIONS ALLIANCE, MIDDLETOWN, WE:
2,915,378, INT. CL. 35.
NUTRITION & FITNESS, INC., FAYETTEVILLE, NC:
2,915,285, INT. CL. 5.
NUTRITION NOW, INC., VANCOUVER, WA:
2,136,396, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
NYC & COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
NYDRLE, PETER, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
2,915,061, INT. CL. 43.
NYEL LUBRICANTS, INC., FAIRHAVEN, MA:
1,315,310, REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 4.
NYGVIST, KJELL, V. BOISE, ID:
2,915,375, INT. CL. 35.
O’CONNOR, KATE, LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,914,228, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 25.
O’HARA, MICHAEL, NEW YORK, NY:
1,819,892, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
O’MEALIA, JAMIS P., RUMSON, NJ:
2,136,181, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
O’SHAUGHNESSY STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS, INC., GREENWICH, CT:
2,136,188, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
ORTOSIM, S.A. DE C.V., TLALNEPANTLA, ESTADO DE MEXICO, MEXICO:
2,915,175, INT. CL. 10.
OSBURN, LIDA, LAWRENCE, KS:
2,915,124, INT. CL. 11.
OSRAM GMBH, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY:
OT ASSOCIATES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,914,924, INT. CL. 25.
OTTAWA FIBRE INC., OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1G 3N2, CANADA:
2,914,930, INT. CL. 19.
OUTDOOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS PTY LTD, EAST KEILOR, VICTORIA 3033, AUSTRALIA:
2,136,262, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
OVERNITE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, RICHMOND, VA:
2,914,857, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 39 AND 40.
OWEN N GONZALES, LOS ANGELES, CA, DBA POOL PARTY WEEKEND:
2,914,452, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.
OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION, SUMMIT, NJ:
1,905,541, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 17.
OWENS, SALLY L., SAN ANTONIO, TX:
1,820,575, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
OXFORD BIOMEDICA PLC, OXFORD, OX4 4GA, ENGLAND:
2,914,053, PUB. 10-5-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 5, 10 AND 42.
PACIFIC CORPORATE TRUST COMPANY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA:
2,914,049, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
PACIFIC EARTH RESOURCES, LTD., CAMARILLO, CA:
1,905,114, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 31.
PACIFIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,914,754, INT. CL. 36.
PACIFIC SUNWEAR OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA ANA, CA:
1,820,686, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL:
2,135,438, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
PADOMI, INC., NORTH ROYALTON, OH:
2,135,734, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
PAGE, WOLFBERG & WIRTH, LLC, MECHANICSBURG, PA:
PALISADE CORPORATION, NEWFIELD, NY:
2,915,351, INT. CL. 9.
PALL CORPORATION, EAST HILLS, NY:
1,855,628, REN. 11-13-04, INT. CL. 10.
PAMARCO, INCORPORATED, ROSELLE, NJ:
764,626, CANC. U.S. CL. 23.
PANAYESE PRODUCTS, INC., SPARKS, NV:
1,820,505, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
PAR AID PRODUCTS CO., LINO LAKES, MN:
PAR SYSTEMS, INC., SHOREVIEW, MN, GCA CORPORATION, BEDFORD, MA:
1,298,496, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 9.
PARAGON LUGGAGE, INC., TUSTIN, CA:
2,136,374, CANC. INT. CL. 18.
PARCO FOODS, LLC., BLUE ISLAND, IL, PARCO FOODS, INC., BLUE ISLAND, IL:
1,912,697, REN. 11-19-04, INT. CL. 30.
PAR MEDICAL SYSTEMS INC., LACHINE, QUEBEC, CANADA:
2,135,824, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
PARMALAT S.P.A., COLLECCHIO (PARMA), ITALY:
2,135,947, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
PARNES, LARRY, PROVIDENCE, RI:
2,135,981, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
PARNET CORPORATION, TORRANCE, CA:
1,820,128, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
PARSONS, DOUG, COLTON, CA:
2,914,909, INT. CL. 9.
PARTNERSCOM, NEW YORK, NY:
2,914,597, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
PAT O'BRIEN'S BAR, INC., ST ALBANY, LA:
1,820,869, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 20, 21, 25, 32, 33 AND 42.
PATHWAY BELLows, INC., OAK RIDGE, TN:
2,136,154, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
PATRIZIER-BRAEU AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, NUERNBERG, FED REP GERMANY:
1,266,544, CANC. INT. CL. 32.
PATTEN SEED COMPANY, LAKELAND, GA:
2,914,773, INT. CL. 31.
PAUL, CONNIE LEA, SANIBEL, FL:
2,136,142, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
PEACE TREE INN LLC, KINGSLAND, GA:
2,136,169, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, MERIDIAN, MS:
1,880,483, REN. 11-13-04, INT. CL. 9.
PEERES, DAVID, TWIN FALLS, ID:
2,136,263, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
PENGUIN COMMUNICATIONS, BALA CYNWYD, PA:
2,613,253, COR. INT. CL. 38.
PEREIRA CHIEFS COMMUNITY BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, PEORIA, IL:
2,135,298, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
Pep-so Company, The, DENVER, CO:
179,482, CANC. U.S. CL. 45.
PEPPER & CORAZZINI, L.L.C., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,135,997, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
PEPPERITE THERMOGRAPHERS, INC., MEMPHIS, TN:
2,135,908, COR. INT. CL. 35, 36 AND 42.
PENSACOLA FIBERGLAS CORPORATION, TUSLA, OK:
2,914,808, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 35, 36 AND 42.
PFI ASSOCIATES, INC., THE, LEEXA, KS:
2,135,911, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
PETER WYCKODD, SUNLAND, CA, SALCO, INC., GARDENA, CA:
1,921,437, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 4.
PETERS, LEO, GRAND RAPIDS, MI:
1,266,697, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
1,266,698, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
1,266,699, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
1,266,700, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
1,266,701, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
1,266,702, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
PETERSON, ROBERT A., JR., PLANO, TX:
1,857,381, REN. 11-13-04, INT. CL. 39.
RAYE'S, INC., ELLIS, KS, DBA WHEELCHAIRS OF KAN- SAS: 2,135,436, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
RAYFIELD, MERCY KEEFE, PORTLAND, OR AND ELLS- WORTH, MARK S., PORTLAND, OR AND FALAF, ERIT, PORTLAND, OR: 2,914,061, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.
RAYNAL & CIE, COGNAC, FRANCE: 1,266,356, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
RAYPAK, INC., WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA: 2,135,509, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
REACH MEDIA, INC., DALLAS, TX: 2,914,564, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 41.
RED MOUNTAIN RESEARCH LABORATORY, INC., MESA, AZ: 2,136,020, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
RED R. W. DAIRY HEALTH USA: 2,915,075, INT. CL. 42.
RED SYSTEMS LLC, TUCSON, AZ: 2,914,714, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 3.
REENTRAK CORPORATION, PORTLAND, OR: 2,914,430, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.
RESOURCES IN LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT, INC., SWARTHMORE, PA: 1,870,660, REN. 11-16-04. INT. CL. 41.
RESULTS PAID MARKETING, INC., SAN SABA, TX: 2,135,919, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
RETEC INC., CHAMBLY, QUEBEC, J3L 4X3, CANADA: 2,135,239, CANC. INT. CL. 8.
REVERY, CHRISTOPHER L., BONITA SPRINGS, FL: 1,819,872, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
RENOVATIONS, INC., NEWTON, MA: 2,914,914, INT. CL. 10.
RENTAPLUS CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX: 2,914,430, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.
REDOCTO CORPORATION, PORTLAND, OR: 2,914,808, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.
RHPA, INC., BOCA RATON, FL: 2,914,856, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 3.
ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION, INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,915,394, INT. CL. 42.

ROCHESTER MIDLAND CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NY:
1,819,764, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ROCI LABORATORIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,915,009, INT. CL. 10.

ROCK-TECH COMPANY, NORCROSS, GA:
2,914,474, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 16.

RODALE PRESS, INC., EMMAUS, PA:
2,136,094, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

RODENSTOCK NORTH AMERICA, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
2,915,012, INT. CL. 9.

RODRIGUEZ, NIELSEN, NEW YORK, NY AND POWELL, GAIL, NEW YORK, NY AND CHUNG, DANNY, NEW YORK, NY AND CHO, CHARLES, NEW YORK, NY:

ROGERS USA, INC., ELIZABETHTOWN, PA:

ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA:
1,266,656, REN. 11-15-04. U.S. CL. 100 (INT. CL. 42).

ROMNESS, VALERIE, AUSTIN, TX:
2,915,235, INT. CL. 35.

ROKU INC., CUPERTINO, CA:
2,915,331, INT. CL. 9.

ROKU, INC., CUPERTINO, CA:
2,915,339, INT. CL. 9.

SABAN ENTERTAINMENT, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,135,216, CANC. INT. CL. 29.

S & T ASSOCIATES, INC., CORAL SPRINGS, FL:
1,820,478, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

S & T ASSOCIATES, INC., CORAL SPRINGS, FL:
1,820,519, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

S & T ASSOCIATES, INC., CORAL SPRINGS, FL:
1,820,520, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

SALISH TRUST, ANACORTES, WA:
2,136,094, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 43.

SALIS, JOHN M., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,135,204, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

SALT LABS TECHNOLOGY AG, A-1040 VIENNA, AUSTRIA:
2,136,331, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

SAM SHAPIRO, PITTSBURGH, PA, DBA EYEDEALS EYES:
2,135,251, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 14, 18 AND 25.

SAMSUNG TELECOMMUNICATIONS AMERICA, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,914,797, INT. CL. 9.

SAMAD AMERICAN HOLDING CORPORATION, VIENNA, VA:
2,914,387, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 36.

SAMAD ITALY S.P.A., 23030 CHIUSO SO, ITALY:

SANFORD, L.P., BELLWOOD, IL:
2,136,295, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

SANDVIK AB, SE-811 81 SANDVIKEN, SWEDEN:
2,914,498, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 35.

SANDVIK AB, SE-811 81 SANDVIKEN, SWEDEN:
2,915,121, INT. CL. 42.

SAMS S.A., MONJOS, SPAIN:
2,135,194, INT. CL. 42.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:

SANDVIK CORUS, SE-910 74 KORSHOLM, SWEDEN:

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,915,009, INT. CL. 10.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,915,009, INT. CL. 10.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.

SANDVIK BOHUS AB, SE-541 84 SVEA, SWEDEN:
2,914,533, INT. CL. 9.
STERLING PUBLISHING CO., INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,915,319, INT. CL. 16.
STEVEN SREMAC, SANTA CLARA, CA, DBA SANTA CLARA RECORD PRODUCTIONS: 2,135,622, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 4 AND 9.
STOKELY-VAN CAMP, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,915,265, INT. CL. 32.
STONE CARE INTERNATIONAL, INC., BALTIMORE, MD: 2,914,735, INT. CL. 25.
STONE MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY CO., KANSAS CITY, MO: 1,301,137, REN. 11-19-04, INT. CL. 5.
STONE INTERNATIONAL, LLC, GREENVILLE, SC: 2,914,735, INT. CL. 25.
STORMGREN SUPPORTS, INC., HAYS, KS: 2,135,513, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS, INC., TIMONIUM, MD: 2,914,107, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 41.
STRESSGEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, VICTORIA, BC, CANADA: 2,914,781, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 5.
STRESSGEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION VICTORIA, BC & SV2 4B9, CANADA: 2,914,782, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 5.
STRATOTECH CORP., FORT COLLINS, CO: 2,915,255, INT. CL. 36.
STRIX LIMITED, RONALDSWAY, ISLE OF MAN: 2,914,217, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 11.
STROMGREN SUPPORTS, INC., HAYS, KS: 2,135,414, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 10 AND 28.
STRUCTURETEC ENGINEERING CORPORATION, KALAMAZOO, MI, DBA STRUCTURETEC CORPORATION: 1,871,696, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 42.
SUCCESSFUL MONEY MANAGEMENT SEMINARS, INC., PORTLAND, OR: 2,136,121, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.
SULLIVAN CONCRETE TEXTURES, COSTA MESA, CA: 2,914,777, INT. CL. 19.
SUMPERS LABORATORIES, INC., COLLEGEVILLE, PA, DIOMED DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED, GOSMORE HERTS, ENGLAND: 1,255,064, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 5.
SUMMERVILLE SENIOR LIVING, INC., SAN RAMON, CA: 2,914,189, PUB. 10-5-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 43 AND 44.
SUMMIT BROADCASTING CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA TO INFINITY BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF FT. WORTH, NEW YORK, NY: 1,820,805, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
SUMMIT-NACKED FURNITURE, INC., CLARKS SUMMIT, PA: 1,819,938, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND 42.
SUNBELT BUSINESS BROKERS OF SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN, L.L.C., SOUTHFIELD, MI: 2,915,092, INT. CL. 36.
SUNBURST ENERGY, INC., JACKSON, MS: 1,266,093, CANC. INT. CL. 4.
SUNNYLAND FOODS, INC., THOMASVILLE, GA: 2,816,453, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
SUNSHINE MILLS, INC., RED BAY, AL, SILER CITY MILLS, INC., THE SILER CITY, NC: 1,299,040, REN. 11-17-04, INT. CL. 31.
SUNSHINE REHAB, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL: 2,135,738, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
SUPER FAST PIZZA CO., FOND DU LAC, WI: 2,915,409, INT. CL. 39.
SUPRA PRODUCTS, INC., SALEM, OR: 2,135,568, CANC. INT. CL. 6.
SUPRA PRODUCTS, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,135,569, CANC. INT. CL. 6.
SURGERY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA, DBA BENCHMARK PARTNERS: 2,914,388, PUB. 10-5-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 35.
SURGICAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION, READING, PA, LOOK, INC., NORWELL, MA: 1,856,678, REN. 11-15-04, INT. CL. 10.
SUPRUS SOFTWARE, INC., HOOD RIVER, OR: 2,135,709, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
SUSAN POWER CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX TO SUSAN POWER, SEATTLE, WA: 1,819,715, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 41.
SUSHI MITSUYAN, INC., JAMAICA ESTATES, NY: 2,914,518, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 43.
SUSSEX INVESTMENTS LTD., ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015, AUSTRALIA: 1,855,644, REN. 11-16-04, INT. CL. 9.
SWANSON HEALTH PRODUCTS, INC., FARGO, ND: 2,135,808, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
SWISS REINSURANCE COMPANY, 8022 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND: 2,914,340, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 36.
SYAGEN TECHNOLOGY, INC., TUSTIN, CA: 2,914,772, INT. CL. 9.
SYLVAN SPAWN LABORATORY INCORPORATED, KITNANNING, PA: 1,266,523, CANC. INT. CL. 31.
SYMETRA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, REDMOND, WA: 2,915,255, INT. CL. 36.
SYNIVERSE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., TAMPA, FL: 1,820,168, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
SYNOVA HEALTHCARE, INC., MEDIA, PA: 2,914,217, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 5.
SYNTHONICS, INCORPORATED, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA: 1,301,137, CANC. INT. CL. 4.
SYSTRONIC BURELL CONSULTING INCORPORATED, WALThAM, MA: 2,914,231, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
SYSTRONIC BURELL CONSULTING INCORPORATED, BURLINGTON, MA: 2,914,393, PUB. 10-5-2004, INT. CL. 35.
SYSTрок SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,136,076, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
T.L. CLARK, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO: 2,915,092, INT. CL. 20.
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA, AICHI-KEN, JAPAN, TA TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION:
1,888,870. REN. 11-15-04. INT. CL. 37.

TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORPORATION, TORRANCE, CA:

TOZZI, DONNA, BOCA RATON, FL:
2,915,391. INT. CL. 41.

TPF GROUP, INC., TAMPA, FL:

TRACK DATA CORP., BROOKLYN, NY, TRACK DATA CORP., NEW YORK, NY:
1,854,822. REN. 11-18-04. INT. CL. 35.

TRADE POINT DETROIT/WINDSOR, TRENTON, MI:

TRUCK BLAZERS, INC., PORTLAND, OR:
2,915,031. INT. CL. 41.

TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,135,304, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

TRANSFER FLOW INTERNATIONAL, INC., CHICO, CA:
2,135,452, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

TRANSOMATIC, INC., WATERFORD, MI:
1,319,225. REN. 11-13-04. INT. CL. 11.

TRANSPORT LAB CONTRACT/LEASING, INC., ARDEN HILLS, MN:
2,877,994, COR. INT. CL. 35.

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI:
2,915,208, INT. CL. 43.

TRANSMATIC, INC., WATERFORD, MI:
2,915,207, INT. CL. 43.

TRAVELERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OH:
1,820,134, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

TRIANGLE RESTAURANT INC., HIGHLAND SPRINGS, VA:
2,135,570, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

TRIANGLE RESTAURANT INC., HIGHLAND SPRINGS, VA:
2,135,738, CANC. INT. CL. 17.

TREFFELNANN, CHARLES, CARLSBAD, CA:
764,843, CANC. U.S. CL. 101.

TREMAYNE, TERENCE, LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,914,940, INT. CL. 35.

TREMONTI MENTRY COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OH:
1,820,148, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,915,391, INT. CL. 41.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,915,098, INT. CL. 35.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,915,031, INT. CL. 41.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,180, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 36.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,184, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 41.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,272, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,273, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,059, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.

TREMBLAY, HERVEY, ST-FULGENCE (QUEBEC), CANADA:
2,914,039, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 44.
WILDCOUNTRY, INC., FT. PAYNE, AL:
2,914,837, INT. CL. 44.

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,915,229, INT. CL. 36.

WENKO AG, 9469 HAAG, SWITZERLAND:

WERNER CO., GREENVILLE, PA:
2,914,298, INT. CL. 36.

WEST PUBLISHING CORPORATION, EAGAN, MN:
1,266,330, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

WHARTON, ALISON, ALISO VIEJO, CA:
1,260,991, REN. 11-13-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 20.

WILLARD ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, DC:
1,820,244, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

WILLIAM H. KAUFMAN INC., KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA:
1,266,330, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

WILLIAM ROSE, INC., ROSEMOUNT, MN:
1,820,211, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

WILLIAM ZINSSER & CO., INC., SOMERSET, NJ:
1,820,210, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, DAYTON, OH:
1,854,625, REN. 11-16-04. INT. CL. 16.

WORLD LEAGUE OF AMERICAN FOOTBALL, L.P., NEW YORK, NY:
1,875,125, REN. 11-13-04. INT. CL. 9.

WORLD OF INC., FT. WORTH, TX:

WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAMFORD, CT:
2,914,298, INT. CL. 36.

WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., WOODBURY, NY:
2,915,035, INT. CL. 9.

WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,042, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDX MINING, INC., GLENDORA, CA:
1,854,625, REN. 11-16-04. INT. CL. 16.

WORLD YOUTH ADVENTURE FOUNDATION, JAMBOREE, CA:
2,914,298, INT. CL. 36.

WORLD YOUTH ADVENTURE FOUNDATION, JAMBOREE, CA:
2,915,035, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOOD SALES, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,914,896, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 20.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODRUFF, SC:
2,135,360, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,914,298, INT. CL. 36.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,035, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,042, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,914,837, INT. CL. 44.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,035, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,042, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,914,837, INT. CL. 44.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,035, INT. CL. 9.

WORLDWIDE FOODS, INC., WOODSTOCK, NY:
2,915,042, INT. CL. 9.
XAXON HOLDINGS INC., CLAYTON, CA:
2,135,695, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

XEXTEX CORPORATION, THE, ISSAQUAH, WA:
2,914,519, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 42.

XYRON INCORPORATED, SCOTTSDALE, AZ:
2,914,041, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 25, 36, 38 AND 42.

YAHOO! INC., SANTA CLARA, CA FROM YAHOO! INC., SANTA CLARA, CA:
2,914,041, PUB. 10-5-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 25, 36, 38 AND 42.

YAHOO! INC.: See — YAHOO! INC.

YAMHILL'S SOUTHERN EXPOSURE, LTD., NEWBERG, OR:
2,915,259, INT. CL. 33.

YAZDANIE, ZAHID, TUSTIN, CA:
2,915,181, INT. CL. 32.

YELLOW PAGES PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION, TROY, MI:
2,135,544, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

YORK BARRELL COMPANY, INC., YORK, PA:
2,915,158, INT. CL. 28.

YORK INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, YORK, PA:
1,322,017. REN. 11-19-04. INT. CL. 11.

YOSHIDA KOGYO K. K., CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,914,738, INT. CL. 42.

YU TIAN, CHEN, PANAMA, PANAMA:
2,914,143, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 41.

7-ELEVEN, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,914,788, INT. CL. 4.

802 LINK, INC., MOUNT AIRY, NC:
2,915,300, INT. CL. 38.

ZAGELBAUM, BRUCE M., BROOKVILLE, NY, DBA
OPHTHALMOLOGY, P.C.:
2,873,733, COR. INT. CL. 44.

ZANINI AUTO GRUP, S.A., PARETS DEL VALLES (BARCELONA), SPAIN:

ZIGURS, VILIS J., CARBONDALE, CO AND ZIGURS,
CHRISTY B., CARBONDALE, CO:
2,135,671, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

ZIP FEED MILLS, INC., SIOUX FALLS, SD:
1,266,520, CANC. INT. CL. 31.

ZMP LTD., MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,915,039, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 20, 24 AND 28.

ZONE BROADCASTING (MAXIMUM REALITY) LIMITED,
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,915,140, INT. CL. 38.

ONE SOURCE INTERNATIONAL, LLC, MARIETTA, GA:
2,136,347, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SOURCE INTERNATIONAL, LLC, MARIETTA, GA:
2,914,621, PUB. 10-5-2004. INT. CL. 38.

50 HOOPs, DALLAS, TX:

7-ELEVEN, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,914,788, INT. CL. 38.